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Preface 
 
 
 
This book includes Volume II of the proceedings of the 2008 International Conference on Systems, 
Computing Sciences and Software Engineering (SCSS). SCSS is part of the International Joint Conferences 
on Computer, Information, and Systems Sciences, and Engineering (CISSE 08). The proceedings are a set 
of rigorously reviewed world-class manuscripts presenting the state of international practice in Advances 
and Innovations in Systems, Computing Sciences and Software Engineering. 
 
SCSS 08 was a high-caliber research conference that was conducted online. CISSE 08 received 948 paper 
submissions and the final program included 390 accepted papers from more than 80 countries, representing 
the six continents. Each paper received at least two reviews, and authors were required to address review 
comments prior to presentation and publication. 
 
Conducting SCSS 08 online presented a number of unique advantages, as follows: 

• All communications between the authors, reviewers, and conference organizing committee were done 
on line, which permitted a short six week period from the paper submission deadline to the beginning 
of the conference. 

• PowerPoint presentations, final paper manuscripts were available to registrants for three weeks prior to 
the start of  the conference 

• The conference platform allowed live presentations by several presenters from different locations, with 
the audio and PowerPoint transmitted to attendees throughout the internet, even on dial up connections.  
Attendees were able to ask both audio and written questions in a chat room format, and presenters 
could mark up their slides as they deem fit 

• The live audio presentations were also recorded and distributed to participants along with the power 
points presentations and paper manuscripts within the conference DVD.  

 
The conference organizers and I are confident that you will find the papers included in this volume 
interesting and useful.  We believe that technology will continue to infuse education thus enriching the 
educational experience of both students and teachers. 
 
 
Khaled Elleithy, Ph.D. 
Bridgeport, Connecticut 

 
 

December 2009 
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Bridging Calculus and Statistics:  
Null - Hypotheses Underlain by Functional Equations Alexander Vaninsky 

Hostos Community College of The City University of New York 
avaninsky@hostos.cuny.edu 

 
 

Abstract-Statistical interpretation of Cauchy functional 
equation f(x+y)=f(x)+f(y) and related functional equations is 
suggested as a tool for generating hypotheses regarding the rate of 
growth: linear, polynomial, or exponential, respectively. 
Suggested approach is based on analysis of internal dynamics of 
the phenomenon, rather than on finding best-fitting regression 
curve. As a teaching tool, it presents an example of investigation 
of abstract objects based on their properties and demonstrates 
opportunities for exploration of the real world based on 
combining mathematical theory with statistical techniques. 
Testing Malthusian theory of population growth is considered as 
an example. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION. HISTORY OF CAUCHY FUNCTIONAL 
EQUATION 

In 1821, a famous French mathematician Augustin-Louis 
Cauchy proved that the only continuous function satisfying a 
condition 

f(x+y) = f(x)+ f(y),                         ( 1) 
is 

f(x) = Kx,                              (2) 
where K is a constant, [1]. The proof provides an interesting 
example of how the properties of an object, function f(x) in this 
case, may be investigated without presenting the object 
explicitly. In what follows, we follow [2]. First, it can be stated 
that f(0)=0, because for any x,  f(x) = f(x+0)=f(x)+f(0),  so 
that  

f(0)=0.                                (3) 
The last was obtained by subtracting f(x) from both sides. 
From this finding it follows directly that f(-x) = - f(x), because 

0 = f(0) = f(x + (-x)) = f(x) + f(-x).                          (4) 
Next, we can show that f(nx)= nf(x) for any x and natural 
number n. It can be easily proved by mathematical induction: 

f(2x) = f(x+x)=f(x)+f(x)= 2f(x),  for n=2,             (5) 
and, provided that it is true for n-1, we get 
f(nx) = f((n-1)x+x)=f((n-1)x)+f(x)= (n-1)f(x) +f(x)= nf(x)    (6) 
for any natural n. Finally, we can show that f((1/n)x)= (1/n)f(x) 
for any natural number n. This follows directly from  

)1())1(()()( x
n

nfx
n

nf
n
nxfxf === ,              (7) 

so that the result follows from division of both sides by n. 
Summarizing, it can be stated that function f(x) satisfying 
condition (1) can be represented explicitly as  

f(r) = Kr                                 (8) 
for all rational numbers r.  

At this point, condition of continuity comes into play to allow 
for expansion of the result for all real numbers x. Let sequence 
of rational numbers ri be converging to x with i→∞. Then 
based on the assumption of continuity of the function f(x), we 
have  

f(x) = f(lim ri ) = lim f(ri ) = lim Kri  = K lim ri  = Kx,     (9) 
where limit is taken with i→∞. Note, that in this process an 
object, function f(x), was first investigated and only after that 
described explicitly. 
 The Cauchy finding caused broad interest in mathematical 
community and served as a source of fruitful researches. 
Among their main topics were:  

a) Does a discontinuous solution exist? 
b) Can the condition of continuity be omitted or relaxed? 
c) Can a condition be set locally, at a point or in a 

neighborhood, rather than on the whole domain of the 
function? 

Weisstein [3] tells the story of the researches regarding 
these problems. It was shown by Banach [4] and Sierpinski [5] 
that the Cauchy equation is true for measurable functions. 
Sierpinski provided direct proof, while Banach showed that 
measurability implies continuity, so that the result of Cauchy is 
applicable. Shapiro [6] gave an elegant brief proof for locally 
integrable functions. Hamel [7] showed that for arbitrary 
functions, (2) is not true; see also Broggi [8] for detail. 
Darboux [9] showed that condition of additivity (1) paired with 
continuity at only one point is sufficient for (2), and later he 
proved in [10] that it is sufficient to assume that xf(x) is 
nonnegative or nonpositive in some neighborhood of x=0. 

 Cauchy functional equation (1) was included in the list of 
principal problems presented by David Hilbert at the Second 
International Congress in Paris in 1900. The fifth Hilbert’s 
problem that generalizes it reads: “Can the assumption of 
differentiability for functions defining a continuous 
transformation group be avoided?” John von Neumann solved 
this problem in 1930 for bicompact groups, Gleason in 1952, 
for all locally bicompact groups, and Montgomery, Zipin, and 
Yamabe in 1953, for the Abelian groups. 

 For undergraduate research purposes, a simple result 
obtained by author may be of interest. It states that 
differentiability at one point is sufficient. Assume that f’(a)=K 
exists at some point a. Then for any x: 

=
−+

=′
→ h

xfhxf
xf

h

)()(
lim)(

0
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This means that the derivative function f’(x)=K for any x, so 
that by the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus we have 

 KxxKfdtKxf
x

=+−=+= ∫ 0)0()0()(
0

.           (11) 

 Geometric interpretation may be as follows, Fig. 1. Cauchy 
functional equation without any additional conditions 
guarantees that every solution passes through the origin and 
varies proportionally with the argument x. In particular,  f(x) = 
Kr for all rational r. In general, a graph of the function has 
“dotted-linear” structure that underlies findings of Hamel [7] 
and Broggi [8]. Additional conditions are aimed at combining 
all partial dotted lines into one solid line. Cauchy[1] used 
continuity condition imposed on all values of x. It may be 
mentioned, however, that linearity of the partial graphs allows 
imposing conditions locally, because only slopes of the dotted 
lines should be made equal. Thus, either continuity at one point 
only, or sign of xf(x) preserving in the neighborhood of the 
origin, or differentiability at the origin is sufficient. Results of 
Hamel [7] and Broggi [8] demonstrate that in general the 
horizontal section of the graph is weird if no conditions are 
imposed.  

II.  FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS FOR POWER AND EXPONENTIAL FUNCTIONS 

  Functional equation (1) characterizes a linear function (2). 
For objectives of this paper we need characterizations of power 
and exponential functions as well. Power function will serve as 
an indicator of the rate of growth no greater than polynomial 
one. The last follows from the observation that any power 
function g(x)= xa, a>0, is growing no faster than some 
polynomial function, say, h(x)=x[a]+1,where [a] is the largest 
integer no greater than a. 

Characterization may be obtained based on basic functional 
equation (1). Following Fichtengoltz [2], we will show that 
functional equation  

f(x+y) = f(x) f(y),                     (12) 
is held for exponential function only 

f(x) = eKx ,                         (13) 
while functional equation  

f(xy) = f(x) f(y),                      (14) 
only for power function: 

f(x) = xK.                           (15) 
Assume for simplicity that functions are continuous and are 

not equal to zero identically. Then given  
f(x+y) = f(x) f(y),                      (16) 

consider some value a, such that f(a) ≠ 0. From equation (12) 
and condition f(a) ≠ 0 we have that for any x 
  f(a) = f((a-x) + x)= f(a-x)f(x) ≠ 0,               (17) 
so that both f(a-x) and  f(x) are not equal to zero. The last 
means that function f(x) satisfying equation (16) is not equal to 
 
 

 
a)                                               b)                                         c) 

Fig. 1. Geometric Interpretation of Cauchy functional equation .  
a) y=Kr for rational r’s; b) Possible structure  of  the f(x) graph; c) Graph with 
 additional conditions imposed          
         
equal to  x/2, we get   

f(x) = f(x/2+x/2) = f(x/2)f(x/2) =f(x/2)2 >0.     (18) 
The last means that f(x)>0 for all values of x. This observation 
allows us taking logarithms from both parts of equation (16): 

ln(f(x+y)) = ln( f(x) f(y)) = ln( f(x)) + ln( f(y)).      (19) 
From the last equation it follows that a composite function 
g(x)= ln(f(x)) satisfies equation (1), and thus, 
     g(x) = Kx.                           (20) 
Substitution of the function f(x) back gives  
   g(x) = ln(f(x))=Kx  or  f(x)=eKx                (21) 
as desired. If we denote a = eK, then function f(x) may be 
rewritten as  
    f(x)=eKx =(eK)x = ax, a>0.                  (22) 

For characterization of power function, consider equation 
(14) for positive values of x and y only. Given 

f(xy) = f(x) f(y), x,y >0,                  (23) 
introduce new variables  u and v, such that x=eu and y=ev, so 
that u= ln(x), y = ln (v).  Then functions f(x) and f(y) may be 
rewritten as function of the variables u or v as f(x)=f(eu) and 
f(y)=f(ev), correspondingly. By doing so, we have 
    f(xy)=f(eu ev)= f(eu+v)=f(x) f(y)=f(eu)f(ev).         (24) 
Consider composite function g(x)=f(ex). In terms of g(x), 
equation (24) may be presented as 
  g(u+v) = g(u)g(v),                       (25) 
that is similar to equation (12). The last characterizes the 
exponential function, so that we have, in accordance with 
equation (22), 
  g(u) = eKu.                            (26) 
Rewriting equation (26) in terms of f(x), we get 

g(u)= eKu = eKlnx =  (elnx)K = xK = g(lnx)= f(elnx)= f(x), (27) 
as desired. 
More equations and details may be found in [2], [11] and [12]. 

III. STATISTICAL PROCEDURES BASED ON CAUCHY FUNCTIONAL EQUATION 

In this paper, our objective is to develop a statistical 
procedure that allows for determination of a pattern of growth 
in time: linear, polynomial, or exponential, respectively. 
Finding patterns of growth is of practical importance. It allows, 
for instance, early determination of the rates of expansion of 
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unknown illnesses, technological change, or social phenomena.  
As a result, timely avoidance of undesirable consequences 
becomes possible. A phenomenon expanding linearly usually 
does not require any intervention. Periodical observations 
made from time to time are sufficient to keep it under control. 
In case of polynomial trend, regulation and control are needed 
and their implementation is usually feasible. Case of 
exponential growth is quite different. Nuclear reactions, AIDS, 
or avalanches may serve as examples. Extraordinary measures 
should be undertaken timely to keep such phenomena under 
control or avoid catastrophic consequences.  
 To determine a pattern, we suggest observing the 
development of a phenomenon in time and testing statistical 
hypotheses. A statistical procedure used in this paper is paired 
t-test, [13]. The procedure assumes that two random variables 
X1 and X2, not necessarily independent, are observed 
simultaneously at the moments of time t1, t2,…,tn (paired 
observations). Let d and d be their differences and sample 
average difference, correspondingly: 

n

d
dXXd

n

i
i

iii

∑
==−= 1

21 ,                (28) 

Then the test statistic formed as shown below has t-distribution 
with (n-1) degrees of freedom  
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where  sd is standard deviation of t. 
 Statistical procedure suggested in this paper is this. A sample 
of observed values is transformed correspondingly and 
organized into three sets of sampled pairs corresponding to 
equations (1), (14), or (12), respectively. The equations are 
used for statement of the corresponding null hypotheses H0. 
The last are the hypotheses of equality of the means calculated 
for the left and the right hand sides of the equations (1), (14), 
or (12), respectively. In testing the hypotheses, the objective is 
to find a unique set for which the corresponding hypothesis 
cannot be rejected. If such set exists, it provides an estimation 
of the rate of growth: linear for the set corresponding to (1), 
polynomial for the set corresponding to (14), or exponential for 
the set corresponding to (12). It may be noted that suggested 
approach is preferable over regression for samples of small or 
medium sizes. It analyzes the internal dynamics of the 
phenomenon, while exponential regression equation f(x)=AeBx 
may fail because on a range of statistical observations  
AeBx≈A(1+(Bx)+(Bx)2/2!+…+(Bx)n/n!)  for some n, that is 
indistinguishable from a polynomial.   

To explain suggested approach in more details, consider an 
example. Suppose that observations are made in days 2, 3, 5, 
and 6, and obtained data are as shown in table 1. What may be 
plausible estimation of the rate of growth? Calculating the 
values of f(x) + f(y) = 7 +10 = 17 and f(x)·f(y) = 7·10 = 70, we 
can see that the only correspondence that is likely held is 

f(x·y)= 71≈ f(x)·f(y) = 70. Based on this observation, we 
conclude that the rate of growth is probably polynomial in this 
case. 

TABLE 1 
EXAMPLE OF STATISTICAL OBSERVATIONS 

 
In general, we compare sample means calculated at times x, y, 
x+y, and xy, denoted below as M(x), M(y), M(x+y), and M(xy), 
respectively, and test the following hypotheses: 

:)1(
0H  M(x) + M(y)= M(x+y),              (30) 

:)2(
0H  M(x) M(y)= M(xy),                 (31) 

or 
:)2(

0H  M(x) M(y)= M(x+y)                (32) 
It may be noted that these hypotheses allow for testing 

more general equations than those given by formulas (2), (14), 
and (12), namely: 
  f(x) = Kx +C,                            (33) 
  f(x) = CxK,                             (34) 
or  
  f(x) = CeKx,                             (35)     
where C is an arbitrary constant. To do this, raw data should be 
adjusted to eliminate constant term C. The appropriate 
transformations of raw data are as follows. Equation (33) is 
transformed by subtraction of the first observed value from all 
other ones. This observation is assigned ordinal number zero, 
f(0) = C: 

f(x) - f(0) = (Kx +C) - C= Kx.               (36) 
Equation (34), is adjusted by division by f(1) = C: 

   K
K

K
x

C
Cx

f
xf ==

)1()1(
)( ,                      (37) 

and equation (35), by division by the value of the observation 
f(0) = C: 

Kx
K

Kx
e

Ce
Ce

f
xf == 0)0(
)( .                   (38) 

To process comprehensive sets of experimental data, we need 
to compare many pairs of observations, so that a systematic 
approach to form the pairs is needed. In this paper, we formed 
pairs as shown in table 2. The table presents a case of ten 
observations available, but the process may be continued 
similarly.  We start with the observation number two and pair 
with each of consequent observations until the last observation 
is achieved in the process of multiplication. Thus, given ten 
observations, we pair the observation number two with 
observations number 3, 4, and 5. Then we continue with 
observation number 3. In this case, observation number 3 
cannot be paired with any of consequent, because 3·4=12>10. 
The same is true for the observations 4, 5, etc. For 
compatibility, additive pairs are chosen the same as 
multiplicative ones.  

Table 3 represents expansion of table 2 using 
spreadsheets1). In the spreadsheet, pairs are ordered by 

x = 2 y = 3 x+y = 5 x·y = 6 
f(x)= 7 f(y)= 10 f(x+y)= 48 f(x·y)= 71 
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increasing of the product of the ordinal numbers of paired 
observations, and the set is limited to 25 pairs. As follows from 
table 3, a critical case is testing the polynomial rate of growth 
hypothesis that uses observations with ordinal number i·j. The 
last product reaches the set boundary pretty soon. As a 
consequence, testing the polynomial rate of growth hypothesis 
in our experiments was performed with smaller number of 
pairs than those used for testing two other hypotheses. The 
Excel statistical function used in the spreadsheets is 
TTEST(Range-of-first-elements-in-pair, Range-of-second-
elements-in-pair, value-2-for-two-tail-test, value-1-for-paired-
t-test). 

IV. EXAMPLE. TESTING THE MALTHUSIAN THEORY OF 
POPULATION GROWTH 

In this section, we test a theory of  Thomas Malthus, who 
suggested the Principle of Population, 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/. The main idea was that 
population if unchecked increases at a geometric rate (i.e. 
exponentially, as 2, 4, 8, 16, etc.) whereas the food supply 
grows at an arithmetic rate (i.e. linearly, as 1, 2, 3, 4, etc.). He 
wrote: “The power of population is so superior to the power of 
the earth to produce subsistence for man that premature death 
must in some shape or other visit the human race.” Malthus 
made a prediction that population would outrun food supply, 
leading to a decrease in food per person. He even predicted that 
this must occur by the middle of the 19th century. Fortunately, 
this prediction failed, in particular, due to his incorrect use of 
statistical analysis and ignoring development of industrial 
chemistry, though recently new concerns aroused caused by 
using of food-generating resources for production of oil- 
replacing goods, see, for example, http://blogs.wsj.com/energy/ 
2007/04/16/foreign-affairs-ethanol-will-starve-the-poor/.  

In this paper, we focus on the hypothesis of exponential 
growth of population using data of the US Census Bureau for 
1950 -2050, available on website http://www.census.gov/ 
ipc/www/idb/worldpop.html. For calculations, the following 
groups of observations were formed: 1950 - 2050, 1950 - 2000, 
2000 - 2050, 1950 - 1975, 1975 - 2000, 2000 - 2025, and 2025 
- 2050. These groups correspond to the whole period, two 
halves of the period, and its four quarters, respectively. The 
first observation in each group was assigned an ordinal number 
0 and used for normalization.  

Obtained results are shown in table 4 and reveal that for the 
relatively long periods like 1950 - 2050, 1950 -2000, or 2000 - 
2050, no one of the hypotheses can be accepted.  At the same 
time, results obtained for shorter periods of 1950 -1975, 1975 -
2000, 2000 - 2025, and 2025 - 2050 lead to different 
conclusions regarding the rate of population growth. Using the 
5% significance level, the following conclusions may be made. 
For the period of 1950 -1975, polynomial rate of growth 
cannot be rejected, and for the period of 1975 - 2000, 
exponential rate. For the periods of 2000 - 2025 and 2025 - 
2050 results are inconclusive, though polynomial hypothesis 
seems more likely than the exponential one. It should be noted 
that data used for 2002 and later years were just forecasts, and 
cannot be taken for granted, so that the estimations obtained 

for the periods of 2000 - 2025 and 2025 - 2050 are just 
expectations as well. 

TABLE 2 
FORMING PAIRS OF OBSERVATIONS 

Ordinal number of an observation Observations combined for paired t-test 
x y x·y x+y 
2 3 2*3=6 2+3 = 5 
2 4 2*4=8 2+4=6 
2 5 2*5= 10 2+5 =7 

 
TABLE 4 

PROBABILITIES OF LINEAR, POLYNOMIAL, OR EXPONENTIAL 

GROWTH HYPOTHESES, AS MEASURED BY PAIRED T-TEST, % 

Period 
Hypothesis of world population growth 
Linear Polynomial Exponential 

1950 - 1975 0.000 8.190 0.007 
1975 - 2000 0.000 4.812 28.164 
2000 - 2025 0.000 2.034 0.000 
2025 - 2050 0.000 0.918 0.000 

 

Summarizing, we can state that expected situation is not so 
dangerous as Malthus predicted, because periods of 
exponential growth of population alternate with the periods of 
polynomial growth. This alternation together with advances of 
industrial chemistry allows for the hope that there will be 
enough food in the world for all.  

V.  CONCLUSIONS 

Suggested approach is two-folded. On one hand, it 
demonstrates close relationships between Calculus and 
Statistics and allows for inclusion of statistical components 
into Calculus courses and vice versa.  On the other hand, it 
may serve as a basis for joint undergraduate research that 
unites students of different specializations, research interests, 
and levels of preparation.  Taken together, the two aspects help 
the development of students’ creativity, raise their interest in 
studying both subjects, and allow for early enrollment in 
research work. 
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Hypothesis testing for the rate of magnitude (linear, polynomial, exponential)
Paired t-test

World population, 1975 - 2000.
Sourse: http://www.census.gov/ipc/www/idb/worldpop.html

Adjust for actual #Obs!!! Adjust for actual #Obs!!! Adjust for actual #Obs!!!
#Obs = 25 P{T-test 0.0000 P{T-test} 0.0481 P{T-tes 0.2816

St. Dev 246.3 252.4 St. Dev 0.0603 0.6262 St. Dev 0.0624 0.0618
Norm Poly Avrg 810.6 837.5 Avrg 1.1600 0.8846 Avrg 1.2007 1.2004

4,155
Norm LinLin Adj Linear Poly Adj Exp Adj Poly Exponential

1975 4,084 Xi=Ri-Norm Xi=Ri/No Xi=Ri/Norm
# Raw data Xi i+j Xi+Xj (i+j) Xi+j Xi Xi i*j Xi*Xj (i*j) Xi*j (i*j) Xi*Xj (i+j) Xi+j

1 1976 4,154.7 71.0 2+3 356.5 5 363.3 1.0000 1.0174 2*3 1.0522 6 1.0885 2*3 1.0891 5 1.0890
2 1977 4,226.3 142.5 2+4 430.8 6 438.8 1.0172 1.0349 2*4 1.0704 8 1.1271 2*4 1.1079 6 1.1074
3 1978 4,297.7 214.0 2+5 505.9 7 517.9 1.0344 1.0524 2*5 1.0888 10 1.1658 2*5 1.1270 7 1.1268
4 1979 4,372.0 288.3 3+4 502.2 7 517.9 1.0523 1.0706 3*4 1.0885 12 1.2065 3*4 1.1267 7 1.1268
5 1980 4,447.1 363.3 2+6 581.3 8 599.0 1.0704 1.0890 2*6 1.1073 12 1.2065 2*6 1.1461 8 1.1467
6 1981 4,522.5 438.8 2+7 660.4 9 678.8 1.0885 1.1074 2*7 1.1266 14 1.2482 2*7 1.1661 9 1.1662
7 1982 4,601.6 517.9 3+5 577.3 8 599.0 1.1076 1.1268 3*5 1.1072 15 1.2693 3*5 1.1460 8 1.1467
8 1983 4,682.7 599.0 2+8 741.5 10 760.0 1.1271 1.1467 2*8 1.1465 16 1.2894 2*8 1.1867 10 1.1861
9 1984 4,762.5 678.8 3+6 652.7 9 678.8 1.1463 1.1662 3*6 1.1260 18 1.3289 3*6 1.1655 9 1.1662

10 1985 4,843.7 760.0 2+9 821.3 11 843.0 1.1658 1.1861 2*9 1.1660 18 1.3289 2*9 1.2069 11 1.2064
11 1986 4,926.8 843.0 4+5 651.6 9 678.8 1.1858 1.2064 4*5 1.1263 20 1.3675 4*5 1.1658 9 1.1662
12 1987 5,012.7 929.0 2+10 902.5 12 929.0 1.2065 1.2275 2*10 1.1859 20 1.3675 2*10 1.2275 12 1.2275
13 1988 5,099.3 1015.5 3+7 731.9 10 760.0 1.2273 1.2487 3*7 1.1457 21 1.3868 3*7 1.1859 10 1.1861
14 1989 5,185.7 1102.0 2+11 985.5 13 1015.5 1.2482 1.2699 2*11 1.2062 22 1.4058 2*11 1.2485 13 1.2487
15 1990 5,273.4 1189.7 3+8 813.0 11 843.0 1.2693 1.2913 3*8 1.1659 24 1.4431 3*8 1.2068 11 1.2064
16 1991 5,357.2 1273.5 4+6 727.0 10 760.0 1.2894 1.3118 4*6 1.1454 24 1.4431 4*6 1.1856 10 1.1861
17 1992 5,440.5 1356.8 2+12 1071.5 14 1102.0 1.3095 1.3322 2*12 1.2273 24 1.4431 2*12 1.2703 14 1.2699
18 1993 5,521.3 1437.6 2+13 1158.0 15 1189.7 1.3289 1.3520 2*13 1.2485 26 0.0000 2*13 1.2923 15 1.2913
19 1994 5,601.0 1517.3 3+9 892.8 12 929.0 1.3481 1.3715 3*9 1.1857 27 0.0000 3*9 1.2273 12 1.2275
20 1995 5,681.7 1597.9 4+7 806.2 11 843.0 1.3675 1.3913 4*7 1.1655 28 0.0000 4*7 1.2064 11 1.2064
21 1996 5,761.6 1677.9 2+14 1244.5 16 1273.5 1.3868 1.4109 2*14 1.2697 28 0.0000 2*14 1.3142 16 1.3118
22 1997 5,840.6 1756.8 5+6 802.1 11 843.0 1.4058 1.4302 5*6 1.1651 30 0.0000 5*6 1.2060 11 1.2064
23 1998 5,918.7 1835.0 3+10 974.0 13 1015.5 1.4246 1.4493 3*10 1.2060 30 0.0000 3*10 1.2482 13 1.2487
24 1999 5,995.6 1911.9 2+15 1332.2 17 1356.8 1.4431 1.4682 2*15 1.2911 30 0.0000 2*15 1.3364 17 1.3322
25 2000 6,071.7 1988.0 4+8 887.2 12 929.0 1.4614 1.4868 4*8 1.1860 32 0.0000 4*8 1.2276 12 1.2275
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Abstract— The rotor flux optimization is crucial parameter in 
the implementation of the field oriented control. In this paper, 
we considered the problem of finding optimum flux reference 
that minimizes the total energy control for induction machine 
drive under practical constraints: voltage and current. The 
practical usefulness of this method is evaluated and confirmed 
through experiments using (1.5kW/380V) induction machine. 
Simulations and experimental investigation tests are provided 
to evaluate the consistency and performance of the proposed 
control model scheme.  
 
Keywords— Indirect Field Oriented Control (IFOC), 
Induction Machine, Loss Optimization, Optimum Rotor Flux.  

I. INTRODUCTION 
Induction machines are widely used in various industries as 
prime workhorses to produce rotational motions and forces. 
Generally, variable speed drives for induction machines 
require both wide speed operating range and fast torque 
response, regardless of load variations. These characteristics 
make them attractive for use in new generation electrical 
transportation systems, such as cars and trains. They are also 
used in ventilation and heating systems and in many other 
electrical domestic apparatus [8]. 
 By using the advances of power electronics, microprocessors, 
and digital signal processing (DSP) technologies, the control 
schemes of induction machines changed from simple scalar or 
auto-tuning to Field Oriented Control “FOC” and Direct 
Torque Control “DTC”. The FOC is successfully applied in 
industrials applications on real time control when dealing with 
high performance induction machines drives [1], [2], [9], [10], 
[11].    
 
The FOC is the most suitable way in achieving a high 
performance control for induction machines. Estimating the 
magnitude and phase of rotor flux is very crucial for the 
implementation control field oriented method. Direct ways of 
sensing the rotor flux by implementing suitable hardware 
around the machine have proved to be inaccurate and 
impractical at speed and torque. Indirect methods of sensing 
the rotor flux employ a mathematical model of induction 
machine by measuring state variables, like currents and 
voltages. The accuracy of this method will depend mainly on 
the precise knowledge time constant. This of rotor machine 
parameter may change during  

 
the operation of the drive, which introduce inaccuracies in the 
flux estimation as both stator and rotor resistance windings 
change with temperature [2], [7], [9].  
 
With an aim to improve induction machines performance and 
stability properties, researches have been conducted to design 
advanced nonlinear control systems [4], [8], [13]. Most of 
these systems operate with constant flux norms fixed at 
nominal rate [8], [19].In this situation, maximum efficiency is 
obtained .However machines do not operate at their nominal 
rate as the desired torque  changes on-line or may depend on 
system states such as position or velocity. It is then technically 
and economically interesting to investigate other modes of 
flux operation seeking to optimize system performance. 
Aware of these facts, some previous works have already used 
the reference flux as an additional degree of freedom  to 
increase machine efficiency  [6], [9]. 
 
This problem has been treated by many researchers. In [13], 
[18], [20], the heuristics approaches used offer fairly 
conservative results. They are based on measurement of 
supplied power in approximating the optimum flux algorithm.  
The convergences of these algorithms are not guaranteed.  
In [17], an applied analytical approach has been used directly 
in real time to obtain the optimal trajectory equation of the 
control drives, nevertheless this solution is less robust than the 
heuristics methods.   
 
In this paper, the objective of the newly developed method is 
to offer a unified procedure by adding the adaptation 
parameters and reducing losses. Our work will be structured 
as follows: In section II, the induction machine model is first 
presented, then in Section III, we will describe the application 
of field oriented current and voltage vector control. In section 
IV, a new optimization approach of optimum flux is described 
and analyzed in both simulation and practical control. Finally, 
we have applied several techniques reducing losses with 
optimum rotor flux in indirect field oriented control for 
induction machine at variable speed. Simulation and practical 
results are given to demonstrate the advantages of the 
proposed scheme. Conclusion and further studies are 
explained in the last section. 
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II. CONTROL PROBLEM FORMULATION 
A. Dynamic induction machine model 
Mathematical model of induction machine in space vector 
notation, established in d-q axis coordinates reference rotating 
system at  sω  speed can be represented in the Park’s 
transformation shown in Fig.1.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.1. Scheme of Park transformation for induction machines 
 
Standard dynamic model of induction machine are available in 
the literature. Parasitic effects such as hysteresis, eddy 
currents, magnetic saturation, and others are generally 
neglected. The state-space model of the system equations 
related to the indirect method of vector control is described 
below. The reference frame with the synchronously rotating 
speed of sω , d-q-axis voltage equations are [15]. 

qss
ds

dssds dt
diRv ϕωϕ

−+=                                              (1)                                                                              

dss
qs

qssqs dt
d

iRv ϕω
ϕ

++=                                              (2)                                                                                                               

qrs
dr

drr dt
diR ϕωωϕ )(0 −−+=                                     (3)                             

drs
qr

qrr )(
dt

d
iR0 ϕωω

ϕ
−++=                                    (4) 

Where sω , ω  are the synchronous and rotor angular speeds. 
 
The stator and rotor fluxes are defined by the following 
magnetic equations: 
 

drmdssdrdsmdslsds iLiLiiLiL +=++= )(ϕ                 (5)                                             

qrmqssqrqsmqslsqs iLiLiiLiL +=++= )(ϕ                 (6)                                                             

dsmdrrdrdsmdrlrdr iLiL)ii(LiL +=++=ϕ                    (7)                                           

qsmqrrqrqsmqrlrqr iLiL)ii(LiL +=++=ϕ                    (8)                                                             
 

lsL , lrL  and mL  are the stator leakage inductance, rotor 
leakage inductance, and mutual inductance, respectively. 
 
The expressions of electromagnetic torque and mechanical 
speed are stated by:   

 

)( dsqrqsdr
r

m
em ii

L
LpC ϕϕ −=                                           (9)       

ωϕϕω
J
fC

J
p)ii(

JL
pL

dt
d r

rdsqrqsdr
r

m −−−=             (10) 

The difficulty of equation (9), is the strong coupling between 
flux and current of machine. 
 
B. Indirect Field Oriented Control (IFOC) 
For the rotor flux oriented control system, the rotor flux 
linkage vector has only the real component, which is assumed 
to be constant in the steady state. From (7) and (8), the rotor 
currents are given by: 

( )dsmdr
r

dr iL
L
1i −= ϕ                                                (11) 

( )qsmqr
r

qr iL
L
1i −= ϕ                                                (12) 

Substituting (11) and (12) into (3) and (4), we can extract two 
expressions of dynamic d-q axis rotor flux components are 
expressed by: 

0=−−+ qrsldsr
r

m
dr

r

rdr iR
L
L

L
R

dt
d

ϕωϕ
ϕ

                    (13)     

0iR
L
L

L
R

dt
d

drslqsr
r

m
qr

r

rqr =+−+ ϕωϕ
ϕ

  (14)    

ωωω −= ssl   is the slip angular speed 
If the vector control is fulfilled such that q-axis rotor flux can 
be zero, and d-axis rotor flux can be constant, the 
electromagnetic torque is controlled only by q-axis stator 
current, therefore from (9), with 0=qrϕ , 0=dri ,  yields  

0
dt

d
dt

d qrdr ==
ϕϕ

                                                             (15) 

)( qsdr
r

m
em i

L
LpC ϕ=                                                         (16)     

Substituting (15) into (3) and (11)-(14) yields 

qs
r

m
qr i

L
L

i −=                                                                    (17)     

dsmdr iL=ϕ                                                                         (18) 

ds

qs

rdr

qs

r

m
sl i

i
T
1i

T
L

==
ϕ

ω                                                      (19)     

where rrr RLT /=  is the time constant of rotor, 
.

θω =  
with θ is the position of the rotor and ids , iqs

qrdr ϕϕ ,
 are the direct and 

quadrant axis components stator currents, where are 
the two–phase equivalent rotor flux linkages and the rotor 
speed ω  is considered as state variable and the stator voltage  
vds  , vqs
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θs 

  as command variables.   
We have shown in equation (9) that the electromagnetic 
torque expression in the dynamic regime, presents the 
coupling  
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between stator current and rotor flux.   The main objective of 
the vector control of induction machine is, as in direct current 
(DC) machines, to control independently the torque and the 
flux [4]. This can be realized by using d-q axis rotating 
reference frame synchronously with the rotor flux space 
vector. The d-axis is aligned with the rotor flux space vector. 
Under this condition we have; rdr ϕϕ = and 0qr =ϕ . In this 
case the electromagnetic torque of induction machine is given 
by equation (16). It is understood to adjust the flux while 
acting on the component ids of the stator current and adjust the 
torque while acting on the iqs

)
dt

dT(
L
1i *

r

*
r

r
m

*
ds ϕ

ϕ
+=

 component. One has two 
variables of action then as in the case of a DC machine. 
Combining equations (13), (15) and (16) we obtain the 
following d-q-axis stator currents: 

                                             (20) 

*

*
*

r

em

m

r
qs

C
pL
Li

ϕ
=                                                               (21) 

∗

∗
∗ =

r

qs

r

m
sl

i
T
L

ϕ
ω                                                                   (22) 

The torque *
emC and flux *

rϕ are used as references control 
and the two stator currents ids , iqs

*
sl

r

*
r

em R
pC

2

ωϕ
=∗

 as inputs variables [13], 
[19]. 
Combining equations (21)-(22) we obtain the following 
expression of reference torque as a function of reference slip 
speed. 

                                                            (23) 

with **
sls ωωω +=   

The references voltages are given in steady state by:  
*
qss

*
s

*
dss

*
ds iLiRv σω−=                                                    (24) 

*
dss

*
s

*
qss

*
qs iLiRv σω+=                                                    (25) 

where σ is the total leakage coefficient given by:  

rs

2
m

LL
L1 −=σ                                                                  (26) 

These equations are functions of some structural electric 
parameters of the induction machine (Rs, Rr, Ls, Lr, Lm

dt
T

iLt

rr

qsm
s ∫ 








+=

0 ϕ
ωθ

) 
which are in reality approximate values.  
The rotor flux amplitude is calculated by solving (19), and its 
spatial position is given by: 

                                                   (27) 

 
C. simulation Study of IFOC voltage and current Control 
 
A simulation study was carried out to investigate the 
following models controls used on a closed loop IFOC system  
which depend on the loading conditions.  The current and 
voltage control simulations  of IFOC are given by Fig.2 and 
Fig.3.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
Fig. 2. Simulation  of IFOC - IM drives with current control. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. Simulation of IFOC-IM drives with voltage control. 
 
III. LOSS MINIMISATION IN IFOC INDUCTION 
MACHINE  
A- Power losses of induction machine 
In the majority constructions of induction machines, 
electromagnetic time constant is much smaller than 
mechanical time constant. For this reason the strategy of 
torque control which minimizes power losses can be reduced 
to the steady electromagnetic state. Several loss models are 
proposed and used in the literature, among this work those of 
[8], [9] and [10] which take into account the copper losses of 
the stator , the rotor windings and the iron losses. The total 
electrical input power of induction machine composed by 
resistive losses PR,loss, power P field stored as magnetic field 
energy in the windings and mechanical output power Pmech

( )
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2

1

2222

,

ϕϕω

ϕ
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ϕϕσ

 
expressed in the d,q variables. Applying the transformation to 
rotating reference frame on d,q variables  the total power is 
given by:  

         (28) 

This equation can be written in a condensed form as:   

mechloss,R
field

total,el PP
dt

dP
P ++=                                (29) 

   With: 
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( ) ( )2
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2
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L
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According to the equivalent diagrams, the model of iron losses 
is described by:   

2
m

2
r

Fe
s

FeFe L
RPP ϕ

∆∆ ==                                                  (33) 

B.  Power loss minimization  with level flux  control  

B.1 Optimization flux  for copper loss minimization                       
The flux optimization for minimized energy in steady state 
consists to find the optimal trajectory of flux, ∀ T ∈[ 0,T ], 
which minimizes  the cost function.  The optimum rotor flux 
calculation is given by the relation:                

)( emr Cf=ϕ                                                                     (34)                                                                                                                                   
According to the dynamic model induction machine, the total 
electrical power loss can be written: 
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Optimum operation point, corresponding to the minimum loss 
is obtaining by setting: 

( )
0=

∂
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r

tP
ϕ

                                                                      (36) 

The resolution of this equation, gives the optimum rotor flux: 
 

em
opt
r Cβϕ =                                                               (37) 

Where                                                             
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pRR
LRRL
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This parameter depends on machine operating. 
 
From the equations (20) and (21) we deduce that the optimal 
control in the steady state is given by: 
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m
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L
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ϕ 1
1                                        (39) 

The optimization method consists in minimizing the copper 
losses in steady state while imposing the necessary torque 
defined by the speed regulator. To check the simulation results 
and to evaluate the feasibility and the quality of control, we 
carried out experimental test on the copper loss minimization 
by the flux variation method. It’s noticed that the experimental 
result, Fig.6 is similar to the result found by simulation Fig.7. 

 

 
Fig.4. Experimental optimum flux variation 

 
Fig.6 shows a simulation test, the curves of the losses in 
nominal and optimal mode with the application of a light load 
(Cr=5N.m), enable us to note that during load torque 
reduction, this method becomes more effective and it 
compensates excess loss by a flux reduction. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.5. Simulation results of optimal control with flux 
variation, Cr= 5 N.m 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig.6. Simulation result of loss minimization, Cr=5N.m 
Comparison between nominal & optimal  
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C. Copper loss minimization  with    ( )qsds ifi =     
 
The optimization loss is given by using the objective function 
linking two components of stator current for a copper loss 
minimization. The expression of power losses is given by: 
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In steady state, the minimum of power losses is reached for: 
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The behavior of the machine is simulated by using the block 
diagram of figure 7. The simulation results are presented on 
figure 8 under light load application.  This method shows an 
important decrease in copper losses under low  load torque.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Fig.7. Simulation result of copper loss minimization, 
Cr=5N.m Comparison between nominal & optimal 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

D. Copper and iron loss minimization  with ( )ω,qsds ifi =  
     
 
 Loss Minimization is presented by introducing the 
mechanical phenomena. Copper and iron losses are given by: 
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The simulation results of Fig.8 shows a faster response time 
speed.  

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.8. Simulation result of copper and iron loss minimization, 
Cr=5N.m Comparison between nominal & optimal 

 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 
In this work, we have presented a new method in reducing 
losses while considering and keeping under control machine 
parameters. This method could be important for the 
implementation in real time field oriented control. It has   
successfully demonstrated the design of vector field oriented 
control technique with optimum rotor flux using only the 
stator currents and position measurements. The main 
advantages of this method is that it is cheap and  can be 
applied in both open and closed loop control. 
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APPENDICE 
induction motor parameters: Pn= 1.5 kw,  
Un= 220 v, Ωn= 1420 tr/mn,  In= 3.64 A(Y)  6.31A(Δ),  
Rs= 4.85Ω, Rr= 3.805Ω, Ls= 0.274 H, Lr= 0.274 H, p= 2,   
Lm=  0.258 H, J= 0.031 kg.m 2, fr= 0.008 Nm.s/rd. 
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Abstract: The optimum layout of urban system is one of 

important contents in urban planning. To make regional urban 
system planning more suitable to the requirements of 
urbanization development, this paper tests a quantitative method 
based on GIS & Voronoi diagram. Its workflows include 
calculating city competitiveness data, spreading the city 
competitiveness analysis by aid of spatial analysis and data 
mining functions in GIS, getting the structural characteristics of 
urban system, and proposing the corresponding optimum 
scheme of the allocation. This method is tested using the data 
collected from Shandong Province, China. 

Keywords: City competitiveness；Spatial analysis；Voronoi 
Diagram；GIS；Optimum layout 

1  INTRODUCTION 

The urbanization level embodies comprehensively the 
city economic and social development level, and is the 
important mark that city--region modernization level and 
international competitiveness.  Now facing the economical 
globalization, the cities increasingly becoming the core, 
carrier and platform of competition in the world. 

No matter in a nation or in a region, constructing the 
urban platform with all strength, optimizing the urban system 
structure, developing the urban economy, advancing the 
urbanization level, all of these should be done well, which can 
strengthen the developing predominance and international 
competitiveness, further win the initiative in future.  
Completely flourishing rural economy and accelerating the 
urbanization course, which are the important contents and 
striving aims of constructing the well-off society completely 
that put forward in 16th Party Congress [1]. All of these 
should be considered from the region angle, and by planning 
the more reasonable regional urban system to be achieve.  

The optimum layout of urban system is always an 
important content of urbanization construction and urban 
planning study. Many scholars have conducted studies on this 
aspect [2,3,4,5,6]. These researches considered more about 

the urban space structure and evolution than its economic 
attraction, effectiveness and competitive superiority in the 
urban system, which did not consider the combined factors 
when conducting the urban system planning. To solve the 
problem, we tested a method and used the calculation data of 
urban competitiveness, by aid of the spatial analysis and data 
mining functions in GIS, Voronoi Diagram[7,8,9,10],then 
discussed the analysis and technical method about the 
optimizing scheme suggestion of urban system layout. Taking 
Shandong Province as an example and comparing with the 
past achievements, we found that the method in this paper is 
more scientifically reasonable. 

2  DEFINING CITY COMPETITIVENESS 

Competitiveness assessment is necessary in this 
competitive era. In urban system planning, we also need to 
think about the urban competitiveness assessment. Michael 
Porter suggested that the core of competitiveness be the 
concept of “Clusters” after he analyzed the comparative 
superiority theory in Nation Competitive Advantage [11]. In 
fact, the district which only possesses the superior natural 
resources will not become the prosperous district in the 21st 
century. The striding development will realize in some 
districts, which depend on the development of cluster (zone) 
to some degree.  

The most influencing competitiveness assessment now in 
the world is WPY, founded by the World Economy Forum 
(WEF) and the Switzerland Lausanne international 
management and development college (IMD) in 1980. This 
assessment designed the integrated quantitative assessment 
index system according to the solid theoretical research with 
theoretical research, and began to take effect in 1989. The 
number of the assessment indices which are adopted at 
present reaches 314, and the number of nations and districts 
which are evaluated are up to 49. And 36 academic 
organizations and 3532 experts in the world are invited to 
participate in cooperating. Many organizations in China have 
had the research about competitiveness, such as the Renmin 
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university of China, Institute of Finance and Trade Economics 
(IFTE) of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS), 
Beijing LiYan Institute of Economics, city comprehensive 
competitiveness compare research center of Shanghai 
Academy of Social Sciences (SASS), School of Economics & 
Management of Southeast University, Guangdong Academy 
of Social Sciences (GDASS) and Hong Kong city 
competitiveness seminar etc. The most famous 
competitiveness evaluation in China at present is city 
competitiveness evaluation, Typical references include “Blue 
book of city competitiveness: report of the China city 
competitiveness” [12], “the concept and index system of city 
competitiveness” [13], and “the index system of China 
county-level economy basic competitiveness, China 
county-level economy basic competitiveness evaluation center, 
etc. Although there are a lot of evaluation methods about the 
city competitiveness at present, authoritative assessment 
index system and method has not been formed yet. In view of 
this, according to the needs of source and evaluation of data, 
we adopt a comparatively simple competitiveness index to 
weigh competitiveness. 

The urban land is the carrier of all activities in a city.  
The city development is reflected by the change of the land to 
a great extent, and it is particularly true under the market 
economy condition. In order to study city competitiveness, we 
can take urban land as core and analyze the influencing 
factors, such as the maturity degree of urban land market and 
urban land use benefit, etc., and then indirectly evaluate the 
city competitiveness. If the urban land use condition is the 
result of the joint interaction of the nature, society, economy 
and market materials in a city, and if the urban land use 
benefit in a city is high, its city competitiveness generally is 
also comparatively high. So we analyzed and compared urban 
land assessment index system and city competitiveness 
evaluation system. We found that they have many similar 
contents, thus decided to use urban land evaluation results to 
reflect city competitiveness evaluation results, and called 
them the city competitiveness.  

3  METHODS 

The city competitiveness factors have great influence on 
the city development, and embody the city’s advantages of 
economic, social and natural conditions among cities. They 
are generally divided into two levels: factor and indictor. 

3.1  SELECTION PRINCIPLE 

(1) The changes of index have notable influence to city;  

(2) The index values have clearer variable range;  

(3) The index can reflect the differences among different 
quality cities;  

(4) The indexes reflect the city development trend at 
present time; and have influence on city development in 
future.  

(5) Making full use of the city statistical data which were 
published by national bureau of statistics of China;  

(6) Adopting the non-statistics investigation data as 
much as possible that are collected by the authoritative 
organizations, like construction department and planning 
bureau etc.  

3.2  METHOD OF EVALUATION SELECTION FACTORS  

There are a lot of factors and indicators that influence the 
synthetic quality of urban land, which include macroscopic 
and microcosmic, static and dynamic, direct and indirect, and 
mutually contact and interaction. In order to select 
representative indices, adopting the following basic procedure: 
use the existing documents as reference, and investigate and 
analyze general factors and indicators that probably influence 
the urban land quality, finally select 82 indexes. Because it is 
not easy to procure effective data directly by part of the 
indexes, a total of 68 factors and indicators participate in the 
beginning of the analysis, then using SPSS10.0 to process 
principal components analysis. We obtain the principal 
components used in evaluation. The number of grading 
indexes is 58.  

After removing the similar and repeated indexes, and 
extensively consulting experts across and outside the province, 
the final result is that the Shandong provincial city grading 
index system includes eight factors, 31 sub-factors and 58 
indicators. The eight factors include: ① City location, 
including transportation location, external radiant capacity, 
urban built-up area; ② City concentration size, including 
population size, population density and the proportion of the 
secondary and tertiary industrial production value in GDP; ③ 
urban infrastructure conditions, including road traffic, water 
supply, gas supply, sewerage and heat supply; ④  Urban 
public service conditions, including school condition, medical 
and hygienic treatment condition; ⑤ Urban land use 
efficiency, including municipal service condition, capital 
construction investment intensity, the secondary and tertiary 
industrial increment intensity, trade intensity and labor input 
intensity; ⑥ City environmental conditions, including 
afforestation condition, waste treatment; ⑦ City economy 
development level, including GDP, financial condition, fixed 
assets investment condition, commerce activity condition, 
external trade activity condition and finance condition; ⑧ 
City development potential, including science and technology 
level, agriculture population per capita cultivated land and 
water resources condition etc. 

3.3  IDENTIFYING THE WEIGHTS OF GRADING FACTORS 

The weights of the grading factors and indicators were 
identified by five criteria: ① Weights are direct ratio to the 
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factors’ influence on land quality, which value between 0 and 
1 and their sum is 1; ② Weight values of indicators that 
related with every evaluation factor vary from 0 to 1, and their 
sum is 1; ③ the invited experts should be related domain 
technologist, high level administrative decision-maker, who 
are familiar with urban land and society economy 
development condition as well as have higher authority. The 
total is 10 - 40 persons; ④ According to corresponding work 
background and marking demonstration, experts give mark, 
and they should independently mark without consulting.  

According to the above principles and adopting Delphi 
method, we identified the weights of grading factors and 
indicators in Shandong provincial city competitiveness 
evaluation.  

3.4  DATA PROCESSING 

In the process of evaluating city competitiveness, datum 
involved and dimension among each index are different, so 
we firstly standardized the datum. There are many methods of 
data standardization. According to data characteristic and 
research purpose, we selected order standardization law. The 
formula is as follows:  

 

 

where ijY  is the score of indicator j of city i, ijX  is the 
sequence of city i, which is gotten according to the value of 
indicator j of every city sequencing, and when the index is 
positive correlation with city competitiveness, the sequencing 
is for ascending order, otherwise for descending order. n is the 
number of evaluated cities.  

The concrete process is as follows. Firstly, sequencing 
every index and counting its value, then counting sub-factors’ 
score through adopting the adding weights to sum method, 
taking the same step to count score of sub-factors. Finally we 
take adding weights to sum method to count synthetic score. 

We calculated the index scores using the formula: 

where ikF  is the score of index k of city i; k jW  is the 
weight of factor k corresponding with indicator j; i jY  is the 
score of index i of city j; n is the number of indicators 
included in factor k.  

We calculated the synthetic index scores by the formula: 

 

 

 

where iS  is the synthetic scores of grading object i; kW  is 
the weight of factor k; ikF  is the score of factor k of grading 
object i; n is the number of factors.  

All the provincial cities get their total score respectively 
based on the calculation results of eight synthetic factors. 
What needs to be explained is that when taking the place 
order method to standard, for making the cities that 
participated in the competitiveness evaluation processes 
comparable, we carry on the unified standardization according 
to Shandong regionalism in 2001, which includes 17 cities, 31 
county level cities, 60 counties and 12 independent and not 
entirely linking the piece areas under the jurisdiction of 
municipality, and amounting to 120 towns. 

4  SPATIAL ANALYSIS METHOD 

The spatial analysis originated from the “Computation 
Revolution” in geography and regional science in the 60’s. At 
the beginning stage, it chiefly applied quantitative (chiefly 
being statistic) methods to analyze the spatial distribution 
model of point, line and polygon (Hi Prof. Zheng, do you 
have any reference for this part? Thank you!). Afterwards, it 
even more emphasized the character of geographical space 
itself, spatial decision course and the temporal and spatial 
evolution course analysis of the complicated space system. In 
fact, from the map aooearance (what is aooearance?), people 
are carrying on all kinds of spatial analysis all the time 
consciously or unconsciously.  

The spatial analysis is the general designation for 
analysis technology of spatial data. According to different 
data quality, it can be divided into: ① the analysis operation 
based on spatial graph data; ② the data operation based on 
non-spatial attribute; ③ combined operation of spatial and 
non-spatial data. The foundation that spatial analysis relies on 
is the geographical space database, and the mathematic means 
of its application including the logic operation, quantitative 
and statistical analysis, algebraic operation, etc. Its final 
purpose is to solve geographical space factual question that 
people encountered, draw and transmit geographical spatial 
information, especially implied information, and assist 
decision-making.  

GIS is a science that integrates the newest technology of 
many disciplines, such as the relational database management, 
effective graphic algorithm, inserting value analysis, zoning 
and network analysis, which provides powerful spatial 
analysis tools and makes the complicated and difficult 
assignment become simple and easy to do. At present there 
are the spatial analysis functions in most GIS software. This 
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article mainly depends on MapInfo Professional 7.0 [14] 
terrace, and uses the development languages such as 
Mapbasic [15] to carry on the function module developing, 
and realize the spatial analysis of competitive assessment in is 
the town. The process generalized in the following: 

(1) digitize 1:500000 “Shandong district map” which is 
published by Shandong publishing company in the year 2001;  

(2) establish a database for town space position and 
competitiveness power assessment index, and the connection 
by way of administration code establishment; 

(3) build Voronoi Diagram[16], as shown in Fig.1;  

 

Fig.1  Voronoi diagram of town in Shandong province 

 

(4) Optimize the layout of the town cluster based on 
Voronoi diagram: calculating the amount of town cluster 
(zone) (such as 4、5、6、7、8 and so on), calculating the central 
position of the town cluster (zone) (which is called the center 
of mass in town cluster) using the total point value of town 
competition power as the weight of grading. It has the 
smallest sum of distance from the location to the surrounding 
towns. Through the trail, the amount of the center of mass 
chosen this time is 8, as shown in Fig. 2.  

(5) use data mining technology to carry on spatial 
analysis and the knowledge discovery, serve as the new layout 
object with the group center of mass in town, and establish 
Voronoi diagram again. So we can obtain the scope of town 
cluster; 

(6) establish competitiveness power evaluation picture 
(dividing the value with total points value and factor serves as 
the radius, and the seat is the centre of a circle with the town), 
which includes the total points value and factor branch value 
picture, as Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show; 

(7) optimize the layout based on optimizing principle,  
which means adjusting suitably on the contrary to the facts, 
like incorporation and displacement, etc., analyzing 

competing power space analysis picture comparatively and 
making the final decision for the project of optimizing layout. 

 

Fig.2  8 centers Voronoi diagram of town in Shandong province 

Fig.3 spatial analysis of competition evaluation 

5  DISTRIBUTION CHARACTERISTICS AND THE LAYOUT 

OPTIMIZATION 

According to the grand blue print that strides across the 
century of the planning “Development Report of National 
Economy and the Society of Distant View Objective Outline 
of 9th Five-Year Plan and in 2010 in Shandong” [17]: build 
the necessary mutually modernized town systems of four 
administrative levels in big or middle or small city and the 
villages and towns, and form four industry gathering zones 
Jiaoji, Xinshi, Dedong, Jingjiu based on heavy chemical 
industry bases and the high, new technology industry and 
three modernized agriculture areas each having its 
characteristic in the construction Jiaodong area coast, one of 
the warring states into which China was divided during the 
Eastern Zhou period, located in the southern portion of 
modern Shandong Province Central South mountain area and 
one of the warring states into which China was divided during 
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the Eastern Zhou period, located in the southern portion of 
modern Shandong Province northwest China plain are 
quickened to put into effect Huanghe River delta to develop 
and “at sea Shandong” to build two striding across the century 
the engineering greatly, and promote to economize entirely 
economical to realize division of labor reasonably, 
harmonious development in the high administrative levels.  

According to the planning mentioned above, based on 
the Shandong province town Voronoi diagram, there are 5 
town clusters (zone) of Shandong province by optimizing: the 
central Shandong Province town cluster ( Jinan, Taian, Zibo, 
Laiwu), the coastal town cluster (Qingdao, Wei Fang, Rizhao), 
peninsula town cluster (Yantai, Weihai), delta town cluster 
( Dongying, Binzhou ), lake area town cluster (Jining, Linyi, 
Zaozhuang) and Jingjiu town cluster (Dezhou, He ze, 
Liaocheng ). 

The five clusters (zone) cover 85.83% of 120 towns in 
Shandong province which is known from the competing 
power percentage of the five cluster (zone) (Fig. 4). The 
central Shandong town cluster has the strongest competing 
power, whose number of towns is placed in the middle, but 
the infrastructure, the efficiency of land use, the economy 
development level, the integrated strength are all at the first 
place in Shandong province. This region which aims to be the 
leader modern province capital in China pays more attention 
to develop high, new technological industry such as 
micro-electronics, precise engine instrument, new materials, 
fine chemical combination, biological project and so on, the 
third industry which is high level such as finance trade, 
business service, tourism and entertainment, science and 
technology consultation, higher education, science research, 
medical treatment, sanitation and so on by the aid of the 
persons with ability, developed traffic, the powerful 
foundation of economy technology in province capital. 
Industry diffusing and grads transfer should be done better 
especially with the chance of the region financial centre which 
Jinan has been made by the country. Solidify and improve the 
position of region centre, try best to build Jinan to be a 
modern integrated central city with multi-function. 

Both the coastal town cluster and the lake area town 
cluster have their own characteristics. Qingdao is the central 
city in the coastal town cluster where the position condition of 
the town and the ecological environment are at the fist place 
all over the province. It is superior to other clusters for the 
lake area town on the centralizing scale of town, the 
infrastructure of town and the region develop potential. 
Qingdao is the central city in coastal town cluster which has 
the superior region position and perfect infrastructure, with 
the large opening, large economy and trade and extraversion. 
The coastal town cluster has the biggest port in Shandong and 
the town system with fine function which should make full 
use of being open to the outside in order to speed up the 
develop of the whole province, develop the economy and 
technology cooperation with other countries energetically, 
take part in international division of labor, catch the trends of 
the newest technology home and abroad, putting forth effort 

development high and new technology industry and the 
export-oriented economy and makes hard this area become 
the whole nation to be open one of the highest and economic 
the strongest export-oriented economy region of Vigour of 
level. The lake area town cluster is with Jining for the center, 
and each town distributes in minute hill lake vicinity, and 
takes resource exploitation and the commodity trade as the 
major characteristic here is that Shandong develops the largest 
district of latent capacity in the 21st century.  
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 Fig.4  the comparison of the optimum layout factors competing power in 

Shandong province 

The peninsula town cluster and the delta town cluster are 
two characteristic town clusters of Shandong. The focal point 
that crowd in delta town is a Shandong is built one of 
engineering, the very big result had been gained in the town 
infrastructure construction here, town economy development 
standard and town public installation constructions etc, the 
rich superiority of petroleum resource be fully given play to, 
and the industry made a good job of that the petroleum is 
processed and the petroleum is formed a complete set or 
system. At the same time, adopt the method that protection 
nature has developed, and positively develop using the natural 
resources such as wasteland etc, and develop petroleum 
replacement such as foodstuff and agriculture by-product 
process, salt chemical industry, machinery, builds the material, 
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gently spins and electronics etc the industry energetically, and 
can go on the development in order to realize. With ground 
efficiency, infrastructure and publicly installation 
constructions and economic development standard etc are 
fairly better to the peninsula town cluster at the town ecology 
environment and town, and will fully give play to his external 
radiant potential superiority, and expands the international 
market, and promote urbanization intensity and standard hard.  

At present, the layout planning of town in Shandong is: 
forming “two big centers and four administrative levels and 
five axis”. Strengthening two especially or exceptionally big 
cities in the Jinan and Qingdao City further drives the effect, 
and the perfect city function quickens the infrastructure 
construction, optimizes the industrial structure, and strengthen 
the gathering and the radiation effect; especially develop the 
region central city, Zibo, Yantai, Weifang and Jining (Jining, 
Yantai, Zoucheng and Qufu complex centre) are strived for 
striding into the especially or exceptionally big city ranks; 
Other strive for in 2010 and stride into the big city ranks at 
the ground level markets; Positively developing the town in 
small city builds, and forms the scope [18] as quickly as 
possible.  

Though the planning at present has fixed reasonable 
nature, for example among them implied city cluster the 
development (Jining, Yantai, Zoucheng and Qufu complex 
center), meanwhile the coming development latent capacity of 
delta of the yellow River is huge, and because of the 
confinement of land use space in city, establishing many 
groups of town will fit the development trends of shandong in 
future . At the same time, the result mentioned above is basic 
consistent with the conclusion consulting the document [19] 
which means the results of this method are in accordance with 
the ones of other methods, but this method possesses the 
characteristic of automation. 

6  CONCLUSIONS 

This paper discusses a set of technique route and 
realizing method for town system optimizing plan using the 
evaluation results of competing power based on GIS tools and 
space analysis technique of data mining—Voronoi diagram. It 
is proved to be available through cases research for optimum 
layout planning of town cluster (zone) in Shandong province. 

Certainly, energetically appraising the question still 
possesses general agreeable justice to the competition in town, 
and its assessment index system and assessment method still 
need to be perfected in the process of the research. 

Competing the town energetically to appraise the organic 
combination that with Voronoi figure space was analyzed, this 
paper puts forward the feasible technology route, and the 
function achieved the research purpose, but owing to not 
solve the boundary control question of Voronoi diagram 
properly when programming, it is not very visually beautiful. 
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Abstract-In this paper a reconfigurable architecture for 
Ethernet and HomePNA MAC is presented. By using this new 
architecture, Ethernet and HomePNA reconfigurable network 
card can be produced. This architecture has been implemented 
using VHDL language and after that synthesized on a chip. The 
differences between HomePNA (synchronized and 
unsynchronized mode) and Ethernet in collision detection 
mechanism and priority access to media have caused the need to 
separate architectures for Ethernet and HomePNA, but by using 
similarities of them, both the Ethernet and the HomePNA can be 
implemented in a single chip with a little extra hardware. The 
number of logical elements of the proposed architecture is 
increased by 19% in compare to when only an Ethernet MAC is 
implemented  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays with decrease cost and increase use of computer 
in homes, there is often more than one computer in homes, and 
users demand to network them. Ethernet with simplicity, 
reliability and simple management is working well and almost 
has not a rival between other networking methods. Ethernet 
benefits from various environments like coaxial, twisted pair 
and optical fiber. But none of these environments -that 
Ethernet supports them- exists in home and it is required  
wiring in home to use Ethernet, that is costly. Wiring cost of 
Ethernet and also the cost of wireless technology -like 
HomeRF, WiFi- is a motivation to use exist media in home 
(ex. Phone lines, mains) for home networking. HomePNA is 
one of the best methods of home networking [6]. 

 Use of phone line for home networking was presented by 
TUT System with 1Mbps for the first time. There are several 
defacto standards for HomePNA that are HomePNA1, 
HomePNA2, HomePNA3 and HomePNA3.1. In this paper we 
use the standard that ITU_T has presented. HomePNA 
standards are available in [1], [2], [3], [4] and the Ethernet in 
[5].  

A reconfigurable system has two parts. A constant (some 
parts of its algorithm that is never changed) and a hardware 
reconfigurable part. The structure of the reconfigurable part 
can be changed via a control unit respect to application and 
location that system is used. The principal benefits of 
reconfigurable system are the ability to execute larger 
hardware designs with fewer gates and to realize the flexibility 

of a software-based solution while retaining the execution 
speed of a more traditional, hardware-based approach. This 
makes doing more with less a reality. Reconfigurable 
computing is intended to fill the gap between hardware and 
software, achieving potentially much higher performance than 
software, while maintaining a higher level of flexibility than 
hardware.  

In this paper two Ethernet MAC and HomePNA methods 
have been implemented together on a single chip as a 
reconfigurable architecture. The cost of implementation has 
been increased in compare to when only one method is used, 
but the cost is much less than when both are used in separate.  

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 studies 
protocol stack of HomePNA3 and Ethernet, Section 3 
describes proposed architecture, section 4 is results and 
implementation information and section 5 is conclusion. 

II.  PROTOCOL STACK AND FRAME FORMAT OF HOMEPNA3 

Protocol stack of HomePNA3 is defined in physical and data 
link layer which has been illustrated in figure1. In continue 
each layer is explained. 

A. Physical layer 
The PHY layer of HomePNA3 provides transmission and 

reception of physical layer frames using QAM and FDQAM 
modulation techniques over phone lines. Since phone line is 
also used by other technologies like DSL and POTS too, 
HomePNA3 must be adapted with these technologies. Figure2 
depicts the spectrum each technology uses. POTS, UADSL1

B. Data Link Layer 

, 
Internet connectivity and home phone line networking use the 
same media, but they operate at different frequencies. 

The data link layer is composed of three sub layers that they 
are MAC, LLC and convergence. In continue each sublayer is 
described. 

 

                                                           
1 universal asynchronous DSL 
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Figure 1: protocol stack of HomePNA3 

 
Figure 2:  HomePNA Spectral Usage 

Convergence sub layer 
The convergence sub-layer is a protocol-specific set of sub-

layers that maps various transport layer protocols into the 
native primitives of the LLC sub-layer. It is the responsibility 
of the convergence sub-layer to translate the native protocol 
into this underlying framework. The convergence sub-layer 
may use protocol or configuration specific information to 
perform the translation. Ethernet and HomePNA3 use NDIS in 
this sub-layer [4], [17]. 
LLC Sub-Layer 

The LLC sub-layer is responsible for performing link 
functions control. In particular, it is responsible for managing 
information concerning network connections, for enforcing 
Quality of Service (QoS) constraints defined for the various 
system data flows and for ensuring robust data transmission 
using Rate Negotiation, Reed-Solomon coding techniques and 
ARQ (Automatic Repeat Request) techniques. HomePNA3 
requires the support of additional link control protocols that 
manage network admission and flow setup and teardown 
procedures. These protocols are used to manage the 
information about connected devices and their associated 
service flows. The link layer protocols interact with upper 
convergence protocol layers in order to signal such events as 
device registration, timing events and flow control operations. 
In addition to the link layer control protocols required by the 
G.9954 synchronous MAC, the following link layer functions 
are required: scheduling, bandwidth management, flow 
management, network admission and packet aggregation [19], 
[18].  
MAC sub layer 

The MAC sub-layer is responsible for managing access to 
the physical media using a media access protocol. It uses the 
PHY layer to schedule the transmission of MAC Protocol Data 
Units (MPDU’s) over the physical media within PHY layer 
transport frames [20].  

Ethernet use CSMA/CD techniques to control media, access 
therefore it doesn't have any priority for nodes to access the 
media. Ethernet use Binary Exponential backoff for resolving 
collision [20]. 

The HomePNA3 MAC sub-layer supports media access 
according to two different protocol modes: asynchronous mode 
and synchronous mode. The asynchronous MAC protocol 
provides priority-based media access that uses CSMA/CD 
techniques to control media access and a signalling  protocol to 
resolve media collisions. In contrast, the HomePNA3 
synchronous MAC protocol uses CSMA/CA techniques, under 
master control, to avoid collisions by pre-planning the timing 
of all media-access [4]. 

Asynchronous mode of HomePNA use CSMA/CD for 
control media, however this method has been adapted with the 
challenges of phone equipments. Since HomePNA is used to 
carry multiple types of data, including media streams such as 
voice, streaming audio, and video, to reduce the latency 
variation in these streams, a priority mechanism is defined to 
allow higher layers to label outgoing frames with priority 
value, and guarantee that those frames will have preferential 
access to the channel over lower priority frame [4]. 

As showed in figure 3.a, slots are numbered in decreasing 
priority, with the highest priority starting at level 7. Higher 
priority transmissions commence transmission in earlier slots 
and acquire the channel without contending with the lower 
priority traffic. Figure 3.b shows a transition with priority level 
5. Thus frames with highest priority are transmitted without 
contention with lower priority traffic. 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3: Priority slots of asynchronous mode 
Figure 4 is an example of video traffic at priority level 7 

gaining access ahead of best effort traffic scheduled at level 2 
but if priority method is not implemented, the best effort traffic 
gaining access ahead of video traffic. 

 

 
Figure 4: Example of priority access [4] 

Two or more stations may begin transmitting in the same 
priority slot that in this situation collision occurs. All stations 
monitor the channel to detect the colliding transmissions of 
other stations. Generally in asynchronous mode of HomePNA, 
collisions are between frames at the same priority level.  

In asynchronous mode of HomePNA, a distributed collision 
resolution algorithm is run which results in stations becoming 
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ordered into backoff Levels where only one station is at 
backoff Level 0 and can therefore acquire the channel. All 
stations, even those with no frame to transmit, monitor the 
activity on the medium. This results in access latency being 
tightly bounded. 

This mechanism differs from Binary Exponential backoff 
used in Ethernet which in that, the backoff Level does not 
determine the contention slot chosen by a station. All stations 
at a given priority always contend in the slot corresponding to 
the access priority. The method used is called distributed fair 
priority queuing (DFPQ). Instead stations at non-zero backoff 
Levels defer contending until stations that are at zero backoff 
Level transmit. 

After a collision and an IFG, three special backoff signal 
slots (S0…S2) are present before the normal sequence of 
priority contention slots occurs. Figure 5 shows signal slots 
only occur after collisions, they do not follow successful 
transmissions. 

Each station maintains eight backoff level (BL) counters, 
one for each priority. The backoff level counters are initialized 
to 0. 

Each active station pseudo-randomly chooses one of the 
slots, and transmits a backoff20 signal, defined below. More 
than one station can transmit a backoff20 signal in the same 
slot. The active stations transmit backoff20 signals to indicate 
ordering information that determines the new backoff levels to 
be used. 
 

 
Figure 5: Signal slots providing collision 

 
Synchronous mode of MAC does not use CSMA/CD 

technique and prevent collision using scheduling of media 
access. In other word, SMAC mode employs a master. Each 
station on a HomePNA network segment, in the presence of a 
master device, shall execute the synchronous MAC function to 
coordinate access to the shared media.  

Media access in a synchronous network is controlled by the 
master using a media access plan (MAP). The MAP specifies 
media access timing on the network. Media access time, in the 
MAP, is broken up into transmission opportunities (TXOPs) of 
a specified length and start time that are allocated to specific 
network devices in accordance with their resource demands. 
Media access timing is planned by the master in such a manner 
so as to normally avoid collisions. Collisions may, however, 
still occur within transmission opportunities that are designated 
as contention periods. Collisions are similarly resolved using 
the AMAC collision resolution method. 

III. DIFFERENCES AND SIMILARITIES BETWEEN ETHERNET AND 
HOMEPNA 

A reason of success of Ethernet is using CSMA/CD 
mechanism. AMAC mode of HomePNA is used CSMA/CD 

mechanism too. Hence Ethernet and AMAC mode of 
HomePNA have a similar mechanism in MAC. 

As showed in figure 6, HomePNA and Ethernet have a 
similar frame format. 

There are some differences that are studied in continue: 
The differences of HomePNA and Ethernet are: 
� AMAC mode of HomePNA has a priority access to 

media is different from Ethernet.  
� Collision resolution method is different from AMAC 

mode of HomePNA, SMAC mode of HomePNA and 
Ethernet. 
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Figure 6: frame format of a-HomePNA b-Ethernet ]4] ,[5] 
� Parameter like minimum frame length is different from 

HomePNA to Ethernet. 
� Preamble format is different from HomePNA to Ethernet. 
� Ethernet use CRC32 for error detection but HomePNA use 

CRC32 and CRC16. 
� Media access control in SMAC mode of HomePNA dose 

not use CSMA/CD but Ethernet does. 
These similarities have been used to reach to a 

reconfigurable architecture for HomePNA and Ethernet. In 
following section this architecture is demonstrated. 

IV. PROPOSED MODEL  FOR RECONFIGURABLE ETHERNET AND 
HOMEPNA ARCHITECTURE 

As figure 7 shows, presented architecture is formed from 
three basic modules and interface signals. Signal that used in 
this architecture are demonstrated in below. 
� Start_Tx: Permission of transmitting in transmission 

queue.  
� Tx_finished: the transmit queue is finished its frame. 
� OP_mod: indicates the operating mode of the controller 

(HomePNA or Ethernet), that is reported to transmit or 
receive queue. 

� Send_ jam: controller order to transmitter queue to send 
BACKOFF20 or Jam frame dependent on operating mode. 

� TXOP_sig: this signal shows node’s TXOP has been 
started and node can transmit in SMAC mode of 
HomePNA. LLC layer generated this signal. 

� CRC_check: if a CRC error occurred, receiver queue 
report it to controller via this signal. 

� Tx_en, TX_clk, TXD, RXD, CRS, Rx_clk and Rx_dv are 
used in MII interface to transmit and receive to/from MII. 

In continue each module is illustrated. 
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Figure 7: presented reconfigurable architecture of HomePNA and 

Ethernet 

C. Receiver and transmitter queue 
Receiver queue receives data frame from MII and send it to 

upper sub layer and transmitter queue does inverse of this 
function. These modules do below functions too in addition to 
their main functions. However these functions should be did 
respect to the modes of operation (Ethernet or HomePNA). 
  
� Detach and attach various field of frame dependent to 

frame format of Ethernet and HomePNA.  
� Receive and transfer of frame based on frame length field 

dependent to frame size of Ethernet and HomePNA. 
� Specification the PAD and detach and attach PAD 

dependent to frame format of Ethernet and HomePNA. 
� Error detection with produce and check CRC (in 

HomePNA CRC32 and CRC16 but in Ethernet CRC32) 
� Insert and study of receiver and transmitter address that is 

similar in Ethernet and HomePNA. 
� Sending and receiving jam or BACKOFF20 signal after 

collision. 
� Receive and transfer frame to/from MII medium. And 

Adapt with MII 
In above different there isn't any difference between AMAC 

and SMAC modes in transmitter and receiver queues. 
The MAC sublayer connects to physical layer via MII 

standard interface. Since MII transfers 4 bit data to the MAC in 
each transmission, therefore MAC sublayer should works with 
1/4 transmission bit rate. For example when the transmission 
bit rate is 100Mbps, MAC works with 25 MHz. 

D. Controller  
The controller must controls transmit and receive path, and 

detect and resolve collision in HomePNA (SMAC and AMAC) 
and Ethernet. This module permits to transmitter queue based 
on if media is empty or not and various modes of operation 
parameters. 

There are some differences between SMAC and AMAC 
modes in controller because in SMAC mode transmitting must 
occur on allocated TXOP but it is not necessary in AMAC. 
Figure 8 shows the FSM chart of this module. 

 
Fig. 4: FSM of controller 

The following parameters are used in the FSM. The values 
of those parameters exist in standards and depend to operation 
modes. 

� Minimum time length of frame (CD_MIN) 
� Priority slot time (PRI_SLOT) 
� Collision Detection Threshold (CD_THRESHOLD) 
� Number of attempt to transmit a frame if collision 

occur (Attempt_Limit) 
The difference between modes of operation is in collision 

resolution method and condition of transfer. Node should 
operates depend on the in a mode. In continue each mode and 
condition of transfer and collision resolution methods are 
illustrated.  

E. SMAC mode 
In this mode each node can send data if it set on its TXOP. 

Studying the MAP frame and setting the TXOP_sig is the 
function of link control sublayer. Node changes its state to 
sending after TXOP_SIG signal set to logic 1. In fact setting 
TXOP_SIG signal to 1 indicates the start of a node TXOP. The 
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length of TXOP_SIG signal must be equal to length of a frame. 
Those frames which needs more time to transmit must not be 
sent to MAC sublayer. 

F. AMAC mode 
In this mode, frames transmit inside specific priority slot. If 

collision is occurred BL counter must be changed with specific 
algorithm that is described in HomePNA standard. 

G. Ethernet mode 
In Ethernet mode, node transmits each time the media is 

free. Exponential back off algorithm is used to resolve the 
collision. 

V. VERIFICATION 

There are two approaches to verfy the MAC sublayer 
functions: 
� Loop back test: in this approach output of MAC is 

connected to its input. Then MAC sends frames and 
receives them on its input and does as well as when it 
receives new frames.[21]  

� Connection of two MAC: In this approach there is two 
MAC, that one sends frames and other receives them as 
figure 9 shows. However collision, transmission error and 
link errors (ex. disconnection) can be simulated. 

In this work both methods are used to verify the MAC 
functionality.  

 
Figure9. Connection of two MAC to test the functionality of the 

reconfigurable MAC 
VI. RESULTS 

Proposed architecture has been implemented in VHDL using 
Quartus compiler and then synthesized on a chip from Altera 
company with part number EP1S10B672C6 from Startix 
family. The number of logical element which Quartus reports 
after synthesis of this architecture is 2561 unit. Ethernet MAC 
also has been implemented and the required logical element is 
2156 unit. Comparing reconfigurable MAC and Ethernet MAC 
shows the number of logical element increased by 19%. 

 
%19%100

2154
21542561

��
�  

It is noteworthy that Ethernet MAC should works with 
100Mbps rate therefore reconfigurable architecture should 
work at maximum rate of 25 MHz. 

VII. CONCLUSION  

In this paper a reconfigurable architecture for HomePNA 
and Ethernet in MAC sub layer was presented. By using this 
new architecture reconfigurable Ethernet and Home PNA 
network card can be manufactured. The cost of manufacturing 
the new architecture in a single chip is much less than 
manufacturing each one in separate in two chips. In other hand 

the new architecture is easier to use for user. The number of 
logical elements of the new architecture is increased only 19% 
in compare to an Ethernet MAC. 
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Abstract – Major part of discrete industrial automation hardware is 
controlled by Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs). While Petri-
nets (PNs) have been proposed by many researchers for modelling 
shop floor discrete control, the majority of the world PLCs are 
programmed using ladder diagrams (LD) and significant portion of 
them cannot be programmed using another language. This paper 
proposes hierarchical approach to translating PN to LD: for 
describing the high level process, it introduces automatic translation 
technique of process level PN, while utilizing a recently developed 
method (for translating PN to Boolean logic) for translating the 
embedded tasks to a LD. Interestingly, the generated LD code 
enables the reconstruction of the original Petri-net. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Petri net (PN) is a discrete event modelling technique 
thoroughly described in [1] and [2]. Due to its advantages 
many researchers advocate modelling discrete control using a 
Petri net [1,2,3,4,5,6]. 
This paper presents a new technique for systematic translation 
of a process level Petri-net to ladder diagram (LD). Using this 
technique, the translation could be easily automated as well as 
recovery of the model from low level code. The technique 
presented in this paper not only relieves the automation 
engineer from dealing with Programmable Logic Controller 
(PLC) code when constructing the logic, but also in later 
stages, when changes are required. 
PN uses two types of nodes: places (denoted by circles); and 
transitions (denoted by heavy lines). Directed arrows connect 
places to transitions and vice versa. Places may denote 
processing stages (termed tasks) or idle resources (resource/s 
places). A first serious trial to implement PN on PLCs 
generated the Grafcet PLC programming language [7]. 
However, Grafcet has many limitations, and among them 

inability to modelling part of the non-sequential processes such 
as state machines. This is also the reason that Grafcet was 
renamed Sequential Function Chart (SFC) by the international 
PLC standard: IEC61131-3 [8]. While Grafcet is only prevalent 
around France, LD is the dominant method in discrete event 
control of industrial automated systems in most parts of the 
world [3,6,9]. Thus, the need for translating PN to LD remains.  
Recently, Lee et. al. [9] proposed a translation method from PN 
to Boolean logic that could be translated to LD. Their method is 
suited for small tasks, managing mainly the Boolean 
relationships between binary inputs and outputs. While this 
translation technique dealing efficiently with Boolean logic for 
actuating equipment it is nor geared towards high level process 
planning. However, most of PN modelling is applied to higher 
level description: of the process stages, the material moves and 
the corresponding resource engagement and release. Moreover, 
the method in [9] also ignores many important issues. For 
example, it ignores issues related to resource allocation and 
deadlock avoidance; they ignored the need for model hierarchy; 
and they ignore the desirability of being able to reconstruct the 
PN from the generated ladder logic. 
To better model the whole process, we propose a hierarchical 
approach: a new process oriented translation technique is 
introduced that is geared toward high level process description 
and the process stages or steps are embedded so that each step 
could be further translated using the method in [9]. 
Thus, the main focus of this paper is on the high-level process 
description. It is assumed the high-level PN is structured as in 
[10] to model the general stages of the production process and 
the required resources at each stage. Among the advantages this 
approach offers, are: enhanced verification and validation, 
parallel representation of simultaneous activities. We also adopt 
the convention that there can be only one task node following 
each transition, and that all the required resources for each task 
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are inputs to each of the task's preceding transitions. 
 

II. THE EXAMPLE CASE STUDY 

Throughout the paper the example depicted in figure 1 is used. 
Figure 1 describes the layout of a robotic cell. The robot 
moves the product according to its manufacturing process plan 
between the machines and buffers until the product is placed at 
the departure dock.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. The example shop floor layout 
 
An example of the high level process description by PN is 
illustrated in figure 2. The high-level PN describes the stages 
of the production process and the material moves while the 
lower level describes the Boolean logic associated with 
executing each stage. The activation of a production stage of 
the high-level activates the code of the corresponding 
embedded task. The PN of figure 2 describes the production 
process of a product type that is first machined by machine 1, 
before being processed by machine 2, and then is placed at the 
departure dock. In figure 2 tasks are shaded to signal 
embedded levels of detail.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. High-level PN description of the production process 
 
 

III. ATTACHING VARIABLES 

The high level PN scheme should be translated into ladder 
diagram to enable PLC execution and recovery of the high level 
status of the system from the PLC code. The first phase in the 
translation is attaching binary (0/1) variables to the various PN 
elements. There are only five variable types as follows:  

1. Process variables: Pi for the ith

2. Process finish variables: F
 variable. 

ij for the ith process leading to 
the jth

3. Resource variables: R
 transition. 

i for the ith

4. Transition variables: T
 variable 

i for the ith

5. Sensor variables: S
 variable 

i for the ith

This translation is facilitated by the one to one correspondence 
between PN constructs and LD variables as shown in Table 1. 
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Robot 

Machine 1 Machine 2 
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put part at 
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Legend 
S1= Sensor detects Part 
       at arrival dock  
R0 = Robot idle  
R1= Machine 1 idle  
T1= Transition 1  
T2= Transition 2  
Task-1  
(put part at  machine 1): 
   P1=Process-1, 
   F12= Finish P1 and 
activate T2 

 
Table 1. The correspondence between the Petri Net constructs 
and the Ladder Diagram variables 

Petri Net 
Construct 

Corresponding Ladder Diagram 
Variable 

Task place Process variable Pi for the ith task 
(LD internal variable). 

Idle Resource place Resource  variable Ri for the ith 
resource. (LD internal variable). 

Sensor place Sensor variable Si for the ith sensor 
Transition Transition variable Ti for the ith 

transition. (LD internal variable). 
Token in a certain 
place 

The variable corresponding to the 
PN place is ON. 

Enabled transition The corresponding transition 
variable is ON. 

Arc emanating 
from a place i and 
terminating in 
transition j 

Finish variable Fij leading from the 
end of task i to transition j. 
(LD internal variable). 
 

Arc emanating 
from a transition i 
and terminating in 
place j 

A ladder rung with an input contact 
Ti, and output coil that corresponds 
to place j (either Pj or Rj ). 

  
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Structured steps for attaching variables: 
1.  List the tasks (i.e., shaded places from a PN similar to the 

one in Fig. 2) and assign a process variable Pi for each task 
i. For example, in figure 3, task 1 is assigned P1 variable 
(corresponding to process-1) 

2.  List the sensors and assign a sensor variable Si for each 
sensor i. For example, in figure 3, the sensor that detects 
the part arrival is assigned S1

3.  List the resources (e.g., machines) and assign a resource 
variable R

 variable (corresponding to 
sensor-1) 

i for each sensor i. For example, in figure 3, the 

Robot is assigned a resource variable R0
4.  Each PN arc emanating from a task i and terminating at a PN 

transition j is assigned a F

. 

ij variable. For example, in figure 
3, F12  is assigned to the arc leading from task1 to transition 
2. 

5. Each PN transition is assigned a variable termed Ti for the ith  
transition. For example, T1 and T2 in figure 3 correspond to the 
upper two transitions of figure 2. 
 
 

VI. TRNSLATING THE PN TO LD 

All the variables defined in section III are included in the LD 
program.  In particular, the transition variables Ti 

1. The sensor variables (S

are activated 
when all their input variables are ON. Also, variables associated 
with places are activated when they are ON. 
Translating to LD is done by implementing the following logic 
and conditions: 

i

2. All other variables (P

) are input variables activated 
by external events. 

i, Fij, Ti, Ri

3. External outputs are activated and deactivated only 
within the embedded tasks (do not appear in the high 
level PN).  

) are internal variables 
activated by internal logic and input variables. 

4. An activation of each transition is done at the instant 
that all its inputs are ON. 

5. An activation of each transition turns OFF all its input 
resources variables (Ri

6. An activation of each transition turns ON the variables 
of its PN outbound arcs. 

) signalling that the resources are 
occupied. 

7. An activation of a transition that precedes a task i, 
activates its Pi

8. Completion of an embedded task turns ON all its F

 variable which activates the 
corresponding embedded task logic. 

ij 
variables. A turned ON Fij signals the jth

9. Transition j having an F

 transition that 
task i has been finished. 

ij input, turns OFF (or frees) the  
Fij the resources of task i, and turns ON all its resource 
variables (Ri

 
Following the above logic, the LD code of each task i, is 
activated when its corresponding process variable Pi turns ON. 
When task i is completed, its process variable Pi turns OFF, and 
all its finish variables F

): signalling the resources availability.  

ij turn ON. Activation of a transition j 
turns OFF its corresponding Fij . Each Fij variable is turned OFF 
either by transition j, or when Pi 
The above behaviour can be tracked in figure 4: transition T

 is turned ON again. 
1 is 

activated only when S1, R0, R1 are all ON. Corresponding to 
Sensor-1 detects part at the arrival dock, and both the robot and 
machine 1 are idle. T1 dedicate the robot and machine 1 by 
turning R0 and R1 OFF. T1 also turns P1

Fig. 3. PN segment extracted from Fig. 2. 

 ON to activate the 

P1 
F12 

S1    R0     R1 

T1 

T2 
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embedded code of task 1. When task 1 is completed the 
embedded code of task 1 turns OFF P1 and turns ON  F12  to 
signal the completion of the task to transition 2. Transition 2 is 
activated (T2 turns ON) and when T2 is finally activated, it 
turns F12 

  

OFF. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4 Ladder logic segment for the PN segment in Fig. 3. 
 
 

VI. LD REARANGEMENT FOR BACKWARD TRANSLATION 

A rearrangement of the LD rungs is necessary for automatic 
backward translation of this LD code into high level PN. The 
order of the LD rungs play crucial role in enabling backward 
translation. The rungs of the actual LD appear in a different 
order than shown in figure 3. The rungs are rearranged into 
three groups as follows: 1) transitions triggers, 2) transitions 
effects, and 3) tasks' code. Figure 5 illustrates the 
rearrangement scheme, and the mapping of LD segments from 
figure 4 into the three groups. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5. Rearrangement of LD rungs into the three blocks schema 
 
 
The three blocks structure as illustrated in figure 5 enable a 
backward translation from a ladder diagram into the high level 
Petri Net as discussed below. 
When an LD is arranged in three blocks as in figure 5, the blocks 
can be identified without any additional knowledge as follows: 

1. Each rung in the first block corresponds to a transition and 
uniquely identifies a transition variable. The transition variable is 
the rung output. Transition enabling conditions appear as 

Rules for the three blocks identification. 

S1 R0 R1 T1 

T1 P1 
  L 

T1 R0 
  U 

T1 R1 
  U 

P1 latched  
(initiating Task 1) 

R0 unlatched 
(occupy the robot) 

R1 unlatched 
 (occupy machine 1) 

Transition T1  
(activation) 

Transition T2 
(activation) 

 
Code for task 1 

. 

. 

. 

P1 
Activate Task1 code 

F12 

F12 T2 

F12  latched 
 (Task 1 finished)  L 

F12 P1 
   U 

P1 unlatched  
(Task 1 finished) 

T2 F12 
F12  unlatched U 

Block 1:  
Transitions Triggers 

Block 2:  
Transitions effects 

Block 3:  
Tasks' code 

T1 
T2 

etc. 

Code for Task 1  

Code for Task 2  
 

etc. 

T1 
T1 

etc. T2 

T1 P1 

P1 

P2 

F12 

F23 

L 

L 
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contacts on the corresponding transition rung. 
2.  The output variable of the first rung appears again (as an 
input contact) only in the first rung of the second block. 
Therefore, all the rungs before this reappearance belong to the 
first group of transitions triggers. The number of transitions is 
the number of rungs in the first block. 
3.  In the second block each rung has an input contact 
corresponding to a transition. Thus, the second block ends 
when this condition does not hold. 
4.  The third block is divided into tasks. Each task i begins 
with the activation of the Pi variable and finishes with the 
activation of at least one Fij variable. In this way the LD 
boundaries of each task are identified.  
 
Note that only the first two blocks (transitions triggers and 
transitions effects) are necessary for constructing the high 
level PN as follows:  
 

This paper presents a new technique for translating process 
level Petri network to a corresponding ladder diagram code. 
The process stages or steps are embedded so that each step 
could be further translated by using the method in [9] (which 
is based on Boolean logic). The structured steps allow for 
automatic implementation of this translation. The proposed 
technique could be easily employed for implementing higher 
modeling levels of discrete industrial automation such as 
proposed in [11] and [12]. Moreover, the proposed 
rearrangement of LD code allows structured reconstruction of 

the original PN. A future research on a practical case-study may 
examine the efficiency of the proposed technique. 

Rules for PN reconstruction from the identified LD blocks 
1.  Each rung in the first block (transitions triggers) 
corresponds to a unique PN transition. Each input contact on 
this rung signify a PN input place to this PN transition (i.e., 
tokens move from the place to the transition). 
2. The second block identifies the effects of the PN transitions. 
If the rung output is LATCH, the corresponding variable is a 
PN output place of the transition. If the rung output is 
UNLATCH, the corresponding variable is a PN input place of 
the transition. 
Although the PN can be recovered from its LD in this way, the 
association of PN places with their corresponding machines 
and other resources requires additional information. (i.e., we 
need some documentation to associate the places of idle 
machines with the actual machines.) For example, it is 
sufficient to have a legend similar to the one used in figure 3. 
Alternatively, remarks available in most LD editors can be 
used to document the input contacts of the first block rungs, 
and the outputs of the second block rungs. Any alternative to 
such documentation involves tedious tinkering with the 
outputs of each task.  
 

V. CONCLUSION 
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Abstract- This article analysis non-technical aspects of 

software quality perception and proposes further research 
activities for this subject naming this branch Software Quality 
Psychology. 

Cognitive science, psychology, micro economics and other 
human-oriented sciences do analyze human behavior, cognition 
and decision processes. On the other hand engineering disciplines, 
including software engineering, propose many formal and 
technical approaches for product quality description. Linkage 
between technical and subjective quality has been subject of 
research in areas related to food and agricultural applications and 
in this article we propose analysis of professional product 
perception which beyond doubt is a software product. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION 

Software Engineering emerged in 1960’s as an answer to 
software quality problems occurring at that time. Software 
product differed from other human industry products mainly 
because it was intangible and because its static attributes 
(attributes that can be marked for product without using it) 
were irrelevant while dynamic attributes (attributes describing 
behavior of product when used under certain conditions) were 
of highest importance. Software products usage grows 
constantly and currently it is being used in almost every area of 
human activity. Software quality, as quality definition for 
common product applicable in various contexts is then 
important issue not only for software developers but 
customers, users and people community as a whole (for 
example: software is in control of traffic lights, airplane 
steering systems, TV receivers etc.) From 1970’s until these 
days software quality models are being developed – the latest 
ISO/IEC SQuaRE model is still under development. 

Quality models are way of expressing quality, but despite 

these definitions one has to know what does quality of software 
product mean. We do know [32] that quality means different 
set of characteristics for different perspectives, and for 
different contexts of use (the same product may be perfect for 
one and useless for another context of use). 

De gustibus et coloribus non est disputandum what formally 
may be understood as experiencing qualia, as defined in 
philosophy of the mind [16] theory. Qualia are defined as basic 
properties of sensory perception and therefore cannot be fully 
explained by person experiencing these sensations. If we 
assume that quality relates to sensory perception then it may be 
surprising that authors of software quality models give set of 
objective measures to express quality. 

What is “Software quality”? Does it rely only on internal 
(static and dynamic) properties of software? Does it rely on 
way software is being used and maintained? Considering 
customer or user as ultimate source of software quality 
measure (compare CMM [46], ISO9001:2000, TQM, [56]) 
there is another important question: does user quality 
perception follow objective information about software product 
(as for professional products), or users follow set of observer 
biases having their perception unpredictable using 
psychologically contextless model. If we consider that user is 
unable to verify quality attributes to the bottom it shall be 
obvious that user has to rely also on beliefs in his mind. 

The same research questions may be asked about what 
makes customer and user satisfied with the product they have. 
Certainly there are attributes manifested by product, but if 
satisfaction is dependant from anticipated attributes or some 
information not related to product itself (eg. related to users 
general opinion about job he/she is performing) then it may be 
possible to influence customer and user perception process 
significantly changing satisfaction level and quality attributed 
to software. 

Above questions, if answer is yes, seem to be important area 
for every software project. Efficient methods affecting 
customer and user perception will increase probability of 
software delivery success considered as delivery of product 
having satisfactionary level of quality. 

II. INTRODUCTION TO COGNITIVE PROCESSES 

A. Cognitive psychology 
Cognitive sciences, as interdisciplinary study, concern on 

human mind, intelligence, analyzing processes determining 
human behavior etc. Such studies were present in philosophic 
works of Plato and Aristotle in ancient Greece, becoming 
important stream of research in 17th century owing to 
Descartes. Despite of rapid development of these sciences for 

 
 
Fig. 1. Different quality concepts in perception processes 
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past 40 years there are still more questions than answers about 
explanations of human mind processes [54]. 

The branch of psychology explaining internal mental 
processes become named cognitive psychology [41], but unlike 
many of previous approaches cognitive psychology adopts 
scientific method rejecting introspection (used in symbol-
driven method by S. Freud). Cognitive psychology also gives 
explicit attention to named mental states such as desire, 
motivation, belief etc. in contradiction to behaviorist approach. 

Methodologically, cognitivism in psychology adopts 
positivist approach and asserts that human psychology can be 
fully explained using scientific methods, experiments and 
measurements assuming that cognitive processes are related to 
discrete, internal symbols (mental states) and manipulation on 
these symbols. This approach is criticized by 
phenomenological approach with arguments that meaning of 
symbols is strictly related to some context which cannot be 
simply ignored. 

In this article we concentrate on cognitive perception of 
software, adopting cognitive psychology, but also 
psychological concepts presented in 18th, 19th and 20th century 
by Gossen, von Wieser, Kant, Hume, Freud, Maslow and other 
thinkers. 

In our approach it is important not only to understand 
perception of software quality, but also we are discussing 
possibility of influencing this perception. In other words we 
propose set of experiments which could explicitly discover 
relation between possible attributes of product and influence on 
environment what in consequence would change quality 
perception. 

B. History of valuation 
Value of things is one of basic ideas in human perception 

related processes. Sociological, psychological, economical, 
ethical value models has been developed from ancient times 
with attempts to explain why human beings prefer or choose 
some things over others and how personal behavior may be 
guided (or fail to be guided) in valuation. In this section we 
will present short summary of ideas resulting from these works 
which seem to be applicable in analysis of software quality 
perception and subjective distinction to software products 
made by evaluators. 

In neoclassical economics or in microeconomics value of 
object is often described as the price dependant from supply 
and demand on competitive or non-competitive market. 

In classical economics the value is often seen as labor or 
equivalent for some other goods or discomfort used to produce 
object (labor theory of price [11] or value). In this approach 
value of object is not dependant from situation on the market 
so is different from the price (“natural price” in [55] or “prices 
of production” in Karl Marx works [51]). 

Another classical approach proposed by Karol Marx is 
perception of value as usability value, meaning that object is 
valuated according to benefits of his owner. Similar idea may 
be found in works of Ludwig von Mises [45] whose 
understanding of value was associated with some measure of 

utility following consumption of good or service. In [52] 
another approach was proposed – value was derived from 
moral issues associated with the product. 

In 19th century Herman Gossen proposed law of diminishing 
marginal utility [19] arguing that if a good satisfies some need, 
then value of next unit of this good is diminishing. This 
thought was continued in Austrian school (named 
“philosophic”) and Friderch von Wieser [63] explicitly 
expressed observation that satisfied needs are of less 
importance. In 20th century Abraham Maslow proposed 
pyramid of needs [38]. Basic needs (D–needs), which are not 
recognized unless not satisfied, and upper needs (B-needs) 
appear only when lower level needs are satisfied. In addition 
we may refer to Sigmund Freud thought that world is perceived 
by humans mainly on sub-conscious level [17]. 

Scheller [8] and Dewey [23] had proposed their catalogues 
of value dimensions distinguishing valuation method in 
dependence on valuation dimension. On contradiction to 
subjective valuation ideas in 20th century objectivist theory of 
value was formulated by Ayn Rand [49]. This theory asserts 
that there exists some reality, and it is independent of human 
perception arguing that even if humans did not exist then this 
reality will preserve. 

Above milestones in philosophical economy are important 
clues to understand cognitive processes associated with 
valuation of goods. Aristotle considered quality as non 
quantitative factor allowing to distinguish thing among other 
from the same category [31]. Thinking about valuation in terms 
of cognitive science it is required to identify mental state of 
valuator, his needs and level of their satisfaction remembering 
that satisfaction level is not linearly correlated with saturation 
of need. 

Further on we will discuss “units” but referring to software 
they should not be considered as quantity of this software. We 
assume that for every characteristic we may increase or 
decrease its strength by some “unit” influencing user 
satisfaction. In this assumption we follow economists defining 
utility as quantifiable in some units. 

III. SOFTWARE QUALITY 

A. Software Quality and Quality Models 
From 1960’s development of software products was 

perceived as discipline of engineering. From that time attempts 
to define goals and measures for software began. One of the 
most difficult measures to define was software quality measure 
although it seemed to be highly important attribute of software 
product. 

Software products stated new set of definition requirements 
in aspect of product measures and quality measures. Any 
measures known for ages (weight, size, durability, water 
resistance etc.) could not be applied to get significant 
information about software. First attempts to state quality 
measures were done in 1970s by McCall’s [39] and Boehm’s 
[9] quality models. Thirteen years later, in 1991, International 
Standardization Organization published first international 
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standard for software product quality in ISO9126 [28]. After 
ten years standard was reviewed and new approach was 
presented. In this model quality issues were divided into 
quality in use, external quality and internal quality. In the same 
time new international initiative Software product QUality 
Requirements and Evaluation (SQuaRE) was set up aiming to 
develop set of norms ISO/IEC25000 [26]. This new approach 
is perceived as new generation of software quality models [61] 
and is being used for decomposition of end users perspective to 
software components [1]. 

Quality related issues are often consisting of mixture of 
different quality meanings. This problem was noticed since 
publication of first models, containing extremely different 
perspectives. Important summary of five quality views was 
made in [32]: 
• Quality as an abstract, meta-physical term – unreachable 

ideal, which shows the direction where to products are 
heading but will never get there, 

• Quality as a perspective of user considering attributes of 
software in special context of use, 

• Quality as a perspective of manufacturer, seen as compliance 
with stated requirements and following ISO 9001:1994 view, 

• Quality as a product perspective understood as internal 
characteristic, resulting from measures of product attributes,  

• Quality as a value based perspective, differing in dependence 
on stakeholder for whom is defined. 
Quality models are important way to express quality in 

commonly understandable terms. In this article we use 
ISO/IEC SQuaRE vocabulary and consider software quality in 
use as representation of user and customer view on software 
quality. 

B. Quality perception modeling 
The need of measuring quality of the products is a natural 

consequence of stating quality as thing that matters. First 
software quality models and need to measure users opinion 
appeared in McCall [39] and Boehm [9] publications. At that 
time it was only concepts. 

In 1984 Grönroos described quality as function of 
expectations, dividing perception into three dimensions: 
functional, technical and image (perception of vendor) [20]. 

Year later in [44] SERVQUAL model had been proposed. 
This model, and its successors are the most widely used quality 
perception models [30] not only for IT products but also for 
airline services, fast-food, telephony, banking, physiotherapy, 
web sites, healthcare and many others [5], [40]. SERVQUAL 
defines 10 (possibly overlapping) dimensions: tangibles, 
reliability, responsiveness, communication, credibility, 
assurance, competence, courtesy, understanding/knowing the 
customer, and access based on focus groups sessions. Model 
was revised in 1988 into five dimensions: tangibles, reliability, 
responsiveness, assurance, empathy and in 1991 into two-part 
model [43]. 

The main idea of SERVQUAL and successor models is 
measurement of expectations and perception difference. Qi=Pi-
Ei where Q stands for quality indicator, P is perception mark 

and E expectations level. Although it was mentioned that this 
model is one of most popular ones there is still the discussion if 
such approach is sufficient. In [14] authors argue that 
perception is a function of its performance defining quality as 
Qi=Pi, but still follow to use five dimensions defined in revised 
SERVQUAL model. 

Another approach to define software quality perception is 
based on belief revision theory [47]. This method adopts AGM 
paradigm [4] or Grove’s system of spheres approach [21] and 
proposes epistemology approach to define beliefs and their 
revision process following assumption that observer is rational, 
deductive agent using principle of minimal change. Model 
based on this approach also states that user perception should 
be consider in analogy to users qualifications in respect to 
computers in general [64] following dimensions proposed in 
[48]. Users have their initial opinion then continuously 
discover software product gaining new information and 
reviewing their beliefs reaching their final opinion. In 1997 
authors had presented this model as able to use any software 
quality model McCall, Boehm, FCM, ISO9126 and in 1998 
[57] present summary of their research on how user perception 
changes over time to some level of consensus, meaning that all 
users final opinion is very similar, and therefore relates to real 
software quality [56]. 

Above models uses assumption that users are rational agents 
following deductive reasoning and that beliefs may be 
represented in formal system. Authors does not analyze context 
of user (context of purpose) nor users personal aspects 
(tiredness, attitude treat evaluation seriously etc). It should be 
mentioned that authors continue to measure technical quality 
factors, as defined in ISO9126 although usage of them is 
commonly regarded as to abstract for users to express user 
point of view [61]. The most important problem of those 
results is problem of repetitive observations on the same group 
of users. In this case we may expect that evaluation experiment 
was also influencing users opinion and tendency of changing 
beliefs to similar level could be group thinking effect or could 
be influenced by large set of external information. In this 
article we propose much broader view on quality perception 
not narrowed to intrinsic software attributes. 

On the other hand if one rejects anticipated assumption that 
there exists some real quality (considering real quality as 
having different value for different user) then supposed 
correlation should not exist. Rejection of this assumption 
would be consequence of several theories of truth 
constructivist theory (arguing that truth is kind of convention 
related to social experience – compare works of Hegel and 
Marx) or pragmatic theory (where truth is something that could 
be verified in practice by some community – compare works of 
Peirce, James and Dewey). Considering these theories we may 
conclude that if two similar measurements were conducted in 
socially deferring groups their final opinions about quality 
would differ unless there occurred “regression to mean” bias.  

It seems useful to analyze non software oriented attempts to 
define software quality perception. One of attempts to define 
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quality perception in terms of cognitive processes was made by 
Steenkamp in his dissertation in 1986 [59], [58], revised by 
Oprel in 1989 [42]. Since his work there were several 
publications using his model for analysis of food, plants etc. 
quality perception modeling, including research in area of 
social background influence on food quality perception [53]. 

This model conceptualizes relation between intrinsic and 
extrinsic quality attributes, perception of these attributes and 
hand preference establishment. 

Although some of ideas used in this model are undoubtedly 
common for perception of food products and software 
products, there are some important differences. First of all we 
have to distinguish role of person making valuation of software 
quality [32], while Steenkamp considers all people as 
consumers (we can distinguish between consumers and people 
responsible for food purchasing for some organizations). 
Second important difference is change over time, what is not 
addressed in Steenkamp’s neither in successor models. In last 
place we may add that unlike food, software is used mainly by 
organizations (groups of individuals) and group behavior may 
influence individual perception of quality. 

Concluding this literature review we stress out that there is 
no commonly accepted method for measuring user perception 
of software quality nor common understanding what “user 
perception” is. Perception model presented in this article 
considers very wide view on users cognitive processes 
proposing research in areas not related directly to software 
product but probably influencing perceived quality. 

C. Quality requirements and limitations 
Modern software engineering approaches explicitly state, 

that software project begins with analysis resulting in 
establishment of functional and quality requirements [24]. 
Publications concerning software quality lifecycle accept this 
approach adding another type of requirements to gather – 
evaluation process requirements [27], [25]. There are several 
guidelines how to identify requirements and build 
comprehensive and correct set of stated requirements [15]. 

On the other hand it is commonly accepted to define quality 
as ability to satisfy stated and implied needs [26]. Implied 
needs remain however unaddressed in software engineering 
state of art. Main stream approach assumes that users explicitly 
express they requirements, give them priorities, analysts 
identify and analyze user requirements and at the end of this 
phase users accept complete set of requirements [27], [7], [35], 
[62]. 

Looking back on great thoughts associated with cognitive 
psychology we may identify significant limitation associated 
with such approach. Although users are certainly best source 
for defining goal and purpose of software usage, they are 
unable to identify their own basic needs or are unable to assign 
priority expressing real importance of the need which are being 
satisfied. 

We assert that users defining their requirements for future 
system also are unable to completely recognize their needs. 
Analysts gather user requirements, add requirements based on 

their personal experience and identified formal needs [6]. At 
that moment specification for system is being closed, and after 
this moment development begins [24]. 

Strong alternative for specification closure can be found in 
agile development methodologies. Most of them stress need for 
being close to user and allow user to evaluate software product 
as often as possible [2]. Another example is evolutionary 
approach assuming deliveries to live environment several times 
in the project lifecycle [36]. These methods should be much 
more effective and allow higher success ratio for IT projects.  

Although agile methodologies are intended to answer 
problems with incompleteness of user perspective they seem to 
be vulnerable from the same cognitive issue. Users evaluating 
software prototype do not need to employ they complete set of 
needs having only abstract reason to work with evaluated 
prototype (this bias is partially evened out in evolutionary 
approach [18]). We may think about it as having brain storm 
meeting in subject “are these tools enough for us to live on 
desolated island?” Unless people were really put in real 
situation they do evaluate appropriateness of product against 
their assumptions about imaginary reality. If software is to 
support new internal organization (planned organizational 
change is often associated with new software to be 
implemented) then users have limited ability to evaluate it. 

Another problem associated with agile methodologies is that 
this approaches forces user to exert what leads to 
discouragement. One has to remember that on early phases 
user receives non-working or having poor quality software 
prototypes for evaluation but it may be observed that user 
prepossess his mind rejecting software on final acceptance. 

Concluding this section we shall underline gap between 
stated requirements and user needs, especially implied needs. 
We also have to remember that software engineering defines 
mainly technical (intrinsic) quality attributes, while user 
valuates only these attributes which are associated with his 
observations of software and its surrounding from perspective 
of his everyday use of software and his state of mind. 

IV. SOFTWARE QUALITY PERCEPTION MODEL 

A. Expectations 
In this section we shall recall important works of two 

thinkers. Immanuel Kant in his theory of perception argued 
that human beings adopt their a’priori concepts and knowledge 
perceiving their thoughts not real attributes of observed reality 
[22]. David Hume analyzing where human concepts come 
from observed that people tend to reject observations 
outstanding from other observations or their beliefs [60]. Both 
of above works are widely accepted in modern psychology 
where thesis that human perception is only interpretation of 
human mind is rather common [37]. 

Referring to buyer decision process, defined as 
psychological and cognition model such as motivation and 
need reduction [12] one may see that before decision of buying 
new software was made, customer recognized his need, 
analyzed alternatives and made decision. This is first time 
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when some expectations have appeared – that new product will 
satisfy customer recognized need (with implied needs), and 
will still satisfy needs satisfied with old system (this 
requirement is not often explicitly formulated). 

Customer and users perspective may differ at this point – 
customer has some vision of new system satisfying new needs 
while users may be reluctant to unknown, new system 
expecting things to be more difficult. 

This attitudes play role of priming processes [33] preparing 
a’priori concepts as in Kant’s theory. 

Before software product is seen by customer and users for 
the first time it has already been evaluated and its quality was 
assessed. This observation is obvious for brand managers 
promoting physical goods but seems to be not applied in 
software industry. 

B. Software quality perception model 
Models are intended to be reliable prediction of future 

observations, repository of rules collated and integrated from 
past research [50]. Software quality perception model proposed 
in this article is designed according to above idea taking into 
account cognitive psychology, quality perception models for 
other types of products and commonly accepted software 
quality model SQuaRE. 

Proposed model is omitting elements associated with 
preference and choice making which may be seen in other 
quality perception models, as an result on focusing on software 
produce evaluation purposes. Software in most cases, 
especially tailored software is fully evaluated after purchase 
and implementation, so there are no decisions about purchase 
to be made. Proposed model is presented on fig. 2. 

Product attributes (intrinsic attributes) and information 
associated with product (extrinsic attributes) are at first filtered 
by observer attention filter. From the mathematical point of 
view filtering is application of certain function (fx(ax)) for 
original attribute. This function is a consequence of observer 
mental state and knowledge (including past experience with 
product or similar kinds of products) etc. Evaluation product 
quality employs establishment of perceived attributes relevant 

for quality – observer chooses set of attributes expressing 
quality seen through perception filters. This process is also 
based on observer mental state and his knowledge. We assume 
that observation (information about perceived attribute value) 
augments user knowledge. 

In next stage observer relates perceived quality related 
attributes values through perspective of needs taking general 
importance of need and subjective saturation of need as the 
base. Overall quality gives feedback to observer knowledge 
and his mental state. 

xi variables (perceived value of attributes relevant for 
quality) may be interpreted as direct measures assigned in 
observation process (where observation is evaluation of 
product or processing information associated with product) or 
derived measures based on simple measures (for example 
number of software errors and number of lines of code are 
simple measures; number of software errors per number of 
lines of codes is derived measure relevant for quality). This 
concept is similar to Quality Measure Elements idea in 
ISO/IEC 25021. 

Another important issue is evaluation for somebody’s else 
perspective. In this case observer relates needs saturation to 
imaginary mental stated attributed to future users of the 
product, but probably using only observer state of knowledge 
(compare theory of the mind [54]). Such observation method 
tends to produce quality measures differing from real users 
evaluation, because evaluators are prone to mistakes in setting 
up imaginary state of mind of future users (e.g. cognitive bias 
called conjunction fallacy – tendency to assume that specific 
conditions are more probable then general ones), and using 
different knowledge base (user having wider/narrower 
knowledge about product usage will assign different set of 
weights). 

Calculation of subjective quality value, or in other words 
conversion to uni-dimensional quality measure, in most of 
quality models is an addition operation of single measures 
multiplied by attribute weight:  (compare 
[59]). This approach adopts assumption that each “unit” of 
attribute value influences overall quality index with same 
strength. 

Quality perceived by human should be considered as latent 
variable and in consequence one could employ Rash polytomus 
model [3] designed to measure personal attitudes. Irrespective 
to mathematical model involved we assume that quality 
perception of single attribute value follows diminishing 
marginal value concept, attribute valuation are additive so 
overall quality value is calculated as:  

 

Where Fi(si,wi,xi) is monotonic function. 
Similar to [59], perceived quality in above model differs 

from the other approaches in that it regards quality neither as 
absolute nor as objective. 

Model may further extended with quality perception change 
patterns (quality lifecycle patterns) – at this moment we only  

 
Fig. 2. Software quality perception model 
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assume that due to observer mental state and knowledge 
change quality attributes perception changes over time. 

C. Quality perception model and lifecycle 
Software development lifecycles are widely known and 

accepted in software engineering discipline. User quality 
perception exceeds time boundaries of software development 
project as it begins before project is even started and ends in 
some time after product had been withdrawn (it lasts in user 
remembering for some time). 

We will not give detailed information about perception of 
quality in certain phases referring to complete version of this 
article and emphasize difference in perception using vendor 
and user perspective during project (problem with implied 
needs), users expectation (quality cues in [59]), disappointment 
and several biases during evaluation. 

D. Affecting quality perception 
If user quality is dependant not only from intrinsic product 

attributes, then there are several methods to influence overall 
quality perception. Such method are being used mainly for 
repeatable products (COTS), although there is theoretical 
possibility to use them in most of software projects. 

We may affect quality value during evaluation and long term 
operation but it is likely that different methods will have 
different impact on those two values. 

Example of positive impact on quality value during 
evaluation is use of primacy effect presenting high quality 
product first. 

Perception affecting methods are known mainly in 
marketing and psychology research. In this article we argue the 
need for further research in area of affecting software quality 
perception, since according to authors best knowledge, there 
are no publicly available consideration on this subject. 

V. SUMMARY AND FURTHER RESEARCH 

A. Conclusion 
In this article we have proposed software perception quality 

model based on modern quality perception models for other 
types of products but also extending them with cognitive 
processes elements. Our models give comprehensive overlook 
of how software quality is perceived and may be used as 
starting point for further research, for setting up new branch: 
Software Quality Psychology. 

There exists several software development lifecycles, 
methodologies, approaches and so on. Although most of them 
concentrates on software production processes resulting in 
delivery of deliberate set of intrinsic product attributes. 
Following Kant’s thought we may think that observer’s ability 
to fully evaluate those attributes is limited and if we add von 
Weisser’s thought about importance unsaturated needs we may 
conclude that intrinsic attributes and their evaluation is not 
enough to understand how evaluators evaluate software 
quality. 

If there it is possible to prepare coordinated actions to 
prepare designed extrinsic information about the product then 
software product will be evaluated with higher quality mark 
even if it still was exactly the same product. Consequence of 

better quality overall mark is significant – probability of 
acceptance increases, customer satisfaction increases and in 
consequence business cooperation between vendor and 
customer grows. 

B. Quality perception scaling - experiments 
We propose further research to evaluate importance of 

below listed set of questions. In general we want to estimate 
impact of isolated variable on quality perception using [13] as 
a method. 

How post-evaluation quality perception is influenced by 
primacy effect, contrast effect and maximum intensity [29]. 
This experiment should give information how important it is to 
assure quality of first version delivered and how important it is 
to manage escalation of perception. 

How post-evaluation quality perception is influenced by 
repetitions, authority and group thinking/herd instinct effects. 
This experiment should advice us how evaluation process may 
be influenced by information exchange. 

How post-evaluation quality perception is influenced by 
conjunction fallacy, exploitive and impact bias. This 
experiment will give information how important is education 
of evaluators before evaluation process to avoid falling into 
these biases. 

How hidden (hidden as in [34], named “second order type 
attributes” in [10] and “credence attributes” in [59]) attributes 
evaluation based on information provision impacts the overall 
quality value in opposition to non-hidden attributes evaluation. 

For above area there could be some important quality factor 
picked up and investigated for ability to influence perception 
of this attribute using above scenarios. For example for 
reliability we could prepare two versions “hanging” with the 
same probability with one having “blue screen” with technical 
information shown and second with message that this is only 
prototype, but final version will be reliable. 

Further on we suggest that there should be research on other 
types of influence factors on evaluation process with 
distinctions to post-evaluation and long-term operation of 
software using user and evaluator distinction. Another 
dimension is to investigate correlation between software 
application and perception impacts or influence of personal and 
situational characteristics. 
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Abstract - Among many biometric identification methods iris 
recognition is more attractive due to the unique features of the 
human eye [1]. There are many proposed algorithms for iris 
recognition. Although all these methods are based on the 
properties of the iris, they are subject to some limitations. In this 
research we attempt to develop an algorithm for iris recognition 
based on Fuzzy logic incorporated with not only the visible 
properties of the human iris but also considering the iris 
function. Visible features of the human iris such as pigment 
related features, features controlling the size of the pupil, visible 
rare anomalies, pigment frill and Collarette are considered [2]. 
This paper presents the algorithm we developed to recognize iris. 
A prototype system developed is also discussed.  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Human identification (ID) plays a very important role in the 

fast moving world. Human ID is useful for authentication, 
person recognition, distinguishing personals and so forth. 
Fraud ID is one of the major problems in any part of the 
world. These frauds can lead to many disasters like 
unauthorized entry for terrorist act and so on. These factors 
have led researchers to find out more accurate, reliable and 
most importantly non-transferable or hard to fake human 
identification methods. As a result one of the amazing ideas 
has emerged by means of biometrics human identification.  

 
When using biometrics for identifying humans, it offers 

some unique advantages. Biometrics can be used to identify 
you as you. Tokens, such as smart cards, magnetic stripe 
cards, photo ID cards, physical keys and so forth, can be lost, 
stolen, duplicated, or left at home. Passwords can be forgotten, 
shared, or observed. Moreover, in today's fast-paced electronic 
world, people more often asked to remember multitude of 
passwords and personal identification numbers (PINs) for 
computer accounts, bank automated teller machines, e-mail 
accounts, wireless phones, web sites and so forth. As a 
solution, Biometrics holds the promise of fast, easy-to-use, 
accurate, reliable, and less expensive authentication for a 
variety of applications.  

 
There is no any perfect biometric that fits all needs. All 

biometric systems have their own advantages and 
disadvantages. The primary advantage of biometric 
authentication is that it provides more instances of 
authentication in such a quick and easy manner without 

additional requirements. As biometric technologies mature and 
come into wide-scale commercial use, dealing with multiple 
levels of authentication or multiple instances of authentication 
will become less of a burden for users [3]. 

 
By definition “Biometrics is automated methods of 

identifying a person or verifying the identity of a person based 
on a physiological or behavioral characteristic” [3]. In other 
words, biometrics is to identify a person by using “Something 
that they have physically which cannot be changed” rather 
than “Something they know”. For example fingerprint, iris, 
retina, face and voice are used rather than passwords, names 
or any other. In this research we use iris patterns of humans to 
ID each individual uniquely. What made our interest to do this 
research on iris recognition is the reliability and accuracy of 
iris patterns is overwhelmingly high due to the randomness of 
the iris pattern. Furthermore when compared to other 
biometrics the iris is less vulnerable to aging and external 
injuries because it is well protected by the anatomy of the eye. 

 
Human eye is basically divided into two parts namely 

anterior chamber and interior chamber. It is separated by the 
iris and the lens which is vital and most important section of 
this research. The iris is a thin circular diaphragm which lies 
between the cornea and the lens in the direction of light 
entering in to the eye. When looked from the front of the eye, 
the iris is the pigmented area between pupil and the sclera. 
The iris have visible features like pigment related features, 
features controlling the size of the pupil, visible rare 
anomalies, pigment frills, crypts, radial furrows and 
Collarettes. These features of an individual are unique for that 
person. Hence our proposed system works based on above 
features to recognize an individual uniquely as these are the 
features that are mainly responsible for the randomness of the 
human iris pattern [2]. 

 
In this research work we attempted to develop an algorithm 

for iris recognition based on not only the main function of the 
human iris but also the outer appearance or visible features. A 
prototype system was developed based on the main function of 
the human iris and Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques. In 
developing the system first we found a proper algorithm to 
extract important and essential feature of a human iris image. 
Secondly, as an AI technique, Fuzzy logic is applied for iris 
recognition and person identification. Finally a software 
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system is implemented to perform the above two tasks in order 
to demonstrate the system. 

 
II. METHODOLOGY OVERVIEW AND USED MATERIALS  

 
The system consists of two major phases. First phase is the 

enrollment (feature extraction) phase and the second phase is 
the verification & identification phase. In the first phase we 
detected the features of human iris1

Fig. 1

 by using image processing 
methods. Then we extracted these features in a numeric (or 
digitized) format called iris code. In the second Phase we 
designed a fuzzy system which capable of accepting above iris 
codes as the crisp set input. The fuzzy system compares iris 
code of an individual with the iris codes from the enrolled iris 
code database to determine a match or mismatch. The 
architecture of the system is shown in . 

 
The system is developed in Java programming language. In 

order to test the system an image database of 756 grayscale 
eye images are used. The grayscale iris images are collected 
from the Laboratory of Pattern Recognition (NLPR), Chinese 
Academy of Sciences, Institute of Automation (CASIA). 
CASIA Iris Image Database (version 1.0) includes 756 iris 
images from 108 eyes (hence 108 classes). According to 
CASIA for each eye, 7 images are captured in two sessions, 
where three samples are collected in the first session and four 
in the second session. 
 

PERSON IDENTIFICATION 
 
Identification of persons involves several steps: contrast 
stretching [4], pupil extraction, smoothing the image, 

detecting the pupil boundary, restoring the original image, 
detecting the iris boundary, unrolling the iris [5], Gabor 
filtering [6], detecting features of the unrolled iris, extracting 
detected features and identification of person. Additionally an 
extra step is used for eyelashes and eyelids removal. The 
algorithm used to perform these tasks is described below.    
 
A. Apply contrast stretching to enhance the image [4]. 

Contrast stretching ensures that the pupil fall in to very dark 
region of the eye image. This is a way of normalizing the 
image before processing. See Fig. 6. 
 
B. Extract the pupil boundary. 

Since the early versions of pupil boundary detection 
algorithm failed in cases like the eye images with lot of eye 
lashes covering the pupil region. In order to solve this problem 
we applied the second form of contrast stretching as shown in 
Fig. 2 successively several times with different values of r1 and 
r2 where r1 & r2

Fig. 7
 are some arbitrary values each range from 0 

to 255. The resulting image is shown in . Equation (1) is 
used to calculate the new value of the pixel (nv) if old value of 
the pixel (old), minimum pixel value of the pixels in the image 
(min) and maximum pixel value of the pixels in the image 
(max) are known. 

 
 nv = 255 * (old – (min + r1)) / ((max - r2) – (min + r1

1) First contrast stretch the resulting image of above step 
with r

))  (1) 
 
Steps 

1=0 and r2
2) Repeat the contrast stretching with r

=10 
1=200 and r2=0, then 

with r1=100 and r2=0, finally with r1=20 and r2
3) Now apply the contrast stretching three times in backward 

direction with r

=0 

1=0 and r2=200 1. It is considered that all the input images of the system are grayscale 
images and they should be in JPEG format. 

2. The size of the input image is 320x280 pixels. 

Fig. 1. The architecture of the system 
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4) The dominant part of the resulting image would be the 
pupil region.

C. Smooth the image by applying a smooth filter with a 3 by
3 kernel.

Although the pupil boundary could be detected from the 
resultant image of the above step, the edge of the pupil is not 
smooth. This problem can be solved by applying a smooth 
filter as shown in Fig. 8.

D. Detect the pupil boundary with the following algorithm.
Since the success of the person identification process 

heavily depends on the accuracy of detecting the pupil 
boundary, we put more emphasis on this step. As a result we 
outlined and used a new algorithm for this purpose.  The 
algorithm is specified below. See the result in Fig. 9.

Algorithm

Begin 
Find the maximum and minimum pixel grey values in the eye image. 
 
Set Threshold = (maximum grey value – minimum grey value) * 22% 
 
Iterate pixel by pixel from left-top corner to the right-bottom corner of 
the image. 

While traversing find what pixels falls under the threshold level. 
If (a pixel falls below the threshold) Then  

Check how many more pixels falls below the threshold just 
after that pixel contiguously in horizontal direction from left 
to right. 
Record that number of pixels and the coordinate of the 
starting pixel. 

End-If 
End-Iterate 

 
Using the above recorded values, find the longest horizontal stream 
of pixels which falls under the threshold and coordinate of the 
starting pixel. 
 
Again do the above iteration in the same direction and find the 
contiguous maximum number of pixels and its starting pixel 
coordinate that falls under the threshold in the vertical direction. 
 
Then repeat the above two approaches from bottom-right to top-left 
corner of the image and find another pair of longest horizontal and 
vertical contiguous stream of pixels which falls under the threshold 
value. 
 

Finally average the middle points of the horizontal lines to get the x 
value of the pupil center and average the middle points of the 
vertical lines to get the y value of the pupil center. 
 
Then average the half of the distance of all the 4 lines to get the 
radius of the pupil. 

End 

E. Restore the original image by loading the original image 
with the detected pupil boundary.

In this step the contrast stretched iris image with the pupil 
boundary was restored as shown in Fig. 10.

F. Detect the iris boundary using Dynamic Iris Boundary 
Detection algorithm.

For extracting the iris of an eye image, the pupil boundary 
alone is not sufficient. The outer boundary of the iris is also 
very important. Since most of the patterns of the iris rely near 
the pupillary area like radial furrows and pigment frills, it is 
not necessary to extract iris boundary as the actual iris 
boundary all the way up to Sclera from the pupil boundary. 
The use of a constant radius circular region from the pupil 
center, which includes only the vital features of the iris, is
adequate in settling on the iris boundary. Sometimes the 
length of the radial furrows may get smaller or larger due to 
pupil dilation. It is important, therefore, to detect iris boundary
such that length of the radial furrows in the detected iris region 
(i.e. the region between pupil boundary and iris boundary) for 
a same person should be same even the pupil has dilated. The 
radius of the iris boundary should change according to the size 
of the pupil. This part is tricky that, even though the iris 
boundary should be larger than the size of the pupil boundary,
if the pupil boundary increased, the iris boundary should be 
reduced so that all the vital information of the iris will
contained in between those boundaries (See Fig. 12). On the 
other hand iris boundary should expand if the pupil got 
smaller (See Fig. 11). To fulfill above phenomena we used 
equation (2) which calculated the iris boundary according to 
the size of the pupil. 

NIrD = ((PD / 2) + 55 - ((PD / 2) * 2 / 100)) * 2 (2)

Where, NIrD is the new iris boundary diameter. PD is the 
diameter of the pupil.

G. Unrolled the iris into a 512x64 rectangular image [5].
The resultant image of the previous step is a radial image. In 

order to make the processing easier the rounded iris is unrolled 
to a rectangular 512x64 size image called “unrolled iris” 
image. The following existing algorithm is used to unroll the 
image. The resulting image is shown in Fig. 13.

Algorithm

Begin 
 
Get the pupil center of the image. 
Create a new unwrapped image with the default output image size. 
 

Fig. 2 Second form of contrast stretching.

Gray Value 0 255

Gray value range of the original Image

Contrast stretch gray image

min max
New min New max

r1 r2
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Iterate over the Y values in the output image. 
 Iterate over the X values in the output image. 

Determine the polar angle (ANG) to the current coordinate using 
the following formula: 

 ANG = 2 * � * (X output image / width output image) (3) 
Find the point that is to be 'mapped to' in the output image. 
 
Find the distance between the radius of the iris and the pupil. 
 
Compute the relative distance from the pupil radius to the 'map 
from' point. 
 
The point to map from is the point located along theta at the pupil 
radius plus the relative radius addition. 
 
Set the pixel in the output image at 'map to' with intensity in 
original image at 'map from'. 

Next X  
Next Y 
End 
 
H. Apply the Gabor filtering [6]. 

To do the Gabor filter we applied the Gabor wavelet as 
explained in [6]. The interesting part is each iris has unique 
texture that is generated through a random process before 
birth. So this Gabor filter is based on Gabor wavelets turn out 
to be very good in detecting patterns in images. We have used 
a fixed frequency one dimension (1D) Gabor filter to look for 
patterns in the unrolled image. The algorithm is given below. 
 
Algorithm 
 
Begin 

Consider one pixel wide column from the unrolled image and 
convolve it with a 1D Gabor wavelet by using a 5x5 kernel. 
 
Since the Gabor filter is complex, the result will have two parts 
namely real and imaginary which are treated separately. 
 
// Then the real and imaginary parts are each quantized. 
If (a given value in the result vector > 0) Then 
 Store 1 
Else 
 Store 0 
Enf-If 
 
Once all the columns of the image have been filtered and 
quantized, a new black and white image will be formed by 
arranging all the resulting columns side by side. 

End 
 
For the parameters of the Gabor wavelet equation explained in 
[6], we have used following values: 
 

K = 0.01 
(a, b) = (1/50, 1/40) 
 � = - �/2 
(x0, y0) = (0, 0) 
(u0, v0

These values are entirely arbitrary. These values are tuned 
such that most of the image details will be fall in the real part 
of the image rather than in the imaginary part so that it is 
enough to consider only the real part of the image. See 

) = (0.1, 0.1) 
P = � /2 

 

Fig. 14. 

I. Divide the unrolled image into 128x16 segments. 
In this step the Gabor filtered real unrolled image with the 

size of 512x64 was divided into 128x16 segments. So the new 
image will look like in the Fig. 15 with 2048 small segments. 
Here each small segment holds 16 pixels. 

 
J. Average the pixel values in each segment.  

In the resultant image of the previous step, each segment has 
4x4 pixels (i.e. 16 pixels) and it is a binary image with dark 
black pixels represented 1 and white pixels represent 0. If this 
is averaged there will be a value between 0 and 1 for each 4x4 
segment. Since the image has 128x16 segments altogether 
there are 2048 segments in the image. Therefore we get 
altogether 2048 averaged segment values for an unrolled, 
Gabor filtered, real part of the iris image. Now this 2048 
decimal valued string is unique code for this iris. So for each 
and every person this code is saved in the database.  
 
K. Apply AI technique on these average pixel values to detect 

individuals. 
We used Fuzzy Logic [7] to identify persons based on their 

iris code. For each matching, the iris is unrolled in different 
angels and applied the steps J through K to overcome the eye 
tilting in the image. That is, if the head of the person is tilted 
when the eye image is acquiring, there will be some amount of 
rotation with respect to iris images corresponding to the iris 
codes stored in the database. So the idea is to check the current 
iris code acquired with different rotation angles with the 
database iris codes. In the system it uses -70 to +70 angles. 
That is altogether 15 different rotations. 
 
Agent and System 
The system has one fuzzy input, one fuzzy output and the rule 
base. 
 
Fuzzy Input 

The crisp input of the fuzzy system is the magnitude of the 
difference between the iris code values corresponding to a 
particular segment of the matching iris code and the iris code 
from the database. For example, if the first segment value of 
the matching code is 0.75 and the first segment value of the 
iris code from the database is 0.65 then the crisp input of the 
fuzzy system is (0.75 – 0.65) = 0.1 . This crisp input is 
amplified by multiplying 100. Hence the input can range from 
-100 to +100 and the fuzzy input can be shown as follows; 

 

 
Fig. 3 Fuzzy input 
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NVB - Negative Very Big 
NB - Negative Big 
S - Small 
PB - Positive Big 
PVB - Positive Very Big 
 

 
Fig. 4 Fuzzy output 

 
 

Fuzzy Output 
The fuzzy output of the system is called “Fuzzy Humming 

Distance per Segment” (FHDps). Fuzzy Humming Distance 
per Segment is the value which represents how close two 
segments of the two iris codes match each other. If the 
matching is high this value tend move towards zero. If the 
matching is very poor the FHDps will be large value which is 
close to 10. The fuzzy output is shown below. 

 
Rule Base 

The rule base is the knowledge of the system. The following 
rules base was created according to the simple domain 
knowledge. 
 
IF Difference of segment values is ‘Negative Very Big’ 

THEN the Fuzzy Humming Distance per Segment is 
‘Mismatch’ 

IF Difference of segment values is ‘Negative Big’ 
THEN the Fuzzy Humming Distance per Segment is 
‘Little Match’ 

IF Difference of segment values is ‘Small’ 
THEN the Fuzzy Humming Distance per Segment is 
‘Match’ 

IF Difference of segment values is ‘Positive Big’ 
THEN the Fuzzy Humming Distance per Segment is 
‘Little Match’ 

IF Difference of segment values is ‘Positive Very Big’ 
THEN the Fuzzy Humming Distance per Segment is 
‘Mismatch’ 

 
This way the fuzzy system will give a crisp value of ranging 

from 0 to 10. This value is only for one segment. So to match 
two Iris Codes we checked pairs of all 2048 segment values. 
Then the output was obtained. That obtained all the crisp 
outputs which are greater than 5.0 were added together. In this 
way outputs less than 5 will not contribute to this addition. 
Finally this added value is divided by the number of segments 
checked. It’s kind of taking the average of the added output. 
This added and divided value is I called “Fuzzy Humming 

Distance” (FHD). Fuzzy Humming Distance is the factor that 
used to match persons. This is somewhat similar to Hamming 
Distance (HD) in Dr. Daugman’s approach [8]. But the 
difference between HD and FHD is that FHD is all based on 
the values of defuzzyfication. 

If the FHD is less than 1.5 then the checked iris 
images are ‘Perfect Match’ 

If the FHD is less than 2.5 then the checked iris 
images are ‘Normal Match’ 

If the FHD is less than 2.75 then the checked iris 
images are ‘Low Match’ 

If the FHD is greater than 2.75 then the checked iris 
images are ‘No Match’ 
Now there is a tread off in 2.5 to 2.75 regions. If a person 
recognized in the confidence of a FHD value between 2.5 and 
2.75 then there is a probability of misidentified.  
 
The following sequence of images depicts the resultant images 
in applying the above described steps. 

Real part 

Imaginary 
part 

Fig. 12 The initial eye 
image 

Fig. 10 Contrast 
stretched image 

Fig. 11 Extracted pupil 
region 

Fig. 6 Extracted pupil – 
smooth  

Fig. 7 Detected pupil 
boundary 

Fig. 5 Restored image 
with pupil boundary 

Fig. 8 Dynamic iris boundary detection 
- sample of contracted pupil 

Fig. 9 Dynamic iris boundary 
detection - sample of expanded pupil 

Fig. 13 Unrolled iris 

Fig. 14 Gabor filtered unrolled iris 
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IV. RESULTS 

 
Two tests were carried out with the CASIA image database. 

In that database, each person has 7 iris images which are 
divided in to two folders. One folder has 3 images and the 
other one has 4. In our test, we created a database of an iris 
code of all 108 individuals where it contained iris code for 3 
eye images per person (using 3-image folder). The rest of the 
images (i.e. 4*108=432) were used to test the system. The 
number of unrecognized persons and misidentified persons 
was also computed. 
 
A. Test 1 

In this test the “dynamic iris boundary detection” and 
“eyelid and eyelash remover” were [9] not present. The test 
results were shown below. There was a bit of increase in 
unidentified percentage. To over come this, the algorithm was 
improved and tested in the second test.  

Total checked: 420 
False Match: 5 
Unidentified: 32 
Success count: 383 
Success Percentage - 90.48% 
Unidentified Percentage - 7.61% 
False Match Percentage - 1.19% 
We should also mention that this test took almost 7 ½ hours 

to process all 108 individuals. So it’s a large time. This 
problem is also addressed in the next test. 

 
B. Test 2 

In this test the “dynamic iris boundary detection” and 
“eyelid and eyelash remover” [9] were applied where in [9] 
explains an accurate but complex algorithm to remove eye lid 
and eye lashes from an eye image. The test took 169 minutes 
25 seconds for all 108 individuals. In this test the iris was 
rotated for angles -70 to +70

V. CONCLUSION 

 and checked for match. If not 
found then only the “eyelid and eye lashes remover” was 
applied and retested due to its time complexity. The test 
results were shown below. 

 
Total checked: 432 
False Match: 1 
Unidentified: 5 
Success count: 426 
Success Percentage - 98.61% 
Unidentified Percentage - 1.16% 
False Match Percentage - 0.23% 

 
The success percentage rose to 98.6%. The reason for 

misidentification and 1 false match may be due to the poor 
quality of the eye image such as very little visibility of the iris 
in the eye image. 

 

 
In overall the final system was a very successful in 

recognition except very small number of mistakes. In the final 
test showed success rate of 98.6% with false accept rate (FAR) 
of 0.23% and false rejection rate (FRR) of 1.16% for 432 eye 
images checked with 324 trained iris coeds. Therefore, Fuzzy 
logic can be successfully applied to iris recognition. 

 
FUTURE WORKS & SUGGESTIONS 

 
Our whole intension was to find a more accurate algorithm 

for iris recognition using Fuzzy logic and enhanced feature 
detection. The results showed us our success. But we did not 
put our intention on the time complexities of the algorithms 
and more to the point it is not the scope of this research. There 
is plenty of room to enhance the algorithm on this section. 
Finally, we did our research based on offline images. So this 
work can be extended to recognize individuals using iris 
images in real time by making the system be able to cope with 
video streams instead of still images. 
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Abstract— In various works, L.A. Zadeh has introduced
fuzzy quantifiers, fuzzy usuality modifiers, and fuzzy likelihood
modifiers. This paper provides these notions with a unified
semantics and uses this to define a formal logic capable of
expressing and validating arguments such as ‘Most birds can
fly; Tweety is a bird; therefore, it is likely that Tweety can fly’.
In effect, these are classical Aristotelean syllogisms that have
been “qualified” through the use of fuzzy quantifiers. It is briefly
outlined how these, together with some likelihood combination
rules, can be used to address some well-known problems in
the theory of nonmonotonic reasoning. The work is aimed at
future applications in expert systems and robotics, including
both hardware and software agents.

I. INTRODUCTION

The notion of fuzzy quantifier as a generalization of the
classical “for all” and “there exists” was introduced by L.A.
Zadeh in 1975 [8]. This provided a semantics for fuzzy
modifiers such as most, many, few, almost all, etc. and
introduced the idea of reasoning with syllogistic arguments
along the lines of “Most men are vain; Socrates is a man;
therefore, it is likely that Socrates is vain”, where vanity is
given as a fuzzy predicate. This and numerous succeeding
publications [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14] developed well-
defined semantics also for fuzzy probabilities (e.g., likely,
very likely, uncertain, unlikely, etc.) and fuzzy usuality mod-
ifiers (e.g., usually, often, seldom, etc.). In addition, Zadeh
has argued at numerous conferences over the years that
these modifiers offer an appropriate and intuitively correct
approach to nonmonotonic reasoning.

The matter of exactly how these various modifiers are
interrelated, however, and therefore of a concise semantics
for such syllogisms, was not fully explored. Thus while a new
methodology for nonmonotonic reasoning was suggested, it
was never developed. The present work grew initially out
of an effort to realize this goal. What follows here is a
thumbnail sketch of a comprehensive reasoning system that
has previously been published as [7].

II. INTUITIVE MOTIVATION

We will define a system Q for reasoning with qualified
syllogisms. In effect, these are classical Aristotelean syllo-
gisms that have been “qualified” through the use of fuzzy
quantification, usuality, and likelihood. (The term “fuzzy
likelihood” is here preferred over “fuzzy probability”, taking
the latter to mean a probability that is evaluated as a
fuzzy number.) In contrast with the syllogisms originally

considered by Zadeh, we here deal only with the case of
fuzzy modifiers in application to crisp (nonfuzzy) predicates.
Some examples are

Most birds can fly.
Tweety is a bird.
It is likely that Tweety can fly.

Usually, if something is a bird, it can fly.
Tweety is a bird.
It is likely that Tweety can fly.

Very few cats have no tail.
Felix is a cat.
It is very unlikely that Felix has no tail.

From a common-sense perspective, such arguments are cer-
tainly intuitively correct. A more detailed analysis is as
follows.

First, note that there is a natural connection between
fuzzy quantification and fuzzy likelihood. To illustrate, the
statement

Most birds can fly.

may be regarded as equivalent with

If x is a bird, then it is likely that x can fly.

The implicit connection is provided by the notion of a
statistical sampling. In each case one is asserting

Given a bird randomly selected from the population of
all birds, there is a high probability that it will be able
to fly.

Suppose we express this equivalence as

(Most x)(Bird(x) → CanFly(x)) ↔
(Bird(x) → LikelyCanFly(x))

Then the first of the two syllogisms involving Tweety can be
reduced to an application of this formula, together with the
syllogism

Bird(x) → LikelyCanFly(x)
Bird(Tweety)
LikelyCanFly(Tweety)

This follows because the left side of the equivalence is the
first premise of the original syllogism, and the right side of
the equivalence is the first premise of the above syllogism. A
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Quantification Usuality Likelihood
all always certainly
almost all almost always almost certainly
most usually likely
many/about half frequently/often uncertain/about 50-50
few/some occasionally/seldom unlikely
almost no almost never/rarely almost certainly not
no never certainly not

TABLE I

INTERRELATIONS ACROSS THE THREE KINDS OF MODIFIERS.

key observation to be made here is that the latter syllogism
follows by instantiating x with Tweety and applying ordinary
(classical) Modus Ponens. This suggests that the desired
formulation of fuzzy quantification and fuzzy likelihood may
be obtained by adjoining classical logic with an appropriate
set of modifiers. It also suggests that the modifiers of interest
may be introduced in the manner of either quantifiers or
modal operators, and that the semantics for such a system
could be based on some version of probability theory.

A second observation is that there is a similar connection
between the foregoing two concepts and the concept of
usuality. Based on the same idea of a statistical sampling,
one has that

Usually, if something is a bird, then it can fly.

is equivalent with the former two assertions. Thus one should
be able to include usuality modifiers along with quantifiers
and likelihood modifiers in a similar extension of classical
logic.

The system Q is an outgrowth of these various insights
and reflections. In addition to the syllogisms given above, it
allows for expression of all similar syllogisms as represented
by the lines of Table 1 (where the two ‘Tweety’ examples
are given by the third line, and the ‘Felix’ example is given
by first and last entry of the sixth line).

III. FORMAL SYNTAX

We shall begin by defining the kind of languages to be
employed. Let the modifiers in Table 1, in top-down then left-
right order, be represented by Q3, . . . ,Q−3, U3, . . . ,U−3,
L3, . . . ,L−3. As symbols select: an (individual) variable, de-
noted by x; countably infinitely many (individual) constants,
denoted generically by a, b, . . .; countably infinitely many
unary predicate symbols, denoted generically by α, β, . . .;
seven logical connectives, denoted by ¬, ∨, ∧, →, →̇, ¬̈,
and ∨̈; the abovementioned modifiers Qi, Ui, and Li; and
parentheses and comma, denoted as usual. Let the formulas
be the members of the sets

F1 = {α(x)|α is a predicate symbol}

F2 = F1 ∪ {¬P, (P ∨ Q), (P ∧ Q)|P,Q ∈ F1 ∪ F2}
1

1This notation abbreviates the usual inductive definition, in this case the
smallest class of formulas containing F1 together with all formulas that can
be built up from formulas in F1 in the three prescribed ways.

F3 = {(P → Q)|P,Q ∈ F2}

F4 = {L3(P→̇LiQ),L3(P→̇QiQ),L3(P→̇UiQ),

Q3(P→̇LiQ),Q3(P→̇QiQ),Q3(P→̇UiQ),

U3(P→̇LiQ),U3(P→̇QiQ),U3(P→̇UiQ)|

P,Q ∈ F2 ∪ F3, i = −3, . . . , 3}

F5 = {LiP,QiP,UiP, |P,Q ∈ F2 ∪F3, i = −3, . . . , 3}

F6 = F4 ∪ F5 ∪ {¬̈P, (P ∨̈Q)|P,Q ∈ F4 ∪ F5 ∪ F6}

F′

1 = {P (a/x)|P ∈ F1 and a is an individual constant}

F′

2 = {P (a/x)|P ∈ F2 and a is an individual constant}

F′

3 = {P (a/x)|P ∈ F3 and a is an individual constant}

F′

4 = {L3(P→̇LiQ)(a/x)|L3(P→̇LiQ) ∈ F4, a is an
individual constant, and i = −3, . . . , 3}

F′

5 = {LiP (a/x)|P ∈ F5, a is an individual constant,
and i = −3, . . . , 3}

F′

6 = F′

5 ∪ {¬̈P, (P ∨̈Q)|P,Q ∈ F′

5 ∪ F′

6}

where P (a/x) denotes the formula obtained from P by re-
placing every occurrence of the variable x with an occurrence
of the constant a. As abbreviations take

(P ∧̈Q) for ¬̈(¬̈P ∨̈¬̈Q)

(P→̈Q) for (¬̈P ∨̈Q)

(P↔̈Q) for ((P→̈Q)∧̈(Q→̈P ))

Formulas without modifiers are first- or lower-level formulas,
and those with modifiers are second- or upper-level. The
members of the set F1 ∪ F′

1 are elementary first- or lower-
level formulas, and the members of F4 ∪ F′

4 ∪ F5 ∪ F′

5 are
elementary second- or upper-level formulas. A formula is
open if it contains the variable x, and closed if not.

By a language L is meant any collection of symbols
and formulas as described above. Languages differ from
one another essentially only in their choice of individual
constants and predicate symbols. As an example, the first
of the foregoing syllogisms can be written in a language
employing the individual constant a for Tweety and the
predicate symbols α and β for Bird and CanFly—and for
clarity writing these names instead of the symbols—as

Q1(Bird(x) → CanFly(x))
L3Bird(Tweety)
L1CanFly(Tweety)

In words: For most x, if x is a Bird then x CanFly; it is
certain that Tweety is a Bird; therefore it is likely that Tweety
CanFly.
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IV. THE BAYESIAN SEMANTICS

This section and the next define two alternative semantics
for Q, one Bayesian and one non-Bayesian. The first will
be the more general, but the second will be more useful
for certain kinds of applications. In both semantics, an
interpretation I for a language L will consist of a likelihood
mapping lI which associates each lower-level formula with
a number in [0, 1], and a truth valuation vI which associates
each upper-level formula with a truth value, T or F . The
subscript I will be dropped when the intended meaning is
clear.

Here the definition of l is based on the Bayesian sub-
jectivist theory of probability as described in [4], pp. 29–
34. A key feature of Bayesian theory is that it takes the
notion of conditional probability as primitive. A likelihood
mapping lI for an interpretation I of a language L, will be
any function defined on the lower-level formulas P of L,
and the ordered pairs (Q|P ) of lower-level formulas of L,
satisfying: for elementary P ,

l(P ) ∈ [0, 1]

for ordered pairs (Q|P ) of formulas (elementary or not),

l(Q|P ) ∈ [0, 1]

and, for any P and Q (elementary of not),

l(¬P ) = 1 − l(P )

l(P ∧ Q) = l(Q|P )l(P )

l(P ∨ Q) = l(P ) + l(Q) − l(P ∧ Q)

l(P → Q) = l(Q|P )

if l(P ) = r, then for any a, l(P (a/x)) = r

l(Q|P )l(P ) = l(P |Q)l(Q)

The value l(P ) is here taken to be the Bayesian degree of
belief (in the truth) of P . The value l(Q|P ) is taken to be the
Bayesian conditional probability, which by definition is the
degree of belief (in the truth) of P under the assumption that
Q is known (to be true) with absolute certainty. Under this
interpretation common sense would dictate that, if l(P ) = 0,
then l(Q|P ) should be undefined. The last of the above
equations is a reconstrual of the familiar “inversion formula”
(see [4], p. 32) and ensures that ∧ and ∨ are commutative.
The second from the last line asserts that, if a formula P
involving the variable x is held with a certain degree of
belief, then in the absence of any special information about
an individual a, the formula P (a/x) will be held to the same
degree. The only thing left to make any such l a Bayesian
probability function is to agree that “absolute certainty” will
be represented by the value 1.

To define the valuation mapping v, one must first select,
for each i = −3, . . . , 3, a likelihood interval ιi ⊆ [0, 1] in
the manner of

ι3 = [1, 1] (singleton 1)

ι2 = [45 , 1)

ι1 = [35 , 4
5 )

ι0 = (2
5 , 3

5 )

ι−1= (1
5 , 2

5 ]

ι−2= (0, 1
5 ]

ι−3= [0, 0] (singleton 0)

These intervals then become associated with the correspond-
ing modifiers. Their choice is largely arbitrary, but should in
principle be guided either by intuition or experimental results
based on psychological studies (see [7] for a discussion
and references. The only formal requirement is that they
be nonoverlapping and cover the interval [0, 1]. Given such
a set of intervals, the mapping v is defined by, for all
i = −3, . . . , 3: for open lower-level P,Q, and with M being
any of L,Q, or U ,

v(M3(P→̇MiQ) = T iff l(P → Q) ∈ ιi

for closed lower-level P and Q,

v(L3(P→̇LiQ)) = T iff l(P → Q) ∈ ιi

for open lower-level P and M being any of L,Q, or U ,

v(MiP ) = T iff l(P ) ∈ ιi

for closed lower-level P ,

v(LiP ) = T iff l(P ) ∈ ιi

and for open or closed upper-level P and Q,

v(¬̈P ) = T iff v(P ) = F

v(P ∨̈Q) = T iff either v(P ) = T or v(Q) = T

It is straightforward to verify that this provides a well-defined
semantics for the languages in concern. Note that a second-
level formula is either T or F , so that this part of the
system is classical. This justifies introducing ∧̈, →̈, and ↔̈
in the manner that is customary for classical logic, i.e., via
the abbreviations given in Section III. By contrast, at the
lower level there is no similarly convenient syntactical way
to express the definition of l(P ∨ Q) in terms of l(P ∧ Q),
so the two connectives must be defined separately.

To illustrate this semantics, let us verify in detail that the
foregoing syllogism regarding Tweety is valid in any such
interpretation I , i.e. that if the premises of the syllogism
are both T in I , then so also will be the conclusion. It
will be seen that validity in this example is a direct result
of associating Q1 (most) and L1 (likely) with the same
likelihood interval. Suppose I is such that

v(Q1(Bird(x) → CanFly(x)) = T

v(L3Bird(Tweety)) = T

From the latter we obtain by definition of v that

l(Bird(Tweety)) = 1

which means that Bird(Tweety) is absolutely certain. From
the former we obtain by definition of v that

l(Bird(x) → CanFly(x)) ∈ ι1
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By definition of l, this gives

l(Bird(Tweety) → CanFly(Tweety)) ∈ ι1

whence

l(CanFly(Tweety)|Bird(Tweety)) ∈ ι1

in accordance with Bayesian theory, the latter means that the
degree of belief in CanFly(Tweety), given that Bird(Tweety)
is absolutely certain, is in ι1. This, together with the above
certainty about Tweety being a bird, yields that the degree
of belief in CanFly(Tweety) must also be in ιi. Then, by
definition of l,

l(CanFly(Tweety)) ∈ ι1

giving, by definition of V , that

v(L1CanFly(Tweety)) = T

This is what we were required to show.
In general, it can be shown that the upper-level validates

all the axioms and inference rules of classical propositional
calculus, in particular, Modus Ponens: From P and PQ̈
infer Q. In addition, it validates the Substitution Rule: From
P infer P (a/x), for any individual constant a, as well as
equivalences of the form discussed in Section II, formally
expressed here as

Qi(α(x) → β(x))→̈(L3α(x)→̈Liβ(x)) (*)

for all i = −3, . . . , 3. Verification of these items, together
with additional formulas of interest validated by this seman-
tics, can be found in [7].

V. THE COUNTING SEMANTICS

Whenever one uses a quantifier in everyday conversation,
there is an implicit reference to an underlying domain of
discourse. This observation evidently served as the basis
for Zadeh’s original formulation of fuzzy quantification.
For example, “Most birds can fly” refers to a domain of
individuals which is presumed to include a collection of
birds, and an assertion to the effect that there is a “high
probability” that a randomly chosen bird will be able to fly
(Section II) is represented mathematically by the condition
that a “large proportion” of birds are able to fly.

Unfortunately, the semantics developed in the preceding
section does not reflect this type of meaning. At the same
time, however, while Bayesian theory insists on a purely
subjectivist interpretation of probabilities as degrees of be-
lief, there is nothing that rules out the statistical intuitions
discussed earlier. Indeed the theory does not say anything
about how one’s degrees of belief are to be determined; it
says only that they must be chosen in such a way that they
conform to certain laws.

The present section develops an alternative semantics
which explicitly portrays the role of the underlying domain.
This counting semantics arises by restricting Zadeh’s notion
of “σ-count” to crisp predicates (see the aforementioned
references).

An interpretation I for a language L will now consist
of: a universe UI of individuals (here assume UI is finite);
assignment of a unique individual aI ∈ UI to each individual
constant a of L; assignment of a unique unary predicate
αI on UI to each predicate symbol α of L; a likelihood
mapping lI which associates each lower-level formula with
a number in [0, 1]; and a truth valuation vI which associates
each upper-level formula with a truth value, T or F . As
before, the subscript I will be dropped when the intended
meaning is clear.

Given assignments for the individual constants and pred-
icate symbols, the mappings l and v are defined in the
following way. Observe that the assignments αI induce the
assignment of a unique subset PI of UI to each (open)
formula in F2 according to

(¬P )I = (PI)
c

(P ∨ Q)I = PI ∪ QI

(P ∧ Q)I = PI ∩ QI

For subsets X ⊆ U , define a proportional size σ by

σ(X) = |X|/|U |

where | · | denotes cardinality. Then l is defined by: for P ∈
F2,

l(P ) = σ(PI)

for (P → Q) ∈ F3,

l(P → Q) = σ(PI ∩ QI)/σ(PI)

with l undefined if σ(PI) = 0; and for P ∈ F2 ∪ F3,

if l(P ) = r, then l(P (a/x)) = r

It is easy to see that σ is a probability function. These
definitions merely replicate the standard way of defining
probability where events are represented as subsets of a uni-
verse of alternative possibilities. The value σ(PI) is defined
to be the probability that a randomly selected aI in UI will
be in P . This means that, for each a and each open P ∈ F2,
and given no additional information about a, l(P (a/x)) is
the probability that aI ∈ PI . The definition of l(P → Q)
is the traditional (non-Bayesian) way of defining conditional
probability in terms of joint events (see [4], p. 31). Thus the
value of this ratio is, by definition, the probability that an
individual aI will be in QI , given that aI is known to be in
PI .

Assuming this version of l, the corresponding v is defined
exactly as in Section IV. It is a routine matter to verify that
this semantics validates all the same syllogisms and formulas
as were considered for the Bayesian semantics in [7]. (This
is not to say, however, that the two semantics are necessarily
equivalent with respect to the given class of languages L,
an issue which as yet remains unresolved.) To illustrate, the
“Tweety” syllogism can be established as follows. As before,
assume that both premises have value T . Letting Pr denote
probability, we have
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v(Q1(Bird(x) → CanFly(x)) = T

iff l(Bird(x) → CanFly(x)) ∈ ι1 (def. v)

iff σ(BirdI ∩ CanFlyI) ∈ ι1 (def. l)

iff ∀aI ,Pr(aI ∈ BirdI) = 1 implies
Pr(aI ∈ CanFly) ∈ ιi (non-Bayes cond.)

iff ∀a, l(Bird(a)) = 1 implies
l(CanFly(a)) ∈ ιi (discussion above)

iff ∀a, v(L3Bird(a)) = T implies
v(L1CanFly(a)) = T (def. v)

Then taking the last line with Tweety as an instance of a
and combining this with the second premise of the syllogism
gives the desired result. As with the Bayesian semantics,
the counting semantics also validates classical propositional
calculus at the upper level, as well as all of the same
additional formulas discussed in [7].

It would be easy to implement such a mapping σ in any
database; one need only scan records and perform counts
wherever appropriate. In other types of applications, however
(e.g., many expert systems), the underlying universe will be
such that it is not possible to count the numbers of objects
that satisfy certain relations. For example, it is not known
exactly how many birds there are in the world, nor how
many of them can fly. Hence instead of basing the likelihood
valuation l on actual counts, it would be more reasonable
to define it in terms of estimates of sizes of populations.
Such estimates might be arrived at by means of statistical
samplings; alternatively, they might be subjective estimates
of relative sizes, essentially educated guesses, not necessarily
based on any deeper methodology. In the latter case one is
nearing a return to the type of reasoning portrayed by the
Bayesian semantics. The counting semantics would nonethe-
less be useful in this context, inasmuch as the principles of
set theory can be used to help ensure that these estimates are
selected in intuitively plausible ways. For example, if A’s
are known to always be B’s, then in any valid interpretation
the set of A’s should be a subset of the set of B’s. Such
an approach might be characterized as subjective, but non-
Bayesian.

The restriction to finite universes was made in order to de-
fine the counting semantics in terms of relative cardinalities.
It seems reasonable, however, that one could extend to in-
finite domains via an abstract measure-theoretic formulation
of probability as in Kolmogorov [3].

VI. APPLICATION TO NONMONOTONIC REASONING

In order to apply the logic Q to the tasks of nonmonotonic
reasoning, several additional components are required. First
is needed a logic for likelihood combination. For example, if
by one line of reasoning one derives LikelyP , and by another
derives UnlikelyP , then one would like to combine these to
obtain UncertainP . In effect, one needs a set of inferences
rules covering all possible likelihood combinations. Such a
set of rules is described in Table II, where the numbers
are subscripts for the likelihood modifiers. To illustrate, the

foregoing example is represented by the 0 in the cell at row 3,
column −3. (The ∗ in the upper right and lower left corners
represent contradictory conclusions, which can be handled
by means of a special “reason maintenance” process. This is
a form of nonmonotonic reasoning first identified by Doyle
[1], [2]. A version of this can be formulated via the notion
of “path logic” discussed below. Please see [7] for details.)

3 2 1 0 -1 -2 -3
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 ∗

2 3 2 2 2 2 0 -3
1 3 2 1 1 0 -2 -3
0 3 2 1 0 -1 -2 -3
-1 3 2 0 -1 -1 -2 -3
-2 3 0 -2 -2 -2 -2 -3
-3 ∗ -3 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3

TABLE II

RULES FOR LIKELIHOOD COMBINATION.

Second is needed a means for providing such inference
rules with a well-defined semantics. A problem arises in
that simultaneously asserting LikelyP and UnlikelyP requires
that P have two distinct likelihood values. This cannot be
accommodated in a conventional formalism. To remedy this
is introduced the notion of a path logic, which explicitly
portrays reasoning as an activity that takes place in time. In
effect, one distinguishes between different occurrences of P
in the derivation path (i.e., the sequence of derivation steps
normally regarded as a proof) by labeling each of them with a
time stamp indicating its position in the path. In this manner
the likelihood mapping can be defined on labeled formulas,
in which case each differently labeled occurrence of P can
each have its own well-defined likelihood value.

A third needed component is a means of distinguishing be-
tween predicates that represent kinds of things and those that
represent properties of things. To illustrate, in the “Tweety”
syllogism, ”Bird” represents a kind, whereas “CanFly” rep-
resents a property. For this purpose [7] introduces the notion
of a typed predicate, indicated formally by superscripts as in
Bird(k) and CanFly(p).

Last is needed a way of expressing a specificity relation be-
tween kinds of things, together with an associated specificity
rule. For example, if “All(Penguin(k)(x) → Bird(k)(x)” is
asserted in the derivation path, asserting in effect that the set
of penguins is a subset of the set of birds, then one needs to
make an extralogical record that Penguin(k) is more specific
than Bird(k). Given this, one can define a rule which says that
more specific information takes priority over less specific.

Collectively, these various components comprise a system
for a style of nonmonotonic reasoning known as as default
reasoning with exceptions. The problems associated with
formulating this kind of reasoning have been illustrated by
a variety of conundrums, the most well-known being the
situation of Opus as illustrated in Figure 1. This is from
Touretzky [5], which in turn has been cited in numerous
other AI publications. As the figure indicates, the situation
with Tweety is clear, namely, Tweety can fly; but the situation
with Opus is contradictory. By one line of reasoning, Opus is
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a penguin, penguins are birds, and birds can fly, so Opus can
fly, whereas by another line, Opus is a penguin, and penguins
cannot fly, so Opus cannot fly.

A way to resolve the conundrum can be shown in terms
of Figure 2. The diagram portrays the results of adding the
following formulas into the derivation path:

1) L3Bird(Tweety)
2) Q1(Bird(x) → CanFly1(x))
3) L3Opus(Penguin)
4) Q1(Penguin(x) → Bird(x))
5) Q1(Penguin(x) → ¬CanFly2(x))

where the subscripts on CanFly indicate the first and second
occurrences of CanFly(x) in the path. Note first that one
can obtain the Tweety syllogism described earlier from (1)
and (2) as follows. By (*) in Section III, one can add

6) Q1(Bird(x) → CanFly(x))↔̈
(L3Bird(x)→̈L1CanFly(x))

Then, by classical propositional calculus, (2) and (7) yield

7) (L3Bird(x)→̈L1CanFly(x))

From this, instantiation of Tweety for x gives

8) (L3Bird(Tweety)→̈L1CanFly(Tweety))

Then, by Modus Ponens, (1) and (8) give

9) L1CanFly(Tweety))

For the case of Opus, one can similarly apply classical
propositional calculus to (3), (4), and (2) to derive

10) L1CanFly(Opus))

and to (3) and (5) to derive

11) L3¬̈CanFly(Opus))

Then, by the specificity rule, since Penguin is more specific
than Bird, its properties take priority, and one concludes

12) L3¬̈CanFly(Opus))

This makes use of the derivation path for allowing different
occurrences of CanFly to have different likelihood values,
but it does not require likelihood combination. A conundrum
that employs likelihood combination rules and which also
is handled effectively by this reasoning system is the well-
known Nixon Diamond [6]. Again refer to [7] for details.
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Abstract—This paper studies a tuned version of an induction 
tree which is used for automatic detection of lexical word 
category. The database used to train the tree has several fields to 
describe Spanish words morpho-syntactically. All the processing 
is performed using only the information of the word and its actual 
sentence. It will be shown here that this kind of induction is good 
enough to perform the linguistic categorization.   
 

Index Term — Machine Learning, lexical categorization, 
morphology, syntactic analysis.  

I INTRODUCTION 

The lexical category of a word indicates if it is a noun, an 
article, a verb, etc. This kind of categorization plays an 
important role in several applications such as automatic error 
correction in documents[1], classification of documents[2], 
written text analysis, inflectional language1 analysis [3], 
statistical machine translation[4], text summarization[5], 
automatic grammar and style checking [6] automatic 
translation[7], statistical modeling of speech[8], etc. 

However, it is hard to process natural language due to 
several phenomena such as synonymy (different words with 
similar meaning), polysemy (a word with two or more 
meanings), anaphora (implicit mention by means of 
demonstrative pronouns), metaphors (use of a word with a 
meaning or in a context different from the habitual one), 
metonymy (rhetorical figure that consists of transferring the 
meaning of a word or phrase to another word or phrase with 
different meaning, with semantic or logical proximity)[5], 
misspellings, punctuation, neologisms, foreign words and 
differences between linguistic competence (based in grammar 
rules) and actuation (the way grammar is used by a native 
speaker)[6]. 

Many approaches have been used to achieve word 
categorization. Some of these are: 
-Lexical knowledge databases such as WordNet[5]. 
-Normatives[6]. 
-Contextual information processing[9]. 
- Morphological rules for prefixes and suffixes[10]. 

 This paper uses an induction tree trained with a set of 
fields that are morpho-syntactic descriptors of words. This is an 
extension of the firsts results presented in[11]. The main goal is 
to find the actual lexical category of certain words with 
reasonable precision, using only local information. 

Therefore, there is a first step to derive the morpho-
syntactic characteristics of the actual word. This is an 
automatic process that uses information from the same 
sentence or from the word itself. It includes stemming [12] the 
word. The second step consists in getting the category from a 

                                                 
1 Language whose words can take a considerable amount of 
morphological variations. This is usually done by changing a 
suffix. 

J48 induction tree.  Although Induction Trees2 can be used for 
learning in many areas[12], they are applied here to word 
classification. An induction tree is a model of some basic 
characteristics of a dataset extracted by an induction process on 
instances. It is used due to its flexibility and its power to apply 
the acquired knowledge to new concrete instances. 
   

The rest of the paper is divided into the following sections:  
database structure (section II ), sample characteristics (section 
III ) quality metrics used in the context of this study (section IV 
), main results (section V ), conclusions (section VI ) and 
future work (section VII ). 

II DATABASE  STRUCTURE 

The database was populated with words extracted from 
Spanish web pages. From a total of 340 pages, 361217 words 
were extracted with a Java application. The output was saved 
as 15 plain text files. The files were converted into Excel 
format to be able to use a form and fill in the field tipoPalabra 
(lexical category of the word) manually. The resulting files 
were processed with other Java program to introduce the 
Porter’s stemming column and convert it into csv format. This 
conversion made it possible to work with WEKA3 software. 
Afterwards, some preliminary statistics were performed with 
InfoStat4 to detect the main dataset features. Finally, the csv 
files were processed with WEKA Explorer to build an 
induction tree model.  

III SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 

 
 Each row of the database is composed of a Spanish word. 

For each word, a set of 25 morpho-syntactic description fields 
were derived. Therefore, each database record represents a 
word and its characteristics. Fields are detailed below: 

-Continue fields: they do not exist. 
-Numerable fields: These 10 non-negative integer fields 

have a big boundary (see TABLE  1). All of them were 
discretized into fixed-size intervals with the purpose of 

                                                 
2 From Mitchell: “Decision Tree Learning is a method to 
approximate discrete-value target functions, in which the 
learned function is represented by a decision tree. Learning 
trees can also be re-represented as sets of if-then rules to 
improve human readability. These learning methods are among 
the most popular of inductive inference algorithms and have 
been successfully applied to a broad range of tasks such as 
learning how to diagnose medical diseases or how to assess 
credit risk loan applicants. 
3 WEKA: Open source workbench for Data Mining and 
Machine Learning [14]. 
4 InfoStat: Statistical software of a group called InfoStat in 
Universidad Nacional de Córdoba. 

K. Elleithy (ed.), Advanced Techniques in Computing Sciences and Software Engineering, 
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categorizing and processing them together with nominal fields. 
They were divided into 3 or 5 categories. (See TABLE  2). 

-Discrete fields: they do not exist. 
-Non-numeric fields: There are 15 fields that have a 

domain composed of a specific set of literals (syllables, 
punctuation signs, a set of predefined words or the classical 
binomial Yes/No). See TABLE 3 for details. 

-Missing data: They were considered to be a distinct data 
value that would be processed with the rest of the data. 

The dependences of the data fields were studied with 
correspondence analysis. This task was performed with 
InfoStat software. All 25 fields were considered but only a 
random sample of 47820 instances was processed. The 
independency test was performed with parameter α = 0.05, 
statistic χ2 y H0= “independent”.  

The results obtained show the following: 
-tipoPalabra (lexical category of the word): It is independent 
from tipoPag (type of page) and siguePuntuación (punctuation 
that follows after the actual word). 
 

TABLE  1 
NUMERABLE FIELDS 

 
TABLE  2 

FIELD CATEGORIES 

 
TABLE 3 

NON-NUMERIC FIELDS 

 

-palAntTipo (type of previous word): It is independent from 
cantVocalesFuertes (number of strong vowels). 
-resaltada (highlighted word in the text): It is independent 
from cantVocalesFuerte (number of strong vowels). 

IV QUALITY METRICS 
In this section, the construction of an induction tree (using 

WEKA[13] software) is analyzed. The metric used to evaluate 
error handling, result predictability and confidence validation 
will be described. 
 
A. Metrics Used for Error Handling Evaluation 

1) Precision: Metric used in Information Retrieval (IR). 
It is the rate of relevant instances returned by the total of 
instances returned. 

2) Recall: Metric used in IR. It is the rate of relevant 
returned by the number of relevant instances. 

3) Recall-precision: Plot used in IR with recall (x-axis) 
and precision (y-axis). 
 
B. Metric Used for Predictability 

Kappa (κ): Metric used to compare predictability against a 
random predictor. It can take from 0 to 1, being 0 the random 
predictor value and 1 the best predictor. 
 
C. Metric for confidence validation 

Margin curve: A bigger margin denotes a better predictor. 
It is the difference between the estimated probability of the true 
class and that of the most likely predicted class other than the 
true class.  

V RESULTS 

The J48 algorithm, which is the WEKA implementation of 
the C4.5 induction algorithm, is used to build an induction tree. 
The lexical category of Spanish words [11] may be inferred 
from the resulting model. Next, data fields will be studied in 
order to determine the best subset of database fields, the most 
convenient number of categories for numeric fields, the 
windowing and the sensibility to the number of lexical 
categories. 

  
A. Categorizations 

The induction tree works well with nominal attributes. 
Therefore, a number of categories must be defined for numeric 
data in order to handle it in this context. The number of 
categories plays an important role in the predictability and 
precision of the inductive model. In [11], the descriptor 
variable cantOcurrencias (number of times the word is detected 
within the html page) is selected for this study because it is 
always near the tree-model root; hence, it is important to 
determine the kind of word. It is evaluated with 3 and 7 bins. 
The result is that both precision and total error change due to 
categorization as well as to Margin-curves, showing that it is 
better to have 7 than 3 categories. 
 
B. Descriptor subset 

According to [11], alternate descriptor selection criteria 
can be studied to find out the influence of field selection in the 
classification power. Some cases are: 
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1) Low computational-cost field selection: The high-cost 
fields are taken out whenever the removal does not affect the 
tree performance. 

2) Categorized fields: In this case only categorized fields 
are considered. 

3) Nominal: All the fields processed here are nominal. 
4) Independent: Only fields independent from the rest are 

considered here. 
As it can be seen from TABLE 4, the best kappa and 

classifications correspond to low cost criteria. 
 
C. Lexical categories 

The previous analysis was performed using three lexical 
categories: noun, verb and other. In this section the 12 best 
descriptors combined with stem are used to build a model 
based on 6 categories. The dataset has 33824 rows, processed 
first with three categories (noun, verb, other) and afterwards 
with six categories (noun, verb, preposition, pronoun, article, 
other). Results are reflected in TABLE 5 and TABLE 6 
respectively: more lexical categories improve classification 
power and predictability through Kappa statistics. 

 
TABLE 4 

DESCRIPTOR SUBSETS 

 
 

TABLE 5 
CLASSIFICATION WITH 3 CATEGORIES 

 
 

TABLE 6 
CLASSIFICATION WITH 6 CATEGORIES 

 

VI CONCLUSIONS 

Induction trees can be used to infer lexical categories for 
Spanish words with reasonable precision. There is a set of 
morpho-syntactic word descriptors that could be used to train 
the induction tree. Several facts influenced the degree of 
precision of the tree model, among which there is the 
categorization procedure of numeric fields and the number of 
lexical categories. Word lexical classifications can be improved 
by increasing the number of categories in the categorization 
procedure or by considering more lexical categories in the 
training step.  

It should be noted that the amount and types of lexical 
categories should be selected according to the objectives of the 
project for which they may be intended. 

VII FUTURE WORK 

Some interesting future work will be to evaluate alternate 
algorithms and compare results with J48 induction tree. The 
performance of this model with a higher database will also be 
analyzed. This will be applied to novel web context such as 
photo-logs, where the Spanish slang is quite different and uses 
“HOYGAN”, a phonetic transcription of the sentences. 

Finally, the model obtained will be inserted and tested in 
the context of a conversational system with automatic Spanish 
text processing. 
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           Abstract—This paper provides analysis and comparisons 
between three main Discrete Cosine Transform-based 
watermarking algorithms. The comparisons are made based on 
the degree of degradation the algorithms introduce after 
embedding the watermark, as well as the Percentage Error Bits 
(PEB) of the reconstructed watermark with respect to the 
original watermark. The algorithms’ computational 
requirements (measured in the total elapsed time on a unified 
platform) are also considered. Although the three techniques use 
the same concept,   the results show that they behave differently. 
This variation in the behavior makes each of them suitable for 
different spectrum of applications.  
 

Index Terms—Benham algorithm, DCT-based techniques, 
Digital watermarking, Hsu algorithm, Koch algorithm.   
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Watermarking is the concept of embedding hidden data into 
any media content. The embedding must be done in an 
effective and efficient way to avoid damaging the media, 
meanwhile maintaining the robustness. The embedded data 
must have some characteristics in common as they: should be 
imperceptible (in-audible and in-visible), should carry 
retrievable information, should survive under degradations of 
the content, and they also should be difficult to remove and 
change by unauthorized users. 
A watermark can either be embedded into the spatial domain 
by altering some pixels values or in the frequency domain by 
altering some frequency coefficients of the media being 
watermarked [1]. 
In this paper, comparisons and analysis between DCT–based 
watermarking techniques are introduced. The remainder of the 
paper is organized as follows: Section II provides an overview 
of the selected DCT-based techniques, while Section III 
contains the obtained results and comparisons between the 
examined algorithms. Finally Section IV concludes the paper.  
 
 
 
 

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE CHOSEN DCT-BASED TECHNIQUES 
This paper provides comparisons and analysis between three 
well-known DCT-based watermarking algorithms. The 
algorithms are compared according to the degree of 
degradation they introduce after embedding the watermark, as 
well as the Percentage Error Bits (PEB) of the reconstructed 
watermark with respect to the original watermark. The 
algorithms’ computational requirements (measured in the total 
elapsed time on a specific unified platform) are also 
considered. The three algorithms are mainly based on the 
concept of embedding the watermark by modifying the 
transform coefficients (typically middle-region coefficients). 
Middle-region coefficients are typically chosen for embedding 
the watermark since modifying the lowest frequency 
coefficients results in high quality degradation of the media 
being watermarked, while modifying the high frequency 
coefficients makes the watermarking less robust as these 
coefficients have a higher probability of being lost if the 
media is compressed afterwards (specifically during 
quantization). 
 
In all the algorithms, for the watermark to be embedded, it is 
first converted into a sequence of zeros and ones, each 
denoted by Si. Assuming that the watermark is a black and 
white image, a white sample in the watermark corresponds to 
a zero in the bit sequence, while a black sample corresponds 
to a one.  

A. Koch  Algorithm 
Koch algorithm has been developed by E. Koch and J. Zhao at 
the Frauenhofer Institute for Computer Graphics in Darmstadt, 
Germany. The algorithm is divided into two parts: a part for 
watermark embedding, and a part for watermark detection [3]. 
 

i. Watermark embedding  
 
The image is initially divided into 8×8 blocks and is converted 
into the frequency domain using 2-D DCT. Two pseudo-
randomly selected positions in each of the 8×8 blocks are 
initially determined to carry the watermark data. For each, 
block, according to the value of the bit Si to be inserted, a 
constraint is forced into the coefficients that are located in the 
two selected positions, according to the rules in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Rules used to embed and detect the watermark using Koch algorithm  

If Si = 0 |cb(xi,1,yi,1) | −  |cb(xi,2,yi,2) | > k 
If Si = 1 |cb(xi,1,yi,1) | −  |cb(xi,2,yi,2) | < −k 

where b is the index of the block, and (x,y) is the position of the coefficient in 
the block b.  

 

In order to obey the constraints, a robustness value (k) is 
added to the selected coefficients. The (k) can be any number 
which when added to the coefficients, helps maintaining a 
certain relation between them. The higher the value of “k” the 
more robust the watermark detection is expected to be 
However, a decrease in the quality of the watermarked image 
should also be expected. In the final stage, the image is 
converted again into the spatial domain using the 2D IDCT 
operation. 
 
 

i) Watermark recovery 
 
The watermarked image is divided again into 8×8 blocks and 
is converted into the frequency domain using 2-D DCT. The 
same two pseudo-randomly selected positions in the 
embedding process are used. Each block is checked for the 
constraints to be able to get all the embedded bits Si, 
according to the rules in Table 1. 
After getting all the embedded bits, the watermark image is 
reconstructed, and becomes ready for evaluation of the 
algorithm. 
 
 
 B.  Benham Algorithm 
 
Benham algorithm has been developed by Dave Benham and 
Nasir Memon at Northern Illinois University and Boon-Lock 
Yeo and Miverva Yeung from IBM T.J Watson Research 
Center. The algorithm is divided into two parts: a part for 
watermark embedding, and a part for watermark detection [4]. 
 

i) Watermark embedding 
 
The image is initially divided into 8x8 blocks and is converted 
into the frequency domain using 2-D DCT. Three pseudo-
randomly selected positions in each of the 8×8 blocks are 
initially determined to carry the watermark data. Each block is 
checked where smooth and sharp edged blocks are discarded 
according to the rules in Table 2. 
 
Table 2.  Rules used to discard blocks in Benham algorithm  

Block 
discarded cb(xi,1,yi,1) cb(xi,2,yi,2) cb(xi,3,yi,3) 

If H L M 
If L H M 
If M M M 

In the above table H means that this coefficient has the highest value of the 
three coefficients, M stands for the middle value, L for the lowest value. 
 

 For each, block, according to the value of the bit Si to be 
inserted, a constraint is forced into the coefficients that are 
located in the three selected positions, according to the rules 
in Table 3.  
 
Table 3. Rules used to embed and detect the watermark using Benham 
algorithm  

Si cb(xi,1,yi,1) cb(xi,2,yi,2) cb(xi,3,yi,3) 
1 H M L 
1 M H L 
1 H H L 
0 M L H 
0 L M H 
0 L L H 

 
The constrains are applied by adding the robustness variable 
(k) or any of its fractions to the 3 coefficients to maintain 
ratios according to the constrains. In the final stage the image 
is converted again into the spatial domain using the 2D IDCT 
operation. 
 

ii) Watermark recovery 
 
The watermarked image is divided again into 8×8 blocks and 
is converted into the frequency domain using 2-D DCT. The 
same three pseudo-randomly selected positions in the 
embedding process are used. Each block is checked for the 
constraints to be able to get all the embedded bits Si, 
according to the rules in Tables 2 and 3. After getting all the 
embedded bits, the watermark image is reconstructed, and 
becomes ready for evaluation of the algorithm. 
 

C. Hsu Algorithm 
 
Hsu algorithm was developed by Chiou-Ting Hsu and Jaling 
Wu at Taiwan National University. The algorithm is divided 
into two parts: a part for watermark embedding, and a part for 
watermark detection [5]. 
 

i) Watermark embedding 
 

The image is initially divided into 8x8 blocks and is converted 
into the frequency domain using 2-D DCT. A pseudo-
randomly selected position in each of the 8×8 blocks is 
initially determined to carry the watermark data. 2 blocks are 
checked each time, and according to the value of the bit Si to 
be inserted, a constraint is applied to one of the two blocks 
coefficients to make its coefficient greater than the coefficient 
of the other block, and that by adding the (k) variable. Table 4 
shows the rules used. 
 
Table 4. Rules used to embed and detect the watermark using Hsu algorithm  

If Si = 0 |cb(xi,1,yi,1) | −  |cb+1(xi,1,yi,1) | >   k 
If Si = 1 |cb(xi,1,yi,1) | −  |cb+1(xi,1,yi,1) | < −k 

where b is the index of the block, and (x,y) is the position of the coefficient in 
the block.  
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In the final stage, the image is converted again into the spatial 
domain using the 2D IDCT operation. 
 

ii) Watermark recovery 
 

The watermarked image is again into 8×8 blocks and is 
converted into the frequency domain using 2-D DCT. The 
same pseudo-randomly selected position for each block in the 
embedding process is used. Each block is checked for the 
constraints to be able to get all the embedded bits Si, 
according to the rules in Table 4. 
After getting all the embedded bits, the watermark image is 
reconstructed, and becomes ready for evaluation of the 
algorithm. 

III. COMPARISONS AND RESULTS. 
The three considered algorithms are compared according to 
their influence on the quality of the media, their robustness, 
and their computational requirements. The quality of the 
reconstructed image from the three algorithms is measured 
objectively and subjectively. Figure 1 provides a subjective 
comparison between the three algorithms by showing the 
effect on Lena image after embedding the watermark each 
time.  

Figure 1.      (a) Lena original image 
    (b) Reconstructed from Koch algorithm (k = 10) 
    (c) Reconstructed from Benham algorithm (k = 10) 
    (d) Reconstructed from Hsu algorithm (k = 10) 
 
For the objective comparison, Figure 2 plots the relation 
between the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) extracted 
after applying each of the three algorithms at a time on Lena 
versus the robustness variable (k).  

 
                Figure 2. Robustness variable (k) vs. the (PSNR) 
 
It is clear from the figure that the relation between the 
robustness variable (k) and the (PSNR) is inversely 
proportional. The results make sense as the more the (k) 
increases the more the reconstructed image blocks are 
different from the original image ones. It is also shown from 
the graph that for small (k) values both Koch, and Hsu 
algorithms have higher (PSNR) values than Benham which in 
turn has a higher (PSNR) values if high (k) values are used. 
 
Figure 3 plots the relation between the Percentage of Error Bit 
(PEB) versus the robustness variable (k) when applying the 
three algorithms.  

 
       Figure 3 Robustness variable (k) vs. the Percentage of error bit (PEB) 
 
The (PEB) is inversely proportional to the robustness variable 
(k). The higher the value of (k) the more probability that it 
will successively achieve the constraint (when its value is 
higher than the difference between the coefficients), and so 
decreasing the error between the bits of the original and the 
reconstructed watermark. The three algorithms showed almost 
the same results while varying (k) from 0 till 70. 
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In figure 4, the (PSNR) is plotted against the (PEB) for all the 
three algorithms.  

 
Figure 4. The Percentage of Error (PEB) vs. the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio 
(PSNR) 
 
The results obtained where expected as a low (PEB) is 
achieved when using a high (k) value that in turn when added 
to the coefficients selected to embed the watermark, it will 
increase the difference between the original and the 
reconstructed image blocks thus decreasing the (PSNR) of the 
image. For small (PEB), Benham showed a higher (PSNR) for 
the reconstructed image than Koch and Hsu, while for high 
(PEB) Hsu and Koch have higher (PSNR) than Benham. 
 
Figure 5 shows the computational requirements based on a 
specific unified platform for the whole process of embedding 
and recovering the watermark for the three algorithms. .                                                                         

 
             Figure 5 Robustness variable (k) vs. the algorithms elapsed time. 
 
The results show that Hsu algorithm has a lower 
computational requirement than both Benham and Koch 
algorithms. This is expected since in Hsu algorithm a bit Si is 
embedded in every two blocks while in Koch and Benham 
algorithms a bit Si is embedded in every block of the image 

IV. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, comparisons and analysis between three main 
DCT–based watermarking techniques are introduced. 
Although the three algorithms use the same concept, but the 
watermark embedding and recovery is different in the three 
techniques. The results show that the three algorithms exhibit 
different behaviors. This makes each them suitable for  
different range of applications. If the target application favors 
robustness over other parameters Benham algorithm would be 
the best choice. If the (PSNR) of the reconstructed image, or 
the computational time are the main issues, Hsu algorithm 
would be the most suitable to use. Koch algorithm shows a 
trade off between robustness of the watermark, and quality of 
the reconstructed image. 
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Abstract—Multimedia watermarking started to take place as
a hot topic in the hi-tech arena during the last two decades.
Proper evaluation of the robustness of different watermarking
techniques is highly demanded as it represents a trusted feedback
to the algorithm designers, which helps them in enhancing their
algorithms. This paper proposes a new tool that can effectively
test the robustness of the developed algorithms against a list
of well known attacks. A set of case studies has been used to
demonstrate the capabilities of the tool to categorize various
algorithms in terms of their robustness to different attacks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the World Wide Web and the availability of in-
expensive high quality recording, playing, and storing devices
have made a huge difference in the Digital Media field. It
is easy to copy, store or even transmit digital contents over
networks without losing quality. However, this lead to huge
financial losses to multimedia content publishing companies
as a result from unauthorized copy and transmission of con-
tents, and therefore researches and investigations are carried
to resolve this problem. The need for protection of media
contents strongly contributed in the emergence of different
digital watermarking techniques.

The basic idea of digital watermarking is to generate data
that contains information about the digital content to be pro-
tected such as owner’s contact information, name of content,
and year of publishing. This data is called a watermark and
the digital content to be protected is called a cover work.
The watermarking procedure occurs in two steps, watermark
embedding and watermark detection. A secret key is to be
used during the embedding and the detection process to assure
privacy. After the recovery procedure, the original embedded
watermark w and the extracted one w∗ are compared in order
to verify if any unauthorized user had modified the content.

The following equation defines a similarity measure be-
tween the original message w and the extracted one w∗.

sim(w, w∗) =
w∗.w√
w∗.w∗

(1)

A watermarking system consists of three main phases,
watermark embedding, watermark extraction, and quality eval-
uation.

Fig. 1. General Watermarking Scheme

Measuring the quality of the processed visual data can
estimate how much quality degradation it faces. The quality
evaluation phase in a watermarking system intends to compare
the behavior of the developed systems. It consists of three
sub phases which are subjective quality evaluation, objective
quality evaluation, and robustness against attacks.

An attack is any processing that may intentionally or
unintentionally destroy the embedded information [1]. One
of the main factors a watermark should have is to be robust
against attacks. The watermarked content should survive any
processing that may destroy the watermark. If some dispute
occurs regarding the ownership of the digital content, and
the watermark is lost, then the publisher cannot prove his
ownership to the content. During our development, we were
keen on making the watermark robust to attacks. This is done
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by applying different attacks on a watermarked image and
then calculate the response between the original and extracted
watermark to the attack applied using the similarity measure.

A variety of attacks can be found in [2], [3], [4]. They
are classified into two main categories: Intentional and Un-
intentional attacks. For the intentional ones, the major goal
of an attacker is to succeed in altering the media content in
a way that removes the watermark with a minimum effect
on the quality of the media itself. Unintentional attacks are
the ones that are being applied to a media content for the
purpose of processing, transmission, and storage. In this case,
a watermark is said to be lost or destroyed, unintentionally.

In this paper, a tool is presented that can be used as a
stand-alone application that enables developers of watermark-
ing algorithms to evaluate the robustness of their proposed
algorithms and compare it to others in the literature. Using
such a tool provides an early judgment of the performance
of the proposed algorithms, which results in a faster time-to
market. The remaining of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 describes the tool, its uses, and the main goal behind
its development. Section 3 introduces the results and analysis
of the applied attacks to selected watermarking algorithms.
The conclusion is presented in Section 4.

II. TOOL DESCRIPTION

The tool enables the user to do the following: watermark
insertion, watermark extraction, objective, subjective quality
assessment, and as well as testing the robustness of the
developed algorithms against several attacks. Section 3 demon-
strates the tool’s capabilities by using it to test a selected
set of watermarking algorithms. The provided results can be
obtained for any chosen set of algorithms after integrating it
to the tool. For quality assessment, the tool contains three
techniques for subjective quality evaluation and ten techniques
for objective quality evaluation. They range between pixel-
based metrics and perceptual ones. Furthermore, the tool is
capable of applying four different classes of attacks for testing
the robustness of the developed algorithms. This includes:

A. Applied Attacks

1) Image Enhancement Techniques: Those techniques tend
to improve the perception of information in image for human
viewers, or to provide better input for other steps in a multi-
phase vision system. This includes stretching, shrinking, or
sliding the range of intensities in an image to cover another
desired range. It can be clearly noticed when analyzing the
histogram of the image.

2) JPEG Compression: It is a lossy compression technique
where the reconstructed image will never be identical but
somehow similar to the original image. This can be controlled
by the Quality Level (QL). In our test, we used five different
quality levels of compression. They are characterized by a
number of coefficients used in the reconstruction process in
an image of size 512×512, with JPEG 1 meaning the lowest
quality level by a number of 50 thousands coefficients, JPEG

2 by a number of 75 thousands coefficients, JPEG 3 by a
number of 120 thousands coefficients, JPEG 4 by a number
of 175 thousands coefficients, while JPEG 5 is the highest one
by a number of 200 thousands coefficients.

3) Noise Addition: It is adding a certain amount of noise
to an image in order to reduce its quality. Different types of
noise differ on whether they are dependent on the image itself
as the Gaussian Noise or independent as the Salt and Pepper
Noise where the corrupted pixels are changed into zeros and
ones.

4) Low Pass Filtering: The aim is to reduce the amount of
noise in an image by convolving it with a filter function. It can
be done in the spatial or frequency domain. It is performed
by applying a kernel of size (M×N ) to an image and then
calculating the mean or median between the pixels of the
image and the elements of the applied kernel. The configurable
parameter is the kernel size which is preferably 3×3 or 5×5.

A constant threshold T may be deduced based on the
obtained results for differentiating between a preserved wa-
termark and a destroyed one (in our case, T is 4.1 and the
maximum similarity measure reached is 4.2533). Strength,
amount, location of the embedded information are the same
throughout all the experiments. It is strictly put in considera-
tion, that any modification of those three parameters may give
different results.

Fifteen implemented attacks (Table 1) are applied as shown
below in Figure 2:

Fig. 2. General Robustness Testing Scheme

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

This section demonstrates the tools capabilities by showing
its performance with a set of case studies involved in the com-
parison which are (but not limited to) Cox, Hsu, Benham, and
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Koch [5], [6], [7], [8]. They are all DCT Based Techniques.
Moreover, this section shows results of the similarity measures
for all applied attacks and several chosen snapshots of the
recovered watermarks after being attacked. The test images
used in our study are Peppers and Lena. Both images are
gray scale with 512×512 pixels. The following watermark
(http://www.vu.union.edu/ shoemakc/watermarking/) is used
as the information to be embedded and extracted for analysis.

Fig. 3. The Original Watermark

A. Robustness to Enhancement Techniques

As shown in Table 1, all algorithms are robust to this
kind of attack. The algorithms that showed a high degree of
similarity are Koch and Benham, followed by Hsu. Some trials
were carried out during the tests that include decreasing the
embedding strength, thus improving the visual quality. As a
result, the robustness decreased along with a decrease in the
similarity measures. Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show the recovered
watermarks when shrinking the histogram of an Hsu and Koch
watermarked Lena image. The similarity measure for Koch
algorithms is higher than that of the Hsu.

B. Robustness to JPEG Compression

Although Visual quality of Koch’s and Benham’s water-
marked images decreased, yet they show great performance
in all levels for both images. Cox failed to survive most of
the compression levels. Figures 8(c) and 8(d) show recovered
watermarks after applying JPEG Level 4 compression on Hsu
and Koch watermarked Lena image. The similarity measure for
Koch is higher than that of the Hsu and hence better quality
for the recovered watermark.

Fig. 4. JPEG Quality Levels vs. Similarity Measure for Lena

Figures 4 and 5 show a relation between different JPEG
Quality Levels and Similarity Measures for Lena and Pep-
pers. Both graphs were generated from the tool which later
can be used for comparisons with different algorithms and
images. Koch showed nearly constant high performance with
all quality levels, however, Benham failed to survive the first
quality level and as approaching higher quality levels, the
extracted watermark was successfully preserved. Finally, Hsu
was a moderate case, perfect visual quality that survived three
different levels.

Fig. 5. JPEG Quality Levels vs. Similarity Measure for Peppers

C. Robustness to Noise Addition

Cox algorithm showed high degree of similarity when ex-
tracting the watermark and comparing it with the original one.
The noisy nature of a Cox watermarked image is behind that
performance. However, decreasing the embedding strength,
lead to the total destruction of the watermark. Koch performed
well in some noise addition attacks; however, Benham did
not pass except for “Poisson Noise”since it contains the least
amount of noise compared to other types. Moreover, Hsu failed
to pass all noise addition tests. Figures 8(e) and 8(f) show
the recovered watermarks when applying the Poisson Noise
Addition attack for Lena image. The two algorithms used in
watermarking are Benham and Koch. This agrees with the
difference in similarity measures in Table 1.

Gaussian Noise Addition attack was chosen for comparison
between different algorithms where the configurable param-
eter is the standard deviation of the noise added. Figures 6
and 7 show a relation between different values of Standard
Deviation and Similarity Measures for Lena and Peppers.
Both graphs were generated from the tool which later can be
used for comparisons with different algorithms and images.
Cox showed nearly constant high performance with different
Standard Deviations for Lena and Peppers. Since watermarked
Koch and Benham images contain acceptable amount of noise,
therefore, they show moderate performance as approaching
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higher values of Standard Deviations in both images. Hsu
with the least amount of noise after watermarking, failed to
survive any of the Gaussian Noise Addition attacks. To sum
up, this proves a direct relation between noise added during
watermarking and the one that is added during an attack.

Fig. 6. Standard Deviation of Gaussian Noise vs. Similarity Measure for
Lena

Fig. 7. Standard Deviation of Gaussian Noise vs. Similarity Measure for
Peppers

D. Robustness to Low Pass Filtering

Benham and Koch acted in a robust manner towards low
pass filtering attacks. Koch showed a high performance for all
filter types and closely reached the maximum value a similarity
measure can take. This is due to the noisy nature a water-
marked Benham and Koch has. Moreover, Cox passed the
“Median Filter”attack, while, Hsu performed poorly against

it. As shown in Figures 8(g) and 8(h), the visual quality of
the recovered watermarks are nearly the same. This is proven
by the nearly equal values of the similarity measures in Table
1.

IV. CONCLUSION

A tool that is capable of testing the robustness of sev-
eral selected watermarking algorithms is developed. The tool
applies several intentional and unintentional attacks on the
watermarked image, extract the distorted watermark, and then
calculate the similarity measure between the original water-
mark and the extracted one. This tool can be used as a
stand-alone application for watermark embedding, extraction,
and quality evaluation. This includes subjective and objective
quality assessment. Any algorithms that need to be inspected
for robustness can be embedded into the tool and then tested
using the same testing scheme described above.
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Fig. 8. Recovered watermark after, (a) Shrink attack Hsu (b) Shrink attack
Koch (c) JPEG 4 attack Hsu (d) JPEG 4 attack Koch (e) Poisson Noise attack
Benham (f) Poisson Noise attack Koch (g) Median attack Benham (h) Median
attack Koch, watermarked Lena image

TABLE I
SIMILARITY MEASURES BETWEEN ORIGINAL AND EXTRACTED

WATERMARKS OF LENA AND PEPPERS IMAGES

Attacks Benham Cox Hsu Koch
Stretch 4.2533 4.1584 4.2217 4.2533
Shrink 4.2533 4.138 4.2099 4.2533
Slide 4.25 4.227 4.2397 4.2486

Stretch 4.2432 4.132 4.2133 4.2533
Shrink 4.2456 4.142 4.1744 4.2533
Slide 4.1573 4.08 4.1896 4.2444

JPEG 1 4.08 N/A 4.07 4.2533
JPEG 2 4.24 N/A 4.101 4.2533
JPEG 3 4.25 N/A 4.1236 4.2533
JPEG 4 4.25 4.0255 4.2 4.2533
JPEG 5 4.25 4.0619 4.217 4.2533
JPEG 1 4.13 N/A 4.09 4.2533
JPEG 2 4.2355 N/A 4.1058 4.2533
JPEG 3 4.2405 N/A 4.1596 4.2533
JPEG 4 4.2432 4.0385 4.1956 4.2533
JPEG 5 4.2456 4.1068 4.2124 4.2533

Gaussian 3.9 4.1 3.6 4.09
Salt & Pepper 3.93 4.12 3.5 4.0

Speckle 3.91 4.14 3.4 3.97
Poisson 4.2 4.11 3.7 4.25

Gaussian 3.99 4.12 3.4 4.09
Salt & Pepper 3.94 4.12 3.5 3.95

Speckle 3.95 4.13 3.5 4.03
Poisson 4.19 4.15 3.6 4.24

Gaussian 4.235 4.0 3.5 4.2533
Average 4.209 4.0 2.9 4.2533
Median 4.222 4.118 2.8 4.2465

Gaussian 4.2181 4.08 3.5 4.2533
Average 4.1829 4.05 2.8 4.2506
Median 4.1881 4.1315 2.8 4.2506
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Abstract—Wireless Mesh Networks become popular and are 

used everywhere as an alternative to broadband connections. The 
ease of configuration of wireless mesh LAN, the mobility of 
clients, and the large coverage make it attractive choice for 
supporting wireless technology in LAN and MAN. However, 
there are some concerns in assigning the multiple channels for 
different node and having efficient routing algorithm to route 
packet seamlessly without affecting the network performance. 
Multiple channel usage has been addressed in previous research 
paper, but efficient routing algorithm still to be researched. In 
this paper an efficient seamless non-broadcast routing algorithm 
has been developed and implemented in C++ to support the 
wireless mesh network. This algorithm is based on mapping the 
mesh wireless routing nodes geographically according to 2 
coordinates. Each node will apply this algorithm to find the closet 
neighboring node that leads to destination based on the mapped 
network without the need for broadcast such as the one used in 
traditional routing protocol in RIP, and OSPF. 
 

Index Terms—Routing Algorithm, Wireless Mesh Network, 
Non-Broadcasting Algorithm, Wireless Routing Protocol. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

LAN technology is rapidly becoming a crucial 
component of computer networks that widely used 
in the past few years. Wireless LAN technology 
evolved gradually during the 1990s, and the IEEE 
802.11 standard was adopted in 1997 [1]. 
Companies and organizations are investing in 
wireless networks at a higher rate to take 
advantage of mobile, real-time access to 
information.  

Enterprise managers want to deploy wireless networks with 
several important qualities. These include; high security, 
highly reliable and available WLANs with very little 
downtime, and high performance. The ideal wireless network 
is to have reliability, availability, security, and performance 
criteria to be similar of wired enterprise networks. In addition, 
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it should be possible to deploy wireless networks very quickly 
and without the need for extensive and time-consuming site 
surveys. Furthermore, the networks should have the flexibility 
needed to support load balance and changes in the radio 
environment. Radio Resource Management (RRM) forms the 
basis of Quality of Service (QoS) provisioning for wireless 
networks [2]. It is an intense research area due to the wireless 
medium’s inherent limitations and the increasing demand for 
better and cheaper services. Improving the mobility 
management has been addressed in [3] based on dividing the 
location management into two levels, intra and inter mobility. 
This will reduce the amount of signaling traffic, but still didn’t 
address the problem of reliability and availability. Supporting 
security, reliability and QoS in dynamic environment has been 
discussed in [4] using modified routing protocol OSPF-MCDS 
over WLANs. In [5] securing the distributed wireless 
management has been addressed while supporting reliability 
and high availability. The above criteria of high security, 
reliability and availability in evaluating WLAN are important 
for high performance wireless network. However, easy of 
configuration, setup and efficient routing algorithm still to be 
taken care of in wireless network. Multi-hop Wireless Mesh 
Networks (WMN) address this concern in easily setting up 
wireless network. This become a popular alternative in 
extending the typical 
Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) we use today. Mesh 
networks consist of heterogeneous wireless clients and 
stationary wireless mesh routers. Mesh routers are wirelessly 
linked to one another to form a large scale wireless network to 
allow mobile clients communicating to each other within large 
coverage area. Clients in the mesh network can connect to 
mesh router Access Points in the traditional way. They can 
also become part of the mesh network by having their traffic 
forwarded through other wireless access point or client with 
routing feature. Mesh networks can be used in a variety of 
applications, including enterprise networking, university 
campus, Malls, building automation, extending provider 
service coverage, and wireless community networks [6]. 
These networks have the advantage of adding new router at 
any time in proportion to the number of users. In addition, this 
wireless mesh network can be connected to Internet Service 
Providers (ISP) to increase the coverage area. Additionally 
Mesh networks also provide robustness through redundant 
links between clients and routers. 
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The WMN is still to be designed properly to allow easy 
efficient configuration. Several aspects, such as the number of 
hops, number of channels, node/antenna placement, efficient 
routing algorithm, throughput and delay requirements, and 
other application demands will have an impact on the 
performance and cost of these networks.  
In the past few years, multi-hop approach has been advent to 
extend network coverage. Many research papers were 
dedicated to Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) with the 
assumption of using multiple hops to reach far off 
destinations. Gambiroza et al. [7] used a simulation-based 
linear topology model. They placed APs in a straight line 
configuration with multiple clients off of each AP. Thus the 
farthest AP’s client to the sink gets the least amount of 
throughput. Raman and Chebrolu [8] designed a new MAC 
protocol for 802.11 networks. Their design uses directional 
antennas but a single channel for all APs. The new MAC 
protocol was designed for a mesh backbone. The goal of their 
work was to increase throughput and lower latency by limiting 
the collision affects of the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol. 
Aguayo et al. [9] deployed and studied an actual 802.11b 
mesh network. Multiple Channels, Single Hop networks with 
a slight twist to the regular single hop model have been also 
researched where there are now commercial products with two 
or more wireless radios. These radios can be tuned to different 
frequencies and in-effect gives us a multiple channel network. 
Proxim Wireless Networks have such an access point [10]. 
The main advantage of having multiple radios is diversity in 
channel selection. A user with interference on one channel can 
tune itself to another for association to the WLAN. Another 
useful technique is a logical separation of users. With the 
different MAC addresses on the two radios, an AP can do 
more sophisticated QoS in admission control, load balancing, 
etc. D. Multiple Channel, Multiple Hop networks Recently, 
multiple channel, multiple hop WLANs have become very 
popular in both academia and industry. Bahl et al. [11] gave a 
list of standard problems in using multiple channels over a 
wireless network and experimental results on using multiple 
channels. Baiocchi et al. [12] simulated a multiple channel 
wireless network with one control channel and multiple data 
channels. One very important usage of multiple channels and 
multiple hops is for Wireless Mesh Networks [6]. There has 
been much previous work in the simulation of mesh networks 
[13], [14]. Raniwala and Chiueh [15] designed an architecture 
for mesh networks and gave some simulation and experimental 
data on various issues. Navda et al. [16] focused on handoff 
issues in a mesh network. They chose to use Wireless 
Distribution System (WDS) links over six hops and compared 
the handoffs of using Layer 2 (MAC) and Layer 3 (Network) 
mechanisms. In [17] Leise had designed an efficient WMN with 
measurement to number of hops, channel allocation and 
interference, throughput and delay requirement has been 
addressed. However, they didn’t address the issue of efficient 
routing algorithm which affects the throughput and delay.  
An efficient seamless non-broadcast routing algorithm has 
been developed to support the wireless mesh network [17].In 
this paper, implementation of this algorithm has been done in 
C++, where its result shown excellent performance in term of 

identifying the shortest path without the need for broadcast 
packets. This algorithm is based on mapping the mesh wireless 
routing nodes that are geographically spread according to 2 
coordinates as described in section 2. In section 3, a flow state 
diagram illustrates the transition of packets between adjacent 
cells or node. Each node will apply the algorithm as explained 
in section 4 to find the closet neighboring node that leads to 
destination based on the mapped network without the need for 
broadcast such as the one used in traditional routing protocol in 
RIP, and OSPF. In section 5, implementation results are 
illustrated. 

II. WMN BASED ON MULTIPLE WIRELESS CELL ROUTING 
NODES 

In order to make an efficient wireless mesh network, network 
availability, fault tolerance, low interference, high coverage, easy 
configuration, efficient routing, and high performance would be 
desirable. To meet this criteria Wireless router APs have been 
distributed geographically in different cells with minimum 
coverage overlap as shown in Figure 1. Different frequency 
channel would be assigned to different APs to avoid interference. 
These mesh wireless nodes would communicate among each 
other wirelessly through wireless router at the center of four 
different APs to form a large mesh network. The protocol used 
for this communication between the APs, wireless routers and 
mobile clients is WIFI. Where, mobile clients (Laptops or 
Mobile phone WIFI-support) would first communicate to the AP 
that is fallen within its range. 

An example mobile A belong to cell S1,1  would 
communicate to other mobile terminal within the same cell 
S1,1  through its AP. However, when A wants to communicate 
to other mobile terminals within other cells such B (in cell S5,1 
) it will forward the packets to the AP of S1,1 , which run the 
routing algorithm described in section 3 to find the next 
wireless node that lead it to destination (which is S2,1 in this 
scenario). Then the node received this packet (S2,1) would 
identify the next wireless node again by applying the same 
routing algorithm at  S2,1, as explained in section 3, and 
forward the packet to the next identified node, until packet 
reaches the last node that contains the destination mobile 
terminal (which is S5,1 in this scenario). In this algorithm the 
wireless node would only be responsible of finding the next 
routing node that has the shortest path using its current cell Id 
and destination cell Id without the need for broadcast such as 
the one used in traditional routing algorithm in RIP and OSPF. 
Each cell would be assigned different IP subnet that is mapped 
to its cell Id. Routing packet based on cell Id would prevent 
the broadcast which causes low network performance in 
utilizing the network bandwidth. Note that saving bandwidth 
in wireless network is critical in improving its performance. In 
addition it will prevent the looping that might occur in 
traditional routing such RIP. There is no need to broadcasting 
packets that might flow through different node and cause 
looping that is the main cause for low network performance. 
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Figure 1, Cells Wireless Mesh Network 

 

III. EFFICIENT WIRELESS ROUTING  

 
Figure2. Flow State Diagram for Wireless Routing 
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As shown in figure 2, there are 2 types of APs, Routing AP 
and Wireless Router. Where Routing AP is an edge AP that is 
not linked directly to other AP, and Wireless router is an 
intermediate Router AP that can link multiple APs. As shown 
in Figure 2, routing access points can only communicate to 
intermediate Wireless Router. Example S1,1 can communicate 
to S2,1. S3,2 can communicate to S2,2, S2,1, S4,1, and S4,2 . In 
addition, figure 2 illustrates the possible transmission from 
one state to next state at each AP (Routing AP, and Wireless 
router). There is only transmission between adjacent cell/node 
in both directions. The seamless routing algorithm described 
in section IV illustrates the routing behavior of packets sent 
from one cell AP S1,1 to destination cell AP S5,1. This 
algorithm is executed at each Cell AP or Cell Wireless Router 
to decide who can be the next cell based on the possible 
selected cell/node that leads to destination. For example, if 
packet arrive at cell S2,1 and destined to cell S5,1, S2,1 can only 
use the path S1,2 or S3,2 or S3,1. However, the algorithm would 
choose to increment the x coordinate first, before increment 
the y coordinate since the destination x coordinate is higher 
than the current x of S2,1. Therefore, the algorithm would 
choose S3,2 as the next cell. Then S3,2 would execute the same 
algorithm to find the path to destination cell S5,1, where S4,1 
would be the best choice. Finally S4,1 would find the next cell 
as to be S5,1 since x coordinate =5 is the next cell and 
eventually packet would reach its destination S5,1.  

IV. EFFICIENT WIRELESS ROUTING ALGORITHM FOR WMN 
The following symbols are used to explain the efficient 
seamless routing algorithm. 

• Source cell Sx,y   is the AP or router cell/node holding 
the transmitter mobile terminal 

• Destination cell Sz,w is the AP or router cell/node 
holding the destination mobile terminal 

• Current Router Cell Si,j is the current AP or router 
executing the routing algorithm to find next routing 
cell 

• minx, miny: is the minimum coordinates (x,y) of the 
first router or AP in the topology map. 

• maxx, maxy: is the maximum coordinates (x,y) of the 
last router or AP in the topology map. 

• Wireless Router: AP that is the center of four access 
points and can be used to allow connectivity within 
each other APs. Eg. S2,1, S2,2 shown in figure 1. 

• Router AP: Access Point that is an edge AP which 
can’t communicate directly to other routing Access 
Point unless it is going through Wireless Router. Eg. 
S1,1, S3,1 shown in figure 1. 
 

Algorithm: Source cell Sx,y   Destination cell Sz,w Current 
Router Cell Si,j  minx=1, maxx=5,miny=1,maxy=3. 
 
Analyzing the routing algorithm at current routing cell (i,j), 
and destination routing cell (z,w): 
 
a=0, b=0; /* Temp variables  */ 
n= z-i /* difference between current cell x coordinate (i) and 
destination cell x coordinate (z) */ 

m= w-j /* difference between current cell y coordinate (j) and 
destination cell y coordinate (w) */ 
if (z=i+a) && (w=j+b) /*start at i and j coordinate*/ 
{packet remain at local Si,j } 
else 
{ 

 /* Check direction if x coordinate is higher than y 
coordinate start moving to cell x+1 */ 
if(abs(n)>abs(m)) 

  if (abs(n)>=0) && (z<=maxx) && (z >= minx) 
/* start increment a to be used for next x 
coordinate (i+1), as long as it doesn’t reach the 
last destination one (n) */ 

  if abs(++a) > abs(n)  
   { a=n} 

    else 
    { 

/* check if x coordinate (i) is even and still didn’t reach 
last one (n), also increment a for next x coordinate (i+1) 
*/ 

  if ((i mod 2) ==0) 
  { 
   if (abs(m)>=0) && (z<=maxx) && (z >= minx) 
       ++b; 

if (abs(n)>=0) && (z<=maxx) && (z >= minx) 
     if abs(++a) > abs(n) 
   { a=n} 

  } 
/* else check direction if y coordinate is high than x 
coordinate and x coordinate reaches the destination (z) 
start moving to cell y+1until it reaches last coordinate 
(w) */ 

      else 
  { 

if (abs(n)>=0) && (z<=maxx) && (z >= minx) 
     ++a; 

/* if x coordinate reach the last destination coordinate 
(n), now test the y coordinate to start increment b for 
next (y+1) */ 
if (abs(m)>=0) && (w<=maxy) && (w >= miny) 

    if abs(++b) > abs(m) 
  { b=m} 
} 

} 
 
/* if destination cell move in opposite direction to source 
cell (i,j), then reset a to –a and b to –b */ 
if (n<0) { a=-a} 
if (m<0) {b=-b} 

} 
/* Send the packet to next identified node/cell 

Send packet to Si+a,j+b  
 
Example1 send packet from S1,1  to S5,1     
Step1: Execute algorithm at S1,1 : 
a=0, b=0, x=1, y=1, i=1, j=1, z=5, w=1, n=5-1=4, m=1-1=0,  
if (5=1+0) && (1=1+0) {False} //statement is false 
else 
{  // Only code executed is shown 
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 if(4>1) 
   
if (4>=0) && (5<=5) && (5 >= 1) 
    { if abs(1) > abs(4) 

      { a=n} //set a to 1 since if statement is false 
 

//a and b have been updated so packet moves to next cell until 
reach final destination 
Send packet to Si+a,j+b = S1+1,1+0 = S2,1 

 
Step2: Execute algorithm at S2,1 : 
a=0, b=0, x=1, y=1, i=2, j=1, z=5, w=1, n=5-2=3, m=1-1=0,  
if (5=2+0) && (1=1+0) {False} 
else 
{  // Only code executed is shown 
 if(3>1) 

{ if (3>=0) && (5<=5) && (5 >= 1) 
    { if abs(1) > abs(3) 
  { a=n} 

Send packet to Si+a,j+b = S2+1,1+0 = S3,1 
 
Step3: Execute algorithm at S3,1 : 
a=0, b=0, x=1, y=1, i=3, j=1, z=5, w=1, n=5-3=2, m=1-1=0,  
if (5=3+0) && (1=1+0) {False} 
else 
{  // Only code executed is shown 
 if(2>1) 
 

{ if (2>=0) && (5<=5) && (5 >= 1) 
    { if abs(1) > abs(2) 
  { a=n} 

Send packet to Si+a,j+b = S3+1,1+0 = S4,1 
 
Step4: Execute algorithm at S4,1 : 
a=0, b=0, x=1, y=1, i=4, j=1, z=5, w=1, n=5-4=1, m=1-1=0,  
if (5=4+0) && (1=1+0) {False} 
else 
{  // Only code executed is shown 
 if(2>1) 
 

{ if (4>=0) && (5<=5) && (5 >= 1) 
    { if abs(1) > abs(4) 
  { a=n} 
  

Send packet to Si+a,j+b = S4+1,1+0 = S5,1 
Step5: Execute algorithm at S5,1 : 
a=0, b=0, x=1, y=1, i=5, j=1, z=5, w=1, n=5-5=0, m=1-1=0,  
If (5=5+0) && (1=1+0)  
{Packet reaches destination network} 
 
Example2 send packet from S5,2  to S1,1     
Step1: Execute algorithm at S5,2 : 
a=0, b=0, x=5, y=2, i=5, j=2, z=1, w=1, n=z-i=1-5=-4, m=w-
j=1-2=-1,  
if (1=5+0) && (1=2+0) {False} 
else 
{  // Only code executed is shown 
 elseif(4>1) 
 

{ if (4>=0) && (1<=5) && (1 >= 1) 
    { if abs(1) > abs(4) 
  { } 

if (n<0) { a=-a} becomes If (-3<0) { a=-a=-1} 
if (m<0) {b=-b} becomes If (-1<0) { b=-b=0} 

Send packet to Si+a,j+b = S5-1,2-1 = S4,2 

 
Step2: Execute algorithm at S4,2: 
a=0, b=0, x=5, y=2, i=4, j=2, z=1, w=1, n=z-i=1-4=-3, m=w-
j=1-2=-1,  
if (1=4+0) && (1=1+0) {False} 
else 
{  // Only code executed is shown 
 elseif(3>1) 
 

{ if (3>=0) && (1<=5) && (1 >= 1) 
    { if abs(1) > abs(3) 
  { } 
 } 
} 

if (n<0) { a=-a} becomes If (-3<0) { a=-a=-1} 
if (m<0) {b=-b} becomes If (0<0) { } 

Send packet to Si+a,j+b = S4-1,1+0 = S3,2 
 
Step3: Execute algorithm at S3,2 : 
a=0, b=0, x=5, y=2, i=3, j=2, z=1, w=1, n=z-i=1-3=-2, m=w-
j=1-2=-1,  
if (1=3+0) && (1=1+0) {False} 
else 
{  // Only code executed is shown 
 elseif(2>1) 
 

{ if (2>=0) && (1<=5) && (1 >= 1) 
    { if abs(1) > abs(2) 
  { } 

if (n<0) { a=-a} becomes If (-2<0) { a=-a=-1} 
if (m<0) {b=-b} becomes If (0<0) { } 

Send packet to Si+a,j+b = S3-1,1+0 = S2,2 
 
Step4: Execute algorithm at S2,2: 
a=0, b=0, x=5, y=2, i=2, j=2, z=1, w=1, n=z-i=1-2=-1, m=w-
j=1-2=-1,  
if (1=2+0) && (1=1+0) {False} 
else 
    { 
  if (i mod 2) ==0  True 

if (abs(-1)>=0) && (z<=maxx) && (z >= minx) 
     if abs(++a) > abs(n) 
   { a=n} 

  
} 

if (n<0) { a=-a} becomes If (-1<0) { a=-a=-1} 
if (m<0) {b=-b} becomes If (0<0) { } 

Send packet to Si+a,j+b = S2-1,1+0 = S1,2 

 
Step5: Execute algorithm at S1,2: 
a=0, b=0, x=5, y=2, i=1, j=2, z=1, w=1, n=z-i=1-1=0, m=w-
j=1-2=-1,  
if (1=2+0) && (1=1+0) {False} 
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else 
    If (i mod 2) ==0   False 

if (abs(n)>=0) && (z<=maxx) && (z >= minx) 
    if abs(++a) > abs(n) 
   { a=n} 

 else 
  { 

if (abs(n)>=0) && (z<=maxx) && (z >= minx) 
     ++a; 
  

if (abs(-1)>=0) && (w<=maxy) && (w >= miny) 
    if abs(++b) > abs(m) 
  { b=m} 
} 

If (n<0) { a=-a} becomes If (-1<0) { a=-a=-1} 
If (m<0) {b=-b} becomes If (0<0) { } 

Send packet to Si+a,j+b = S2+1,2-1 = S 
 
Step6: Execute algorithm at S2,1: 
a=0, b=0, x=5, y=2, i=2, j=1, z=1, w=1, n=z-i=1-2=-1, m=w-
j=1-1=0,  
if (1=2+0) && (1=1+0) {False} 
else 
        { 
  If (i mod 2) ==0  True 

if (abs(1)>=0) && (z<=maxx) && (z >= minx) 
     if abs(++a) > abs(n) 
   { a=n} 

  
} 

If (n<0) { a=-a} becomes If (-1<0) { a=-a=-1} 
If (m<0) {b=-b} becomes If (0<0) { } 

Send packet to Si+a,j+b = S2-1,1+0 = S1,1 
 
Step7: Execute algorithm at S1,1: 
a=0, b=0, x=5, y=2, i=1, j=1, z=1, w=1, n=z-i=1-1=0, m=w-
j=1-1=0,  
if (1=1+0) && (1=1+0)  

{Packet reaches destination network}.  
 

V. IMPLEMENTATION 
A simulation program written in C++ has been developed to 

test the proposed algorithm. The test result shows an excellent 
performance with regards to the shortest path been chosen, and 
without the need for high overhead. The small overhead is due 
to the fact that the proposed algorithm is not using 
broadcasting to advertise its table like in RIP and OSPF. In fact 
each cell or node would execute the algorithm to find the next 
cell that leads it to destination. 

Scenario1 (medium mesh network and traffic from lower 
cell to upper cell)-  The program developed has been run for a 
mesh network that has multiple cells start from S1,1 up to cell 
S10,10. In this example a mobile terminal belong to Cell S2,3 

wants to communicate with other mobile terminal belong to 
cell S8,9. By running the developed program based on the 

above algorithm explained in section3, the following result 
illustrate the path found to send packet to the right destination: 

D:\test\routing\Debug>routing.exe 
type the Max of x 
10 
type the Max of y 
10 
type the xth of current node 
2 
type the yth of current node 
3 
type the zth of destination node 
8 
type the wth of destination node 
9 
Send S2,3 to S8,9 
send packet to S3,4 
send packet to S4,5 
send packet to S5,6 
send packet to S6,7 
send packet to S7,8 
send packet to S8,9packet reaches its destination S8,9 

 
It is clear from the above result that the path taken the packet 
from S2,3 to destination S8,9 is: S3,4  S4,5  S5,6  S6,7  S7,8 

 S8,9. 
 

Scenario2 (large mesh network and traffic from upper cell 
to lower cell)- The program developed has been run for a mesh 
network that has multiple cells start from S1,1 up to cell S15,15. 
In this example a mobile terminal belong to Cell S13,14 wants to 
communicate with other mobile terminal belong to cell S1,2. By 
running the developed program based on the above algorithm 
explained in section3, the following result illustrate the path 
found to send packet to the right destination: 

D:\test\routing\Debug>routing.exe 
type the Max of x 
15 
type the Max of y 
15 
type the xth of current node 
13 
type the yth of current node 
14 
type the zth of destination node 
1 
type the wth of destination node 
2 
Send S13,14 to S1,2 
 
send packet to S12,13 
send packet to S11,12 
send packet to S10,11 
send packet to S9,10 
send packet to S8,9 
send packet to S7,8 
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send packet to S6,7 
send packet to S5,6 
send packet to S4,5 
send packet to S3,4 
send packet to S2,3 
send packet to S1,2packet reaches its destinationS1,2 

 
It is clear from the above result that the path taken for the 
packet from S13,14 to destination S1,2 is: S12,13  S11,12  S10,11 

 S9,10  S8,9  S7,8  S6,7  S5,6  S4,5  S3,4  S2,3  S1,2 

 
As shown in scenario 1 and 2, the implementation of seamless 
routing algorithm prove working to find the optimum path with 
low overhead. This low overhead is achieved through mapping 
the AP to cell ID, and applying the developed algorithm. This 
algorithm work independently at each node without the need 
for broadcast which has a downside effect on the wireless 
network performance.  

VI. CONCLUSION 
An excellent algorithm has been proposed for non-broadcast 

Routing algorithms for wireless mesh networks. This algorithm 
is based on distributed routing protocol that could find the best 
path with mesh wireless networks without the need for 
broadcasting as in other methods. A simulation program has 
been designed and tested using C++. The testing proved the 
excellent performance of the proposed algorithm. The efficient 
and better performance is due to the fact that the algorithm 
avoids broadcasting and using novel routing algorithm for 
forwarding the packets to the shortest available path. For 
future work, a more sophisticated simulation program needed 
to compare the performance of the proposed algorithm with the 
existing algorithms to further investigate for an improved 
algorithm if needed. In addition, further work would be done 
to dynamically map the new APs intended to join the existing 
network and to address fault tolerance issue in the case of a 
failure in one AP. 
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Abstract 
In this paper, implementation of an Iterative 
Feedback Tuning (IFT) and Myopic Unfalsified 
Control (MUC) algorithms into a microcontroller is 
investigated. First step taken was to search for a 
suitable hardware to accommodate these complex 
algorithms. The Motorola DSP56F807C and 
ARM7024 microcontrollers were selected for use in 
the research. The algorithms were coded in the C 
language of the respective microcontrollers and were 
tested by simulation of the DC Motor models 
obtained from step response of the motor. 
 
1. Introduction 
A vast number of IFT and MUC applications 
currently existing and described in literature are 
a motivating factor for investigations into the 
feasibility of implementing IFT and MUC 
algorithms on a microcontroller as this can lead 
to the development of a product for industrial 
use. Some of these applications are outlined in 
[1-9]. All these applications indicate the wide 
usage of IFT and MUC techniques suggesting 
that there is great demand for this technique. 
But no mention of IFT or MUC hardware 
development was made so far and this was the 
main motivating factor of carrying out the 
research. 
A particular case of industrial interest is tuning 
PI or PID controller since classical approaches 
contain a number of fundamental problems, 
such as: The amount of offline tuning required; 
assumption on the plant structure; the issue of 
system stability, and the difficulties in dealing 
with nonlinear, large time delayed and time 
variant plant. To overcome these problems, it 
has been proposed that an IFT microcontroller 
based hardware be developed since IFT has the 

capacity [1, 2] to mitigate problems highlighted 
above. 
 
2. Iterative Feedback Tuning and Myopic 
Unfalsified Control Theory 
IFT is a method for tuning parameterized 
controllers in a feedback loop when a 
mathematical description of a plant is not 
available and the controller must be tuned on 
the basis of input-output measurements. In IFT, 
tuning of the controller parameters is performed 
through an iterative procedure where a sequence 
of parameter updates is calculated and 
implemented to check the performance until 
there is convergence in parameter update. While 
in MUC, input and output data are measured 
and compared with performance specification to 
falsify or unfalsify that controller. 
 
2.1 The Idea of Iterative feedback Theory 
The concept of the iterative feedback tuning 
algorithm is illustrated in the block diagram in 
figure 2.1 [1]. The controller k is type 1 (and 
represents a one degree of freedom transfer 
function), g is an unknown model representing 
the plant and m is the desired model. 
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1) The Dynamic Models 
The equations governing the closed loop 
dynamics (assuming the noise and disturbances 
are zero) are 

y=Tr                                                 (2.1)   

where T is the transfer function of the closed 
loop system. 

Equations for desired model for open loop 
system yields: 

y m  = mr                                           (2.2) 

e  = y - y                                      (2.3) m m

2) The Cost Function 

The cost function is a scalar based and is given 
by 

J = 
2
1 )(

1

2 te
N

m∑                                  (2.4) 

The model for a controller, k in figure 2.1 is 
given as 

k(z) = 
)1(

01

−
+

z
z ρρ

                               (2.5) 

This was chosen for the sake of simplicity, and 
to save memory as this is one of the key 
constraints assumed for the present research 
project. Secondly, the proportional-plus-Integral 
(PI) controller is commonly used in industry. 

The gradient of cost function criterion is 
represented by: 

ρρ ∂
∂

−=
∂
∂ ∑ m

N

m
e

eJ *
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                          (2.6) 
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k
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∂
∂
ρ

]                   (2.7) 

This gradient is used in the IFT method to 
adjust or tune the controller parameters. 

In this application the controller parameters 
form a vector and the update of controller 
parameters is given by the following equation: 

)(1
1 jjjji

JR ρ
ρ

γρρ
∂
∂

−= −
+               (2.8) 

 3) Input signals for the one degree of 
freedom controller 

From the IFT control loop shown in figure 2.1 
the process input is obtained from the controller 
as shown in the transfer function equation: 

u = k*(r-y)                                        (2.9) 

The gradient of the input with respect to the 
controller parameter vector is given by: 

)2(**1 uk
k

u
ρρ ∂
∂

=
∂
∂

                          (2.10) 

The input gradient is used together with output 
gradient to achieve controller parameter 
optimization. The superscript (2) indicates the 
control signal, u existing in procedure 
‘experiment2’. 

2.2 Myopic Unfalsified Control Theory 
(MUC) 

As stated above, MUC and IFT are related in 
some sense. Both employ a ‘myopic’ gradient-
based steepest descent approach to parameter 
optimization. MUC is simpler and easier to 
implement as compared to IFT [6] and for this 
reason it was also investigated as to whether it 
can run on to the DSP56F807C or ARM7024 
microcontroller. 

The concept of MUC algorithm is illustrated in 
the block diagram in figure 2.2. As before the 
controller k is type 1 (and a set pre-defined 
controllers) controller, and g is unknown model 
representing the plant. Note that, unlike the IFT 
of figure 2.1, there is no desired model. 

A MUC controller is said to be falsified by 
measurement information if this information is 
sufficient to deduce that performance 
specification (r, y, u) ∈ Tspec ∀ r∈ R would be 
violated if that controller were in feedback loop. 
Otherwise, the controller is said to be 
unfalsified [9]. 

Unfalsified Control method has only three 
elements: Data is required for observation. It is 
data that assess whether performance objective 
is not met and then the controller is tested for 
falsification; Candidate controller hypotheses 
are sets of controllers that are tested for 
falsification or unfalsification. If the controller 
is falsified it is discarded. In case of Myopic 
Unfalsified Control, the controller is not 
discarded but adjusted in the steepest-descent 

direction  -  so that the performance 

specification, tends to decrease 

),(
~~

tJ θ∇

),(
~~

tJ θ
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whenever the currently active controller 
parameter vector θ  is falsified; Goals may be 
described as control laws or likened to desired 
models in IFT. Data are observed to be 
consistency with goals and if there is any 
discrepancy then particular controller becomes 
falsified. 

 
These elements are sieved by the computer so 
that controllers that falsify data are removed and 
only those that do not falsify data are kept. 

2.3 Myopic Unfalsified Control Algorithm 

(1) Measure input, u(t) and output, y(t) 
from an unknown plant 

(2) Use u(t) and y(t) to calculate the cost 

function,  thus ),(
~~

tJ θ

=),(
~

tJ θ  - ρ  + 

            (2.11) ∫
t

spec dyurT
0
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0≥ρ  and  are chosen by the 
designer. 

(.,.,.)specT

(3) A candidate controller ki becomes 
unfalsified at time τ  by plant data 

u(t), y(t) if, and only if  . 0),(
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≤tiJ

(4) If the controller ki is falsified then 
equation 3.11 becomes  
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Operator ‘*’ denotes convolution 
operation and  and  are filters. 
In the MUC algorithm implemented 
onto microcontroller, filters,  and 

 were ignored. 

1w 2w

1w

2w

Therefore controller parameter adaptation 
equation can be expressed as: 
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Where γ  > 0 is a design constant that 
determines the rate of adaptation 

(5) If and only if , then 
parameter updates otherwise does not 
update. 

0),(
~

≤tiJ

2.4 Microcontroller Hardware 
In discussing this topic, IFT will be referred to 
more than MUC since motivation in carrying 
out this project was as a result of successful 
results achieved from an IFT work in [1]. Since 
IFT and MUC have relatively complex 
algorithms the main task was to identify suitable 
hardware that could accommodate the 
algorithms. As given by the title of the project, 
digital hardware was preferred to analog 
hardware in that it is impractical to implement 
such a complex algorithm into an analog 
hardware. In choosing the hardware the 
following factors were considered to be critical 
in ensuring the requirement of IFT algorithm 
would be met: 

(1) Large memory since the IFT visual 
basic program in [1] had fifteen arrays 
for data storage and the length of each 
array was one thousand (1000) 
elements. These arrays were declared 
as floats taking four bytes of memory 
space per element in the array hence a 
microcontroller with small memory 
would fail to run the IFT algorithm, 
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(2) floating point was necessary since a lot 
of IFT parameters such as error and 
modeling error. require floating point 
feature,  

(3) high speed of processing since IFT 
algorithm executes in stages that 
occupy N-length time periods to 
collect and process data. Data is first 
collected and stored in an array for N-
length time periods before being 
passed to the next stage for 
optimization for N-length time periods. 
In the case of the IFT visual basic 
program N was made one thousand 
(1000) taking considerable amount of 
time,  

(4) a suitable compiler such as C that is 
capable of handling floating points and 
high speed of program execution and 
for ease of coding was preferred to 
other programming languages,  

(5) on board Analog to Digital Converter 
and Digital to Analog Converter were 
required to create a hardware feedback 
loop of an IFT. The output of the 
motor is fed back to the input of the 
ADC and the input of the motor is fed 
by the DAC as will be indicated later.  

Such functionality is scarce in common 
microcontroller hardware. Hence a carefully 
search for the right hardware with features as 
shown above was necessary. Criterion used to 
decide on these features given above for 
selecting the microcontroller hardware for use 
in implementation of the IFT was derived from 
Visual Basic Program used in a previous IFT 
project [1]. This also included the speed at 
which IFT ran without causing any problems. 
This estimate was arrived at by the number of 
arrays used in the original IFT algorithm coded 
in Visual basic in [1]. There were about fifteen 
arrays declared as float variables that take four 
bytes of memory space each. Considering one 
thousand iterations required in the original 
algorithm, means the total memory required was 
six thousand (6000), four-byte words for all 
fifteen (15) arrays.  
In line with the characteristic requirement of a 
microcontroller for use in this research derived 
from above calculation a survey was conducted 
and the Motorola DSP56F807 and ARM7024 
microcontrollers were chosen for use in this 
research mainly due to its good characteristics 
as outlined above. The DSP56F807C 
architecture is a 16-bit multiple-bus processor 
designed for efficient real-time digital signal 

processing and general purpose computing 
hence making it easy to code advanced 
algorithm such as IFT or MUC. It is composed 
of functional units that operate in parallel to 
increase the throughput of the machine hence 
decreasing the execution time of each 
instruction. For example it is possible for the 
data arithmetic logic unit (ALU) to perform a 
multiplication in a first instruction, for address 
generation unit (AGU) to generate up to two 
addresses for a second instruction, and for a 
program controller to be fetching a third 
instruction. This feature parallel operation 
normally does not exist in non DSP 
microcontrollers. 
The ARM7024 on the other hand has similar 
characteristics except that it is a common 
microcontroller (it is not a DSP). It has both 
ADC and DAC imbedded into it.  
Research has revealed that microcontrollers are 
already in use in implementing proportional-
integral-differential (PID) controllers. This 
observation is based on the number of hits 
(19500 hits) obtained from the Google scholar 
search engine for the term ‘PID’ or ‘PID and 
implement’. There were 87 hits for 
microcontroller based Model Reference 
Adaptive Control and none for IFT. It is still not 
known whether a microcontroller 
implementation of the IFT algorithm does exist 
indicating that IFT is a new technique still in 
active research and has not been 
commercialized yet. Hence, implementation of 
an IFT algorithm into microcontroller if 
achieved could lead to the development of an 
economical and optimal controller. This is an 
important objective for industrial control and 
will form a base-case against which other 
similar techniques could be compared. 
 
3 Simulation of IFT and MUC Algorithms 
The simulation of IFT and MUC algorithms 
were conducted using the ARM7024 
microcontroller. The algorithms were coded in 
C language of the microcontroller. 
The IFT control of DC Motor model obtained 
from the step response of the DC Motor is given 
in equation (3.1). The graphs of the output 
response of the said model with its desired 
model are depicted below to demonstrate the 
optimization of controller parameters. 
The details of various models are being 
reproduced here for ease of reference. 
The process model is  
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g(s) = 
s7.61

75.17
+

 [v/v]                       (3.1) 

The desired response model is  

m(s) = 
s41

1
+

 [v/v] 

The controller was initialized to  

k(s) = 
s

s04.002.0 +  [v/v] 

and subsequently converged to  

k(s) = 
s

s0.30.3 +  [v/v] 

The two responses of desired model, ymta in 
purple and the output response, yta in blue are 
indicated in figure 3.1. The responses were 
obtained from the two runs (i.e. a run is a 
complete cycle of the IFT algorithm) of the IFT 
algorithm.  
 
3.1 Simulation Results of IFT control of the 
DC Motor  
In the first run Ymta is a fast and damped with a 
settling time of 10s while yta is slow and 
damped having a settling time of 54s. the closed 
loop is approximately 1v. This is true since the 
heavy disc model has its pole closer to the unit 
circle in the z-plane compared to the pole of the 
desired model. 

 
 
Figure 3.1 Output response, yta & ymta of 
the DC Motor simulation. 
 
The most important point here is the action of 
the plant adapting to that of desired model a key 
concept of the IFT algorithm. This phenomenon 
begins to manifest itself in the second run of the 
IFT algorithm because of the action of the IFT. 
In the second run of the IFT algorithm, yta 
becomes faster than ymta but settles 4s latter 

than the desired model (at approximately 14s) 
an improvement from the response of yta in the 
first run which takes 54s to settle. This is a 
demonstration that controller parameters are 
being optimized. 
But it is observed that the model did not 
converge to the desired model. The reason could 
be the problem of non-minimum phase pole-
zero cancellation that occurs especially when 
the desired model is fixed and not let to adjust 
as the controller parameters are being adapted. 
This phenomenon is easily explained using a PI 
controller given below: 

k(s) = 
s

s10 ρρ +  [v/v]  (3.2) 

Hence  

k(s)*g(s) = 
s

s10 ρρ + * 
Ts+1

1
 [v/v]    (3.3) 

Equation (6.2) can result in pole-zero 

cancellation if T=
0

1

ρ
ρ

 since 

k(s)*g(s) =
Tss

s

+

+

1
1*

)1(
0

1
0 ρ

ρ
ρ

 = 
s

0ρ  

[v/v]  (3.4) 
 
pushing the pole to the origin therefore making 
it an integrator and this was the case since the 
parameters were equal after convergence. This 
explains the outcome of the response being very 
fast and not materializes as expected. It entails 
then that even with many IFT runs the plant 
model would not have converged to the desired 
model. 
 
3.2 Simulation Results of MUC control of the 
DC Motor  
Similarly, MUC control of the DC Motor model 
obtained from the step response of the DC 
Motor is simulated. The graphs of the output 
responses of the said model are depicted below. 
MUC has no desired model in its algorithm. Its 
convergence is triggered by performance 

specification, J~ ( ),0[0), t∈∀≤ ττθ  when 
its condition is satisfied. In view of the results 
that are presented below indicates only the 
output response, y. 
The initial conditions of the simulation for 
MUC are reproduced here for ease of reference. 
The process model is  
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g(s)= 
s7.61

75.17
+

 [v/v] 

The controller was initialized to  

k(s) = 
s

s0.100.10 +  [v/v] 

and subsequently converged to  

k(s) = 
s

s3.02.4 +  [v/v] 

 

 
Figure 3.3 MUC Output response, y of the 
DC Motor simulation 
 
4. Conclusion 
This paper has investigated the feasibility of 
implementing the IFT and MUC algorithms on 
a microcontroller. The analysis and simulations 
carried out indicate that both are feasible to be 
implemented on a microcontroller. MUC 
converges faster than the IFT.  
IFT can make a good automatic controller 
tuning system as opposed to being applied as a 
speed control of a DC Motor which is required 
to run at constant speed.  
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Abstract - Many learning algorithms rely on distance 
metrics to receive their input data. Research has shown that 
these metrics can improve the performance of these 
algorithms. Over the years an often popular function is the 
Euclidean function. In this paper, we investigate a number of 
different metrics proposed by different communities, 
including Mahalanobis, Euclidean, Kullback-Leibler and 
Hamming distance. Overall, the best-performing method is 
the Mahalanobis distance metric. 

Keywords 
Kullback-Leibler distance, Euclidean distance, Mahalanobis 
distance, Manhattan distance, Hamming distance, Minkowski 
distance, Nearest Neighbor. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Nearest Neighbor algorithms are examples of 

instance-based learning which simply retain the entire 
training set during learning. Unlike other common 
classifiers, these algorithms do not build a classifier in 
advance. When a new sample arrives, the algorithm finds 
the neighbors nearest to the new sample from the training 
space based on a distance metric. 

Distance functions, or distance metric learning 
functions are to learn distance metrics for input data from 
a given collection of pair or similar/dissimilar points that 
preserves the distance relation among the training data. 
This paper focuses on local, supervised distance metric 
learning useful for K nearest neighbor (KNN) classifiers. 
We are interested in answering the following question: 
Which distance function should be selected to produce a 
more accurate output when applied to KNNs? We seek the 
answer from theoretical analysis and experimental results. 
Research has shown that Euclidean distance is the mostly 
widely used function in practice [14, 17, 18], although 

Cover and Hart [5] state that any function can be used. 
Choosing the correct function however, ultimately dictates 
the success or failure of any learning algorithm. 

In this paper we focus on distance metrics from two 
classes: (1) metrics which do not involve any 
normalization of the components - Euclidean, 
Mahalanobis, Manhattan (city block), Hamming and 
Minkowski, and (2) entropy based measures namely 
Kullback-Leibler, the most widely used theoretical metric 
[10]. We propose to compare the performance of these six 
distance metrics when applied to Nearest Neighbor 
Algorithms. We compute the confusion matrix from each 
function which is analyzed. We found that the expected 
performance of each is not the final result.   From 
theoretical analysis and experimental results, we found 
that there are more similarities among most of the six 
functions than differences. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the 
six distance functions are described.   Section 3 highlights 
work already done in the area. In Section 4 the theoretical 
analysis and experimental results for the six distances are 
presented. Finally section 5 discusses the conclusion. 

II. DISTANCE 
To define a distance is equivalent to defining rules to 

assign positive numbers between pairs of objects. Let, 
therefore, a, b, and c be three vectors with j elements each. 
A distance is a function which associates to any pair of 
vectors a real positive number, denoted d(a,b), which has 
the following properties [1]:- 
 

d ( a , a )  =  0  ( 1 )  
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d ( a , b )  =  d ( b , a )  
d(a,b )  d (a ,c)+ d (c,b )                      

(1) 
 
There are many learning systems that depend upon a good 
distance function to be successful.  The following defines 
the six distance metrics used in this paper. 
 
A. Kullback-Leibler Distance 

The Kullback-Leibler distance is a natural distance 
function from a true probability distribution p to a target 
probability q. It is also known as relative or mutual entropy 
and is defined as 

2
1

( , ) lo g
n

i
i

i i

pK L p q p
q

 
   

 
                    (2) 

where n is the number of levels of the variables. 
 
B. Euclidean Distance 

The Euclidean distance computes the real straight line 
distance between two points, i.e. it measures the ‘as-the-
crow-flies’ distance. If p = {p1,. . ., pn} and q={q1, . ., qn} 
the Euclidean distance is defined as: 
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C. Manhattan Distance 
 The Manhattan distance is also known as the 
“absolute value” or city block distance. It computes the 
distance that would be traveled to get from one data point 
to the other if a grid-like path is followed. It is the sum of 
the differences of their corresponding components. The 
Manhattan distance is defined as: 
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D. Hamming Distance 
 Hamming distance or the symmetric difference 
distance is a set of operations which associates to two sets 
a new set made of the elements of these sets that belong to 
only one of them. Elements that belong to both sets are 
excluded. It gives the number of the elements of the 
symmetric difference set. It is defined as: 
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              (5) 

if p and q are vectors consisting of zeroes and ones. 
Hamming distance is equal to the number of positions 
where the bit patterns are different. 
 
E. Mahalanobis Distance 
 The Mahalanobis distance is based on the correlations 
between variables. It is defined as: 
 

         1( , ) T
i i i iMD p q p q V p q                     

(6) 
 
where V is the covariance matrix of A1..Am and Aj is the 
vector of values for attribute j occurring in the training set 
instances 1..n. 
 
F. Minkowski Distance 
 The Minkowski distance or p-distance between two 
strings is the geometric distance between two inputs and 
uses a variable scaling factor, r.  It is widely used for 
measuring similarity between objects (e.g., images) and is 
defined as:  
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(7) 

III. RELATED WORK 
 Since 1981 researchers have tried to compare different 
similarity measures. Noreault et al. [11] looked at 
evaluating the performance of measures, empirically. 
Further Jones and Furnas [9] studied several similarity 
measures in the field of information retrieval. In 
particular, they performed a geometric analysis on 
continuous measures in order to reveal important 
differences which would affect retrieval performance. 
Further comparative studies were done by Zwick et al. [19] 
focusing on Fuzzy sets. 
 A detailed study of heterogeneous distance functions 
(for data with categorical and continuous attributes) was 
carried out by Wilson and Martinez[16]. They did this for 
instance based learning. Their study was based on a 
supervised approach where each data instance had class 
information in addition to a set of categorical/continuous 
attributes. 
 The latest set of research has been done by Qian et 
al.[12] who compared the Euclidean and Cosine Angle 
distances for nearest neighbor queries in high dimensional 
data spaces and Boriah et al. [4] who looked at the 
performance of a variety of similarity measures in the 
context of a specific data mining task: outlier detection. 
 

IV. COMPARISON ANALYSIS 
A. Theoretical Analysis 

Euclidean and Mahalanobis 
The Euclidean norm of p yields the equation of a spheroid. 
This means that all components of an observation p 
contribute equally to the Euclidean distance of x from the 
center. Taking variability of that variable into account we 
get the distance between p and q in Euclidean as: 
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where 2 2( . . )i nD d i a g s s .  
 
We then take the correlation between variables into 
account. To do this the axes of ellipsoid are used to reflect 
this correlation. This is obtained by allowing the axes of 
the ellipsoid at constant distance to rotate. This yields the 
Mahalanobis distance (fig. 1). Thus if V in (6) becomes a  

 
Fig. 1. Conversion of Euclidean to Mahalanobis 

 

d x d identity matrix the Mahalanobis distance is defined 
as the Euclidean distance. If V is diagonal, then the 
resulting distance measure is called the normalized 
Euclidean distance and is defined as: 
 

 2
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p q





                       

(9) 

where 
i  is the standard deviation of the xi over the 

sample set. Mahalanobis is different from Euclidean 
because it takes into account the correlations of the data 
sets and is not dependent on the scale of measurements. It 
therefore generalizes the Euclidean function [6]. 

 

The Minkowski Relation 
 The degree r in the Minkowski distance (7) can take 
any number. When r = 1 the distance function is called the 
Manhattan distance. If the vectors, when r = 1, are binary 
numbers, the distance becomes the Hamming distance. 
When r is equal to 2, we obtain the usual Euclidean 
distance. Euclidean and Manhattan are therefore apart of 
the Minkowski family of distance metrics. 

 In this family the higher the value of r, the greater the 
importance given to large differences. Thus, when r = 1 or 
L1 there is equal importance to all differences while when r 
= 2 or L2 the distance metric takes into account only that 
component for which the difference is maximum. These 

are Manhattan and Euclidean respectively. When 
calculating Manhattan also deals with the sum of distance 
along each  

 

Fig. 2. Difference between Manhattan and Euclidean distances 

 

Fig. 3. Sample Signal Set 

 

dimension while Euclidean corresponds to the length of 
the shortest path between two points as shown in fig. 2. 

B. Experimental Analysis 
 In order to do the study effectively data was collected 
for analysis. This data, taken from different sites are of two 
types - real and artificial. All data is comprised of EEG 
data signals. The artificial data is made of six different 
data sets, each containing at least 1,000 points per vector 
(fig 3). The data sets are of two types – mixed with noise 
and independent from noise. These were taken from the 
RADICAL ICA algorithm site 
http://www.cs.umass.edu/~elm/ICA/. 
 

 Real data sets comprised EEG signals from both 
human and animals. These data have been acquired using 
the Neuroscan or Neurofax software.  The human data set 
is a collection of 32-channel data from 14 subjects (7 
males, 7 females) who performed a go-nogo categorization 
task and a go-no recognition task on natural photographs 
presented very briefly (20 ms). Each subject responded to a 
total of 2500 trials. The data is CZ referenced and is 
sampled at 1000 Hz. This data set can be found at 
http://sccn.ucsd.edu/~arno/fam2data/publicly_available_E
EG_data.html.  
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 Each data set passes through the k-nearest neighbor 
code. This produces a confusion matrix of the set and a 
classification rate (%). The confusion matrix is used to 
compute the classification accuracy and to identify 
misclassified areas. The Friedman test is then preformed 
on each resulting matrix and the results  are passed 
through a multiple comparison test. 
 

Performance on Nearest Neighbor  
Each distance metric is used to determine a resulting 

nearest neighbor matrix. Each produces such a matrix but 
at different processing times. Fig. 4 shows results of  
processing times for all six. We find that as the data sets 
increase the processing times also increase, however, the 
rate remains the same. Results also show that the 
performance rate for each of Lm distances are relatively the 
same with Euclidean distance having the largest rate. 

When the metrics are calculated it is the findings that 
the matrices that contain the vectors containing the 
distances   between each pair of observations in data 
matrices are the same for the Minkowski distance and the 
Euclidean distance metrics. The others except for the 
Hamming, which produces matrices containing bits, differ. 

The Nearest Neighbor code generates a confusion 
matrix for each distance metric calculation. If the data set 
is M x N this matrix is N x N in size showing in Table 1 
with the ‘true’ class in rows and the ‘predicted’ class in 
the columns. The diagonal elements represent correctly 
classified compounds while the cross-diagonal elements 
represent misclassified compounds. The table also shows 
the accuracy of the classifier as the percentage of correctly 
classified compounds in a given class divided by the total 
number of compounds in that class. Table 1 shows the first 
ten rows in the first column of a confusion matrix based on 
the Hamming Distance.  
 The classification rate is calculated as 

  100 /rate matC diag c x M               (10) 

where M is the number of rows and cmat is the confusion 
matrix. It was found that the rate varied and ranged from -
3.7899 in Mahalanobis to 47.9836 in Euclidean, using the 
2D mixed data set. It was also found that Kullback-Leibler 
did not produce the lowest rate; it was13.2525, one of the 
highest rates. 

TABLE 1 

FIRST 10 ROWS-CONFUSION MATRIX (2 TYPES OF DATA SET)  

2 row independent  2 row mixed 

0.0938 -0.0758 

0.5272 0.6028 

0.1873 0.2171 

0.6460 0.6357 

-0.6883 -0.6491 

0.2188 0.1521 

0.2063 0.0671 

-0.0467 -0.0509 

0.6408 0.5912 

0.0006 0.0218 
 

 The Friedman Test 
The Friedman test is frequently called a two-way 

analysis on ranks and is used to detect differences in 
treatments across multiple test attempts. It is at the same 
time a generalization of the Sign-Test and the Spearman 
Rank Correlation Test and test models the ratings of n 
(rows) judges on k (columns) "treatments". The test is used 
to test if the means of the distance functions are totally 
matched when the distribution of the underlying 
population is not specified. 

The hypothesis being tested is that all the methods 
have equal mean total matches, and the alternative 
hypothesis is that all methods do not have equal mean total 
matches. It is our findings that of the six functions 
Manhattan and Kullback-Leibler produced slightly higher 
means in each data set (fig. 5). It also shows that as the 
data sets increase in the number of vectors the error in 
each increased, however it showed that it increased more 
in Euclidean, Manhattan and Hamming as the dimensions 
increased (fig. 4). 

It was also seen that the results changed when the data 
set types changed.  Figure 7 shows the Friedman Test table 
of a independent data set while figure 6 shows a simpler 
set that was mixed with noise. It can be seen that the 
probability of having a Chi-square and the error calculated 
on the mean increase when an independent dataset is used 

 

 Multiple Comparison Test 
 Once the Friedman test is completed the resulting 
statistics are used in the Multiple Comparison Test. This 
test is done using the Tukey-Kramer Method. This method 
is chosen over Scheffé, Bonferoni and Sidák because it 
produces smaller critical values and it controls the 
experiment wise error rate at approximation  very well 
[7].  
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Fig. 4. Performance Rate of The Six Functions 

 
Fig. 5. Mean Values for 2D mixed data set 

 

The hypothesis being tested is based on the results 
from the Friedman Test. We wish to prove that since there 
are differences in the mean for the Friedman Test it will be 
the same behavior in the Comparison Test. 

 In this test the minimum significant difference (MSD) 
is calculated for each pair of means. If the observed 
difference between a pair of means is greater than the 
MSD, the pair  of means is significantly different. It was 
found that for all distance function, except Euclidean, all 
the mean column ranks were significantly different. For 
Euclidean there were only significant difference in a few 
columns. 
 When the error rates are examined the Kullback-
Leibler is considered to have the worst. It is found that the 
following is the order:- Mahalanobis < Minkowski family 
< Kullback-Leibler. Mahalanobis has the best since the 
error rate is controlled.  
 
 Discussion 
 Most nearest neighbor algorithms are based on the 
Euclidean distance function. In this paper, we examine six 
known distance metrics. Is it really necessary to use the 
Euclidean function? Our results indicate that Euclidean 
does not have the fastest performance rate or the best error 

rate. Overall Mahalanobis metric has the best performance 
when applied to nearest neighbor.  It has (1) a low 
performance rate; (2) performs well when data is 
controlled; (3) has a low classification rate; and, (4) its 
mean value is one which has a low increase rate as the 
number of 
 

 
Fig. 6. Friedman Test on a Kullback-Leibler mixed data set 

 

Fig. 7. Friedman Test on a Kullback-Leibler independent data set 

vectors increases. Research has also shown that based on 
Maximum Likelihood criteria Euclidean and Manhattan 
are proven to be optimal distances for Gaussian and 
Exponential data, respectively [9]. Mahalanobis on the 
other hand, is useful for both Gaussian and non-Gaussian 
data. It is also scale-invariant, i.e. not dependent on the 
scale of measurements which makes it approximate for 
applications with different types of measurements. 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
 Over the years Euclidean has been the distance metric 
of choice by most researchers, however we have observed 
from our experiments that Mahalanobis has the best 
performance of the six metrics studied. The Minkowski 
family of distances is not suitable for all applications. So 
why is Euclidean the distance of choice? This maybe 
because of (1) the ease of implementing the Euclidean 
distance and (2) researchers tend to assume data to be 
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Gaussian in distribution. Although Mahalanobis is the best 
of the six researchers may choose their distance metric 
based on their personal choice and the size and type of the 
datasets been used. For example if one does not have any 
prior knowledge the Euclidean function is usually 
recommended. If there is the need to capitalize on 
statistical regularities in data that maybe estimated from a 
large training set then Mahalanobis is best. 
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Abstract - The paper gives a new computational method for the 
determination of the geometrical dimensions of the helical gears 
with addendum modification based on the model of the sliding 
equalization at the beginning and at the ending of the meshing. In 
this model the sliding between the teeth’s flanks during the mesh-
ing is used to increase the lifetime of the gears by uniformization 
at the points where the differences are highest. The variations of 
the addendum modification values, at different axis angles and 
axis distances, are determined using the MATLAB computing 
environment. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The technical literature from the filed of gears gives different 
models or methods to determine the specific addendum modifi-
cation x1 and x2 in the case of planar gears [2], [3], [4] and [5]. 
The role of these addendum modifications is to rise the lifetime 
of the gear. In order to improve of the operating conditions, the 
models used at planar gears may be extended to spatial gears or 
helical gears. For the helical gears, the authors, have created 
two new computational models, that of the specific sliding 
equalization and that of the relative velocities equalization [6] 
at the points where de meshing starts and ends. These, are used 
to determine the addendum modifications and the rest of the 
geometrical parameters of the wheels of the helical gear. 
 

II. SLIDING COEFFICIENTS AT HELICAL GEARS 

Considering the drawing from Figure 1, the gearing line is ob-
tained by the intersection of the P1 and P2 tangent plans to the 
base cylinders. On this line, we have the A point, where the 
meshing begins, and the E point where the meshing ends. During 
the meshing process between the teeth flanks, on the gearing 
line, the relative velocity of the 1 tooth is varying in regard to the 
2 tooth. Because of this the sliding comes between the teeth 
flanks. The sliding between the teeth flanks can be evaluated 
with the help of the ζ12 and the ζ21 sliding coefficients [4]. ζ12 
measures the sliding of the 1 flank in regard to the 2 flank, while 
ζ21 measures the sliding of the 2 flank in regard to the 1 flank. 
The sliding coefficients are determined at A and E points which 
are the most far meshing points from the C point (pitch point) as 
here the sliding coefficients have the highest values. The deter-
mination of the sliding coefficients for the helical gear from Fig-
ure 1 at the point A, where the meshing begins, and at point E, 
where the meshing ends, was proved in [1].  

Considering the following expressions: 
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The sliding coefficients are determined in [1] with the (2) 

and the (3) expressions: 
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The xA, yA, zA and the xE, yE, zE used in (1), (2) and (3) are 

the coordinates of the A and E points from Figure 1 having the 
following expressions: 
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Here, rb1 and rb2 are the base circles radii; 

αtw1 and αtw2 are the pressure angles in the frontal 
plans of the gear wheels; 
αta1 and αta2 are the pressure angles in the frontal plans 
on the addendum circles determined by the expres-
sions αta1=arcos(rb1/ra1) and αta2=arcos(rb2/ra2); 
ra1 and ra2 are the radii of the teeth head circles; 
Σ the angle between the helical gears axes. 

 

 
Figure 1. The helical gear schema. 
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III. EQUALIZATION OF THE ζ12 AND ζ21 SPECIFIC SLIDING 

In order to equalize the specific sliding, in the A and the E 
points of the helical gear, we have the make the expressions 
from (2) and (3) equal. 

As the equalization criterion must be obtained for different Σ 
angles, we obtain the following system of nonlinear equations: 
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where βw1 and βw2 the helix angles on the rolling cylinders. 
 
The system obtained at (6) allows computing the variations 

of the helix angles on the pitch cylinders β1 and β2 with respect 
of the specific addendum modifications x1 and x2 at given val-
ues of the Σ angle between the axes of the helical gears.  

 

III.  DETEREMINATION OF THE GEOMETRICAL DIMENSIONS OF 
THE HELICAL GEAR 

The geometrical relations used to compute the dimensions of 
the 1 and the 2 helical wheels are: 

 
- the diameters of the pitch circles: 
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- the teeth declination angles on the base cylinders: 
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- the number of the teeth of the equivalent wheels: 
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- the meshing angle at normal plan: 
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- the teeth declination angles on the rolling cylinders: 
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- the meshing angles at frontal plans: 
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- the specific cutback of the tooth head: 
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- the profile angles of the basic rack at frontal plans of the 

1 and 2 helical wheels: 
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- the diameters of the base circles for the 1 and the 2 

wheel: 
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- the diameters of the rolling circles for the 1 and the 2 

wheel: 
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- the diameters of the head circles for the 1 and the 2 

wheel: 
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- the diameters of the foot circles for the 1 and the 2 

wheel: 
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In order to solve the nonlinear system from (6) the expres-

sions from (7) - (25) must be computed. If the x1, x2, z1, z2, αn, 
ha

*, c*, mn, and the Σ values are given, a set of the β1 and β2 
values are obtained while the ζ12A and ζ21E values are the same, 
and the sum of βw1 and βw2 is equal to Σ. When obtaining the 
numerical solutions the distance between the wheels (a = rw1 + 
rw2) axes however is not an integer number. When manufactur-
ing the wheels this would be one of the desired conditions. For 
this the (6) system can be rewritten in two ways: 
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where a from (19) is a given distance between the axes, or an 

integer value at (20).  
 

IV. NUMERICAL REZULTS WITH AND WITHOUT THE 
EQUALIZATIONS OF THE SPECIFIC SLIDING 

The data from Table I - Table IV are computed, based on a 
MATLAB application, for the following input data: z1=20, 
z2=40 (the number of the teeth), αn=200, ha

*=1 (the height coef-
ficient from head of the tooth), c*=0.25 (the clearance coeffi-
cient from the head of the tooth), mn=4mm (the normal module 

of the gear), Σ=900. The values for the specific x1 and x2 ad-
dendum modifications were chosen so that no interferences 
would appear at the head and at the based of the teeth. 

The values from Table I are showing the results obtained for 
the specific sliding without equalization. The (19) system is 
solved without the first equation. The x1 and x2 values are giv-
en, and the β1 and β2 values are obtained, while Σ, the angle 
between the axes, is 900 and a, the distance between the axes, is 
170 mm. Table I shows clearly that the ζ12A and ζ21E values are 
not equal and because of this difference the wearing of the 
wheels will not be uniform. Always, the wearing of one wheel 
will be higher and this way that wheel will crash faster. 

The values from Table II are computed from the (6) system. 
The x1 and x2 values are given, and the β1 and β2 values are 
obtained, while Σ, the angle between the axes, is 900 and the 
equalization of the specific sliding is made. Although the equa-
lization succeeds, the distance between the axes of the wheels 
is not an integer values (and as sometimes we prefer integer 
values instead of real ones). 

The values from Table III are computed from the (19) sys-
tem. The x1 value is given, and the x2, β1 and β2 values are ob-
tained, while Σ, the angle between the axes, is 900 and a, the 
distance between the axes, is 170 mm.  

The values from Table IV are computed from the (20) sys-
tem. The x1 value is given, and the x2, β1 and β2 values are ob-
tained, while Σ, the angle between the axes, is 900 and a, the 
distance between the axes, is an integer value. As shown in 
Table IV the distance between the axes will have some varia-
tion (170 mm - 175 mm) and this way we can cover an integer 
domain of distances.  

The fsolve() function from MATLAB’s Optimization Tool-
box is used to find the roots of each of the nonlinear systems. 
MATLAB allows the solving of the nonlinear equations using 
more algorithms. This application is using the ‘Trust-region 
dogleg algorithm’. The solutions from the tables were found 
for the following start values: x2 = 0.0, β1 = 450, β2 = 450.  
 

 

 
TABLE I 

VARIATION OF THE SPECIFIC SLINDING AT THE A AND THE E POINTS FOR Σ=900 AND a = 170 mm 
x1 x2 β1(0) β2(0) ζ12A ζ21E βw1(0) βw2(0) Σ(0) a = rw1+rw2 

(mm) 
-0.20 -0.400 43.954 46.949 2.353 2.099 43.526 46.474 90 170 
-0.15 -0.300 44.127 46.549 2.324 2.122 43.803 46.197 90 170 
-0.10 -0.200 44.310 46.141 2.294 2.146 44.091 45.909 90 170 
-0.05 -0.100 44.503 45.722 2.265 2.170 44.393 45.607 90 170 

0 0 44.709 45.291 2.234 2.195 44.709 45.291 90 170 
0.05 0.100 44.928 44.847 2.204 2.221 45.041 44.959 90 170 
0.10 0.200 45.164 44.386 2.173 2.249 45.392 44.608 90 170 
0.15 0.300 45.419 43.906 2.141 2.278 45.765 44.235 90 170 
0.20 0.400 45.697 43.402 2.108 2.308 46.165 43.835 90 170 
0.25 0.500 46.004 42.870 2.074 2.341 46.598 43.402 90 170 
0.30 0.600 46.349 42.299 2.039 2.378 47.073 42.927 90 170 
0.35 0.700 46.745 41.677 2.001 2.419 47.604 42.396 90 170 
0.40 0.800 47.215 40.980 1.960 2.468 48.217 41.783 90 170 
0.45 0.900 47.810 40.157 1.913 2.530 48.965 41.035 90 170 
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0.50 1.000 48.693 39.044 1.851 2.622 50.018 39.982 90 170 
0.55 1.100 50.101 37.307 1.764 2.780 51.632 38.273 90 170 
0.60 1.200 49.862 37.087 1.766 2.760 51.527 38.137 90 170 
0.65 0.325 46.539 41.996 1.962 2.486 47.331 42.669 90 170 
0.70 0.350 46.745 41.677 1.940 2.515 47.604 42.396 90 170 
0.75 0.375 46.968 41.340 1.917 2.547 47.898 42.102 90 170 
0.80 0.400 47.215 40.980 1.893 2.582 48.217 41.783 90 170 
0.85 0.425 47.492 40.590 1.868 2.620 48.568 41.432 90 170 
0.90 0.450 47.810 40.157 1.842 2.664 48.965 41.035 90 170 
0.95 0.475 48.193 39.659 1.813 2.715 49.429 40.571 90 170 

1 0.500 48.693 39.044 1.778 2.781 50.018 39.982 90 170 
 

TABLE II 
EQUALIZATION OF THE SPECIFIC SLINDING FOR Σ=900 AND a IS REAL (mm) 

x1 x2 β1(0) β2(0) ζ12A ζ21E βw1(0) βw2(0) Σ(0) a = rw1+rw2 
(mm) 

-0.20 -0.400 45.416 45.509 2.218 2.218 44.954 45.046 90 168.3974 
-0.15 -0.300 45.294 45.396 2.218 2.218 44.949 45.051 90 168.7433 
-0.10 -0.200 45.173 45.284 2.217 2.217 44.945 45.055 90 169.0867 
-0.05 -0.100 45.055 45.172 2.216 2.216 44.942 45.058 90 169.4278 

0 0 44.938 45.062 2.215 2.215 44.938 45.062 90 169.7668 
0.05 0.100 44.823 44.952 2.213 2.213 44.935 45.065 90 170.1038 
0.10 0.200 44.710 44.843 2.211 2.211 44.933 45.067 90 170.4389 
0.15 0.300 44.598 44.734 2.208 2.208 44.931 45.069 90 170.7724 
0.20 0.400 44.487 44.627 2.205 2.205 44.929 45.071 90 171.1042 
0.25 0.500 44.378 44.520 2.202 2.202 44.928 45.072 90 171.4346 
0.30 0.600 44.270 44.413 2.199 2.199 44.927 45.073 90 171.7635 
0.35 0.700 44.163 44.308 2.195 2.195 44.926 45.074 90 172.0911 
0.40 0.800 44.058 44.202 2.191 2.191 44.925 45.075 90 172.4175 
0.45 0.900 43.953 44.098 2.187 2.187 44.925 45.075 90 172.7427 
0.50 1.000 43.850 43.993 2.183 2.183 44.926 45.074 90 173.0668 
0.55 1.100 43.748 43.890 2.178 2.178 44.926 45.074 90 173.3898 
0.60 1.200 43.647 43.786 2.174 2.174 44.927 45.073 90 173.7119 
0.65 0.325 43.323 45.273 2.198 2.198 44.001 45.999 90 172.9000 
0.70 0.350 43.196 45.297 2.196 2.196 43.921 46.079 90 173.1515 
0.75 0.375 43.069 45.323 2.194 2.194 43.841 46.159 90 173.4047 
0.80 0.400 42.941 45.349 2.192 2.192 43.759 46.241 90 173.6597 
0.85 0.425 42.813 45.376 2.189 2.189 43.677 46.323 90 173.9166 
0.90 0.450 42.684 45.405 2.187 2.187 43.593 46.407 90 174.1754 
0.95 0.475 42.555 45.435 2.184 2.184 43.508 46.492 90 174.4362 

1 0.500 42.425 45.466 2.182 2.182 43.423 46.577 90 174.6991 
 

TABLE III 
EQUALIZATION OF THE SPECIFIC SLINDING FOR Σ=900 AND a = 170mm 

x1 x2 β1(0) β2(0) ζ12A ζ21E βw1(0) βw2(0) Σ(0) a = rw1+rw2 
(mm) 

-0.20 0.707 45.521 43.718 2.201 2.201 45.913 44.087 90 170 
-0.15 0.577 45.377 43.982 2.204 2.204 45.705 44.295 90 170 
-0.10 0.443 45.235 44.250 2.207 2.207 45.497 44.503 90 170 
-0.05 0.307 45.094 44.521 2.209 2.209 45.289 44.711 90 170 

0 0.167 44.954 44.795 2.212 2.212 45.080 44.920 90 170 
0.05 0.025 44.816 45.071 2.214 2.214 44.872 45.128 90 170 
0.10 -0.120 44.680 45.351 2.216 2.216 44.665 45.335 90 170 
0.15 -0.269 44.545 45.633 2.218 2.218 44.458 45.542 90 170 
0.20 -0.419 44.412 45.917 2.219 2.219 44.252 45.748 90 170 
0.25 -0.573 44.281 46.204 2.221 2.221 44.047 45.953 90 170 
0.30 -0.729 44.152 46.492 2.222 2.222 43.843 46.157 90 170 
0.35 -0.887 44.025 46.782 2.222 2.222 43.641 46.359 90 170 
0.40 -1.048 43.900 47.074 2.223 2.223 43.440 46.560 90 170 
0.45 -1.210 43.778 47.367 2.222 2.222 43.241 46.759 90 170 
0.50 -1.375 43.657 47.661 2.222 2.222 43.043 46.957 90 170 
0.55 -1.543 43.538 47.957 2.221 2.221 42.847 47.153 90 170 
0.60 -1.712 43.421 48.254 2.219 2.219 42.653 47.347 90 170 
0.65 -1.883 43.306 48.553 2.217 2.217 42.460 47.540 90 170 
0.70 -2.057 43.193 48.854 2.215 2.215 42.269 47.731 90 170 
0.75 -2.233 43.081 49.157 2.212 2.212 42.078 47.922 90 170 
0.80 -2.411 42.970 49.463 2.208 2.208 41.889 48.111 90 170 
0.85 -2.592 42.861 49.773 2.203 2.203 41.699 48.301 90 170 
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0.90 -2.777 42.752 50.087 2.198 2.198 41.509 48.491 90 170 
0.95 -2.965 42.643 50.409 2.191 2.191 41.318 48.682 90 170 

1 -3.159 42.534 50.739 2.183 2.183 41.125 48.875 90 170 
 

TABLE IV 
EQUALIZATION OF THE SPECIFIC SLINDING FOR Σ=900 AND a IS INTEGER (mm) 

x1 x2 β1(0) β2(0) ζ12A ζ21E βw1(0) βw2(0) Σ(0) a = rw1+rw2 
(mm) 

-0.20 0.707 45.521 43.718 2.201 2.201 45.913 44.087 90 170 
-0.15 0.577 45.377 43.982 2.204 2.204 45.705 44.295 90 170 

-0.1 0.443 45.235 44.250 2.207 2.207 45.497 44.503 90 170 
-0.05 0.307 45.094 44.521 2.209 2.209 45.289 44.711 90 170 

0 0.901 45.076 43.592 2.195 2.195 45.759 44.241 90 171 
0.05 0.761 44.924 43.876 2.198 2.198 45.535 44.465 90 171 
0.10 0.618 44.773 44.165 2.201 2.201 45.310 44.690 90 171 
0.15 0.471 44.623 44.458 2.204 2.204 45.084 44.916 90 171 
0.20 0.321 44.475 44.754 2.207 2.207 44.859 45.141 90 171 
0.25 0.941 44.467 43.796 2.190 2.190 45.346 44.654 90 172 
0.30 0.786 44.307 44.108 2.194 2.194 45.102 44.898 90 172 
0.35 0.627 44.149 44.426 2.197 2.197 44.858 45.142 90 172 
0.40 0.464 43.992 44.748 2.200 2.200 44.614 45.386 90 172 
0.45 1.112 44.006 43.746 2.181 2.181 45.136 44.864 90 173 
0.50 0.944 43.836 44.086 2.185 2.185 44.871 45.129 90 173 
0.55 0.771 43.668 44.431 2.189 2.189 44.605 45.395 90 173 
0.60 0.593 43.502 44.783 2.192 2.192 44.340 45.660 90 173 
0.65 0.409 43.337 45.139 2.196 2.196 44.075 45.925 90 173 
0.70 1.088 43.358 44.103 2.174 2.174 44.610 45.390 90 174 
0.75 0.898 43.178 44.482 2.179 2.179 44.321 45.679 90 174 
0.80 0.702 43.001 44.867 2.183 2.183 44.032 45.968 90 174 
0.85 0.500 42.827 45.258 2.187 2.187 43.743 46.257 90 174 
0.90 0.292 42.655 45.654 2.191 2.191 43.456 46.544 90 174 
0.95 1.002 42.676 44.588 2.169 2.169 43.997 46.003 90 175 

1 0.784 42.487 45.012 2.173 2.173 43.681 46.319 90 175 
 
 

VI.  CONCLUSIONS 

Analyzing the data sequences obtained in the four tables we 
must observe that not all of the solutions from Table III can be 
used. Some of the x2 values have high negative values that 
could lead to interferences at the base on the tooth. 

The design of the helical gears based on the model of specif-
ic sliding equalization at the points where the meshing begins 
and ends can be made with success based on the data from Ta-
ble II and Table IV. However, the results from Table IV should 
be preferred, as here, the distance between the axes, is obtained 
as an integer value. The equalization of the sliding coefficient 
conduces to uniform lubrication conditions and uniform wear-
ing at the teeth flanks. 

The application created in MATLAB allows the study of dif-
ferent helical gears where the specific addendum modifications 
are obtained based on the model of the specific sliding equali-
zations at the beginning and at the end of the meshing. As the 
more solutions are obtained these are given in a tabular form to 
help the designer to choose the most appropriate one for his 
project. If the designer has no special needs, the solution with 
the lowest equalized sliding coefficient values is recommended 
to be chosen in order to rise the lifetime of the gears. 
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Abstract. In this paper, we present an empirical study in 
which we hypothesize that the existence of Java ‘inner classes’ 
and class size are strong impediments to the data collector 
during manual data collection. We collected inner class and 
class size data from the classes of four Java open-source 
systems - first manually and then automatically (after the 
manual collection had finished) using a bespoke software tool.  
The data collected by the tool provided the benchmark against 
which errors and oversights in the manual data collection of 
these two features could be recorded. Results showed our 
initial hypotheses to be refuted – manual errors in data 
collection from the four Java systems arose not from the 
presence of inner classes or from class size but from variations 
in coding style, lack of  standards, class layout and 
disparateness of class feature declarations.     
 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
 
Knowledge of source code traits is often assisted by the 
collection of data. For example, collection of metrics 
whether automatically (using a software tool) or manually 
(using human subjects) and then analyzing the collected 
data can provide insights into trends in the construction and 
quality of software [1, 2, 3, 11]. For example, elimination 
of ‘bad smells’ in code [9] often requires a visual search 
amongst multiple declarations for groups of, or individual, 
types and their associated dependencies; scanning code for 
security vulnerabilities was the subject of a study by Viega 
et al. [22] with inner classes the key feature under scrutiny.  
In theory therefore, the quality of OO systems is aided by 
ensuring that their features conform to sound and accepted 
practice [13, 14]. Anecdotal evidence would thus suggest 
that the existence of constructs such as Java inner classes 
and large size classes (herein, size of a class is given by its 
number of attributes and methods) may adversely influence 
the effectiveness and accuracy of manual data collection 
from code by a developer.  Inner classes allow a nested 
class access to the attributes of the enclosing class and have 
been the subject of certain criticism because they add a 
level of complexity to the system [15, 20, 22]. In this paper, 

we explore whether the existence of inner classes and class 
size are impediments to the data collector during manual 
data collection of class features.  Data from four systems 
was collected both manually and automatically (using a 
tool) and results compared using statistical analysis.   
 
II. RELATED WORK 
 
The work described in this paper stems from three key 
motivating factors. First, evaluation of Java class features is 
an important and potentially valuable activity from a 
software engineering perspective. Yet, to our knowledge, 
no studies have attempted to evaluate the influence that 
inner classes and class size may have on the effectiveness 
of the manual data collection process. Second, the research 
follows two previous studies - a pilot study which found 
that the work of a data collector was severely hampered, 
and more errors were made in the data collection, from 
systems which consistently violated sound OO practice; for 
example, the frequent declaration of protected features in 
classes with no explicit inheritance links [17]. Also, a  
further study by the same authors in which a direct 
comparison between automatic and manual data collection 
found that the latter was significantly less error-prone than 
hypothesized [4].  Third, OSSs are now playing an 
increasing role in industrial practice and academic research 
[6, 21, 12]. While research into OSS is gaining momentum, 
we are still only starting to address important issues 
associated with software development [18]. In Counsell et 
al. [5], the question of inheritance and encapsulation in five 
C++ systems was addressed. Metrics were automatically 
collected for three of the systems analyzed therein.  The 
remaining two systems were not available electronically 
and, as a result, manual collection from paper sources was 
necessary.  Common trends were found across all five 
systems, suggesting that manual data collection does have 
credible uses as well as that described hereafter. Fenton and 
Pfleeger [7] describe manual recording as subject to bias, 
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whether deliberate or unconscious, but they do admit that 
sometimes there is no alternative to manual data collection.  
 
III. PRELIMINARIES    
 
A. Inner Classes  
Inner classes potentially add a level of complexity to a class 
by requiring the developer to follow the explicit nesting. 
Fig. 1 shows the basic structure of an inner class and how it 
fits inside an outer class. Class ‘Foo’ does not know that 
‘This_is_the_InnerClass’ exists. Methods in an inner class 
can access private attributes and methods of the outer class.  
 
class This_is_the_OuterClass{ 
............... 
 
// The enclosing class         
 
         class This_is_the_InnerClass{ 
          
         ........... 
         // The enclosed class  
 
         } 
} 
 
class Foo{ 
................ 
 
  // Class Foo has no knowledge of class  
  // This_is_the_InnerClass      
 
} 

 
Fig. 1. Structure inner class, an outer class and scope 

 
B. Application Domains Studied 
The choice of the Java systems was influenced strongly by 
previous research into four corresponding C++ systems.  In 
Counsell et al. [5], a C++ framework, a C++ compiler and 
two C++ libraries were investigated for trends in their 
encapsulation and inheritance patterns.  For consistency 
across empirical studies and comparison purposes, we 
selected the four Java systems on the same basis.  Finally, 
we note that the same Java systems were used in previous 
studies [5, 22, 23]. The systems investigated were: 
 

1. System One: the Bean Scripting Framework 
(BSF). an architecture for incorporating scripting 
into Java applications/applets; contains 65 classes.  

2. System Two: Barat. A compiler front-end for 
Java. A framework that supports static analysis of 
Java programs. It parses Java source code files and 
class files and builds a complete abstract syntax 
tree from Java source code files, enriched with 
name and type analysis information; contains 407 
classes.  

3. System Three: Libjava. The language sub-library 
set of 89 Java classes available from the public 
domain at the Gnu gcc website (www.gnu.org).  

4. System Four: the Swing Java Package Library. 
This system provides a set of Java components 
that, to the maximum degree possible, execute 
consistently on all platforms; contains 1248 
classes. 

 
C. Data Collected  
In total, fifteen class-level metrics were collected for each 
of the classes, in each of the four systems as a basis for our 
analysis and comparison. The metrics represent three Java 
categories: metrics related to private features, metrics 
related to protected features and metrics related to public 
features. We consider every attribute and return type of a 
method as a primitive attribute or primitive method, 
respectively, if their types are taken from one of the 
following: int, long, float, double, short, char, byte, 
boolean, void. A non-primitive attribute is one that is 
defined as a class; again this is normally another class, but 
can equally be the class in which the attribute is defined. 
We define a non-primitive method as one whose return 
type is that of a class (which is normally a different class, 
but can equally be the same class in which the method is 
defined). The class-level metrics collected were: 
 

1. Number of private primitive attributes. 
2. Number of private non-primitive attributes. 
3. Number of private constructors. 
4. Number of private primitive methods. 
5. Number of private non-primitive methods. 
6. Number of protected primitive attributes. 
7. Number of protected non-primitive attributes.  
8. Number of protected constructors. 
9. Number of protected primitive methods. 
10. Number of protected non-primitive methods.  
11. Number of public primitive attributes. 
12. Number of public non-primitive attributes. 
13. Number of public constructors. 
14. Number of public primitive methods.  
15. Number of public non-primitive methods.  
 

An assumption in this paper is that, for conciseness, no 
distinction is made between under-counting and over-
counting of a class feature by the data collector. The former 
represents the case where, for example, there are 5 
primitive private attributes in a class and the data collector 
manually records only 3; the latter represents the case 
where, for example, for the 5 primitive private attributes, 
incorrectly, the collector manually records 6. A further 
assumption that we make in our study of the four systems is 
that the automatic data collection represents the correct 
values of the metrics. To support this assumption, results 
from the automatic collection were meticulously verified by 
visual inspection; both the automatic and manual 
collections were carried out by the same investigator 
consistently over the course of six months. As well as the 
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data upon which our error analysis could take place, the 
following data was also collected from each class (after the 
automatic and manual data collections had taken place):  
 
a) The number of inner classes within each class.  We 
hypothesize that the larger the number of inner classes 
belonging to an outer class is, the larger the number of 
manual errors made will be; b) The total number of 
attributes and methods for each class.  We hypothesize that 
the greater the size of a class is, the larger the number of 
manual errors made by the data collector will be.  
 
D. Summary Data 
Table 1 summarizes the number of classes in each of the 
four systems for which at least one manual error was made 
by the data collector in the collection of the fifteen metrics 
(and the percentage that this number represents out of the 
total number of classes in the system). It also shows the 
number of classes, from those containing at least one error, 
which contained at least one inner class (and the percentage 
of total classes in the system that this value represents).  
 
Table 1.  Errors found in each of the four Java systems 

 
System  No.≥ 

1 
Error 

% of 
Total 

No.≥ 
1 
Inner  

% of 
Total 

Max 
Error 

Max 
Inner 

BSF 8 12.31 2 3.08 2 1 
Barat 64 15.72 13 3.19 3 6 
Libjava 15 16.85 4 4.49 4 2 
Swing 104 8.33 81 6.49 10 16 
 
Finally, Table 1 shows the maximum value for, first, errors 
made by the data collector and, second, the number of inner 
classes in each system.  For example, the BSF system 
contains 8 classes, where at least one manual error was 
made, on the collection of the fifteen metrics previously 
described (i.e., 12.31% of the total number of classes in 
BSF). Of those 8 classes, 2 contained at least one inner 
class (i.e., 3.08% of the total number of classes in BSF). 
The maximum number of errors made for any single class 
was 2 and the maximum number of inner classes was 1.    
The most striking feature of Table 1 is the high proportion 
of classes belonging to BSF, Barat and Libjava, where 
errors were made (12.31%, 15.72% and 16.85%, 
respectively). For the Libjava system, this means that 
approximately one in every 6 classes caused an error to be 
made by the data collector. This contrasts with the 
corresponding value for the Swing system, where one in 12 
classes (8.83%) caused a manual collection error. This 
result indicates that size of a system does not have any 
significant bearing on the propensity of the data collector to 

make manual data collection errors. Swing clearly has the 
highest number of classes with at least one inner class and 
also has the largest error made across all four systems (10).     
 
IV. DATA ANALYSIS 
 
In the sequel, we describe the two hypotheses upon which 
our analysis rests. For each hypothesis, we state the null 
(H01 and H02) and alternative (HA1 and HA2) hypotheses.   
 
E. Hypothesis One 
Hypothesis  H01: the number of inner classes belonging to 
an outer class has no effect on the number of errors made 
by the data collector.  Hypothesis HA1: the larger the 
number of inner classes belonging to an outer class, the 
larger the number of errors made by the data collector.  
 
Table 2 shows the median, mean and standard deviation 
(SD) values for errors in classes containing at least one 
inner class (I) and for classes without any inner classes 
(NI). For example, for classes in the Barat system, the 
median number of errors for classes with at least one inner 
class was 2 with mean 1.85 and standard deviation 0.69. 
For classes not containing any inner classes, the median 
was 1, with mean 1.43 and standard deviation 0.57; ‘NC’ 
stands for ‘Not Computable’. (From Table 2, there appears 
to be a trend of fewer errors made by the data collector in 
classes without inner classes, deduced by comparing the 
mean values from Table 2.) Comparing the median values 
from Table 2 shows no particular trend towards classes 
with inner classes inducing any more errors than classes 
without inner classes. We note that the standard deviation 
values for NI in column 7 show a remarkable similarity 
unshared with the corresponding values for I (column 4).    
 

Table 2. Statistical summary values for errors 
 

System  Median 
I 

Mean 
I 

SD  
I 

Median 
NI 

Mean 
NI 

SD  
NI 

BSF NC 1.50 0.7
1 

1.5 1.50 0.5
5 

Barat 2 1.85 0.6
9 

1 1.43 0.5
7 

Libjava 1.5 2.00 1.4
1 

2 1.55 0.5
2 

Swing 1 1.90 1.7
3 

1 1.18 0.3
9 

 
Table 3 shows the correlation values (non-parametric) for 
Barat and Swing of: number of errors made by the data 
collector versus number of inner classes per outer class. 
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(We exclude correlation analysis of the other two systems 
because of their small sample size.) Both Kendall’s and 
Spearman’s correlation values are non-parametric (make no 
assumptions about the data distribution).  
 
 

Table 3. Correlation of errors versus inner classes 
 

System  Kendall’s Spearman’s 
Barat -0.63** -0.70** 
Swing 0.07 0.09 

 
For Barat, the correlation values are negative and 
significant at the 1% level (denoted by ‘**’ beside the 
correlation values). For Swing, the values are only 
marginally positive. The results suggest that hypothesis H01 
is not supported and the opposite of HA1 was found; inner 
classes were not an impediment to the data collector despite 
the high numbers of inner classes in each of the two 
systems. Less data collection errors were made by the 
manual data collector in the presence of inner classes. To 
strengthen the case for rejecting both H01 and HA1, we 
computed the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test for Barat. We 
compared the errors for classes with at least one inner class 
with the errors for classes without any inner classes (we 
make no assumption about the distribution of the two 
samples). The Z value of -2.60 was only found to be 
significant at the 1% level. (We observe that Z is bigger 
than 1.96 (ignoring the minus), so the test is significant at p 
< 0.05, [8]) The same computation for Swing revealed a Z 
value of -1.91, significant only at the 10% level. For the 
Swing system, and in harmony with the result for Barat, the 
presence of a high number of inner classes implies a very 
low number of errors were made by the data collector, in 
complete contrast to HA1.   On balance, on the evidence 
presented, we reject HA1 and yet we cannot find support for 
H01 either - the number of inner classes belonging to an 
outer class actually has a negative correlation (significant 
for one system) on the number of errors made by the data 
collector.  
 
F. Hypothesis Two 
Hypothesis H02: the size of a class has no bearing on the 
number of errors made by the data collector. Hypothesis 
HA2: the greater the size of a class, the larger the number of 
errors made by the data collector.  
 
Table 4 shows summary data of class size for all four 
systems. Looking at each system in turn, we see that the 
BSF system has minimum number of class features 2 and 
maximum 130. The mean number of features per class is 
30.23, the median 14 and the standard deviation 32.40. The 
values for the Barat system are comparable to those of 
BSF. From Table 4, we note that Libjava has, by far, the 

highest median value of 33, yet its mean class size is 
comparable to that of the other three systems. This suggests 
that classes in this system had relatively few large classes 
(and this is supported by the relatively low StD value for 
this system (24.64)). Finally, the wide variety of class size 
in the Swing system is illustrated by its low median, yet 
high mean and standard deviation values.  
 
Table 4. Summary data for class size in all four systems 

 
System Min Max Mean Median SD 
BSF 2 130 30.23 14 35.8

5 
Barat 2 130 28.12 13 32.4

0 
Libjava 2 90 35.00 33 24.6

4
Swing 1 215 35.16 18 39.7

4
 
Table 5 shows, for Barat and Swing, the correlation of the 
number of manual errors made by the data collector versus 
class size (again, we omit correlation analysis for the BSF 
and Libjava systems because of the small sample size).  
 

Table 5. Correlation of errors versus class size 
 

System  Kendall’s Spearman’s 
Barat -0.02 -0.03 
Swing 0.06 0.07 

 
Clearly, evidence from Table 5 suggests that class size 
seems to have little or no impact on the number of manual 
errors made by the data collector.  The correlation 
coefficients for both Swing and Barat are very low. Based 
on Table 5, we cannot find any support for Hypothesis HA2. 
We conclude in favour of H02 - the size of a class has no 
bearing on the number of errors made by the data collector. 
 
G. Inner Classes and Class Size 
One aspect of the analysis that we have not yet considered 
is the relationship between the number of inner classes and 
the size of a class. One question that this might address is 
whether the presence of inner classes influences, or is 
influenced by, class size.  Table 6 shows the correlation 
between inner classes and class size for Barat and Swing 
(the analysis includes classes with 0 inner classes).    
 

Table 6. Correlation of inner classes versus class size 
 

System Kendall’s Spearman’s 
Barat 0.01 0.00 
Swing 0.06 0.08 
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As suggested by the analysis in the previous sections, there 
is no apparent relationship between the number of inner 
classes and class size for either system according to the 
correlation values. In theory, we could argue that a class 
with many inner classes is likely to be a relatively cohesive 
class, since we would expect the functionality of the class 
as a whole to be focused on a specific task. We would also 
expect the same class to have low coupling, since much of 
the coupling that the class needed would realistically be 
satisfied by its inner class or classes.    
 
V. DATA COLLECTION IMPEDIMENTS  
 
Both hypotheses HA1 and HA2 were unsupported by our 
analysis. This was a surprising, yet interesting result to 
emerge from our analysis. If two seemingly obvious 
possibilities for the magnitude of manual errors have been 
discounted, then the natural question that arises is: ‘what 
class features did cause errors in the manual data 
collection to be made by the data collector?’ Subsequent 
visual inspection and recourse to notes made by the data 
collector (of the classes where most of the errors were 
made) identified a number of key trends which may 
account for the underlying reasons pertaining to data 
collection errors; we next discuss each of the four systems 
in turn, pointing to specific features that made the manual 
data collection process problematic in each case.  
 
H. The BSF System 
The BSF system has consistently shown itself to be a well-
written system that conforms to OO principles [5, 16]; the 
errors in BSF were, in fact, the lowest in terms of 
frequency and number of errors from all four systems (as a 
percentage of total classes, Swing was the least erroneous). 
Visually, classes in BSF tended to be well and consistently 
commented, well indented and well laid out. Collection of 
both private and public class features showed few errors; 
collection of private attributes was virtually error-free; only 
two errors were made in total during the collection of 
private features throughout the whole system, suggesting 
an easily comprehensible and easily digested layout at the 
head of each class. Moreover, the errors made in BSF did 
not discriminate against size; two errors were made in a 
class with just 2 features (i.e., sum of attributes and 
methods), namely, class IOUtils), as well as a class with 74 
features (class CodeBuffer).  In contrast to the other three 
systems, the data for BSF suggests no specific or obvious 
reason for the errors made by the data collector for this 
system. To reinforce the relatively low numbers of errors 
for this system, only six of the fifteen metrics collected 
provided the source of manual errors. For any manual 
process there will always be some natural element of error. 
Of the four systems analyzed, we believe that the majority 
of errors made for BSF fall into this category.       

 
I. The Barat System 
First, comment lines seem to exist in a haphazard style, 
with different commenting syntax and the tendency of 
developers to embed comments at inconsistent places 
within the code. One class: InnerClassVisitor contained 
three types of comment line style within the space of four 
lines of code/declarations. While we could, in theory, 
suggest that the more comments there are in code, the 
better the aid is to code comprehension by a developer, an 
alternative viewpoint is that comments can clutter up the 
code; Fowler [9] suggests that comment lines can also be a 
bad smell if their purpose for existing is not obvious. In the 
Barat system, the inconsistency of commenting seems to 
have had a strong influence on the tendency of the data 
collector to make data collection errors. Second, there was 
a tendency for the developers to interleave definitions of 
private, protected and public features. In other words, in 
contrast to the BSF system, there was a tendency in this 
system for the developers to add declarations in a 
haphazard and illogical manner. For example, a series of 
public declarations would be followed by a series of private 
declarations, followed by more public declarations and so 
on. Third, many errors could be attributed to an 
inconsistent style of class definition. For example, contrast 
the ClassImpl class of Barat (1 attributable manual error), 
containing zero code comments, with the InnerClassVisitor 
class of the same system (3 attributable manual errors) 
containing copious numbers of comment lines; we note that 
each of these classes was written by a separate developer).  
 
J.  The Libjava System  
Interestingly, many of the errors made for Libjava were 
mainly on public features. Only five of the fifteen metrics 
listed in Section 3.3 were the cause of any single error by 
the data collector (three of these were for public features). 
One explanation for the relatively large number of errors 
made in the public features of Libjava classes is that being 
a library-based system, as much scope as possible is given 
to the developer to tailor the classes used from the Library 
for his/her own purposes. Making declarations public in the 
first instance facilitates this tailoring process more easily. 
Consequently, we suggest that there are likely to be more 
public features in a library-based system than in a non-
library one and, mutatis mutandis, relatively more errors. 
Apart from this feature, Libjava is close to BSF in terms of 
accuracy of collection of all other metrics. While the 
research in this paper condones grouping of identical type 
declarations, e.g., bunching of private, protected and public 
declarations separately, one drawback of large numbers of 
grouped declarations is that (as we have previously noted 
for BSF) human errors will inevitably creep in as a result. 
This seems to be a feature of Libjava also.   
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K. The Swing System  
The Swing system is the largest of the four systems and the 
most error-prone in terms of manual errors. Thirteen of the 
fifteen metrics caused at least one error to be made by the 
data collector (private and protected constructors were the 
only two metrics that did not cause an error to be made). In 
common with the Libjava system, many of the errors for 
this system were for the public features of classes. In fact, 
over half of all errors for this system were made on public 
constructors and methods.  Overall, the Swing system 
exhibited the largest number of manual data collection 
errors. It is interesting that the results for Swing are in 
complete contrast to Libjava, the other library-based 
system. One suggestion as to why Swing was so error-
prone (and hence why it was so different to Libjava) is that 
the system may well have evolved to a greater extent and 
has thus been subjected to more maintenance effort. We 
note that the two occurrences of the aforesaid ten errors 
(Section 3.4) were for the classes MutableCaretEvent and 
JTextComponent. These two classes contained 16 and 106 
class members, respectively, again reinforcing the claim (of 
Hypothesis H02) that size of a class did not seem to unduly 
influence the propensity for errors to be made by the data 
collector.   
 
VI CONCLUSIONS  
 
In this paper, we investigated the propensity of a data 
collector to make manual data collection errors whilst 
collecting fifteen class metrics from four Java open-source 
systems. We hypothesized that inner classes and class size 
would be the main causes of such data collection errors – 
this was not found to be the case. Inconsistency in coding 
styles lay at the heart of the problem. The study thus 
highlights the problem that adoption of OSS presents, that 
is, different Java developers working on different classes 
and all adopting their own style of coding. We suggest that 
an important aspect of managing and coping with OSS 
software is to enforce a consistent style and arrangement of 
declarations in classes. It also highlights the importance of 
manual data collection as a vehicle for demonstrating 
software engineering ‘good’ and ‘bad’ practice, and the 
importance of studies focussing on data collection as an 
important software engineering discipline that can inform 
our understanding of software and its characteristics.  
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Abstract-Coupling is an omni-present and necessary feature of 

OO systems; ideally, classes with excessive coupling should be 
either refactored and/or removed from the system. However, a 
problem that immediately arises is the practical difficulty of 
effecting the removal of such classes due to the many coupling 
dependencies they have; it is often easier to leave classes where 
they are and ‘work around’ the problem. In this paper, we de-
scribe empirical coupling and size data of classes removed from 
multiple versions of four open-source systems. We investigated 
three related, research questions. First, does the amount of cou-
pling influence the choice of removed class? Second, does class 
size play a role in that choice? Finally, is there a relationship 
between the frequency with which a class is changed and its 
point of removal from a system? Results showed a strong ten-
dency for classes with low ‘fan-in’ and ‘fan-out’ to be candidates 
for removal. Evidence was also found of class types with high 
imported package and external call functionality being removed; 
finally, size, in terms of methods and lines of code did not seem 
to be a contributing factor to class removal. The research ad-
dresses an area that is often overlooked in the study of evolving 
systems, notably the characteristics and features of classes that 
disappear from a system. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Excessive class coupling has often been related to the ten-

dency for faults in software [1]. It is widely believed in the 
OO software engineering community that excessive coupling 
between classes creates a level of complexity that can com-
plicate subsequent maintenance and potentially lead to the 
seeding of (further) faults. In practice, a class that is highly 
coupled to many other classes is an ideal candidate for re-
engineering or removal from the system to mitigate current 
and potential future problems. Moreover, a highly coupled 
class is, other things remaining equal, likely to have grown to 
be a relatively large class (making it even more suitable theo-
retically for removal from the system). The paradox that im-
mediately arises, however, is that it is often easier to leave a 
highly coupled class undisturbed, than to attempt to remove 
it. In other words, the disadvantages associated with its re-
moval (i.e., the side-effects, re-work and re-test) outweigh the 
disadvantages of simply leaving the class where it is.  In this 
paper, we investigate versions of four Open Source Systems 
(OSSs) with particular reference to classes ‘removed’ during 
their evolution. We answer three related research questions. 
First, are classes removed from the system lowly or highly 
coupled relative to other classes in the same package? 

Second, are the same classes excessively large compared with 
the remaining classes in the package? Third, are removed 
classes changed frequently before they are removed? The 
paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the motiva-
tion for the research and related previous work. In Section 3, 
the systems under study are introduced together with an over-
view of the metrics collected. Section 4 presents an analysis 
of the data collected; Section 5 provides a discussion of the 
points raised by the study and finally, conclusions and future 
research are presented (Section 6). 

II. MOTIVATION AND RELATED WORK  
The research in this paper is motivated by a number of 

factors. First, we would always expect potentially proble-
matic classes to be re-engineered by developers through 
techniques such as refactoring [2]; however, practical reali-
ties (limited time and resources) mean that only when 
classes exhibit particularly bad ‘smells’ [2] are they dealt 
with. This paper explores the characteristics of classes re-
moved from a system, research that has not been touched on 
in any previous work that we know of. Throughout, we in-
terpret the term ‘removed’ to mean that either a class has 
been a) decomposed to form one or more newly named 
classes, b) moved to a different package and renamed or c) 
simply removed from the system because it is moribund.  
Second, there is no prior study that we know of which sug-
gests large classes with high coupling are removed any more 
or less frequently than small, low-coupled classes. Large 
classes may be a maintenance problem and hence candidates 
to be decomposed. On the other hand however, small classes 
are more portable (and hence moved more easily). Finally, 
while there has been some work on finding the optimal size 
of class [3], very little empirical research has investigated 
whether through analysis of removed classes, there is a 
coupling level beyond which action by the developer is 
usually triggered.  The research described in this paper re-
lates to areas of software evolution, coupling metrics, and 
the use of open-source software [4], [5]. In terms of soft-
ware evolution, the laws proposed by Lehman [6] have 
provided the basis for many evolutionary studies in the 
past. Evolution has also been the subject of simulation stu-
dies [7] and this has allowed OSS evolution to be studied 
in a contrasting way to that empirically. In terms of coupl-
ing, a framework for its measurement was introduced in 
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[8]; variations for different programming styles have also 
been proposed [9]. Li and Henry [10] support the view that 
excessive coupling makes maintenance and tracing more 
difficult. Chidamber and Kemerer proposed six OO metrics 
amongst which were the Response for a Class and Coupling 
between Objects coupling metrics [11].  Finally, this study 
contributes to an empirical body of knowledge on coupling 
and longitudinal analysis of which more studies have been 
urged [12], [13]. 

III. SYSTEMS AND METRICS  

Four systems were used as a basis of our study:  

1) Jasmin. A Java assembler which takes ASCII descrip-
tions of Java classes and converts them into binary Java .class 
files suitable for loading into a Java Virtual Machine. The 
system comprised 5 versions. It started with 5 packages and 
110 classes in the first version and had 5 packages and 130 
classes by the latest version.  

2) DjVu. Provides an applet and desktop viewer Java vir-
tual machine. The system comprised 8 versions. It started 
with 12 packages and 77 classes in the first version with 14 
packages and 79 classes in the latest version. 

3) pBeans. Provides automatic object/relational mapping 
(ORM) of Java objects to database tables. The system com-
prised 10 versions, with 4 packages and 36 classes in the 
first version and 10 packages and 69 classes in the latest 
version. 

4) Asterisk. The Asterisk Java system consists of a set of 
Java classes that allow you to easily build Java applications 
that interact with an Asterisk PBX Server. It supports the Fas-
tAGI protocol and the Manager API. This system includes 6 
versions. It started with 12 packages and 222 classes in the 
first version and ended with 14 packages and 277 classes in 
the final version. 

 
OO metrics usually capture properties of OO systems such 

as cohesion, inheritance, encapsulation, polymorphism, size 
or coupling [14]. For this study, the JHawk [15] tool was used 
to collect five coupling metrics. For each of the four systems, 
we collected five coupling metrics 1) Message Passing Cou-
pling (MPC): The number of messages passed among objects 
of a class; 2) PACK: Number of imported packages; 3) Num-
ber of EXTernal methods called (EXT): The more external 
methods that a class calls the more tightly bound that class is 
to other classes; 4) Fan In (FIN) and Fan Out (FOUT): FIN of 
a function is the number of unique functions that call the 
function. FOUT counts the number of distinct non-inheritance 
related class hierarchies on which a class depends. We also 
collected for each removed class the total number of methods 
(private, protected and public) and the lines of code (LOC) in 
each class as size measures.  

IV. DATA ANALYSIS  

The study comprises three research questions (RQ1, RQ2 
and RQ3), stated as follows: 

1) RQ1: Do removed classes contain significantly more or 
less coupling than other classes in the same package? This 
question is based on the belief that removed classes will tend 
to contain relatively small amounts of coupling when com-
pared with other classes in the same package. We take the 
median coupling values of each metric within each package 
as basis for our comparison. The median represents the mid-
point of all values for that metric. All values below the me-
dian would be ‘relatively’ low values and values above, rela-
tively ‘high’ values by comparison.       

2) RQ2: Are removed classes significantly ‘larger’ than 
other classes in the same package? This question is based on 
the belief that removed classes will tend to be small (in terms 
of their number of methods and LOC) when compared with 
other classes in the same package. Again, we take the median 
value for methods and LOC as a basis of our comparison. 

3) RQ3: Do removed classes tend to be modified significant-
ly before they are removed? This question is based on the belief 
that classes which are modified significantly through versions 
of the systems studied are more likely to be removed because 
they are causing frequent maintenance problems in the system. 

A. Research Question 1 (RQ1) 

Table 1 shows the values for the five coupling metrics 
expressed as values plus or minus the median for that pack-
age and in the version where the class was removed (the 
median metric value for the package and for that version of 
the system is shown in brackets after each value in each 
case; if classes are removed in different versions, the me-
dian values for that particular version are shown). For ex-
ample, the MPC value for class StackMapAttr was 25 great-
er than the median value of 6 for that package (i.e., it had 
value 31). Equally, the MPC for class Signed_num_token 
was 4.5 less than the median MPC of 4.5 in that package 
(i.e., zero). Since both StackMapAttr and StackMapFrame 
classes were removed in the same version they share the 
same set of median values given in the first row (this is not 
always the case). We have also highlighted the fact that 
classes are taken from different packages by alternating ita-
licized class values with bold un-italicized values.  So, the 
first two classes in Table 1 are from one package and the 
third class from a different package. We note also that the 
values in brackets represent the median for the whole pack-
age and therefore apply to all similar rows below it in the 
same table. For the Jasmin system, the three removed 
classes were all found in the fourth version (out of five). 
The first two removed classes are higher than the median for 
the coupling metrics. For the third class, all but one the same 
metrics are below the median.  Clearly, for this system, coupl-
ing exceeds the median in the majority of cases.  
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TABLE 1 
REMOVED CLASSES COMPARED TO MEDIAN (JASMIN) 

 

Removed Class MPC EXT PACK FOUT FIN 
StackMapAttr 25 (6) 13(5) 2 (1) 6 (0) 0 (0) 
StackMapFrame 15 7 2 2 3 
Signed_num_token -4.5 (4.5) -3.5 (3.5) -0.5 (1.5) -1.5 (1.5) 0 (0) 

 
For DjVu (Table 2), a number of different patterns emerge. 

First, it seems that when a class was removed, it tended to 
have relatively low (i.e. minus) MPC, EXT and PACK values 
compared with other classes (given by the median). For ex-
ample, seven of the twelve removed classes contained values 
of MPC significantly less than the median; five of the twelve 
removed classes contained 10 or less EXT values than the 
median. The same trend applies to the PACK metric. (It is 
relatively easy to remove a class that is lowly-coupled in 
terms of message passing and external calls.) Equally, with 
the exception of one class, the values of FOUT for this system 
are either 0 or negative. This is not always the case for FIN, 
suggesting a difference in emphasis between these two me-
trics when removing classes. A class with a higher FOUT 
than FIN is, in theory, easier to remove because it has fewer 
incoming dependencies than outgoing. Interestingly, only in 
four of the twelve cases does this occur in Table 2. Nonethe-
less, the values of FIN and FOUT are generally low; for two 
of the packages every FOUT value of removed classes is less 
than or identical to the median value.  Also of note are the 
exceptionally low values of MPC and EXT for the third pack-
age (each of the three classes in this package was removed in 
different versions because they each have their own set of 
median values). Overall, of the sixty values for all metrics in 
the table, 33 were negative and 7 equivalent to the median 
(value of zero in the table).  

TABLE 2 
REMOVED CLASSES COMPARED TO MEDIAN (DJVU) 

 

Removed Class MPC EXT PACK FOUT FIN 
GMapRect 12 (20) 3 (15) 0 (1) -1 (5) 4 (10) 
GRectMapper 7 1 -1 -5 -10 
LibRect -15 -10 1 -5 4 
Annotation -20 -15 -1 -5 0 
ByteVector 5.5 (20) 2(15) 0 (2) 0 (5) -2.5 (10.5) 
DataPool$ 
CachedInput-
Stream 

1.5 1 -2 0 -10.5 

IFFContext -9.5 -8 -1 -3 -7.5 

GMapOval -17 
(27) 

-7 
(17) 1 (1) 0 (4) 3 (0) 

GMapPoly 51 20 1 1 3 

BoundImage -41(42) -27.5 
(28.5) 0 (5) -7.5 (7.5) 1 (3) 

DjVuBean$ 
HyperlinkLis-
tener 

-46 
(59) 

-30 
(43) -5 (5) -7 (11) -5 (5) 

SimpleArea -50 (75) -34 
(48) -4 (6) -10.5 (12) 0.5 (4.5) 

 
 
 

Table 3 shows the coupling metrics for the pBeans system 
expressed as values plus or minus the median. Eleven classes 
were removed from three different packages. In common with 
the DjVu system, the FIN values seem to be low compared 
with the median value and in this case, so too the FOUT. The 
most notable feature of Table 3 is the fact that all six classes 
removed from the second package (bolded) relate explicitly to 
databases. Moreover, the MPC and EXT values are excep-
tionally high for these classes. There is a plausible explana-
tion for this feature. 

Database classes are more likely to be used extensively by 
other classes and that could explain the high MPC and EXT 
values (the PACK values for the same classes are relatively 
low).  It might be the case that these six classes may not have 
been removed necessarily, but simply ‘moved’ en masse as part 
of an ‘Extract Package’ refactoring to re-locate database classes 
where they are most needed [2].  It is interesting that not all of 
the same six classes had low FIN and FOUT values, suggesting 
that only some forms of coupling may be relevant or consid-
ered by a developer when deciding on class removal.  Of the 55 
values in Table 3, only 21 values were negative. The majority 
of positive values were accounted for by the database classes. 

For the Asterisk system (Table 4), eight classes were re-
moved from four packages. The Asterisk system exhibits a 
similar pattern to the DjVu system in terms of the FIN and 
FOUT values, the majority of which were either zero or nega-
tive when compared with the median.  In keeping with the 
pBeans system, the MPC and EXT values for removed classes 
are quite large in many cases.  

Consider for example the classes ReplyBuilderImpl, Rep-
lyBuilderImplTest, RequestBuilderImpl and RequestBuil-
derImplTest – all of which have high MPC and EXT values. 
Finally, the two classes ServerSocketFacadeImpl and Sock-
etConnectionFacadeImpl are related to patterns and, in par-
ticular, the façade pattern (evidence in [16] suggests that pat-
tern classes are susceptible to change). The same phenomenon 
of moving related classes such as that for the database classes 
of pBeans may apply here. 

TABLE 3 
REMOVED CLASSES COMPARED TO MEDIAN (pBeans) 

 

Removed Class MPC EXT PACK FOUT FIN 

ObjectClass -2 (2) -2 
(2) 0 (0) -1.5 

(1.5) 1 (5) 

ObjectClass_StoreInfo 2 2 2 0.5 -5 
PersistentMap 
Entry_StoreInfo -1 -1 0 -0.5 -5 

PersistentMap_StoreInfo -1 -1 0 -1.5 -5 

HsqlDatabase 33.5 
(0.5) 

27.5 
(0.5) 

4.5 
(0.5) 

15.5 
(0.5) 

-1.5 
(1.5) 

HsqlDatabase$ 
UpperCaseMap 3.5 2.5 -0.5 0.5 -1.5 

PostgreSQLDatabase 36.5 32.5 3.5 17.5 -1.5 
PostgreSQLDatabase$ 
LowerCaseMap 3.5 2.5 -0.5 0.5 -1.5 

MySQLDatabase 9.5 6.5 2.5 3.5 -1.5 

SQLServerDatabase 18.5 14.5 3.5 10.5 -1.5 

InitFilter -1(10) 0 (8) 3 (3) 1(5) 0 (2) 
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TABLE 4 
REMOVED CLASSES COMPARED TO MEDIAN (ASTERISK) 

 

Removed Class MPC EXT PACK FOUT FIN 

ReplyBuilder 0 (0) 0 (0) 1.5 (0.5) 0 (0) -1 
(1) 

RequestBuilder 0 0 0.5 0 -1 

ReplyBuilderImpl 17 
(12) 

15 
(10) -2 (5) 9 (7) 0 (0) 

ReplyBuilderImplTest 36 3 -3 -1 0 
Request 
BuilderImpl 55 41 5 7 0 

RequestBuilder 
ImplTest 101 19 -2 0 0 

CommonsLoggingLog 5 (2) 3 (2) 0.5 (0.5) -1(2) 0 (0) 
NullLog -2 -2 -0.5 -2 0 
ServerSocket 
FacadeImpl 4 (0) 4 (0) 2.5 (1.5) 2 (0) -7 (7) 

SocketConnection 
FacadeImpl 18 12 4.5 1 -7 

Util 5.5 
(2.5) 4 (2) -2 (2) 0 (1) 7 (0) 

In response to RQ1, we suggest that FIN and FOUT cou-
pling may be strong determinant of whether a class is re-
moved – low values of each may help the removal of a class; 
equally, high amounts of MPC and EXT may actually be one 
stimulus for moving a class. However, the key driver for re-
moving classes as noted for classes in pBeans and Asterisk 
may be the need to remove related classes to a more conven-
ient location.   

B. Research Question 2 (RQ2) 

Research question 2 attempts to answer the question 
whether removed classes were significantly ‘larger’ than oth-
er classes in the same package? Figure 1 shows the values of 
LOC for classes for each system and Figure 2 shows the 
NOM for the same four systems.  The ‘zero’ vertical axis 
represents the median value of NOM and LOC in the four 
systems. Hence, plotted values represent NOM and LOC val-
ues above (plus) or below (minus) the median. Figure 1 seems 
to show that a similar number of the 37 removed classes had 
LOC values below the median as above it; in fact 21 of the 37 
were either zero or above and therefore 16 were below the 
median.   
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Fig. 1. LOC in removed classes 

 
Fig. 2. NOM in removed classes 

Figure 2 shows a similar pattern to Figure 1. Of the 37 val-
ues, 19 were zero or above (18 value were therefore below). 
In both figures, the DjVu system seems to be the system 
where both large and small classes were removed from the 
system (given by the erratic peaks). These results suggest that 
size, both in terms of NOM or LOC, seemed to have little 
bearing on the choice of removal of a class. A similar effect 
appears to take place for the pBeans and Asterisk systems, but 
to a lesser extent. For the Asterisk system, the peak in NOM 
and LOC coincides with the high values for the second pack-
age in Table 4. This implies that for this system, removed 
classes were both highly coupled and relatively large. 

Based on the evidence presented, and in response to RQ2, 
size does not seem to be a key determinant in the removal of a 
class. Both small and large classes were removed (coupling 
may be a far greater determinant). This result is supported by 
previous work [17] where size was found to be a poor predic-
tor of OO cohesion; coupling was a far better determinant. 

C. Research Question 3 (RQ3) 

Research question three aims to answer the question 
whether removed classes were also the subject of significant 
changes over the course of the versions studied (prior to being 
removed)? Table 5 shows the number of classes of the set of 
removed classes that were the subject of changes during the 
five versions of the system studied. (As before, the values in 
the table are relative to the median.) For example, two of the 
three removed classes in the Jasmin system had had changes 
applied to them. Class StackMapAttr was removed ‘In’ ver-
sion 5 and had changes applied to it between version 2 and 3. 

For the DjVu system (Table 6), six out of the twelve 
classes were changed and these changes occurred between the 
second and the third versions in every case. Only one of these 
six classes was removed in the following version; the remain-
ing classes were removed much later in the sixth, seventh and 
eighth versions.  

For the pBeans system (Table 7), there were changes in just 
three classes out of eleven. However, most of these changes 
were in the first three versions and they were all removed in the 
ninth version. The class MySQLDatabase was changed twice 
during the period studied and the class SQLServerDatabase 
modified three times over the course of the versions studied 
(they thus have two and three entries in Table 7, respectively).   
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TABLE 5 
CHANGES FOR REMOVED CLASSES (JASMIN) 

Removed 
Classes 

In Changes NOM NOS FOUT FIN 

StackMapAttr V5 V2-V3 0 0 -1 0 0 

StackMapFrame V5 V2-V3 2 6 -1   

 

TABLE 6 
CHANGES FOR REMOVED CLASSES (DJVU) 

Removed classes In Changes NOM NOS FOUT FIN 
ByteVector V8 V2-V3 0 -4 -3 -1 

DataPool$ 
CachedInputStream 

V8 V2-V3 0 0 0 0 

IFFContext V8 V2-V3 0 0 0 -1 
BoundImage V4 V2-V3 0 0 0 -6 

DjVuBean$ 
HyperlinkListener V6 V2-V3 0 2 0 0 

SimpleArea V7 V2-V3 0 0 0 -6 

TABLE 7 
CHANGES FOR REMOVED CLASSES (PBEANS) 

TABLE 8 
CHANGES FOR REMOVED CLASSES (ASTERISK) 

Removed classes In Changes NOM NOS FOUT FIN 
SocketConnection 
FacadeImpl V5 V2-V3 1 2 0 0 

Util V5 V1-V2 1 6 0 1 
Util V5 V2-V3 0 0 0 2 

Finally for the Asterisk system (Table 8), there were 
changes in just three classes out of eleven. However, 
these changes were in the first two versions and it was 
not until the fifth version that they were removed. 

The conclusion we can draw in response to RQ3 is that 
first, removed classes are not necessarily changed significant-
ly prior to their removal for the systems analyzed. Second, 
that removal of the classes took place at a later date to that of 
change in all cases investigated. This was a surprising result 
to emerge from the analysis. Finally, we note that for all the 
changed systems in Tables 5-8, the FIN and FOUT values are 
small even when compared with the other FIN and FOUT 
values in Tables 1-4.   

D. Study Validity 

One threat to the validity of the study is that we have only 
used four OSSs as part of our study. While that provides a 
cross-sectional view of systems, we accept that this limited 
number threatens the generalizability of the results.  Second, 
we have identified removed classes but could not say whether 
these classes were simply moved to a different package and 
renamed (we would expect most removed classes to be de-
composed and for the subsequent classes to be renamed). To 
counter this threat to validity, we did search for classes with 
different names but which had identical compositions to those 
removed classes, but found very little evidence to suggest that 
classes are actually moved and renamed (i.e., they tend to be 
decomposed or simply removed from the system). Finally, we 
have focused on coupling and size as the basis of our analysis. 
We could have used many other features of classes as a basis; 
for example, their cohesion or their position in the inheritance 
hierarchy [18]. We leave such analyses for future work, how-
ever. 

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, we have investigated the removed classes in 
four Java systems.  Five coupling metrics were collected from 
four Java open-source systems using the JHawk tool. The 
study investigated three research questions. First, we investi-
gated whether the extent of coupling influenced the removal 
of classes from a system. We found that the fan-in and fan-out 
metrics tended to be relatively small for removed classes. 
Moreover, that imported functionality (packages) and external 
calls play a role in certain cases (we found evidence of 
movement of database classes with high levels of message 
passing and external references).  Second, we explored 
whether size was an influence on removed classes. We found 
little evidence that size did influence that choice.  Finally, the 
expectation that removed classes were changed significantly 
before being removed was ill-founded; changes for most of 
the classes were made in early versions and removed relative-
ly later on. In terms of future work, we want to extend our 
analysis to more systems and more versions in the spirit of 
[19]. We also want to investigate the link that removal of 
classes may have with refactoring, and specifically with re-
spect to package refactoring in follow-up work to [20].   
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Abstract-We propose aspect modification of compiled 
Java programs for which source code and documentation 
are not available. Aspect oriented programming is used to 
trace the program execution and identify points, in which 
aspects implementing new functionalities should be applied. 
A special tool for aspect oriented program tracing was 
designed and implemented. A modification in an real 
Enterprise Application Archive (EAR), compiled, without 
source code and documentation  is presented in this paper. 
Advantages and disadvantages of described concepts are 
pointed out.   

I. INTRODUCTION 

 In the maintenance of software one of the severe 
problems is the lack of documentation. Often a new 
functionality has to be added to a program or some bugs 
should be corrected and the technical documentation of 
this program is not available. If sources of this program 
are available, this problem can be solved by  code 
reviewing, debugging, or by adding some logs to the 
source code and later analyzing  them. These activities are 
time consuming but may result in the requested new 
functionalities or corrected errors. More severe problem 
in the maintenance occurs if the program sources are 
unavailable. In such case the program can be decompiled, 
some logs are added to the decompiled  version, then the 
program execution should be observed and analyzed. For 
such programs modification or error correction is very 
difficult and risky.  

We propose a new approach to the modification of 
programs with unavailable source code and 
documentation i.e. aspects oriented programming [1,2,3]. 
Aspect oriented programming (AOP) is a new paradigm 
in programming, extending traditional programming 
techniques, first introduced in [2]. Its basic idea is to 
encapsulate concerns which influence many modules of a 
given software system, so called crosscutting concerns, in 
a new module called aspect. This encapsulation improves 
separation of concerns and can avoid invasive changes of 
a program if crosscutting concerns are affected by system 
evolution. The functionality defined in the aspect is 
woven into the base system with the so called aspect 
weaver in the place called joinpoint. Aspects may be used 
to trace the program execution and identify points, in 
which aspects implementing new functionalities may be 
applied. 

Some general information concerning tracing, tracking 
and monitoring of software can be found in [4]. Aspects 
oriented approach were used in program tracing [4,5,6,7] 
but the goal of tracing was slightly different than in our 
approach. Aspects can introduce new functions into a 
program. An example of adding new functionalities by 
aspects can be found in [8]. 

In this paper new domains for aspect oriented 
programming are proposed i.e. aspect oriented program 
tracing and aspect oriented program modification. Both 
are operating mainly on compiled programs without 
source code. A special tool – Crusader [9] for aspect 
oriented program tracing was designed and implemented 
at the Institute of Computer Science Warsaw University 
of Technology. Aspect approach to program tracing is 
new and we were not able to find a tool supporting this 
process. Crusader is weaving aspects into compiled Java 
programs. Tool consists two components. One of them is 
a desktop Java program used for tracing. The second is a 
traced program with aspects woven. Every program is 
woven with the same aspects. Aspects are sending 
messages to the Crusader console informing about actions 
executed in the traced program. To limit the number of 
send messages several filters can be applied e.g. on 
classes, packages, methods calls, arguments. The main 
ideas of aspect tracing and modification are described 
accordingly in sections II.A and II.B. 

The properties of aspect modifications of compiled 
programs were examined on different programs types e.g. 
with console and graphical interfaces, in programs logic 
and in the interfaces. We used some programs available 
on LGPL (GNU Lesser General Public License) license 
from SourceForge.net [10]. For these programs the 
documentation were not accessible, we didn’t use the 
code sources either. In [9] we shown, that modification in 
program logic e.g. adding new functionalities, can be 
successfully achieved with aspect modification. As an 
example we used program JMathLib [11] to which a new 
mathematical function was added. In other experiment, 
described in [12], we shown that modification in business 
logic of complex WAR (Web Application Archive) J2EE 
application are also possible. We also examined aspect 
modification in graphical interface. Aspect modification 
in GUI of ClassEditor [13] program we presented in [14]. 
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In this paper we concentrate on aspect modification in 
business logic of EAR [15] application. Section II 
contains description of aspect tracing and modifications. 
In section III modification of EAR application – 
timetowork [16] from SorceForge.net site [10] is 
presented. Section IV contains some conclusions. 

 
II. ASPECT TRACING AND MODIFICATION 

To modify compiled Java programs without source 
code and documentation by aspect approach we need to:  

1) Trace the execution of program to find appropriate 
places in which modification should be incorporated.  

2) Prepare aspect introducing required changes and 
insert it into the program.  

In our approach aspects are used to trace the program 
execution. They are automatically woven into the traced, 
compiled program by the Crusader tool. To every traced 
program are applied the same aspects, dynamically 
configured during run time. The tracing aspects are 
producing messages after each operation executed by the 
program under trace. The number of generated such 
messages can be huge, so the next step in the tracing 
process is to find a filter, limiting the number of 
messages. Following types of filters are provided in 
Crusader:  
1. type of a joinpoint and calls from that joinpoints, 
2. package and calls from it (a name or part of the 

package name can be given), 
3. class and calls from this class, 
4. method and method’s arguments,  
5. calls from a specified method . 

The filters can be selected in several consecutive steps, 
in each step limiting the number of considered messages.  
Our goal is to use aspect tracing to find joinpoints in 
which aspect modifying program should be applied. In 
aspect tracing neither the source code, nor the 
documentation, of a program is required, so this method 
can be successfully used in maintaining and tracing 
compiled programs. Other advantage of this approach is 
the automation of this process. In aspect tracing every 
program operation can be traced. Such thorough  tracing 
can be a tedious  work, if the logs would be applied 
manually. The disadvantage of this approach is the effort 
needed to choose the message filters. The process of 
selecting filters can not be automated, human 
inventiveness is needed. Several iterations may be 
necessary to configure the filters. 

Aspect tracing as an approach to trace program is 
known. Some examples can be found in [5, 6, 7]. In [5] 
aspects are used to built monitoring system for legacy 
applications. In this paper monitoring is treated as a 
separate concern and aspects are used to provide 
application state information.   

Stamey and Saunders [6] use aspects to for tracing the 
execution of loops, methods. They show how aspects can 
be used to implement debugging of Java programs. 

In [7] aspects are used for program instrumentation to 
get the traces. These traces are used in  the analyze of 
aspect application. The traces for the base and woven 
system with identical inputs are compared. The 
comparison process is able to distinguish effects which 
are due to aspect application and due to behavioral 
changes. This approach can also be used to validate, that 
refactoring does not change the system behavior. 

Aspects can be used to add new functionality to an 
existing system. Aspects, woven into a program, can 
change its functionality or add new ones. This approach is 
known but not widely used. An idea of aspect 
modification of a program can be found in [8]. The 
authors of this paper are using aspects to incorporate new, 
collaborative features into existing applications. 

Aspects can be woven into a program treated as a “black 
box”. Such approach can be used if aspects have some 
generic function e.g. logging all operations executed by 
program. We used this approach in the aspect tracing and 
in the implementation of Crusader [9] 

Normally aspects can not be “blindly” applied. The 
joinpoint should be carefully detected e.g. by aspect 
tracing.  

The main advantages of aspect modification are similar 
to aspect tracing i.e. no need for source code and 
documentation of the program and automatic application 
of aspects. Other advantage of this approach is that once 
prepared an aspect, may be used in new versions of the 
same program, or even in other programs. The 
disadvantage of aspect modification is the effort needed to 
write the code of aspect and especially to find the 
appropriate joinpoint for it. The logic of an aspect is 
usually more sophisticated than the logic of a 
modification inserted into the source code. During some 
experiments with aspect modification we noticed some 
problems with the effort needed to accomplish them. 
Currently, we are not aware of any research comparing 
the effort and efficiency in aspect and traditional 
modifications. The other problem with aspect 
modifications is that aspect can unintentionally change 
the behaviour of other parts of the program. This problem 
is studied in several research papers e.g. [7, 17]. 

 
III. ASPECT MODIFICATION OF AN EAR APPLICATION  

Enterprise Application Archive (EAR) [15] are 
advanced components in J2EE [18] standards. Currently, 
many complex applications are produced in this 
technology. It can be expected that in the near future these 
applications should be modified, to meet the changed user 
needs. We wanted to check how these applications could 
be modified by aspect approach. The structure of EAR 
application is not as simple as java program or even WAR 
application. An EAR application contains several 
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components of different types e.g. archive, application or 
library. WAR applications could also be one of EAR 
components. We decided to modify an EAR application 
with only two components types i.e. WAR application 
and EJB component [19]. Aspect modification of an 
WAR applications we presented in [12]. In this paper we 
concentrate on modification of an EJB component. As an 
example of EAR application timetowork [16] was chosen. 
This application is available on BSD license in 
SourceForge.net [10]. The source code of this application 
is not provided. In its WAR part this application uses 
Struts [20] technology. timetowork application can be 
used in the time management process. The user fills the 
table with different activities. In figure 1, the table with 
activities and theirs durations from timetowork screen is 
presented.  

In the timetable, shown in fig.1, the user writes the 
name of an activity, its durations and comments. One 
form is created for one day. In timetowork application the 
data inserted by user  are not semantically checked. The 
comment field may contain any character but the hours 
field not. On the “hour” field several constraints may be 
put. We decided to check, if the number of hours, given as 
activities duration, does not exceed twenty four hours. 
This type of  a constraint will prevent the user to write 
incorrect data. The modification is in the logic of 
application. The EJB component which was modified has 
no GUI. The GUI is implemented in WAR component of 
this EAR application. To fully introduce functional 
modification changes in both components i.e. EJB and 
WAR are necessary.  

 
Fig. 1. Screen from timetowork application  

 
As was mentioned at the beginning of this section, in 

this paper only modification in EJB component will be 
described. The EJB component after recognizing incorrect 
data will notify other application components by throwing 
an exception. In next sections the identification of 
modification point and modifying aspect will be 
presented.  
A. Finding modification point  

The modification points are located in the tracing 
process described in section II. Aspects woven into the 
application code by Crusader will produce tracing 
messages. The scenario to find the modification point is 
following: 
1. Crusader adds tracing aspect to the EJB component of 

the EAR application. 
2. EAR application with EJB is installed on application 

server. 

3. Crusader is started with tracing option off. 
4. Application server and timetowork application are 

started. 
5. In timetowork user goes to the edition of timetable 

form. 
6. In Crusader the tracing option is switched to on. 
7. The time form is introduced into application 
8. Tracing messages are observed on Crusader console. 
As a result of the above described scenario about 5000 
tracing messages were generated. It is not possible to 
analyze as many messages so filters on packages 
java.lang, java.util and java.naming were 
added. Two types of joinpoints i.e. field-read and field–
write were also filtered. The number of messages was 
reduced to about 1000. It was observed, that classes from 
package org.timetowork.domain were found in 
methods type get and set. Objects from this package 
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were ValueObject [21], they were also filtered. Filter 
set on package org.timetowork.domain reduced 
the number of messages to about 300. The analysis of the 
messages was difficult. It occurred, that timetowork 
application was using the CMP (Container Manager 
Persistence) [22] strategy. The person performing the 
aspect tracing was not familiar with the CMP strategy, so 
it was very difficult to guess the program logic. The idea 
to find in messages word “update” was successful. Often 
this word is used in the name of method responsible for 
some changes. Two messages shown in figure 2 and 

figure 3 have “update” as a part of the name. The analysis 
of methods containing in the name word “update” 
identified method updateWorkPeriod() from class 
WorkPeriodServiceBeanImpl as the method 
responsible for updating data in users form. In the 
analysis JAD [23] decompiler was also used to show the 
contents of objects present in the tracing messages. The 
analysis of methods containing in the name “update”word 
was time consuming, but succeeded in finding the 
modification point.  
 

 
 

 
Fig. 2. Tracing modification point – messages from updateWorkPeriod() 

 
 

 
Fig. 3. Messages from method updateCompositeRelation() 

 
 

 
B. Implementation of modification   

The process described in section III.A located the 
method updateWorkPeriod() in class 
WorkPeriodServiceBeanImpl as appropriate to 
introduce modification. The results produced by JAD 
decompiler comprised also the contents of simple classes 
WorkPeriodDetailData and 
WorkUnitDetailData, which were used in the 
modification. Aspect implementing the modification is 
presented in figure 4. The modification points are located 
in the tracing process described in section III.A.  

In lines 14 and 15 the declaration of the joinpoint – the 
execution of method updateWorkPeriod()from 
class WorkPeriodServiceBeanImpl, is given. In 
lines 18 to 26 the data written by user are extracted. The 
hours input by user are summed and it is checked (lines 
28, 29), if the sum is greater than 24. If it is, an exception, 
notifying the object calling this method, is thrown. The 
logs from timetowork program in which the sum of hours 
written is greater than 24, is presented in figure 5, the 
thrown exception can be seen.  
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Fig. 4. Aspect restricting the number of written hours 
 

8:13:27,718 INFO  [STDOUT] Update... 192c8d9:112a39fdcde:-7ff9 
18:13:27,718 ERROR [LogInterceptor] RuntimeException: 
java.lang.IllegalArgumentException: Hours sum > 24 at 
eu.billewicz.aspects.LimitHoursInTheDayAspect.ajc$before$eu_bilwicz_aspects_LimitHoursInTh
eDayAspect$1$fdc41f41 (LimitHoursInTheDayAspect.aj:29) at 
org.timetowork.service.WorkPeriodServiceBeanImpl.updateWorkPeriod(Unknown Source) 
18:13:27,734 INFO  [STDOUT] java.rmi.ServerException: RuntimeException; nested exception 
is: 
     java.lang.IllegalArgumentException: Hours sum > 24 

 
Fig. 5. Part of log from modified timetowork application 

 
 

C. Remarks from the modification process  

In sections III.A and III.B we described how to modify 
complex EAR application without the source code and 
documentation by aspect approach. The modification process 
was difficult, time consuming, other tools i.e. JAD 
decompiler, were also used. However we have already some 
experiences in aspect modification (described in [9, 12, 14]), 
this modification was the most difficult one. The difficulty of 
this process was caused by many reasons. One of these 
reasons was the complexity of application logic, next one was 

the incompatibility of Java versions. Problems were also 
caused by obsolete technology used in timetowork. It can be 
expected that the same problems will appear in the near 
future in the maintenance of applications which are 
implemented nowadays.  
The modification process of an EAR application has shown 
also the importance of proper naming in methods. The guess, 
that a method responsible for filling the form contains the 
word “update” in its name, was proved by tracing. Without 
this guess, finding the modification point would be much 
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more difficult. With even  basic knowledge of the 
technology, used in application, the tracing process would not 
be so long.  
 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

We shown that modification in program logic of compiled 
simple program with console interface [9] and in more 
complicated WAR (Web Application Archive) [12] 
application can be made by aspect modification, even if the 
program source code and documentation is not available. In 
this paper we  show that using aspects it is also possible to 
modify business logic of complex EAR application without 
the source code and documentation. We managed to 
successfully modify EJB components in timetowork 
application without any knowledge of the program logic. We 
introduced a change in the functionality of this application.  
Intuitive naming of methods and arguments helped in the 
process of aspect tracing. Familiarity with technology used in 
application would be also very helpful, unfortunately we 
were not familiar with CMP (Container Managed 
Persistance) [22] strategy used in timetowork. During 
software evolution it can be expected, that we will have to 
change application made in an obsolete technology,  not 
known to us, and with unavailable source code and 
documentation. We measured the installation time for the 
original and modified applications. In the measurements 
process we used logs from JBoss application server. We 
repeated the measurements ten times. The times are almost 
the same i.e. 0.895 and 0.897s. We also measured the 
execution time (time to introduce new schedule) in 
timetowork. The execution times in original and modified by 
aspect application are almost the same i.e. 0.220s and 0.221 
accordingly. The difference is so small that may be caused by 
measurements inaccuracy. The difference in the execution 
time is small, because modifications made to the application 
are small – only summarization and check, if the sum is 
greater than 24, were added. 

Tracing aspects significantly slow the application. In 
application with tracing aspects and  without filtering the 
time mentioned above was more than 54 s. When filters were 
applied the time was reduced to 8 s. Tracing aspects are used 
only to find the modifications point so the loss of 
effectiveness will not influence the regular application 
operation. 
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Abstract 

The extent of the  information systems success is based on 
various determinants including the organizational politics. This area 
wasn’t discussed deeply by researchers. Thus a comprehensive 
understanding of information systems remains fuzzy and elusive in 
this area. 
 In an attempt to address this situation a comprehensive 
model was developed. Although this model is not empirically tested, 
it tries to explain the impact of organizational politics forms 
(avoiding, competing, accommodating, compromising, and 
collaborative) on the information systems success dimensions 
(system quality, information quality, service quality, use, user 
satisfaction, and net benefits). 

  
Keywords: Information systems success, organizational 
politics, conflict. 
 
1. Introduction 

Nowadays Information Systems (IS) has a critical 
role to organizations success, where globalization, digital 
economics, and digital organizations took place. So the 
weakness of IS considered as a dangerous phenomenon on 
organizational success in general [6]. Furthermore, the 
question is not whether the organizations should have IS or 
not, but it should have an effective IS [8]. 

Therefore IS success and it’s determinants considered 
to be critical in the field of Information Systems [12, 5, 33]. 
However, empirical results in this area are inconsistent [32], and 
an overall synthesis across the numerous empirical studies 
seems lacking [32, 29]. In addition to excluding many 
determinants that affects IS success [7, 29, 32]. Organizational 
politics is one of the important determinants of IS success that 
not deeply discusses by researchers [25], Thus a comprehensive 
understanding of Information Systems success remains fuzzy 
and elusive in this field. 

The main objective of this study is to provide a 
further insight in to IS success and the organizational politics 
as a determinant of IS success, and integrating the results with 
the prior researches in this area. During this study a 
comprehensive model will be developed in order to enable the 
evaluation of information systems success along with the 

organizational politics, therefore this study addresses the 
following questions: 

1. What are the dimensions of IS success? 
2. How does the dimensions of IS success depend on 

organizational politics? 
To pursue these questions, a comprehensive model 

was developed in this study, including the dimensions of IS 
success as dependent variables, and the organizational politics 
as an independent variable, after that an empirical study to be 
held to examine the developed model. 
 
2. Theoretical Framework 
2.1 The General Model 

The general model is presented (Fig. 1) to identify the 
relationship between information systems success as a 
dependent variable and the organizational politics as an 
independent variable. The detailed research model is 
developed by using the prior literature on IS success and the 
organizational politics as a determinant to this success. 

 
2.2 Information Systems Success Factors 

Information system is an integrated computer-based 
system that utilizes computer hardware, software, users, 
procedures, models, and database which interacts to produce 
the suitable information at the appropriate time, to support 
organizational activities [1, 4, 9, 21, 22, 37]. 

 Where information systems success factors are a set 
of  dimensions and aspects that produces the net benefits of 
information system, which includes system quality, 
information quality, service quality, system usefulness, and 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.1: The General Model 
user satisfaction [10, 11, 12, 34, 35]. 
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System Quality 

System Quality is defined as a set of constructs 
related to information system that determines the quality of 
the systems [10, 35]. Those constructs are system reliability, 
ease of use, response time, relevance, timeliness, accuracy of 
information, and system productivity [32]. 
 
Information quality 

Information quality is the degree to which 
information presents the required benefits [2, 10, 35]. Where 
Kahn et al [20] indicates a set of characteristics for 
information which are accessibility, appropriateness, 
believability, completeness, concise representation, ease of 
manipulation, free from errors, interpretability, objectivity, 
relevancy, reputation and security. 
 
Service quality 

Service quality was discussed by Parasurman et al, 
Delone and Mclean, Seddon, Hochstein et al, and Kim et al, 
[10, 16, 20, 27, 35] as a set of characteristics related to the 
services submitted by IS to customers which includes system 
reliability, assurance, empathy, timeliness, and security. 
 
System usability 

System usability is the consumption of IS output by 
the recipient of IS [10, 35]. This usability indicated with 
learnability, flexibility, and robustness [13]. Where 
learnability includes predictability, synthesizability, 
familiarity, generalizability, consistency. Flexibility includes 
dialogue initiative, multi-threading, substitutivity, 
customizability. Robustness includes observability, 
recoverability, responsiveness, task conformance. 
 
User satisfaction 

User satisfaction refers to the recipient response to 
the use of IS output [10, 35]. User satisfaction is associated 
with attitudes towards IS which depends on system 
availability, accuracy, completeness, consistency, robustness, 
flexibility, unobtrusiveness. 

 
Delone and Mclean [12] model (D&M) presented in 

2003 (Fig. 2) can be classified as one of the most interested 
models in the area of measuring information systems success 
[34, 15]. This model enables the applied theories in the area of 
IS measurement to take place [36]. The model also specifies 
the dimensions of IS success in six groups and associated the 
relationship between those groups [31]. In addition the model 
takes in consideration the perspectives of all IS recipients. 
Therefore this study will use the D&M model and the 
developed measures for its dimensions to measure the 
information systems success. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 2: D&M model – 2003 
Source: (Delone and  Mclean, 2003, p.24)  [12] 
 
2.3 Organizational Politics 

Organizational politics are those activities and actions 
that are not required as part of the formal roles in 
organizations, and influence decision making and the 
distribution of benefits and resources in the organization [18, 
23, 24, 28, 30]. 

The main driver of organizational politics is conflict of 
interest [28]. Miles [23] found that political activities occur in 
the presence of ambiguous goals, scarce resources, changes in 
technology or environment, non-programmed decisions, or 
organizational change. Political activities aim to developing 
and using power and other resources to obtain the preferred 
outcomes at the interpersonal level or intergroup level [18, 26, 
39, 38].  

Kacmar and Ferris [18] conceptualized organizational 
politics as a three-dimensional construct. This construct has 
become popular for measuring the level of perceived 
organizational politics in organizations [26]. The three 
dimensions of their model are general political behavior, 
getting along to get ahead, and pay and promotion. 
 
General Political Behavior 

General political behavior associated with the 
organizational politics in such that it involves the development 
of coalitions within a system that compete for scarce 
resources. The competition underscores the use of power to 
gain and maintain control of the political system. Power is 
expressed by who is allowed to participate in decision-making 
[28].  
 
Getting Along to Get Ahead 

This dimension relates to the existence of group 
loyalties. Compliance with group norms is valued, while 
dissenting opinions are not only discouraged, but met with 
sanctions [39]. Group cohesiveness, conformity, can lead 
policy-making bodies toward normative behaviors, critical 
thinking and objections to the majority view [17]. 
Pay and Promotion 

This dimension is related to the concept that people 
who are a good “fit” for the organization are likely to be 
promoted.  While the need to find individuals who will be a 
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Assertiveness
 

good fit for the organization should not be overlooked. The 
ability for individuals to use political means to gain promotion 
creates an environment where politically active individuals are 
promoted at the expense of others in the organization [39].  
 Political behavior within an organization can be 
either positive or negative based on how the coalitions and 
individuals manage conflict [24]. While managing conflict 
takes two dimensions which are assertiveness, or 
cooperativeness [3]. The interaction between these two 
dimensions (Fig.3) is reflected in a set of political forms, this 
includes avoiding, competing, accommodating, 
compromising, or collaborative. 
 
Avoiding 

An unassertive, uncooperative approach in which 
both groups neglect the concerns involved by sidestepping the 
issue or postponing the conflict by choosing not deal with it. 
 
Competing 

An assertive, uncooperative form in which each 
group attempts to achieve its own goals at the expense of the 
other through argument, authority, threat, or even physical 
force. 
 
Accommodating 

An unassertive, cooperative position where one 
group attempts to satisfy the concerns of the other by 
neglecting its own concerns or goals. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3: Matrix of Political Forms 

Source: (Bowditch and Buono, 1997, p.183) [3]. 

Compromising 
An intermediate approach in which partial 

satisfaction is sought for both groups, where each group 
makes some concessions but also receives some concessions 
from the other. 

 
Collaborative 

An assertive, cooperative form that attempts to 
satisfy the concerns of both groups. This involves an 
agreement to confront the conflict, identification of the 
concerns of the different groups, and problem solving to find 
alternatives that would satisfy both groups. 

 
2.4 Organizational politics and IS success 

Organizational politics is one of the important 
determinants of information systems success [25]. In his study 
Warne [38] finds that there is a strong impact of 
organizational politics on IS success, where the greater the 
extent of conflict the greater the negative impact on IS 
success. Where the conflict involving users has the greatest 
impact on IS success. 

In addition to those findings Chang et al [6] finds that 
organizational politics plays a very important role on IS 
success, and the greater the resources sharing the greater 
the conflict and the greater the negative impact on IS 
success. 

 
3. The research model 

  The detailed research model (fig.4) incorporates IS 
success dimensions as dependent variables, and organizational 
politics forms as independent variables.  

Thus the model includes eleven constructs, six constructs 
of the IS success factors which are system quality, information 
quality, service quality, system usefulness, user satisfaction, 
and net benefits. In addition to other five constructs of the 
political forms which are avoiding, competing, 
accommodating, compromising, and collaborative. 

Therefore the model reflects a comprehensive insight for 
the impact of organizational politics forms on the IS success 
dimensions. 
4. Conclusion and Recommendations 

Prior studies indicate that in general there is an impact of 
organizational politics on information systems success. Where 
the greater the conflict, the greater the impact on information 
systems success.  
Organizational politics plays a major role on the information 
systems success. This paper presents a comprehensive model 
that enables examining the impact of organizational politics 
with its various forms (avoiding, competing, accommodating, 
compromising, and collaborative) on information systems 
success dimension (system quality, information quality, 
service quality, system usability, user satisfaction, and net 
benefits), in order to classify the various constructs of  
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Collaborating 
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Fig.4: The Detailed Research Model 
 

 
 
organizational politics in terms of their impact on information 
systems success. 
          A future research will include empirical testing of 
the model in the Palestinian General Universities in 
Palestine. 
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Abstract - PicOS is an event-driven operating envi-
ronment designed for use with embedded networked 
sensors. More specifically, it is designed to support 
the concurrency in intensive operations required by 
networked sensors with minimal hardware require-
ments. Existing process scheduling algorithms of Pi-
cOS; a commercial tiny, low-footprint, real-time op-
erating system; have their associated drawbacks. An 
efficient, alternative algorithm, based on a rando-
mized selection policy, has been proposed, demon-
strated, confirmed for efficiency and fairness, on the 
average, and has been recommended for implementa-
tion in PicOS. Simulations were carried out and per-
formance measures such as Average Waiting Time 
(AWT) and Average Turn-around Time (ATT) were 
used to assess the efficiency of the proposed rando-
mized version over the existing ones. The results 
prove that Randomized algorithm is the best and 
most attractive for implementation in PicOS, since it 
is most fair and has the least AWT and ATT on aver-
age over the other non-preemptive scheduling algo-
rithms implemented in this paper.  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Each of the existing process scheduling algo-

rithms;  First-Come, First-Served (FCFS), Shortest 
Job First (SJF), Shortest Remaining Time First 
(SRTF), Round Robin (RR), and Priority-based, 
has its associated drawbacks such as starvation 
(e.g. SJF and Priority-based scheduling algorithm), 
complexity of implementation, long waiting time 
and high average turn-around time. Fairness, effi-
ciency, high throughput, low turnaround time, low 
waiting time, low response time, low frequency of 
context switches, and simplicity of the scheduling 
algorithm are the goals of any real-time process 
scheduling algorithm. Randomness has been 
known for its fairness, on the average [9] and faster 
speed [15]. A process in the ready queue is selected 
and dispatched to the CPU by random sampling 
while assuming the default quantum time is optim-
al. When a process is switched to waiting state due 
to I/O requests, another process is dispatched from 

the ready queue in a similar manner. Previous stu-
dies [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15] have suggested that ran-
domized scheduling algorithms give fair selection 
of processes without any of them having the ten-
dency to be starved, improved average throughput 
and minimum average turn-around and response 
times. PicOS [1] was based on event-driven 
process scheduling, only when there are events and 
processes awaiting such events. At a point, when 
there is no event being awaited or when there is no 
process awaiting any event, scheduling becomes 
FCFS. FCFS is known to be associated with a long 
ATT and AWT. This is not good for PicOS, being 
a Real-Time OS. SJF is attractive but with the star-
vation problem and difficulty in real-life imple-
mentation. This paper presents another confirma-
tion of earlier proofs of the efficiency of rando-
mized algorithms and the results presented a good 
premise to recommend this technique to Olsonet 
Corporations (Trademark Owner of PicOS) for a 
possible implementation in PicOS in addition to 
present event-driven technique being used.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: 
Section 2 presents an overview of PicOS, Section 3 
discusses the drawbacks of existing scheduling 
algorithms. An overview of randomized algorithm 
is presented in Section 4, Section 5 describes the 
approach used in the experimentation of this work. 
Results are presented and discussed in Section 6 
and finally conclusions are drawn from the work in 
Section 7. 

II. OVERVIEW OF PICOS 
A. Description of PicOS 
 PicOS, a tiny operating system for extremely 
small embedded platforms [1], was inspired by a 
project to develop a simple credit-card-size device 
with a low-bandwidth and a short-range wireless 
transceiver to exchange information with other 
devices in the same area. It was initially planned 
to be programmed in SMURPH (System for Mod-
eling Unslotted Real-time PHenomena) [3], a 
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modeling system for low-level communication 
protocols that was later modified to a new version 
called LANSF (Local Area Network Simulation 
Facility). The implementation plan was to organ-
ize the functions as simple threads presented as 
finite state machines. After undergoing some fur-
ther refinements, it was perfected using a “stan-
dard” operating system as a multithreaded execu-
tion platform in order to increase the application 
footprint beyond the capabilities of the original 
design. Using a programming environment similar 
to SMURPH, was believed to allow direct porting 
to the actual hardware while preserving its struc-
ture and verified properties. 
 PicOS is a collection of functions for organizing 
multiple activities of “reactive” applications ex-
ecuted on a small CPU with limited resources. It 
provides multitasking (implementable within very 
small RAM) and has tools for inter-process com-
munication. On the commercial scale, it was first 
implemented on Cyan Technology eCOG1 micro-
controller with 4KB on-chip extensible RAM. The 
goal was to achieve non-trivial multithreading with 
no additional memory resources. Different tasks 
share the same global stack and act as co-routines 
with multiple entry points like an event-driven Fi-
nite States Machine (FSM) [2]. 
 
B. Operations of PicOS and the Problem Statement 
 The FSM states can be viewed as checkpoints at 
which PicOS tasks can be preempted. A process is 
described by its code and data. Processes are identi-
fied by Process Ids, assigned when they are 
created. Whenever a process is assigned to the 
CPU, its code function is called in the current state 
at one specific entry point. When a process is run 
for the first time after its creation, its code function 
is entered at state 0, viewed as an initial state. A 
running process may be blocked indicating events 
to resume it in the future by issuing a wait request 
before releasing the CPU. If a process releases the 
CPU without issuing a single wait request, it will 
be unconditionally resumed in its last state. The 
non-preemptive nature of PicOS is demonstrated 
by the fact that from the moment a process is re-
sumed until it releases the CPU, it cannot lose the 
CPU to another process, although, it may lose the 
CPU to the kernel through an interrupt. When a 
running process goes to waiting state, the scheduler 
is free to allocate the CPU to another ready process 
that is either not waiting for any event or, at least, 
has one pending awaited event [1]. 
 The problem with the process of scheduling the 
next process when there is no event being awaited 
by any process is that, by default and intuition, it 
is based on FCFS policy. FCFS is known to be 
associated with a long ATT and AWT and is not 

recommended for Real-Time OSs [15]. SJF is 
attractive but with the starvation problem and dif-
ficulty in real-life implementation due to process 
length prediction. This paper presents a confirma-
tion of earlier proofs of the efficiency of rando-
mized algorithms and proposed a randomized al-
gorithm to be used in PicOS in order to reduce the 
ATT and AWT. 
 

III. SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS USED IN EXPERI-
MENTATION  

The drawbacks that are associated with each of 
the existing scheduling algorithms have discou-
raged their use in real-time operating systems envi-
ronments, since the objective of existing scheduling 
algorithms for real-time applications is to execute 
real-time tasks in a timely fashion [12]. Since the 
scheduling of processes in PicOS is non-
preemptive, the non-preemptive algorithms that 
will be discussed in this section include: First-
Come First-Served (FCFS), Shortest Job First 
(SJF), and Priority-based algorithms. 

In FCFS, the process that arrives first is allocated 
the CPU first while the ready queue is a FIFO 
queue. Though, it is simple and easy to implement, 
since scheduling is done at constant time, indepen-
dent of the number of processes in the ready queue, 
it is often associated with a long average waiting, 
response times and turnaround times. This will not 
be appropriate for PicOS, being a real-time operat-
ing system that needs to be a little mindful of time 
[15]. 

In SJF, the next process to be scheduled is se-
lected based on the shortest burst time, which is 
linear with respect to the number of processes in 
the ready queue. Though, it gives minimum aver-
age waiting time for a given set of processes but 
selection is more complex than FCFS and starva-
tion is possible since if new, short processes keep 
on arriving, old, long processes may never be 
served [15]. 

In priority-based, a priority number is associated 
with each process. The CPU is allocated to the 
process with the highest priority. In the non-
preemptive version of Priority-based scheduling 
policy, the CPU is allocated to the process with the 
highest priority and equal priority processes are 
scheduled in FCFS order. Also, SJF is like a priori-
ty-based scheduling where priority is the next pre-
dicted CPU burst time. This policy is associated 
with the problem of starvation as low priority 
processes may never be executed or will be ex-
ecuted last in the non-preemptive version. It is in-
teresting to note that priority-based policy boils 
down eventually to FCFS [15]. 

A randomized or probabilistic algorithm em-
ploys a degree of randomness as part of its logic. 
This means that the machine implementing the 
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algorithm has access to a pseudo-random number 
generator. The algorithm typically uses the random 
bits as an auxiliary input to guide its behavior, in 
the hope of achieving good performance in the "av-
erage case". If there are 10 processes, a number 
will be generated between 1 and 10 inclusive. If 
that number has not been selected before, the 
process at the location corresponding to that num-
ber is selected. Otherwise, it will be ignored and 
another one will be generated. Formally, the algo-
rithm's performance will be a random variable de-
termined by the random bits, with good expected 
value. The "worst case" is typically so unlikely to 
occur that it can safely be ignored. 

 
IV. OVERVIEW OF RANDOMIZED ALGORITHMS 
A randomized algorithm can be defined as one 

that receives, in addition to its input, a stream of 
random bits that it can use in the course of its ac-
tion for the purpose of making random choices. A 
randomized algorithm may give different results 
when applied to the same input in different runs. It 
is recognized now that, in a wide range of applica-
tions, randomization is an extremely important tool 
for the construction of algorithms [14]. Rando-
mized algorithms are usually characterized with 
smaller execution time or space requirement than 
that of the best deterministic algorithm for the same 
problem and are often simple and easy to imple-
ment [11]. 

In literature, [11] proved lower bounds on the 
competitive ratio of randomized algorithms for 
several on-line scheduling problems. Their results 
showed that a randomized algorithm is the best 
possible and most applicable for the problem. Au-
thors of [9] proposed a suite of randomized algo-
rithms for input-queued (IQ) switches for finding a 
good matching between inputs and outputs to trans-
fer packets at high line rates or in large switches, 
which is usually a complicated task. They reported 
that the performance of the randomized algorithms 
is comparable to that of well-known, effective 
matching algorithms, yet are simple to implement. 
Authors of [10] provided a methodology for analyz-
ing the impact of perturbations on performance for a 
generic Lebesgue-measurable computation. They 
concluded that the associated robustness problem, 
whose solution is computationally intractable, could 
be nicely addressed with a poly-time procedure 
based on Randomized algorithms. In order to satisfy 
given real-time constraints, maximize reliability and 
minimize inter-communication costs, authors of [12] 
proposed and developed an objective function ap-
proach to schedule real-time task graphs that need to 
satisfy multiple criteria simultaneously. They used 
two different searching techniques, a heuristic search 
technique and a random search technique, that use 

the objective function. They concluded that the 
random search technique achieves better perfor-
mance. 

 
V. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH 

We have simulated the operations of PicOS that 
were based on First Come First Served to demon-
strate the efficiency and fairness of using randomi-
zation policy in real-time process scheduling. The 
simulator was developed in Microsoft Visual Basic 
and used to implement three non-preemptive sche-
duling algorithms (FCFS, SJF and Randomized) in 
order to establish a valid premise for effective 
comparison. The simulator takes process IDs as 
integer input, estimated burst times and their posi-
tion in terms of their order of execution. Each of 
the datasets was used for the three non-preemptive 
scheduling algorithms in order to observe the beha-
vior of each algorithm under the same data envi-
ronment. For simplicity, the simulator was built on 
two major assumptions: the scheduling policies are 
non-preemptive and the processes arrive at the 
same time. The simulator was run on with six dif-
ferent datasets containing processes with different 
burst times that have been positioned in different 
ways in order to create different scenarios. This is 
in order to determine, as part of the experiment, 
whether the location of a process in a queue will 
affect the results of the simulation, especially, the 
behavior of the randomized algorithm. The simula-
tion was run several times to ensure fairness to all 
datasets and the final results were recorded and 
presented for each algorithm using waiting and 
turn-around times (AWT and ATT) as performance 
evaluation indices. Tables I – X show the datasets 
with the burst times, in seconds, as input to the 
simulator and their different locations. 

 
TABLE I 

DATA 1 (3 PROCESSES) 

 
Processes P1 P2 P3 

Burst Time (s) 44 9 13 

 
 

 

TABLE II 
DATA 2 (3 PROCESSES) 

 
Processes  P1 P2 P3 

Burst Time (s)  24 3 3 

 
 

TABLE III 
DATA 3 (3 PROCESSES) 

 
Processes  P1 P2 P3 

Burst Time (s)  3 3 24 
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TABLE IV 
DATA 4 (3 PROCESSES) 

 
Processes  P1 P2 P3 

Burst Time (s)  3 24 3 

 
TABLE V 

DATA 5 (5 PROCESSES) 

 
Processes  P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 

Burst Time (s)  6 15 3 4 2 

 
TABLE VI 

DATA 6 (5 PROCESSES) 

 
Processes  P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 

Burst Time (s)  11 20 5 9 7 

 
TABLE VII 

DATA 7 (7 PROCESSES) 

 
Processes  P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 

Burst Time (s)  11 20 5 9 7 2 4 

 
TABLE VIII 

DATA 8 (10 PROCESSES) 

 
Processes  P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 

Burst Time (s)  11 20 5 9 7 2 4 15 1 8 

 
TABLE IX 

DATA 9 (15 PROCESSES) 

 
Processes  P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 

Burst 

Time (s) 

 11 20 5 9 7 2 4 15 1 8 

Processes  P11 P12 P13 P14 P15 

Burst 

Time (s) 

 18 3 12 6 19 

 
TABLE X 

DATA 10 (20 PROCESSES) 

 
Processes  P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 

Burst 

Time (s) 

 11 10 20 5 16 9 7 17 2 14 

Processes  P11 P12 P13 P14 P15 P16 P17 P18 P19 P20 

Burst 

Time (s) 

 4 15 1 13 8 18 3 12 6 19 

 
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results of the simulation run on the ten data-
sets, with their corresponding waiting times, turna-

round times, as well as their respective averages are 
plotted in Fig. 1 - 10. Out of the ten cases, rando-
mized scheduling algorithm performed better than 
FCFS in nine cases. The only case where FCFS per-
formed better than randomized algorithm is a very 
rare case. That is why the good performance of 
randomized algorithms has always been described 
as average. It can be inferred from these plots that 
the randomized algorithm, on the average, is better 
than FCFS (except with data 4 in Figure IV) while 
SJF remains the best. Even though SJF gave the 
optimal average waiting and turnaround times, that 
does not make it attractive and appealing for im-
plementation in PicOS due to the problems and 
difficulties associated with it. The real difficulty 
with the SJF algorithm is, estimating the length of 
the next CPU request. Consequently, despite the 
optimality of the SJF algorithm, it cannot be im-
plemented at the level of short-term CPU schedul-
ing. Also, there is the problem of starvation, since 
in real life, long processes will be starved and may 
never be executed, if short jobs keep coming. In 
some cases, long jobs could be more important than 
shorter ones. 

 

Fig. 1. Average waiting and turnaround times for Data 1. 
 

 

Fig. 2. Average waiting and turnaround times for Data 2. 
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Fig. 3. Average waiting and turnaround times for Data 3. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Average waiting and turnaround times for Data 4. 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Average waiting and turnaround times for Data 5. 

 
 

Fig. 6. Average waiting and turnaround times for Data 6. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Average waiting and turnaround times for Data 7. 
 

 
 

Fig. 8. Average waiting and turnaround times for Data 8. 
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Fig. 9. Average waiting and turnaround times for Data 9. 
 

 
 

Fig. 10. Average waiting and turnaround times for Data 10. 
 

VII. CONCLUSION 
This paper has demonstrated the efficiency of 

randomized scheduling algorithms in terms of av-
erage waiting and turnaround times, compared with 
FCFS and SJF scheduling algorithms by using a 
tiny custom-built simulator. Randomized algo-
rithms have proven, on the average, to be very fair 
to the process to be selected from a ready queue, 
very efficient and fast in terms of execution time.  
Each process, having equal chances, is scheduled 
by random sampling from among waiting processes 
in the ready queue. When there is no awaited signal 
or event, the next job in PicOS is scheduled by 
FCFS policy. This has been shown in this paper to 
be characterized by long waiting and turnaround 
times. With this demonstration of the efficiency of 
randomized algorithm for process scheduling, it is 
hereby recommended to Olsonet Corporations (the 
trademark owner of PicOS) for physical implemen-
tation in PicOS so as to reduce waiting, response 
and turnaround time of the real-time processes.  
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 Abstract-In this paper, we will explore the growth of virtual 
worlds – one of the most exciting and fast-growing concepts in 
the Web 2.0 era. We will see that while there has been significant 
growth across all demographic groups, online gaming in 
MMOGs (Massively Multiplayer Online Games) are finding 
particular appeal in today’s youth – the so-called “digital native” 
generation.  We then overview the today’s virtual world 
marketplace, both in the youth and adult-oriented markets. 
Second Life is emerging as the most important virtual world 
today, due to the intense interest amongst both large 
organizations and individual entrepreneurs to conduct real 
business in the virtual environment. Due to its prominence today 
and its forecasted growth over the next decade, we take a look at 
the unscripted world of Second Life, examining the corporate 
presence in-world, as well as the economic, technical, legal, 
ethical and security issues involved for companies doing business 
in the virtual world.  In conclusion, we present an analysis of 
where we stand in terms of virtual world development today and 
a projection of where we will be heading in the near future. 
Finally, we present advice to management practitioners and 
academicians on how to learn about virtual worlds and explore 
the world of opportunities in them. 
 

I.      INTRODUCTION 
 

“Every human being is interested in two kinds of 
worlds: the Primary, everyday world which he knows 
through his senses, and a Secondary world or worlds 
which he not only can create in his imagination, but 
which he cannot stop himself creating [1].” 

 
A.    Virtual Worlds 101   
 Analysts have predicted that by 2020, “virtual worlds will 
be as widespread as the World Wide Web is now” [2], and 
there is a growing belief that virtual worlds may well “replace 
the web browser as the way we interface with the Internet” 
[3]. Indeed, some predict that virtual worlds will be as 
significant a technological disruptor as the invention of the 
personal computer or the advent of the Internet [4]. In late 
2007, Gartner predicted that by the end of 2011, fully 80% of 
all active Internet users “will have a ‘second life’” in the 
developing sphere of virtual worlds, “but not necessarily in 
Second Life” [5].  While some have criticized Gartner’s 80% 
projection for being overly optimistic [6], there can be no 
doubt that the way we interact via the Internet is undergoing a 
profound change with the advent of virtual worlds. 
 Virtual worlds have been hailed as “the next great 
information frontiers” [7]. They are known synonymously as: 

  MMOGs (massively multiplayer online games) 

  MMORPGs (massively multi-player online role 
playing games) 

  MUVEs (multi-user online virtual environments) 
  NVEs (networked virtual environments). 

 Massively Multiplayer Online Games (MMOGs) – the 
umbrella term that will be used in this report - can be defined 
as being: “graphical two-dimensional (2-D) or three-
dimensional (3D) videogames played online, allowing 
individuals, through their self-created digital characters or 
‘avatars,’ to interact not only with the gaming software but 
with other players” [8]. These are the fastest growing category 
of online gaming, the total number of MMOG players 
estimated to be in excess of 150 million worldwide [9]. In 
these virtual worlds, players from around the world take-on 
fictional characters to play roles in the games. These are 
labeled “massively” for good reason. Unlike a traditional 
computer game (which has a single player) or a home console 
video game (which may have at most typically four players), 
MMOGs are likely to have many players from around the 
globe, perhaps even speaking different languages, engaged in 
the game simultaneously. They commonly involve a large 
number of players simultaneously – hundreds and quite 
commonly, even thousands - playing simultaneously. And, 
unlike our individual video and computer games, the virtual 
worlds of MMOGs are persistent environments, operating on a 
24/7/365, “never off” basis. 
 Today’s youth are coming to see virtual worlds as one of 
their primary ways to interact over the Internet. According to 
research from eMarketer, the percentage of all Internet users 
between the ages of 3 and 17 that access virtual worlds at least 
once a month has risen by over 50% in year over year figures 
(from 5.3 million in 2006 to 8.2 million in 2007). And, if this 
trend continues, by 2011 – the same year targeted by Gartner 
when virtual worlds will reach a true tipping point – well over 
half of all young Internet users – approximately 20 million – 
will visit virtual worlds [10]. As they interact with virtual 
worlds, this changes their perspective on what their Internet 
experience should be, as: “They are growing up not only with 
social networking but also with the ability to interact with 
people, shop, learn and play in a graphic environment” [10]. In 
comparison, “flat” websites may seem boring, paling in 
comparison to what they see as truly a Web 2.0 - a “new and 
improved” version of the Internet.     
 
B.    The Virtual Worlds Marketplace 
 The growth of virtual worlds is not just an American 
phenomenon. In fact, it has been said that “for adults, 
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virtuality is an acquired taste” – as fewer than 10% of 
American adults having a presence in a virtual world 
environment (compared with almost half of the population of 
South Korea) [11]. According to the most recent available 
data, there are an estimated 73 million online game players 
around the world today, with the worldwide market for 
MMOGs being estimated to be in excess of $350 million [12]. 
 Virtual worlds are fast becoming an environment of choice 
for millions of individuals – and a very big business. As can 
be seen in Tables 1 (Major Virtual Worlds for Kids and Teens) 
and 2 (Major Virtual Worlds for Adults), there are a panoply 
of virtual worlds online today, with hundreds more reportedly 
in various stages of development, looking to come online in 
the next few years.  Steve Prentice, Gartner Group’s Chief of 
Research, characterized the teen virtual world marketplace as 
exploding, as indeed, “there just seems to be another coming 
along every week” [13].  
 

Virtual World URL 
BarbieGirls World http://www.barbiegirls.com/ 
Be-Bratz! http://www.be‐bratz.com/ 
Club Penguin http://www.clubpenguin.com/ 
Disney’s Fairies http://www.disney.co.uk/DisneyOnline/fairies/
Disney’s Toontown http://play.toontown.com/ 
Disney’s Virtual 
Magic Kingdom 

http://vmk.disney.go.com/ 

Dofus http://www.dofus.com/ 
Flowplay http://www.flowplay.com/ 
Lego Universe http://universe.lego.com/en‐US/default.aspx
MapleStory http://www.maplestory.com/ 
Mokitown http://www.mobile‐kids.net/  
Nicktropolis http://www.nick.com/nicktropolis/ 
Planet Cazmo http://www.planetcazmo.com/ 
Puzzle Pirates http://www.puzzlepirates.com/  
Spine World http://www.spineworld.com/s/start 
Teen Second Life http://teen.secondlife.com/ 
WebbliWorld 
Home 

http://www.webbliworld.com/ 

Webkinz http://www.webkinz.com/ 
Whirled http://www.threerings.net/whirled/ 
Whyville http://www.whyville.net/ 
Xivio http://www.xivio.com/bftq5/index.cfm  
Zoodaloo http://www.zoodaloo.com/ 

 
Tab. 1. Major Virtual Worlds for Kids and Teens 

 
Second Life is, in truth, but one slice – albeit a tremendously 
important one – of the overall virtual worlds’ marketplace. In 
fact, both in terms of population and revenue, Second Life is 
dwarfed in size by what have been aptly termed “men in 
tights” games, medieval-styled fantasy games such as  -- 
World of Warcraft, Runescape, Lineage, Ragnarok, and 
Everquest [14]. In fact, in January 2008, World of Warcraft – 
the largest MMOG – surpassed the astonishing mark of having 
10 million active subscribers – at least a quarter of which are 
based in the U.S. and Canada and almost half of whom are 
based in China [15]. Some commentators have likened the 
explosion of participation to make virtual worlds “the new 
TV” (as a form of entertainment) [16] or “the new golf,” due 
to the social nature of the online gaming environment [17]. 
 

 
Virtual World URL 

AlphaWorld http://www.activeworlds.com/  
BOTS http://bots.acclaim.com/ 
City of Heroes/City of 
Villains 

http://uk.cityofheroes.com/  

City Pixel http://www.citypixel.com/  
Coke Studios http://www.mycoke.com/ 
Cybertown http://www.cybertown.com/ 
Dark Age of Camelot http://www.darkageofcamelot.com/   
Dubit  http://www.dubitchat.com/ 
Entropia Universe http://www.entropiauniverse.com/  
Eve Online http://www.eve-online.com/  
EverQuest / EverQuest 
II 

http://everquest.station.sony.com/  

Faketown http://www.faketown.com/ 
Final Fantasy XI: 
Online 

http://www.playonline.com/ff11eu/ 

Gaia Online http://www.gaiaonline.com/ 
Guild Wars http://www.guildwars.com/ 
Habbo Hotel http://www.habbo.com/ 
HiPiHi http://www.hipihi.com/index_english.html  
Knight Online http://www.knightonlineworld.com 
Lineage/Lineage II http://www.lineage.com/ 
Runescape http://www.runescape.com/  
Star Wars Galaxies  http://starwarsgalaxies.station.sony.com/   
The Lord of the Rings 
Online: Shadows of 
Angmar 

http://www.lotro.com/  

The Sims/The Sims2 http://www.ea.com/official/thesims/ 
There http://www.there.com/ 
Ultima Online http://www.uo.com/  
Virtual MTV http://www.vmtv.com/ 
Virtual World of 
Kaneva 

http://www.kaneva.com/  

vSide http://www.vside.com/ 
World of Warcraft  http://www.worldofwarcraft.com/  

 
Tab. 2. Major Virtual Worlds for Adults 

 
II.    SECOND LIFE 

 
“Once we have enough computing power, we can 
remake the world using simulation.” 
 ----- Philip Rosedale, Linden Lab founder [18] 

 
A.   Overview of Second Life 
 Philip Rosedale, the founder and CEO (until May 2008) of 
Linden Labs, remarked that: “The intention behind Second 
Life was to create a world not just where a bunch of people 
were connected together in some way, but a world in which 
everything was built by us, by the people who were there in a 
kind of Lego block sort of way to rebuild the laws of physics” 
[19]. He had been the Chief Technical Officer for 
RealNetworks in its formative days, and he was known for 
being an extremely creative, forward thinking type – thinking 
far beyond the business of streaming audio [20].  
 The birth of Second Life can be traced to a now legendary 
night in 1999, when Rosedale and some of his friends from 
RealNetworks went to see the movie, The Matrix, in a local 
theater. According to the tale, after the movie, the friends sat 
in a bar discussing the film and its rather dark vision of an 
alternate, virtual reality. Rosedale announced then and there: 
“I’m going to build that! And it’s not going to turn out that 
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way” [18].   A short time later, Rosedale took his payout from 
the Yahoo buyout of RealNetworks to form Linden Labs, 
based in San Francisco [20].  
 Second Life was first launched in June 2003. It was unique 
in that is was intended to be “a platform, not a game” – and 
approximately a thousand users created content in the virtual 
environment before the site went dark due to Linden Labs 
funding problems. Then, in January 2004, the site was 
relaunched, allowing for users to own their own land [21].  
Since that time, the number of residents in Second Life has 
grown rapidly – to over 13 million in 2008 [22].     
 
B.    “Life” in Second Life 
 Second Life has been differentiated from MMOGs, in that: 
“unlike online games, virtual social worlds lack structured, 
mission-oriented narratives; defined character roles; and 
explicit goals” [23]. In the virtual social world of Second Life, 
there are no quests, no scripted play and no top down game 
plan [24]. There is no embedded objective or narrative to 
follow. There are no levels, no targets, and no dragons to slay.  
It has been hailed as nothing less than the “evolution of the 
computer game,” as rather than having a ready-made character 
with a fixed purpose, one creates his or her own avatar with an 
open-ended existence [25]. Thus, rather than being a Star 
Wars-like character or an armed, rogue warrior whose mission 
it is to shoot as many other characters as possible or to collect 
enough points or tokens to advance to the next level, the 
Second Life avatar wonders a virtual world, with the ability to 
“teleport” – in a “Star Trek”-like manner – from virtual place 
to virtual place.  
 Edward Castronova, author of Synthetic Worlds: The 
Business and Culture of Online Games, believes that the 
growth of virtual social worlds is a sign that “We have an 
emerging industry of people making fun things” – an 
“economics of fun.” He added that Second Life is itself not 
“fun,” just as the Internet is not inherently “fun.” However, 
there are aspects of Second Life that are very fun, and as such, 
attract a sizeable number of participants to the site [26]. Justin 
Bovington, the Chief Executive Officer of Rivers Run Red, a 
London-based Second Life consultancy, observed that: 
“Second Life is proof that we are entering a much more 
immersive era for entertainment. It offers a whole new level of 
experience with something that you’re interested in” [27]. 
 Second Life has been described in myriad ways. In a 
Business Week cover story on virtual worlds, Second Life was 
portrayed as “something a lot stranger than fiction…..some 
unholy offspring of the movie The Matrix, the social 
networking site MySpace.com, and the online marketplace 
eBay” [28]. In Fortune, Second Life was painted as “a 
brightly colored, three-dimensional world that resembles 
Grand Theft Auto crossed with Lord of the Rings” [29]. 
Second Life has also been been described as resembling an 
idealized version of the world, filled with what has been 
described as “futuristic Blade Runner-style cities and places 
that resemble ancient Japan” [27]. In this idealized 
environment, there are shopping malls, colleges and 
universities, museums, beaches, cinemas, and nightclubs – lots 
and lots of nightclubs. There are business conferences and 

consumer marketing events taking place “in world,” as well as 
real university classes and other types of training sessions.  
There are also recruitment fairs being held in Second Life, as 
well as “real” job interviews between employers and 
prospective workers. As one can constantly remake one’s 
appearance by changing your on-screen character – your 
avatar – avatar’s tend to be idealized versions of ourselves, 
described as being “all nipped, tucked and primped to 
perfection” [2].  
 
C.    Participation in Second Life 
 John Gage, the chief researcher for Sun Microsystems, 
described the virtual world of Second Life as “a community 
built entirely on participation” [30].  The primary means of 
communications within the Second Life environment is text-
based instant messaging chat, leading experienced users to 
often develop typing speeds rivaling the finest executive 
secretary. Voice chat was introduced in Second Life in late 
2007, and while some believe this to be a development that 
will attract more regular users to the virtual world, others feel 
that having virtual voice can have opposite the intended effect 
– making users “clam up” [31].   
 The demographics of Second Life are indeed quite 
interesting. Second Life is not at all representative of the 
population as a whole. In fact, due to the need for broadband 
Internet connection and a fairly sophisticated computer to run 
the application, Second Life is populated by an overly middle 
class audience with the time – and money - to spend in world 
[32]. While the virtual world began as a majority female-user 
site, since 2005, the site has trended to have more male than 
female residents. In regards to age, since those under 18 are 
prohibited from entering the main Second Life grid, the user 
base is relatively normally distributed, with the largest age 
group being in the 25-34 age range. However, while younger 
users (under the age of 35) make-up over sixty percent of 
Second Life’s resident population, older users tend to put in a 
disproportionate amount of time in-world. In just the past year, 
the number of hours residents spent in-world has doubled to 
over 30 million hours each month, and residents aged 35 and 
older put-in approximately half of all user hours in the virtual 
environment [22]. The in-world environment of Second Life 
has also been rather accurately described as being overly white 
in demographic (at least in the representation of the 
avatars)[32]. While Second Life draws users from around the 
world, it is – by and large – today a North American and 
European-driven phenomenon [33].  
 
D.    The Virtual Economy of Second Life 
 What has propelled the rapid growth of Second Life? 
Analysts point to the fact that it is an entrepreneurial, free 
market-based virtual economy [24]. As such, virtual worlds 
can be viewed as “essentially unregulated playgrounds for 
economic organization” [28]. Futurist Thomas Frey, a former 
IBM executive who presently serves as the Executive Director 
of the DaVinci Institute, recently observed: “I see Second Life 
as the next generation of social networking, but so much more. 
It has its own currency, land to buy and sell, and free 
enterprise systems that allow entrepreneurial-minded people 
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the ability to build new countries and new kinds of business” 
[34]. The nascent Second Life economy has been described as 
a “highly entrepreneurial environment,” with the attendant 
opportunities and issues that were encountered in the early 
days of the Web [24].   
 Second Life has been described as nothing less than a 
virtual laboratory for helping to better understand how both 
the virtual and real world economies work: “This virtual world 
has become a petri dish of loosely regulated markets and has 
begun to pose some profound questions about the meaning of 
assets, currencies, and intellectual property” [35]. In its short 
existence, Second Life has proven that the “invisible hand” of 
the economy works reasonably well in the virtual world as 
well. Second Life has been described as a world built on both 
a laissez-faire economy, where the invisible hand of capitalism 
has proven to work in the virtual environment, as well as a 
laissez-faire attitude toward many activities that could not be 
tolerated in the real world, which many point to as 
“unsustainable” [36]. This has proven both advantageous and 
troublesome, as gambling bans [37] and banking crises [38] 
have both disrupted the Second Life economy. 
 A whole host of major companies have established Second 
Life presences, including retailers, car companies, consumer 
products firms, and even service providers (including H.R. 
Block for tax help). For companies, the prospect of ROI in 
their Second Life ventures is very long term in nature at best. 
As Greg Verdino, who is Vice President of Emerging 
Channels for Digitas, concluded: “Can you, as a business, look 
at the Second Life of today and say it’s a viable marketing 
channel? Can you draw direct lines between what people do in 
Second Life and what they do in real life? No, you can’t. 
Certainly, Second Life is innovative, but it’s far too early to 
start calculating ROI, or expect any real-world deliverables to 
come of it” [39]. What has been driving companies to invest in 
Second Life and other virtual worlds? One analyst recently 
remarked: “I see FUD (‘Fear, Uncertainty and Doubt’) hard at 
work, with advertisers fearing that they’ll miss out on a new 
way to communicate if they don’t jump on the Second Life 
bandwagon soon. It reminds me of the early dot com land 
grab” [40]. Still, one has to be concerned that several high 
profile companies have closed-up their virtual world sites in 
Second Life, including American Apparel (which was the first 
“real-world” major company to establish a storefront in 
Second Life) and Starwood Hotels (which shuttered its “Aloft 
Hotel” and turned over its island for use by a real-world 
nonprofit group) [41].   
     However, there is indeed potential for companies to 
produce real world results from their Second Life operations 
beyond any in-world sales. Companies can look at a variety of 
indirect return measures, including media mentions of their 
Second Life operations and potential cross-promotions aimed 
at in-world residents to shop in the real world [42]. Virtual 
worlds can also be seen as a test-bed for new ideas, new 
products, and new designs, as well as a forum for user-
generated ideas to rise to the attention of corporate designers 
and marketing executives for use in real-life products and 
services. An example of this can be found in Toyota’s Scion 

City, Second Life, where not only can residents configure and 
“drive” their own Scion, but also make customizations that 
Toyota will evaluate for use on the real-life version of the car 
– with rewards going to those in Second Life who make 
worthy suggestions [19].  There have also been instances 
where virtual “products” have become real-world items as 
well. One Second Life entrepreneur developed a game he 
called Tringo, which was a cross between Tetris and Bingo. 
Nintendo licensed the popular in-world game for development 
as a real-life video game [29].      
 
E.     Law and Disorder in Second Life 
 Henry Kelly, who is the President of The Federation of 
American Scientists, observed: “The ancient tension between 
liberty and order plays out as vividly in Virtual Worlds as in 
the real” [43]. One of the significant downsides to 
participating in Second Life is the sense of lawlessness that 
has largely pervaded the online world. The laissez-faire 
attitude that has historically prevailed is encapsulated in the 
observation of an anonymous user, whose avatar, Bobo 
Decosta, proclaimed last year: “I thought Second Life was 
another world where real life laws didn’t apply” [37].     
 Observers have cautioned organizations that while Second 
Life may be a virtual world, “the trouble it could cause you is 
real” [44]. Indeed, Second Life has not been immune to the 
intervention of real world laws and real world legal issues. 
Indeed, one of the more interesting discussions is who, 
exactly, should “police” the virtual worlds [45]. While Second 
Life has drawn attention from the FBI and other agencies (on 
matters such as gambling and money laundering), there are 
legal, jurisdictional, and ethical issues over applying real 
world laws to conduct in virtual worlds [46]. As Professor 
Beth Simone Noveck of the New York Law School, who is 
also the founder of the State of Play: Law and Virtual Worlds 
Annual Conference, recently observed: “People are appearing 
with new visual identities and likenesses, trademarked brands 
are appearing in virtual shop windows, and ownership of 
avatars (is) being settled in divorce and probate proceedings. 
The law is having to grapple with questions that are similar to, 
but not all the same as, what we’ve confronted in two-
dimensional cyberspace” [47]. In Second Life for instance, 
there was a threat to virtual property when, in late 2006, a 
program known as CopyBot allowed residents to copy any 
object in Second Life, including clothing, buildings, and other 
items that had been “bought” legitimately in-world [48].  
 Analysts have predicted that as virtual worlds and their 
populations, economies, and complexities grew, “terrestrial 
governments” would begin to be both compelled and enticed 
to step-in and begin monitoring the online domains [49]. And, 
as we have seen with the crackdown on gambling and banking 
in Second Life, as Professor Joshua Fairfield of Indiana 
University put it, “governance in the virtual world is already in 
place and it’s the real world governance” [31].  
 

IV.    ANALYSIS 
 
     Overall, Second Life and the entirety of virtual worlds are 
still very much in their infancies, and analysts have predicted 
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that we are not even at “the DOS era of virtual worlds” [50]. 
However, we are shifting from today’s 2D Web to the future – 
what has been aptly described by analysts as the “3D 
Internet.” The Former Speaker of the U.S. House of 
Representatives Newt Gingrich recently observed that the: 
“3D Internet represent(s) a brand-new approach to 
collaboration. While it is true that it’s still fairly primitive by 
the standards of having holograms or being face-to-face in 
more complex ways. . . . I think that 3D Internet in all of its 
various forms is going to become one of the great 
breakthroughs of the next ten years” [51].  
 What does all this mean…and where does it lead? Observers 
have declared that: “the virtual world is rapidly evolving into a 
close representation of the real world with all the opportunities 
and consequences of the real world” [17]. Harvard Business 
School Professor Stephen Kaufman, an expert on disruptive 
technologies, cautions that: “You can’t tell where these things 
will go, and they will probably go places you’d never expect 
them to” [52]. Still, Popular Science and others have predicted 
that virtual worlds may well be “a window onto the Web’s 
future” [53]. Indeed, the Metaverse Roadmap Overview [54] 
predicted that many of our 2D Internet activities will migrate 
to the 3D spaces of the Metaverse, envisaging that: “Although 
the ‘Web’ technically refers to a particular set of protocols and 
online applications, the term has become shorthand for online 
life. It’s possible that ‘Metaverse’ will come to have this same 
duality: referring to both a particular set of virtualizing and 3D 
web technologies, and the standard way in which we think of 
life online. Like the Web, the Metaverse wouldn’t be the 
entirety of the Internet—but like the Web, it would be seen by 
many as the most important part.” As such, virtual 
environments won’t replace today’s Internet in a wholesale 
manner. However, in the future, we will find the best uses of 
both, as tasks will migrate to and from the Web and virtual 
worlds – wherever they are best suited for. 
 

V.     CONCLUSION 
 
 As virtual worlds increase in both utility and usage, it will 
become more and more important for executives and 
academicians alike to know about what is going on in this 
“second place.” Thus, here is a 5-step action plan to help you 
learn more about Second Life and the rest of the 3D Internet: 
1. Join Second Life and create an avatar (be careful – pick a 

name that your constituents and your Mom - would be 
happy with). Teleport around to islands of various types 
(the corporate, university, museum, and governmental 
sites will make for a good start).  

2. Pick at least two other virtual worlds to join and explore – 
whether you are more of a World of Warcraft or Virtual 
Magic Kingdom type. 

3. Ask your kids (whether they are in first grade or in 
college) what they are doing in virtual worlds. Don’t do 
this in an accusatory way – they might be able to teach 
you a great deal.  

4. Ask your staff what they are doing in virtual worlds 
(again, not acting as the IT police). Find out who are “the 

experts” in your office and which staffers might be 
helpful in working on your organization’s virtual world 
project. 

5. Bookmark or RSS several virtual worlds news sites and/or 
blogs (CNN’s I-Reports on Second Life and Reuter’s 
News Bureau in Second Life are great places to start). 
Set-up a “Google Alert” for virtual worlds topics (you 
may want to focus it more narrowly on your market and 
on Second Life as well if that is your targeted venue).  
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Abstract-There is a trend towards construction of multimedia 
digital information resources which may hold diverse data types 
in the form of image, graphics, audio, video, and text based 
retrieval artifacts or objects. WWW is a huge multimedia 
information resource. Existing search mechanisms available on 
WWW are mostly mono-modal. Multimedia information needs 
are partially satisfied by using mono-modal search mechanisms. 
Multiple modalities of information are associated with 
multimedia retrieval object so multimodal search mechanisms 
are required for searching multimedia information resources. 
Existing search mechanisms available on WWW whether they 
are general purpose, domain specific or media specific partially 
fulfil multimedia information needs because they are mostly 
mono-modal and able to perform search with in one media type 
at a time. We explore with the help of multimedia object analysis 
that search with in all the subsets of  multimedia object types is 
possible by using only four index types, two models of 
interactions and fifteen possible modes at most. A framework 
based on an architectural approach is proposed for multimedia 
information retrieval. Proposed retrieval framework is 
implemented. Present implementation gives query formulation 
and information presentation for all modes and search 
functionality with in few modes of multimedia search 
framework. 

Keywords: Multimedia Systems, framework, architecture, 
multimodal, Word Wide Web, mono-modal, digital 
information resources, search mechanism, multimedia object 
types.  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Digital resources are constructed for educational, social, 
business and organizational purposes. A digital resource 
mostly consists of a search mechanism for the exploration of 
information along with data collection. Digital resources 
show convergence towards knowledge management and e-
Learning facilities and acts like knowledge source or 
knowledge centres [1]. Educational digital libraries and 
museum digital collections are best examples of digital 
resources.  

World Wide Web (WWW) is also a huge multimedia 
digital information resource or multimedia database [2] 
accessible via search engines. In early years digital resources 
hold only text documents. Single source of information or 
modality is associated with text documents. A single 

indexing and retrieval mechanism is sufficient for the 
retrieval of documents from text based digital information 
resources. Such type of systems that operate on a single 
modality for indexing and searching are called mono-modal 
information retrieval systems [3]. In text retrieval systems 
user information needs are satisfied by mono-modal search 
mechanisms. Now information is available in multiple media 
types. These multiple media types include text, audio, video, 
image and graphic objects or documents. Mono-modal 
search mechanisms are satisfactory for the retrieval of text 
but not for image, audio, video and graphics. Multiple 
modalities of information are associated with each media 
type except text. Information retrieval systems that operate 
on multiple media type objects require multiple modalities of 
information for indexing and searching. In such systems 
ordinary user information needs are mostly satisfied by 
multimodal search mechanisms [3]. A multimodal search 
mechanism interacts with more than one modalities of 
information for multimedia information retrieval.  In 
multimodal search mechanisms indexing and searching of 
more than one modalities of information is required. 
Unification of multiple indexing techniques and user 
interaction in a framework is essential for multimodal search. 

In this article we discuss web based and non web based 
search mechanisms and investigate their limitations for 
multimedia information needs. We propose and implement 
a Unified Multimodal Search Framework (UMSF).  

II. RELATED WORK 

Multimedia information retrieval system research shows 
great advancements in recent years [4] [5] [6]. Researchers 
deviate from mono-modal search to multimodal search [3] 
[7]. Interaction and modelling of a single modality is not 
sufficient to fulfil multimedia information needs. Recent 
research in multimedia information retrieval systems can be 
broadly classified in web based and non web based search 
mechanisms. 

A. Web Based Search Mechanisms  
Web based search mechanisms are accessible via web. 

They can be broadly classified into research in general 
purpose, media specific and domain specific search 
mechanisms for digital information resources available on 
WWW. Information seekers are aware of this research 
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because they mostly interact with information retrieval 
systems accessible via WWW. 

General Purpose Web Based Search Mechanisms: Goggle, 
altheweb, AltaVista and lycose are examples of general 
purpose information retrieval systems. All these information 
retrieval systems operate on web information resources. 
They provide search mechanism for more than one 
multimedia object types. 

Evaluation: By using general purpose search mechanisms 
like Google, altheweb, AltaVista and lycose user is able to 
formulate query and visualize results for one media type at a 
time. Our investigation reveals that indicated general 
purpose search mechanisms adopt mono-modal search 
mechanisms. They can only perform search with in text 
modality. Information retrieval functionality is mostly 
provided by using text present on page having multimedia 
object and file attributes associated with multimedia objects 
like file type, size, format and colour. Existing general 
purpose search engines give illusion that they can perform 
search within modalities of multimedia objects but their 
working is totally dependent on text retrieval techniques and 
pre-recorded attributes of multimedia objects. Due to this 
reason information needs are partially satisfied by using 
these search mechanisms [8].  

Media and Domain Specific Web Based Search 
Mechanisms: Media specific and domain specific search 
mechanisms are also available on the WWW. They mostly 
provide mono-modal search mechanisms for specific 
domains [3].   

ACM1 and IEEE2: are educational digital libraries. They 
provide specialized search mechanism for text retrieval with 
in particular educational domains.  

Terra Galleria3: provides content base image retrieval along 
with textual search.  

Digital South Asia Library4: provides retrieval facility for 
cultural heritage data of South Asia. Data is mostly stored in 
the form of images and search facility is provided by 
annotated text modality.  

Open Video Digital Library (OVDL)5: provides search and 
browse mechanisms for video documents for pre-stored 
specified video repository. Video documents are organized 
in the form of cluster of genres like documentaries, 
educational, lectures, ephemerals, and historical. Search 
mechanisms are provided by using text modality of speech 
transcripts and bibliographic records. OVDL is more focused 
towards human computer interaction issues in the retrieval of 
video documents [9]. 

Hermitage Museum6:   is accessible via web and provides 
searching and browsing of image based museum objects. 
User is able to browse collections and search using texture 
and color of image modality.  

                                                 

                                                

1 http://portal.acm.org 
2 http://www.ieeeexplorer.org  
3 http://www.terragalleria.com 
4 http://dsal.uchicago.edu 
5 http://www.open-video.org 
6 http://www.hermitagemuseum.org 

WOMDA7: operates on multimedia data like manuscripts 
of poems, diaries, letters and information available in the 
form of audio, video and images revolves in the age of First 
World War poet Wilfred Own. WOMDA holds its own 
archives of data [10]. Data is managed in the form of 
browse-able collections. WOMDA provides search 
facilities of audio, video, images and manuscripts using 
annotated text modality.  

Evaluation: Domain specific and media specific search 
mechanisms provide advance search mechanisms. They 
provide search with in different multimedia modalities and 
information domains. Media specific search mechanism 
provides search facility with in a particular type of 
multimedia. User is mostly able to formulate query and 
visualize results for a specific multimedia type. They 
cannot discuss unification of search approaches for all 
multimedia types. They are usually not expandable for 
multiple multimedia object type’s retrieval. Their 
integration in general purpose search mechanism that 
facilitates unified retrieval of all multimedia object types is 
not approachable. Domain specific search mechanisms 
rarely provide search with in multiple multimedia object 
types. Mostly they perform search with in specified 
domains and particular media types. It is explored that their 
retrieval model is totally based on accompanying text 
modality of multimedia object types. Due to their 
operability for a specific type of media or with in specified 
domains user information needs are partially satisfied. 

B. Non Web Based Search Mechanisms 
Research in search mechanisms not associable via WWW 

includes information retrieval systems designed, developed, 
investigated and evaluated in research laboratories. These 
systems are mostly not available on the WWW, some 
products like greenstone are download-able via web; 
however their detailed information is available from the 
related research papers [4, 5, 6, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. 
Example of these systems includes informedia [4], 
Combinformation [12], greenstone [13], VULDA [4], M-
Space Browser [6, 15] and EVIADA [10].  

Informedia: is a multimedia information retrieval system 
for modeling, searching and visualization of video 
documents [5]. It is designed for searching video news 
articles. Informedia provides multimodal search mechanism 
for the retrieval of video documents. User is able to perform 
search by using text and image modalities. Informedia 
project is more focused towards human computer interaction 
aspects in searching and browsing of only video documents. 

Combinformation: multimedia document collections are 
represented by image and text surrogates so this mechanism 
facilitates browsing of multimedia collections [12]. 
  Greenstone: is open source software designed and 
developed for construction of personal digital libraries [14] 
[13] Greenstone provides services for the construction of 
digital library collections and searching, browsing facilities. 
Greenstone provides collection construction facility using 
documents in different formats like HTML, DOC, PDF, 

 
7 http://www.hcu.ox.ac.uk/jtap/ 
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multi format images, MP3 and MIDI audio. This software 
also provides searching and browsing facilities using full text 
search and metadata browsing mechanisms.  
  Video University Digital Library for All (VULDA): 
provides all functionalities of video streaming, segmentation, 
scene detection and automatic speech recognition [4]. 
VULDA provides content based indexing mechanism using 
speech transcripts and image modalities. Retrieval is also 
facilitated by metadata of video documents. VULDA 
provides multimodal query formulation mechanism using 
text and image modalities. 
  M-Space browser: discusses human computer interaction 
issues in video searching and browsing. It does not provide 
query processing and retrieval models for video documents 
[6, 15]. 
  The Ethnomusicological Video for Instruction and Analysis 
Digital Archive (EVIADA): provides video document 
management facilities like video segmentation, manual video 
annotation and metadata creation for documents in video 
archives [11]. 
  Evaluation: These advance university projects provide 
valuable multimodal search for multimedia information 
retrieval.  They mostly address search with in one 
multimedia type. Complex document modeling and retrieval 
mechanisms are investigated in these projects. These 
research projects mostly investigate some specified retrieval 
problems for predefined domain. Due to specified domains 
and operability with in particular multimedia type these 
research projects are mostly not applicable for unified 
multimedia retrieval. 

III. Unified Framework    

Existing multimedia information retrieval systems 
whether they are web based or non web based have 
usability issues because user is not able to perform search 
with in multiple multimedia types [8]. Advance multimedia 
information retrieval techniques [16, 17] have been 
investigated in recent years. It is required that researchers 
should enhance these techniques by investigating and 
resolving the limitations. These advance retrieval 
techniques discuss basic indexing and retrieval mechanism 
for multimedia data types. Their unification with in 
information retrieval frameworks is mostly not addressed, 
so satisfactory multimedia retrieval is not possible. 
Unification of these techniques in proper information 
retrieval framework should provide enhancement in 
multimedia information retrieval. To overcome problems 
[8] in existing search mechanisms we investigate and 
propose a Unified Multimodal Search Framework (UMSF). 
The framework is explained with the help of following 
multimedia object analysis [8]. 

A. Multimedia Object Analysis 
Multimedia object or document in context of multimodal 

search mechanism is an interactive artifact that can be 
modeled or indexed, searched, browsed, visualized and 
retrieved. Audio, video, image, graphics and text are five 
basic multimedia object types. Image and graphics are 
interchangeable. We place graphics in broad category of 

image types. In this article hereafter refer multimedia 
object types as image, audio, video and text. They can be 
represented interchangeable. Multimedia objects can be 
expressed as supersets and subsets of each other. Video can 
be decomposed into audio objects and visual streams. 
Audio object is composition of speech and music. Speech 
can be represented as text objects and their context. Text 
consists of keywords and their context. Music portion of 
audio object is decomposable into musical instruments and 
their context. 

Fig. 1. Multimedia Object Decomposition Hierarchy, dotted region 
represents occurrence of text, audio, image/graphics object types with in 
video object type 
 
Visual stream of video can be decomposed into scenes and 
their context. Scene is a video clip of continuous images and 
graphics having some specific context. Image and graphic 
objects can be decomposed into objects and their context. 
“Fig. 1.” depicts that video artifact is composition of text; 
image/graphics and audio object types. Video object owns all 
features of other multimedia object types. Top down analysis 
of above hierarchy shows that video object type is 
decomposed into audio, image and text multimedia object 
types at intermediate levels and finally represented as  
 
1. Text keywords and their context 
2. Image/graphics objects and their context 
 
Bottom up analysis of Figure 1 show initially text keywords, 
their context and image/graphics objects, their context 
composes image/graphics, audio and text object types and 
finally interpreted as video object type [ 8]. 

Indexing text, accompanying text, speech transcript and 
image modalities are sufficient for searching with in all 
subsets of multimedia object types. By using image and text 
modalities ordinary multimedia information user formulate  
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TABLE 1 
 POSSIBLE MODES, INDEXES AND MODELS OF INTERACTION USED IN MULTIMODAL SEARCH FRAMEWORK 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

queries for all multimedia object types which enables the 
user to  perform search with in all modalities of information. 

Searching with in subsets of multimedia object types is 
possible. Four multimedia object types can be represented in 
24=16 combinations or subsets, one subset is empty so there 
are total fifteen combinations. Searching with in these 
subsets is possible by four index types two modal of 
interaction and fifteen modes at most. Four possible index 
types are: 

 
1. Text based index for text artefacts 
2. Speech transcript text index for audio and video object 
types 
3. Image feature based index for image and video object 
types 
4. Accompanying text based index for audio, video and 
image objects having accompanying textual information.  

Fig. 2. Framework for Multimodal Search Mechanism 
 

We explain fifteen combinations in Table 1. User is able to 
formulate query for any subset of multimedia object types by 
using only text based and image based interactions or query 
formulation mechanisms. Our proposed multimodal search 
mechanism provides search mechanism with in all the 
subsets of multimedia objects types by using fifteen possible 
modes or layers. Table 1 demonstrates modes, possible index 
types and interactions against each mode of multimodal 
search mechanism.  

A search mechanism that incorporates specified four 
possible index types and two models of interaction provides 
search facility with in all possible subsets of multimedia 
object types. Figure 2 demonstrates a multimodal search 
mechanism that has capability of searching with in any 
subset of multimedia objects types. One combination of 
multimedia object types, mode or a subset is activated at a 
time using four possible index types and two models of 
interaction at most. “Fig. 2.” demonstrates this multimodal 
search framework.  

First dotted rectangle represents two interaction 
mechanisms via keywords and images; second dashed 
rectangle represents possible modes or subsets. One mode is 
activated at a time. User is able to perform search with in any 
subset of multimedia object types by using these fifteen 
modes. Third rectangle represents possible four index types. 
Search is always performed with in theses four index types at 
most [8]. 

IV. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF  
MULTIMODAL SEARCH FRAMEWORK 

Unified Multimodal Search Framework is designed and 
implemented. Design and implementation contains a 
framework based on an architectural approach and 
interactive interface for multimodal query formulation and 
information presentation. 

 

Multimedia object types Indexes Involved in search Modals of 
Interaction 

Modes 

Text Image Audio Video Text 
Based 

Accompanying 
Text 

Speech 
transcript 

Image 
feature 

Keywords Visual 
Image 

1           
2           
3           
4           
5           
6           
7           
8           
9           

10           
11           

       12           
13           

       14           
15           
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A. M3L Architecture for UMSF 
Decomposition of system into subsystems or components 

establishes a framework. Communications among 
components discuss architectural design [22]. Unified 
Multimodal Search Framework distributes components 
among three main categories, modes, models and 
modalities. 

Mode represents possible ways of interaction with 
multimedia object types. There are fifteen modes that 
provide search facility with in all subsets of multimedia 
object types. Fifteen modes of UMSF are given in table 1. 

Model is basic retrieval function that provides search 
facility with in multimedia based documents. There are 
four retrieval functions for text, image, audio, and video 
based documents. Text retrieval function search in text 
modality, audio retrieval  in accompanying text and speech 
transcript text modality, image retrieval function in 
accompanying text and image modality, and video retrieval 
function in accompanying text modality, speech text 
transcript modality and image modality. 

Modality contains representations or indexes of 
multimedia based documents.  

In recent years object based architectures appeared in the 
form of frameworks [23]. Unified Multimodal Search 
Framework requires an architectural design that identifies 
necessary objects and specifies their communication. Our 
framework is based on proposed Modes, Models, and 
Modalities Layered architecture (M3L).  

M3L exhibits layered based architectural approach and 
distribute framework objects in three adjacent layers which 
are modes, models, and modalities. Possible objects in M3L 
are activation, interaction, indexing, presentation, retrieval, 
and processing objects. We briefly discuss their basic 
functionalities. 

Activation Objects: Activate passive objects. Passive 
objects must be activated and updated as active objects 
before use. There are two types of activation objects, mode 
and index activation objects. Fifteen mode activation 
objects make functioning of fifteen modes of UMSF. Each 
mode activation object activates necessary interaction 
objects for a particular mode. A mode activation object also 
invokes required retrieval functions regarding each mode of 
framework. An index activation object activates 
representations of multimedia based documents before use 
by loading them in temporary memory. Query processing 
objects only search information contents in index objects 
when they are active.  

Interaction Objects: An interaction object provides user 
interaction for multimodal query formulation using image 
and text based interactions. They describe interaction 
interfaces for each specified mode. Fifteen specified modes 
of UMSF have been discussed. Each mode interaction can 
be collectively represented by a set of interaction objects. 
Interaction in each mode can be represented by 
composition of one or more than one interaction objects. 
Activation objects activate specified interaction objects that 
collectively provide interaction interfaces regarding each 
mode of UMSF. Each interaction object appears in one or 
more than one interaction interfaces concerning each mode. 

Index Objects: Each multimedia document can be 
represented by index object. Index objects are document 
representations. Representations are initially passive. In our 
search framework there are four types’ index objects for 
representation of text, audio, image, and video based 
documents. They are permanently stored on secondary 
storage. When they are stored on secondary storage they 
are in passive state.  Index objects must be activated before 
searching by loading them in temporary memory. A 
retrieval object only interacts with index objects when they 
are in active state.  

Presentation Objects: Provide presentation interfaces for 
results returned from retrieval objects. There are four 
presentation objects each one is responsible for 
presentation of results regarding a specific multimedia type. 
Each retrieval object returns results to a specific 
presentation object for result presentation. In each mode it 
might be possible that more than one presentation objects 
collectively provides results interface for more than one 
multimedia document types.  

Retrieval Object: Holds information retrieval functions 
for audio, video, image and text retrieval. Text, audio, 
image, and video retrieval functions have been discussed in 
previous chapters. Retrieval functions are encapsulated in 
distinct retrieval objects. They calculate probability of 
similarity of a document with respect to a query formulated 
by interaction objects. Retrieval objects take input query 
from interaction objects and return result to presentation 
objects. Retrieval objects are activated by mode activation 
objects. One mode activation object may activate more than 
one retrieval objects. One retrieval object may be activated 
by more than one mode activation objects. 

Processing Objects: there are three processing objects 
used for information search in textual modality, image 
modality and video modality. Three processing objects 
encapsulate processing algorithms. Three types of 
processing objects are capable of searching information 
contents with in all index objects. Retrieval objects always 
invoke one or more than one retrieval objects for document 
similarity calculation by using relevancies or 
approximations returned by retrieval objects. 

M3L organizes Unified Multimodal Search Framework 
objects in three layers. Each layer collectively performs a 
specific type of task and interacts only with adjacent layers. 
Now we discuss three layers of M3L architecture for 
proposed search framework. 

M3L organizes Unified Multimodal Search Framework 
objects in three layers. Each layer collectively performs a 
specific type of task and interacts only with adjacent layers. 
Now we discuss three layers of M3L architecture for 
proposed search framework. 

Layer 1 represents possible modes of interactions present 
in search framework. Layer 1 is top most layer of M3L 
architecture and provides interactions and presentations. It 
is composed of interaction, presentation and mode 
activation objects. Interaction object provides interface 
elements for multimedia query formulation. Presentation 
object provides information presentation mechanism. There 
are four interaction objects each one represent specified 
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interface element for more than one mode. A mode 
activation object activates required interaction objects for 
each mode in same layer and information retrieval objects 
in layer 2.  

Layer 2   mostly contains implementation of basic query 
processing algorithms and retrieval functions. It is 
composed of retrieval objects, processing objects, and 
index activation objects. Retrieval object invokes index 
activation objects with in same layer. Index activation 
objects activate index objects in layer 3 by loading them in 
temporary memory. Retrieval objects in layer 2 also 
interact with processing objects in same layer for basic 
relevancy and approximation calculations. Fusion of 
relevancies and approximations of the same document from 
multiple modalities are performed by retrieval objects. 
Retrieval objects also interact with interaction objects. 
They return document’s overall probabilistic similarities to 
presentation objects for result presentations.  

Layer 3 provides index storage for framework. It contains 
index objects, which exits in passive state when stored on 
permanent storage. Their state will be changed from 
passive to active when they are activated by index 
activation objects. Activation objects load them in 
temporary memory before processing. After loading of 
required index objects in temporary memory, processing 
objects interacts with them for relevancy as well as 
approximation calculations. Active index objects always 
exit on temporary memory while passive index objects 
always exist on permanent storage. “Fig. 3.” demonstrates 
layered M3L architecture. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.  M3L architecture for proposed search framework 

B. Interactive Interface for UMSF 
We explore resource modeling and layered based 

approach for interface design [24, 25, 26].query 

formulation and information presentation components are 
system resources. They are distributed in fifteen possible 
layers. Each layer provides query formulation and 
information presentation mechanism for one mode of 
UMSF. Interface is divided into mode specification, query 
formulation and information presentation regions as shown 
in “fig. 4.”. 

Mode specification Region: This region of interface is 
used for mode specification. Users explicitly specify 
multimedia types for which searches are required. Mode 
specification region allows the user to select any subset of 
multimedia object types. Mode specification region allows 
any combinations of four possible choices for text, audio, 
image, and video based documents. Any combination of 
multimedia object types from fifteen possible combinations 
is selected by using these four possible choices. Each 
combination represents some specific mode of UMSF and 
activates some specific layer of search for interactions. 

Query Formulation Region: query formulation region is 
constituted by fifteen distinct layers. Each layer contains 
query formulation interactions for some specific mode of 
UMSF. One layer is active at a time for interactions. Users 
at any instant of time have exclusive control of only one 
layer for interaction. 

Information Presentation Region: results are returned 
from one or more than one multimedia object types. Results 
from each multimedia type are represented in its specified 
layer. Text, image, audio, and video based retrieved 
documents are presented in their specified layers for 
presentation. Four distinct colors are used for each layer. 
So user can easily distinguish multiple information 
presentation layers. 

Now we discuss necessary steps of user interactions and 
system behaviour regarding mode specification, query 
formulation, and information presentation. 

 

Layer3: 
Modalities 

Mode 
Activation 

Interaction 
Objects 

Information 
Presentation 
Objects

Query 
Processing 
Obj t

Index 
Activation 
Obj

Layer2: 
Models 

Retrieval 
Objects 

Index 
Objects 

Index 
Objects 

Layer1: 
Modes 

• Mode specification region contains four labels for 
specification of text, audio, image, and video based 
multimedia document types in the search process. When 
multimedia document type is active it is represented by 
binary “1” below its label surrounded by some specific 
color used for representation of that multimedia type. When 
multimedia type is not active it is represented by binary “0” 
below its label. When curser is moved above a label its 
presentation is changed. That tells user that some event is 
associated with label. A mouse click activates or 
deactivates multimedia document types in the search 
process. Binary 0’s and 1’s below four labels are arranged 
such that their binary representation represents some mode 
of UMSF; however decimal representation is also 
presented. 
• When ever labels for multimedia document type 
speciation are clicked search mode is changed. Changed 
mode number is represented as binary and decimal format 
in mode specification region. When searched mode is 
changed corresponding query formulation region is also 
changed and provides necessary query formulation 
interactions for user specified search mode of UMSF. 
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Fig. 4. Interface for UMSF

• Active multimedia document types that are involved in 
the search process are represented by distinct colors below 
labels in mode specification region. Information presentation 
regions also contain a clickable strip of four colors. Colors 
strip in information presentation region have same colors, 
and sequence used in mode specification region. Colors with 
in strip are clickable. Information presentation region 
contains four layers for information presentation for possible 
multimedia document types. Only information presentation 
layers corresponding to each user specified mode are active 
at a time. Use is able to visualize results for one multimedia 
type at time by clicking its corresponding color code with in 
color strip. 
 

Distribution of system resources among different layers 
using resource modeling have following advantages. 

 
1. User is able to select a mode in which his information 
needs are fully satisfied. E.g. if user wants to search 
information with in image and text based document.  
Multimodal search interface will provides search facility 
with in text and image based documents. 
2. One query formulation layer is activated against each 
user specified mode of UMSF. Each layer activated by 
mode specification contains specified interaction objects 
required for that particular mode. User has only exclusive 
control of interaction objects necessary for specified mode. 
By organizing query formulation interface in layers 
provides a sensible way for multimedia information 
specification. User is able to search information with in a 
particular set of multimedia object types. 
3. More than one information presentation objects are 
active at a time. Each mode contains one or more than one 
multimedia types on which search is performed. Number of 
active information presentation layers at a time is equal to 

the number of multimedia types on which search is 
performed; However user is able to visualize results for one 
multimedia type at a time. By activating multiple and 
providing visualization of one layer of information 
presentation for searched multimedia document types user 
better concentrates with in search results against each 
multimedia type given in specified mode of UMSF.   

4. CONCLUSION 

Existing search systems whether they are general purpose, 
media specific, domain specific or non web based partially 
fulfill multimedia information needs. User is able to 
perform search with in one media type at a time and they 
are mostly mono-modal. We investigate from multimedia 
object analysis that searching with in multiple multimedia 
types is possible. We have proposed a unified multimodal 
search framework by using two modalities of interaction, 
fifteen modes and four possible index types at most. By 
integrating our proposed search framework in multimedia 
information retrieval systems information users are able to 
perform multimodal search in all possible subsets of 
multimedia object types. Proposed search framework is 
designed. Interactive interface for multimodal search is 
investigated and implemented. Investigated interface 
provides query formulation and information presentation 
for all modes of UMSF. Full search is available with in 
three modes which are all subsets of text and image based 
objects. By exploring solution for other two multimedia 
object types which are audio and video object type’s full 
search can be explored with in all modes. 
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SUMMARY – The aim of the present research is performing an 
informal analysis for internal audit involving the application of 
complex information system based on fuzzy logic. The same has 
been applied in internal audit involving the integration of the 
accounting field into the information systems field. The 
technological advancements can provide improvements to the 
work performed by the internal audit. Thus we aim to find, in 
the complex information systems, priorities for the work of 
internal audit of a high importance Private Institution of Higher 
Education. The applied method is quali-quantitative, as from the 
definition of strategic linguistic variables it was possible to 
transform them into quantitative with the matrix intersection. 
By means of a case study, where data were collected via 
interview with the Administrative Pro-Rector, who takes part at 
the elaboration of the strategic planning of the institution, it was 
possible to infer analysis concerning points which must be 
prioritized at the internal audit work. We emphasize that the 
priorities were identified when processed in a system (of 
academic use). From the study we can conclude that, starting 
from these information systems, audit can identify priorities on 
its work program. Along with plans and strategic objectives of 
the enterprise, the internal auditor can define operational 
procedures to work in favor of the attainment of the objectives 
of the organization.  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The current economic scenario in which the 

organizations are inserted is dynamic and demands from the 
managers the knowledge of the environment under a systemic 
approach. Such environment characterizes itself by the 
identification of opportunities and threats, both internal and 
external. Overseeing the organization as a whole may provide 
the managers more accurate decision-making, attending the 
organizational objectives.  

The growing technological advancements have made 
viable the utilization of computing tools or applications 
which propitiate to the user the access to information with 
higher dynamicity. Among the most recent ones, the complex 
information systems such as extensible Business Related 
Language (XBRL) which discloses financial information 
(Mauss, et al, 2007), Business Intelligence which helps 
decision making (Balloni, 2006) and fuzzy logic stand out. 
Fuzzy logic and BI are used in this work. Both approached at 
the present work, being the first so as to contextualize 
theoretically the complex systems and the latter with practical 
application at internal audit. 

Cerchiari and Erdmann (2005, p. 4) state that 
“auditing is nowadays seen as an instrument of administrative 
control which stands out as a converging point of all feats, 
facts and information so as they are reliable, suitable, 

absolute and secure”. Thus, one may state that internal 
audit must be provided with useful, reliable and 
opportune information. To attend to such necessity 
one may make use of the internal controls system and 
of the information technology resources so as to 
elaborate an audit plan which, by means of operational 
procedures, may collaborate with the goals of the 
institution, defined at the strategic planning. 

The problem question implicated on the 
present work is: How to define strategic priorities for 
the internal audit work via complex information 
systems? For such, firstly issues which contextualize 
the accounting audit are broached, right afterwards the 
focus turns to the complex information systems and 
their application at the strategic level of an IHE 
(Institution of Higher Education). Thus a case study 
was performed at a private institution of higher 
education, where by means of interviews with the 
administration pro-rector, the data for posterior 
analysis were obtained. 

 
II. AUDITING 

Crepaldi (2000, p. 27) defines auditing as 
being “the gathering, the study, and the systematic 
analysis of the transactions, procedures, operations, 
routines, and financial statements of an entity”. It is 
thus understood that auditing is a set of detailed 
studies of all operations which are part of an 
organization, preventing situations which generate 
frauds or may incur in error through the application of 
periodic tests on the internal controls from the 
companies.  

Auditing may also be seen as a systematic 
observation of internal controls as well as of the 
documentation from the enterprise. However, at 
modernity the concept of auditing is more dynamic, 
attributing to it functions which comprise the entire 
administration of the enterprise, initiating a policy 
towards orientation, interpretation, and forecasting of 
facts. From the exposed, one notices that auditing has 
moved from being seen as a simple verification of 
accounting documents to assuming a more significant 
attitude at the management of the enterprise, thus 
aiming at aiding the aforementioned at the 
acquirement of positive results. It is emphasized still, 
that auditing may be external or internal, in 
accordance to the presented as follows. 
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Regarding the external audit, Crepaldi (2000) 
highlights its main purpose is to verify the financial and 
patrimonial situation of the enterprise. The operation results 
in the net wealth, and the origins and applications of 
resources in accordance to the Brazilian accounting norms. It 
is performed by an external auditor, with no employment 
relationship to the audited enterprise. Franco and Marra 
(1995), present the taxation of income as one of the causes 
which lead the businessmen to have a higher control of the 
accounting records.   

Sirikulvadhana (2002) mentions that technology 
impacts in the format at which auditors perform their task. 
They believe, still, that it is important for the auditors to 
convey and combine their knowledge and technical skills 
with the specialists in the field of information technology, 
following the evolution of such field, so as to accomplish 
their task in an efficient manner. For such the present work 
directs informational analysis to internal audit with the 
application of complex information system based in fuzzy 
logic. 

Oliveira et al. (2006) affirm the internal audit task 
comprises all existing services, programs, operations, and 
controls at the institution so as to advise management in the 
examination and evaluation of the adequacy, efficiency, and 
efficacy of the activities, being able to evaluate, inclusive, the 
quality of performance of the areas in relation to the 
attributions and to the plans, goals, objectives, and policies 
adopted by the enterprise. For Paula (1999), the huge 
progress in communications made the world more 
competitive, which causes competence, technology, and 
much creativity to prevail in the elaboration of the audit.  

Attie (2006) emphasizes, still, the importance of 
internal auditing, mentioning that it is responsible for 
ensuring, to the enterprise’s management, if the plans, 
policies, accounting systems, and internal controls are being 
followed in accordance to what determined by the 
organization. On the other hand, Mautz (1985) believes that 
in order to make the internal audit work more efficient, 
qualified professionals which possess accounting and 
auditing techniques knowledge are in need, and most 
important, that they know how to utilize such knowledge.  

The task of internal audit has its freedom somewhat 
restricted to the management of the enterprise, but such does 
not difficult its performance if it possesses free will so as to 
investigate and develop its activities. Planning may be 
outlined, in accordance to a work plan which may involve the 
identification of work, the execution time, the personnel 
involved, the verification of controls, the determination of 
weak and strong spots, the conclusion of work, and the final 
report. The significant advancement of technologies enables 
accounting audit the utilization of technological resources 
which favor the execution of their works, among which the 
information technology, specialist systems, and intelligent 
systems stand out or even complex of information from 
which the work emphasizes the analysis of application of the 
latter. 

 

III. COMPLEX INFORMATION SYSTEMS – BUSINESS 
INTELLIGENCE AND FUZZY LOGIC 

For Cameira (2003) (apud RAUTER and 
VANTI, 2005), the Business Intelligence BI systems 
correspond to a conceptual evolution of the systems in 
support of decision. Barbieri (2001) understands that 
BI is the utilization of varied sources of information to 
define strategies of competitiveness at the enterprise’s 
businesses, with the definition of regulations and 
techniques for adequate formatting of high data 
volume, aiming at transforming them into structured 
depositories of information. These data may be 
originated from various techniques of “prospecting” of 
information via Competitive Intelligence, or of 
conceptual sources as Knowledge Management. 
Dresner (apud Baum, 2001) classifies Business 
Intelligence as a ‘conceptual umbrella’, under which a 
variety of technologies which assist the end user in 
accessing and analyzing the sources of quantitative are 
sheltered.  

According to Birman (2003), under the 
concept of BI there is a spectrum of technology 
solutions that attend some of the vital necessities of 
the organizations. They are constituted of a 
combination of already known concepts with 
technological evolution capable of quickly absorbing 
gigantic masses of data, with a presentation of 
outcomes through graphics, instant reports, flexible 
simulations, strategic information, dynamic tables and 
others.  

Geiger (2001) postulates Business 
Intelligence is the whole set of processes and data 
structure utilized for understanding the enterprise’s 
business environment with purpose of supporting the 
strategic analysis and decision making. The principal 
components of BI are Data Warehouse, Data Mart, 
interfaces for decision support, and processes for data 
collection, which must be incorporated into a huge 
database and integrated into the business community. 
The major benefits of the BI environment, besides 
technical reasoning represented by simplification, 
global vision of consolidated data in a Data 
Warehouse, relate to the possibility of reasoning about 
the strategic questions from the organization and 
forecasting for its future through scenarios established 
in precise data from the present and past.  

The executive seeks through Business 
Intelligence, to access and integrate development and 
tendency metric indicators, with different degrees of 
synthesis, capable of aiding them at the conveyance of 
the business. The present work analyses the theoretical 
and practical applications of the information system 
through matrix structure prioritizing the strategic 
variables from the studied case for posterior BI 
utilization. 
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The fuzzy logic is seen as a concepts, principles, and 
methods system for dealing with reasoning methods which 
are more approximate than exact. It allows for the 
representation of intermediate pertinence values between the 
true and false values from the classic logic, enabling 
application at the construction of systems for describing of 
imprecise elements as solution of problems in the 
management area of large corporations, in Economy, Social 
Sciences, Psychology, etc. 

According to Oliveira Jr. (1999), Fuzzy Logic is a 
set of methods based on the fuzzy set and diffuse operations 
concept, which enable the realistic and flexible modeling of 
systems. The diffuse set which may be named fuzzy set, was 
adapted with the intention of generalizing the ideas, which 
are represented by the ordinary sets, called abrupts or crisp 
sets in international literature. Such sets, which are as a 
variety of logic predicate and run through the interval [0,1]. 
Espin and Vanti (2005) applied a fuzzy logic methodology 
and developed a system applied to strategic planning and to 
the Balanced Scorecard (BSC).The present system obtains 
truth values for calculating predicates which must possess 
sensitivity to changes of truth values with “verbal 
significance”. With such system, the fulfillment of the 
classical conjunction and disjunction properties are 
renounced to, opposing to such the idea that the increase or 
decrease of the conjunction or disjunction truth value is 
compensated by the other one’s corresponding decrease or 
increase. In compensatory fuzzy logic supported by the 
authors, the operations of “y” are defined as follows: 
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Such system references the practical application of 

the present work for internal audit at the identification of 
strategic priorities. The benefits of utilizing the Fuzzy 
methodology for the decision making is that it “can be 
structured in a developed system, thus considering possible 
answers of uncertain reasoning with the representation of 
possibilities in degrees of uncertainty” (KLIR et al., 1997, p. 
218). The benefits of the fuzzy or fuzzy logic, according to 
Mukaidono (2001), are that in many cases, the mathematic 
process model may not exist or may be exceedingly 
“expensive” in terms of computing processing power and the 
memory and system based on empyrean rules may be more 
effective. 

 
IV. METHODOLOGY 

The quantitative-qualitative method of research was 
utilized as it provides a more detailed study of the issue in 
evidence. Richardson (1999, p. 80) mentions that “the studies 
which employ a qualitative methodology can describe the 
complexity of certain issue, analyze the interaction of certain 

variables, understand, and classify dynamic processes 
experienced by social groups”.  It is quantitative as it 
makes use, for data collection, of the establishment of 
values [0,1 to 1] for the definition of the informational 
priorities, based on the fuzzy logic concept. Richardson 
(1999, p. 70) emphasizes still that the quantitative 
research characterizes itself “for the employment of 
quantifications in the conditions of information 
collection and their treatment by technical statistics to 
the same extent”. It may still be investigative and 
descriptive, the first, for believing that there is little 
systemized knowledge in regards to the issue studied, 
and the latter for providing the observation, record, 
classification, and interpretation of the facts, with no 
interference from the researcher.  

As for the technical procedures, the research 
classifies as documental and also as case study. It is 
documental for utilizing internal documentation from 
the institution, which may be related to the objectives 
and issue researched. The case study, for being rich in 
details of a specific case analyzed, which can assist at 
the configuration of information for the field object of 
the present study. For the data collection, a few 
methodological stages were defined and may be seen 
on Figure 1.  

 

 
Figure 1 – Methodological Steps for Data   
                  Collection. 
 

The unit of analysis was the internal audit of 
a higher education institution located at the 
metropolitan region of Porto Alegre. This is 
considered an assistance agency to the end-activities 
and to management. It is a new sector inside the 
institution and it is in phase of structuring, lacking 
planning which may assist the auditors on the 
performance of their works with success. 

 

Stage 2 

Stage 3 

Stage 4 

Analysis of institution’s internal 
documentation 

Synthesis of Strategic Planning of the 
Institution 
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System 
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V. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
The internal auditors need to direct their work to 

what is most strategic and key to success in the organization, 
otherwise they run the risk of auditing accounts which do not 
aggregate value to the undertaking, such as telephone calls 
control or other operational applications, where the 
expenditure may easily be limited via technological 
obstruction. They are result of efforts directed principally to 
the identification of frauds and error. The first stage 
performed was the analysis of the internal documents from 
the institution, and the second was the synthesis of its 
strategic planning which enabled the identification of 
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats (SWOT) and 
Strategic Objectives and Actions (Balanced Scorecard). 
 In possession of such information, an interview was 
carried out with the Administration Pro-Rector, where it was 
verified, in face of the organization’s strategy, the priorities 
for the internal audit resulting from the complex information 
system processing. The interviewed attributed “weights” in 
scale of [0 to 1], so as to establish degrees of truth for the 
questions, for example, how much is true to say that the 
strengths (tradition, ethical standards and credibility) relate to 
the opportunities, threats, and, at what level this is present at 
the institution. Likewise, one can identify if the proposed 
objectives and actions which were defined at the strategic 
planning, are in accordance so as to attend the purposes of the 
organization. The same criterion was adopted to correlate the 
threats. In this way, a value of truth and a respective category 
were established: 0 – False: 0,1 – Almost false: 0,2 
Practically false: 03 – Somewhat false; 0,4 – More false than 
true; 0,5 – As much true as false; 0,6 – More true than false; 
0,7 – Somewhat true: 0,8 – Practically true; 0,9 – Almost 
true; e 1 – True. 
 After the completion of the matrixes, we proceeded 
to the forth stage, where the data gathered upon completion of 
the spreadsheets were entered and processed in a 
computational system developed by Espín and Vanti, which 
allowed the identification of the value of truth of each 
intersection. The result of such processing is the importance 
of each variable (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, 
threats, objectives, actions). Such variables were identified as 
of the completion of the SWOT Matrix added of more 
objectives with strategies and actions multiplied between 
them and fed by the institution’s Administration Pro-Rector. 
So, the variables of which value of truth are between [0,8 e 1] 
were considered, remaining thus identified the points of 
immediate concern so that the internal audit may define 
operational procedures so as to attend such priorities. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DESCRIPTION IMPORTANCE 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 
ORGANIZATION  

Potential for attraction of 
qualified HR  1  

Capacity of incrementing 
partnerships  1  

Opening for changes  1  
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 
ENVIRONMENT   

Inter-institutional relations  1  
Distance learning  0,8323  
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES   
Achieving excellence at education 
for all fields, levels, and 
modalities  

1  

Promoting growth and expansion 
in and out of the headquarters  1  

ACTIONS  
Product innovation  1  
Qualification of management  0,8992 
Sustainability  0,8944 

 
Table 1 – Quantitative Identification of Proprietary 
Spots for Internal Audit. 
  
With such results, the informational priorities were 
identified so as the internal audit of the institution 
object of the present study may define its work plan so 
as to attend and work in accordance to the enterprise’s 
strategies. 
  

VI. CONCLUSION 
The present study configured itself as an 

informational analysis to define priorities for internal 
audit through complex information system processing. 
Such system was based on fuzzy logic and BI. The first 
to priorize the most important strategic variables 
within the studied institution and the latter so as to 
then apply in databases, normally denominated Data 
Warehouse (DW) where it is possible to perform 
intersection of necessary information so as to detect 
frauds, errors and other non expected and possible 
behaviors in organizations of considerable size. 
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 The information having priority for the internal audit 
work allows the auditors to define, on their work plan, 
operational procedures which may be developed in face of the 
strategy of the institution. It is believed that with the results 
from the data processing the IES may then better direct the 
task of the auditors, thus contemplating more strategic 
priorities.  
 Also as consequence, one may utilize the database 
systems and the BI systems aimed at the applications 
resulting from the fuzzy system processing, therefore 
eliminating unnecessary costs in activities that may possess 
low or null aggregate value. It is known that the internal audit 
aims at the verification of the internal controls and becomes 
involved with the operational process; however, it is believed 
that such may act in an operational manner in face of what 
was determined at the institution’s strategic plan. The present 
work exhibited, by means of complex information systems, 
how it is possible to identify, among the priorities, those 
which deserve more notability at the internal audit work.  
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Abstract - The objective of this paper 
is to publish the results obtained in a 
research project developed at 
INAOE. This project entails the 
construction of a manipulator-robot 
three-dimensional model and its 
incorporation into a simulation 
environment. The purpose is to 
analyze the behavior of the virtual 
prototype in order to adjust details of 
its operation before using an actual 
robot.  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

In general, experimenting on physical 
robotic mechanisms is complicated or 
impossible because most of these 
devices are too expensive. Furthermore, 
during the experimental stage models 
might be damaged or it is not possible 
to keep them completely available at 
anytime; hence, the need to find new 
strategies to perform tests without 
putting the hardware at risk. A good 
option for these strategies is simulation 
using 3D modeling. 
 
A 3D model is the virtual representation 
of an object and the relationship 
between the values of the variables 
associated with its articulations [1] [5]. 
 
In this experiment the 3D model is 
created first, then it is tested in a 
simulation environment allowing the 
execution of diverse tests on the 
mechanisms without the need of 
performing these on the actual device. 
As a result, we avoided complex work 
of reprogramming the robot every time 

it fails or when bugs are detected, or 
software adaptations are needed. 
Simulation is the process of designing a 
real system to perform experiments over 
it, with the purpose of understanding the 
behavior of the system or to evaluate 
new strategies – within the limits 
imposed by a certain criteria or a set of 
these – to know the functioning of the 
system [6]. 
 
The chosen software for this task was 
Microsoft Robotics Studio (MRS), a 
Windows®-based environment for 
hobbyists, academic and commercial 
developers to create robotics 
applications for a variety of hardware 
platforms [2]. MRS brings a graphical 
data-flow-based programming model, 
which makes the programming process 
easier as much for the simulation as for 
the robot. It allows the creation of 
behavior routines that the model will 
use in the virtual simulation 
environment. Also, it allows the 
possibility of uploading the application 
into a physical device. 
 
The project was divided into two main 
stages: the construction of the 3D robot 
model, with the integration of each one 
of its parts; and the incorporation of the 
model into a virtual simulation 
environment developed in MRS. 
 
II. CONSTRUCTION OF THE 3D 

MODEL AND THE 
INTEGRATION OF ITS PARTS 

 
This stage consisted on creating the 3D 
robot model in order to incorporate it 
into MRS. So it became necessary to 
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use a 3D modeling software that would 
help in the construction of the robot 
model, which was later inserted into the 
MRS simulator. 
 
To create the 3D model,  the modeling 
software Autodesk 3Ds Max was used, 
because it has the capacity to generate 
files with the characteristics required for 
MRS, that is, static objects description 
files (*.OBJ), which can be later 
transformed into dynamic objects 
description files (*.BOS). These last 
ones contain the characteristics that a 
model must have. 
 
In this phase, the modeling of five robot 
components was performed: base, 
pedestal, robotic arm, tray arm and 
camera. 
 
Base 
It is the element in charge of the robot’s 
navigation. Taking as a reference the 
iCreate robot of iRobot company (Fig. 
1), this robot has: an omnidirectional 
receptor for infrared signals, four 
sensors located in the bumper and two 
in the main wheels. Figure 2 shows the 
3D model of the base. 

Fig. 1: iCreate robot from IRobot Company. 

 

 
Fig. 2: 3D Base Model. 

Pedestal 

It is located on the central part of the 
base; it acts as the base for the robotic 
arm, the tray arm and the camera. 
Figure 3 shows the pedestal model, 
located in the center of the base. 
 

 

Fig. 3: 3D model pedestal, located over the base. 

Robotic Arm 

It is the element responsible of objects 
manipulation. To created it, the robot 
arm SES of the Lynxmotion company 
was used as reference (Figure 4). It 
contains: a clamp, used to hold objects, 
and six servomotors, which make 
possible the mobility of the arm, 
providing it with a freedom of five 
degrees. All these were considered for 
the 3D modeling. To design the robotic 
arm, it was necessary to assemble 
several objects of the Autodesk 3Ds 
Max software to model each one of the 
vital parts. Figure 5 shows the model of 
the robotic arm. 

 

Fig. 4: The robot arm SES from Lynxmotion 
Company. 
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Fig. 5: 3D robot arm model. 

Tray Arm 

It is the element responsible for carrying 
objects taken by the robotic arm. For the 
construction of the virtual tray arm, it 
was used a group of objects from 
Autodesk 3Ds Max, with the objective 
of providing the looks of a carrying 
tray. Figure 6 shows the three-
dimensional model of the tray arm. 

 

Fig. 6: 3D tray arm model. 

Camera 

Its role is to provide the vision of the 
robot and it is located at the top of the 
pedestal. In the 3D model is represented 
by a sphere. Figure 7 shows the 3D 
model of the camera. 

 

Fig. 7: 3D camera model. 

When the models of each one of the 
robot elements were created, the final 
model was obtained by the union of 
each of the elements described above. 
Figure 8 shows the complete model of 
the robot. 

Fig. 8: Final representation of the 3D robot model. 

III. INCORPORATION OF THE 
MODEL IN A VIRTUAL 

SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT 
DEVELOPED IN MRS® 

Once the 3D model was created as a 
static model by Autodesk 3Ds Max, it 
was converted to a dynamic model 
using the obj2bos tool [3], an aplication 
that is part of MRS. 

The objective of incorporating the 
dynamic model of the robot into the 
simulation environment in MRS, was to 
optimize its behavior in the virtual 
environment. To do so, a software 
component (entity) was created, which 
interacts with the physics engine and the 
rendering engine. This provides the 
appropriate high-level interfaces to 
emulate hardware, and hides the 
specific use of physical APIs [4]. This 
proved to be a complicated task, 
because of the over-encapsulated 
structure that MRS has in their entities 
and because the robot support is only 
defined for those robots already 
included in their simulations. 
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IV. RESULTS 

To incorporate the 3D model of the 
robot into the simulation environment it 
was necessary to use C# code, which is 
part of the entity for the iRobot robot 
included in MRS. The block of code 
shown in Figure 10 includes the name 
of the model for the robot (the filename 
extension should be .BOS).  

 

Fig. 10: Adding the 3D model of the robot in the 
entity code of iRobot. 

After the name of the robot was 
included, the next task was to compile 
it. Because of this, it was possible to 
view the 3D model of the robot 
interacting with the simulation 
environment of MRS. 

Fig. 11: The 3D model of the robot navigating in the 
simulation environment of MRS. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The use of simulation provides several 
benefits, among them: the significant 
cost savings by not damaging the 
hardware and time saving in the projects 
development. Also, the MRS tool is 
very practical, because facilitates the 
process of programming robots and 
motivates beginners or those who do not 
have the necessary equipment for 
development to be part of research 
projects related to robotics and robotics 
vision. 
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private IRobotCreate 
CreateIRobotCreateMotorBase(ref Vector3 
position) 

{ 

IRobotCreate robotBaseEntity = new 
IRobotCreate(position);   
robotBaseEntity.State.Assets.Mesh = 
"iRobot-Create-LOD11.bos"; 

robotBaseEntity.State.Name = 
"IRobotCreateMotorBase"; 

CreateService(drive.Contract.Identif
ier,Microsoft.Robotics.Simulation.Pa
rtners.CreateEntityPartner("http://l
ocalhost/" + 
robotBaseEntity.State.Name)); 

return robotBaseEntity; 

} 
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Abstract-This paper describes a proposed framework for a collaborative design in a virtual environment. The framework 

consists of components that support a true collaborative design in a real-time 3D virtual environment. In support of the pro-

posed framework, a prototype application is being developed. The authors envision the framework will have, but not limited to 

the following features: (1) real-time manipulation of 3D objects across the network, (2) support for multi-designer activities 

and information access, (3) co-existence within same virtual space, etc. This paper also discusses a proposed testing to deter-

mine the possible benefits of a collaborative design in a virtual environment over other forms of collaboration, and results 

from a pilot test. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
A typical construction project requires multi-

disciplinary collaboration and expertise of the design 
team to materialize the owner’s intent and vision into 
constructible designs. The construction industry is consti-
tuted of “high level of complexity, uncertainty, disconti-
nuity, with many restrictions” [1]. Typically, the level of 
collaboration among design team members varies de-
pending on the complexity of a project, and the organiza-
tional arrangement the design team members are bound to. 

A construction project is a complex endeavor and its 
success is most likely only when different professionals 
collaborate especially from the early stages [3]. During a 
study of computer mediated architectural design, three 
forms of collaboration were observed [2]; “mutual colla-
boration” which involves designers equally working to-
gether on the same aspect of the task; “exclusive collabo-
ration” is when designers working on separate aspects of 
the same problem with occasional time for consultation; 
and “dictatorial collaboration” when by appointment or 
naturally, emerge a “designer in charge” who makes all 
the design decisions.  

Collaboration among the design team members is li-
mited due to the nature of current design execution which 
is linear in nature [4], [5], [6] & [7] and restrictions of 2D 
design tools used to create and communicate the designs 

[8], [9] & [10]. Each designer performs his/her own dis-
cipline-specific element of the design, then passes the de-
sign to the next discipline-specific team member (such as 
a structural designer’s starts designing after the architec-
tural designer has completed the architectural design of 
the facility). The final design of a construction project is 
complete when each team member collaborates in terms 
of completing their specific task in furnishing every part 
of the facility’s design. 

The computer has been found to play an active role in 
collaborative design because it provides designers with 
the visualization support for 3D models, assistance in ge-
nerating alternative designs, and a platform for design cri-
tiques [2]. It can be further argued that early collaboration 
with the support of computer technology benefits design-
ers and also the consequent processes in construction 
project designs that are often complex [2],[3]. Computer 
technology such as virtual environment (VE) provides 
virtual spaces that can be crafted to support collaborative 
work and social interplay.  

As such, we propose a Collaborative Virtual Environ-
ment (CVEs) that enhances collaborative ability for de-
signers, to a more desired level of interaction whereby al-
lowing them to work on the same design within the same 
space, without interfering any one’s assigned task. We define 
CVE as a VE that supports synchronized multi-participants 
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activities; participants are able to co-exist within the same 
virtual time and space, and able to see what others are doing 
in the VE. A CVE that is specifically for architectural design 
would be a feasible solution to enhance collaboration 
among designers such as architects and engineers. Not 
only a CVE allows for real-time 3D viewing and displays 
of designs, but also permits multiple designers to work on 
the same design that can be part of a larger project. 

We have developed a working prototype i.e. the Colla-
borative Design Tool in a Virtual Environment (CDT-ve) 
utilizing the Torque 3D Game Engine from GarageGames. 
The prototype is capable to stand on its own as a working 
model. However, there are still a few features which have 
minor problems, and several new features we would like 
to add. Our end goal is to provide a robust framework to 
support architectural design activities. In this paper we 
describe some of the key components of the framework, a 
proposed testing procedure and brief results on a pilot 
study we undertook.  

 
II. MAIN COMPONENTS OF THE FRAMEWORK 

Unaltered Torque 3D Game Engine (TGE) uses a fairly 
straight forward code structure. The computer hosting the 
VE holds the current environment’s data as well as per-
forming collision calculations, and items and characters’ 
tracking. Each visible object within the host’s VE is then 
transmitted to every client’s computer as an ‘invisible’ or 
‘ghost’ object. We have made modifications to the origi-
nal TGE to allow for real-time collaborative design in a 
VE. 

The TGE supports multiplayer online gaming, thus, the 
networks speed is always a top priority. The data sent out 
from the server to clients is optimized to not only reduce 
the number of packets that need to be sent but also to 
avoid cheating on the client side. Information could be 
gleaned from the update messages to give an unfair ad-
vantage such as player locations, etc. With a collaborative 
design environment, the client computers are pro-
grammed into having the same information available to 
them as the host. Object names, properties, and other use-
ful information such as attached data should be sent out to 
the clients. In addition, the data structures that hold the 
objects on client computers is different and had to be al-
tered to hold additional information and allow access and 

manipulation. Fig. 1 shows the changes made to the mes-
sage system (shown in red). These changes leave the 
server ultimately in control so that it can ignore changes 
if necessary as well as simplifying the synchronization 
process.  

The Editor’s code was modified as well. Every time 
an object is manipulated in the Editor, a different com-
mand will be executed depending on if the CDT-ve is 
running as a host or a client. If it is running as a host, 
the original code usually executes. For every possible 
manipulation of the VE, new commands had to be writ-
ten to access the expanded message system. Thus we 
have almost doubled the Editor’s code which handles 
object manipulation in the VE. For every movement, ro-
tation, scaling, creation, deletion, copying, pasting etc., 
new code had to be written. Different object types are 
often handled differently as well as different code for a 
single or multiple objects. In summary, there exist a my-
riad of different scenarios when manipulating objects in 
the Editor. Each scenario had to be independently consi-
dered and expanded to include alternate code when the 
application is running as a client. 
 
 
The Host and Client Design Update Model 

Fig. 1 also shows the additions and alterations made to 
the prototype CDT-ve (shown in red). Clients can now en-
ter the real-time design environment. As clients create, 
manipulate, or delete objects, commands are sent to the 
hosting computer where the objects are altered per the 
client’s request messages. The altered objects are then 
updated to all clients. If a ghost object (client side object) 
is being moved, rotated, or scaled, it is immediately up-
dated by the client’s real-time design environment. While 
a ghost object is being moved, rotated, or scaled, the 
client who is currently moving the object will ignore up-
dates from the host for that object until manipulation is 
complete. If the host and a client are simultaneously mov-
ing an object, the client has precedence. 
 
The Server Structure 

The server structure of the CDT-ve remains largely un-
changed, (we leave the server in control) only the mes-
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sage system however has doubled in size to allow more 
detailed communication between servers and clients. A 
dedicated server is not necessary as the application itself 
is all that is needed for hosting and to start collaborative 
work with other users. Whichever computer chooses to 
host, the design will act as the central hub for all informa-
tion including the design file. Based on the client-server 
architecture shown in Fig. 2, there can never be an occa-
sion when clients will need to communicate directly with 

another client. The messages will always pass through the 
host. The host also acts as a moderator when it comes to 
resource control. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 1. The messaging update system (additions show in red) 

 

 
Fig. 2. The CVE client-server architecture 

The host user is required to assign a password when the 
design file is first hosted. This ensures that design re-
sources are secured and once authenticated; the resources 
are automatically uploaded to the client if the client is 

missing them. As a form of version control and resource 
management, if a client wishes to save the current design 
that everyone is working on collaboratively, the host will 
receive a message asking for confirmation and permission 
to save for that particular client. This action occurs every 
time a client wishes to save, and a negative response from 
the host denies the client saving privileges for that mo-
ment in time. 

 
III. THE FRAMEWORK SUB-COMPONENTS 

In addition to the primary collaborative functions of the 
CDT-ve, there are many sub-components to the prototype 
that are for the most part handled automatically. Though 
they are passive, they are still the key features to the col-
laborative design process of the CDT-ve. Some of the key 
sub-components are discussed below. 
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Resource Request 
As a client PC joins a host PC’s VE, objects such as the 

construction site (or terrain), buildings, audio  cues such 
as sounds, and even different weather conditions are con-
structed on the client’s computer as ghost objects. If a re-
source is called and is not found in the client PCs’ re-
sources, the host will then send that resource to the client 
and it will exist as a permanent object to the client’s com-
puter permanent pool of resources.  

 
Avatar Updates 

The manipulation of a client’s avatar within the VE is 
an essential part of the collaborative process. There are 
several steps that must occur between the client pressing 
the keyboard command to move forward and the host up-
dating that action to all users (see Fig. 3). 

 

Fig. 3. Avatar Updates Model 

 
 
Design Saving 

When a client attempts to save, a dialog box appears on 
the host’s computer asking if the host will allow the save. 
If the host denies the request, then nothing happens. If the 
host allows it, a recursive function is called to build the 
DesignFileGroup folder as it appears on the host’s com-
puter identically on the client’s side including subfolders 
and mission info. The save file dialog box then appears 
for the client PC to name the design and save the file. 

 
Texting 

The ability to clearly communicate among remote de-
signers is an important aspect within collaborative design 
environment. Texting is the only available communica-
tion tool at the moment. However, voice-over-IP (VOIP) 
programs such as TeamSpeak and Skype can be used 
along with the tool. The texting model is shown in Fig. 4. 
When a client sends a text message, the server will ensure 
that all clients, except the one who sent it receives the 
message along with that users identification profile. 
 

• Client issues command to move. 

• Client performs local collision test. 

o If no collision occurs new position is updated 

on local machine 

o If collision does occur a new altered position is 

generated to avoid collision 

• Client sends new position vector to Host 

• Host performs collision test 

o If no collision occurs new position is updated 

to all users 

o If collision does occur altered position is up-

dated to all users 

• If Client’s position differs from that sent by the 

Host, it is overwritten 
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Fig. 4. Texting Model 

 

IV. PROPOSED TESTING & PILOT TEST 
Subjects will be broken down into groups of one, two, 

or three. The subjects who are by themselves will serve as 
a control group. Subjects who are in groups of two or 
three will be randomly divided into two sets of testing 
conditions. We will call these “conditions A” and “condi-
tions B”. Subjects under conditions A will be working 
face to face with each other and use a single non-
collaborative computer with our prototype installed. Sub-
jects under conditions B will be working in separate 
rooms each with a collaborative computer equipped with 
the prototype and a third party voice-over-IP program 
(see Fig. 5). 

All groups will be presented with specifications and 2d 
plans, and shown briefly how to use and navigate the pro-
totype. They will then be asked to construct the commer-
cial building that appears in their plans using the proto-
type collaborative virtual environment. Note that only 
groups working under conditions B will actually use the 
collaborative capabilities. All virtual resources necessary 
to complete tasks will be provided. The prototype pro-
gram will automatically record the actions of each subject, 
as well as log technical data (such as number of moves, 
rotations, etc). The conversations of subjects under condi-
tions B will be recorded, and video of those under condi-
tions A will be recorded. The data will then be analyzed to 
determine the effects of working collaboratively in a vir-

tual environment as opposed to working face to face with 
a single interface into the environment.  

 

Fig. 5. Proposed testing condition 

Pilot Test 
  We have conducted a brief pilot test using two subjects. 
First, one user constructed the VE by himself. Then he 
worked together collaboratively with the second subject 
to construct the VE. Subjects were in the same room and 
communicated verbally as well as with visual cues in the 
VE. Lastly the second subject constructed the VE by him-
self. The order the subjects constructed the VE was stag-
gered like this to reduce the bias created from users more 
quickly finishing a VE they have constructed before. The 
results can be seen below in Table I. 

TABLE I 

RESULT FROM THE PILOT TEST 

   
The results indicated in Table I was very promising. Total 
time was greatly reduced while manipulations per minute 
increased. It should be taken into account though that to-

 Total 
Time  

Move 
Count  

Rotate 
Count*  

Delete 
Count  

Total 
Edits 
Per 

Minute 

Sub. 1 
solo  

1:50  218  14  13  2.35  

Sub. 2 
solo  

1:28  225  12  8  2.92  

Sub. 1 
collab  

0:50  189  13  24  4.78  

Sub. 2 
collab  

0:50  217  8  3  4.72  
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tal time spent in the VE is not an appropriate measure of 
productivity as a couple of minor crashes set back subject 
1 (solo) by 10 to 15 minutes and the collaborative group 
by 5 to 10 minutes. This is why we have included the to-
tal number of manipulations of the environment per 
minute: to show productivity over time. Many more va-
riables were tracked using an embedded persistent script 
which automatically tracked and logged the two user’s 
movements but only the commands directly related to the 
construction of the test VE have been included. Subjects 
reported a surprising increase in their mood as well as 
their work speed which they credit wholly to the presence 
of another individual VE. They were encouraged to work 
harder because someone was actively depending on them. 
Subjects also reported that they had an idea of the other 
subject’s location and work area through the experiment 
even though each of them was in free camera mode (in-
visible and flying). We plan to research the psychological 
implications of group work and space perception in great-
er detail in the future.  
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Abstract-Due to globalization and ever shorter change 
cycle’s organizations improve increasingly faster their prod-
ucts, services, technologies, IT and organization according to 
customer requirements, optimize their efficiency, effectiveness 
and reduce costs. Thus the largest potential is the continually 
improvement and the management of information, data and 
knowledge. Long time organizations had developed lot separate 
and frequently independent IT applications. In the last years 
they were integrated by interfaces and always more by common 
databases. In large sized enterprises or in the public adminis-
tration IT must operate various different applications, which 
requires a lot of personal and cost. Many organizations im-
prove their IT starting from the lived processes using new tech-
nologies, but ask not, how they can use technology to support 
new processes. 
Many organizations of different sizes are implementing already 
for several years process oriented standard based management 
systems, such as quality ISO9001, environmental ISO14001, in-
formation security ISO/IEC27001, IT service ISO/IEC 20000-1, 
hygiene management systems ISO 22000 or others, which are 
based on common principles: objectives and strategies, business 
processes, resource management and continuously optimiza-
tion.  
Due to this situation we used in different case studies as basis 
for system development a the organization adapted, holistic, in-
terdisciplinary, integrated, standard based management system 
to analyze customer requirements and integrate, optimize and 
harmonize processes and services, documents and concepts. 
This promotes efficiency, effectiveness and organizational de-
velopment to guarantee sustainable organization success. 
 
Keywords: process management, organization development, 
knowledge management, service management, standard 
based management system, quality management  
 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A Starting Situation 
Due to globalization and ever shorter change cycle’s organi-
zations must improve increasingly faster their products, ser-
vices, technologies, IT and organization according to cus-
tomer requirements and optimize their efficiency, effective-
ness and reduce costs. Thus the largest potential is the conti-
nually improvement by organizational learning based on in-

dividual learning, the management of information, data and 
knowledge and a holistic interdisciplinary approach.  

Long time organizations had developed various separate and 
frequently independent IT applications. In the last years they 
were integrated by interfaces and always more by common 
databases. In large sized enterprises or in the public adminis-
tration IT must operate many different applications, which 
requires a lot of personal and cost.  

Many organizations of different size and scopes are imple-
menting already for several years process oriented manage-
ment system as quality ISO9001, environmental ISO14001, 
information security ISO/IEC27001, IT service ISO/IEC 
20000-1, hygiene management systems ISO 22000 or others 
or others. These systems are implemented more frequently 
holistic, whereby are integrated according with the organiza-
tional purpose and objectives different aspects, like quality, 
environment, hygiene, data security, occupational health and 
safety, as well as human resource development, resource 
management, IT - management, communication manage-
ment, controlling and also knowledge management. The es-
tablished management system must be documented, com-
municated, implemented and continuously improved. There-
by the system documentation contains the entire actual ex-
plicit knowledge and supports individual and thus organiza-
tional learning, whereby management systems push con-
stantly the knowledge and learning spiral, change organiza-
tional knowledge and promote sustainable the organizational 
development. 

B Purpose of the article 
In large organizations or the public administration different 
projects and actions are taken sometimes independently of 
each other and frequently for defined sub organizations to 
promote efficiency, effectiveness and reduce cost. Thereby 
sub organizations are optimized, but the holistic system and 
organization is neglected. Consequently different depart-
ments use for the same business process and service different 
procedures, regulations, forms, concepts, methods and IT so-
lutions. 
Organizations commit a radical error and analyze their or-
ganization by the lens of their lived processes. They ask 
themselves “how can we use new technology to optimize our 
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processes” instead of, “how we can do something new with 
the technology automation instead innovation” [1]. IT objec-
tive must be to promote in the best way possible the organi-
zation objectives.  

Thus we need a holistic, systematic approach, which is 
oriented to the organization objectives and promote a con-
stantly development to fulfill customer requirements and 
ambient changes, to guarantee a sustainable organizational 
development by increased efficiently and effectiveness and 
reduced costs.  

C Research Approach  
The always stronger requests for stakeholder orientation, ef-
ficiency, effectiveness, innovation, shorter change cycles, 
process orientation, process and service improvement, cost 
reduction and the increasing implementation of holistic, 
process oriented management systems, the great importance 
of the continually organization optimization, the individual 
and organizational learning and the IT involvement leaded 
us to introduce as basis for system development a the organ-
ization adapted, holistic, interdisciplinary, integrated, stan-
dard based management system to analyze customer re-
quirements, integrate, optimize and harmonize processes, 
services, documents and concepts to promote efficiency, ef-
fectiveness and organizational development to guarantee 
sustainable organization success. 

D Structure of the article 
Firstly we describe based on the starting situation the project 
objectives [II] and illustrate the common requirements of in-
ternational standards for management systems [III]. After-
wards we explain our approach [IV]. Finally we document the 
project experiences and results of the implementation in dif-
ferent organizations with distinct management systems [V] 
including the achievement of the project principles [V A] and 
a reflection about success factors [V B] and at the end we ex-
press an outlook [VI] and our conclusion [VII]. 

II. PROJECT OBJECTIVES 

Due to this starting situation we have to resolve following 
questions in order to contribute to organization success by 
using IT: 

  How we can establish organization objectives and strate-
gies regarding the requirements of all stakeholders 
(shareholder, customer, collaborators, supplier, environ-
ment and society)? How can we structure and integrate 
the processes and services to a few main business proc-
esses or main services? How can we harmonize docu-
ments and regulations? 

  How can we promote sustainable continually organiza-
tion improvement and optimization in accordance to 

stakeholder requirements and established organization 
objectives? 

By implementing a holistic, interdisciplinary, integrated, 
standard based management system using workflow oriented 
IT support we expect to foster: 

  Effectiveness: the whole organization will be managed by 
figures to fulfil effectively the established objectives. 

  Efficiently and cost reduction: all processes and services 
will be constantly monitored by the established figures 
and optimized in accordance to the organization objec-
tives. 

  Organizational development by employee involvement 
and knowledge generation. 

Continually organization development promotes sustainable 
stakeholder orientation, quality and cost effectiveness. 
 
 

III. MAIN REQUIREMENTS OF STANDARD BASED  
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS  

The standards for management systems have different spe-
cialized focuses, but are all based on common principles [2], 
[3]: 

  Organizations objectives and strategies must be estab-
lished regarding stakeholder requirements. 

  All business processes including management process, 
support processes, resource processes and optimization 
processes must be defined and promote the optimized ful-
filment of the organization objectives under the focus of 
the respective standard.  

  Process oriented resource management must be promoted 
including human resource development, IT – manage-
ment and other infrastructures, tools and instruments.  

  The organization, their objectives and strategies, services/ 
products and processes must be continually optimized ac-
cording to established processes in sense of a PDCA cy-
cle (plan, do, check, act). 

resource management

service/product realization

interested parties
vision 
policy

objective, priority, strategy

resource management

service/product realization

interested parties
vision 
policy

objective, priority, strategy

 
Fig. 1. Main requirements of standard based management systems 
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The established management system must be structured and 
systematically documented and communicated within the 
organization and the collaborators must be continually moti-
vated for implementing the system and for recommending 
improvements. 

These standard based management systems are implemented 
more frequently in a holistic way. In accordance with the or-
ganizational purposes and objectives are integrated in a 
management system different aspects like quality, environ-
ment, hygiene, data security, occupational health and safety, 
as well as human resource development, resource manage-
ment, IT - management, communication management, con-
trolling and also knowledge management. 
 

IV. APPROACH 

Due to large relevance and range of a project for implement-
ing a holistic, interdisciplinary, integrated, process oriented, 
standard based management system as basis for system de-
velopment should be used project management methods for 
planning, adapting optimally to customer requirements, im-
plementing and the objective fulfillment should be con-
trolled constantly by concrete figures deduced from the 
stakeholder requirements. 

A Stakeholder oriented organization objectives 
For establishing the vision, organization objectives and strat-
egies we use hoshin kanri [4]. With the concerned collabora-
tors including management we define and prioritize the 
stakeholders. Due to experiences from intensive contact be-
tween stakeholder and collaborators and / or due to inter-
views, literature research, market research are identified 
stakeholders requirements and expectations. Subsequently 
they are prioritized by means of Quality Function Deploy-
ment [5] and thus vision, policy and organization objectives 
are deduced from them. Establishing the policy, objectives 
and strategies we consider also the knowledge objectives in-
cluding innovation and knowledge generation and determine 
therefore knowledge strategies [6]. Due to standard require-
ments we deduce from defined vision, policy and organiza-
tion objectives longer-term strategic objectives and concrete 
full year objectives with appropriate programs and projects, 
figures, responsible, deadlines and necessary resources. Thus 
the entire organization is focused on stakeholder require-
ments. 

B Process analysis and process improvement 
For process steps are analyzed with associated responsible 
persons “bottom up” the necessary information, data and 
documents [1]. Thereby we consider all organizational 
processes beginning from the management process, all busi-
ness processes including the development and design 
process, as well all supporting processes, resources 

processes and optimization processes. In accordance with the 
organizational purposes and objectives are also considered 
different aspects like quality, information security, data pro-
tection, ambient, environment, hygiene, occupational health 
and safety, as well as human resource development, resource 
management, IT - management, communication manage-
ment, controlling and also knowledge management and inte-
grated into a holistic model. All processes are analyzed, op-
timized regarding the established organization objectives and 
this aspects, as well efficiency, effectiveness, harmonized 
regulations, legal and regulatory interpretations, information 
flow, collection and passing necessary knowledge by check-
list, regulations, forms and workflow based databases and 
optimized, if possible [7], [8]. Thereby implicit knowledge is 
externalized, knowledge identified and possible optimiza-
tions (knowledge generation) are discussed. 

To harmonize the processes we define in the first step the 
main services with their processes, analyze these in the sin-
gle departments, harmonize common process segments 
(apart from specialist data and calculations), form structures, 
organizational glossary and others and thereby we establish 
common, harmonized, integrated main processes and servic-
es. Afterwards parameterization resolves specialist differ-
ences. 

Analyzing the process steps we recognize these, in which 
experiences and special legal or regulation interpretations 
(lessons learned) are developed and these experiences will 
be documented for later use [9], [10], [11]. Thus for all neces-
sary documents and forms e.g. grant application forms, tem-
plates are developed, whereby these must be examined only 
once by specialized experts and afterwards every collabora-
tor is able to fill them with the personal data of applicant. 
Appropriate applies to checklists, into which the specialized 
knowledge of the experts is integrated and thereby implicit 
knowledge is externalized. Further these checklists are con-
tinually extended or changed regarding the defined optimiza-
tion processes according to the experiences during the appli-
cation in the work everyday life or if special cases appears, 
which are not clearly regulated until now. Also experiences 
and necessary interpretations of laws and regulations are in-
tegrated and the knowledge base and processes changed 
flexible. In the same way knowledge, which is no more 
needed, is removed in time. Thereby we integrate optimal 
process modeling, process standardization and transparency 
with need and objective oriented flexible process implemen-
tation. 

Accordingly also the necessary information about custom-
er/citizen should be analyzed and their collection and 
processing should be planed and implemented systematically 
and structured. In the public administration can be integrated 
directly into the workflow a user-oriented, context sensitive 
interface to the legal requirements and regulations, which are 
relevant for the single process step. Thereby a need oriented, 
context sensitive knowledge source is integrated directly into 
the working process. It is also integrated by input of personal 
notes into auxiliary systems.  
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Fig. 2. Applied process documentation method 

For the process documentation we use a very simple form of 
flow charts, which is modeled by graphic support tools 
[Fig.3]. By process modeling for all process steps the re-
sponsible functions, as well as documents, information, 
tools, IT - applications including the observing laws and 
regulations are defined. For all documents we deduce from 
the process model the responsible persons for establishing, 
generating, changing, handling, as well as the read entitled 
functions, also possible external information sources or re-
ceiver (document logistic), the data protection class in ac-
cordance to the data protection law and further the required 
archiving methods (for current, intermediate and historical 
archiving). Thereby we define necessary and licit access 
rights, archiving procedures, information security require-
ments regarding confidentiality, availability and integrity, 
signature rights and signature procedures as basis for the im-
plementation of the signature regulations and required data 
encryption with necessary encryption procedures. Thereby 
all information security requirements and necessary treat-
ments in accordance to a holistic information security man-
agement system regarding ISO/IEC 27001 information secu-
rity management can be established and afterwards imple-
mented systematically and optimized constantly. Due to es-
tablished external sources and receivers and the necessary 
data exchange between the different IT - applications are de-
fined also all required interfaces. All treated data are ex-
amined for it necessity and lawfulness.  

To promote efficiency already existing customer data should 
be accessed regarding data protection law and not collected 
another time. If there are changes, the data must be changed 
immediately in all applications and all necessary subsequent 
procedures must be taken. To guarantee the necessary data 
integrity we need clear harmonized regulations.  

For standardizing forms and terms a central glossary for the 
entire organization including specialist terms of single de-
partments is elaborated. Further also clear guidelines for the 
linguistic design of masks/forms, the corporate design and a 
harmonized structure for all masks/forms are established 
(e.g. personal data). To promote efficiency, service quality 
and customer orientation we pay specially attention for an 
accurate and easily understandable language. Check routines 
and check criteria must be defined and applied uniformly. 
This requires sometimes also the revision of existing internal 
regulations. 

Function profiles and competences are deduced from the de-
finition of the responsible persons for the single process 
steps. Thus knowledge carriers are specified and knowledge 
maps - yellow pages- are constructed. For all function pro-
files the necessary requirement profiles can be intended due 
to the posed process steps and the necessary knowledge [10], 
[12], [13]. 

C Resource management 
The organization must determine and provide due to stan-
dard requirements necessary resources, tools and instruments 
to obtain the established objectives and to continually im-
prove the organization. Therefore also optimal IT – systems 
are promoted.  

In the resource management also training and competence 
objectives must be planed, realized according to defined 
processes and their effectiveness has to be evaluated. Thus 
the continual improvement of the organizational knowledge 
and the organizational knowledge base is promoted syste-
matically and structured, their effectiveness evaluated and 
possibly necessary corrective actions are taken. The streng-
thened IT – applications effect task modifications, redistribu-
tion of responsibilities, job enlargement, stronger customer 
orientation, increased service quality and service orientation 
and this requires self and social competencies, communica-
tion skills, media competences, IT – competences, interest in 
new knowledge, change and learning willingness, team abili-
ty, openness and tolerance, empathy, as well as autonomous, 
entrepreneurial spirit, self-driven, objective oriented acting 
and strategic thinking in accordance to established regula-
tions and also system and process oriented thinking. There-
fore suitable human resource development projects must be 
developed, implemented and their effectiveness evaluated. 
Further usually the personnel order (like career profiles, re-
quirement profiles, selective procedures) must be changed. 

D Continually improvement 
In management systems the ability to achieve planned objec-
tives are evaluated periodically in base of established mea-
surements (process and organization measurements includ-
ing customers satisfaction) and consequently determined, 
implemented and evaluated necessary corrective, optimiza-
tion or preventive actions. Integrating knowledge objectives 
and strategies into the objectives and strategies of the whole 
organization also the knowledge is thereby constantly eva-
luated and if necessary changed and optimized. For problem 
solving, the implementation of recognized optimizations and 
for preventive actions must be determined and implemented 
appropriate systematically and structured problem solving, 
optimization, change and documentation processes. Other 
optimizations and / or preventive actions are introduced by 
means of collaborators ideas and suggestions and systemati-
cally handled. Also periodically internal and external audits, 
feedbacks from stakeholders, the collaboration with supplier 
and praxis experiences promote possible optimizations, 
which are handled systematically. These promotes a syste-
matically organization development, service, product and 
process innovations and a continually organization im-
provement in accordance to established objectives and 
stakeholder requirements. Therefore the organization and the 
organizational knowledge base are continuously coordinated 
optimized according to organization objectives and expe-
riences. Theoretical considerations are tested in practice. 
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Thereby we integrate also optimal process modeling, process 
standardization and transparency with need and objective 
oriented flexible process implementation. Changing organi-
zational knowledge new individual learning becomes possi-
ble. Thus new knowledge will be generated, represented, 
discussed, communicated and implemented. Thereby the 
knowledge and learning spiral is constantly pushed again 
and the organizational knowledge base is extended conti-
nually [14].  

E IT Implementation 
A established, implemented and optimized, standard based, 
the organization optimally adapted management system of-
fers by its strong stakeholder and objective orientation, the 
systematically, structured and holistic approach, the collabo-
rator involvement, the harmonized, simplified, in the prac-
tice “tested” and optimized processes and forms an optimal 
basis for a stakeholder and objective oriented, efficiently, ef-
fectively, holistic and lower-cost IT system using workflow 
based database. By strong and early user involvement and a 
systematically, holistic, optimized requirement analysis the 
IT will best adapted to the organization and stakeholder re-
quirements and promotes a sustainable organization optimi-
zation.  

 

 

V. PROJECT EXPERIENCES AND RESULTS 

This concept for establishing and implementing a holistic, 
integrated, standard based management system for system 
development is implemented successfully in several organi-
zations with different management systems. Thereby imple-
menting process thinking, harmonizing and simplifying 
processes and process controlling were great challenges. 

A Achieving the project objectives 
The described concept leads the following case study results 
collected by measuring the established process and system 
measurements and interviewing the managers and collabora-
tors: 

  Effectiveness: the fulfilment of the established objectives 
is periodically evaluated by defined measurements. The 
customer satisfaction and the fulfilment of the objectives 
were increased constantly over more years. By an optimal 
IT support the measurements can be continually evalu-
ated with no additional expenditure. Many collaborators 
and specially managers felt the clear definition of objec-
tives and aligned measurements as a great help and assis-
tance.  

  Efficiently and cost reduction: By constantly optimizing 

processes and services in accordance to established 
stakeholder oriented objectives using the management 
system could be reduced or kept the numbers of collabo-
rators increasing services.  

  Organizational development by employee involvement 
and knowledge generation: Prior to introducing the man-
agement system the collaborators ideas and suggestions 
were occasionally missing on the way through the differ-
ent decision levels. Now all ideas are documented, handle 
in accordance to established processes and all collabora-
tors receive a reliable answer. The collaborators appreci-
ate it and bring in a lot of ideas and suggestions. 

Establishing and optimizing the processes in accordance 
with the defined organization objectives involving early the 
collaborators and the following IT implementation using 
workflow based systems of the optimized processes pro-
motes the user system acceptance and they feel it as helpful 
tool and instrument to mange their job. Thereby are realized 
optimal starting conditions for system development. 

Standard based, holistic management systems are by there 
clear structured, holistic, systemic approach, there strong 
orientation to stakeholders, there systematic process ap-
proach and the continually optimization through measure-
ment and facts an excellent reference models for a holistic 
development and implementation of IT systems.  

By optimizing information and communication flows, the 
organizational relationship promoted by process thinking, 
the implemented human resource development, knowledge 
exchange and knowledge generation and the improved colla-
borators involvement increased the collaborators satisfac-
tion. 

The new IT system is felt from the collaborators not as the 
introduction of something new one, but seen as a helpful, 
useful, best need adapted, powerful tool to accomplish their 
job efficiently and effective.  

Developing an IT system by this approach the IT system is 
adapted optimal to the requirements of the user and the or-
ganization and can contribute thereby in the best way possi-
ble also to the continually optimization of the organization.  

Changes and planned actions must be communicated and 
implemented systematically and constantly by all collabora-
tors. Therefore the knowledge application is very strongly 
promoted.  

In the periodically internal and external audits the com-
pliance between lived practice and the system documentation 
is examined. This supports also the constantly updating and 
change of the system documentation and thereby we inte-
grate optimal process modeling, process standardization and 
transparency with need and objective oriented flexible 
process implementation. 

• 

• 

•
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B Success factors  
Corporate culture processes and IT technologies must be in-
tegrated optimally according to the organization objectives 
and to collaborators needs and requirements in order a to 
successfully system development based on holistic, inte-
grated standard based management system. The system is 
thereby only a tool, which supports the optimization of the 
organization so far as this is also admitted by the culture. 
Therefore we need an open, confident based, fault-tolerant, 
objective oriented, innovative, flexible, cooperative, parti-
cipative, esteeming, stakeholder, customer, service oriented 
corporate and learning culture with criticism and change 
readiness, which promotes self organizing units, autonom-
ous, objectives oriented acting, as well as personality devel-
opment of all collaborators regarding self, learn and social 
competences. The collaborators should be interested in new 
knowledge, have personal employment, team ability and 
change and learning willingness apart from necessary IT-
competences. All managers must use constantly and actively 
the system and motivate their collaborators in following 
these principles. A strengthening point for achieving this is 
maintaining an optimal communication internally as well as 
with external partners. 
Introducing holistic standard based management systems as 
basis for system development requires the organization best 
adapted systems, which is impossible buying external sam-
ple manuals, which do not correspond with the lived 
processes and objectives. The management systems must be 
continually best implemented and lived and can not be only 
an alibi for the auditor for maintaining the certificate. 
By introducing this concept for system development the sys-
tem manager and/or IT analyst extend their own job, needing 
apart from the technical skills also the necessary skills about 
standard requirements, organizational development, change 
management, business process management, business reen-
gineering, organizational learning, knowledge management, 
controlling , as well as experience in information technology 
(system manager), information management, IT – service 
management, information security management, data protec-
tion and knowledge about all other relevant laws, standards  
and regulations. 
Sufficient IT-infrastructure and IT-support are also very im-
portant for the project success. Only by promoting a need 
and objective oriented workflow based integrated, holistic 
database supported system a continuously optimization of 
the organization, in accordance with its objectives, and a sus-
tainable organization success are secured. 

VI. OUTLOOK  

Due to these excellent project experiences in several organi-
zations with different management systems there should be 
used enhanced a holistic, integrated, standard based man-

agement systems regarding all success factors [V B] as basis 
for system development. 
IT analyst trainings should inform about the principles of 
standard based management systems and management sys-
tem training should inform also about the workflow based 
database systems.  
The management systems standards should emphasize the 
importance of IT support and an open, confident based, fault 
tolerant corporate and learning culture with criticism and 
change readiness. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Establishing and implementing a holistic, integrated, stan-
dard based, individual, the organization best adapted man-
agement system as basis for system development to analyze 
customer requirements, integrate, optimize and harmonize 
processes, services, documents and concepts promotes effi-
ciency, effectiveness, stakeholder orientation, high service 
quality and the continually organizational development by 
means of collaborators ideas and suggestions to guarantee 
sustainable stakeholder orientation, service quality, profita-
bility and sustainable organization success. 
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Abstract – This paper describes an application of a 

geographical information system with visualized and 

sonification lunar remote sensing data provided by Japan’s 

lunar explorer (SELENE “KAGUYA”). Web based GIS is a 

very powerful tool which lunar scientists can use to visualize 

and access remote sensing data with other geospatial 

information. We discuss enhancement of the pseudo-colored 

visual map presentation of lunar topographical altimetry 

data derived from LALT and the map of the data to several 

sound parameters (Interval, harmony, and tempo). This 

paper describes an overview of this GIS with a sonification 

system, called “Moonbell”.  

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

In this work, we present our experience of utilizing 

audio-visual data mappings for GIS-based information 

visualization. The application we choose is a GIS-based 

system for visualizing lunar topography maps derived from 

the laser altimeter (LALT) onboard the Japanese Aerospace 

Exploration Agency (JAXA)’s lunar explorer (KAGUYA).  In 

this application, we enhance the pseudo-colored visual map 

presentation of contour line information of lunar 

topographical data derived from LALT and this altimeter 

data by LALT is mapped to several sound parameters 

(Interval, harmony, and tempo). In this application 

development, we invited five planetary scientists from 

Kaguya science team and three engineers to review and 

evaluate the usefulness. Our motivation for choosing sound 

in addition to vision is guided by our belief that data 

quantities mapped to various colors in a coloring scheme do 

not always clearly describe the information being presented 

for many different tasks that visualization is expected to 

support.  Additional data characteristics can be conveyed to 

the user through sound to enhance the performance of the 

user on those tasks. We have conducted experiments with 

human users to compare the performance of users on visual 

data mapping alone vs. visual and sound data mappings 

together and, in more than 70 percent cases, we found that 

the use of bi-modal visual and sound data mappings together 

provided a more accurate understanding of data displays. 

This paper describes the overview of this GIS with a 

sonification system, called “Moonbell”.  

 

II. OVERVIEW OF KAGUYA 

KAGYA (SELENE) is the most sophisticated lunar 

exploration mission in the post-Apollo era and consists of the 
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main orbiter and two small satellites – the Relay satellite 

(OKINA) and the VRAD satellite (OUNA).  SELENE was 

successful launched on September 14, 2007 from 

Tanegashima Space Center of JAXA and it entered polar 

orbit with about 100km altitude on December 21, 2007.  

The major objectives of the SELENE mission are the global 

observation of the Moon to research lunar origin and 

evolution. KAGUYA observes the distribution of the 

elements and minerals on the surface, the topography, 

geological structure, the gravity field, the remnants of the 

magnetic field and the environment of energetic particles 

and plasma of the Moon. The scientific data will also be used 

for exploring the possibilities for the future utilization of the 

Moon. JAXA will also establish the basic technologies for 

future Moon exploration, such as, lunar polar orbit insertion, 

3-axis attitude control and thermal control in the lunar orbit. 

In addition, KAGUYA takes pictures and movies of the 

beautiful Earth-rise from the Moon horizon.  Table 1 shows 

the mission instruments of KAGUYA. KAGUYA Level-2 

processed data (standard product) are archived in “Level-2 

Data Archive and Distribution System” (L2DB) at SOAC 

(SELENE Operation and Analysis Center) at 

Sagamihara-campus of JAXA. Users can search and 

download Level-2 processed data via Web browser. KAGUYA 

data will be available for users through the internet from 1 

year after the nominal mission phase (about 2 years after 

the KAGUYA launch). The KAGUYA L2 DB HP Web site 

(under construction) will be linked to the KAGUYA HP 

(http://selene. jaxa.jp/index_e.html).  Since KAGUYA L2 

data format is PDS-like format, prototype PDS interoperable 

catalogue system is also developing with PDAP (Planetary 

Data Access Protocol) [1][2].  

Before opening KAGUYA L2 products to public, we 

developed a KAGUYA image gallery to provide visualized 

images derived from KAGUYA L2 products with Open GIS 

Web Map Service (OGC/WMS) technology to promote 

KAGUYA observation data to public  

(URL is http://wms.kaguya.jaxa.jp). 

 

We already posted more than 30 images and movies on our 

image gallery site by  August, 2008.  Visualized images are 

produced not only from optical sensors but also from 

geophysical parameter information derived from KAGUYA 

scientific instruments such as Spectral Profiler. Fig. 1 shows 

the snap shot of image gallery.  

Fig.1 Spectral Profiler visualized image on KAGUYA image gallery 

 

KAGUYA image gallery is only capable of providing 

visualized image with a 2 dimensional display but we also 

developed and operate 3 dimensional GIS system by using 

OGC/WMS to provide visualized images to our KAGUYA 

science teams for their research. We already uploaded entire 

lunar topography map by LALT, entire lunar gravity 

anomaly map by RSAT/VRAD, HDTV coverage map, MI 

image, etc.  We plan to post more geographical parameter 

data on a KAGUYA WMS server.  Our science team 

members can access those 3D visualized images by using 

GIS browsers including NASA world wind (NWW) etc. On a 

KAGUYA WMS server, we can provide a link capability to 

access multimedia files including movies, sound files, etc. 

easily when users select visualized images on their GIS 

browsers. Fig.2 shows the example to show HDTV movie 
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coverage with video icon. So, user can access HDTV movies 

without search and order operation to show those movies.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2 3D visualized image (HDTV coverage with movie icon) on WMS by NWW as client 

 

III. LALT VISUALIZATION and SONIFICATION 

LALT is one of the instruments on board the KAGUYA main 

orbiter and is for laser ranging from the satellite to the 

surface of the Moon in the nadir direction Fig 3 shows lunar 

topographical map of Mare Orientale derived from LALT.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig 3 Topography of Mare Orientale derived from LALT 

 

By using LALT, the lunar topographical map was produced 

by the Geographical Survey Institute (GSI) from the LALT 

product of the National Astronomical Observatory (NAOJ). 

The LALT is able to obtain a range of data on a global scale 

along the satellite’s trajectory including the high latitude 

region above 75 degrees that has never been measured by an 

altimeter. The number of measurement points as of this 

March is about 6 million and it is more than 10 times larger 

than the number for the previous topographical map, named 

“ULCN 2005” by USGS.   

 

Fig.4  Lunar far side topographical map by LALT (by NAOJ/GSI/JAXA) 

 

Fig. 4 shows the global topographical map of the far side of 

the Moon created by LALT and it is the most significant 

topographical lunar map available to date. We can see 

detailed topographical patterns of the far side of the moon 

with less than 100 meter diameter class craters including 

South Pole Aitkin Basin area, etc.  

In parallel with the WMS system, we developed a 

sonification system, named “Moonbell” (voice of moon 

system) because data quantities mapped to various colors in 

a coloring scheme do not always clearly describe the 

information being presented for many different tasks that 
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visualization is expected to support.  In many cases 

additional data characteristics can be conveyed to the user 

through sound to enhance the performance of the user on 

those tasks. We have conducted experiments with human 

users to compare the performance of users on visual data 

mapping alone vs. visual and sound data mappings and we 

found that the use of bi-modal visual and sound data 

mappings together provided more accurate understanding of 

data displays [3].   

This Moonbell system is capable of converting altitude 

information into sound (interval) with a selected musical 

instrument and a given tempo by using a MIDI sound device 

on PC.  

As a default setting in “Moonbell”, the marimba was selected 

to play sounds for local features and the piano was selected 

to play sounds for regional features as a base code. In this 

case, regional interval was allocated to regional average 

information with 30 altimeter observation points’ data as 

base sound. On the other hand, the difference of highly 

developed relativity from the average altitude of 30 points 

was calculated, and the interval was allocated in the 

difference additionally about a local interval. However, it 

was set that only the interval that played harmony 

(diminish sounds) was allocated between the previous 

sounds when all intervals of all sounds were not used in 

default but the sound changed so that the change in the 

interval should not allow it to feel to jarring about the 

allocated interval. Therefore, the music that the marimba 

plays is always composed only because of the sound of 

constant harmony. “Moonbell” users can freely select 

interval, musical instruments and tempo by using Moonbell 

user interface. Fig. 5 shows the Moonbell user interface 

screen. In this application development, we invited five 

planetary scientists from Kaguya science team and three 

engineers to review and evaluate the usefulness. Our 

motivation for choosing sound (sonification) in addition to 

vision (visualization) is guided by our belief that data 

quantities mapped to various colors in a coloring scheme do 

not always clearly describe the information being presented 

for many different tasks that visualization is expected to 

support. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5 Moonbell user interface screen 

 

In many cases, additional data characteristics can be 

conveyed to the user through sound to enhance the 

performance of the user on those tasks [4][5].     

One of the good examples of use of sound instead of 3D 

visualization is to express point information which is lower 

than the average height. In the expression that uses a 

spheroid body in 3D lunar GIS, it is difficult to come in 

succession to visually identify it lower than the average 

altitude (for instance, Mare Orientale area shown in Fig 4). 

In contrast, it is easy to show lower altitude with regional 

and local sound by using sonification since we can show 

average sound with lower and upper sound. In addition, it is 

also difficult to show local features and regional features 

simultaneously by using 3D GIS although 3D GIS can show 

local features with zooming / panning original observation 

data as well as regional features by using level slice and 

rainbow color visualization (aka contour line map) 

independently. By using sonification with Moonbell, we can 

show local and regional feature since Moonbell can play two 

sounds (base line as regional feature and main melody as 

local feature) simultaneously. In more than 70 percent cases, 
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we found that the use of bi-modal visual and sound data 

mappings together provided a more accurate understanding 

of data displays. However, there are disadvantages in the 

use of sonification. Since sound mapping process is a linear 

mapping process, it is difficult for sonification to express two 

and three dimensional information. This means that contour 

line of topography maps cannot be mapped to two 

dimensional planes in sonification mapping directly by using 

“Moonbell”. Moonbell can only map altitude information 

under the orbit of KAGUYA to sounds.  

To solve both 3D GIS and sonification issues, we propose 3D 

GIS WMS with sonification system (Moonbell) in this study. 

Since WMS is easy to link to a3D Spheroid moon body with 

multimedia files including movies, sounds, documents etc, 

we plan to prepare wav files derived from the Moonbell 

system and link those wav sound files to a predefined target 

area with that area images on 3D moon provided by WMS 

server. This idea is an expansion of the linkage between 

HDTV coverage with HDTV movies shown in Fig. 2. By 

using this proposed system, we believe that scientists can 

improve the performance of the user on those research tasks.   

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this study, we propose an integration system of 3D 

Web-based lunar GIS with a lunar observation data 

sonification system, called “Moonbell” and show the possible 

enhancement of the performance of the user on their 

research tasks.  

Our next step is to expand our sonification system to 

manipulate other KAGUYA observation data such as 

Spectral Profiler, Multi-band imager, etc and integrate with 

3D Web GIS system. We also believe that it is also very 

useful for planetary scientists to use visualized images with 

HDTV camera movies on KAGUYA and sonification data on 

our integrated 3D Web-based GIS system through our 

experiment using this application. In addition, we also think 

that this integration system is useful for 3D GIS system for 

Earth and other planets.  
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Abstract: Many real world problems appear naturally as 
constraints satisfaction problems (CSP), for which very efficient 
algorithms are known. Most of these involve the combination of two 
techniques: some direct propagation of constraints between 
variables (with the goal of reducing their sets of possible values) 
and some kind of structured search (depth-first, breadth-first,…). 
But when such blind search is not possible or not allowed or when 
one wants a “constructive” or a “pattern-based” solution, one must 
devise more complex propagation rules instead. In this case, one 
can introduce the notion of a candidate (a “still possible” value for 
a variable). Here, we give this intuitive notion a well defined logical 
status, from which we can define the concepts of a resolution rule 
and a resolution theory. In order to keep our analysis as concrete as 
possible, we illustrate each definition with the well known Sudoku 
example. Part I proposes a general conceptual framework based on 
first order logic; with the introduction of chains and braids,  Part II 
will give much deeper results. 
Keywords: constraint satisfaction problem, knowledge engineering, 
production system, resolution rule, strategy, Sudoku solving. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Many real world problems, such as resource allocation, 
temporal reasoning or scheduling, naturally appear as constraint 
satisfaction problems (CSP) [1, 2]. Such problems constitute a 
main sub-area of Artificial Intelligence (AI). A CSP is defined 
by a finite number of variables with values in some fixed 
domains and a finite set of constraints (i.e. of relations they must 
satisfy); it consists of finding a value for each of these variables, 
such that they globally satisfy all the constraints.  

A CSP states the constraints a solution must satisfy, i.e. it says 
what is desired. It does not say anything about how a solution 
can be obtained. But very efficient general purpose algorithms 
are known [1], which guarantee that they will find a solution if 
any. Most of these algorithms involve the combination of two 
very different techniques: some direct propagation of constraints 
between variables (in order to reduce their sets of possible 
values) and some kind of structured search with “backtracking” 
(depth-first, breadth-first,…), consisting of trying (recursively if 
necessary) a value for a variable, propagating the consequences 
of this tentative choice and eventually reaching a solution or a 
contradiction allowing to conclude that this value is impossible.  

But, in some cases, such blind search is not possible (for 
practical reasons, e.g. one wants to simulate human behaviour 
or one is not in a simulator but in real life) or not allowed (for 
theoretical or æsthetic reasons, or because one wants to 
understand what happens, as is the case with most Sudoku 
players) or one wants a “constructive” solution.  

In such situations, it is convenient to introduce the notion of 
a candidate, i.e. of a “still possible” value for a variable. But a 
clear definition and a logical status must first be given to this 
intuitive notion. When this is done, one can define the 
concepts of a resolution rule (a logical formula in the 
“condition => action” form, which says what to do in some 
observable situation described by the condition pattern), a 
resolution theory, a resolution strategy. One can then study 
the  relation between the original CSP problem and various of 
its resolution theories. One can also introduce several 
properties a resolution theory can have, such as confluence (in 
Part II) and completeness (contrary to general purpose 
algorithms, a resolution theory cannot in general solve all the 
instances of a given CSP; evaluating its scope is thus a new 
topic in its own). This “pattern-based” approach was first 
introduced in [3], in the limited context of Sudoku solving. 

Notice that resolution rules are typical of the kind of rules 
that can be implemented in an inference engine and resolution 
theories can be seen as “production systems” [4]. See Part II. 

 
In this paper, we deal only with the case of a finite number 

of variables with ranges in finite domains and with first order 
constraints (i.e. constraints between the variables, not between 
subsets of variables). 

This paper is self-contained, both for the general concepts 
and for their illustrations with the Sudoku example, although 
deeper results specific to the introduction of chains or to this 
example will appear in Part II. Section II introduces the first 
order logical formulation of a general CSP. Section III defines 
the notion of a candidate and analyses its logical status. 
Section IV can then define resolution rules, resolution paths, 
resolution theories and the notion of a pure logic constructive 
solution. Section V explains in what sense a resolution theory 
can be incomplete even if its rules seem to express all the 
constraints in the CSP. 
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II. THE LOGICAL THEORY ASSOCIATED WITH A CSP 

Consider a fixed CSP for n variables x1, x2, …, xn in finite 
domains X1, X2, …, Xn, with first order constraints. The CSP can 
obviously be written as a First Order Logic (FOL) theory (i.e. as 
a set of FOL axioms expressing the constraints) [1]. Thanks to 
the equivalence between FOL and Multi-Sorted First Order 
Logic (MS-FOL) [5], it can also be written as an MS-FOL 
theory. CSP solutions are in one-to-one correspondence with 
MS-FOL models of this theory. 

In MS-FOL, for each domain Xk, one introduces a sort (i.e. a 
type) Xk (there can be no confusion in using the same letter for 
the sort and the domain) and a predicate valuek(xk), with 
intended meaning “the value of the k-th variable is xk”. All the 
basic functions and predicates necessary to express the given 
constraints are defined formally as being sorted, so that one 
doesn’t have to write explicit conditions about the sorts of the 
variables mentioned in a formulæ. This has many advantages in 
practice (such as keeping formulæ short). The formulæ of our 
MS-FOL theory are defined as usual, by induction (combining 
atomic formulæ built on the above basic predicates and functions 
with logical connectives: and, or, not, typed quantifiers). We can 
always suppose that, for each value a variable can have, there is 
a constant symbol of the appropriate sort to name it. We can also 
adopt a unique names assumption for constant symbols: two 
different constant symbols of the same sort do not designate the 
same entity. However, no unique names assumption is made for 
variables. With the following Sudoku example, details missing 
in the above two paragraphs will hopefully become clearer than 
through additional logical formalism. 

A.  The Sudoku CSP 
Sudoku is generally presented as follows (Fig. 1): given a 9x9 

grid, partially filled with numbers from 1 to 9 (the “entries” or 
“clues” or “givens” of the problem), complete it with numbers 
from 1 to 9 in such a way that in each of the nine rows, in each 
of the nine columns and in each of the nine disjoint blocks of 3x3 
contiguous cells, the following property holds: there is at most 
one occurrence of each of these numbers. Notice that this is a 
special case of the Latin Squares problem (which has no 
constraints on blocks).  

It is natural to consider the three dimensional space with 
coordinates (n, r, c) and any of the 2D spaces: rc, rn and cn.  
Moreover, in rc-space, due to the constraint on blocks, it is 
convenient to introduce an alternative block-square coordinate 
system [b, s] and variables Xbs such that Xrc = Xbs whenever (r, 
c) and [b, s] are the coordinates of the same cell. For symmetry 
reasons, in addition to these variables with values in Numbers, 
we define additional Xrn, Xcn and Xbn variables, with values, 
respectively in Rows, Columns and Squares, and such that:  

Xrc = n ⇔ Xrn = c  ⇔ Xcn = r   ⇔ Xbn = s. 

 
       3 1  
    7 9     
          
 1 3 2       
  4    7    
   1       

5    4  6 7   
2 8         
   3       

 
Figure 1: A typical Sudoku puzzle 

 
Since rows, columns and blocks play similar roles in the 

defining constraints, they will naturally appear to do so in 
many other places and it is convenient to introduce a word 
that makes no difference between them: a unit is either a row 
or a column or a block. And we say that two rc-cells share a 
unit if they are either in the same row or in the same column 
or in the same block (where “or” is non exclusive). We also 
say that these two cells are linked. It should be noticed that 
this (symmetric) relation between two cells does not depend 
in any way on the content of these cells but only on their 
place in the grid; it is therefore a straightforward and quasi 
physical notion. 

Formulating the Sudoku CSP as an MS-FOL theory is done 
in three stages: Grid Theory, General Sudoku Theory, 
Specific Sudoku Puzzle Theory. For definiteness, we consider 
standard Sudoku only, on a 9x9 grid. 

Most CSP problems can similarly be decomposed into three 
components: axioms for a general and static context (here, the 
grid) valid for all the instances of the problem, axioms for the 
general CSP constraints expressed in this context (here, the 
Sudoku constraints) and axioms for specific instances of the 
problem (here, the entries of a puzzle). 

B.  Grid Theory 
B.1 The sorts in Grid Theory 

The characteristic of MS-FOL is that it assumes the world 
of interest is composed of different types of objects, called 
sorts. In the very limited world of Grid Theory (GT) and of 
Sudoku Theory (ST), we need only five sorts: Number, Row, 
Column, Block, Square. Row, Column and Block correspond 
in the obvious way to rows, columns and blocks, whereas 
Square corresponds to the relative position of a cell in a block. 

Attached to each sort, there are two sets of symbols, one for 
naming constant objects of this sort, and one for naming 
variables of this sort. In the GT case, the variables for 
Numbers are n, n’, n’’, n0, n1, n2, …; the constants for 
Numbers are 1n, 2n, 3n, 4n, 5n, 6n, 7n, 8n, 9n. The variables for 
Rows are , r’, r’’, r0, r1, r2, ……; the constants for Rows are 1r, 
2r, 3r, 4r, 5r, 6r, 7r, 8r, 9r. And similarly for the other sorts. For 
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each of the first five sorts, obvious axioms can express the range 
of the variable of this sort and the unique names assumption. 

In conformance with the MS-FOL conventions, a quantifier 
such as “∀r” (resp. “∀c”, “∀n”, …) will always mean “for any 
row r” (resp. “for any column c”, “for any number n”, …) 
B.2 Function and predicate symbols of Grid Theory 

Grid Theory has no function symbol. In addition to the five 
equality predicate symbols (=n, =r,… one for each sort), it has 
only one predicate symbol: correspondence, with arity 4 and 
signature (Row, Column, Block, Square), with intended meaning 
for atomic formulæ “correspondence(r, c, b, s)” the natural one. 
Given these basic predicates, one can define auxiliary predicates, 
considered as shorthands for longer logical formulæ:  

– same-row, with signature (Row, Column, Row, Column); 
“same-row(r1, c1, r2, c2)” is defined as a shorthand for: r1 =r r2; 

– and similarly for same-column and same-block; 
– same-cell, with signature (Row, Column, Row, Column); 

“same-cell(r1, c1, r2, c2)” is defined as a shorthand for: r1 = r r2 & 
c1 = c c2; 

As they have been defined, the auxiliary predicates same-row, 
same-column, same-block and same-cell all have the same arity 
and signature: informally, they all apply to couples of cells with 
row-column coordinates. This is very important because it 
allows to define an auxiliary predicate with the same arity and 
signature, applying to couples of cells with row-column 
coordinates, independent of the type of unit they share (we shall 
see that, most of the time, this type is irrelevant): 

– share-a-unit, with signature (Row, Column, Row, 
Column); “share-a-unit(r1, c1, r2, c2)” is defined as a shorthand 
for: ¬same-cell(r1, c1, r2, c2) & [ same-row(r1, c1, r2, c2) or same-
column(r1, c1, r2, c2) or same-block(r1, c1, r2, c2)]. 

Of course, the intended meaning of this predicate is that 
suggested by its name: the two cells share either a row or a 
column or a block; notice that a cell is not considered as sharing 
a unit with itself. 
B.3 Axioms of Grid Theory 

In addition to the 5x36 sort axioms, Grid Theory has 81 
axioms expressing the (r, c) to [b, s] correspondence of 
coordinate systems, such as “correspondence(1r, 1c, 1b, 1s)”. 

As an exercise, one can check that this is enough to define the 
grid (modulo renamings of rows, columns, …). One can also 
check that the following formula expresses that row r intersects 
block b: ∃c∃s correspondence(r, c, b, s). 

C.  General Sudoku Theory 
General Sudoku Theory (ST) is defined as an extension of 

Grid Theory. It has the same sorts as GT. In addition to the 
predicates of GT, it has the following one:  value, with signature 
(Number, Row, Column); the intended meaning of atomic 
formula “value(n, r, c)” is that number n is the value of cell 

(r, c), i.e. indifferently: Xrc = n, Xrn = c, Xcn = r or Xbn = s. It is 
convenient to introduce an auxiliary predicate value[], written 
with square braces, with signature (Number, Block, Square), 
with the same meaning as value, but in [b, s] instead of (r, c) 
coordinates; “value[n, b, s]” is defined as a shorthand for: 

∃r∃c [correspondence(r, c, b, s) & value(n, r, c)] 
C.1 Axioms of Sudoku Theory 

ST contains the axioms of GT, plus the following, written 
in a symmetrical form that will be useful in the sequel. 
STrc: ∀r∀c∀n1∀n2{value(n1, r, c) & value(n2, r, c) ⇒ n1 = n2} 
STrn: ∀r∀n∀c1∀c2{value(n, r, c1) & value(n, r, c2) ⇒ c1 = c2} 
STcn: ∀c∀n∀r1∀r2{value(n, r1, c) & value(n, r2, c) ⇒ r1 = r2} 
STbn: ∀b∀n∀s1∀s2{value[n, b, s1] & value[n, b, s2] ⇒ s1 = s2} 
EVrc: ∀r∀c∃n value(n, r, c)  
EVrn: ∀r∀n∃c value(n, r, c)  
EVcn: ∀c∀n∃r value(n, r, c)  
EVbn: ∀b∀n∃s value[n, b, s]. 

The formal symmetries inside each of these two groups of 
four axioms must be noticed. STrc expresses that an rc-cell 
can have only one value (this is never stated explicitly, but 
this should not be forgotten). STrn (resp. STcn, STbn) expresses 
that a value can appear only once in a row (resp. a column, a 
block); these are the standard constraints. Axiom EVrc (resp. 
EVrn, EVcn and EVbn) expresses that, in a solution, every rc- 
(resp. rn-, cn and bn-) cell must have a value; these conditions 
generally remain implicit in the usual formulation of Sudoku. 

D.  Specific Sudoku Puzzle Theory 
In order to be consistent with various sets of entries, ST 

includes no axioms on specific values. With any specific 
puzzle P we can associate the axiom EP defined as the finite 
conjunction of the set of all the ground atomic formulæ 
“value(nk, ri, cj)” such that there is an entry of P asserting that 
number nk must occupy cell (ri, cj). Then, when added to the 
axioms of ST, axiom EP defines the MS-FOL theory of the 
specific puzzle P. 

From the point of view of first order logic, everything is 
said. A solution of puzzle P (if any) is a model (if any) of 
theory ST + EP. The only problem is that nothing yet is said 
about how a solution can be found. This is the reason for 
introducing candidates and resolution rules. 

III. CANDIDATES AND THEIR LOGICAL STATUS 

A.  Candidates 
If one considers the way Sudoku players solve puzzles, it 

appears that most of them introduce candidates in the form of 
“pencil marks” in the cells of the grid. Intuitively, a candidate 
is a “still possible” value for a cell; candidates in each cell are 
progressively eliminated during the resolution process.  
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This very general notion can be introduced for any CSP 
problem. Unfortunately, it has no a priori meaning from the MS-
FOL point of view. The reason is not the non-monotonicity of 
candidates, i.e. that they are progressively  withdrawn whereas 
one can only add information by applying the axioms of a FOL 
theory: this could easily be dealt with by introducing non-
candidates (or impossible values) instead. The real reason is that 
the intuitive notion of a candidate (as a “still possible” value) 
and the way it is used in practice suppose a logic in which this 
idea of “still possible” is formalised. Different “states of 
knowledge” must then be considered – and this is typically the 
domain of epistemic logic. We shall therefore adopt a priori the 
following framework, supporting a natural epistemic 
interpretation of a candidate.  

For each variable xk of the CSP, let us introduce a predicate 
candk(xk) with intended meaning “the value xk from domain Xk is 
not yet known to be impossible for the k-th variable”. 

The interesting point is that we shall be able to come back to 
ordinary (though constructivist or intuitionistic) logic for 
candidates (and thus forget the complexities of epistemic logic). 

B.  Knowledge states and knowledge space 
Given a fixed CSP, define a knowledge state as any set of 

values and candidates (formally written as valuek and candk 
predicates). A knowledge state is intended to represent the 
totality of the ground atomic facts (in terms of values and 
candidates) that are present in some possible state of reasoning 
for some instance of the CSP. (Invariant background knowledge, 
such as grid facts in Sudoku, is not explicitly included).  

It should be underlined that this notion of a knowledge state 
has a very concrete and intuitive meaning: for instance, in 
Sudoku, it represents the situation on a grid with candidates at 
some point in some resolution process for some puzzle; this is 
usually named the PM, the “Pencil Marks”. (Notice that some 
knowledge states may be contradictory – so that inconsistent sets 
of entries can be dealt with).  

Let KS be the (possibly large, but always finite) set of all 
possible knowledge states. On KS, we define the following order 
relation: KS1 ≤ KS2 if and only if, for any constant x° (of sort X) 
one has: 

– if valueX(x°) is in KS1, then valueX(x°) is in KS2, 
– if candX(x°) is in KS2, then candX(x°) is in KS1. 

If “KS1 ≤ KS2” is intuitively interpreted as “KS2 may appear 
after KS1 in some resolution process”, these conditions express 
the very intuitive idea that values can only be added and 
candidates can only be deleted during a resolution process. 

For any instance P of the CSP (e.g. for any puzzle P), one can 
also define the initial knowledge state KSP corresponding to the 
starting point of any resolution process for P. Its values are all 
the entries of P; its candidates are all the possible values of the 

remaining variables. The set KSP = {KS / KSP ≤ KS} is thus 
the set of knowledge states one can reach when starting from 
P; we call it the epistemic model of P. 

C.  Knowledge states and epistemic logic 
The above notion of a knowledge state appears to be a 

particular case of the general concept of a possible world in 
modal logic; the order relation on the set of knowledge states 
corresponds to the accessibility relation between possible 
worlds and our notion of an epistemic model coincides with 
that of a Kripke model [6]. Let K be the “epistemic operator”, 
i.e. the formal logical operator corresponding to knowing (for 
any proposition A, KA denotes the proposition “it is known 
that A” or “the agent under consideration knows that A”). 
Then, for any proposition A, we have Hintikka‘s 
interpretation of KA [7]: in any possible world compatible 
with what is known (i.e. accessible from the current one), it is 
the case that A. 

Several axiom systems have appeared for epistemic logic 
(in increasing order of strength: S4 < S4.2 < S4.3 < S4.4 < 
S5). Moreover, it is known that there is a correspondence 
between the axioms on the epistemic operator K and the 
properties of the accessibility relation between possible 
worlds (this is a form of the classical relationship between 
syntax and semantics). As the weakest S4 logic is enough for 
our purposes, we won’t get involved in the debates about the 
best axiomatisation. S4 formalises the following three axioms: 

– KA ⇒ A: “if a proposition is known then it is true” or 
“only true propositions can be known”; it means that we are 
speaking of knowledge and not of belief and this supposes the 
agent (our CSP solver) does not make false inferences; this 
axiom corresponds to the accessibility relation being reflexive 
(for all KS in KS, one has: KS ≤ KS); 

– KA ⇒ KKA: (reflection) if a proposition is known 
then it is known to be known (one is aware of what one 
knows); this axiom corresponds to the accessibility relation 
being transitive (for all KS1, KS2 and KS3 in KS, one has: if 
KS1 ≤ KS2 and KS2 ≤ KS3, then KS1 ≤ KS3); 

– K(A ⇒ B) ⇒ (KA ⇒ KB): (limited deductive closure 
of knowledge) if it is known that A ⇒ B, then if it is known 
that A, then it is known that B. In the case of CSP, this will be 
applied as follows: when a resolution rule [A ⇒ B] is known 
[K(A ⇒ B)], if its conditions [A] are known to be satisfied 
[KA] then its conclusions [B] are known to be satisfied [KB]. 

D.  Values and candidates 
As we want our resolution rules to deal with candidates, all 

our initial MS-FOL concepts must be re-interpreted in the 
context of epistemic logic. 

The entries of the problem P are not only true in the initial 
knowledge state KSP, they are known to be true in this state: 
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they must be written as Kvaluek; similarly, the initial candidates 
for a variable are not only the a priori possible values for it; they 
must be interpreted as not yet known to be impossible: 
¬K¬cand. 

Moreover, as a resolution rule must be effective, it must 
satisfy the following: a condition on the absence of a candidate 
must mean that it is effectively known to be impossible: 
K¬cand; a condition on the presence of a candidate must mean 
that it is not effectively known to be impossible: ¬K¬cand; a 
conclusion on the assertion of a value must mean that this value 
becomes effectively known to be true: Kvalue; a conclusion on 
the negation of a candidate must mean that this candidate 
becomes effectively known to be impossible: K¬cand. 

As a result, in a resolution rule, a predicate “valuek” will never 
appear alone but only in the construct “Kvaluek(xk)”; a predicate 
“candk” will never appear alone but only in the construct 
¬K¬candk (given that K¬candk is equivalent, in any modal 
theory, to ¬¬K¬candk).  

All this entails that we can use well known correspondences 
of modal logic S4 with intuitionistic logic [9] and constructive 
logic [10] to “forget” the K operator (thus merely replacing 
everywhere “Kvaluek” with “valuek” and “¬K¬candk” with 
“candk”), provided that we consider that we are now using 
intuitionistic or constructive logic. We have thus eliminated the 
epistemic operator that first appeared necessary to give the 
notion of a candidate a well defined logical status. Said 
otherwise: at the very moderate price of using intuitionnistic or 
constructive logic, in spite of the fact that candidates can be 
given an epistemic status, no explicit epistemic operator will 
ever be needed in the logical formulation of resolution rules. 

One thing remains to be clarified: the relation between values 
and candidates. In the epistemic interpretation, a value ak for a 
variable xk is known to be true if and only if all the other 
possible values for this variable are known to be false: 

∀xk [Kvaluek(xk) ⇔ ∀x’k≠ xk  K¬candk(x’k)]. 
Using the equivalence between K¬ and ¬¬K¬ and forgetting 

the K operator as explained above, we get the value-to-
candidate-relation intuitionistic axiom, for each variable xk:  

VCRk: ∀xk [valuek(xk) ⇔ ∀x’k≠ xk¬candk(x’k)]. 

IV.  RESOLUTION RULES AND  RESOLUTION THEORIES 

A.  General definitions 
Definiton: a formula in the MS-FOL language of a CSP is in 

the condition-action form if it is written as A ⇒ B, possibly 
surrounded with quantifiers, where A does not contain explicitly 
the “⇒“ sign and B is a conjunction of value predicates and of 
negated cand predicates (no disjunction is allowed in B); all the 
variables appearing in B must already appear in A and be 
universally quantified.  

Definitons: a formula in the condition-action form is a 
resolution rule for a CSP if it is an intuitionistically (or 
constructively) valid consequence of the CSP axioms and of 
VCR. A resolution theory for a CSP is a set of resolution 
rules. Given a resolution theory T, a resolution path in T for 
an instance P of the CSP is a sequence of knowledge states 
starting with P and such that each step is justified by a rule in 
T. A resolution theory T solves an instance P of the CSP if 
one can exhibit a resolution path in T leading to a solution. 
Notice that, contrary to the general notion of a solution of a 
CSP as any model of the associated FOL or MS-FOL theory, 
this is a restrictive definition of a solution; it can be called a 
constructive definition of a solution: a resolution theory solves 
an instance of the CSP only if it does so in the constructive 
way defined above. 

B.  The Basic Resolution Theory of a CSP 
For any CSP, there is a Universal Resolution Theory, URT, 

defined as the union of the following three types of rules, 
which are the mere re-writing of each of the VCRk axioms, 
for each sort: 

– Elementary Constraints Propagation rule for sort Xk:  
ECPk: ∀xk∀xk1≠xk {valuek(xk)  ⇒  ¬candk(xk1)}; 

– “Singles” rule for sort Xk: 
Sk: ∀xk{[candk(xk1) & ∀xk1≠xk ¬candk(xk1)] ⇒ valuek(xk)}. 

– Contradiction Detection for sort Xk:  
CDk: ∀xk(¬value(xk) & ¬candk(xk)) ⇒ ⊥, where “⊥“ is any 
false formula. 

But for any CSP, there is also a Basic Resolution Theory, 
BRT, which is the union of URT with all the rules specific to 
this CSP expressing the direct contradictions (if any) between 
its different variables (see Part II). All the resolution theories 
we shall consider will be extensions of this BRT. 

C.  Example from Sudoku 
The BRT of the Sudoku CSP (say BSRT) consists of the 

following rules. The elementary constraints propagation 
(ECP) rules are the re-writing of the left-to-right part of 
axioms STrc, STbn, STcn and STbn in the condition-action form: 
ECP1: ∀r∀c∀n∀n1≠n {value(n, r, c)  ⇒  ¬cand(n1, r, c)} 
ECP2: ∀r∀n∀c∀c1≠c {value(n, r, c)  ⇒ ¬cand(n, r, c1)} 
ECP3: ∀c∀n∀r∀r1≠r {value(n, r, c)  ⇒ ¬cand(n, r1, c)} 
ECP4: ∀b∀n∀s∀s1≠s {value[n, b, s]  ⇒ ¬cand[n, b, s1)} 

Here cand[] is related to cand() in the same way as 
value[] was related to value(). 

The well-known rules for Singles (“Naked-Singles” and 
“Hidden-Singles”) are the re-writing of the right-to-left part of 
the same axioms: 
NS: ∀r∀c∀n{ [cand(n, r, c) & ∀n1≠n ¬cand(n1, r, c)] 
⇒ value(n, r, c)} 
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HSrn: ∀r∀n∀c{ [cand(n, r, c) & ∀c1≠c ¬cand(n, r, c1)] 
⇒ value(n, r, c)} 
HScn: ∀c∀n∀r{ [cand(n, r, c) & ∀r1≠r ¬cand(n, r1, c)] 
⇒ value(n, r, c)} 
HSbn: ∀b∀n∀s{ [cand’[n, b, s] & ∀s1≠s ¬ cand’[n, b, s1] ] 
⇒ value’[n, b, s]} 

Axioms EV have a special translation, with meaning: if there 
is a (rc-, rn- cn- or bn-) cell for which no value remains possible, 
then the problem has no solution: 
CDrc: ∃r∃c∀n[¬value(n, r, c) & ¬cand(n, r, c)] ⇒ ⊥. 
CDrn: ∃r∃n∀c[¬value(n, r, c) & ¬cand(n, r, c)] ⇒ ⊥. 
CDcn: ∃c∃n∀r[¬value(n, r, c) & ¬cand(n, r, c)] ⇒ ⊥. 
CDbn: ∃b∃n∀s[¬value’(n, b, s) & ¬cand’(n, b, s)] ⇒ ⊥. 

V.  COMPLETENESS 

A.  Completeness 
Now that the main concepts are defined, we can ask: what 

does it mean for a Resolution Theory T for a given CSP to be 
“complete”? Notice that all the results that can be produced (i.e. 
all the values that can be asserted and all the candidates that can 
be eliminated) when a resolution theory T is applied to a given 
instance P of the CSP are logical consequences of theory T ∪ EP 
(where EP is the conjunction of the entries for P); these results 
must be valid for any solution for P (i.e. for any model of T ∪ 
EP). Therefore a resolution theory can only solve instances of the 
CSP that have a unique solution and one can give three sensible 
definitions of the completeness of T: 1) it solves all the instances 
that have a unique solution; 2) for any instance, it finds all the 
values common to all its solutions; 3) for any instance, it finds all 
the values common to all its solutions and it eliminates all the 
candidates that are excluded by any solution. 

Obviously, the third definition implies the second, which 
implies the first, but whether the converse of any of these two 
implications is true in general remains an open question. 

B.  Why a Basic Resolution Theory may not be enough 
In the case of Sudoku, one may think that the obvious 

resolution rules of BSRT are enough to solve any puzzle. After 
all, don’t they express all that there is in the axioms? It is 
important to understand in what sense they are not enough and 
why. 

These rules are not enough because our notion of a solution 
within a resolution theory T a priori restricts them to being used 
constructively; said otherwise, we look only for models of T 
obtained constructively from the rules in T; but a solution of a 
CSP is any model of the original axioms, whether it is obtained 
in a constructive way or not (it may need some “guessing”). 

To evaluate how far these rules are from being enough, they 
have been implemented in an inference engine (CLIPS) and a 
statistical analysis has been made on tens of thousands of 

randomly generated puzzles. It shows that they can solve 42% 
of the minimal puzzles (“minimal” means “has a unique 
solution and has several solutions if any entry is deleted”; 
statistics would be meaningless without this condition). 

VI.  CONCLUSION 

We have proposed a general conceptual framework for 
approximating a constraint satisfaction problem with 
constructive resolution theories in which the intuitive notion 
of a candidate is given a simple and well defined logical status 
with an underlying epistemic meaning. We have given a 
detailed illustration of these concepts with the Sudoku CSP. 
We have explained why a resolution theory, even though it 
seems to express all the constraints of the CSP, may not be 
complete. 

One may ask: is using a resolution theory more efficient 
(from a computational point of view) than combining 
elementary constraints propagation with blind search? In the 
Sudoku example, our simulations (see Part II) show that the 
answer is clearly negative; moreover, as there exist very 
efficient general purpose search algorithms, we think this 
answer is general. But, instead of setting the focus on 
computational efficiency, as is generally the case, our 
approach sets the focus on constructiveness of the solution. 
Another general question remains open: how “close” can one 
approximate a CSP with a well chosen resolution theory? We 
have no general answer. But, in Part II of this paper, we shall 
define elaborated resolution theories, give a meaning to the 
word “close” and provide detailed results for the Sudoku CSP. 
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Abstract: In this Part II, we apply the general theory developed in 
Part I to a detailed analysis of the Constraint Satisfaction Problem 
(CSP). We show how specific types of resolution rules can be 
defined. In particular, we introduce the general notions of a chain 
and a braid. As in Part I, these notions are illustrated in detail with 
the Sudoku example - a problem known to be NP-complete and 
which is therefore typical of a broad class of hard problems. For 
Sudoku, we also show how far one can go in “approximating” a 
CSP with a resolution theory and we give an empirical statistical 
analysis of how the various puzzles, corresponding to different sets 
of entries, can be classified along a natural scale of complexity. For 
any CSP, we also prove the confluence property of some Resolution 
Theories based on braids and we show how it can be used to define 
different resolution strategies. Finally, we prove that, in any CSP, 
braids have the same solving capacity as Trial-and-Error (T&E) 
with no guessing and we comment this result in the Sudoku case. 
Keywords: constraint satisfaction problem, knowledge engineering, 
modelling and simulation, production system, resolution rule, chains, 
braids, confluence, Trial-and Error, Sudoku solving, Sudoku rating. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

In Part I of this paper, which is an inescapable pre-requisite to 
the present Part II, the Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) [1, 
2] was analysed in a new general framework based on the idea 
of a constructive, pattern-based solution and on the concepts of a 
candidate and a resolution rule. Here we introduce several 
additional notions valid for any CSP, such as those of a chain, a 
whip and a braid. We show how these patterns can be the basis 
for new general and powerful kinds of resolution rules. All of 
the concepts defined here are straightforward generalisations 
(and formalisations) of those we introduced in the Sudoku case 
[3, 4]. Because of space constraints, we formulate our concepts 
only in plain English but they can easily be formalised with 
logical formulæ using the basic concepts introduced in Part I. 

We give a detailed account of how these general notions can 
be applied to Sudoku solving. Sudoku is a very interesting 
problem for several reasons: 1) it is known to be NP-complete 
[5] (more precisely, the CSP family Sudoku(n) on square grids 
of size n for all n is NP-complete); 2) nevertheless, it is much 
easier to study than Chess or Go; 3) a Sudoku grid is a particular 
case of Latin Squares; Latin Squares are more elegant, from a 

mathematical point of view, because there is a complete 
symmetry between all the variables: rows, columns, numbers; 
in Sudoku, the constraint on blocks introduces some 
apparently mild complexity which makes it more exciting for 
players; 4) there are millions of Sudoku players all around the 
world and many forums, with a lot of cumulated experience 
available – including generators of random puzzles. For all 
these reasons, we chose the Sudoku example instead of the 
more “mathematically correct” Latin Squares CSP. 

Whereas sections II and III define the general chains and 
the elementary bivalue chains, sections IV and V introduce 
three powerful generalisations of bivalue chains: zt-chains, zt-
whips and zt-braids.  Section VI defines the very important 
property of confluence and the notion of a resolution strategy; 
it proves the confluence property of natural braid resolution 
theories. Finally, section VII proves that braids have the same 
solving potential as Trial-and-Error with no guessing. 

II.  CHAINS IN A GENERAL CSP 

Definition: two different candidates of a CSP are linked by 
a direct contradiction (or simply linked) if some of the 
constraints of the CSP directly prevents them from being true 
at the same time in any knowledge state in which they are 
present (the fact that this notion does not depend on the 
knowledge state is fundamental for the sequel). For any CSP, 
two different candidates for the same variable are always 
linked; but there are generally additional direct contradictions; 
as expliciting them is part of modelling the CSP, we consider 
them as givens of the CSP and we introduce a basic predicate 
“linkedij(xi, xj)” to express them, for each couple of CSP 
variables Xi and Xj. In Sudoku, two different candidates n1r1c1 
and n2r2c2 are linked and we write linked(n1r1c1, n2r2c2), if: 

(n1 ≠ n2 & r1c1 = r2c2) or (n1 = n2 & share-a-unit(r1c1, r2c2)).  
Definition: an Elementary Constraint Propagation rule is a 

resolution rule expressing such a direct contradiction. For any 
CSP, we note ECP the set of all its elementary constraints 
propagation rules. An ECP rule has the general form:  

∀xi∀xj valuei(xi) & linkedij(xi, xj) => ¬candj (xj).  
 
Chains (together with whips and braids) appear to be the 

main tool for dealing with hard instances of a CSP. 
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Definitions: a chain of length n is a sequence L1, R1, L2, R2, 
… Ln, Rn, of 2n different candidates for possibly different 
variables such that: for any 1 ≤ k ≤ n, Rk is linked to Lk and for 
any 1 ≤ k ≤ n, Lk is linked to Rk-1. A target of a chain is any 
candidate that is linked to both its first and its last candidates.  

Of course, these conditions are not enough to ensure the 
existence of an associated resolution rule concluding that the 
target can be eliminated. Our goal is now to define more specific 
types of chains allowing such a conclusion. 

III.  BIVALUE-CHAINS IN A GENERAL CSP 

A. Bivalue-chains in a general CSP 
Definition: a variable is called bivalue in a knowledge state 

KS if it has exactly two candidates in KS. 
Definition and notation: in any CSP, a bivalue-chain of length 

n is a chain of length n: L1, R1, L2, R2, …. Ln, Rn, such that, 
additionally: for any 1 ≤ k ≤ n, Lk and Rk are candidates for the 
same variable, and this variable is bivalue. A bivalue-chain is 
written symbolicaly as: {L1 R1} -  {L2 R2} -  ….  - {Ln Rn}, 
where the curly braces recall that the two candidates are relative 
to the same variable. 

bivalue-chain rule for a general CSP: in any knowledge 
state of any CSP, if Z is a target of a bivalue-chain, then it can 
be eliminated (formally, this rule concludes ¬Z). 

Proof: the proof is short and obvious but it will be the basis 
for all our forthcoming chain and braid rules. 

If Z was true, then L1 would be false; therefore R1 would have 
to be the true value of the first variable; but then L2 would be an 
impossible value for the second variable and R2 would be its true 
value….; finally Rn would be true in the last cell; which 
contradicts Z being true. Therefore Z can only be false. qed. 

B. xy-chains in Sudoku 
We shall adopt the following definitions [1]. Two different rc-

cells are linked if they share a unit (i.e. they are in the same row, 
column or block). A bivalue cell is an rc-cell in which there are 
exactly two candidates (here considered as numbers in these 
cells). An xy-chain of length n is a sequence of n different 
bivalue rc-cells (each represented by a set notation: {… }) such 
that each (but the first) is linked to the previous one (represented 
by a “-”) , with contents: {a1 a2} - {a2 a3} - …… {an a1}. A target 
of the above xy-chain is a number a1 in a cell that is linked to the 
first and last ones. xy-chains are the most classical and basic type 
of chains in Sudoku. Our presentation is non standard, but 
equivalent to the usual ones [6, 7]. 

Classical xy-chain rule in Sudoku: if Z is a target of an xy-
chain, then it can be eliminated. 

C. nrc-chains in Sudoku 
The above definition of an xy-chain in Sudoku is the 

traditional one and it corresponds to the general notion of a 
bivalue-chain in any CSP, when we consider only the natural 
variables Xrc and Xbs of the Sudoku CSP. But it is not as 
general as it could be. To get the most general definition, we 
must consider not only the “natural” Xrc variables but also the 
corresponding Xrn, Xcn and Xbn variables, as introduced in Part 
I, with Xrc = n ⇔ Xrn = c  ⇔ Xcn = r   ⇔ Xbn = s, whenever 
correspondence(r, c, b, s) is true. The  notion of bivalue is 
meaningful for each of these variables. And, when we use all 
these variables instead of only the Xrc, we get a more general 
concept of bivalue-chains, which we called nrc-chains in [4] 
and which are a different view of some classical Nice Loops 
[6, 7]. The notion of “bivalue” for these non-standard 
variables corresponds to the classical notion of conjugacy in 
Sudoku – but, from the point of view of the general theory, 
there is no reason to make any difference between “bivalue” 
and “conjugate”. In the sequel, we suppose that we use all the 
above variables. 

Classical nrc-chain rule in Sudoku: any target of an nrc-
chain can be eliminated. 

IV.  THE Z- AND T- EXTENSIONS OF BIVALUE-CHAINS IN A CSP 

We first introduced the following generalisations of 
bivalue-chains in [3], in the Sudoku context. But everything 
works similarly for any CSP. It is convenient to say that a 
candidate C is compatible with a set S of candidates if it is not 
linked to any element of  S. 

A. t-chains, z-whips and zt-whips in a general CSP 
The definition of a bivalue-chain can be extended in 

different ways, as follows. 
Definition: a t-chain of length n is a chain L1, R1, L2, R2, 

…. Ln, Rn, such that, additionally, for each 1 ≤ k ≤ n: 
– Lk and Rk are candidates for the same variable, 
– Rk is the only candidate for this variable compatible 

with the previous right-linking candidates. 
t-chain rule for a general CSP: in any knowledge state of 

any CSP, any target of a t-chain can be eliminated 
(formally, this rule concludes ¬Z). 

 
For the z- extension, it is natural to introduce whips instead 

of chains. Whips are also more general, because they are able 
to catch more contradictions than chains. A target of a whip is 
required to be linked to its first candidate, not necessarily to 
its last. 

Definition: given a candidate Z (which will be the target), a 
z-whip of length n built on Z is a chain L1, R1, L2, R2, …, Ln 
(notice that there is no Rn),  such that, additionally: 
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– for each 1 ≤ k < n, Lk and Rk are candidates for the same 
variable, 

– Rk is the only candidate for this variable compatible with 
Z (apart possibly for Lk), 

– for the same variable as Ln, there is no candidate 
compatible with the target. 

Definition: given a candidate Z (which will be the target), a zt-
whip of length n built on Z is a chain L1, R1, L2, R2, …. Ln 
(notice that there is no Rn),  such that, additionally: 

– for each 1 ≤ k < n, Lk and Rk are candidates for the same 
variable, 

– Rk is the only candidate for this variable compatible with 
Z and the previous right-linking candidates, 

– for the same variable as Ln, there is no candidate 
compatible with the target and the previous right-linking 
candidates. 

z- and zt-whip rules for a general CSP: in any knowledge 
state of any CSP, if Z is a target of a z- or a zt- whip, then it 
can be eliminated (formally, this rule concludes ¬Z). 

Proof: the proof can be copied from that for the bivalue-
chains. Only the end is slightly different. When variable Ln is 
reached, it has negative valence. With the last condition on the 
whip, it entails that, if the target was true, there would be no 
possible value for the last variable. 

Remark: although these new chains or whips seem to be 
straightforward generalisations of bivalue-chains, their solving 
potential is much higher. Soon, we’ll illustrate this with the 
Sudoku example. 

Definition: in any of the above chains or whips, a value of the 
variable corresponding to candidate Lk is called a t- (resp. z-) 
candidate if it is incompatible with the previous right-linking 
(i.e. the Ri) candidates (resp. with the target). 

B. zt-whip resolution theories in a general CSP 
We are now in a position to define an increasing sequence of 

resolution theories based on zt-whips: BRT is the Basic 
Resolution Theory defined in Part I. L1 is the union of BRT and 
the rule for zt-whips of length 1. For any n, Ln+1 is the union of 
Ln with the rule for zt-whips of length n+1. L∝ is also defined, as 
the union of all the Ln. In practice, as we have a finite number of 
variables in finite domains, L∝ will be equal to some Ln. 

C. t-whips, z-whips and zt-whips in Sudoku 
In Sudoku, depending on whether we consider only the 

“natural” Xrc and Xbs variables or also the corresponding Xrn, Xcn 
and Xbn variables, we get xyt-, xyz- and xyzt- whips or nrct-, 
nrcz- and nrczt- whips. In the Sudoku case, we have 
programmed all the above defined rules for whips in our 
SudoRules solver, a knowledge based system, running 
indifferently on the CLIPS [8] or the JESS [9] inference engine.  

This allowed us to obtain the following statiscal results. 

D. Statistical results for the Sudoku nrczt-whips 
Definition: a puzzle is minimal if it has one and only one 

solution and it would have several solutions if any of its 
entries was deleted. In statistical analyses, only samples of 
minimal puzzles are meaningful because adding extra entries 
would multiply the number of easy puzzles. In general, 
puzzles proposed to players are minimal. 

One advantage of taking Sudoku as our standard example 
(instead of e.g. Latin Squares) is that there are generators of 
random minimal puzzles. Before giving our results, it is 
necessary to mention that there are puzzles of extremely 
different complexities. With respect to several natural 
measures of complexity one can use (number of partial chains 
met in the solution, computation time, …), provided that they 
are based on resolution rules (instead of e.g. blind search with 
backtracking), different puzzles will be rated in a range of 
several orders of magnitude (beyond 13 orders in Sudoku). 

The following statistics are relative to a sample of 10,000 
puzzles obtained with the suexg [10] random generator. Row 
3 of Table 1 gives the total number of puzzles solved when 
whips of length ≤ n (corresponding to resolution theory Ln) 
are allowed; row 2 gives the difference between Ln and Ln-1. 
(Of course, in any Ln, the rules of BSRT, consisting of ECP, 
NS, HS and CD are allowed in addition to whips).  

 
BSRT L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 
4247 1135 1408 1659 1241 239 56 10 
4247 5382 6790 8449 9690 9929 9985 9995 

 
Table 1: Number of puzzles solved with nrczt-whips of length ≤ n. The 5 
remaining puzzles can also be solved with whips, although longer ones. 

 
As these results are obtained from a very large random 

sample, they show that almost all the minimal puzzles can be 
solved with nrczt-whips. But they don’t allow to conclude for 
all the puzzles. Indeed, extremely rare cases are known which 
are not solvable with nrczt-whips only. They are currently the 
puzzles of interest for researchers in Sudoku solving. But, for 
the Sudoku player, they are very likely to be beyond his reach, 
unless radically new types of rules are devised. 

V. ZT-BRAIDS IN A GENERAL CSP 

We now introduce a further generalisation of whips: braids. 
Whereas whips have a linear structure (a chain structure), 
braids have a (restricted) net structure. In any CSP, braids are 
interesting for three reasons: 1) they have a greater solving 
potential than whips (at the cost of a more complex structure); 
2) resolution theories based on them can be proven to have the 
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very important confluence property, allowing to introduce 
various resolution strategies based on them; and 3) their scope 
can be defined very precisely; they can eliminate any candidate 
that can be eliminated by pure Trial-and-Error (T&E); they can 
therefore solve any puzzle that can be solved by T&E. 

A. Definition of zt-braids 
Definition: given a target Z, a zt-braid of length n built on Z is 

a sequence of different candidates L1, R1, L2, R2, …. Ln (notice 
that there is no Rn),  such that: 

– for each 1 ≤ k ≤ n, Lk is linked either to a previous right-
linking candidate (some Rl, l < k) or to the target (this is the 
main structural difference with whips), 

– for each 1 ≤ k < n, Lk and Rk are candidates for the same 
variable (they are therefore linked), 

– Rk is the only candidate for this variable compatible with 
the target and the previous right-linking candidates, 

– for the variable corresponding to candidate Ln, there is no 
candidate compatible with the target and the previous right-
linking candidates. 

In order to show the kind of restriction this definition entails, 
the first of the following two structures can be part of a braid 
starting with{L1 R1} - {L2 R2} -… , whereas the second can’t: 

{L1 R1} - {L2 R2 A2} - … where A2 is linked to R1; 
{L1 R1 A1} - {L2 R2 A2} - … where A1 is linked to R2 and A2 

is linked to R1 but none of them is linked to Z. The only thing 
that could be concluded from this pattern if Z was true is (R1 & 
R2) or (A1 &A2), whereas a braid should allow to conclude R1 & 
R2. 

The proof of the following theorem is exactly the same as for 
whips, thanks to the linear order of the candidates. 

zt-braid rule for a general CSP: in any knowledge state of 
any CSP, if Z is a target of a zt-braid, then it can be eliminated 
(formally, this rule concludes ¬Z). 

Braids are  a true generalisation of whips. Even in the Sudoku 
case (for which whips solve almost any puzzle), examples can be 
given of puzzles that can be solved with braids but not with 
whips. This will be a consequence of our T&E vs braid theorem. 

VI. CONFLUENCE PROPERTY, BRAIDS, RESOLUTION STRATEGIES  

A.  The confluence property 
Given a resolution theory T, consider all the strategies that can 

be built on it, e.g. by defining various priorities on the rules in T. 
Given an instance P of the CSP and starting from the 
corresponding knowledge state KSP, the resolution process 
associated with a stategy S built on T consists of repeatedly 
applying resolution rules from T according to the additional 
conditions (e.g. the priorities) introduced by S. Considering that, 
at any point in the resolution process, different rules from T may 

be applicable (and different rules will be applied) depending 
on the chosen stategy S, we may obtain different resolution 
paths starting from KSP when we vary S. 

Let us define the confluence property as follows: a 
Resolution Theory T for a CSP has the confluence property if, 
for any instance P of the CSP, any two resolution paths can be 
extended to meet in a common knowledge sate. In this case, 
all the resolution paths starting from KSP and associated with 
all the stategies built on T will lead to the same final state in 
KSP (all explicitly inconsistent states are considered as 
identical; they mean contradictory constraints). If a resolution 
theory T doesn’t have the confluence property, one must be 
careful about the order in which he applies the rules. But if T 
has this property, one may choose any resolution strategy, 
which makes finding a solution much easier.  

B. The confluence property of zt-braid resolution theories 
As for whips, one can define an increasing sequence of 

resolution theories based on zt-braids: M1 is the union of BRT 
and the rule for zt-braids of length 1. (Notice that M1 = L1). 
For any n, Mn+1 is the union of Mn with the rule for zt-braids 
of length n+1. M∝ is defined as the union of all the Mn.  

Theorem: any of the above zt-braid theories has the 
confluence property. 

Before proving this theorem, we must give a precison about 
candidates. When one is asserted, its status changes: it 
becomes a value and it is deleted as a candidate. (The theorem 
doesn’t depend on this but the proof should have to be slightly 
modified with other conventions).  

Let n be fixed. What our proof will show is the following 
much stronger stability property: for any knowledge state KS, 
any elimination of a candidate Z that might have been done in 
KS by a zt-braid B of length n and target Z will always be 
possible in any further knowledge state (in which Z is still a 
candidate) using rules from Mn (i.e. for zt-braids of length n 
or less, together with BRT). For this, we must consider all that 
can happen to B. Let B be: 
{L1 R1} - {L2 R2} -  ….  - {Lp Rp} - {Lp+1 Rp+1} - … - Ln. 

If the target Z is eliminated, then our job is done. If Z is 
asserted, then the instance of the CSP is contradictory. This 
contradiction will be detected by CD after a series of ECP and 
S following the braid structure. 

If a right-linking candidate, say Rp, is eliminated, the 
corresponding variable has no possible value and we get the 
shorter braid with target Z: {L1 R1} - {L2 R2} -  ….  - Lp. If a 
left-linking candidate, say Lp+1, is asserted, then Rp can be 
eliminated by ECP, and we are in the previous case. 

If a right-linking candidate, say Rp, is asserted, it can no 
longer be used as an element of a braid. Notice that Lp+1 and 
all the t-candidates in cells of B after p that were incompatible 
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with Rp, i.e. linked to it, can be eliminated by ECP. Let q be the 
smallest number greater than p such that, after all these 
eliminations, cell number q still has a t- or a z- candidate Cq; 
notice that the right-linking candidates in all the cells between p 
and q-1 can be asserted by S, all the t-candidates in cells after q 
that were incompatible with either of them can be eliminated by 
ECP and all the left-linking candidates in  all the cells between p 
and q can be eliminated by ECP.  Let k be the largest number k 
≤ p such that Cq is incompatible with Rk (or q = 0 if C is 
incompatible only with Z). Then the shorter braid obtained from 
B by excising cells p+1 to q and by replacing Lq by Cq still has Z 
has its target and can be used to eliminate it. 

Suppose now a left-linking candidate, say Lp, is eliminated. 
Either {Lp Rp} was bivalue, in which case Rp can be asserted by 
S and we are in the previous case. Or there remains some t- or z- 
candidate C for this variable and we can consider the braid, with 
target Z, obtained by replacing Lp by C. Notice that, even if Lp 
was linked to Rp-1, this may not be the case for C; therefore 
trying to prove a similar theorem for whips would fail here. 

If any t- or z- candidate is eliminated, then the basic structure 
of B is unchanged. If any t- or z- candidate is asserted as a value, 
then the right-linking candidate of its cell can be eliminated by 
ECP and we are in one of the previous cases.  

As all the cases have been considered, the proof can be 
iterated in case several of these events have happened to B. 
Notice that this proof works only because the notion of being 
linked doesn’t depend on the knowledge state. 

C. Resolution strategies 
There are the Resolution Theories defined above and there are 

the many ways one can use them in practice to solve real 
instances of a CSP. From a strict logical standpoint, all the rules 
in a Resolution Theory are on an equal footing, which leaves no 
possibility of ordering them. But, when it comes to the practical 
exploitation of resolution theories and in particular to their 
implementation, e.g. in an inference engine as in our SudoRules 
solver, one question remains unanswered: can superimposing 
some ordering on the set of rules (using priorities or “saliences”) 
prevent us from reaching a solution that the choice of another 
ordering might have made accessible? With resolution theories 
that have the confluence property such problems cannot appear 
and one can take advantage of this to define different resolution 
strategies. 

Resolution strategies based on a resolution theory T can be 
defined in different ways and may correspond to different goals: 

– implementation efficiency;  
– giving a preference to some patterns over other ones: 

preference for chains over zt-whips and/or for whips over braids; 
– allowing the use of heuristics, such as focusing the search 

on the elimination of some candidates (e.g. because they 

correspond to a bivalue variable or because they seem to be 
the key for further eliminations); but good heursitics are hard 
to define. 

VII. BRAIDS VS TRIAL-AND-ERROR IN A GENERAL CSP 

A. Definition of the Trial and Error procedure (T&E) 
Definition: given a resolution theory T, a knowledge state 

KS and a candidate Z, Trial and Error based on T for Z, 
T&E(T, Z), is the following procedure (notice: a procedure, 
not a resolution rule): make a copy KS’ of KS; in KS’, delete 
Z as a candidate and assert it as a value; in KS’, apply 
repeatedly all the rules in T until quiescence; if a contradiction 
is obtained in KS’, then delete Z from KS; otherwise, do 
nothing.  

Given a fixed resolution theory T and any instance P of a 
CSP, one can try to solve it using only T&E(T). We say that P 
can be solved by T&E(T) if, using the rules in T any time they 
can be applied plus the procedure T&E(T, Z) for some 
remaining candidate Z every time no rule from T can be 
applied, a solution of P can be obtained. When T is the BRT 
of our CSP, we simply write T&E instead of T&E(T). 

As using T&E leads to examining arbitrary hypotheses, it is 
often considered as blind search. But notice nevertheless that 
it includes no “guessing”: if a solution is obtained in an 
auxiliary state KS’, then it is not taken into account, as it 
would in standard structured search algorithms. 

B. zt-braids versus T&E theorem 
It is obvious that any elimination that can be made by a zt-

braid can be made by T&E. The converse is more interesting. 
Theorem: for any instance of any CSP, any elimination 

that can be made by T&E can be made by a zt-braid. Any 
instance of a CSP that can be solved by T&E can be solved 
by zt-braids. 

Proof: Let Z be a candidate eliminated by T&E using some 
auxiliary knowledge state KS’. Following the steps of T&E in 
KS’, we progressively build a zt-braid in KS with target Z. 
First, remember that BRT contains three types of rules: ECP 
(which eliminates candidates), Sk (which asserts a value for 
the k-th variable of the CSP) and CDk (which detects a 
contradiction on variable Xk). Consider the first step of T&E 
which is the application of some Sk in KS’, thus asserting 
some R1. As R1 was not in KS, there must have been some 
elimination of a candidate, say L1, made possible in KS’ by 
the assertion of Z, which in turn made the assertion of R1 
possible in KS’. But if L1 has been eliminated in KS’, it can 
only be by ECP and because it is linked to Z. Then {L1 R1} is 
the first cell of our zt-braid in KS. (Notice that there may be 
other z-candidates in cell {L1 R1}, but this is pointless, we can 
choose any of them as L1 and consider the remaining ones as 
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z-candidates). The sequel is done by recursion. Suppose we have 
built a zt-braid in KS corresponding to the part of the T&E 
procedure in KS’ until its n-th assertion step. Let Rn+1 be the next 
candidate asserted in KS’. As Rn+1 was not asserted in KS, there 
must have been some elimination in KS’ of a candidate, say Ln+1, 
made possible by the assertion in KS’ of Z or of some of the 
previous Rk, which in turn made the assertion of Rn+1 possible in 
KS’. But if Ln+1 has been eliminated in KS’, it can only be by 
ECP and because it is linked to Z or to some of the previous Rk, 
say C. Then our partial braid in KS can be extended with cell 
{Ln+1 Rn+1}, with Ln+1 linked to C. 

End of the procedure: either no contradiction is obtained by 
T&E and we don’t have to care about any braid in KS, or a 
contradiction is obtained. As only ECP can eliminate a 
candidate, a contradiction is obtained when the last asserted 
value, say Rn-1, eliminates (via ECP) a candidate, say Ln, which 
was the last one for the corresponding variable. Ln is thus the last 
candidate of the braid in KS we were looking for. 

Here again, notice that this proof works only because the 
existence of a link between two candidates doesn’t depend on the 
knowledge state. 

C. Comments on the braids vs T&E theorem 
T&E is a form of blind search that is generally not accepted by 

advocates of pattern-based solutions (even when it allows no 
guessing, as in our definition of this procedure). But this theorem 
shows that T&E can always be replaced with a pattern based 
solution, more precisely with braids. The question naturally 
arises: can one reject T&E and nevertheless accept solutions 
based on braids?  

As shown in section VI, resolution theories based on braids 
have the confluence property and many different resolution 
strategies can be super-imposed on them. One can decide to 
prefer a solution with the shorter braids available. T&E doesn’t 
provide this (unless it is drastically modified, in ways that would 
make it computationally very inefficient). 

Moreover, in each of these resolution theories based on braids, 
one can add rules corresponding to special cases, such as whips 
of the same lengths, and one can decide to give a natural 
preference to such special cases. In Sudoku, this would entail 
that braids which are not whips would appear in the solution of 
almost no random puzzle. 

D. The resolution potential of zt-braids in Sudoku 
For any CSP, the T&E vs braids theorem gives a clear 

theoretical answer to the question about the potential of 
resolution theories based on zt-braids. As the T&E procedure is 
very easy to implement, it also allows practical computations. 
We have done this for Sudoku. 

We have generated 1,000,000 minimal puzzles: all of them 
can be solved by T&E and therefore by nrczt-braids. We already 

knew that nrczt-whips were enough to solve the first 10,000; 
checking the same thing for 1,000,000 puzzles would be too 
long; but it becomes easy if we consider braids instead of 
whips. 

One should not conclude that zt-braids are a useless 
extension of zt-whips. We have shown that there are puzzles 
that cannot be solved with whips only but can be solved with 
braids. Said otherwise, whips are not equivalent to T&E. 

VIII.  CONCLUSION 

Most of the general CSP solving methods [7, 8] combine  a 
blind search algorithm with some kind of pattern-based 
pruning of the search graph. Here, instead of trying to solve all 
the instances of a CSP, as is generally the case in these 
methods, we have tried to push the purely pattern-based 
approach to its limits. In Part I, we have defined a general 
framework for this purpose and in Part II, we have introduced 
three powerful patterns, bivalue-chains, zt-whips and zt-
braids. We have shown that, for any CSP, zt-braids are able to 
replace one level of Trial-and-Error. 

We have applied this framework to the Sudoku CSP and 
shown that whips (resp. braids) can solve all the puzzles taken 
from a random sample of 10,000 (resp. 1,000,000). 
Nevertheless a few puzzles are known to defy both of these 
patterns. 
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Unit tests are viewed as a coding result of software 
developers. These unit tests are usually created by developers 
and implemented directly using specific language and unit 
testing framework. The existing unit test generation tools 
usually do the same thing – generate tests for specific language 
using a specific unit testing framework. Thus such a generator 
is suitable for only one programming language and unit testing 
framework. Another drawback of these generators – they use 
the software code as a source for generation mainly. 

In this paper we present a tests generator model which 
could be able to generate unit tests for any language using any 
unit testing framework. It will be able to use not only software 
under test code, but the other artifacts, too: models, 
specifications.   

  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Software testing automation is seen as a mean for reducing 
software construction costs by eliminating or reducing 
manual software testing phase. Software tests generators are 
used for software testing automation. Software tests 
generators have to fulfill such goals: 

1. Create repeatable tests. 
2. Create tests for bug detection. 
3. Create self-checking tests. 
Current unit tests generators (for example Parasoft JTest) 

fulfill only some of these goals. They usually generate 
repeatable tests, but a tester has to specify the tests oracle (a 
generator generates test inputs, but provides no way to verify 
if test execution outcomes are correct) – tests are not self-
checking. Tests generators usually target only one 
programming language and are able to generate tests using 
only one specific unit testing framework. These generators 
usually use a source code of software under test as an input 
for tests generation. For example, Parasoft JTest tests 
generator generates tests for software which are implemented 
using Java and unit tests use JUnit testing framework only.  

  

2. RELATED WORKS  

A. Krass et al. [4] proposed a way to generate tests from 
UML models. They were using UML models as an input for 
the tests generator and have generated tests which are stored 
as XML documents. These XML documents could be 
transformed later into a unit test code using a specific unit 
testing framework (for example, JUnit [5] or TTCN-3). The 
drawback of this approach is that the tests generator abstracts 
the generated tests from test frameworks only, and is able to 
generate tests using only UML models as an input. 

Other authors have proposed generators which take UML 
models directly [2, 3] or the program code in specific 
programming language [1, 9] and generate the testing code 
using a specific unit testing framework directly. Thus their 

generator can produce tests for one specific unit testing 
framework only. 

In this paper, we propose a modified unit tests generator 
model which will allow generating a test in any 
programming language using any unit testing framework and 
will be able to use software under test implemented or 
modeled in any language.  

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows: 
The tests generator architecture is presented in Chapter 3. A 
generator example is presented in Chapter 4. Finally 
conclusions and the future work are given in Section 5.  

 

3. PLATFORM INDEPENDENT UNIT TESTS GENERATOR 

We are proposing a model of the unit tests generator which 
would be able to generate tests using any unit testing 
framework and will take not only software’s under test code 
as an input, but also can use other artifacts as an input for 
tests generation. Artifacts could be: UML models, OCL 
constraints, Business Rules. The generators model is based 
on Model Driven Engineering (MDE) ideas [8].  

3.1. Tests Generation Using MDE Ideas  
The MDE idea is based on the fact that a developer does 

not write the software code. He or she only models it. 
Models are transformed to software implementation later 
using any chosen programming language, platform and/or 
framework. MDE targets implementation code development. 
But its principles can be used for tests generation also. Tests 
could be created not only as a code using a selected unit 
testing framework; they can be created as tests models and 
transformed later into any selected programming language 
and unit testing framework. For example, we could model 
tests as UML diagrams and OCL constraints and transform 
the modeled tests later into the test code which uses JUnit 
testing framework; the code is generated in Java 
programming language. 

Such tests generator can be roughly depicted in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1 : Tests generator model 

The tests generator takes software under test (SUT - 
software under test in Figure 1) as an input and generates 
tests which are represented as a model. For example, the 
UML diagram using Testing profile stereotype could be such 
a model. After that the tests model is transformed into the 
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platform specific test model. The platform specific test 
model represents tests as a model also, but this model uses 
platform specific elements. For example, test classes extend 
the required unit testing framework base classes, implement 
the required methods, sequence diagrams show calls to 
specific unit testing framework methods. The final phase is 
to transform the platform specific model into tests 
implementation (test code). This transformation could be no 
more different than the ones used today for code generation 
from a model (usually such transformations are used in many 
UML diagramming tools).  

The benefit of this generator is that tests can be 
transformed to any selected unit testing framework and 
implementation language. We just have to select a different 
transformation if we want to generate tests for another 
programming language or/and unit testing framework. 

3.2. Software Under Test  Meta-Model 
The tests generator does not take software under test code 

or model as tests generation input directly. The tests 
generator transforms SUT into a software model firstly 
(Figure 2). That model represents software independently 
from its implementation language or modeling language. For 
example, if SUT is implemented using Java programming 
language, the generator does reverse code engineering. If the 
program is modeled using OMT notation its model is 
converted into our model (Similar to UML). 

 

 
Figure 2 : SUT Meta-model 

Figure 2 presents a meta-model of software under test. 
This model is similar to UML static structure meta-model. 
We have extended UML meta-model by adding the elements 
“Constraints” into meta-model. This addition allows us to 
store software under test model, code, OCL constrains or any 
combination of them into one generic model.  

SUT meta-model has all information about software under 
test; in order to generate tests it contains information about 
classes, methods, fields in this software under test. If 
software was modeled using OCL language, the meta-model 
links OCL constraints to associated classes, methods, fields, 
method parameters.  

3.3. Tests Meta-Model 
The tests meta-model represents the generated tests in an 

abstracted from implementation form. This meta-model is 
presented in Figure 3.  

 

 
Figure 3 : Tests Meta-model 

 
This model stores unit tests. The meta-model has classes to 

store the generated input values; it references classes, 
methods, fields from software under test meta-model. It 
carries the expected test execution values and/or references 
to OCL constraints which are used as a test oracle [7]. When 
implementing our unit tests generator we can store the 
generated tests in a database. And then the required tests 
from database can be transformed into a test code using the 
selected programming language and unit testing framework. 
Transformations into the test code can be performed using 
usual code generation techniques. 
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4. GENERATOR EXAMPLE 

We have an implementation of the unit tests generator 
based on our idea. Its source code is available at 
http://atf.sourceforge.net/ web page. The generator’s 
structure is represented in Figure 4.  

 

UMLOCL Software Code
(C++, Java,..)

Business Rules

SUT Meta Model

Tests Meta Model

Tests Model C#, NUnit Tests Model JUnit, Java Tests Model C++, 
CppUnit

Tests Code C# Test Code Java Tests Code C++

2. Transform2. Reverse

1. Transform1. Transform

3. Generate 

4. Transform4.Transform 4. Transform

5. Generate 5. Generate 5. Generate

2. Transform

 
Figure 4 : Tests generator structure 

 
Our generator is able to generate tests for software which 

is modeled in UML and/or has OCL constraints, 
requirements expressed as Business Rules (We have 
presented how to transform Business Rules into UML model 
and OCL constraints for this generator [6]). 

The tests generation procedure if we have a software 
model is such: 

1.  Transform the software model into its SUT model. 
(Step 2) 

2. Generate tests using the software SUT model and 
store tests as a tests model. (Step 3) 

3. Generate the test code for the selected unit testing 
framework using the tests model. (Steps 4, 5) 

 
If software under test is represented as a code, the test 

generating procedure is such: 
1.  Reverse the code into the SUT model. (Step 2) 
2. Generate tests using the software SUT model and 

store the tests as a tests model. (Step 3) 
3.  Generate the test code for the selected unit testing 

framework using the tests model. (Steps 4, 5) 
 
If we have software specified as Business Rules, the tests 

generation procedure is: 
1. Transform Business Rules into UML, OCL models. 

(Step 1) 
2. Transform the software model into its SUT model. 

(Step 2) 

3. Generate tests using the software SUT model and 
store the tests as a tests model. (Step 3) 

4. Generate the test code for the selected testing 
framework using the tests model. (Steps 4, 5) 

 
The generator has to generate tests using always the same 

type of data and has to produce the same type of results (Step 
3).  All we have to do is just to implement different 
transformations, if we want to target another unit testing 
framework or we want to generate tests for programs which 
are implemented in other programming languages or 
modeled using other modeling languages. 

5. CONCLUSION 

The suggested abstract unit tests generator is able to 
generate tests for software implemented in any programming 
language and/or modeled using any modeling language. It 
can generate the test code in any programming language 
using any unit testing framework.  

The tests generator mechanism is independent from the 
unit testing framework and software under test 
implementation or modeling language.  

This generator model can be used for benchmarking tests 
generators when we have benchmarks implemented in 
various programming languages. 
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Abstract- Text mining refers generally to the process of 
extracting interesting information and knowledge from 
unstructured text. This area is growing rapidly mainly because 
of the strong need for analysing the huge and large amount of 
textual data that reside on internal file systems and the Web. 
Text document clustering provides an effective navigation 
mechanism to organize this large amount of data by grouping 
their documents into a small number of meaningful classes. In 
this paper we proposed a fuzzy text document clustering 
approach using WordNet lexical categories and Fuzzy c-Means 
algorithm. Some experiments are performed to compare 
efficiency of the proposed approach with the recently reported 
approaches. Experimental results show that Fuzzy clustering 
leads to great performance results. Fuzzy c-means algorithm 
overcomes other classical clustering algorithms like k-means and 
bisecting k-means in both clustering quality and running time 
efficiency. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 
With the growth of World Wide Web and information 

society, more information is available and accessible. The 
main problem is how to find the truly relevant data among 
these huge and large data sources. Most of the applications 
that querying a search engine obtained a large number of 
irrelevant results and a small number of relevant pages that 
meet the keyword typed by the user. Text document 
clustering can be used here to solve this problem by 
organizing this large amount of retrieval results. 

Text document clustering provides an effective navigation 
mechanism to organize this large amount of data by grouping 
their documents into a small number of meaningful classes. 
Text document clustering can be defined as the process of 
grouping of text documents into semantically related groups 
[16]. Most of the current methods for text clustering are based 
on the similarity between the text sources. The similarity 
measures work on the syntactically relationships between 
these sources and neglect the semantic information in them. 
By using the vector-space model in which each document is 
represented as a vector or ‘bag of words’, i.e., by the words 
(terms) it contains and their weights regardless of their order 
[3]. 

Many well-known methods of text clustering have two 
problems: first, they don’t consider semantically related 
words/terms (e.g., synonyms or hyper/hyponyms) in the 
document. For instance, they treat {Vehicle, Car, and 
Automobile} as different terms even though all these words 

have very similar meaning. This problem may lead to a very 
low relevance score for relevant documents because the 
documents do not always contain the same forms of 
words/terms. 

Second, on vector representations of documents based on 
the bag-of-words model, text clustering methods tend to use 
all the words/terms in the documents after removing the stop-
words. This leads to thousands of dimensions in the vector 
representation of documents; this is called the “Curse of 
Dimensionality”. However, it is well known that only a very 
small number of words/terms in documents have 
distinguishable power on clustering documents [19] and 
become the key elements of text summaries. Those 
words/terms are normally the concepts in the domain related 
to the documents. 

Recent studies for fuzzy clustering algorithms [4, 21, 22, 
23] have proposed a new approach for using fuzzy clustering 
algorithms in document clustering process. But these studies 
neglect the lexical information that can be extracted from text 
as we used WordNet lexical categories in our proposed 
approach. 

In this paper, we propose fuzzy text document clustering 
approach using WordNet lexical categories and Fuzzy c-
Means algorithm. The proposed approach uses WordNet 
words lexical categories information to reduce the size of 
vector space and present semantic relationships between 
words. The generated document vectors will be input for 
fuzzy c-means algorithm in the clustering process to increase 
the clustering accuracy. 

The rest of this paper is organized as following; section II 
show the proposed fuzzy text clustering approach. In section 
III a set of experiments is presented to compare the 
performance of the proposed approach with current text 
clustering methods. Related work is discussed and presented 
in section IV. Finally, conclusion and future work is given in 
section V. 
 

II. FUZZY TEXT DOCUMENTS CLUSTERING 
 
In this section we describe in details the components of the 

proposed fuzzy text clustering approach. There are two main 
processes: first is Feature Extraction that generated output 
document vectors from input text documents using WordNet 
[12] lexical information. The second process is Document 
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Clustering that applies fuzzy c-means algorithm on document 
vectors to obtain output clusters as illustrated in fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1. Fuzzy Text Documents Clustering Approach 

A. Feature Extraction 
The first step in the proposed approach is feature extraction 

or documents preprocessing which aims to represent the 
corpus (input documents collection) into vector space model. 
In this model a set of words (terms) is extracted from the 
corpus called “bag-of-words” and represent each document as 
a vector by the words (terms) it contains and their weights 
regardless of their order. Documents preprocessing step 
contains four sub-steps: PoS Tagging, Stopword Removal, 
Stemming, and WordNet Lexical Category Mapping. 
 
1. PoS Tagging 

The first preprocessing step is to PoS tag the corpus. The 
PoS tagger relies on the text structure and morphological 
differences to determine the appropriate part-of-speech. This 
requires the words to be in their original order. This process is 
to be done before any other modifications on the corpora. For 
this reason, PoS tagging is the first step to be carried out on 
the corpus documents as proposed in [16]. 

 
2. Stopwords Removal 

Stopwords, i.e. words thought not to convey any meaning, 
are removed from the text. In this work, the proposed 
approach uses a static list of stopwords with PoS information 
about all tokens. This process removes all words that are not 
nouns, verbs or adjectives. For example, stopwords removal 
process will remove all the words like: he, all, his, from, is, 
an, of, your, and so on. 

 
3. Stemming 

The stem is the common root-form of the words with the 
same meaning appear in various morphological forms (e.g. 
player, played, plays from stem play). In the proposed 
approach, we use the morphology function provided with 
WordNet is used for stemming process. Stemming will find 
the stems of the output terms to enhance term frequency 
counting process because terms like “learners” and “learning” 
come down from the same stem “learn”. This process will 
output all the stems of extracted terms. 

The frequency of each stemmed word across the corpus can 
be counted and every word occurring less often than the pre-
specified threshold (called Minimum Support) is pruned, i.e. 
removed from the words vector, to reduce the document 
vector dimension. In our implementation we use minimum 
support value set to 10%, which means that the words found 
in less than 10% of the input documents is removed from the 
output vector. 

 
4. WordNet Lexical Category Mapping 

As proposed in [15], we use WordNet lexical categories to 
map all the stemmed words in all documents into their lexical 
categories. We use WordNet 2.1 that has 41 lexical categories 
for nouns and verbs. For example, the word “dog” and “cat” 
both belong to the same category “noun.animal”. Some words 
also has multiple categories like word “Washington” has 3 
categories (noun.location, noun.group, noun.person) because 
it can be the  name of the American president, the city place, 
or a group in the concept of capital. 

Some word disambiguation techniques are used to remove 
the resulting noise added by multiple categories mapping 
which are: disambiguation by context and concept map which 
are discussed in details in [15]. 

 
B. Document Clustering 

After generating the documents' vectors for all the input 
documents using feature extraction process, we continue with 
the clustering process as shown in fig. 1.  

The problem of document clustering is defined as follows. 
Given a set of n documents called DS, DS is clustered into a 
user-defined number of k document clusters D1, D2,…Dk, 
(i.e. {D1, D2,…Dk} = DS) so that the documents in a 
document cluster are similar to one another while documents 
from different clusters are dissimilar.  

There are two main approaches to document clustering, 
hierarchical clustering (agglomerative and divisive) and 
partitioning clustering algorithms [17]. In this process we 
apply three different clustering algorithms which are k-means 
(partitioning clustering), bisecting k-means (hierarchical 
clustering) and fuzzy c-means (fuzzy clustering). 
 
1. K-means and Bisecting k-means 

We have implemented the k-means and bisecting k-means 
algorithms as introduced in [17]. We will state some details 
on bisecting k-means algorithm that begins with all data as 
one cluster then perform the following steps: 

Step1: Choose the largest cluster to split. 
Step2: Use k-means to split this cluster into two sub-

clusters. (Bisecting step) 
Step3: Repeat step 2 for some iterations (in our case 10 

times) and choose the split with the highest clustering 
overall similarity. 

Step4: Go to step 1 again until the desired k clusters are 
obtained. 
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2. Fuzzy c-means 
Fuzzy c-means is a data clustering technique wherein each 

data point belongs to a cluster to some degree that is specified 
by a membership grade while other classical clustering 
algorithms assign each data point to exactly one cluster. This 
technique was originally introduced by Bezdec [2] as an 
improvement on earlier clustering methods. It provides a 
method that shows how to group data points that populate 
some multidimensional space into a specific number of 
different clusters. 

Most fuzzy clustering algorithms are objective function 
based: they determine an optimal (fuzzy) partition of a given 
data set c clusters by minimizing an objective function with 
some constraints [4]. 

In our proposed approach, we use the implementation of 
fuzzy c-means algorithm in MATLAB (fcm function). This 
function takes the document vectors as a matrix and the 
desired number of clusters and outputs the clusters centers 
and the optimal objective function values. 

 
3. Silhouette Coefficient (SC) for Clustering Evaluation 

For clustering, two measures of cluster “goodness” or 
quality are used. One type of measure allows us to compare 
different sets of clusters without reference to external 
knowledge and is called an internal quality measure. The 
other type of measures lets us evaluate how well the 
clustering is working by comparing the groups produced by 
the clustering techniques to known classes which called an 
external quality measure [17]. 

In our application of document clustering, we don’t have 
the knowledge of document classes in order to use external 
quality measures. We will investigate silhouette coefficient 
(SC Measure) as one of the main internal quality measures. 

To measure the similarity between two documents d1 and 
d2 we use the cosine of the angle between the two document 
vectors. This measure tries to approach the semantic 
closeness of documents through the size of the angle between 
vectors associated to them as in (1). 

1 2
1 2

1 2

( , )
.

d d
dist d d

d d

•
=

 
(1) 

Where ( )• denotes vector dot product and (| |) is the 
dimension of the vector. A cosine measure of 0 means the two 
documents are unrelated whereas value closed to 1 means that 
the documents are closely related [15]. 

Let 
M 1 k

D ={D ,..,D }  describe a clustering result, i.e. it is an 
exhaustive partitioning of the set of documents DS. The 
distance of a document d DS∈  to a cluster 

i M
D D∈  is given 

as in (2). 
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Let further consider ( , ) ( , )M ia d D dist d D=  being the 
distance of document d to its cluster Di where 

i(d D )∈ . ( , ) min ( , ) 
iM d D i i Mb d D dist d D D D

∉
= ∀ ∈ is the 

distance of document d to the nearest neighbor cluster. The 
silhouette S (d, DM) of a document d is then defined as in (3). 
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The silhouette coefficient (SC Measure) is defined as 
shown in (4). 
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M

S p D
SC D
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The silhouette coefficient is a measure for the clustering 
quality that is rather independent from the number of clusters. 
Experiences, such as documented in [11], show that values 
between 0.7 and 1.0 indicate clustering results with excellent 
separation between clusters, viz. data points are very close to 
the center of their cluster and remote from the next nearest 
cluster. For the range from 0.5 to 0.7 one finds that data 
points are clearly assigned to cluster centers. Values from 
0.25 to 0.5 indicate that cluster centers can be found, though 
there is considerable "noise". Below a value of 0.25 it 
becomes practically impossible to find significant cluster 
centers and to definitely assign the majority of data points. 

 
III. EPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
Some experiments are performed on some real text 

documents to compare the performance of three text 
clustering algorithms which are k-means, bisecting k-means 
and fuzzy c-means. There are two main parameters to 
evaluate the performance of the proposed approach which are 
clustering quality and running time.  

Fuzzy c-means algorithm is implemented in MATLAB and 
k-means, bisecting k-means algorithms are implemented in 
Java. Feature extraction process is also implemented in Java 
using Java NetBeans 5.5.1 and Java API for WordNet 
Searching (JAWS Library) to access WordNet 2.1.  

All experiments were done on Processor P4 (3GHz) 
machine with 1GB main memory, running the Windows XP 
Professional® operating system and all times are reported in 
seconds. 

 
A. Text Document Datasets 

We evaluate the proposed semantic text document 
clustering approach on three text document datasets: 
EMail1200, SCOTS and Reuters text corpuses.   

EMail1200 corpus contains test email documents for spam 
email detection with about 1,245 documents with about 550 
words per document. SCOTS corpus (Scottish Corpus Of 
Text and Speech) contains over 1100 written and spoken 
texts, with about 4 million words of running text. 80% of this 
total is made up of written texts and 20% is made up of 
spoken texts. SCOTS dataset contains about 3,425 words per 
document. Reuters corpus contains about 21,578 documents 
that appeared on the Reuters newswire in 1987.  The 
documents were assembled and indexed with categories by 
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personnel from Reuters Ltd. and Carnegie Group, Inc. in 
1987. All the three datasets are used in the text mining testing 
studies and they are available for download at [24, 25, 26] 
respectively.  

 
B. Results 

First, we pass the three document datasets into the feature 
extraction process to generate the corresponding document 
vectors. The vectors are then used as an input for each 
clustering algorithm. We used the following list (2, 5, 10, 20, 
50, 70, and 100) as the desired number of clusters for each 
algorithm. The output clusters for each one are measured 
using silhouette coefficient (SC Measure) and report the total 
running time of the whole process. 

 
1. Clustering Quality 

Fig. 2, 3, and 4 show the silhouette coefficient values for 
the three datasets respectively. In all experiments fuzzy c-
means algorithm outperforms bisecting k-means and k-means 
algorithms in the overall clustering quality using silhouette 
measure. This experiment shows that the fuzzy clustering is 
more suitable for the unstructured nature of the text document 
clustering process itself. 
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Fig. 2. Silhouette values comparing all clustering algorithms – EMail1200 
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Fig. 3. Silhouette values comparing all clustering algorithms – SCOTS 
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Fig.  4. Silhouette values comparing all clustering algorithms – Reuters 

Fig. 5 and 6 show the comparison of using fuzzy c-means 
clustering algorithm on both SCOTS and Reuters datasets in 
case of using WordNet lexical categories and not using them. 
This experiment shows that using WordNet lexical categories 
in the feature extraction process improves the overall 
clustering quality of the input dataset document. 
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Fig. 5. WordNet improves fuzzy clustering results using SCOTS dataset 
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Fig. 6. WordNet improves fuzzy clustering results using Reuters dataset 
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2. Running Time 
Reuters dataset, as mentioned early in this section, contains 

about 21,578 documents. This is considered a real challenge 
task that faces any clustering approach because of 
“Scalability”. Some clustering techniques that are helpful for 
small data sets can be overwhelmed by large data sets to the 
point that they are no longer helpful.  

For that reason we test the scalability of our proposed 
approach with the different algorithms using Reuters dataset. 
This experiment shows that the fuzzy c-means performs a 
great running time optimization with comparison to other two 
algorithms. Also, according to the huge size of Reuters 
dataset, the proposed approach shows very good scalability 
against document size. 

Fig. 7 depicts the running time of the different clustering 
algorithms using Reuters dataset with respect to different 
values of desired clusters. 
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Fig. 7. Scalability of all clustering algorithms on Reuters dataset 

IV. RELATED WORK 
 
In the recent years, text document clustering has been 

introduced as an efficient method for navigating and browsing 
large document collections and organizing the results returned 
by search engines in response to user queries [20]. Many 
clustering techniques are proposed like k-secting k-means 
[13] and bisecting k-means [17], FTC and HFTC [1] and 
many others. From the performed experiments in [17] 
bisecting k-means overcomes all these algorithms in the 
performance although FTC and HTFC allows to reduce the 
dimensionality if the data when working with large datasets.  

WordNet is used by Green [8, 9] to construct lexical chains 
from the occurrences of terms in a document: WordNet 
senses that are related receive high higher weights than senses 
that appear in isolation from others in the same document. 
The senses with the best weights are selected and the 
corresponding weighted term frequencies constitute a base 
vector representation of a document.  

Other works [14, 18] have explored the possibility to use 
WordNet for retrieving documents by carefully choosing a 
search keyword. Dave and Lawrence [7] use WordNet synsets 
as features for document representation and subsequent 

clustering. But the word sense disambiguation has not been 
performed showing that WordNet synsets decreases clustering 
performance in all the experiments. Hotho et al. [10] use 
WordNet in a unsupervised scenario taking into account the 
WordNet ontology and lexicon and some strategy for word 
sense disambiguation achieving improvements of the 
clustering results.  

A technique for feature selection by using WordNet to 
discover synonymous terms based on cross-referencing is 
introduced in [6]. First, terms with overlapping word senses 
co-occurring in a category are selected. A signature for a 
sense is a synset containing synonyms. Then, the list of noun 
synsets is checked for all senses for signatures similarity. The 
semantic context of a category is aggregated by overlapping 
synsets of different terms senses. The original terms from the 
category that belongs to the similar synsets will be finally 
added as features for category representation.  

In [16] the authors explore the benefits of partial 
disambiguation of words by their PoS and the inclusion of 
WordNet concepts; they show how taking into account 
synonyms and hypernyms, disambiguated only by PoS tags, is 
not successful in improving clustering effectiveness because 
the noise produced by all the incorrect senses extracted from 
WordNet. Adding all synonyms and all hypernyms into the 
document vectors seems to increase the noise. 

Reforgiato [15] presented a new unsupervised method for 
document clustering by using WordNet lexical and 
conceptual relations. In this work, Reforgiato uses WordNet 
lexical categories and WordNet ontology in order to create a 
well structured document vector space whose low 
dimensionality allows common clustering algorithms to 
perform well. For the clustering step he has chosen the 
bisecting k-means and the Multipole tree algorithms for their 
accuracy and speed. 

Friedman et al. [21] introduced FDCM algorithm for 
clustering documents that are represented by vectors of 
variable size. The algorithm utilizes fuzzy logic to construct 
the cluster center and introduces a fuzzy based similarity 
measure which provided reasonably good results in the area 
of web document monitoring.  

Rodrigues and Sacks [23] have modified the Fuzzy c-
means algorithm for clustering text documents based on the 
cosine similarity coefficient rather than on the Euclidean 
distance. The modified algorithm works with normalized k-
dimensional data vectors that lie in hyper-sphere of unit 
radius and hence has been named Hyper-spherical Fuzzy c-
means (H-FCM). Also they proposed a hierarchical fuzzy 
clustering algorithm (H2-FCM) to discover relationships 
between information resources based on their textual content, 
as well as to represent knowledge through the association of 
topics covered by those resources [22]. 

The main problem about these studies is that they neglect 
any lexical information about the textual data in the 
documents. This information helps in improving clustering 
quality as shown in fig. 5 and 6. 
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
In this paper we proposed a fuzzy document clustering 

approach based on the WordNet lexical categories and fuzzy 
c-means clustering algorithm. The proposed approach 
generates documents vectors using the lexical category 
mapping of WordNet after preprocessing the input 
documents. We apply three different clustering algorithms, k-
means, bisecting k-means and fuzzy c-means, to the generated 
documents vectors for clustering process to test the 
performance of fuzzy c-means. 

There are some points that appeared in this work which are:  
• Using word sense disambiguation technique reduces 

the noise of the generated documents vectors and 
achieves higher clustering quality.  

• Fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm achieves higher 
clustering quality than classical clustering algorithms 
like k-means (partitioning clustering), and bisecting 
k-means (hierarchical clustering). 

• Using WordNet lexical categories in the feature 
extraction process for text documents improves the 
overall clustering quality. 

From the shown experimental results, we found that the 
proposed approach shows good scalability against the huge 
number of documents in the Reuters dataset along with 
different values of desired clusters.  

For our future work there are two points to investigate 
which are: 

• Using WordNet ontology for generating features 
vectors [15] for text document along with fuzzy 
clustering may improve the overall clustering 
quality. 

• Apply the proposed approach on the web documents 
to solve the problem of web content mining as 
addressed in [5]. 
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Abstract- This paper investigates the penalty function 

under the condition that the insurance company is 

allowed to invest certain amount of money in some 

stock market and the remaining reserve in the bond 

with constant interest force. Through the properties of 

exponential Lévy process and discrete embedded 

method, the integral equations for penalty function is 

derived under the assumption that the stock price 

follows exponential Lévy process. The method for 

explicitly computing the ruin quantities is obtained.  

            Ⅰ INTRODUCTION 

Since 1903, When F. Lundberg introduced a collective 

risk model based on a homogeneous Poisson claims process, 

the estimation of ruin probabilities has been a central topic 

in risk theory. It is known that, if the claim sizes have 

exponential moment, the ruin probability decreases with the 

initial surplus; see for instance the book by and Asmussen [1].

It has only been recently that a more general question 

has been asked: If an insurer additionally has the 

opportunity to invest in a risky asset modeled, what is the 

minimal ruin probability she can obtain? In particular, can 

she do better than keeping the funds in the cash amount? 

And if yes, how much can she do better? Paulsen et al.[2] 

have investigated this question, but under the additional 

assumption that all the surplus is invested in the risky asset. 

Frovola[3] looked at the case where a constant fraction of 

wealth is invested in the stock described by geometric 

Brownian motion. In both cases it was shown that, even if 

the claim size has exponential moments, the ruin 

probability decreases only with some negative power of the 

initial reserve. Browne [4] investigate the case that the 

insurance business is modeled by a Brownian motion with 

drift, and the risky asset is modeled as a geometric 

Brownian motion. Without a budget constraint, he arrives 

at the following surprising result: the optimal strategy is

the investment of a constant amount of money in the risky 

asset, irrespectively of size of the surplus. In [5], Hipp and 

Plum consider the general case and analyze the trading 

strategy which is optimal with respect to the criterion of 

minimizing the ruin probability. They derive the Bellman 

equation corresponding to the problem, prove the existence 

of a solution and a verification theorem. Gaier,Grandits and 

Schachermayer[6] show that in the case of exponential 

claims the minimal ruin probability for an insurer with a 

risky investment possibility can be bounded from above 

and from below by an exponential function with a greater 

exponent than the classical Lundberg exponent without 

investment strategy, which is holding a fixed amount of the 

wealth invested in the risky asset, such that the 

corresponding ruin probability is between the derived 

bounds. 

  With respect to the investment model, an important issue 

is whether the geometric Brownian motion appropriately 

describes the development of the prices of the risky assets. 

In fact, the prices of many stocks have sudden downward 

(or upward) jumps, which cannot be explained by the 

continuous geometric Brownian motion. One way to handle 

this problem is to model the price of the risky asset by a 

more general exponential L é vy process with jumps. 

Paulsen and Gjessing [7] investigate the asymptotic 

behavior for large initial capital of the infinite time ruin 

probability when the investment process is a general 

exponential Lévy process. The results indicate that the ruin 

probability behaves like a Pareto function of the initial 

capital. Cai [8] studies ruin probabilities and penalty 

functions with the assumption that the reserve is invested in 

a stochastic interest process which is a Lévy process and 

constructs an integro-differential equation for this model.                  

   Except for the ruin probabilities, other important ruin 

quantities in ruin theory include the time of ruin, the 

surplus immediately before ruin, the deficit at ruin, and the 

amount of claim causing ruin, and so on. A unified method 
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to study these ruin quantities is to consider the (expected 

discounted) penalty function associated with the time of 

ruin. See Gerber and Shiu [9] for details. The construction 

of the penalty function is complex, so it is difficult to 

calculate it directly. We want to derive a recursive integral 

equation for the penalty function in this paper. Different 

from Cai[8], we consider that the insurance company 

investment a fixed amount of money to risky assets.  

�THE MODEL 

We model the risk process of an insurance company in 

the classical way: the surplus process R  is given by a 

compound Poisson process: 

( )

1

( , )
=

= + −∑
N t

i
i

R t u u ct X .           (1) 

Where 0≥x  is the initial reserve of the insurance 

company, ∈c R is the premium rate over time and iX  

is an i.i.d.sequence of copies of X  with distribution 

function F , modeling the size of i th claim incurred by 

the insurer. 0( ( )) ≥= tN N t  is a homogeneous Poisson 

process with intensity λ . The claims arrive at random time 

points 1 20 ... ...< < < < <nT T T and 1T has exponential 

distribution with parameter λ . 

Now we deviate from the classical setting and assume 

that the company may also invest in a stock or market 

index. The price of stock price ( )S t  described by 

exponential Lévy process ( )( ) = L tS t e . ( )L t  is a Lévy 

process with (0) 0=L . Let us assume that the process 

( )S t  is independent of ( , )R t u . If at the moment t  

the insurer has wealth ( )U t , and invests an amount 

( )U t  of money in the stock and the remaining reserve 

( ) ( )−U t K t  in the bond with zero interest rate, when 

the interest force on the bond is equal to the inflation force. 

The wealth process ( )U t can be written as  

0

( )
( ) ( , , ) ( , ) ( )

( )
≡ = + ∫

t K t
U t U t u K R t u dS t

S t
.  (2) 

In this paper, we adopt a special investment strategy 

that the insurer only invests in the risky market at the time 

when each claim arrives and the amount of investment is 

constant denoted by k . 

Then, 
1{ }

1

( )
−

∞

=
=

=∑ nt T
n

K t kI .That the constant 

investment strategy is asymptotic optimal is proved by 

Gaier,Grandits and Schachermayer[6].  

   The infinite time ruin probability of the insurance 

company, defined by  

( , ) ( ( , , ) 0,   0)Ψ = < ≥u K P U t u K for some t ,(3)                

depending on the initial wealth u and the investment 

strategy K of the insurer. We further define the time of the 

ruin . Next, we 

give the definition of the penalty function associated with 

the time of ruin by defining 

( ) [ ( ( ), | ( ) |) ( )]α
α

−Φ = − < ∞Tu E g U T U T e I T , (4) 

where ( , )g x y , 0≥x , 0≥y ,is a nonnegative 

function such that ( )αΦ u  exists; 0α ≥ ;and ( )I C  

is the indicator function of a set C . 

A simple and sufficient condition on g for 

( )αΦ < ∞u is that g is a bounded function. With suita- 

ble choices of g , ( )αΦ u  will yield different ruin 

quantities. For example, if 1=g and 0α = , 

then ( ) ( , )αΦ = Ψu u K  is the ruin probability; 

if 1=g  and 0α > , then ( ) ( )α
α

−Φ = Tu E e  gives the  

Laplace transform of the time of ruin; if 0α = and 

1 2 2( , ) ( )= ≤g x x I x y then

( ) (| ( ) | , )αΦ = ≤ < ∞u P U T y T  denotes the distri- 

bution  function of the deficit at ruin; 

if 1 2 1 2( , ) ( )≡ + ≤g x x I x x y  and 0α = , 

then ( ) ( ( ) | ( ) | , )αΦ = − + ≤ < ∞u P U T U T y T  

represents the distribution function of the amount of claim 

( , ) inf{ : ( , , ) 0}T T u K t U t u K≡ ≅ <  Δ
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causing ruin. One of the commom research methods used 

in ruin theory is first to derive integral equations for ruin 

quantities. In this paper, we derive a recursive integral 

equation for ( )αΦ u , then we can use numerical methods 

to solve the equations and obtain numerical solutions. 

Ⅲ MAIN RESULTS 

   At the beginning of this section, we introduce the 

discrete embedded method. Let 

0( , , ), 1,2,...,= = =n nU U T u K n U u ,    (5)                     

nU denotes the surplus at the time of the n th claim 

arrives, the process given by (5) is discrete embedded 

process. Further, nU  satisfied the following recursive 

equation  

1( ) ( )
1 1( ) ( 1),

1,2,...,

−−
− −= + − − + −

=

n nL T L T
n n n n nU U c T T X k e

n
             

(6) 

1( ) ( )
1( , )−−

−− n nL T L T
n nT T e is a sequence of i.i.d. two 

dimensional random variables with since ( )L t is a Levy 

process, and has the same two dimension joint distribution 

as 1( )
1( , )L TT e , the density distribution function is 

( , ), 0, 0≥ ≥p t y t y . With the surplus process ( )U t , 

ruin can occur only at claims times, so 

1

( , ) ( ( 0))
∞

=

Ψ = <U n
n

x K P U . 

Further, let
1

( , ) ( ( 0))
=

Ψ = <U
n

n i
i

x K P U  be the proba- 

bility that ruin occurs before or on the n th claim with an 

initial surplus u . Clearly, 

1 20 ( , ) ( , ) ... ( , ) ...,≤ Ψ ≤ Ψ ≤ ≤ Ψ ≤nu K u K u K

(7) 

thus, lim ( , ) ( , )
→∞

Ψ = Ψnn
u K u K .The following 

result gives a recursive integral equation for ( )αΦ u . 

Main Theorem. ( )αΦ u  satisfies the following integral 

equation 

( 1)( )

0 0 0

( )

0 0

    ( )

( ( 1))

( ) ( , )

( ( 1)) ( , )

α

α λ
α

α λ

λ

λ

∞ ∞ + + −− +

∞ ∞− +

Φ

= Φ + − + −

×

+ + − −

∫ ∫ ∫

∫ ∫

u ct k yt

t

u

e u ct x k y

dF x p t y dydt

e A u ct k y p t y dydt

     (8) 

where 

( ) ( , ) ( )
∞

= −∫uA u g u x u dF x  

Proof. Conditioning on 1 =T t , 1 =X x , 1( ) =L Te y ,if 

( 1)≤ + + −x u ct k y , then, ruin does not occur, 

1 ( 1)= + − + −U u ct x k y and 

 ( ( 1))αΦ + − + −u ct x k y is the expected discount- 

ed value at time t , hence, 

 ( ( 1))α
α

− Φ + − + −te u ct x k y gives the discounted 

value at time 0 . If ( 1)> + + −x u ct k y , then ruin 

occurs with 1 ,= =T T t ( ) ( 1)− = + + −U T u ct k y , 

and | ( ) | [ ( 1)]= − + + −U T x u ct k y . Thus, noting 

that ( 1( )
1,

L TT e ) and 1X are independent, we have 

1

0

( )
1 1

( 1)( )

0 0 0

( )

0 0 ( 1)

    ( )

[ ( ( ), | ( ) |)

( ) | , , ] ( ) ( , )

( ( 1))

( ) ( , )

( ( 1)

, ( ( 1)

α

λ α

α λ
α

α λ

λ

λ

λ

∞ − −

∞ ∞ + + −− +

∞ ∞ ∞− +

+ + −

Φ

= −

< ∞ = = = ×

= Φ + − + −

×

+ + + −

− + + −

∫

∫ ∫ ∫

∫ ∫ ∫

t T

L T

u ct k yt

t

u ct k y

u

e E g U T U T e

I T X x T t e y dF x g t y dydt

e u ct x k y

dF x p t y dydt

e g u ct k y

x u ct k y )) ( ) ( , )× dF x p t y dydt

which implies that (8) holds. The proof is end.  
If we set 1=g  and 0α = , we can get the integral 
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equation of ruin probability given by the corollary. 
Corollary ( , )Ψ u K  satisfies the following integral 

equation  

0 0

( 1)

0 0 0

( , ) ( ( 1)) ( , )

( ( 1) , ) ( , )

( ) .

∞ ∞

∞ ∞ + + −

Ψ = + + −

+ Ψ + + − −

∫ ∫

∫ ∫ ∫
u ct k y

u K F u ct k y p t y dtdy

u ct k y x k p t y

dF x dtdy
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Abstract—The single event effects (SEE) characteristic and 
hardening techniques of CMOS SRAM with sub-micron feature 
size are studied in the paper. After introducing the relationship 
SEE with the structure of memory cell, the rate of read-write, the 
feature sizes and the power supply, the SEE hardening 
techniques for the COMS SRAM are given from tow aspect: 
device-level hardening techniques and system-level hardening 
techniques. Finally, an error detection and correction (EDAC) 
design based on high reliability anti-fused FPGA is presented, 
this design has special real-time performance and high reliability, 
and has been adopted in a space-bone integrated processor 
platform, which works well in all kinds of environmental 
experiments.  

Keywords— COMS SRAM, Space Electronic System, 
Sub-micron,   SEE,  Cross-section,  EDAC,  TMR. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  
COMS SRAM is a fundamental component of   space 

electronic systems. Comparing to earlier generations with 
larger features, the new family of COMS SRAM with 
sub-micron feature sizes have produced enormous gains in 
speed, array sizes, cell density, and reduction in power 
consumption. The space application and the ground-based 
experiment have demonstrated that the SEE of COMS SRAM 
with sub-micron feature sizes is more sensitive, the cross 
section increased and the threshold decreased [1]-[2]. 
Therefore, the reliability of COMS SRAM with sub-micron 
feature sizes used in space electronic systems has reduced 
dramatically. Nowadays, studies on the SEE Characteristic and 
the hardening techniques of COMS SRAM with sub-micron 
feature sizes are concentrated. 

The contributions of this paper are: 
•Introducing SEE mechanism. 
•Analyzing the relationship SEE with the structure of 

memory cell, the rate of read-write, the feature size and the 
power supply. 

•Discussing the system-level and chip-level techniques for 
anti-SEE of COMS SRAM, analyzing the performance of 
these techniques. 

•Presenting an actual implementation, and demonstrating its 
effectiveness by an actual experiment.. 

II. SEE MECHANISM  
SEE is the main concern of COMS SRAM in space 

application. Generally, the SEE include the single event upset 
(SEU) and the single event latch-up (SEL). SEU is a soft error 

caused by an energetic heavy ion or proton as it travels 
through the transistor substrate. SEU typically appear as 
bit-flips in SRAM. SEUs are typically non-destructive in 
SRAM and are cleared by rewriting of the device. SEL results 
in a high operating current, usually far above device 
specifications. Latch-ups are potentially destructive and may 
cause permanent damage within a device. 

A. SEU Mechanism 
Double stable state trigger is the basic memory cell of 

COMS SRAM. There are many structures of double stable 
state trigger, such as 6T structures, 4T-2R structures, 4T-2TFT 
structures etc. Fig.1 shows the structures of 6T and 4T-2R. 
memory cell. 

 
(a)  6T memory cell              (b) 4T-2R memory cell 

Fig. 1  Structure of CMOS SRAM memory cells 

When a charged particle strikes one of the sensitive nodes of 
a memory cell, such as a drain in an off state transistor, it 
generates a transient current pulse that can turn on the gate of 
the opposite transistor. The effect can produce an inversion in 
the stored value, in other words, a bit flip in the memory cell. 
Memory cells have two stable states, one that represents a 
stored ‘0’ and one that represents a stored ‘1’. For instance, the 
6T structure, in each state, two transistors are turned on and 
two are turned off ( SEU target drains ). A bit-flip in the 
memory element occurs when an energetic particle causes the 
state of the transistors in the circuit to reverse, as illustrated in 
Fig.2. This effect is SEU, and it is one of the major concerns 
in COMS SRAM memory cell. 

B. SEL Mechanism 
The basic switching circuit of COMS SRAM is the inverter, 

which is made from a complementary pair of MOS transistors, 
one NMOS and one PMOS. Electrical isolation is achieved by 
using both dielectric and pn  junction diodes. P-type doped 
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regions (p-wells) isolate NMOS transistors, while N-type 
doped regions (n-wells) isolate PMOS transistors. 
Unfortunately, the twin well CMOS structure always contain a 
pair of parasitic bipolar transistors (Fig.3(a)).This network 
forms the pnpn  Silicon Controlled Rectifier (SCR) power 
device which can be unintentionally biased into a high current, 
low impedance state. Fig.3(b) shows the equivalent circuit 
model pnpn  structure. 

       (a) pnpn  Model                (b) Equivalent Circuit Model 
Fig.3   P-well CMOS Inverter with Parasitic Bipolar Transistors and Shunt 
Resistors [3]   

 In normal operation, the circuit maintains in reverse bias of 
the diodes formed by the P-well/N-substrate, the p+/n- 
junction of the PMOS and the n+/p- junction of the NMOS. 
External factors such as leakages, circuit switching noise, 
particle upset, and transient over voltage at p+ diffusion or 
under voltage at the n+ diffusion can trigger one or both of the 
parasitic bipolar devices into the active state. If either of the 
emitter/base junction is forward biased, emitter currents will 
be sourced to base/collector regions, immediately shifting the 
local potential. If the current is of sufficient magnitude the 
blocking diodes will be forward biased, thus shifting the 
pnpn  SCR from the blocking state (high impedance, low 

current )  to the on state (low impedance, high current ).This 
is known as latch-up. This results from the single event is 
known as SEE. 

III. SEE CHARACTERISTIC  
In this section we will  introduce the relationship of SEE 

characteristic with the structure of memory cell, the rate of 
read-write, the density of memory cell and the power supply. 

A. SEU Characteristic 
1) SEU vs. Feature Size  
As described in last section, an energetic particle striking 

the silicon, it loses its energy via the production of free 
electron-hole pairs, resulting in a dense ionized track in the 
local region. Protons and neutrons can cause nuclear reaction 

when passing through the material, the recoil also produces 
ionization. The ionization generates a charge deposition that 
can be modeled by transient current pulse that can be 
interpreted as a signal in the circuit causing an upset. When 
the feature size of the cells decreased, the energetic particles 
can easily pass through  the sensitive region, the rate of SEU 
is increased; on the other hand, with the feature size of the 
cells decreased, the trace passing through the sensitive region 
become short, the energy via the production of free 
electron-hole pairs is decreased, thus the charge deposition is 
decreased, and the transient current pulse that can be 
interpreted as a signal in the circuit is decreased, the rate of 
SEU is decreased. But can be affirmed that the relationship 
between SEU and feature size is not liner, [2] shows former is 
the prime suspect. 

2)  SEU vs. Structure of Memory Cell 
There are many structures of double stable state trigger, 

such as 6T structures, 4T-2R structures, 4T-2TFT structures 
etc. [3] shows 6T structures is less sensitive than the other 
structures; the sensitivities of 4T-2R and 4T-2TFT structures 
are very similar, and this conclusion is independent of the 
power supply. 

3) SEU vs. Read-write Rate 
Memory tests include static test and dynamic test. In the 

static test, the data in the memory is not changed, after 
irradiation, read back and compare the data and accumulate 
upsets; In the dynamic test, the data in the memory is changed, 
during the course of irradiation, read back and compare the 
data and accumulate upsets. Many tests show the SEU rate of 
the dynamic test is higher than the static test [4].And with the 
rate of read-write increased, the SEU rate is also increased, but 
the mechanism is not clear, the extension of the work can be 
studying in the future. 

4) SEU vs. Power Supply 
As the power supply increases, Irradiation testing shows the 

SEU rate decreased, the testing data are given in table 1. 

Table 1       Ratio of SEU rate @5V and 3.3V 

 SAMSUN4M MHS 
1M 

MITSUBISH 
4M 

HITACHI 
4M 

SEU(3.3V) 
/ SEU(5V) 2.6 2.2 2.0 1.7 

This result can be understood using the Qc -critical charge 
concept. We define the deposited ionizing charge Qin . If this 
charge is greater than the critical charge Qc  defined as the 
charge necessary to flip the memory bit, then the memory will 
show errors. For CMOS SRAM, the Qc  can be expressed as 
the product of a capacitor C by a voltage V-threshold. If the 
power supply increases, the V-threshold and Qc  increases 
and then the SEU rate decreases. 

B. SEL Characteristic 
1) SEL vs. Feature Size 

   

Fig.2   SEU Effect In a SRAM Memory Cell 
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Tests on CMOS SRAM showed the latest generation of 
CMOS SRAM are high vulnerability to SEL, the smaller 
feature sizes seem to play a role in some cases, Fig.4 
illustrates a coarse trend observed among the commercial 1M 
and 4M CMOS SRAM devices that tested: with the feature 
size decreased the SEL of COMS SRAM with sub-micron 
feature sizes is more sensitive, the threshold decreased, 
however, the IDT CMOS SRAM data illustrate the fact that 
feature size is not the only factor influencing latch-up 
sensitivity. This trend, based only upon the parts we tested, 
suggests that CMOS SRAM parts with features sizes as small 
as 0.09micron (already being produced) and 0.06micron 
(already being planned) – from certain manufacturers and 
without deliberate latch-up prevention designed in – might 
suffer latch-up at even lower LETs than what we observed in 
the other testing. 

 
Fig.4   SEL Susceptibility vs. Feature Size 

2) SEL vs. Temperatures 
The cross section for single event latch-up is expected to 

increase with temperature [8]. Fig.5 shows the SEL cross 
section curves for the IDT 71V67603 as a function of 
temperature. 

 
Fig. 5   SEL Cross Section At Various Temperatures for the IDT71V67603 

At low LETs,  the device did not latch-up at room 
temperature or at higher temperature, and only 
upper limits were obtained. Above the threshold, it 
is clear that the cross section of SEL is increasing 
with temperature. 

3) SEL vs. Power Supply 
One expects that the sensitivity to latch-up will decrease 

with lower bias voltage. Many present high density CMOS 
SRAM devices studied here use a low bias voltage, compared 
to a higher bias voltage typically used in previous generations. 
The parts tested [5] showed no latch-up at an LET of 40 
MeV/(mg/cm2) and fluence greater than 107 particles/cm2. But 

it is clear that the latch-up is still a risk even with a lower bias 
voltage. 

IV.  SEE HARDENING TECHNIQUES  
There has been a great deal of work on radiation hardened 

circuit design approaches. The SEE hardening techniques for 
SRAM can be divided into two types: hardening techniques 
based on device level and techniques based on device level. 

A. Device Level Hardening Techniques 
1) SOI, SOS  

The silicon on insulator (SOI) and silicon son sapphire 
(SOS) process technology have the good Characteristic about 
anti-SEE. However, this approach limits the ability to reduce 
the size of the storage element with decreasing process 
technology and consumes more power than a commercial 
memory cell, at the same time, the time-to-market and  cost  
are increased. 

2)  Hardened Memory Cells  
Recently, a novel approach for fabricating 

radiation-hardened components at commercial CMOS 
foundries has been developed. In this approach, radiation 
hardness is designed into the component using nonstandard 
transistor topologies, which can be resistors or transistors, able 
to recover the stored value if an upset strikes one of the drains 
of a transistor in “off” state. These cells are called hardened 
memory cells and can avoid the occurrence of a SEU by 
design, according to the flux and to the charge of the particle. 

The SEU tolerant memory cell protected by resistors [12] 
was the first proposed solution in this matter, Fig. 6. The 
decoupling resistor slows the regenerative feedback response 
of the cell, so the cell can discriminate between an upset 
caused by a voltage transient pulse and a real write signal. It 
provides a high silicon density, for example, the gate resistor 
can be built using two levels of poly silicon. The main draw 
backs are temperature sensitivity, performance vulnerability in 
low temperatures, and an extra mask in the fabrication process 
for the gate resistor. However, a transistor controlled by the 
bulk can also implement the resistor avoiding the extra mask 
in the fabrication process. In this case, the gate resistor layout 
has a small impact in the circuit density. 

 
Fig. 6   Resistor Hardened Memory Cell 

Memory cells can also be protected by an appropriate 
feedback devoted to restore the data when it is corrupted by an 
ion hit. The main problems are the placement of the extra 
transistors in the feedback in order to restore the upset and the 
influence of the new sensitive nodes. Such as IBM hardened 
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memory cells [13], HIT cells [14].The main advantages of this 
method are temperature, voltage supply and technology 
process independence, and good SEU immunity. The main 
drawback is silicon area overhead that is due to the extra 
transistors and their extra size. 

B. System Level Hardening Techniques 
With the COTS used in space electronic system, studies on 

hardening techniques based on system level are concentrated. 
The SEL hardening techniques are easily do by limiting the 
current. We introduce the SEU hardening techniques: error 
detection and correction coding (EDAC) and Triple Modular 
Redundancy (TMR). 

1) EDAC 
Bit-flips caused by SEU are a well-known problem in 

SRAM; EDAC code is an effective system level solution to 
this problem. EDAC codes module include encoding/decoding 
circuitry. The encoding and decoding functions can be done in 
hardware, software, or a combination of both.  

There are many codes are used to protect the systems 
against single and multiple SEUs. An example of EDAC is the 
hamming code [16], in its simplest version. It is an 
error-detecting and error correcting binary code that can detect 
all single- and double-bit errors and correct all single-bit errors 
(SEC-DED). This coding method is recommended for systems 
with low probabilities of multiple errors in a single data 
structure (e.g., only a single bit error in a byte of data). 
Hamming code increases area by requiring additional storage 
cells (check bits), plus the encoder and the decoder blocks. For 
an n bit word, there are approximately log2n more storage cells. 
However, the encoder and decoder blocks may add a more 
significant area increase, thanks for the extra XOR gates. 
Regarding performance, the delay of the encoder and decoder 
block is added in the critical path. The delay gets more critical 
when the number of bits in the coded word increases. The 
number of XOR gates in serial can directly proportional to the 
number of bits in the coded word. 

The problem of hamming code is that it can not correct 
double bit upsets, which can be very important for very deep 
sub-micron technologies, especially in memories because of 
the high density of the cells [15]. Other codes must be 
investigated to be able to cope with multiple bit upsets. 
Reed-Solomon (RS) [16]. is an error-correcting coding system 
that was devised to address the issue of correcting multiple 
errors. It has a wide range of applications in digital 
communications and storage. Reed-Solomon codes are used to 
correct errors in many systems including: storage devices, 
wireless or mobile communications, high-speed modems and 
others. RS encoding and decoding is commonly carried out in 
software, and for this reason the RS implementations normally 
found in the literature do not take into account area and 
performance effects for hardware implementation. However, 
the RS code hardware implementation as presented in [17] is 
an efficient solution to protect memories against multiple 
SEU. 

2) TMR 
In the case of the full hardware redundancy, the well-known 

TMR approach, the logic or device is triplicated and voters are 
placed at the output to identify the correct value. The first 
possibility that was largely used in space applications is the 
triplication of the entire device, Fig.7 .  

Fig. 7   TMR Implemented In The Entire Device 

This approach uses a voter as a fourth component in the 
board. It needs extra connections and it presents area overhead. 
If an error occurs in one of the three devices, the voter will 
choose the correct value. However, if an upset occurs in the 
voter, the TMR scheme is ineffective and a wrong value will 
be present in the output. Another problem of this approach is 
the accumulation of upsets, hence an extra mechanism is 
necessary to correct the upset in each device before the next 
SEU happens. 

V. A HARDENING DESIGN BASED FPGA 
The structures of DSP+FPGA+SRAM are used in many 

real-time space electronic system, SRAMs are used as the data 
or code memories.  In these systems, the read-write rate of 
data and code are very high, the data and code byte can not 
have bit error. The EDAC functions described in this design 
are made possible by (39,32) Hamming code, a relatively 
simple yet powerful EDAC code. 

The Hamming codeword is a concatenation of the original 
data and the check bits (parity).The check bits are parallel 
parity bits generated from XORing certain bits in the original 
data word. If bit error(s) are introduced in the codeword, 
several check bits show parity errors after decoding the 
retrieved codeword. The combination of these check-bit errors 
display the nature of the error. In addition, the position of any 
single bit error is identified from the check bits. Fig.8 illustrate 
the hardware relationship of SRAM EDAC based FPGA.  

Fig.8   Hardware  Structure of  SRAM EDAC Based FPGA. 
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 In this design, DSP and FPGA are SEE hardened devices. 
The Data SRAM and Parity SRAM are connected with the 
same address bus and control bus. Fig.9 shows a block 
diagram using a memory controller with EDAC functions.  

This design has a parity encoder and parity decoder unit. 
The encoder implements the function of the generator matrix, 
while the decoder is responsible for error detection and 
correction. In addition to displaying the error type, the 
reference design also supports diagnostic mode. Single, 
multiple, and triple bit errors can be introduced to the output 
codeword. When the ERROR port is “00”, no single, two, or 
greater bit error is detected. When the ERROR port is “01”, it 
indicates single bit error occurred within the 39-bit code word. 

Fig.9   Block Diagram of  EDAC 

In addition, the error is corrected, and the data is error free. 
When the ERROR port is “10”, a two bit error has occurred 
within the codeword. In this case, no error correction is 
possible in this case. When the ERROR port is “11”, errors 
beyond the detection capability can occur within the codeword 
and no error correction is possible. This is an invalid error 
type. 

A deliberate bit error can be injected in the codeword at the 
output of the encoder as a way to test the system. Force_error 
provides several types of error modes. 

Force_error = 00 

This is the normal operation mode. No bit error has been 
imposed on the output of the encoder. 

Force_error = 01 

Single bit error mode. One bit is reversed (“0” to “1” or “1” 
to “0”) in the codeword at every rising edge of the clock. The 
single bit error follows the sequence moving from bit “0” of 
the code word to bit 39. The sequence is repeated as long as 
this error mode is active. 

Force_error = 10 

Termed double bit error mode. Two consecutive bits are 
reversed (“0” becomes “1” or “1” becomes “0”) in the 
codeword at every rising edge of the clock. The double bit 
error follows the sequence moving from bit (0,1) of the 
codeword to bit (38, 39). The sequence repeats as long as this 
error mode is active. 

Force_error = 11 

Termed triple-error mode. Three-bits are reversed (“0” 
becomes “1” or “1” becomes “0”) in a codeword generated at 
every rising edge of the clock. The double bit error follows the 
sequence moving from bit (0,1,2) of the codeword together to 
bit (37,38,39) sequentially. The sequence repeats as long as 
this error mode is active. 

 The design utilizes a minimum amount of resources and 
has high performance. Compare to the read-write rate of not 
using EDAC, there are two CLK cycles latencies, as illustrated 
in Fig.10. 

Fig.10   Timing Diagram of SRAM EDAC Based FPGA 

Here, the CLK is 133Mhz, CMOS SRAM used as the  
external memory of   DSP, when there is no EDAC, the 
write-read  rate is 33Mhz(4 CLK cycles); if add the  EDAC, 
there are two  CLK cycles latencies, the write-read  rate  is 
about 22Mhz(6 CLK cycles). If add the pipe-line, the latencies 
of  EDAC can be done in  one CLK cycle, the write-read 
rate is about 26Mhz(5 CLK cycles), it is very high and can be 
used in real-time system. This design has high reliability, and 
has been adopted in a space-bone integrated processor 
platform, which works well in all kinds of environmental 
experiments. 

VI.  CONCLUSION 
We have studied the SEE characteristic and the SEE 

hardening techniques of COMS SRAM with sub-micro feature 
sizes. 

The dependences of the SEU rate with memory cell, feature 
size, rate of read-write, power supply are found: 6T memory 
cell is less sensitive than 4T-2R or 4T-2TFT structures; the 
SEU rate increased with the feature sizes decreased, increased 
with the rate of data rear-write increased and increased with 
the power supply decreased.  The dependences of the SEL 
rate with feature size, temperature, power supply are also 
found: the SEL rate increased with the feature sizes decreased, 
increased with the temperature increased and increased with 
the power supply increased. 

Techniques based on SOI, SOS, hardened memory cells, 
EDAC, TMR can anti-SEE effectively. For real-time space 
electronic system, the EDAC based FPGA is a better choice.  
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Abstract 
 

Today, many institutions and organizations are 
facing serious problem due to the tremendously 
increasing size of documents, and this problem is 
further triggering the storage and retrieval 
problems due to the continuously growing space 
and efficiency requirements. This problem is 
becoming more complex with time and the 
increase in the size and number of documents in 
an organization; therefore, there is a world wide 
growing demand to address this problem. This 
demand and challenge can be met by converting 
the tremendous amount of paper documents to 
images using a process to enable specialized 
document imaging people to select the most 
suitable image type and scanning resolution to 
use when there is a need for storing documents 
images. This documents management process, if 
applied, attempts to solve the problem of the 
image storage type and size to some extent. In 
this paper, we present a case study resembling an 
applied process to manage the registration of new 
patients in a private clinic and to optimize 
following up the registered patients after having 
their information records stored in an imaging 
database system; therefore, through this 
automation approach, we optimize the work 
process and maximize the efficiency of the Skin 
and Allergy Clinic tasks. 
 

Problem Definition 
 

Skin and Allergy Clinic is a private medical clinic 
which operates all the medical and administrative 
work manually at it’s starting phase. Practically, it 
was facing difficulty in organizing all the patients 
files which were piling up quickly as the patients 
come to this clinic for medical consultations. 
 

The need for a database system was urgent to make 
it easy to store the patient’s information when they 

open new files and when they come for a visit 
periodically in addition to all administrative related 
information.  
 

The need for searching for a specific patient 
information quickly and the need to take a look at 
his/her previous medical reports raised the need to 
have a customized imaging database system. 
 

Solution Steps 
 

1 -  A form of two pages was properly designed for 
each new patient who intends to open a new 
patient file. 

2 -  A document scanner and a high specs PC were 
bought in preparation to be used when the 
patient form was filled and submitted. 

3 -  A database was designed, implemented, and 
tested to be used to store the forms information 
as well as the scanned documents belonging to 
each patient. 

4 -  By the time the database system was ready, a 
dedicated clinic employee was trained on using 
the database system.  

5 -  Each time the data entry employee used to 
come and scan the patient form then store the 
form in a specific folder. 

6 -  This hard disk arrangement made it easy to 
quickly reference any stored document images 
and retrieve them when necessary. 

7 -  When the patient data was ready to be entered, 
all what the data entry person worried about is 
storing the information of the form as text in the 
database system corresponding fields, and 
storing the previously saved scanned image of 
the patient information form in the OLE field ( 
which was scanned and stored previously as 
.max file or as a PDF file on the local hard disk 
) in the proper OLE1 field.  

                                                 
1 OLE is Object Linking and Embedding. 

K. Elleithy (ed.), Advanced Techniques in Computing Sciences and Software Engineering, 
DOI 10.1007/978-90-481-3660-5_34, © Springer Science+Business Media B.V. 2010 
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8 -  After storing one full form information and 
storing scanned documents belonging to that 
record, the form is signed and dated by the data 
entry person, then stored back in the paper 
folder it belongs to. This step was necessary to 
easily figure out which forms where completely 
entered and which were not. 

9 -  Each week end, a complete copy of this 
database system was backed up on the central 
file server to be accessed by clinic authorized 
persons. In addition to saving a backup copy on 
a writable CD. 

 

Special Notes About The Skin & Allergy Clinic 
Imaging Database System    
 
1 -  This system was designed using MS-

ACCESS RDBMS which is one of the MS-
OFFICE applications. 

2 -  It was taken into consideration making this 
system a very user friendly and easy to use as 
much as possible. 

3 -  All clinic PC’s were updated to have 1024 
MB of RAM at least and 128 MB display 
memory to access the system conveniently.  

4 -  All clinic PC’s were connected through 
network to being able to connect to the 
dedicated central file server ( 
CLINIC_SERVER ) with a special user name 
and password for all authorized clinic 
employees. 

5 -  The system is accessible through a password 
for security reasons. 

6 -  It is possible to print any page or pages of the 
documents stored in database system on the 
central color laser printer, which is directly 
connected to the server. 

 

Contents and Data Security 
 

Since the Skin and Allergy Clinic system may 
contain some private information which could be 
confidential, it was necessary to the clinic member 
including the data entry employee, to keep a special 
system password to use it to access the system 
whether from his own pc in the office or from 
connecting to the server from outside the clinic.  
 

The server was not accessible to any unauthorized 
person; therefore, the system was also not accessible 
to any unauthorized person. 
 

One more thing regarding data security is the issue 
of weekly backup of the whole database system 
including the stored documents images on the server 
hard disk and on a removable writable CD. 
 

Hardware Used 
 

1 -  PC with the following specifications : 

2.8 Mhz Intel processor 
1024 MB DDR RAM 
80 GB WD Hard Disk 
128 MB ATI display adaptor 
10/100 3com network adaptor 
52 X CD writer 
17 inch display monitor 

2 -  Image scanner with the following specs : 
40-60 pages per minute 
Simplex / duplex  
Black and white and color scanning 

3 -  Central file server with the following specs : 
2.8 Mhz Intel processor 
1024 MB DDR RAM 
80 GB WD Hard Disk 
128 MB ATI display adaptor 
10/100 3com network adaptor 
52 X CD writer 
17 inch display monitor 

 

Software Used 
 

Windows XP on data entry PC 
Windows 2003 server on the file server 
PaperPort2 11.0 professional version for scanning 
images on the data entry PC. 
 

Time Consumed 
 

As an automation project, there was a dedicated and 
limited time to finalize the project. The central 
database containing the images of the filled 
information forms and the stored documents images 
were ready to service The Skin and Allergy Clinic 
users after the first week of data entry phase.  The 
task of filling up the patients information each on a 
separate form was assigned to a couple of clinic 
employees. This process was performed 
simultaneously with the process of designing, 
implementing, and testing the required imaging 
database system. The following table shows the time 
consumed to finalize such an automation project. 
 
 

No. Details Time consumed 
1 Designing the form 1 week 

2 Buying and setting up 
the hardware. 2 week 

3 
Database system design 
and implementation and 
testing. 

4 weeks 
( simultaneous 
with phase 2 ) 

4 Data entry 
10 – 15 

complete records 
per day 

 

Table (1) shows the time consumed for each process of the 
specified project 
 

                                                 
2 PaperPort is a trade name for ScanSoft Inc. 
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Screen Photos of The Skin & Allergy Clinic 
Imaging Database System 
 

 
 

Figure ( 2 ) shows the main menu screen. The user 
should press or click on the any required button 
using the mouse left click.  
 

 
 

Figure ( 3 ) shows the PATIENT DATA ENTRY 
FORM screen which is accessed when the user 
chooses the first option in the main menu displayed 
in Figure ( 2 ). The user may choose any one of the 
optional buttons at the bottom of this form and when 
finished with entering new patient records or 
manipulating existing records, the user may  press or 
click on the CLOSE button. The user may select any 
of the pre-saved values to be entered in the fields 
which have combo boxes provided, (The combo box 
is the field with a side arrow and when it is pressed 
a list of pre-saved values is displayed). 
 

The patient ID (or file number) field is represented 
with a different color to remind the user that this 
value has to be unique. It is the primary key3 of the 
table containing the patients information. If the user 
mistakenly enters an existing number, this new 
record would not be saved. 
 

                                                 
3 Primary keys are used in databases tables to avoid duplication 
of records and to ensure data integrity and consistency. 

Any modification to any pre-saved data is 
automatically saved without pressing the SAVE 
RECORD button, however, it is provided to confirm 
saving the record or any data manipulation. 
 

OLE means Object Linking or Embedding. It is a 
type of data provided to allow the user to store (or 
link to) an image or any type of file in the OLE 
field. If there is any OLE item to be entered in the 
OLE field, in this case the patient photo, the user 
should right-click on the field to be able to continue 
this process. And the related menu will appear as 
shown in the next figure. 
 

 
 

Figure ( 4 ) shows the menu displayed when the 
user right-click on the OLE field. At this point the 
user may select the Insert Object selection.  
 

 
 

Figure ( 5 ) shows the screen prompting the user 
select the OLE application to be used. For document 
image storage, the user should select PaperPort 
Document application then select one of the two 
options: Create new is used to activate the scanner 
and scan a new image of the document to be stored. 
Create from file is used to specify the location of the 
image (or any other OLE object) to be linked or 
embedded in the OLE field. Then the user should 
press or click on the CLOSE button.  
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Figure ( 6 ) shows the search screen prompting the 
user for the value to be searched for. The use should 
make the needed field current then press on the 
FIND RECORD button. When the search screen 
appears, the user should type in the value to be 
search for and select whether this value is to be 
search for in any part of the field or in the whole 
field or at the start of the field. After selecting the 
search criteria, the user should press or click on the 
Find Next button. If the value is matched in any of 
the records, the record is displayed instantly. If the 
record displayed is not the exact record, the user 
should press or click on Find Next button.   
 

 
 

Figure ( 7 ) shows the PATIENT’S VISITS DATA 
ENTRY FORM. The user may select the patient file 
number from the drop-down list of patients file 
numbers appearing along with their names. In 
addition, the user may enter an existing file number, 
then enter the remaining fields values appearing in 
this form.  
 

 
 

Figure ( 8 ) shows the PATIENT’S PAYMENTS 
DATA ENTRY FORM. The user may select the 
patient file number from the drop-down list of 
patients file numbers appearing along with their 
names. In addition, the user may enter an existing 
file number, then enter the remaining fields values 
appearing in this form.  
 

 
 

Figure ( 9 ) shows the PATIENT’S PAYMENTS 
DATA ENTRY FORM. The user may select the 
patient file number from the drop-down list of 
patients file numbers appearing along with their 
names. In addition, the user may enter an existing 
file number, then enter the remaining fields values 
appearing in this form. If the user selects “CHECK” 
as the payment type, extra check- related fields 
appear and the user should enter their values.  
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Figure ( 10 ) shows the PATIENT’S PAYMENTS 
DATA ENTRY FORM. The user may select the 
patient file number from the drop-down list of 
patients file numbers appearing along with their 
names. In addition, the user may enter an existing 
file number, then enter the remaining fields values 
appearing in this form. If the user selects “CREDIT 
CARD” as the payment type, extra credit card- 
related fields appear and the user should enter their 
values. When finished, the user may press or click 
on the CLOSE button.  
 

 
 

Figure ( 11 ) shows the PATIENT’S MEDICAL 
HISTORY DATA ENTRY FORM. The user may 
select the patient file number from the drop-down 
list of patients file numbers appearing along with 
their names. In addition, the user may enter an 
existing file number, and then enter the remaining 
fields values appearing in this form.  
 

 
 

Figure ( 12 ) shows the automatic dialer screen 
which would appear when the use clicks on the 
dialer button at the bottom of the form. If a modem 
is connected, the selected phone number is dialed 
automatically.  
 

 
 

Figure ( 13 ) shows the PATIENTS VISITS DATA 
ENTRY FORM which is displayed always when the 
user clicks it’s button from anywhere in the 
application’s forms. The user may add a new record 
( which means a new visit of an existing patient ) or 
manipulate an existing record by searching for it 
based on certain search criteria, or by browsing 
through the registered visits records. The user may 
store an image of any report or x-rays used in this 
session in the OLE field provided for this purpose.  
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Figure ( 14 ) shows the PATIENTS PAYMENTS 
DATA ENTRY FORM which is displayed always 
when the user clicks it’s button from anywhere in 
the application’s forms. The user may add a new 
record (which means a new visit of an existing 
patient) or manipulate an existing record by 
searching for it based on certain search criteria, or 
by browsing through the registered payment records. 
The user may also store an image of the payment 
invoice for later review in the OLE field provided 
for this purpose.  
 

 
 

Figure ( 15 ) shows the PATIENTS MEDICAL 
HISTORY DATA ENTRY FORM which is 
displayed always when the user clicks it’s button 
from anywhere in the application’s forms. The user 
may add a new record (which means a new visit of 
an existing patient) or manipulate an existing record 
by searching for it based on certain search criteria, 
or by browsing through the registered patients 
medical history records.  
 

 
 

Figure ( 16 ) shows the MAIN REPORTS MENU 
screen. The user may select any of the available 
menu options or when finished, the user should 
press or click on the EXIT MAIN REPORTS 
MENU button.  

 

Figure ( 17 ) shows the PATIENTS REPORTS 
MENU. If the user selects the first option, a report 
of ALL REGISTERED PATIENTS main 
information will be displayed as shown below in 
Figure ( 18  ).  
 

If the user selects the second option, a report of 
SPECIFIC PATIENT BY FILE NUMBER, the user 
will get a screen prompting for the patient file 
number as shown below in Figure ( 20 ), then after 
displaying the report, the information of the selected 
patient will be displayed ( Figure ( 21 ) ).  
 

If the user selects the third option, a report of 
SPECIFIC PATIENT BY SEX, the user will get a 
screen prompting for the patient sex as shown below 
in Figure ( 22 ) then after displaying the report, the 
information of all patients with the selected sex will 
be displayed ( Figure ( 23 ) ).  
 

If the user selects the fourth option, a report of 
SPECIFIC PATIENT BY NATIONALITY, the user 
will get a screen prompting for the patient 
nationality as shown below in Figure ( 24 ), then 
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after displaying the report, the information of the 
patients with the selected nationality will be 
displayed ( Figure ( 25 ) ) the user should press or 
click on the OK button.  
 

If the user selects the fifth option, a report of 
SPECIFIC PATIENT MEDICAL HISTORY 
REPORT, the user will get a screen prompting for 
the patient file number as shown below in Figure ( 
26 ), then after displaying the report, the information 
of the selected patient will be displayed ( Figure ( 
27 ) ).  
 

When finished, the user should press or click on 
EXIT MAIN REPORTS MENU button.  
 

 
 

Figure ( 18 ) shows the report displayed for ALL 
REGISTERED PATIENTS. This report is read only 
which means that user may not manipulate the data 
being displayed. To display the detailed record of 
any patient, the user may click on the DETAIL 
button appearing at the left of each displayed record 
as shown below in Figure ( 19 ). The user may also 
click on the PRINT THIS REPORT button to get a 
hard copy of this report on the attached printer. 
When finished the user should press or click on the 
CLOSE button.  
 

 
 

Figure ( 19 ) shows the detailed record information 
for the selected patient from Figure ( 18 ).  
 

 
 

Figure ( 20 ) shows the screen prompting the user to 
select the patient file number to be displayed as a 
report ( in this example the user selected the patient 
with file number 11111).  
 

 
 

Figure ( 21 ) shows the screen displaying all data 
for the selected patient with file number 11111.  
 

 
 

Figure ( 22 ) shows the screen prompting the user to 
select the patient sex to be displayed as a report ( in 
this example the user selected the patient with sex 
MALE ).  
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Figure ( 23 ) shows the screen displaying the main 
data of all registered MALE patients as selected 
previously. The user may also click on the DETAIL 
button appearing on the left of each record to 
display a specific patient detailed information 
screen.  
 

 
 

Figure ( 24 ) shows the screen prompting the user to 
select the patient nationality to be displayed as a 
report (in this example the user selected the patient 
with nationality SAUDI).  
 

 
 

Figure ( 25 ) shows the screen displaying the main 
data of all registered SAUDI patients as selected 
previously. The user may also click on the DETAIL 

button appearing on the left of each record to 
display a specific patient detailed information 
screen.  
 

 
 

Figure ( 26 ) shows screen prompting the user to 
select the patient file number to be displayed as a 
medical history report (in this example the user 
selected the patient with file number 11111).  
 

 
 

Figure ( 27 ) shows screen displaying the medical 
history data of the patients with file number 11111 
as selected previously. The user may preview the 
stored medical report(s) if there is any stored in the 
OLE field by clicking twice on the OLE field to 
activate the application used when the report was 
saved.  
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Figure ( 28 ) shows the GRAPHICAL PORTS 
MENU. If the user selects the first option, a report 
of ALL REGISTERED PATIENTS BY SEX, a 
graph will be displayed showing the sex distribution 
for all registered patients as shown below in Figure 
( 29 ).  
 

If the user selects the second option, a report of ALL 
REGISTERED PATIENTS BY AGE GROUPS, a 
graph will be displayed showing the age groups 
distribution for all registered patients as shown 
below in Figure ( 30 ).  
 

If the user selects the third option, a report of ALL 
REGISTERED PATIENTS BY NUMBER OF 
VISITS, a graph will be displayed showing the 
number of visits distribution for all registered 
patients. This graph is essential for business 
statistical reasons at the end of each fiscal year. 
 

If the user selects the fourth option, a report of ALL 
REGISTERED PATIENTS BY MARITAL 
STATUS, a graph will be displayed showing the 
marital status distribution for all registered patients 
as shown below in Figure ( 31 ).  
 

If the user selects the fifth option, a report of ALL 
REGISTERED PATIENTS BY NATIONALITY, a 
graph will be displayed showing the nationality 
distribution for all registered patients Figure ( 32 ).  
 

If the user selects the first option, a report of ALL 
REGISTERED PATIENTS BY FILE OPENING 
YEAR, a graph will be displayed showing the file 
opening year distribution for all registered patients 
as shown below in Figure ( 33 ).  
 

When finished, the user should press or click on 
EXIT GRAPHICAL REPORTS MENU button.  
 
 
 

 
 

Figure ( 34 ) shows the VISITS REPORTS MENU 
screen. If the user selects the first option, a report of 
ALL REGISTERED PATIENTS VISITS report will 
be displayed as shown below in Figure ( 35 ).  
 

If the user selects the second option, a report of ALL 
REGISTERED PATIENTS VISITS DURING A 
SPECIFIC PERIOD will be displayed, the user will 
get a screen prompting for the starting and ending 
dates of this time period as shown below in Figure ( 
36 ), then after displaying the report, the information 
of the selected time period visits will be displayed ( 
Figure ( 37 ) ).  
 

If the user selects the third option, a report of ALL 
VISITS FOR A SPECIFIC PATIENT will be 
displayed. The user will get a screen prompting for 
the patient file number as shown below in Figure ( 
38 ), then after displaying the report, the information 
of all visits of the selected patient will be displayed ( 
Figure ( 39 ) ).  
 

When finished, the user should press or click on 
EXIT VISITS REPORTS MENU button.  
 

 
 

Figure ( 35 ) shows the report of all registered 
patients visits. The user may view the details of any 
specific patient if the button of DETAIL on the left 
of each patient record is pressed. The total number 
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of visits is displayed in the yellow boxes at the 
bottom of the screen.  
 

 
 

Figure ( 36 ) shows the screen prompting the user to 
enter the starting and the ending dates to display the 
report of all visits during this specified period. 
When finished, the user should press or click on the 
EXIT button.  
 

 
 

Figure ( 37 ) shows the report of all registered 
patient visits during the specified time period. The 
user may view the detailed information of any 
patient when pressing on the DETAIL button on the 
left of each patient visit record in this report. The 
total number of visits is displayed in the yellow 
boxes at the bottom of the screen.  
 

 
 

Figure ( 38 ) shows the screen prompting the user to 
select a specific patient file number to display all 
his/her registered visits report. 
 

 
 

Figure ( 39 ) shows the report of all visits of a 
selected patient ( in this example the patient with 
file number 131313 ). The total number of visits is 
displayed in the yellow boxes at the bottom of the 
screen.  
 

 
 

Figure ( 40 ) shows the  PAYMENTS REPORTS 
MENU screen. If the user selects the first option, a 
report of ALL REGISTERED PATIENTS  
PAYMENTS report will be displayed as shown 
below in Figure ( 41 ).  
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If the user selects the second option, a report of ALL 
REGISTERED PATIENTS PAYMENTS DURING 
A SPECIFIC PERIOD will be displayed, the user 
will get a screen prompting for the starting and 
ending dates of this time period as shown below in 
Figure ( 42 ), then after displaying the report, the 
information of the selected time period patients 
visits will be displayed ( Figure ( 43 ) ).  
 

If the user selects the third option, a report of ALL 
PAYMENTS FOR A SPECIFIC PATIENT will be 
displayed. The user will get a screen prompting for 
the patient file number as shown below in Figure ( 
44 ), then after displaying the report, the information 
of all visits of the selected patient will be displayed ( 
Figure ( 45 ) ).  
 

When finished, the user should press or click on 
EXIT PAYMENTS REPORTS MENU button.  
 

 
 

Figure ( 41 ) shows the report of all registered 
patients payments. The user may also view the 
details of any specific patient when the DETAIL 
button on the left of each record is pressed. The total 
number of payments and the total amount of 
payments are displayed in the yellow boxes at the 
bottom of the screen.  
 

 
 

Figure ( 42 ) shows the screen prompting the user to 
enter the starting and the ending dates to display the 

report of all patients payments during this specified 
period..  
 

 
 

Figure ( 43 ) shows the screen report for all the 
registered patients payments during a specified time 
period (in this example the starting date is 
01/01/1420 and the ending date is 01/01/1423). The 
total number of payments and the total amount of 
payments are displayed in the yellow boxes at the 
bottom of the screen.  
 

 
 

Figure ( 44 ) shows the screen prompting the user to 
select the patient file number to display the report of 
his/her payments.  
 

 
 

Figure ( 45 ) shows the report of all payments made 
by a specific patient (in this example the patient 
with file number 121212). The total number of 
payments and the total amount of payments are 
displayed in the yellow boxes at the bottom of the 
screen.  
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Conclusion and Summary 
 

Our goal in this paper was to show how we could 
solve a problem of managing and following up 
patients records for a small private clinic by  
implementing a database application which we 
could use to store the information of those patients ( 
according to the official designed clinical  
information form ) as well as storing images of 
patients information forms and images of their 
related documents such as medical reports, receipts, 
etc. to be reviewed on line when needed and follow 
up each patient to guarantee detection of any 
failures that could occur. Practically, the process of 
automating the registration and following up 
patients by storing all of their information in a 
database system, tremendously reduced the effort 
and time previously consumed which added a major 
efficiency credit to the role of The Skin and Allergy 
Clinic and it’s “automation of all tasks” trend.  
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Abstract 
 
Today, many institutions and organizations are 
facing serious problem due to the tremendously 
increasing size of documents, and this problem is 
further triggering the storage and retrieval 
problems due to the continuously growing space 
and efficiency requirements. This problem is 
becoming more complex with time and the 
increase in the size and number of documents in 
an organization. Therefore, there is a growing 
and continuous demand to address this problem. 
This demand and challenge can be met by 
converting the tremendous amount of paper 
documents to images using a process to enable 
specialized document imaging people to select the 
most suitable image type and scanning resolution 
to use when there is a need for storing documents 
images. This documents management process, if 
applied, attempts to solve the problem of the 
image storage type and size to some extent. In 
this paper, we present a case study resembling an 
applied process to manage the documents in the 
scientific council in King Saud University and 
store them in an imaging database to make the 
retrieval of information and various scanned 
images easier and faster; therefore, we optimize 
the work process and maximize the efficiency of 
the scientific council tasks. 
 
Introduction 
 
Problem Definition 
 
The King Saud University Scientific Council is a 
vital unit in the university which is responsible for 
the academic grading and evaluation of all 
university academic members. This council meets 
weekly and the committee is formed of 

approximately 28 members1, and the vice rector for 
research and graduate studies who chairs the 
council. For years, this council operates all the 
administrative work manually which is collecting all 
the documents submitted by the college deans and 
makes 28 copies in folders to be distributed on all 
council members. Practically, it was facing 
difficulty in organizing all the documents and 
making 28 copies ( each of them has approximately 
500 pages ) weekly then dispose those folders just 
after the meeting. Files and papers were piling up 
quickly and consuming a lot of work and space for 
storing them in addition to the man power needed 
for copying and organizing all those folders. 
 
The need for a shared database system was urgent to 
make it easy to store the submitted documents 
information and images as they arrive to be 
reviewed in the meeting.  
 
The need for searching for specific document 
information quickly and the need to take a look at 
the attached documents from outside the meeting 
room and in different times in addition to the need 
for reviewing and referencing older documents 
quickly raised the need to have a customized 
imaging database system to manage all this.  
 
Solution Steps 
 
1 -  A document scanner, 28 high specs table PC ( 

as shown in Scientific Council meeting room 
photo ( Figure 1 ), and a central server were 
bought in preparation to be used when the 
documents are submitted. 

2 -  A database was designed, implemented, and 
tested to be used to store the documents 
information and images. 

                                                 
1 One representative member from each academic 
college 
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3 -  By the time the database system was ready, a 
dedicated employee was trained on using the 
database system.  

4 -  Each time the data entry employee used to 
come and scan the documents images then store 
the scanned documents in a specific folder 
dated per academic year2. 

5 -  This hard disk arrangement made it easy to 
quickly reference any stored document images 
and retrieve them when necessary. 

6 -  When the document data was ready to be 
entered, all what the data entry person worried 
about is storing the information of the main 
document as text in the database system 
corresponding fields, and storing the previously 
saved scanned image of the form in the OLE3 
field ( which was scanned and stored previously 
as .max file or as a PDF file on the local hard 
disk ) in the proper OLE field.  

7 -  After storing one full document information and 
storing scanned documents belonging to that 
record, the document is signed and dated by the 
data entry person, then stored back in the paper 
folder it belongs to. This step was necessary to 
easily figure out which documents where 
completely entered and which were not. 

8 -  Each week end, a complete copy of this 
database system was backed up on the central 
file server to be accessed by scientific council 
authorized persons. In addition to saving a 
backup copy on a writable CD. 

 
Special Notes About KSU Scientific Council 
Document Management Database System 
   
1 -  This system was designed using MS-ACCESS 

RDBMS which is one of the MS-OFFICE 2003 
applications. 

2 -  It was taken into consideration making this 
system a very user friendly and fully in Arabic 
to make easy to use as much as possible. 

3 -  All Scientific Council meeting room PC’s were 
updated to have 2 GB of RAM at least and 128 
MB display memory to access the system 
conveniently.  

4 -  All scientific Council meeting room PC’s were 
connected through a local area network to being 
able to connect to the dedicated central file 
server ( SCOUNCIL_SERVER ) with a special 
user name and password for all authorized 
council committee members. 

                                                 
2 Each Academic year the council meets 
approximately 60 times. 
3 OLE is Object Linking and Embedding 

5 -  The system is accessible from outside the 
meeting room ( Scientific Council Members 
Offices ) through a password  for security 
reasons. 

6 -  It is possible to print any page or pages of the 
documents stored in database system on the 
central color laser printer, which is directly 
connected to the server. 

 
Contents And Data Security 
 
Since the Scientific Council document management 
database system may contain very sensitive 
information which could be very confidential, it was 
necessary to the scientific council member including 
the data entry employee, to keep a special system 
password to use it to access the system whether 
from his own pc in the office or from connecting to 
the server from outside the room.  
 
Even though the Scientific Council server was 
appearing on the university network, the server was 
not accessible to any unauthorized person; therefore, 
the system was also not accessible to any 
unauthorized person. 
 
One more thing regarding data security is the issue 
of weekly backup of the whole database system 
including the stored documents images on the server 
hard disk and on a removable writable CD. 
 

 
 
Figure ( 1 ) Shows the scientific council meeting 
room setup with the piles of document folders and 
the central server used next to the image scanner. 
 
Hardware Used 
 
1 – PC's with the following specifications : 

3 Mhz Intel processor 
1 GB DDR RAM 
80 GB WD Hard Disk 
128 MB ATI display adaptor 
10/100 3com network adaptor 
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40 X CD player 
17 inch display monitor 

 
2 - Image scanner with the following specifications : 

40-60 pages per minute 
Simplex / duplex  
Black and white and color scanning 

 
3 – Central file server with the following 
specifications : 

3 Mhz Intel processor 
1024 MB DDR RAM 
2 X 70 GB SCSI Hard Disk 
64 MB ATI display adaptor 
10/100 3com network adaptor 
52 X CD writer 
17 inch display monitor 

 
Software Used 
 
Windows XP on data entry PC 
Windows 2003 server on the file server 
PaperPort 11.0 Professional4 version for scanning 
images on the data entry PC. 
 
TIME CONSUMED 
 

No. Details Time 
consumed 

1 Setting up the meeting room 
network and connections. 2 week 

2 Buying and setting up the 
hardware. 2 weeks 

3 Database system design and 
implementation and testing. 4 weeks 

4 
Data entry ( as the 
documents arrive to the 
scientific council ) 

Approxim
ately 10 
complete 
records 
per day 

 
SCREEN PHOTOS OF THE KSU SCIENTIFIC 
COUNCIL DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT 
DATABASE SYSTEM 
 

                                                 
4 PaperPort is a trade name of ScanSoft Inc. 

 
 
Figure ( 2 ) Shows the starting screen prompting the 
user for the pre-programmed password. After the 
user enters the password provided by the 
programmer, the user should press or click on the 
OK button.  
 

 
 
Figure ( 3 ) Shows the starting screen of the 
Scientific Council Document Management Database 
System. 
 

 
 
Figure ( 4 ) Shows the main selections menu to be 
chosen from by the user. 
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Figure ( 5 ) Shows the authorization screen for data 
entry. Only two persons are authorized to access the 
data entry forms.  
 

 
 
Figure ( 6 ) Shows the rejection of the database 
when a wrong password is entered to access the data 
entry forms. 
 

 
 
Figure ( 7 ) Shows the call for a meeting 
information form which includes an image of the 
letter to be sent via email to all members. 
 

 
 
Figure ( 8 ) Shows the ability to search for a 
specific meeting information by accessing the built-
in search command button and entering a meeting 
letter numbers.  
 

 
 
Figure ( 9 ) Shows the meeting agenda information 
form which includes an image of the agenda letter(s) 
to be reviewed by all members prior to the meeting. 
In addition the figure shows the categorization field 
of topics to be discussed during the meeting. 
 

 
 
Figure ( 10 ) Shows the documents to be reviewed 
and discussed information form in addition to the 
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image of all the related documents for this displayed 
record. 
 

 
 
Figure ( 11 ) Shows the ability to select the topic of 
the documents to filter out the documents to be 
reviewed and discussed. This is some times 
necessary for priority reasons during the meeting. 
 

 
 

Figure ( 12 ) Shows the review main selections 
menu which is accessible to all council members. 
 

 
 
Figure ( 13 ) Shows the screen which allows the 
user to choose the number of meeting in addition to 
the academic year in order to filter out the result list.  

 

 
 
Figure ( 14 ) Shows the meeting agenda screen 
information form which includes an image of the 
letter to be sent via email to all members. 
 

 
 
Figure ( 15 ) Shows the screen which allows the 
user to choose the number of meeting in addition to 
the academic year in order to filter out the result list 
for reviewing the meeting documents according to 
the specified number of meeting and the specified 
academic year. 
 

 
 
Figure ( 16 ) Shows the screen which displays the 
result of Figure ( 15 ) query. The user is able to 
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review the specified meeting documents images 
stored as OLE object in the OLE field shown. 
 

 
 
Figure ( 17 ) Shows the display of the meeting 
documents when activated by the application used 
for storing, here it was PaperPort image .max 
 

 
 
Figure ( 18 ) Shows the screen which allows the 
user to choose the number of meeting in addition to 
the academic year in order to filter out the result list 
for reviewing the meeting documents according to 
the specified number of meeting and the specified 
academic year. 
 

 
 

Figure ( 19 ) Shows the filtered result displayed for 
all the submitted documents for the specified 
meeting. The user may search through the displayed 
records using a custom search key. 
 

 
 
Figure ( 20 ) Shows the filtered result displayed for 
all the submitted documents for the specified 
meeting. The user may search through the displayed 
records using the built-in search key, here searching 
for a specific text in the topic field. 
 

 
 
Figure ( 21 ) Shows the screen which allows the 
user to choose the number of meeting in addition to 
the academic year in order to filter out the result list 
for reviewing the meeting documents according to 
the specified number of meeting and the specified 
academic year in addition to the topic category of 
the documents stored. 
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Figure ( 22 ) Shows the filtered result displayed for 
all the submitted documents for the specified 
meeting and according to the topic category 
specified in Figure ( 21 ). The user may search 
through the displayed records using a custom search 
key. 
 

 
 
Figure ( 23 ) Shows the display of the meeting 
documents when activated by the application used 
for storing, here it was PaperPort image .max . The 
user may browse through the document pages using 
the "Next Page" or "Previous Page" buttons 
appearing at the top of the PaperPort Application 
document viewer. 
 
Conclusion and Summary 
 
Our goal in this paper was to show how we could 
solve a problem of managing piles of documents by 
implementing a relatively small imaging database 
application which we could use to store the 
information of thousands of documents and their 
scanned images to be reviewed during the weekly 
meetings and accessed at different times as well by a 
group of faculty members. Practically, this imaging 
database management was able to save the KSU 
Scientific Council members a lot of effort in 
referring to any specific document and reviewing it 

in addition to the amount of tremendous reduction in 
time of document retrieval which added a major 
efficiency credit to the role of KSU Scientific 
Council and it's "automation of all tasks" trend.  
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Abstract 
 

Today, many institutions and organizations are 
facing serious problem due to the tremendously 
increasing size of flowing documents, and this 
problem is further triggering the storage and 
retrieval problems due to the continuously 
growing space and efficiency requirements. This 
problem is becoming more complex with time 
and the increase in the size and number of 
documents in an organization; therefore, there is 
a growing demand to address this problem. This 
demand and challenge can be met by converting 
the tremendous amount of paper documents to 
images using a defined mechanism to enable 
specialized document imaging people to select the 
most suitable image type and scanning resolution 
to use when there is a need for storing documents 
images. This documents management 
mechanism, if applied, attempts to solve the 
problem of the image storage type and size to 
some extent. In this paper, we present a case 
study resembling an applied process to manage 
the documents in King Saud University rector’s 
office and store them in an imaging database 
system to make the retrieval of information and 
various scanned images easier and faster; 
therefore, we optimize the work process and 
maximize the efficiency of the KSU rector’s office 
tasks. 
 

Problem Definition 
 

Introduction 
 

KSU is King Saud University which is one of the 
biggest universities in the Middle East region and is 
the oldest and largest government university in the 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia1. In KSU there are 28 
Academic colleges ( each has several departments ) 

                                                 
1 More information about King Saud University is 
available at www.ksu.edu.sa  

in addition to 5 assisting deanships and about 70 
administrative departments. KSU has about 70,000 
students in addition to around 14,000 employees. 
  

The rector office is the office of the university top 
official and top decision making personnel. Each 
day a big amount of documents flow in the rector 
office to be signed or reviewed by him, some of 
those letters are kept in the office, others are 
redirected to other university officials2 for further 
actions. In addition, there are also a number of daily 
letters that get initiated from the rector office and 
start their flow path out side to other departments in 
KSU. 
  

The average amount of the daily incoming letters is 
around 250 letters, some of them come with many 
attachments such as reports or other official 
documents. And the average amount of outgoing 
letters is about 150 letters as well. 
 

Each incoming or outgoing letter is photocopied and 
stored in paper folder on shelves in a dedicated 
archive room. With the accumulating number of 
papers stored, there was a serious problem in 
retrieving a photo copy of any previously saved 
letter especially if it was a rather old one. The 
archive room employee used to spend an hour in 
allocating the needed letter to be re-presented if the 
subject is to be re-discussed. Hence, the need for a 
faster retrieval mechanism was rising quickly 
especially in this sensitive office which was totally 
un-automated when this problem was taking place. 
 

In 1997, there came a suggestion to design and 
implement a dedicated database system to store the 
information and the images of all incoming and 
outgoing letters and attached documents in addition 
to assist the office employees to follow-up the 
letters as they flow in the various KSU offices, and 

                                                 
2 Other KSU officials could be Vice Rectors, 
College Deans, or General Administrative Directors. 

K. Elleithy (ed.), Advanced Techniques in Computing Sciences and Software Engineering, 
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to accomplish this there was a need to automate the 
office and getting it ready for such a shift. 
 

Solution Steps 
 

1 -  A local area network was designed and 
implemented which connected 20 PC’s together 
to a central file server. 

2 -  A document scanner and a high specs PC were 
bought in preparation to be used when those 
letters and attached documents start to arrive in 
the rector’s office. 

3 -  A database was designed, implemented, and 
tested to be used to store the incoming and 
outgoing letters information as well as the 
scanned documents belonging to each KSU 
department or college in addition to the 
personal individuals letters submitted to the 
rector’s office. 

4 -  By the time the database system was ready, a 
dedicated rector’s office employee started to 
collect the letters and the attached documents in 
the office according to a predefined time 
schedule and to a special office document flow. 

5 -  The data entry person who was previously 
trained on using the database system was ready 
to receive the letters with any accompanying 
documents and arranging them in folders 
categorized by colleges and departments for 
easier referencing. 

6 -  Each time the data entry employee used to 
come and scan the letters and the accompanying 
documents then store them in a folder on the 
local hard disk.  

7 -  This hard disk arrangement made it easy to 
quickly reference any stored document images 
and retrieve them when necessary. 

8 -  When the letter data was ready to be entered, all 
what the data entry person worried about is 
storing the information of the letter as text in 
the database system corresponding fields and 
storing the previously saved scanned image of 
the letter in the OLE field in addition to storing 
the attached documents file ( which was 
scanned and stored previously as .max file on 
local hard disk ) in the proper OLE field.  

9 -  After storing one full letter information and 
storing scanned documents belonging to that 
record, the letter was stored back in the paper 
folder it belongs to. This step was necessary to 
easily figure out which documents where 
completely entered and which were not. 

10 -  Each week end, a complete copy of this database 
system was backed up on the central file server to 
be accessed by the authorized persons. In addition 
to saving a backup copy on a writable CD. 

 

Special Notes About The KSU 
Incoming/Outgoing Documents Management & 
Follow-up Imaging Database System 
 

1 -  This system was first designed using MS-
ACCESS 97 RDBMS which is one of the MS-
OFFICE 1997 applications. Then each time a 
new MS-OFFICE edition came out, an 
upgrading modification was done to the 
database system till now which is being used 
using MS-ACCESS 2003.  

2 -  It was taken into consideration making this 
system a very user friendly and totally in Arabic 
language and easy to use as much as possible. 

3 -  All rector’s office PC’s were updated to have 
2048 MB of RAM at least and 256 MB display 
memory to access the system conveniently.  

4 -  All rector’s PC’s were connected through network 
to being able to connect to the dedicated central 
file server ( RECTOR_SERVER ) with a special 
user name and password for all authorized rector’s 
office employees. 

5 -  The system is accessible from all KSU campus 
offices through a password for security reasons. 

6 -  It is possible to print any page or pages of the 
documents stored in database system on the 
central color laser printer, which is directly 
connected to the server. 

 

Contents and Data Security 
 

Since the nature of the rector’s office flowing letters 
and documents may contain some private information 
which could be very confidential, it was necessary to 
the rector’s office member including the data entry 
employee, to keep a special system password to use it 
to access the system whether from his own pc in the 
office or from connecting to the server from outside 
KSU campus. And even though the server could be 
seen to others on KSU network but it was not 
accessible to any unauthorized person; therefore, the 
system was also not accessible to any unauthorized 
person. 
 

One more thing regarding data security is the issue 
of weekly backup of the whole database system 
including the stored documents images on the server 
hard disk and on a removable writable CD. 
 

Hardware Used 
 

1 - PC with the following specifications : 
3.2 Mhz Intel processor 
2048 MB DDR RAM 
80 GB WD Hard Disk 
256 MB ATI display adaptor 
10/100 3Com network adaptor 
52 X CD writer 
17 inch display monitor 
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2 - Image scanner with the following specifications : 
40-60 pages per minute 
Simplex / duplex  
Black and white and color scanning 

 

3 – Central file server with the following 
specifications : 
2.8 Mhz Intel processor 
2048 MB DDR RAM 
80 GB WD Hard Disk 
128 MB ATI display adaptor 
10/100 3com network adaptor 
52 X CD writer 
17 inch display monitor 

 

Software Used 
 

1 -  Windows 1995 through 2002 ( XP ) on data 
entry PC 

2 -  Windows NT, Windows 2000 server, and 
Windows 2003 server on the file server 

3 -  PaperPort 2.0 through 11.0 Professional version 
for scanning images on the data entry PC  

 

Time Consumed 
 

No. Details Time 
consumed 

1 Designing and 
implementing the LAN 3 weeks 

2 Upgrading the office PC’s 1 weeks 

3 Buying and setting up the 
hardware. 2 weeks 

4 Database system design , 
implementation, and testing. 4 weeks 

5 Data entry 
30 – 50 
complete 
records / day 

 

 
Screen Photos Of The KSU Rector’s Office 
Incoming / Outgoing Documents Management & 
Follow-up Database System 
 

 
 

Figure ( 1 ) Shows the main selections menu screen 

 

Figure ( 2 ) Shows the main data entry form for 
the incoming documents after passing through the 
authorization screen. The green field indicates the 
primary field. The user may use the command 
keys on the bottom of the form to manipulate the 
data or/and add new records, In addition to the 
search keys to search through the previously 
stored faculty records. 
 
 

  

Figure ( 3 ) Shows the form displaying the 
information of the stored record when entering a 
duplicate document ID number which belongs to a 
previously stored document record since the 
document ID number field is the primary key. 
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Figure ( 4 ) Shows the lower part of the main data 
entry form which includes entering the actions been 
taken on this specific document for following up the 
flow of it in addition to the information of the data 
entry person. 

 

Figure ( 5 ) Shows the display of the stored sample 
of the PDF file as an OLE object. The user may 
browse through multiple pages here as well. 

Figure ( 6 ) Shows the  main data entry form for the 
outgoing. The blue field indicates the primary field. 
The user may use the command keys on the bottom 
of the form to manipulate the data or/and add new 
records, In addition to the search keys to search 

through the previously stored faculty records. It also 
shows the sub-form to enter all the actions taken for 
the outgoing document for follow up reasons which 
is very necessary in such systems. 
 

 
 

Figure ( 7 ) Shows the main reports selection menu. 
 

 
Figure ( 8 ) Shows the main reports selection menu 
for the incoming documents. 

 

Figure ( 9 ) Shows the general report for all the 
incoming documents. Each documents record shows 
the image field on it’s left side and it details screen 
button on it’s right side. The total number of stored 
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incoming documents is displayed at the bottom of 
the screen. 

 

Figure ( 10 ) Shows the details screen form for the 
document record selected after pressing on the 
button on the right of the record in Figure ( 9 ). 
 

 
 

Figure ( 11 ) Shows the time period selection form 
which is displayed prior to displaying the report for 
all the incoming documents during the specified 
period. 
 

 
 

Figure ( 12 ) Shows the general report display form 
for all the incoming documents during the specified 
period in Figure ( 11 ). 
  

 

Figure ( 13 ) Shows the combo box selections 
screen to enable the user to choose the institution 
which the incoming documents came from. This 
screen is displayed prior to displaying the filtered 
report for all those yield documents.  

 

Figure ( 14 ) Shows the filtered report form screen 
for all the incoming documents from the institution 
selected Figure ( 13 ). 

Figure ( 15 ) Shows the report screen for all the 
incoming documents that where redirected for 
certain actions and are over due ( late ). This report 
is necessary for following up reason in such an 
office. 
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Figure ( 16 ) Shows the main reports selection 
menu for the outgoing documents3. 
 

Conclusion and Summary 
 

Our goal in this paper was to show how we could 
solve a problem of managing and archiving large 
numbers of office documents by implementing a 
relatively small database application which we 
could use to store the information of thousands of 
circulating letters and documents as well as storing 
their images to be reviewed on line when needed. 
Practically, the time and effort consumed of 
retrieving the document information and reviewing 
it’s corresponding image were reduced 
tremendously from 1 hour to 1 minute per request; 
hence, we added a major optimization and 
efficiency credit to the role of KSU rector’s office 
and it’s “automation of all tasks” trend.  
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Abstract — This paper proposes the idea to use Clinical Decision 
Support software in Health Insurance Company as a tool to 
reduce the expenses related to Medication Errors. As a prove that 
this class of software will help insurance companies reducing the 
expenses, the research was conducted in eight hospitals in United 
Arab Emirates to analyze the amount of preventable common 
Medication Errors in drug prescription. 

Keywords-decision support software; health industry 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
Healthcare System in any country is created to help an 

individual person obtaining better health services. A person can 
be a patient who has an encounter with a provider. Provider is 
any healthcare organization like hospital, clinic, or pharmacy. 
The Provider then claims some or all the charges from Health 
Insurance Company that is called Payer [1]. 

The Payer in its turn collects insurance premiums from 
individual persons. The relationships between Patient, Provider 
and Payer are shown on Figure 1. 

There is a certain number of Medical Errors occurs while 
patient is treated. As estimated by [2], up to 98,000 Americans 
die every year due to medical errors – it is more than number of 
people dying from AIDS, breast cancer or car accidents. 

While Medical Error is any mistake that might happen 
during patient treatment (e.g. during surgery, drug prescription, 
wrong actions of patient, etc), Medication Errors are mistakes 
related to prescribing and consuming drugs. This article 
discusses the usage of software to degrees the number of 
Medication Errors in drug prescription. 

When Providers sends claim to the Payer, the data set must 
contain information about the drugs prescribed to a patient, if 
any. It is very common scenario when Provider has no 
Healthcare Information System implemented, or they do not 
support Clinical Decision Support. As results, all drugs are 
prescribed manually and doctor relies only on his memory. In 
this case the following issues are possible in the drug 
prescriptions that might cause Medication Errors: 

1. Duplications in Drug Therapy – the situation when 
two or more drugs with the same therapeutic effect are 
prescribed to the same patient, which might lead to over 
dosing. Payer may lose money on paying for duplicated drugs 
that patient might not need. Also, payer will pay for eventual 

worsened health condition of the patient due to that duplication. 
As an example, patient might get two drugs DISPRIL and 
JUSPRIN, but both of them contain Acetylsalicylic Acid as 
active chemical ingredient. If both drugs are prescribed to the 
same patient, it might cause overdose. 

2. Precautions – when drugs are prescribed to a patient 
that may not take these drugs due to his or her condition. The 
examples are pregnancy, breast-feeding women, elderly 
patients and etc.  

 

Figure 1.  Relationships between Patient, Provider and Payer [1]. 

Consumption of drugs in these conditions might lead to the 
certain complications for the patient, hence causing additional 
expenses for the Payer. 

3. Drug-Drug Interactions – when prescribed drugs may 
interact to each other affecting patient condition. There are five 
commonly known significance numbers for drug-drug 
interactions. The most dangerous are drug-drug interactions 
with significations number one and two – they both might lead 
to patient death or disability respectively. 

Health Insurance Company would be able to analyze the 
potential Medication Errors in each drug prescription. Knowing 
the potential Medication Errors, Health Insurance Company 
may adjust its insurance terms and conditions to force doctors 
avoiding certain Medication Errors that might lead to patient 
injury, disability or even death. Since Medication Errors is one 
of the reasons of repeated patient visits to a doctor or even 
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patient hospitalization, Health Insurance Company will reduce 
its expenses associated with such repeated patient visits. 

In addition, Health Insurance Company will be able to find 
drugs in each prescription that have the same therapeutic effect, 
hence duplicated drugs. Normally, Health Insurance Company 
would pay for all drugs in the prescriptions, but using Clinical 
Decision Support software the usage of duplicated drugs will 
be reduced. This will lead to the reducing cost for each claim 
coming to the insurance company. 

At the same time Health Insurance Company will help the 
community by forcing doctors and pharmacists to avoid certain 
Medication Errors, which will lead to healthier and longer life 
of the nation.  

II. INTRODUCTION TO CONTEXT-AWARE SYSTEMS 
As stated in [3], a context aware software development 

principal defines the computer reaction can be organized using 
more than just direct data input. It could and probably should 
consider circumstances under which the input is defined, sense 
the environment in which the request is formulated and so 
forth. In the result the system response will be different for the 
same request depending on those extra (request context) 
parameters. 

Generally context-aware application contain 3 types of sub-
activity elements: they should detect context, interpret it and 
react on it, although the first activity is sometimes delegated to 
other systems (alternatively it can be said that the system relies 
on other one to collect context and provide it and so depends on 
the front-system in terms of how well it can adapt as the 
smaller context is the less flexibility the system could provide). 

III. PROPOSED CLINICAL DECISION SUPPORT SOFTWARE 
Clinical Decision Support (CDS) software is a class of 

software used by healthcare professionals for making decisions 
on patient treatment. CDS performs three main activities: 

a. Collect input data, as currently prescribed drugs; 

b. Check patient condition and history (context), e.g. 
previously prescribed drugs, known allergies, 
pregnancy or breastfeeding, age, etc. 

c. Interpret the context to see if there are any conflicts 
might be detected, and generate the respective alerts. 

The system proposed in this paper is based on Greenrain 
Drug Database developed for the market of United Arab 
Emirates. It contains information about all drugs existed in 
United Arab Emirates and approved by Ministry of Health. 
Article [4] describes the proposed system in more details. 

The system contains information about each drug, for 
example: 

a. Active chemical ingredients of each drug; 

b. Property of such active ingredient like if it is allowed 
to be used during pregnancy or breastfeeding, if it 
causes habits, how safe it is for elder patients, etc. 

c. Any other known interactions with other chemical 
elements. 

The proposed system generates alerts if prescribed drugs 
have any precautions or drug-drug interactions. These alerts 
might be then used by Health Insurance Companies to prevent 
possible Medication Errors that might cause additional 
expenses for the company.  

IV. MEDICATION ERRORS RESEARCH 

A. Study Methodology 
To prove that the proposed system will help Health 

Insurance Companies to save the expenses associated with 
Medication Errors, the Medication Errors Research was 
conducted. 

The study had a goal to analyze 2,800 prescriptions 
randomly selected from eight hospitals in United Arab 
Emirates in the period between September 2007 and February 
2008. 

The study was made using the proposed Greenrain Drug 
Database. After the prescriptions were received by researchers, 
the prescribed drugs were entered into the drug database for 
further analysis for Medication Errors. 

B. Study Results 
The study showed the following results: 

  The average cost of a prescription is $40.75. 

  The average lost on duplicated drugs in a prescription 
is $15.51. 

  The serious Medication Errors that might lead to 
patient disability or even death exist in 6.68% of all 
prescriptions. 

  Totally the Medication Errors due to drug-drug 
interactions were found in 17.79% of all prescriptions. 

Total results of the study are presented in Table I. 

C. Data Extrapolation for Larger Amount of Prescriptions 
Normally, Health Insurance Company might have 

thousands of prescriptions coming to the Company within a 
month. To be able to calculate the possible amount of losses in 
this case, we have to apply the results of our research to a large 
amount of data. 

For the purpose of this paper we will consider one of the 
largest Health Insurance Company in United Arab Emirates. 
This company has 5,000 prescriptions coming every day, 25 
days a month. Table II presents extrapolated data from the 
research for this Health Insurance Company. 
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TABLE I.  STUDY RESULTS. 

Pre-Study Summary Amount % 

Total Number of Prescriptions 2,800   

Total Price for All Prescriptions $135,340.68   

Average Price for a Prescription $40.75   

Total Price for Prescriptions with Duplication in Drug Therapy $77,003.84 56.90% 

Lost Expenses from the Duplication in Drug Therapy $43,427.40 32.08% 

Lost Expenses for each Prescription $15.51  
Analysis Details Amount % 

Number of Prescriptions with Drugs of the same Therapeutic Class 1,286 45.93% 

Number of Prescriptions with Drugs of the same Generic Drugs 94 3.36% 
Number of Prescriptions with Drug-Drug Interactions (Significance No. 1) – might lead to 
patient death 40 1.43% 
Number of Prescriptions with Drug-Drug Interactions (Significance No. 2) – might lead to 
patient disability 147 5.25% 

Number of Prescriptions with Drug-Drug Interactions (Significance No. 3) 97 3.46% 

Number of Prescriptions with Drug-Drug Interactions (Significance No. 4) 86 3.07% 

Number of Prescriptions with Drug-Drug Interactions (Significance No. 5) 128 4.57% 

Number of Prescriptions with Pregnancy Precautions of Category X, D or C 1,872 76.70% 

Number of Prescriptions with Breastfeeding Precautions 2,370 93.59% 

Number of Prescriptions with Liver Disease Precautions 2,418 86.36% 

Number of Prescriptions with Renal Impairment Precautions 2,388 85.29% 

TABLE II.  EXTRAPOLATED DATA FOR REAL HEALTH INSURANCE COMPANY. 

 

1 Lost due to Duplication of Therapy 

  Lost due to Duplication per Prescription  =$43,427.4 / 2,800 prescriptions $15.51 

  No. of Prescription per month  = 5,000 x 25 125,000 

  Total Loss per month (25 days)  =125,000 x $15.51 $1,938,723.09 

2 Lost due to drug-drug interaction combination (Significant No. 1), assuming one day in Intensive Care Unit (ICT), and 3 
days hospitalization 

  No. of affected patients per month 125,000 x 0.0143 1,786 Patients 

  Cost of ICU 1,786 x $270 / day $482,142.86 

  Cost of Hospitalization 1,786 x 3 days x $80 /day $428,571.43 

  Total Loss per month  $910,714.29 

3 Lost due to drug-drug interaction combination (Significant No. 2), assuming 3 days hospitalization 

  No. of affected patients 125,000 x 0.0525 6,563 Patients 

  Cost of Hospitalization 6,563 x 3days x $80 / day $1,525,000 

  Total Loss per month   $1,525,000 

4 Lost due to drug-drug interaction combination (Significant No. 3-5), assuming extra doctor visit and medications 

  No. of affected patients 125,000 x 0.1111 13,884 

  Cost of Extra Medications 13,884 x $40.75 $565,760.49 

  Cost of Extra Visit 13,884 x $14 $194,375 

  Total Loss per month  $760,135.49 

Total All Losses per month $5,184,572.86 
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V. CONCLUSION 
The research presented in this papers shows that number of 

Medication Errors are very large: 6.68% of all prescriptions 
contain errors that might lead to patient disability or even 
death. This research confirms the extrapolations of possible 
Medication Errors made in work [5]. Unfortunately, for 
insurance companies it is not enough to tell that certain solution 
will save lives and health of the people – as commercial 
organizations they understand financial calculations that show 
the consequences of Medication Errors considered in terms of 
losses and profit. 

The proposed solution will allow Health Insurance 
Companies to analyze all prescriptions coming to them with the 
payment claims to be able to recognize and react on any 
possible Medication Errors. It will lead to the saved expenses 
for Insurance Company associated with Medication Errors, and 
hence it will improve the quality of healthcare services for the 
country as it helps preventing mistakes made by healthcare 
professionals. 

The research will have two major steps to continue. First, 
the larger amount of prescription will be analyzed, e.g. more 

than 100,000 to compare the analysis result with the presented 
research. And second, is to compare the number of Medication 
Errors found in a particular hospital before and after 
implementation of Clinical Decision Support system. 
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Abstract We propose in this paper a method for 
enhancing vision through fog, based on Blind Source 
Separation (BSS). BSS method recovers independent 
source signals from a set of their linear mixtures, where 
the mixing matrix is unknown. The mixtures are 
represented in our work by the natural logarithm of the 
degraded image at different wavelength. These provide an 
additive mixture of transmittivity coefficient (related to 
fog) and reflectivity coefficient (related to each point of 
the scene). 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

It is well known that traffic accidents are responsible for a 
large number of deaths and injuries all over the world. The 
main causes of accidents can be addressed to the driver’s 
objective and subjective reduced driving capabilities. The first 
case includes difficult environmental conditions (reduced 
visibility at night, adverse weather conditions). Statistics have 
shown that from the total number of injury accidents on the 
roads, around 37% occur in conditions of limited visibility, 
like darkness and fog. The second case includes, as main 
causes of accidents, the driver’s reduced level of attention due 
to fatigue or to the habitude to the task. 

Really heavy snow and rain can cause a decrease in the 
image quality, big droplets scatter the light beam, thus 
decreasing image quality. Fog is determined by a suspension 
of very small water droplets in the air, reducing visibility at 
ground level to less than a kilometer [10]. This appears when 
the humidity of an air region reaches a saturation limit and 
thus some of the nuclei turn into water droplets. 

Intense research and technological efforts are developed to 
enable applications for detecting objects in bad weather 
conditions: “Dumont [5]”, “Nayar [6]”, “Oakley [7]”, 
“MODTRAN report [8]”, “National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Science Center [9]”, 
etc.  

 
II. SECOND-ORDER NONSTATIONARY SOURCE  

WITH ROBUST ORTHOGONALIZATION 
 

In many practical problems the processed data consists of 
multidimensional observations, that has the form: 

 
                                   x(k) = A s(k) + n(k)                            (1) 

 
where the N-dimensional vector x(k) = [x1(k), x2(k), …, 
xN(k)]T is an instantaneous linear mixture of source signals, 
the M-dimensional vector s(k) = [s1(k), s2(k), … , sM(k)]T 
contains the source signals sampled at 1 ≤ k ≤ K, n(k)=[n1(k), 
n2(k), … , nN(k)]T is the additive noise vector that is assumed 
to be statistically independent of source signals and the matrix 
A called mixing matrix is the transfer function between 
sources and sensors. The source signals si(k), 1≤i≤M (M < N), 
are assumed to be independent, and additive noises ni(k), 
1≤i≤N, can be spatially correlated but temporarily white.  

To obtain source signals from observations one utilizes 
Blind Sources Separation (BSS) algorithm entitled Second-
Order Nonstationary Source (SONS), developed� by� A. 
Cichocki [3] on the foundation of A.� Belouchrani s�
algorithm� entitled Second Order Blind Identification 
(SOBI)[1]. This algorithm consists of an orthogonalization 
stage followed by a unitary transform.  

Orthogonalization stage is performed by Robust�
orthogonalization algorithm, described by A. Cichocki 
[3], which ensures that positive definite covariance matrix is 
not sensitive to the additive white noise. In order to perform 
Robust� orthogonalization for nonstationary sources, 
one divides the sensor data x(k) into B non-overlapping 
blocks (time windows Tb). At each block for preselected 
delays (p1, p2, ... , pJ) one estimates� a� set� of� symmetric�
delayed�covariance�matrices�of�sensor�signals:�
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where Rx(Tb, p) is the delayed covariance matrix of the 
observation vector from the block Tb computed as: 
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Then it is performed a singular values decomposition of 
matrix R:  
 
                                      R = Q ∑ WT                                     (5) 
 
where NxN matrix Q = [Qs Qn] (with NxM matrix Qs=[q1 

…qM ] ) and NJBxNJB matrix W are orthogonal, and ∑ is an 
NxNJB matrix whose left M columns contain 
diag[σ1, σ2, ... , σΜ] (with non increasing singular values) and 
whose right NJB-M columns are zero. For a non-zero initial 
vector of parameters α=[α11,...,α1J,…,αB1,...,αBJ]T one 
computes the linear combination: 
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One checks if R  is positive definite ( R >0) and one performs 
the eigenvalues decomposition of R . If R  isn’t positive 
definite one chooses an eigenvector v corresponding to the 
smallest eigenvalue of R  and one updates α by α+δ, where 
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and with new vector α one returns to compute the linear 
combination R . Otherwise, one performs the eigenvalues 
decomposition of symmetric positive definite matrix: 
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as follows: 
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where α is the set of parameters αi after the algorithm 
achieves convergence positive definiteness of the matrix R , 
NxM matrix V = [v1, v2, ... , vM] contains the eigenvectors 
corresponding to the largest M eigenvalues of R , and Λ = 
diag[λ1  ≥  λ2  ≥ ... ≥ λΜ] contains the eigenvalues  arranged 
in decreasing order. The Robust orthogonalization 
transformation is realized by a linear transformation with 
matrix W: 
 
                                   y(k) = W x(k)                                    (10) 
 
where the matrix W has the form: 
 
                                   W = Λ-0,5 VT                                      (11) 
 

The covariance matrices of the observed vector can be 
rewritten as: 

 

                               Rx(p) = A Rs(p) AT                                (12) 
 
Because the source signals have unit variance and are 
assumed to be uncorrelated, the covariance matrix of the 
sources vector equals the unit matrix: 
 
                            Rs(0) = E[s(k) sT(k)] = I                           (13) 
 
Consequently, Rs(p)=E[s(k) sT(k - p)] are non-zero distinct 
diagonal matrices, and it follows that: 
 
                                Rx(0) = A AT                                        (14) 
 
The components of the orthogonalized vector y(k) are 
mutually uncorrelated and they have unit variance. The 
orthogonalized covariance matrices are given by: 
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From equations (15) and (16) it results:  

  

               Ry(0) = W A AT WT = W A (W A)T = I                 (17) 
 
Thus, it follows that U = W A is an N x N unitary matrix. 
Consequently, the determination of M x N mixing matrix A is 
reduced to that of a unitary N x N matrix U. From equations 
(13) and (17) it results: 
 
      Ry(p) = W A Rs(p) AT WT = W A Rs(p) (W A)T, p ≠ 0   (18) 

 
Since Rs(p) is diagonal, any orthogonalized covariance matrix 
Ry(p) with p ≠ 0 is diagonalized by the unitary transform U. 
This transform is founded through a Joint Approximative 
Diagonalization method. 

SONS algorithm exploits the nonstationarity of signals by 
partitioning the orthogonalized sensor data into non-
overlapping blocks (time windows Tb), for which one 
estimates time-delayed covariance matrices. The method 
jointly exploits the nonstationarity and the temporal structure 
of the sources under assumption that additive noise is white or 
the undesirable interference and noise are stationary signals. 
Consequently, the orthogonalized observations y(k) are 
divided into B non-overlapping blocks (time windows Tb) and 
at each block one computes a set of covariance matrices 
Ry(Tb, pl) for b=1,…,B and l=1,…,L. Then, the algorithm�
retrieves the unitary matrix U by jointly diagonalizing a set of 
delayed covariance matrices. This matrix jointly diagonalizes 
the set MR={Ry(Tb, pl), b=1,…,B ; l=1,…, L} when the next 
criterion is minimized: 
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where off operator is defined as:  
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The unitary matrix U is computed as product of Givens 
rotations [1]. When the unitary matrix U is obtained, the 
mixing matrix is estimated by A = W+⋅U and the unmixing 
matrix is then given by UT W, where + denotes the pseudo-
inverse. 

 
III. TRANSMISSION OF RADIATION 

 
A general formula for radiation transmission, implemented 

on a real satellite (the parameters are presented in [8]), 
contains three terms: 
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where Lv represents the radiance observed by the satellite.  

We chose to use a very simple description, due to a small 
distance between the scene and camera (10 - 20 m). The 
radiance of the observed image is described for each 
wavelength λ and at each pixel k by the equation: 
 
                 L(λ,k)=LS(λ) r0(λ,k) τ + LS(λ) (1-τ(λ,k))              (22) 
 
where β is the scattering coefficient, LS is the sky radiance, 
τ(λ,k)=exp(-β(λ) d(k)), d is the distance between the scene and 
camera, L0 is the object radiance and r0=L0/LS. The first term 
of the right hand side corresponds to the surface radiation and 
the second term corresponds to the atmospheric radiation. 

 
IV. DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM AND BLIND 

SOURCE SEPARATION 
 

A wavelet is, as the name might suggest, a little piece of a 
wave. A wavelet transform involves convolving the signal 
against particular instances of the wavelet at various time 
scales and positions. Since we can model changes in 
frequency by changing the time scale, and model time 
changes by shifting the position of the wavelet, we can model 
both frequency and location of frequency.  

When we actually perform the Discrete Wavelet 
Transform, the common approach involves using the dyadic 
scheme. This is where we increase the scale and step spacing 

between wavelets by a factor of two at each step. e.g., in the 
first pass, we would use wavelets of scale 1 and space them 1 
sample apart. Then in the second pass, we’d scale them to two 
samples, and space them apart by two samplepoints. What we 
do is take a lowpass and a highpass  version of the curve and 
separate the highpass and lowpass information. In short, we 
treat the wavelet transform as if it is a filter bank. And we 
iterate downward along the lowpass subband. The lowpass 
data is treated as a signal in its own right and it is subdivided 
into its own low and high subbands.  

These properties are essential for noise reduction in real 
images, these encompass the scene (low frequency 
components bound to the environment distribution) and of an 
additive noise in high frequency. These features are exploited 
to proceed to a blind separation in low frequencies and to de-
noise images in high frequencies. The proposed method 
requires the following steps: 
1. calculate a wavelet transform and order the coefficients by 
increasing frequency; 
2. apply a BSS method on the average coefficients of low 
frequencies in order to separate the scattering environment 
and the scene; 
3. calculate the median absolute deviation on the largest 
coefficient spectrum. The median is calculated from the 
absolute value of the coefficients. Apply a thresholding 
algorithm to the wavelet coefficients of high frequencies. 
Wavelet coefficients below a threshold are left out and only 
the largest ones correspondent to features of the scene are 
kept; 
4. perform the inverse DWT from the low resolution scene 
obtained in 2 and thresholded coefficients obtained in 3 in 
order to restore the de-noised image. Using the inverse 
wavelet transform the original data can be perfectly 
reconstructed. 

 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 
In this work, we proposed a technique, based on Blind 

Source Separation, for enhancing visibility when fog reduces 
it. 

The basic model that we consider here express a statistic 
image ( )kL ,λ  degraded by fog, using the model described in 
section III. Equation (22) can be rewritten as: 

 
                L(λ,k)=LS[1 + τ(λ, k)(r0(λ, k)-1)]                      (23) 
 

Since the sources are determined within a scale factor, an 
added constant does not change their shape, we arrive at the 
basic model of source separation, with the mixtures 
ln(L(λ, k)), and sources ln(τ) and ln(r0 + constant). The 
exponential of the second restored source gives a gray level 
enhanced image (reflectivity coefficient r0). 

First we use a synthetic image that contains 200x200 pixels 
and 16 color squares. Each square has its known depth and 
also its own color. The synthetic degradation follows the 
model described in section III (β=0.7, Ls=110). The following 
objective measure estimates the quality of the enhancement: 
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where e1 and e2 are normalized mean squared errors (nmse) of 
the degraded and the enhanced images respectively, reported 
to the original image. In “Fig. 1. d, e”, BSS method displays 
the following extracted sources: two irradiance profiles - one 
very close to the original image “Fig. 1. d” and the other 
related to the depth distribution “Fig. 1. e”. The enhanced 
image in “Fig. 1. d” is obtained with a high ratio E = 93. 71%. 

To get more data we use a pre-processing technique 
exploiting information of Hue, Saturation, Luminance. 
Scattering is characterized by a strong irradiance J (with in 
80%) and an extremely low saturation level S (<10%). 
Scattering quantity β is thus estimated in every pixel (k) by: 

 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )2211 max,maxmin fkffkfk =β         (25) 
 

where f1(k)=L(k)2, f2(k)=(max(S)-S(k))2. 

 
Fig. 1: Mesh representation of the method results           

(a-original image; b-depth distribution; c-degraded image; 
and BSS restored sources (d-S1; e-S2) 

 

     
 

a)      b) 
 

       
 
                       c)                                             d) 

 
Fig. 2. Non-uniform fog: -a) degraded image, -b) enhanced 

image; Uniform fog: -c) degraded image. -d) enhanced image. 
 
A minimum of these functions permits to exclude saturated 
luminous pixels (for example the high yellow) and 
unsaturated pixels whose luminance is very weak (ex.: black), 
these colors being signs of no fog. Using scattering 
coefficient β and the scattering environment color C={CR, CG, 
CB} (determined using the mean values of RGB histograms or 
homogeneous zone), it is possible to recover approximately 
the original image:  
 

               ( ) ( ) ( )( )kCkkXJ ββ −⋅−= 10                         (26) 

 
These three RGB components complete the original data set 
to provide a set of six mixtures to be processed. 

Next, we experimented two types of artificial fog simulated 
in the laboratory, the first one is uniform (Fig. 2a) and the 
second one is non-uniform (Fig. 2c). The data was processed 
by SONS algorithm and visual quality enhancement can be 
perceived in Fig. 2 b, d. 
 

Next figure represents an image degraded by real fog. The 
result confirms the feasibility of the Blind separation process. 
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Fig. 3. Real conditions: -a) degraded image,  
-b) enhanced image. 

 
VI. CONCLUSIONS 

 
A new numerical method for artificial vision using Blind 

Source Separations technique is constructed. This method 
combines source separation and Discrete Wavelet Transform 
due to presence of the noise in high frequency. Blind Source 
Separation recovers the transmittivity coefficient and the 
reflectivity coefficient of the scene – the enhanced image. 
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This paper presents a case-study where a new programming 
technique is applied to an established branch of software devel-
opment.  The purpose of the study was to test whether or not 
aspect-oriented programming (AOP) could be used in operating 
systems development.  Instead of any real world operating sys-
tem an educational OS with the name Nachos was used.  This 
was because Nachos is written in Java which makes it easy to 
introduce aspect-oriented techniques.  In this paper a new file 
system for the Nachos OS is developed and then it is analyzed by 
profiling and metrics.  The results show that it is possible to use 
AOP in OS development and that it is also beneficial to do so.  
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
 

This article is based on a master’s thesis with the same title 
by the author.  The main points of the thesis are introduced 
and the most important results are summarized.  The original 
thesis can be found in [1]. 

The operating system development has mainly been done 
in plain old C.  This causes many problems, because C is a 
procedural language and the structural programming para-
digm it is based on has its own problems.  Better languages 
for development have emerged but in the area of OS pro-
gramming they have been neglected.  Still, some experimental 
and research operating systems have been coded in C++ and 
other object oriented languages.  These operating systems 
however still have problematic issues with their source code.   
This is because even with the object oriented paradigm there 
are certain parts of program logic that are deeply intertwined 
with the other modules.  These parts of the program are in-
cluded in the code of almost every module and changing them 
is very error prone.  Also understanding the program flow 
becomes very difficult with lots of tangled code that affects 
all parts of the program.  Examples of this kind of program 
logic include logging, security and virtual memory manage-
ment.  For example, to do logging, every function that has to 
be logged must call the logging functions when it starts ex-
ecuting and when it is done and finding all these function 
calls can quickly become a maintenance nightmare. 

There is however a solution for this problem of so called 
crosscutting concerns.  An extension to object oriented para-
digm called Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP) makes it 
possible to define these crosscutting concerns in their own 
modules.  This separates their implementation from the rest of 
the code, the so called core functionality and makes it easy to 
change their implementation without affecting other code.  

In this document AOP is applied to an OS kernel to devel-
op a new better file system to replace the original simple one.  
This is achieved by using the AspectJ compiler, which is an 
addition to standard Java compiler that makes it possible to 
use aspects, the modules defining crosscutting concerns, with 
Java programming language.  The performance of the imple-
mentation with aspects is compared with the standard Java 
implementation by profiling.  This with code metrics is used 
to determine how the aspect oriented technology affects the 
performance of the program and size of the source code.  The 
original hypothesis was that the aspect version would be 
somewhat slower but also smaller in size.  Also to assess the 
goodness of the object model and maintainability of the soft-
ware, metrics related to coupling between classes are calcu-
lated.  The hypothesis here was that the use of aspects would 
greatly reduce coupling. 

The operating system used for this paper is called Nachos 
and it is designed for educational uses.  It is a rather small and 
simple operating system but still has all the important features 
of a real operating system.  Further information on Nachos 
can be found in [2]. 

 
II. OTHER RELATED RESEARCH 

 
Other papers related to using AOP with operating systems 

have been published in different OOP conferences.  Four such 
papers will be shortly discussed here. 

The first paper by Netinant et al. [8] was written in 2000. 
The paper’s goal is to represent how operating systems could 
be made so from the beginning that they would better support 
aspect-oriented programming.  This is an interesting and 
useful view point, because during the programming work 
done by the author for his thesis, it was many times noticed 
how difficult it is to use aspects when the original code is not 
designed to support them.  

The two other papers were published under the a-kernel 
project.  The a-kernel project is a project that aims to study 
whether the aspect-oriented programming paradigm can be 
used to modularize operating systems in an efficient way. 

The first of these papers by Coady et al. [9] describes an 
experiment with a real operating system.  In this experiment 
aspect-oriented techniques are applied to a well-known cross-
cutting concern, namely the prefetching feature of the virtual 
memory system.  This feature is responsible for loading parts 
of mapped files to memory before they are actually used.  As 
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the programming language this experiment uses AspectC 
which is a subset of AspectJ that can be used with the C pro-
gramming language.  This experiment concludes that using 
aspects makes the formerly very unclear prefetching imple-
mentation easy to understand and modify. 

The second paper [10] describes another experiment. This 
experiment was done with the well-known network file sys-
tem called NFS.  The goal of the study was to implement 
server replication functionality in to a Java version of the NFS 
file system.  This was done both by using AspectJ and by 
using traditional object-oriented method of layering.  The 
results show that aspect-oriented techniques seem to be better 
than the traditional approach.  However one has to take into 
account the possible performance degradation with aspects. 

The fourth paper [11] differs from the aforementioned pa-
pers in the way that it includes quantitative experiments.  The 
actual performance degradation is measured.  This paper 
introduces a dynamic aspect weaving system that can be used 
with the Linux kernel.  Its main use is to make kernel profil-
ing and logging applications.  The dynamic weaver is accom-
plished by using a modified version of the GCC-compiler and 
a kernel modification tool called Kerninst.  The results show 
that the performance differences between a normal kernel and 
an aspect enabled kernel are acceptable. 

 
III. BUILDING THE FILESYSTEM 

 
The Nachos originally includes a simple basic file system. 

In this paper that file system is extended with new useful 
features using aspect oriented techniques.  This is done ac-
cording to the Theme/UML software process [3]. 
Theme/UML makes the point that aspects should only be 
used when appropriate and that aspects should be included in 
the software process from the beginning, i.e. when doing 
requirements analysis.  The process followed in this represen-
tation is not exactly the Theme/UML as it is introduced in the 
book.  Rather it is a version where several steps were omitted 
to make it simpler.  

 
 

TABLE I 
FILESYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 

R1 User can create, open, close, delete, read and write files through the 
interface. 

R2 There is a logical file system on top of the physical file system. 
R3 User communicates with the logical file system. 
R4 User can create and delete directories. 
R5 User can list the contents of a directory. 
R6 Directories and files are represented logically in a composite hie-

rarchy. 
R7 User can create symbolic links. 
R8 The synchronic disk uses caching to increase performance. 
R9 Logical file system controls access based on the ACLs in the physi-

cal file system. 
R10 Physical file system is implemented with the synchronized disk. 
R11 Symbolic link is a file representing a file or directory located in 

another place. 
R12 Access control system gets the ACL from the physical file system. 
R13 Use of logical file system triggers the access control system. 
R14 The logical file system must conform to the Nachos file system 

interfaces. 

First the requirements for the new file system were cap-
tured and collected in table I. 

Next the themes were extracted from the requirements.  
The themes are the main concerns of the program.  They can 
be either cross-cutting concerns or core concerns.  The cross-
cutting ones are good candidates for using aspects.  The 
themes of the file system are presented in table II. 

In the following paragraphs the aspect related themes of the 
file system are introduced and their implementations are de-
scribed. 

 
A.  Symbolic Links 

The symbolic-links theme is implemented by using an as-
pect oriented Proxy design pattern.  The proxy pattern is orig-
inally described in [4] and its aspect version in [5]. 

The aspect Proxy pattern consists of a concrete proxy as-
pect that inherits from an abstract proxy aspect.  It also in-
cludes an interface named Subject that is used to mark those 
file system nodes that are actually proxies, i.e. symbolic links 
in the file system.  The abstract proxy aspect includes point 
cuts that catch method calls that should be delegated from the 
proxy object to the real subject and the concrete proxy aspect 
defines what method calls should actually be intercepted. 
When a method is called on a proxy object the aspect uses 
reflection to redirect the call to the real target, i.e. the target of 
the symbolic link.  The pattern is different from the traditional 
Proxy pattern because in this version of the pattern there is 
not really a separate proxy object.  Instead the proxy object is 
just a normal object that has been marked with the Subject 
interface. 

 
B. Access Control 

This theme uses the same aspect version of Proxy pattern 
as the previously introduced theme.  This time however dif-
ferent methods of the Proxy aspect are utilized.  The aspect 
Proxy pattern also includes rejection point cuts that catch 
those method calls that should possibly not be allowed to 
execute.  These actual methods are defined in the concrete 
proxy aspect.  When such a method is called the proxy aspect 
checks whether the call should be allowed or disallowed.  If 

 
 

TABLE II 
FILESYSTEM THEMES 

logical-file system The file system that the user interacts with. 
Supports the full set of operations. 

physical-file system The underlying file system that supports only 
limited set of operations. 

file-operations The operations used with file-objects. 
directory-operations The operations used with directory-objects. 
file system-hierarchy The hierarchical structure of file system 

implemented with composite pattern. 
symbolic-links An aspect for implementing the symbolic 

links. 
caching An aspect for implementing caching. 

access-control An aspect for implementing access control. 
synchronized-disk An aspect for synchronizing the usage of 

physical disk. 
concurrency-control An aspect for controlling the concurrent 

access to file system. 
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the access control list of the file does not permit the operation 
to be executed the method call is rejected.  

This access control solution was not meant to be a real 
working solution in the sense that it would be secure.  The 
model is chosen mainly based on ease of implementation and 
many security flaws can be found on this implementation.  
For example the principle of complete mediation [7] is not 
followed.  This means that access control list is not loaded 
from the disk during each file operation but a cached version 
is used instead.  So this solution is not correct but it is good 
enough for demonstrating the use of aspects for what it was 
meant. 

 
C. Disk Synchronization 

To add synchronization to the physical disk a refactoring 
was made to the SynchDisk class.  It is a class that builds a 
synchronous interface on top of the Disk class that emulates a 
physical disk.  The Nachos operating system uses only the 
synchronous disk implementation so the original Disk class is 
never referenced.  This made it possible to remove the entire 
SynchDisk class and implement the synchronization with 
aspects that were bound to the Disk class.  The Nachos im-
plementation was changed to use the original Disk class and it 
did not need to know anything about synchronization.  The 
synchronization could be turned on or off by selecting wheth-
er to compile the associated aspect into the build.  
 
D. Concurrency Issues 

The concurrency theme implements the readers and writers 
locking paradigm to the logical file system.  According to this 
paradigm only one writer can concurrently access a file while 
multiple readers can read the file simultaneously.  This para-
digm and examples of it are described in [6]. 

The FileSystemConcurrency aspect catches the read and 
write operations of FileSystemNode class.  Then it uses the 
LockHandler singleton class to acquire the right kind of lock. 
There are two kinds of locks: read lock and write lock.  After 
the operation the appropriate lock is released. 

The LockHandler is implemented as a monitor that is simu-
lated by a mutex and two condition variables.  The implemen-
tation is based on an example in [6].  The synchronization 
mechanisms included in the Nachos implementation are used 
instead of core Java synchronization because this makes the 
implementation much more portable for example to languages 
that don’t have monitors or locks. 

 
E. Disk Caching 

The caching is a very simple feature to implement.  The ab-
stract base aspect AbstractCache contains the HashMap used 
for storing the cached values.  The base aspect also contains 
the method that fetches an object from cache if one is stored 
there.  The concrete aspect DiskCache defines the associated 
point cuts for read and write operations and around advices 
for handling these operations. 

The result from a disk operation is not returned as a return 
value but is instead stored to an array given by a reference 
parameter.  This somewhat complicates the caching functio-

nality because data has to be transferred between the result 
array and the array stored in cache. 

It is easier to place the caching operation to the lowest level 
possible instead of placing it to for example file and directory 
level.  Caching the physical disk is easy because reads and 
writes are always done in constant size blocks (one disk sec-
tor) and there are only two operations to consider (readRe-
quest and writeRequest). 

Caching greatly reduces the running time of disk operations 
because the physical disk has been made very slow in Nachos 
by simulating the latencies with sleep operation.  With many 
successive read operations the cache works optimally but 
because of write-through policy write operations are not faster 
than without cache. 
 

IV. RESULTS 
 

The main object of the study was to make measurements of 
the aspect oriented code as opposed to a version that was 
developed using traditional object oriented methods.  The 
metrics had to be chosen so that they were simple enough to 
implement or do by hand, because of the lack of tools for 
aspect oriented code measurement.  Three different metrics 
were chosen: lines of code, coupling and performance. The 
performance was measured by means of a profiler.  

When looking at the results it should be noted that these re-
sults include also the two other aspect-oriented features that 
were developed in addition to the new file system.  These 
features are virtual memory and synchronization, which were 
left out of this paper. The interested should refer to [1]. 

 
A. Lines of Code Metrics 

The lines of code were measured for both the aspect ver-
sion of Nachos and the non-aspect version.  The results are 
presented in table III. 

As can be seen from the table the general trend seems to be 
that when aspects are removed from the code and the same 
functionality is developed with traditional methods the lines 
of code count actually decreases.  This is in contradiction to 
the original hypothesis that aspects would lead to more com-
pact code.  In the original hypothesis it was assumed that the 
amount of repeated code would be very large without aspects, 
but that is not the case, because usually the only repeated 
piece of code is a single method call.  Thus the abstraction 
mechanisms of the base language already eliminate the dupli-
cation of code efficiently. 
 

TABLE III 
LOC COUNTS FOR THE SYSTEM 

full aspect version 9995 
LOC of aspect files only 1284 

singleton w/o aspects 9882 
basic synchronization w/o aspects 9759 

proxy pattern w/o aspects 9794 
disk synchronization w/o aspects 9767 

disk cache w/o aspects 9706 
disk concurrency w/o aspects 9641 
virtual memory w/o aspects 9498 

system with no aspects 9467 
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The only case where the aspect version is more compact 
than the traditional version is the aspect Proxy pattern.  So 
using aspects for implementing the Proxy pattern seems like a 
good idea.  There is however the drawback that the aspect 
pattern is bit harder to understand and this has to be taken into 
account when deciding whether or not to use the aspect ver-
sion of the pattern.  

 
B. Coupling Metrics 

The original hypothesis was that the use of aspects should 
dramatically decrease the coupling between core classes.  
This is because the coupling is moved from the classes itself 
into the aspect code.  The aspect code works like glue that 
binds together the classes that collaborate to implement some 
feature, functionality or a pattern. 

Three different coupling metrics were calculated.  The first 
is forward coupling, i.e. the number of references going from 
class to other classes.  The second is backward coupling, i.e. 
the number of references coming into a class from other 
classes.  The third is package coupling, i.e. number of refer-
ences that go from one package into another.  The forward 
coupling mostly affects reuse, while the backward and pack-
age couplings affect ease of maintenance.  The names of the 
metrics were given by the author for the purposes of this 
paper.  Similar metrics with generally accepted names can be 
found in the Internet and literature. 

Table IV shows the number of classes that one class has to 
know about to handle its responsibilities.  

As can be seen from table IV the forward coupling metric 
is smaller for all the relevant classes when aspects are used.  

Table V shows the number of classes that know about a 
certain class. This is the backward coupling metric. 

As can be seen from table V also the backward coupling 
metric with aspects is smaller for all the relevant classes. 

Table VI shows the number of couplings between different 
packages.  The columns are non-aspect, aspect and debugging 
with aspects, which will be explained below. 

From table VI it can be seen that with this implementation 
the use of aspects seems to have very little effect on package 
coupling.  Indeed between most of the packages the coupling 
does not change at all.  Furthermore, even if only the pack-
ages  that are affected by aspects are taken into account the 
average decrease is 17 %. This is still not very significant. 
 
 
 

TABLE IV 
FORWARD COUPLING METRIC 

Class Coupling w/o aspects Coupling with as-
pects 

LogicalDirectory 7 5 
Disk 6 4 

Condition 5 4 
LogicalFile 5 3 

LogicalFileSystem 5 4 
FileSystemNode 4 2 

Semaphore 3 2 
FileSystemNodeProxy 3 - 

Lock 2 1 
 

TABLE V 
BACKWARD COUPLING METRIC 

Class Coupling w/o aspects Coupling with as-
pects 

Interrupt 10 8 
FileSystemNode 4 3 

Lock 4 2 
AccessController 3 1 

LockHandler 2 0 
LogicalFile 2 1 

OpenFileReal 2 1 
Condition 2 1 
Semaphore 2 0 
AddrSpace 2 1 

FileSystemNodeProxy 2 0 
 
When studying the original data in the table and thinking 

about the causes for the large coupling numbers it was rea-
lized that the Debug class in the threads package was the 
cause of most inter-package coupling.  Indeed most of the 
coupling is from the other packages to the thread package.  

Implementing the debugging information with aspects 
would of course be a textbook example of using aspects but 
because it was not part of the original plan it was not done. 
However the results in table VI were calculated by ignoring 
the references to the Debug in the original data.  It can be 
seen from the table that this modification would noticeably 
reduce the coupling between certain packages. 

Summary of the statistics related to coupling is given in ta-
ble VII.  The first column is the name of the metric, the 
second is metric without aspects, the third is metric with as-
pects, the fourth is the decrease in percents and the fifth is the 
standard deviation of the decrease. 

 
 

TABLE VI 
PACKAGE COUPLING METRIC 

Package 1 Package 2 Non-Aspect Aspect Debug with 
Aspect 

filesys machine 4 4 4 
machine filesys 0 0 0 
filesys threads 11 11 6 
threads filesys 5 5 5 
filesys userprog 2 2 2 

userprog filesys 1 1 1 
machine threads 21 19 12 
threads machine 13 9 9 
machine userprog 0 0 0 
userprog machine 5 5 5 
threads userprog 4 3 3 

userprog threads 9 8 3 
 
 
 

TABLE VII 
STATISTICS FOR COUPLING METRICS 

Metric Non-Aspect Aspect Decrease StDev 
Forward 4.44 2.78 37 % 0.71 

Backward 3.18 1.63 49 % 0.52 
Package 6.25 5.58 11 % 1.23 
Package 

with Debug 
Aspects 

6.25 4.17 33 % 3.12 
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The table confirms the hypothesis that the backward coupl-
ing would be the one that is most affected by aspecting the 
software.  With backward coupling the standard deviation of 
the decrease is also the smallest.  This means that the decrease 
in coupling is more uniformly distributed over the classes 
than with the forward coupling.  So it seems that using as-
pects clearly makes maintenance easier for all the classes that 
are part of the aspected feature. 

With forward coupling the decrease is not as dramatic as 
with backward coupling but it still makes a difference.  The 
standard deviation of the decrease is slightly larger than with 
the backward coupling, which means that the decrease in 
coupling is more concentrated on certain classes, but not 
noticeably so.  From this the conclusion can be made that 
using aspects promotes reuse for all the classes that are part of 
the aspected feature.  

The results for package coupling are not as impressive as 
for the other forms of coupling.  This is mostly implementa-
tion dependent.  The features that were selected for aspecting 
were mostly localized to their own packages, so there was not 
crosscutting over package boundaries.  Thus for most of the 
package combinations the aspect implementation had no 
effect at all to the coupling.  This also shows up in larger 
standard deviation. 

To see the effect of implementing a package crosscutting 
feature with aspects, the effect of using aspects to log debug 
information was inspected.  As table VII shows now the ef-
fect of using aspects is almost as significant as with other 
forms of coupling.  Of course now the standard deviation is 
still larger, because the coupling reduction is concentrated to 
couplings with the threads package. 

 

C. Performance Evaluation 
Two different tests were used to analyze the performance 

of the aspect and non-aspect implementations.  The first test 
was the file system performance test that writes and reads a 
3k file in ten byte chunks and thus stresses the file system. 
Three kilobytes is the maximum file size in the current im-
plementation.  It is too small for any practical purposes but 
still a performance difference can be seen in the test between 
the aspect and non-aspect versions.  The second test was a 
virtual memory stress test.  The test multiplies two matrices 
that are too big to fit in the memory, so page faults occur 
constantly. Table VIII summarizes the results. 

Table VIII shows that the aspect version runs slower in 
both tests.  With file system the aspect version is 77 % slower 
and in the virtual memory test only 6 % slower.  

This difference can be explained by the fact that in the file 
system implementation there are lots of features that are im-
plemented as aspects and thus the aspect overhead is quite 
large.  On the other hand the virtual memory implementation 
has only a couple of aspects and so the performance differ-
ence is smaller. 

Table IX shows the results of running the file system per-
formance test in a profiler. 

The conclusion is that not only is the aspect version slower 
but that the aspect features use a larger relative portion of the 
total running time than their non-aspect counterparts.  So  

TABLE VIII 
RUNNING TIMES FOR PERFORMANCE TESTS 

 Aspect version Non-aspect version 
File system perfor-

mance 
140 ms 79 ms 

Virtual memory per-
formance 

1470 ms 1390 ms 

 

aspects definitely have the drawback of slowing the program 
down, which could be expected because of mechanisms that 
the working of aspects is based on.  It was known at the start 
of this project that there is a performance penalty.  Thus the 
relevant question is whether the good sides of aspects balance 
the bad sides. The authors think that this is the case. 

 
 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
 

This paper has studied applying the aspect-oriented pro-
gramming techniques to a traditional software development 
branch of operating systems.  The measurements made to the 
code show that the use of aspects both slows the program 
down and increases the size of the code.  On the other hand 
the use of aspects greatly decreases coupling between classes 
and thus makes the software more maintainable.  Nowadays 
the performance and size of code are not as important as they 
were before, so the authors think that aspects are a viable 
solution even to operating systems development.  Most oper-
ating systems are still written in procedural languages and 
thus are not very good candidates for aspect-oriented solu-
tions, but hopefully in the future also the operating systems 
development will move to the direction of object-oriented 
languages and make using the full power of aspects possible. 

 
VI. FUTURE RESEARCH 

 
As mentioned earlier in this study, the main object of the 

study was to make measurements of the aspect oriented code 
as opposed to a version that was developed using traditional 
object oriented methods. 

In spite of some results, which do not alone support deci-
sions to start application/software development using aspect 
oriented approach it will be anyhow interesting and scientific 
opportunity to add and diversify research work’s focus on 
software engineering. 

 
 

 
TABLE IX 

PROFILER RESULTS FOR FILE SYSTEM TEST 
 Aspect Non-Aspect 

Time spent in write 
test 

62 % 44 % 

Time spent in read test 29 % 23 % 
Time spent in creating 

a file 
8 % 2 % 

Time spent in acquir-
ing and releasing file 

system locks 

41 % 30 % 

Time spent with 
synchronized disk 

33 % 31 % 
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Requirements of software engineering for end user or en-
terprises are not only running time efficiency or quick re-
sponse rate.  In business world it is important to calculate 
total costs and productivity – add value - as well.  This means 
finally how to appraise application’s applicability for consi-
dered purposes from customer or end user point of view. 

To solve our further research problem, it will be interesting 
to assess empirically how well the aspect oriented paradigm 
fits in the development of software, for which the usage 
counts are large and algorithms are computationally heavy. 
Such problems are often encountered in the field of informa-
tion sciences, so we will be developing software that uses 
learning methods such as neural networks or Bayesian clas-
sifiers. 

In our further research our approach will be to create, using 
aspect oriented code, some specific applications, which 
means new contribution partly for software engineering as 
well as for software technical aspects. 

Our purpose is to address, could it be profitable or not to 
create new innovations and decision support systems using 
aspect oriented approach 

It will be challenging to us to create a formula, which 
shows economically, when the aspect oriented approach is 
gainful. 

 
 
The first draft for the formula could be as follows: 
 
 

Gdevel = Cdevel ( Tdevelasp – Tdeveltrad )                                         (1) 
 
Gdevel is the gain for development 
Cdevel is the cost for development in eur/h 
Tdevelasp is the time used for development with aspects 
Tdeveltrad is the time used for traditional development 
 
 
Gmaint = Cmaint ( Tmaintasp – Tmainttrad )                                       (2) 
 
Gmaint is the gain for maintenance 
Cmaint is the cost for maintenance in eur/h 
Tmaintasp is the time used for maintenance with aspects 
Tmainttrad is the time used for maintenance with traditional 
methods 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Gresp = Cresp (ΣΤiasp –ΣTitrad )                                           (3) 
 
Gresp is the gain for response time 
Cresp is the cost for response time in eur/ms 
Tiasp is the response time for ith operation with aspects in ms 
Titrad is the response time for ith operation with traditional 
methods in ms 
 
Gtotal = Gdevel + Gmaint + Gresp                                                 (4) 
 
Gtotal is the total gain  

 
Our hypothesis is that the total gain Gtotal would be nega-

tive, i.e. using aspects would lead to cost-savings. This is 
what we are going to test in our further work. 
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Abstract 
Internet Protocol Security (IPSec) is the defacto standard, 
which offers secured Internet communications, providing traf-
fic integrity, confidentiality and authentication. Besides this, it 
is assumed that IPSec is not suitable for the protection of real-
time audio transmissions as the IPSec related enlargement of 
packets and the usage of the Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) 
mode contradict stringent requirements. IPSec overhead of at 
least 44 bytes for each Internet Protocol (IP)-packet cannot 
guarantee Quality of Service (QOS) due to a bad wireless link 
by which the Ethernet flow control intercepts and makes a 
real time transmission impossible. 

This paper presents a survey and analysis study of IPSec and 
its impact on interactive communication for securing voice and 
video packets with emphasis on three main domains: Imple-
mentation issues of IPSec, Computational and Protocol over-
head of IPSec and finally discusses about the scalability issues 
of IPSec.  
 
Keywords: IPSec, QOS, WLAN, IKE, MTU, RSA, NAT 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

IPSec is a combination of protocols, which work to-
gether to assist in protecting communications over IP 
networks. IPSec can be used to secure all communica-
tions, for example, by using authentication and en-
cryption without requiring any further modifications 
to applications or protocols. If we need to ensure that a 
message is not modified in transit or that they are un-
readable to network intruders, IPSec provides a solu-
tion, which can be used to achieve these ends. Al-
though IPSec can be apply to a variety of situations 
for example real-time interactive communication. The 
major disadvantage of IPSec is the lack of protection 
in real-time multimedia and the protocol overhead.  

IPSec is a security mechanism implemented in the IP 
layer, which offers per-packet basis authentication, 
privacy and integrity. To enable IPSec, both ends must 
exchange IPSec Security Associations (SA), which 

includes IP addresses of ends, algorithms, shared se-
cret and the lifetime of SA. as shown in Fig. 1, IPSec 
architecture is composed of layered components: two 
security protocols, Authentication Header (AH) and 
Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP). Both Protocols 
perform main role for access control, based on the se-
curity associations (SA) and key management. 

AH and ESP both are used to protect the IP header and 
encrypt the data. However, this level of protection is 
hardly ever used because of the increased overhead 
that AH would acquire for packets that are already 
protected by ESP. ESP protects everything but the IP 
header, and modifying the IP header does not provide 
a valuable target for attackers. Generally, the only 
valuable information in the header is the address, and 
this cannot be spoofed effectively because ESP guar-
antees data origin authentication for the packets.  

For protecting IP packets, IPSec describes “Security 
Association” (SA) which is defined by the packet’s 
destination IP address and a 32-bit Security Parameter 
Index (SPI). Furthermore, SA can be encapsulated 
within SA, to form SA bundles, allowing layered 
IPSEC protection. For example, one SA might protect 
all traffic through a gateway, while another SA would 
protect all traffic to a particular host. The packets fi-
nally routed across the network would be encapsulated 
in an SA bundle consisting of both SA. The other side 
of the connection could be identical in design, consist-
ing of a gateway implementing a tunnel SA, followed 
by a host implementing a transport SA, or the entire 
bundle could be terminated in a single host, which 
would then implement both SAs. The IP protocol is 
stateless and connectionless, hence cannot guarantee a 
secure delivery of the information. To overcome this 
limitation and offer a stateful security, IPSec introduc-
es logical connections, indicated as Security Associa-
tions (SA), able to provide security services to the 
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traffic, which flows through them. Each IPSec node 
keeps a SA Database (SAD) and a Security Policy Da-
tabase (SPD). SPD contains a set of rules with selec-
tors used to match the traffic being processed by a pol-
icy; each policy is identified by a Security Policy Index 
(SPI). The SPI is used to identify which SAD entry con-
tains the encryption key, IP source(src)/destination(dst) 
address (or address range) to be handled by IPSec, en-
cryption algorithm, encryption mode (transport or tun-
nel), and so forth. The management of SAD and SPD, 
which includes creation, activation, destruction of en-
tries, can be performed manually by an operator, but 
due to the overwhelming complexity of such ap-
proach, which raises obvious scalability problems, it is 
often delegated to an automated process. The Internet 
Security Association and Key Management Protocol 
(ISAKMP) has been designed to be a generic frame-
work for authentication and key exchange; amongst 
the others, the Internet Key Exchange (IKE) the most 
widely adopted protocol for SA negotiation and key-
ing material provisioning [8]. Shortly, IKE consists of 
two Phases; During Phase 1, two ISAKMP peers es-
tablish a secured channel to communicate. During 
Phase 2, the secured channel is used to negotiate IPSec 
SA, exchange keying codes, and so on [10]. 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. IPSec Security architecture in layers [6] 

 

II. ISSUES AND PROBLEMS 

Although IPSec can be applied to a variety of applica-
tions, this paper focuses on issues and problems that 
are encountered mostly in real-time applications, but 

not in all environments. Followings are some common 
issues related to IPSec: 

  Computational and protocol overhead. 

  Data interruption threats. 

  High cost of computation load. 

  Scalability. 

A. Computational and protocol overhead 
IPSec is not suitable for the protection of real-time 
audio transmissions, because the IPSec related en-
largement of packets and the usage of the Cipher 
Block Chaining (CBC) mode contradict the stringent 
requirements. IPSec overhead of at least 44 bytes for 
each IP-packet noticeably decreases the transmission 
quality. Moreover, the fact that the CBC mode com-
bines the previous block of cipher text with the current 
block of plaintext before encrypting it, results in a 
higher error rate [1].  

B. Data interruption threats 
IPSec allows some traffic to pass unprotected, such 
as Broadcast, Multicast, Internet Key Exchange 
(IKE), and Kerberos. Most studies indicate that it is 
impossible to utilize strong cryptographic functions 
for implementing security protocols on handheld 
devices [5]. 

Attackers could potentially use this knowledge to their 
advantage to send unauthorized malicious traffic 
through the IPSec filters. Carefully monitor the traffic 
that is passing through the IPSec tunnel, as well as that 
which is bypassing it. For example, network-based 
intrusion detection system (IDS) or intrusion preven-
tion system (IPS) devices can be typically configured 
to alert on non-tunneled traffic. 

C. High cost of computation load 

IPSec provides the security services of data confi-
dentiality, message entity authentication, data inte-
grity and protection against replay attacks. On the 
other hand produces overheads, both computational 
and protocol related. Consequently, could cause ad-
ditional IP fragmentation, since the protocol over-
head could overflow the Maximum Transmission 
Unit (MTU) [1].  
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Fig. 2. IPSec AH and ESP Tunnel Modes [12]  

 

D. Scalability 
IPSec is being increasingly deployed in the context of 
networked embedded systems. The resource-
constrained nature of embedded systems makes it 
challenging to achieve satisfactory performance while 
executing security protocols [2].  

III. APPROACHES AND METHODOLOGIES 

A. Computational and protocol overhead  

To measure the overheads of IPSec over WLAN and its 
impact on a video-conferencing system and on Voice 
Over Internet Protocol (VoIP) telephony, two video 
sources with different dynamics have been used on test-
bed, one video with highly dynamic contents (actually a 
cut-out from the action movie “Mission Impossible and 
one with low dynamics (a student reading-out a newspa-
per). For monitoring loss-rate, jitter and delay, the videos 
transmitted Harmonic distortion Inequalities (HMI), Li-
near Matrix Inequalities (LMI), Harmonic Distortion2 
(HM2) and linear matrix2 (LM2) over the test-bed. All 
frames were treated equally throughout the evaluation of 
the overall frame loss-rate (no differentiation between 
Intra (I), Predicted (P) and Bi-Directional (B) frames). 
The results showed a higher loss-rate for I-frames for 
both (IPSec on and off) setups. The relative differences 
showed the same picture as the overall loss-rates. For 
packet sizes below the threshold value of 256 bytes, the 
influence of IPSec increases significantly [1].  

 

 

 

 
 

 Fig. 3. High motion video (left) and low motion (right) using B-Frames [1] 

B. Data interruption threats 

When a host wishes to communicate with another host 
with whom it does not share a Security Association it 
has to negotiate one using IKE. Each peer needs to per-
form one Republic of South Africa (RSA) signing and 
one RSA verification operation, as well as one SHA 
message hashing operation. The second phase handles 
the establishment of security associations, between two 
hosts that have completed the first phase, for a specific 
type of traffic. The proposed calculations based on HP 
(Compaq) iPAQ H3630, determined that an IPSec hand-
shake should take approximately 0.16 seconds for a 
1,024 bits key and just over a second for a 2,048 bits key 
on mobile constrained devices [5] as shown in Table II. 

C. High cost of computation load 

The system administrator [4, 8] bases the protection 
offered by IPSec to certain traffic on requirements 
defined by security policy rules defined and main-
tained. In general, packets are selected for a packet 
protection mode based on network and transport layer 
header information matched against rules in the poli-
cy, i.e., transport protocol, source address port num-
ber, and destination address and port number. To de-
fine traffic protection rules, the IPSec standard speci-
fies the policy operational guidelines that should be 
implemented by vendors rather than a specific policy 
model. In this work, use a generic policy format that 
resembles the format used in a wide range of IPSec 
implementations [7]. This policy model is composed 
of two lists of packet-filtering rules:  
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TABLE I  

 PARAMETERS OF VIDEO SOURCES [1] 

Crypto-access list: consists of ordered filtering rules that 
specify required actions for packets that match the rule 
conditions. All traffic is matched against the access 
rules sequentially until a matching rule is found. The 
matching rule action is either “protect” for secure 
transmission, “bypass” for insecure transmission, or 
“discard” to drop the traffic. 

Crypto-map list: consists of prioritized filtering rules that 
determine the cryptographic transformations required 
to protect the traffic selected for protection by the 
access list. Traffic may match multiple rules resulting 
in applying more than one transformation on the same 
traffic such that higher priority transformations are 
applied first. 

The access list is used to define IPSec protection rules, 
while the map list is use to define IPSec transforma-
tion rules. A transform is any cryptographic service 
that can be used to protect network traffic. These secu-
rity services are IPSec, AH and ESP protocols operat-
ing either in transport or tunnel mode along with the 
cryptographic algorithm and the necessary crypto-
graphic parameters. Fig. 4. shows an example of a typ-
ical outbound IPSec policy. The policy at each device 
is defined in terms of the access-list (upper section) 
and the map-list (lower section). In this work, we con-
sider that inbound traffic arriving at a device interface 
is matched against a mirror image of the outbound IP- 

TABLE II. 

TIMING MEASUREMENTS OF LOW-LEVEL CRYPTOGRAPHIC PRIMITIVES ON 
AN IPAQ H3630  

Sec policy of this interface, i.e., the inbound policy is 
similar to the outbound policy after swapping the 
packet filters for source and destination addresses [7].  

D. Scalability  

 The design space of a configurable and extensible 
embedded processor platform named (Xtensa) for 
improving the performance of IPSec-like security 
protocols. The analysis identifies points in the de-
sign space that simultaneously improve the perfor-
mance of both the compute-intensive cryptographic 
components, and the memory behavior of the proto-
col processing part, in a cost effective manner on an 
embedded processor. To the best of our knowledge, 
this is the first work to present a systematic analysis 
of IPSec execution on configurable and extensible 
processors which provides a maximum speed-up of 
6X for IPSec processing.  
In order to improve the performance of IPSec 
processing, compute-intensive operations in IPSec 
protocol and cryptographic processing are converted 
into special-purpose instructions. These compute-
intensive operations (also called hotspots) are identi-
fied by studying the performance profiles of IPSec 
protocol and cryptographic processing [2].  

Name MPEG-4 
Enc 

GOP Bit-rate 

HM1 

LM1 

HM2 

LM2 

HHI 

HHI 

FFMPEG 

FFMPEG 

IBBPBB
PBBPBB 

IBBPBB
PBBPBB 

IP25 

IP25 

476kbps 

276kbps 

500kbps 

500kbps 
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Fig. 4. Example of an IPSec configuration [7] 

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper we present analysis and study of IPSec and 
demonstrate the feasibility of using IPSec on Interactive 
communication for the protection of real-time data; like 
voice and video, even when using a wireless link. Addi-
tionally, it has to be taken into account that CBC can be 
used to remove the packet enlargement issue related with 
IPSec. It has been shown that the IPSec protocol can be 
used to secure communication between two ends. The 
IPSec drawbacks, with respect to interactive communi-
cations, namely the enlargement of the IP packets and 
the consecutive faults (caused by Cipher Block Chain-
ing) have an impact on the perceptual quality while 
much progress is required to identify the flaws (loss of 
packets, jitter, and delays) of IPSec.  

The paper discusses the general issues related with 
IPSec and describes mechanisms for secured commu-
nication. Further research is required in the use of per-
formance enhancing techniques with an IPSec pro-
tected network layer.  

Future research plan includes online discovery and 
recovery of conflicts between IPSec devices and other 

security devices like firewalls and Network Address 
Translation (NATs). 
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Abstract- It is well recognized in software industry that 

requirements engineering is critical to the success of any major 
development project. Quality attributes could not be achieved 
without certain requirements specified by project managers that 
should be exhibited within the system. Thus, further research is 
needed to calculate the weighting factors of software quality 
attributes in an attempt to quantify, or in other words, to measure 
a software quality attribute from software project specified 
document. The aim of this paper is to propose a questionnaire 
that is designed to model one of the software quality attribute 
which is the security attribute and to illustrate the method used in 
determining the weighting factor for each question in the 
questionnaire. The proposed questionnaire is to elicit security 
requirements and its relative importance in the project under 
consideration for example: security could not be fulfilled without 
the presence of appropriate security mechanisms such as 
authentication, access control, and encryption, and to give a 
measurement for development efforts on security related feature.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

In a previous work, the authors utilized the non-functional 
requirements i.e. quality attributes defined by the project 
managers, as the basis for software cost estimation (SCE) in 
order to provide enhanced and more realistic results when 
undertaking the cost estimation process [1]. The authors 
introduced a new cost estimation (CE) model as seen in “Fig 
1”; using case-based reasoning, with “just enough” of each 
attribute to satisfy the requirements of the software system. 

 

 
Fig. 1. The Proposed Model 

As seen from “Fig 1” that the first step in the cost estimation 
process is to try to collect the relevant data through answering 
a group of questionnaires that reflect the quality characteristics 
that are required in the new software system, and try to 
quantify these attributes [1]. 

So that, The main objective of this paper is to give a clear 
illustration about one of the designed questionnaire that will be 
utilized to develop the previous work taking the security 
quality attribute as an example. As an example for the 
importance of the security in the desired software system, 
developing web based catalogue services which have on line 
payment options should be accompanied with secure electronic 
transaction payment requirements that would acquire policies 
like cryptographic controls for the protection of the 
information transmission. It is hoped that this work will act as 
a useful example to practitioners in the near future for other 
software quality attributes (like performance, reliability, 
usability and so on …), but with different questioning criteria. 

In this paper, the second section is dedicated to discuss the 
software requirement specifications. Subsequently in the third 
section, focusing on security requirement and then in the fourth 
section the security questionnaire is presented with the 
explanation of the questionnaire contents and the justification 
for choosing these questions, also with the demonstration of 
the data gathering technique 

 

II. SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATIONS 

Software Requirement Specification (SRS) is the initial 
product development phase in which information is gathered 
about the requirements. This information-gathering stage can 
include onsite visits, questionnaires, surveys, interviews, and 
perhaps a Return-on-Investment analysis or Needs Analysis of 
the customer or client’s current business environment. SRS is 
basically an organization’s understanding of a customer’s or 
client’s system requirements and dependencies at a certain time 
prior to any actual design or development work. It’s a two-way 
insurance policy that assures that both the client and the 
organization understand the other’s requirements [2]. 

The SRS document itself states in precisely and explicitly 
those functions and capabilities that the software system (i.e. a 
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software application, an e-commerce web site, and so on) must 
provide, as well as any required constraints by which the 
software system must abide [3]. The SRS is often referred to as 
the “parent” document because all subsequent project 
management documents, such as design specifications, work 
statements, testing and validation plans, and documentation 
plans are related to it [2]. It is important to note that SRS 
contains only functional and non-functional requirements; it 
does not offer design suggestions, possible solutions to 
technology or business issues, or any other information other 
than the understanding of the development team of what the 
customer’s system requirements meant to be [4]. 

 

III. SECURITY REQUIREMENTS  

When discussing security requirements, they often tend to be 
general mechanisms such as password protection, firewalls, 
virus detection tools, and the like. Studies show that attention 
to security can save the economy billions of dollars, yet 
security concerns are often treated as an afterthought to 
functional requirements. 

A recent study found that the Return on Investment when 
security analysis and secure engineering practices are 
introduced early in the development cycle ranges from 12 to 21 
percent [6]. As reported by [7], software with security faults 
and poor reliability costs the economy $59.5 billion annually in 
breakdowns and repairs. [8] defined security requirements as 
“restrictions or constraints” on system services. [9] described a 
security requirement as “a manifestation of a high-level 
organizational policy into the detailed requirements of a 
specific system” and they remarked that security requirements 
are a kind of non-functional requirement. [10] stated that a 
security policy is a document that expresses what protection 
mechanisms are to achieve and that the process of developing a 
security policy is the process of requirements engineering. [11] 
appears to take a similar view, stating that “security 
requirements mostly concern what must not happen”. [12] 
affirmed that “security constraints define the system’s security 
requirements”. [13] expressed a security requirement as “a 
quality requirement that specifies a required amount of security 
in terms of a system-specific criterion and a minimum level 
that is necessary to meet one or more security policies”. These 
multiple definitions of security requirements are difficult to 
understand satisfaction criteria, and lack a clear track for 
deriving security requirements from business goals.  

Generally, requirements should specify what data privileges 
should be granted to the various roles at various times in the 
life of the resource, and what mechanisms should be in place to 
enforce the policy [14]. The integrity of the data is determined 
if the data origin is validated i.e. to ensure that the data arrived 
unaltered (whether accidental or malicious) therefore, integrity 
is handled as data origin authentication where a failure in 
authentication can lead to a violation of access control policy 
[14]. Confidentiality mechanisms are used to enforce 
authorization i.e. when a resource is exposed to a user, what 

exactly is exposed, the actual resource, or some transformation 
or proxy? This involves encryption, algorithms and parameters 
for initialization [14]. Resources can be any piece of data or 
functionality that can be used by a program, including not only 
application data such as personal information of users, but also 
many kinds of resources that are often implicit or overlooked 
in specifying a software system such as: databases, 
cryptographic key stores, registry keys, web pages (static and 
dynamic), audit logs, network sockets, any other files and 
directories [14]. 

From all of the above it can be said that security 
requirements represent constraints on functional requirements 
that are needed to satisfy applicable system’s security goals 
and they express these goals in operational terms, precise 
enough to be given to a designer. 

 

IV. SECURITY QUESTIONNAIRE 

The authors report here a survey to examine software 
security requirements at the early stage of the software 
development life cycle. Interviews handled with a sample size 
of 40 participants (including requirements’ engineers, system 
designers, software developers, system operational support, 
software maintenance specialists, testers, etc.) whom currently 
and previously were engaged in managing software 
development projects. The participants are staff members from 
the Information and Documentation Center and also from the 
Faculty of Computing & Information Technology, within the 
collaborating institution (The Arab Academy for Science and 
Technology and Maritime Transport (AASTMT). The 
participants were selected based on their expertise in 
programming and analysis. 

The questionnaire was passed through two steps. The aim of 
the first step was to get the potential responses to each 
interview question to ensure that each question sought 
sufficient and appropriate to the security field,  taking into 
consideration that these security requirements does not involve 
hardware nor networking requirements, it does only involve 
the software security modules. The output from this step was 
resultant list of questions that was reviewed and modified to 
respond to comments.  

Then, the second step was carried out and a questionnaire 
was distributed to the same sample. The checklist used in the 
distributed questionnaire is for eliciting and prioritizing 
security requirements when developing application projects, 
This is obtained by judging the degree of relevance of each 
statement to software security requirements from the 
participants’ real experience to determine the weighting factor 
of each question Wf(qi) =  (answer value to question i 
/summation of all answer values to all questions). 

Then using this weighting factor of the question number i to 
calculate the measure of the software quality attribute in 
percentage as follows: 
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Wf(ans)qi is the weighting factor of the answer to question 
number i that would vary according to the responding answers 
of the project managers depending on the project application 
type the manager desires to develop; its value would be 0 if he 
does not want this feature to be included in his required 
software so it won’t cost him and would be equal to (nominal) 
= 1 if he seeks to apply this feature hence it would cost him. 

The questionnaire (see table 1) was divided into four parts as 
illustrated consecutively below. The participant is being 
presented to a number of statements to indicate his appropriate 
response to the importance degree of each statement to security 
requirements specification by ticking  the suitable number:  

5 =Very High, 4 =High, 3 =Fair, 2 =Low, 1 =Very Low. In 
case of inapplicability of the statement he/she can tick  the 
Not Applicable (NA) column. For briefing the required system 
is the new software application under development which: 

At first, it should be noted that the Information Systems (IS) 
that are used to capture, create, store, process or distribute 
classified information must be properly managed to protect 
against unauthorized disclosure of information, loss of data 
integrity, and to ensure the availability of the data and system. 
Protection requires a balanced approach including IS security 
features to include administrative, operational, computer, 
communications, and personnel controls.  

Technical protection measures depend on the required 
system whether it is a single user system or a multi user 
system. Systems that have one user at a time, but have a total 
of more than one user with no sanitization between users, are 
multi-user systems, in which it is  allowed that each user of the 
system to have private files that the other users cannot tamper 
with or read. Extensive measures are usually inappropriate and 
inordinately expensive for single-user, stand-alone systems. 

As the complexity of a specific IS and the associated residual 
risk for this system increase, the need for identification and 
authentication of users and process becomes more significant. 
Identification and authentication controls are required to ensure 
that users have the appropriate clearances and need-to-know for 
the information on a particular system and those controls are 
divided into two kinds: (a) Unique Identification: Each user shall 
be uniquely identified and that identity shall be associated with 
all auditable actions taken by that individual. (b)Authentication 
at Logon: Users shall be required to authenticate their identities 
at “logon” time by supplying their authenticator, such as a 
password, or smart card prior to the execution of any application 
or utility on the system. 

Policies and procedures to detect and deter incidents caused 
by malicious code, such as viruses or unauthorized 
modification to software, shall be implemented or not. It is 
supposed that all files should be checked for viruses before 
being introduced on an information system and checked for 
other malicious code as feasible. 

Session controls shall be required over identification and 
authentication or not, for controlling the establishment of a 
user’s session. As for example if the software system provides 
the capability of tracking successive logon attempts, the 

following should be done: (a) access denial after multiple 
repeated unsuccessful attempts on the same user ID, (b) and 
limitation of the number of access attempts in a specified time 
period. Furthermore, the required system shall detect an 
interval of user inactivity then disable any future user activity 
until the user re-establishes the correct identity with a valid 
authenticator. All of the previously mentioned requirements are 
relating to the systems users. 

Then coming to the second part, which is dealing with the 
integrity of the system information sensitivity that would be 
preserved, the following must be asked. The privileged users 
required to have access to IS controlling, monitoring or 
administrative functions. For example: users having “super 
user”, “root”, or equivalent access to a system like system 
administrator, i.e. with complete control of an IS, set up and 
administer users’ accounts and authenticators, users who are 
given the authority to control and change other users’ access to 
data or program files like database managers, and users who 
are given special access for troubleshooting or monitoring an 
IS’ security functions like analysts. 

After the determination of the system information 
sensitivity, next requirements should be inquired. 

Control of changes to data may range from simply detecting 
a change attempt to the ability to ensure that only authorized 
changes are allowed in order to preserve data integrity. 
Procedures and features are to be implemented to ensure that 
changes to data are executed only by technically qualified 
authorized personnel then a transaction log shall be available to 
allow the immediate correction of all unauthorized data 
changes at all times. In other words, system recovery functions 
shall be addressed to respond to failures or interruptions in 
operation in order to ensure that the system is returned to a 
condition where all security-relevant functions are operational. 
If disaster recovery planning is contractually mandated, as in 
the facility’s mission essential applications and information, 
procedures for the backup of all essential information and 
software should be identified and the testing procedures as 
well.  

Following program related requirements, the data security 
requirements should be involved. Security auditing involves 
recognizing, recording, storing, and analyzing information 
related to security-relevant activities. 

The audit records can be used to determine what activities 
had occurred and which user or process was responsible for 
them. Audit records shall be created for the required system to 
record the following: (a) Enough information to determine the 
date and time of action, the resources and the action involved; 
(b) Successful and unsuccessful logons and logoffs; (c) 
Successful and unsuccessful accesses to directories, including 
creation, opening, closing, modification, and deletion; (d) 
Changes in user authenticators; (e) The blocking or blacklisting 
of a user ID, terminal or access port and the reason for the 
action; (f) Denial of access resulting from an excessive number 
of unsuccessful logon attempts. 
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These contents of audit trails shall be protected against 
unauthorized access, modification, or detection. Audit 

analysis and reporting shall also be scheduled, and 
performed. 

 
TABLE I 

Produced Questionnaire from Conducted Interviews 
 

Importance 
Degree 

Question Element 

5 4 3 2 1 NA First: Questions relating to System Users 
      1. Supports single user or multi users. 
      2. Supports that all the authorized users are uniquely identified before granting access to the system or that all the 

authorized users are globally identified. 
      3. Is capable of stating the number of invalid access attempts that may occur for a given user identifier or access 

location (terminal or port) and describing the actions taken when that limit has exceeded. 
      4. Blocks an account if the password has not been changed within the time limit or the account has remained 

unused. 
      5. Generates logs that contain information about security relevant events such as detection of malicious code, 

viruses, and intruders (hackers) for example. 
      6. Generates logs that contain information about Users relevant events (i.e. identification and documentation of 

allowed access). 
      7. Requires audit logs to be protected from unauthorized access or destruction by means of access controls based on 

the user. 
5 4 3 2 1 NA Second: Questions relating to Security Administrator by whom the integrity of the sensitivity of all information 

internal to the system would be preserved 
      8. Supports that the security administrator has a choice of enabling or disabling of Users’ Identifications. 
      9. Supports that the security administrator has the authority of giving grant for accessing specific modules of the 

systems. 
      10. Supports that the security administrator has the authority of giving grant for accessing specific tasks of the 

systems. 
      11. Supports that the security administrator has the authority of giving grant for accessing specific functions of the 

systems. 
5 4 3 2 1 NA Third: Questions relating to Programs 
      12. Requires access control to be established over the system modules. 
      13. Requires access control to be established over the system tasks. 
      14. Requires access control to be established over the system functions. 
      15. Requires any routine program in order to ensure the consistency of the data and its synchronization with the 

audit logs data. 
      16. Requires a policy in case of cryptographic controls for protection of information (i.e. algorithms to transform, 

validate, authenticate, encrypt or decrypt data). 
      17. Requires digital signatures to protect the authenticity and integrity of electronic documents. 
5 4 3 2 1 NA Fourth: Questions relating to Data 
      18. Requires its data to be stand alone or shared with other system. 
      19. Requires an audit. 
      20. Requires an audit for a few of the system tasks or some of the system tasks or a lot of the system tasks or most 

of the system tasks or all of the system tasks. 
      21. Provides audit logs for the capability to investigate unauthorized activities after their occurrences so that proper 

corrective actions can be taken. 

V. STUDY RESULT 

The pilot study yielded the following results after the data 
analysis of the distributed questionnaires as shown in table 2. 
Also, the table contains a scenario for assuming that the project 
manager conduct a meeting with the user and collect the 
answers for the security requirements desired in the new 
software system. 

The data in column 2 in table 2 shows the weight for each 
question which, is supposed to be constants and obtained from 

the distributed  questionnaires as described earlier in the 
proposed formula in the previous section. Also, the score in the 
last column illustrates how a software quality attribute such as 
security would be represented in percentage (i.e. to be put into 
a quantity); taking into consideration that the given values of 
each question was calculated based on the answer of each 
question as shown in the answer column. 

The last row in the table represents the final result (60%) 
after conducting the scenario of answering all the questions. 
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Notes that, this percentage will be varying from system to 
other as a result of the answers of the questions. 

The use of % unit is important since it shows the relative 
‘saturation’ in the attributes with respect to current user 
requirements thus reflecting the ‘maturing’ user needs. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This work portrays an unambiguous recognition of the 
importance of security; the software world within which the 
argument exist for validating whether or not the system can 
satisfy the security requirements. Yet, the main contribution of 
this paper remains in establishing a list of 21 questions that 
helps the software project manager to cover and acquire all the 
information needed for the security requirement matter of the 
required new software system. Moreover, a method for giving 
a weighing-style quantification of security requirements was 
presented with a clear example. In the future work, similar 
questionnaires would be developed to convey the related 
software features to other software quality attributes in order to 
quantify them. So that, the main goal for establishing a CBR 
system that use the quality attribute as a case features for the 
process of software cost estimation will be achieved. 
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TABLE II 
Pilot Study Results 

 

Question 
Number Qi 

Question 
Weight Wif 

Description 
Score 

Selected Feature Answer 

Q1 W1f = 15% a) single user= (0.2) 
b) multi users= (0.8) b)  (15*0.8) = 

12% 

Q2 W2f = 10% a) uniquely identified= (0.8)  
b) globally identified= (0.2) a)  (10*0.8) = 

8% 

Q3 W3f =  5% a) capable of stating the number of invalid access attempts= (1) 
b) incapable of stating the number of invalid access attempts= (0) a)  (5*1) = 5%

Q4 W4f =  2% a) blocks an account if it has remained unused= (1) 
b) does not block= (0) a)  (2*1) = 2%

Q5 W5f = 6% a) generates logs that contain information about security relevant events= (1) 
b) does not generate= (0) a)  (6*1) = 6%

Q6 W6f = 4% a) generates logs that contain information about Users relevant events= (1) 
b) does not generate= (0) a)  (4*1) = 4%

Q7 W7f = 5% a) requires audit logs to be protected from unauthorized access= (1) 
b) does not require= (0) a)  (5*1) = 5%

Q8 W8f = 2% 
a) permits the security administrator to enable or disable Users’ 
Identifications= (1) 
b) does not permit= (0) 

a)  (2*1) = 2%

Q9 W9f = 3% 
a) allows the security administrator to have the authority of giving grant for 

accessing specific modules of the systems= (1) 
b) does not allow= (0) 

a)  (3*1) = 3%

Q10 W10f = 3% 
a) allows the security administrator to have the authority of giving grant for 
accessing specific tasks of the systems= (1) 
b) does not allow= (0) 

a)  (3*1) = 3%

Q11 W11f = 3% 
a) supports that the security administrator has the authority of giving grant for 
accessing specific functions of the systems= (1) 
b) does not support=(0)

a)  (3*1) = 3%

Q12 W12f = 4% a) requires access control to be established over the system modules= (1) 
b) does not require= (0) b)  (4*0) = 0%

Q13 W13f = 5% a) requires access control to be established over the system tasks= (1) 
b) does not require= (0) b)  (5*0) = 0%

Q14 W14f = 6% a) requires access control to be established over the system functions =(1) 
b) does not require =(0) b)  (6*0) = 0%

Q15 W15f = 2% 
a) requires any routine program in order to ensure the consistency of the data 

and its synchronization with the audit logs data= (1) 
b) does not require= (0) 

b)  (2*0) = 0%

Q16 W16f = 7% 
a) requires a policy in use of cryptographic controls for protection of 
information =(1) 
b) does not require =(0) 

b)  (7*0) = 0%

Q17 W17f = 4% 
a) requires digital signatures to protect the authenticity and integrity of 
electronic documents =(1) 
b) does not require= (0) 

b)  (4*0) = 0%

Q18 W18f = 4% a) requires its data to be stand alone or shared with other system= (1) 
b) does not  require= (0) b)  (4*0) = 0%

Q19 W19f = 3% a) requires an audit= (1) 
b) does not  require= (0) a)  (3*1) = 3%

Q20 W20f = 5% 

Requires an audit: 
a) for a few of the system tasks or some of the system tasks= (0.1) 
b) or a lot of the system tasks= (0.2) 
c) or most of the system tasks= (0.3) 
d) or all of the system tasks= (0.4) 

d)  (5*0.4) = 
2% 

Q21 W21f = 2% a) provides audit logs= (1) 
b) does not provide= (0) a)  (2*1) = 2%

Total 100% Software Security Quality Attribute Percentage 60% 
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Abstract- Small Programmable Object Technology devices 
from Sun Microsystems (Sun SPOTs) are small wireless de-
vices that can run Java programs. In the on-going research 
project described in this paper, Sun SPOTs have been used in 
conjunction with model-driven software development tech-
niques to develop a tool that can be used to introduce new 
software developers to object-oriented programming in general 
and Java in particular in a new and interesting way. 

The tool, a graphical user interface application, allows users 
to quickly  design, build, and deploy Java applications to the 
Sun SPOTs without using a conventional integrated develop-
ment environment or low level commands. In this way new 
developers aren’t so overwhelmed by the wealth of technolo-
gies, commands, and possibilities offered by the current sophis-
ticated Java development tools. However, the generated Java 
source code will be available as either an Eclipse or NetBeans 
project for those who would like to study it. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

In their seminal books on the C programming language, 
Kernighan and Ritchie [1] used a simple program to print 
the text “Hello World” as a way of introducing some basic 
features of a C program. Hello World programs have now 
become something of a standard way, if tired and uninspir-
ing way, of introducing a programming language. 

This paper describes an on-going research project at Edith 
Cowan University aimed at introducing people to the Java 
programming language and object-oriented concepts while 
at the same time giving them something useful and suffi-
ciently challenging to work with. Rather than a Hello World 
program, the project is based around Small Programmable 
Technology devices from Sun Microsystems (Sun SPOTs) 
(http://www.sunspotworld.com/). 

For someone just starting out in software development, 
and Java in particular, Sun SPOTs have some unique advan-
tages: 
• They use a stripped-down version of Java so there’s less 

to get in the way. But there’s still enough left to show 
good design principles and how an application consist-
ing of a number of classes and other files is bundled 
into a final, executable product. 

• Developing for SPOTs can be done through an inte-
grated development environment (IDE), like NetBeans 
or Eclipse, but there’s not dumb reliance on the IDE. 
The same tasks can be done through a command-line 

and the developer learns about fundamental tools like 
Ant (http://ant.apache.org/). 

• One of the hardest decisions to make when creating a 
new Java application, is where to start. This includes 
managing the resources used by the program (images, 
configuration files, databases) and lifecycle events 
(startup, shut down, pausing and the like). That’s why 
application frameworks have become so popular: they 
do all the mundane tasks and let developers get down to 
work more quickly. Likewise, Sun SPOT programs are 
written according to a specific interface, with specific 
lifecycle events. So, it’s like writing a program using a 
simple template. 

• Most importantly, the SPOTs show output, things hap-
pening, meaningful things. Starting with a HelloWorld 
program that prints a line to screen is of questionable 
value. Even the most basic Java web application or 
desktop GUI contains more technologies and code than 
a new developer can reasonably absorb; and then the 
resulting program is probably trivial and does nothing. 
Meanwhile a SPOT can be made to do interesting and 
useful things with just a single screen of code. 

Sun SPOTs are an example of devices known more broadly 
as cyber physical systems (CPS): “such systems use compu-
tations and communication deeply embedded in an interact-
ing with physical processes to add new capabilities to physi-
cal systems” (http://www.cra.org/ccc/cps.php). Because of 
the pervasiveness and economic opportunities presented by 
CPS, a recent President’s Council of Advisors on Science 
and Technology (PCAST) said that there were few other 
current areas of research more critical (http://www.cra.org/ 
govaffairs/blog/archives/000620.html). 

The approach that has been taken for this research project 
is to create a graphical user interface application that allows 
the user to quickly design, build, and deploy SPOT applica-
tions. Using model-driven software development techniques 
[2-4], the Java source for the application is generated from 
the design decisions made by the user. With a working ap-
plication and generated code, users are better able to con-
nect theory with practice. 

II. WHAT ARE SPOTS? 
 

SPOTs are small wireless devices that run Java programs 
(see Fig. 1). They can sample their environment through a 
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range of sensors and each has LEDs and push buttons to 
provide basic feedback.  

Some SPOTs can be tethered to  workstations via a USB 
cable and these act as base stations through which other 
SPOTs can access resources such as databases or web appli-
cations.  

In terms of hardware, SPOTs are made up of the follow-
ing elements: 
• Main processor is an Atmel AT91RM9200 system on 

chip.  
• Each has 4MB flash RAM and 512K pseudo-static 

RAM. 
• Power is supplied by an internal rechargeable battery 

(lithium-ion prismatic cell), external voltage, or through 
the USB host.  

• The battery has a charge life of about 3 hours with con-
tinuous use, but it will hibernate when nothing is hap-
pening which can extend the life. 

• The demonstration daughterboard contains temperature 
and light sensors, a three-axis accelerometer, eight tri-
colour LEDs, and two push-button switches. Additional 
daughter boards can be added if necessary. 

• Wireless communication is through an IEEE 802.15.4 
compliant transceiver that operates in the 2.4 GHz to 
2.4835 GHz unlicenced bands. 

SPOTs run a small-footprint Java Virtual Machine 
(JVM), called Squawk [5], which is written almost entirely 
in Java. Squawk is compliant with the Connected Limited 
Device Configuration (CLDC) 1.1 Java Micro Edition (Java 
ME) configuration (http://java.sun.com/products/cldc/) and 
runs without the need for an underlying operation system, 
something called “running on the bare metal”. 

Applications for SPOTs are written according to Java ME 
MIDlet programming model [6]. This means that the JVM 
on each SPOT manages the life cycle the MIDlet (creation, 
start, pause, and exit). As long as the developer conforms to 
the simple requirements of the MIDlet programming model, 
they can concentrate on the logic of their program and leave 
some of the mundane duties to the JVM.  

Java is now a mature programming language with type 
safety, exception handling, garbage collection, pointer 
safety, and a mature thread library. But, given the con-
strained environment in which SPOT programs run, the full 

 

 
Fig1. A Sun SPOT device 

breadth of the typical Java development kit (JDK) is not 
necessary.For example, SPOT programs don’t have access 
to file streams; there are no object/filter/string readers and 
writers; no reflection; no serialisation; no classloading; no 
native methods; no regular expressions; and the only avail-
able collection data structures are vectors and hash tables 
[6, 7]. 

In standard Java ME, only one application can be run in 
the JVM although the application may consists of many 
threads. Squawk allows for multiple applications to be run 
together in a single SPOT and uses a special Isolate class to 
prevent applications from interfering with each other. Each 
MIDlet-based application is run in a separate isolate. While 
one isolate cannot directly access the instances on another, 
they all share the same underlying resources. 

For any remote device, security is a major concern: appli-
cations running on the devices need to be protected from 
tampering and the data stream to and from the devices needs 
to be secure. To address these issues, each SPOT SDK in-
stallation creates its own public-private key pair. In effect, 
the first user to deploy an application to a SPOT becomes its 
owner. Only the owner is allowed to install new applications 
or make configuration changes wirelessly [8]. 

III. MODEL-DRIVEN SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 
 

For all but the most trivial programs, most software de-
velopment projects start with a model. A model is typically 
“a miniature representation of a complex reality. A model 
reflects certain selected characteristics of the system it 
stands for. A model is useful to the extent that it portrays 
accurately those characteristics that happen to be of interest 
at the moment” [9]. In software development, the Unified 
Modeling Language (UML) has become the standard mod-
elling language [10], but a model may also be given verbally 
or mathematically or by using some other symbols. 

Eventually, the model of a software application must be 
turned into source code in some programming language that 
can be compiled and executed on a computer. It’s at this 
point that the model and the source code start to diverge: if 
changes are made to the source code without updating the 
model, the model can quickly become stale and its value as 
a reflection of some complex reality is diminished. 

The disconnect between the model of a software applica-
tion its source code and the problems this causes has been 
one of the driving forces behind model-driven software de-
velopment [2-4]. Under this paradigm: 
• Developers create a high-level platform independent 

model (PIM) of their application using a modelling lan-
guage such as UML, but in reality any suitable model-
ling tool could be used. At this stage in the modelling 
process, the developers concentrate on the logic of the 
application without regard to programming language or 
operating systems. 
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Fig. 2. The Spotter Desktop application through the features of the SPOT application can be specified. 
 

• The PIM is transformed into a platform specific model 
(PSM) which more closely relates to the target plat-
form. For example, if the target platform is a Java En-
terprise Edition application server, the PSM would rep-
resent the PIM as, say, Enterprise Java Beans. 

• Finally, from the PIM, the specific source code for a 
particular platform is generated. 

Depending on the modelling tool, it may be possible for 
changes made at any one of the layers (PIM, PSM, or source 
code) to be propagated automatically to the other layers.  

Model-driven software development has a number of ad-
vantages [2]: 
• Productivity: developers can concentrate on the logic of 

their programs and leave all, or most, of the mundane 
coding to the transformation tools. 

• Portability and interoperability: decisions about pro-
gramming languages and operating systems can be de-
layed until the last moment.  

• Uniform implementation according to design patterns. 
The transformation from the PSM to source code can 
capture good design principles and patterns [11] and 
ensure that these are applied consistently for all applica-
tions.  

• Maintenance and documentation: the PIM and PSM 
models are high-level models of the application which 
are easier to read and understand than low-level source 
code. 

 

IV. THE SPOTTER DESKTOP 
 
For our research project, users work with their SPOTs 

through a Java application called Spotter Desktop (Fig. 2). 
Ultimately, Spotter Desktop will allow users to: 
• Design a Java ME SPOT application by selecting and 

configuring the on-board sensors they want to use. 
• Configure other behaviour such as how the SPOT will 

communicate with the outside world (HTTP, radio-
stream, or radiogram), and whether the SPOT uses an 
on-board record store. 

• Automatically generate the complete Java source code 
for the application. 

• Build and deploy the application to one or remote 
SPOTs without having to use Ant commands or an IDE 
such as Eclipse or NetBeans. 

• Retrieve, save, display, and analyse the data collected 
by the SPOT.  

All this will be done without writing a single line of Java 
source code or executing a low-level command.  

For now, Spotter Desktop allows users to design, gener-
ate, and build a simple Java ME application. Users fill in the 
details of their application and press the Generate button. 
The source code is generated using a template engine called 
FreeMarker (http://freemarker.org/) and compiled into the 
selected directory. 

Using Spotter Desktop rather than a traditional IDE al-
lows users to quickly develop working applications without 
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being overwhelmed by the wealth of technologies, com-
mands, and possibilities offered by the current Java devel-
opment tools. However, the generated code will available as 
either an Eclipse or NetBeans project for those who would 
like to study it.  

V. DESIGN OF THE GENERATED APPLICATION 
 
The starting point for any model-driven software project 

is a working reference application from which general de-
sign principles can be abstracted and any customised aspects 
can be identified [2]. For this research project, the generated 
application is a generic sensor platform. When loaded to a 
SPOT, the application is able to sample its environment 
using its temperature, light and accelerometer sensors and 
save this data for later analysis. 

If the SPOT will be staying within range of a base station, 
that is, within about ten metres, then the sensor data can be 
transmitted by simple HTTP or radio stream. If the SPOT 
will be out of range of a base station, the data be saved on-
board using Java ME’s record store API and then retrieved 
later. 
• When generated SPOT application first starts, its LEDs 

are set to green to indicate it is ready to start recording. 
From here, recording and retrieving of sensor data hap-
pens through a series of state transitions (Fig. 3) con-
trolled by the two switches on the face of the SPOT:  

• Pressing switch 1 (SW1, the left-hand button) starts 
recording. The LEDs will go blue to indicate that read-
ings are being taken. Given the limited storage available 
on the SPOT, about two minutes of recording time is 
possible, although this will vary according to how many 
sensors are being used and the size of the recording 
time slice. 

• Pressing SW1 again will pause the recording and the 
LEDs will go orange. Pressing SW1 again to restart the 
recording and the LEDs will go back to blue. 

• When the user is ready to download the sensor read-
ings, pressing SW1 will pause the recording. Then 
pressing switch 2 (SW2, the right-hand button) will 
start the download. The LEDs will go red and the sen-
sor data will either be printed to the NetBeans console 
or transmitted wirelessly through the base station and 
saved to a local database. 

• When the download of the data is complete, the LEDs 
will go white and the application will stop. 

This design is realised in Java according to the class dia-
gram in Fig. 4. The MainApp class is a Java ME MIDlet 
controlled by the SPOT’s JVM and is the entry point of the 
application. MainApp enters a loop and uses the SpotUtili-
ties class to take readings from its sensors at regular time 
slices. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. The state transitions of the generated SPOT application as it responds to the two buttons (SW1 and SW2 on the face of the SPOT. 
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Fig. 4. The UML class diagram of the generated SPOT application. 

 
 
The Storage and Sensor classes are high-level interfaces. 

Depending on the options chosen by the user through the 
Spotter Desktop interface, there may be one or more imple-
mentations of these classes. For example, if the application 
is to take readings from its accelerometer and light sensor, 
there will Accelerometer and LightSensor implementations 
of Sensor. Similarly, if the user elects to have the sensor 
data stored on-board the SPOT there will be a RecordStore 
implementation of Storage. 

A key aspect of the application is how it reacts to the 
switches which control the recording of data. The state dia-
gram in Figure 4 is implemented by the State class and its 
subclasses according to the State design pattern [11, 12].  

 

VI. FURTHER RESEARCH 
 
The reference implementation described in Section V has 

been trialled as part of a secondary school physics course 
called “Physics in Motion”. Students attached the SPOTs to 
rockets, small aircraft, and other devices and used the accel-
erometer to study Newton’s Law of Gravity. Based on these 
field trials, changes have been made to the reference imple-
mentation to make it more robust and to accommodate new 
sensors. 

The next stage of the research project involves a closer 
examination of the generated Java source code and how it 

relates to the design choices made by the users through 
Spotter Desktop. 

VII. CONCLUSION 
 

Sun SPOTs are a unique technology that present some in-
teresting opportunities. But, in order to take advantage of 
these opportunities, we need to know how to program these 
devices. By providing users with practical devices and gen-
erated applications that follow sound design principles, such 
as those created by Spotter Desktop, new developers can 
more readily connect the theory and practice of Java soft-
ware development. 
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Abstract—Most modern companies realise that the best way to 
improve stability and earning in the global, rapidly changing 
world is to be innovating and produce software that will be fully 
used and appreciated by customers. The key aspect on this road 
is personnel and processes. In the paper we review self-organised 
teams proposing several new approaches and constraints 
ensuring such teams’ stability and efficiency. The paper also 
introduce a semi-self organised teams, which are in the short-
term time perspective as the same reliable as fully self-organised 
teams and much simpler to organise and support. 

Keywords-self-organised teams; semi-self-organised teams; 
software engineering methods; software engineering practises 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
The number of projects failures is very high in nowadays 

software development despite all modern approaches. Those 
failed projects’ costs are carried by customers and add a lot of 
extra cost to successful projects. Unfortunately the situation 
with “successful” projects is not very different as well: just one 
fifth of the developed functionality is used “often” or “always” 
and 16% more “sometimes”. The remaining functionality 
represents improperly spent development resources as it is 
either never used or used extremely occasionally [1]. The 
global market increasing competition between software 
vendors and much more demanding markets force companies 
to stabilize their productivity and improve their development 
process in all possible ways [2]. The key factor on this road is 
personnel, which is recognised as a very important aspect of 
any company success [3]. Unfortunately the software industry 
is a highly technological sector [4] with a shortness of 
personnel resources in many countries. Therefore it is 
important to motivate company employees. Unfortunately this 
task is not as easy as it looks like at the first glance – skilled 
professionals are still migrating from one company to another 
despite all modern motivating approaches [5, 6, 7], like good 
salaries, friendly working environment etc. It happens mainly 
because workers are looking for something more challenging 
or bored to do the same work using the same tools. Therefore, 
it is important to address such technological needs in addition 
to common motivating approaches or build the team in a novel 
way to increase employees’ attachment to the organisation. 

The software development process’ quality depends on 
many aspects and one of those is the team performance. An 
improved communication between team members and different 
organisation hierarchy level members is one of the key issues 
[8]. Another one is the level of technology knowledge and the 
level of motivation. Many modern software development 

methodologies rely on the advanced teamwork, which is 
stimulated by a high level of freedom in several types of 
decisions. The freedom in decisions is usually described by 
using an “autonomous” team term, which is defined as a team 
performing its’ tasks independently and therefore are given a 
significant respect within the organisation [9].  

II. SELF ORGANISED TEAMS 
Some authors see either the autonomous team or self-

management team to be a direct synonym for a self-organised 
team [9, 10], which is generally defined as team able to act 
autonomously without the normal supervision.  

The author experience dealing with self-organising teams 
started during personnel motivating projects [11, 12] that were 
executed in several places. A side effect during such 
motivational software development was nearly always an 
autonomous team capable to act without any sufficient 
supervision moving toward the predefined (project) goal. In 
other words such team will not require everyday management 
efforts and will need just occasional checks, plan and 
specifications of tasks included into their plans. 

Autonomous teams stimulate participation and 
involvement, and an effect of this is increased emotional 
attachment to the organization, resulting in greater 
commitment, motivation to perform and desire for 
responsibility. As a result, employees care more about their 
work as so more motivated and therefore capable to act with 
greater creativity, productivity and work quality [13]. 

There are different types of autonomy and those include 
external autonomy, internal or individual. Alternatively the 
autonomy could be applied to different subjects (or set of 
subjects) like people, planning, goals, products decisions and 
so forth. External autonomy is defined [14] as the level 
influence of management and other individuals (outside the 
team) on the team’s activities and the smaller the influence is 
the higher external autonomy is owned by the team. The 
external autonomy can be: 

1. Obtained by the team as a compromise between 
organizational (i.e. hierarchical) management style and a 
need to run projects effectively; 

2. Granted to the team by the management deliberately in 
order to force team independency and stimulate innovating 
and creative thinking; 

3. Occur due any gaps in the management hierarchy. 
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The internal autonomy defines in what degree all members of 
the team are involved into making decisions, i.e. where 
decisions are made jointly or by a very restricted set of chosen 
members of the team. The individual autonomy refers to the 
level of independency or each individual member of the group 
defining what control s/he has over his/her duties/tasks and 
freedom to re-organise those. 

III. BUIDLING SELF ORGANISED TEAMS 
Classically the only requirements for converting a team into 

a self-organising team are to share a common goal, believe that 
the communication is the best way to achieve it and understand 
that each member should do his best in order to complete the 
project in the fastest and the most effective way. Although this 
requirement is generally sufficient to make a team successful, 
there are still a lot of faulty attempts on this road and therefore 
the self-organised teams is mostly used in software 
development based on the agile methodology [10]. 

The paper proposes that the sometimes failures can be 
avoided if two more requirements are defined. In the previous 
statement “sometimes” refers to the fact that it is not always 
possible to set restrictions described below without excluding 
from the selection the major part of organisation members and 
so cannot be followed in any blind manner. 

The first requirement is defined for persons included into 
the self-organised teams – they should correspond to the 
following criteria: 

• Has the ability to think independently; 

• Has the high level of knowledge or education; 

• Has an ability to learn; 

The second promotes the need for an effective 
collaboration, i.e. a quick and efficient exchange of the 
information within the team, and is formulated as “The team 
should be relatively small”. 

Moreover it is advisable to include into the team individuals 
having the same level of respect by others and consequently to 
each other. Basically it is already formulated by the 
requirement of having the high level of knowledge, but it is not 
always a matter of just knowledge and ability to learn. If any 
team person will not correspond to this, then other will tend to 
skip him in internal discussions breaking the rule of efficient 
internal collaboration from the classical requirement. Moreover 
other team members will keep such person on second roles 
managing his/her work and this could potentially lead to 
conflicts as all developers hold exactly the same official 
position. In result this sufficient difference of knowledge, 
respect, and involvement levels could finally unbalance the 
team and blow it up. This situation is not purely theoretical and 
is reported by several authors [15]. For example there is a 
natural conflict between required autonomy levels to move 
effectively toward the team goal. On one hand the team 
requires group autonomy, on another hand individual 
autonomy and those could conflict sufficiently decreasing the 
team effectiveness if some individuals dominate in their 
individual autonomy over others. 

Fortunately it is not always that much guaranteed to happen 
as greatly depends on the low skills’ members’ ego and 
approach to the work. If they are not egoistic and are ready to 
accept the second level position then the team could become 
externally self-organised and hierarchical internally. Notice 
that all other papers of the self-organised papers always assume 
that the self-organised teams internal structure is always flat 
and so monotonous, although it is not always so. In this article 
we would like to bring a software development community 
attention to the fact that internally the self-managing team can 
cluster members by access to discussions into standard 
members and low level members.   

IV. SEMI SELF ORGANISED TEAMS 
In this chapter we would like to propose a new type of 

teams, which is a “semi-self-organised” team – it is a team that 
is able to act as semi-organised during a short period of time 
and so is able to survive a temporary lack of management 
without decreasing its performance. Moreover in the long term 
such teams could required quite a minimal management efforts 
and the strength of “semi” part could vary basing on 
independency level given to the team versus the amount of 
management efforts required to keep the team moving toward 
milestones defined by the organisation. 

There are a lot of articles where this concept was nearly 
acquired. Typically a self-organised team article will start 
defining such team as an independent one and later will fall 
into a discussion whether the manager role is completely 
eliminated or the range of autonomy if such that an 
organisational force is still presented and conclude that 
managers are still required at least to control the team and 
prevent any unauthorised evolution processes. This clearly 
shows that quite many teams titled as self-organising are not 
such and therefore a new type of team located in-between 
ordinal and truly self-organised is required. 

The self-organised team requires less in order to be 
produced and is the same efficient and powerful in the short 
term and is inexpensive to keep as still requires quite minimal 
managers attentions. Considering that many crisis and pilot 
projects are not long lasting we could propose that the semi-
self-organised teams can be used successfully within any 
organisations and be a real alternative to the self-organised 
teams. Notice also that most advantages described below will 
be shared by this type of the team with the self-organised 
teams. 

V. ACTIVITIES ENSURING SELF-ORGANISED OR SEMI SELF-
ORGANISED TEAMS STABILITY 

In this chapter we would like to propose some novel 
approaches ensuring stability of self- or semi-self-organised 
teams.  

The following extra activities are advisable to be applied in 
the semi self organised teams to increase the level of capability 
to act autonomously and in the self-organised teams to ensure 
externally that those will stay stable for very long time.  
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A. Rotation of the Team manager role 
Each person acting by him/her-self without communicating 

much to others will behave and build understanding of the 
general environment purely basing on own experience and 
information and so will easily miss all activities, information 
flows, processes that are not attached to him/her. Therefore it is 
important to involve each member of such advance team into 
others work and keep him/her at least informed. As the major 
information pipeline goes via the team leader it can be achieved 
by assigning one by one all members of the team into that 
supervisor position for a short period of time. The best timing 
for the semi-self-organised teams would be yearly vacations of 
the team leader that could be divided into several frames or 
absence of the team leader due travelling to other company 
branches (like the parent / head office). 

Expanding knowledge base for each person is not the only 
reason while this approach is applied. The following extra 
reasons will form a complete list of advantages to be gained. 

1. Involve the person into the process and highlighted 
processes that are spanning over the team and how each step of 
those processes is organised, linked to others, what conditions 
choosing one or another path are;  

2. Increase knowledge base of technologies used by the 
team, all aspects including benefits and potential troubles of 
those; 

3. Involve the person into making team lead decisions and 
so highlight to him what kind decisions should be made before 
one or another thing will happen, what information should be 
collected to making the decision (showing the reason why one 
or another bit of information is asked from him) etc.; 

4. Demonstrate teams we are working with including the 
way, reasons and actions triggering it. This will show 
dependencies between teams, position the team inside of 
different work-flows and provide extended information on 
responsibilities areas of different teams. As a side effect, the 
fresh person could some new bright ideas on improving one or 
another process been ineffectively done so far. Obviously all 
those ideas should be communicated to and only to the team 
leader in order to avoid faulty ideas brought due the lack of 
knowledge of processes, work load or resources of different 
teams. 

5. Manage work of other team members and so highlight 
what they are doing. Mostly it means not just what they are 
doing, but how much they are doing (which is normally stays 
invisible been involved only in own tasks and processes). 

6. The earlier mentioned expansion of knowledge. 

B. Co-work 
The vital components of self organised work are respect 

and involvement. Therefore the co-work should be also 
motivated. There are several levels of the co-work that can be 
used.  

The first and the minimal level of co-work will include only 
collaborative work of the final stage of the process 
(development, specification writing etc) when the final result is 

reviewed together with somebody else. The first advantage of 
such review process will be an improved quality of the work as 
the fresh person could have a lot of new suggestions, notice 
mistakes that you are not able to identify after working with the 
document/code etc so long or during discussions on the best 
way to achieve the desired goal. The second advantage is in 
increased collaboration between team members and better 
transparency of tasks and work progress for each member and 
the whole team. Finally the collaborative review will serve as a 
small knowledge transfer, which will secure future of the 
team/organisation as more than one person could continue 
developing the project in the future, allow to handle cross-
functionality in the best possible way and generalise 
functionality used in many places of the product. 

The maximum level of the co-work is an everyday work 
together as is promoted by some modern development 
techniques like, for example, extreme programming. The 
constant collaboration will improve quality of the product and 
serves as permanent knowledge transfer process. There are 
several possible ways to implement such co-work varying by 
the length of it or by the involved partners. It is possible to 
implement rotating rules in order to maximise effect either in a 
certain group of selective (compatible) partners or in the wide 
scope of the entire team. 

Notice also that the co-work lately has crossed bounds of a 
single organisation and is effectively used and therefore quite 
popular among independent contractors physically locating 
(been) in the same room, but involved in completely different 
projects and so working for completely different organisations. 
Nevertheless the main idea stays the same – increase base of 
knowledge for each co-working team member during informal 
conversation by providing more information for each one 
obtained from very different areas of responsibilities/ 
technologies/business etc, which the person will never be 
involved into in normal circumstances.  

The final mark on the co-work should be done by 
mentioning attempts to simulate the same effect by constant 
rotation of work-places within the single company. 
Unfortunately this is not always advisable as greatly depends 
on abilities of persons to move around, communicate to others 
and adapt to new working environment. A lot of people will 
hate such constant changes and therefore will be stressed. The 
traditional co-work routine should ensure both: stability of the 
environment (read the set of people you communicate to) and 
constant incoming flow of new information by involving 
parties from areas different enough to have a lot of new, 
specific problems and similar enough to be interesting for each 
co-working person. 

VI. ADVANTAGES 
In this chapter we would like to extend the list of classical 

advantages [10, 15] by adding some new, which are related to 
the motivational projects, new requirements to build the team 
the paper defined earlier and so forth. 

A. Avoiding conflicts 
Nowadays a lot of companies are trying to build innovating 

organisations composed of high level professionals and dealing 
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with high end technologies. Notice that a team of professionals 
is required to keep up with constantly changing technologies, 
programming languages etc, i.e. a set of persons able to learn 
constantly and quickly. Unfortunately it means that they also 
could have a lot of independent opinions, which in case of 
central management, are posted to him and finally evolves into 
conflicts within the team and bring the team to the complex to 
manage level. If the manager is involved much less in doing 
decisions (of different type) then persons will discuss opinions 
rather than present to the high level judgement and so 
differences in opinions will not arrive to conflicts, or it will not 
happen too often.  

Besides, the self-organising team is a great approach in case 
the team is composed of highly skilled professionals of the 
same age and environment. The common problem here -
nobody would like to report to other similar persons as there is 
no obvious difference between us except the position. Having a 
manager similar to the team members will mean that each 
member could be stressed by inequality and manager will be 
stressed by the lack of respect to his decisions. Finally some 
reports will tend to be sent over him to the higher management, 
who are normally less visible and so more respectful.  

B. Motivating 
• New technologies 

Highly professional and motivated personnel are a key 
factor of the company success and unmotivated personnel can 
be seen as a major risk factor [5, 7] since workers either 
decrease their productivity or are going to leave the company. 
Unfortunately professionals are still migrating from one 
company to another mainly because workers are looking for 
something more challenging, bored to do the same work using 
the same tools or stacked in their self development at the 
current workplace. It many cases they would like to use other, 
modern methodologies and techniques to move themselves 
forward, ensure their future and try something else. Software 
engineering using novel approaches can be seen as an 
important motivation tool, which can be applied only in semi- 
fully self-organised teams. Alternatively, self-organised teams 
are rare within any organisation as are composed of highly 
skilled professionals and therefore such teams are mainly used 
in different pilot project with new techniques and approaches 
and this already motivates individuals included into such teams 
as they see that the organisation highly appreciate their work 
and skills. 

• Involvement 

Semi or fully self-organised team typically have a high 
level of group autonomy, which means that team arrive to 
decisions by a consensus. This highlights another motivating 
factor as each member of the team is involved into the 
discussions and the process of making decisions and therefore 
each member see that s/he has a real opportunity to affect the 
product evolution. 

• Visibility of work results.  

The self-organised teams are generally very effective and 
quick to produce the result. Considering the fact that this is 
accomplished by the high level of autonomy meaning enough 

information about deadlines, results etc. produce a good 
visibility for the team of their work results. This removes a 
common de-motivation factor existing in many organisations 
when the person doesn’t see any results of this work producing 
a believe that he is dealing with problems so unimportant that 
even if he will go somewhere else, nobody will mark or care 
about that. 

• Acting in the team of professionals 

A huge inequality of team members’ skills sometimes 
produces a de-motivating factor of having to explain too much 
to less experienced colleges. It will be stressing for many 
employees if this happens rapidly and therefore self-organised 
teams composed of highly and equivalently skilled members is 
more likely to be stable during very long time than unequal 
teams. If more stressing will be to be stacked of other inability 
to fulfil a simple task.  

Besides, a lot of persons would like to transfer their 
knowledge to others and much more will like to acquire it from 
others. The degradation of skills will be very much remarkable 
if the person have nobody among colleges to discuss novel 
approaches and so forth and therefore the earlier discussed co-
work if required to keep the team stable and motivate to stay 
working for the current organisation. 

C. Efficiency 
• Cooperation 

The types of teams described in the work actually promote 
a new way of working, which is highly collaborative. This 
constant collaboration sufficiently increase efficiency, 
eliminates duplications (of work, research, extra tasks etc) and 
therefore moves operations to completely new level of quality. 

• Improved speed of writing code 

The earlier discussed improve visibility of results can be 
also mentioned as improved speed of writing code, although 
the last one have larger effect. First of all it improves the time 
to market making it possible to start more projects that the 
company did in the past. Besides the quicker delivery cycle 
allows rapidly response to new market challenges. Moreover 
this can also serve as a base for a constant collaboration with 
customers that are interesting in the product evolution and 
constant development of it. 

• Discussions 

Unlike the standard hierarchical organisation of teams, 
where most discussions are started by managers, all types of 
self-organising teams have an ability to start those by 
themselves. This makes meeting and discussions start in the 
right time avoiding delays and consequently avoiding late 
decisions. Moreover a lot of problems can be solved just by 
informal meetings which are hardly possible in standard teams 
due lack of information or management efforts organising 
meetings and proper delivery of required information. 
Generally saying self-organised teams’ meetings are much less 
formal as there is no manager ego leading the meeting and this 
promotes a free and open discussion. Employees are not afraid 
to make statements and come up with ideas and so the overall 
speed of moving toward the right decision is much higher than 
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in formal meetings lead by a manager who is normally not an 
expert in the discussed topic. 

D. Organisational 
Generally saying all earlier mentioned advantages can be 

attached to both individuals and the organisation, but the 
organisation ahs also specific advantages. First of all the 
collaborative highly autonomous work means that there will be 
a group of persons able to complete a task rather than the 
experience will be stacked in each individual (doing one or 
another specific task). It means that loosing whatever person 
will be a huge problem in the standard hierarchical team and 
will not be a problem at all in the semi or fully self-organised 
teams. It includes loosing a manager as the wrong person 
assigned to the team in hurry could destroy the entire team. 
Semi autonomous teams allow delaying the manager 
appointment decision to make the right enough choice without 
decreasing the team performance. 

VII. CASES WHEN THE APPROACH CANNOT BE APPLIED 
Unfortunately building such sophisticated teams requires 

certain company vision on the hierarchy and processes to be 
applied. Many organisations do like the desired goal that can be 
achieved by this type of teams’ organisations – mobility of the 
team, efficiency and productivity and try to derive benefits 
without understanding efforts to be applied. It is impossible to 
build such teams in companies having strict hierarchy policies 
and a traditional command line to be followed. It is impossible 
to organise such teams using ordinal persons liking to do their 
work with minimal efforts and go home as soon as possible, i.e. 
of those who do not see the work they are doing to be attractive 
or challenging. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 
In the paper self-organised teams were revised. First of all 

the paper proposed to change the basis of organising such 
teams in order to increase their stability and attach to the 
reasons they were produced. Besides some additional novel 
approaches ensuring performance of this type of teams were 
proposed together with possible advantages that could be 
gained in the result. 

The paper also introduced a new type of teams locating 
between standard and self-organised. The essential parts of the 
new type were described in many previous articles without 
extracting it to a standalone type and so authors were straggling 
a lot between self-organised autonomy and managers’ efforts 
that still were required. The semi-self-organised teams are team 
still requiring mangers attentions, but on sufficiently lower 

level than standard hierarchical teams. At the same time, the 
new type of teams is the same effective as the fully self-
organised in the short–term perspective and much less 
demanding from resources point of view. Therefore those 
teams and approaches to stabilise those can be advised for 
classical organisation which are not yet read to adopt agile 
methodologies or not having sophisticated enough 
professionals to build exclusively self-organised teams. 
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Abstract – The success of the realisation of a project depends 
greatly on the efficiency of the planning phase. This study 
presents a new technology supporting the planning phase.  

While projects can differ greatly from one to the other 
and thus require separate models and considerations, there are 
some questions that are always applicable. Is this the most 
efficient realizing sequence of tasks? Have all the possible 
solutions been taken into consideration before the final 
schedule was identified? In the course of our work, we 
searched for answers to these questions. The method under 
review (SNPM: Stochastic Network Planning Method) is a 
general technique which is adaptable to solve scheduling tasks. 
The advantages of the SNPM over already known methods (e.g. 
PERT, GERT, etc.) are that it identifies possible solutions with 
the help of stochastic variables and that it takes into 
consideration all of the possible successor relations. With this 
method, the parameters can be changed if the impacts on the 
project change (e.g. due to tendencies of the market, changes of 
technological conditions). Thus the SNPM could be useful as a 
module of an expert system.  
The steps of the SNPM are introduced through a few examples 
to show how it works. 
 
Keywords: stochastic network planning method, stochastic 
relations, stochastic logical planning 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
The planning phase has accentuated importance for the 
project realisation because any changes in this phase affect 
subsequent processes [1],[2]. Studies show that most 
unsuccessful projects fail as a result of problems during the 
planning phase (see e.g. [3][4][5],[6][7]) with the two 
biggest risk factors being uncertainty and the use of 
inaccurate estimates [8],[9][10]. The well known tools of 
project planning are the methods and models for scheduling 
and the so-called network planning (see e.g. 
[9],[6][12][13][14][15][16][17][22]19]). But it is not enough 
in itself to the success of the project if the model is 
applicable. It is important for the model to be adequate. 
Thus the results of the finished project will fit not only the 
model but also reality. For the model to yield results useful 
in practice, it is very important that the model be adequate 
to the modelled project.  

Though scheduling problems are in theory well 
wrought, a profound difference can often be noticed 
between plan and fact when using scheduling methods in 
practice. The reason for this is uncertainty, which is one of 
the most unmanageable factors [6]. This uncertainty can be 
divided into two types: uncertainty in estimating and 
uncertainty in planning.  

To handle uncertainty, the changing parameters should 
be described by stochastic variables. At present one of the 

most popular method is the PERT method, which can 
handle task duration time changes (see e.g. [5],[6][17][18]) 
as a probability value.  

The planning phase contains specific steps. The 
realising sequence is identified in most cases by the 
technological sequence. In developing the SNPM, we 
approached this problem from a logical planning. The 
sequence of tasks depends mainly on technology [1][22]. 
This is correct. But we suspect that there are several 
important variables that have not yet been accounted for as 
in the definition of the realisation sequence. Examples of 
such parameters include the rate of return, efficiency, 
tendencies of the market and good will of the company, 
which can affect the combination of possible solutions as a 
target function. Feasible solution means all of scheduled 
variations of realizable tasks. To select the optimal solution 
from all the possible solutions is possible with decisions 
made by the management or by defining another target 
function (e.g. minimal TPT /Total Project Time/, minimal 
total cost etc.).  

For a given project there are several different methods 
and techniques for the scheduling of project tasks and 
processes. One could use a deterministic method like CPM 
or MPM or a stochastic technique such as the PERT or the 
GERT. There is a general technique called GERT method as 
well, which though is similar to the PERT method, is in 
addition able to handle the possible solution variants [6][14] . 

The GERT is a widely used network planning technique 
method, which can handle the successive probability of 
possible project outputs. Its main advantage is that the 
expected duration time associated with a given probability 
level can be identified relatively early, during the planning 
phase. Additionally, uncertain successors can be calculated 
and their rate is known, allowing for preparation for the 
possible volatile contingency factors. Its disadvantage is that 
the GERT method manages only task durations and the 
possible project output is regarded as a variable and it 
ignores the relation between tasks [23]. In contrast, the 
SNPM is able to identify the feasible solutions while taking 
into consideration the intensity of the relation between tasks. 
The probability variables of the intensity of the relation 
between the tasks show the preferences of the decision 
makers. But this model with some restrictions can also use 
the management preferences.  

 PERT and GERT methods are useful if we take into 
consideration the uncertainty of the estimated duration time, 
which can be defined in turn by analytical and simulation 
(e.g. Monte Carlo) techniques.  

These methods have two difficulties: one is related to 
the exact estimation of durations and the other problem is 
the correct estimation of processes [18]. A new method was 
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intended to be developed, which would be able to manage 
the uncertainties related to estimation and planning that 
affect the structure of a project. 
In some studies [10], the tools of knowledge management 
and simulating methods based on past records were used 
successfully to manage the problems related to uncertainty, 
but these methods were adapted for managing only a small 
group of uncertainties because they are only able to use in 
their calculation prior events which had had sufficient 
applicable data prepared.   

There is another technique for scheduling processes 
called DSM (Dependency Structure Matrix), which is useful 
for identifying the implementation sequence of tasks or 
rather coordinating the information flows. The DSM method 
is similar to the SNPM method. The DSM method gave us 
the idea to use a matrix to describe the relationship between 
tasks. Both methods are used for defining the realizing 
sequence of tasks. Although the SNPM uses a stochastic 
variable to identify the sequence of tasks, it also takes into 
consideration the intensity of the relation between tasks and 
applies the so-called speed of information stretch; the DSM 
only makes use of the latter [12,25,26]. There are some 
methods, which use stochastic variables to identify sequence 
of tasks. Tasks, which have to be realized, are the results of 
decisions. However usually in case of project scheduling all 
tasks have to be completed, but the sequences of tasks can 
be varied. [25,26] The SNPM parameters can be varied and 
adjusted and they also allow a much wider range of 
applicability. 

Henceforward, the probability variables of the 
relation between the tasks will provide all the possible 
solutions. If there is a target function (e.g. minimal TPT, 
minimal total cost, etc.) a project with minimal total cost or 
minimal project time can be changed. That could be used in 
an expert system to generate feedback, in which – if we 
estimate the project – the intensity of possible sequence 
relations can be weighted again. A project is a unique range 
of tasks. In regard to all the steps of the tasks they can not 
be repeated. But the decomposition of processes generates 
sub-processes which can be repeated in other cases. So 
those data could be applicable later on. E.g. during any 
building projects concreting and masonry are repetitive 
tasks which are independent of the type of building under 
construction. Optimal solutions can be found from all of the 
possible solutions by target functions defined by the 
management. 

 
II. INTRODUCING SNPM-METHOD 

 
While presenting our method, we will use the AoN 
technique because most project management software also 
uses AoN and because in AoN-nets arrows represent the 
relationships between tasks. In our model we deal with the 
intensity of the relation in details. 

Regular project management software allows using 
networks that have more than one start and finish points. 
However, our method allows only those networks in which 

graphs are directed and acyclic with only one start and 
finish point. 

In this method the intensity of the relation is introduced 
as a new term. It is a scalar between -1 and 1. (Values 
between -1 and 0 will be discussed later) 
 
Definition: The intensity of the (directed) relation between 
task A and task B is represented by the notation 

),( BAρ . The value of ),( BAρ  can be between -1 and 1, 
( RBA ⊂−∈ ]1,1[),(ρ ). The probability of the task A is in 
relation with task B (task A is a predecessor of task B/task B 
is a successor of task A) and is calculated as follows: 

]1,0[),()),(( ∈= BABAp ρρ . The probability of task A is 
not in relation with task B and is calculated as follows: 

PBABAp ⊂∈−=¬ ]1,0[),(1)),(( ρρ . 
 
Note: The intensity of the (directed) relation between task A 
and task B is usually different from the intensity of the 
(directed) relation between task B and task A. Therefore, this 
relation is not reflexive. 
 
Note: If the intensity of the relation between task A and task 
B is equal to 1, then it is certain that task A is a predecessor 
of task B (task B is a successor of task A; for instance, task B 
has to start after the realisation of task A). In this case the 
probability that task A is not a predecessor of task B is equal 
to 0. 011),(1)),(( =−=−=¬ BABAp ρρ . If the intensity 
of relation between task A and task B is 0 then task B is 
independent from task A and the relation between task A and 
task B is not notated.  
 
Definition: Let A be the task list, where A1, A2,...An are tasks. 
At this time nxn]1,1[−∈ρ  is defined as a matrix of (directed) 
relations, where the intensity of the (directed) relation 
between task Ai and task Aj is notated 

)1(  ]1,1[),( jn, ii,jAA ji ≠≤≤−∈ρ . 
 
Note: In this phase, the type of successors / predecessors 
(e.g. Finish-to-Start, Start-to-Start etc.) is not investigated, 
because the type of successors/predecessors does not 
influence the set of feasible networks. For simplicity, it is 
assumed that between task Ai and task Aj can be defined 
only one (directed) relation at the same time. 
 
Definition: A graph is a topologically feasible solution if 
and only if the graph is net (directed acyclic graph with only 
one source (start point) and only one sink (finish point)). 
Hereafter, these feasible solutions will be called feasible 
nets. 
 
Note: Ensue from the definition that only one feasible 
solution can be permitted only if it is topologically ordered 
reducible (it is directed and contains no circles). The graph 
we got has only one start and finish point. 
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Note: Not every feasible net (topologically feasible 
solution) is suitable for the management. For instance, 
feasible nets with too many redundant relations between 
tasks (too many predecessors/successors) are not suitable for 
the realisation of the project. These feasible solutions can be 
ignored.  
 
Example 1 Take a simple range of tasks that contains four 
tasks. If we pay attention to the technological requirements, 
we can realize tasks in sequence, but parallel as well. In this 
case the following relation matrix can be solved as: 

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡

=

0000
1000
5.05.000

05.010

ρ
 

(1) 

 
 

Note: 5.0=ρ means that 0.5 is the probability if there is (or 
there is not) relation between two tasks, so it does not 
represent the probability in each solution alternatives. 
 
In this example the solution variants applicable for the 
management are defined as restrictive conditions: 
1. There is only one start and one finish point in the graph, 
2. There is not redundant relation. 

 
Figure 1/g: topologically feasible, but not 
applicable solution for the management 

(unfavourable). 

A1

A2

A4

A3

 
Figure 1/h: topologically not 

feasible solution. 
 

 
Solutions d), f), h) can be automatically ignored, since 
topologically infeasible. Solutions c), e), g) can be ignored 
in further investigation upon management decision. 

To be able to choose from permitted solutions, we must 
define a target function, e.g.: the shortest total project time. 
In this case, if we know the duration time of tasks and the 
parameters of relations, the best solution can be chosen of 
the permitted ones. 
 
Definition: The reduced relation matrix nxn}1,0{∈r  of a 

(directed) relation matrix nxn]1,1[−∈ρ  if satisfies every 
nji ≤∀≤ ,1 , that ⎣ ⎦),(),( jiji AAAAr ρ=∋r . 

 
Note: Reduced relation matrix of Example 1 according to 
definition  

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡

=

0000
1000
0000
0010

r
 

(2) 

. 
 
Note: Equation (3) shows the number of all possible 
solutions in case of n node: 

 ( )( )
( )1

1

0

2
1 −

−

=

=⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛ −
∑ nn
nn

i i
nn  (3) 

Among n nodes maximum n(n-1) edges are possible 
(feasible solutions can be edges, those indicated from i to j 
or from j to i, if loops are not permitted). We have to choose 
a number of i edges, where 0≤i≤n(n-1). We can do it as 
follows: ( )

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛ −
i

nn 1 . If we add possible solutions we will get 

the scheme above. 
 
Among n nodes maximum n(n-1) edges are possible 
(feasible solutions can be edges, those indicate from i to j or 
from j to i, if loops are not permitted). We have to choose a 
number of i edges, where )1(0 −≤≤ nni . We can do it.   
 
Note: It is not suggested to determine the value of i less than 
n-1 (see Figure1/d), while graph is technologically not 
permitted. 
 

STOCHASTIC NETWORK PLANNING METHOD 

 
From the relation matrix these possible graph variants can 
be drawn in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 
POSSIBLE GRAPH VARIANTS 

 
Figure 1/a: topologically feasible solution 
and applicable for the management. Every 

task is performed in sequence. The 
probability is: 

=p1= ),( 21 AAρ *¬ ),( 31 AAρ * 
* ),( 32 AAρ *¬ ),( 42 AAρ * ),( 43 AAρ = 

=1*(1-0.5)*0.5*(1-0.5)*1=0.125 

 
Figure 1/b: topologically 

feasible solution and 
applicable for the management 

(parallel realisation). 

 
Figure 1/c: topologically feasible, not 

applicable for the management 
(unfavourable). 

 
Figure 1/d: topologically 

infeasible solution. 
 

 
Figure 1/e: topologically feasible, but not 
applicable solution for the management 

(unfavourable). 

 
Figure 1/f: topologically 

infeasible solution. 
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In the case of 4 cells, the solutions can be the following (if i 

is not less than 3): 4017661212
12 12

6

3
=−−−=⎟⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛∑
=i i

. 

To assess all the solutions would be beyond capacity even in 
the case of medium size nets, so we have to reduce the 
number of the feasible solutions. In the following a method 
is introduced, which helps to determine all feasible solutions 
and reduce the necessary steps. 

In a graph that contains n elements, all the feasible 
solutions can be counted with the above mentioned formula. 
Only if there are possible relations among the nodes such 
large number can exist. If the intensity of the relation 
between two tasks in the relationship matrix cannot be 
determined (there is no successor relation between the tasks), 
or the intensity of the relation between the two tasks is 1 
(there must be a successor relation between them), there is 
no feasible variation. Let k≤n(n-1) be the number of 
relations where the intensity of relation is between 0 and 1. 
In this case the number of feasible graphs are 2k≤2n(n-1) (In 
Example 1 k=3, so the number of feasible solutions is 23=8). 
A graph where the number of edges is less than n-1 cannot 
be among the solutions (so the feasible solutions in the 
previously mentioned example are 8-1=7). 

If there are a lot of feasible relations between the tasks, 
even if the number of elements k=100 the counting of 
possible solutions seems to be hopeless. In case of a feasible 
solution, we need to use topological ordering to decide 
whether the graph-variant (net) is a feasible solution or not. 
The run time of topological ordering is O(nlog(n)). So if 
k≤n(n-1), then it takes O(2knlog(n)) to evaluate the feasible 
nets. So it is necessary to reduce the aggregation of feasible 
solutions. 
 
In our method we benefit from all the attributes of the net. A 
net is not topologically ordered if it contains a directed 
circle, so we can not involve those cases where there is a 
circle in the network. We start out from the premise, that in 
the case where there is no circle in a simple graph, the 
adjacent matrix of the graph can be rearranged to a so-called 
upper triangle matrix. Our method is a back-tracking 
procedure, discussing all the feasible solutions and leaving 
out of consideration all the incorrect ones. 
 

III. STEPS OF THE METHOD 
 
Step No.0.: Definition of the reduced relation matrix: the 
rearrangement of the matrix to an upper triangle matrix. If it 
is not possible to rearrange it, the task has no solution -> 
STOP, otherwise move to Step No.1. 
Step No.1.: Should the number of edges be (m) larger than 
that of nodes n-1, topological ordering has to be done. If not, 
then move to Step No.2/b. If the solution is allowed 
(possible to reduce topologically, graph contains one start 
and finish point) than move to Step No.2/a. 
Step No.2/a: Print the solution: choose the next edge. Only 
an edge can be chosen, that is located in the upper triangle 
and had not been chosen before. In case of (Ai, Aj) i>j if 

there is no edge to select, than move to Step No.3, otherwise 
move to Step No.1. 
Step No.2/b: Choosing the possible task. It can be chosen if 
the adjacent matrix can be reduced to an upper triangle 
matrix and this edge had not been chosen before. If nothing 
can be chosen, then move to Step No.3, if there is a selected 
edge then move to Step No.1. 
Step No.3.: Reduction of a chosen relation: if the graph is 
already among the solutions, or after the reduction the graph 
is not allowed, then quit the branch. Otherwise move to Step 
No.1. 
 
Example 1 (continuation) Let us see the above mentioned 
example. In this case the relation matrix is the following:  

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡

=

0000
1000
5.05.000

05.010

ρ
 

(4) 

 
 The r reduced relation matrix is: 

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡

=

0000
1000
0000
0010

r  (5) 

 
The number of the possible solutions should be 23=8. As in 
the reduced relation matrix the number of edges is less than 
3, it is not a possible solution (see figure 1/d.). According to 
the method, a new edge is necessary. A possible edge is the 
following: 5.0),( 31 =AAρ  (see figure 1/f.). Here, the 
number of the chosen edges is 3. However, after the 
topological ordering, the graph does not comply with the 
definition of the net. So a new edge has to be chosen. That 
can be the following:  5.0),( 32 =AAρ . The number of the 
chosen edges is 4 (see figure 1/e.). Graph is topologically 
ordered and complies with the definition of the net. After a 
new choice: 5.0),( 42 =AAρ , we get figure 1/c. It is 
possible to order this graph topologically and it complies 
with the definition of the net as well. No other edge can be 
chosen, so we have to take an edge of the graph. If we take 
edge  5.0),( 32 =AAρ , we get the graph shown in Figure 1/b. 
It is a permitted solution. We can not take another edge. If 
we do and take 5.0),( 42 =AAρ we get 1/f again. It is not a 
feasible solution so there is no point making other 
reductions; should we take 5.0),( 31 =AAρ we would get 1/h 
which is not an allowed solution, so we quit the branch. So 
we get back to solution 1/c, if we choose 5.0),( 31 =AAρ we 
get to Figure 1/g which is a feasible solution. If we leave 

5.0),( 42 =AAρ , we get Figure 1/a which is also a feasible 
solution. In the example above many nets were not 
permitted so in the future we only have to work with results 
that are technologically feasible and also applicable for the 
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management. If we pay attention to these criterions, a and b 
variants have equal feasibility to be realized. 
 
Note: P stands for the aggregation of all the solutions. Q 
(Q⊆P) shows the technologically feasible solutions, which 
are applicable for the management as well. The probabilities 
of all solutions create an event algebra: p=1. The sum of the 
probability of the solutions, which are technologically 
feasible and applicable for the management (project 
solutions), is noted q, q≤p=1. (In the Example 1: p=1, 
q=0.125+0.125=0.25) 
 
Definition: The qi probability of a „No.i.” feasible project 
(applicable for management and technologically too): the 
probability of all project solutions divided by the probability 
total feasible projects, qi=pi/q. 
 
Example 2 Determining the optimal solution in a target 
function. 
The intensity of the relation should designate the 
preferences of the management. 
Take a look at the example above. Let be given the 
following durations of tasks: 

1Ad = 5 days, 
2Ad = 10 days, 

3Ad = 7 days, 
4Ad = 6 days. Let target function be the 

minimal TPT. Restriction: let the successor chance of the 
project be at least 0.4.  
 

In case of solution a) and b) the probability of project 
solution is 0.5. In the other cases, it is 0. In case of solution 
a) duration time =

1Ad +
2Ad +

3Ad +
4Ad = 

= 5 days + 10 days + 7 days + 6 days = 28 days; in case of 
solution b) duration time =

1Ad  + max(
2Ad ,

3Ad ) + 
4Ad = 

= 5  days  +  max (10  days, 7  days)  +  6  days = 21  days. 
According to the above b) is chosen. Tasks proceed without 
any disturbances so the tasks list is considered to be 
successful and the value of doubtful relations that 
participate in the solution is increased by 10 percent. This 
time 6.01.05.0),( 31 =+=AAρ and  6.0),( 42 =AAρ .  

In the next project we get two feasible solutions again. 
The probability of solution a) is 

=∗¬∗∗¬∗= ),(),(),(),(),( 43423231211 AAAAAAAAAAp ρρρρρ
=1*(1-0.6)*0.5*(1-0.6)*1=0.08; 

 
while the probability of solution b) is  

=∗∗¬∗∗= ),(),(),(),(),( 43423231212 AAAAAAAAAAp ρρρρρ
=1*0.6*(1-0.5)*0.6*1=0.18. 

In this case q=0.08+0.18=0,26; q1=0.08/0.26=0.3077; 
q2=0.18/0.26=0.6923. This time, due to restrictions, solution 
a) is eliminated, because it is less than the prescribed value: 
0.4. 
 
Example 3 Representation of the SNPM 
Hereafter the possibility to create the conversion between 
the SNPM and GERT net is presented.  
 

In this case the intensity of the relation designates the 
probability of occurrence and not the preferred decisions. 
Let us look at the following simple example, on condition 
that after tasks A, the successors of only two alternatives are 
possible. According to this, there are two tasks to be done, B 
or C. The GERT net of this is represented by Figure 3.a. 
Figure 3.b represents how to show it in an AoN. From this, 
the relation matrix and the reduced relation matrix can be 
written down as follows: 

⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡ −−
=

000
000

5.05.00
ρ  (4) 

⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡
=

000
000
000

r  (5) 

 
Negative values here stand for the following: the given node 
and the next task in the topologically ordered graph can be 
left out from the graph. The intensity of relation can be 
between -1 and 1. If ),( ji AAρ is less than 0, task Aj  and the 
next tasks can be left out from the graph. Henceforth it is 
right, that ),()),(( jiji AAAAp ρρ == . 
 

TABLE 2 
REPRESENTATION OF SNPM 

1 A
B

C

3a

3b
2
0.5

0.5

 
Figure 3.a: GERT- net 
 

 
Figure 3.b: GERT 
converted to AoN  

 
Figure 3.c: p1=0.25 
Technologically not 
feasible 

 
Figure 3.d: p2=0.25 
Permitted solution, 
q2=0.25/0.5=0.5 

A
C  

Figure 3.e: p3=0.25 
Permitted solution, 
q3=0.25/0.5=0.5 

 
Figure 3.f: p4=0.25 
Not permitted 
solution for the 
management 

 
IV. SUMMARY 

 
The presented method can be used in logical planning. With 
this method, GERT nets are also able to be modelled. The 
experiences about the realisation of the project can modify 
the intensity of the relation, and in this way can modify the 
number of feasible nets. Logical net can be used or reused 
not only as a project template, but also indicating the 
intensity of the relation and this way all the alternative 
solutions can also be determined. Besides finding the 
relevant logical plan and determining the duration of tasks, 
the cost- and resource demands (e.g. minimal total cost and 
minimal total project time, etc.) can be useful to find the 
best project plan. This method can even help the project 
manager to rank the feasible solutions sorted by TPT, total 
cost etc. This method can be used for a decision support 
module for project management software. 
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Abstract-Information delivery is one the most important task 
in healthcare. The growing sector of electronic healthcare has an 
important impact on the information delivery. There are two 
basic approaches towards information delivering.  The first is web 
portal and second is touch-screen terminal. The aim of this paper 
is to investigate the web-based service  portal. The most important 
advantage of web-based portal in the field of healthcare is an 
independent access for patients. This paper deals with the 
conditions and frameworks for healthcare portals 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The web-based portals take an important role in the medical 
application development. Their importance and usability is 
rapidly increasing. The web is becoming appropriate eco-
system for the medical information portals.  These systems use 
client-server approach, because of their support height level of 
productivity and scalability.  

The web is only one of many possible ways for delivering 
information. For medical information delivering is very 
popular the touch-screen kiosk. Discussion about the 
advantages and disadvantages is held by medical professionals 
and by academics researchers. This discussion is closely 
connected to the development of information technology and 
patients claim to receive more and more information. Touch 
screen kiosk are usually installed in health centres or hospitals. 

Web-based portal is based on web technologies. For 
communication between patient and application is used 
Internet network. The most important advantage of web-based 
portal is the possibility to connect using personal computers at 
homes or in offices. In web portals is the possibility to 
integrate several information sources. 

Designing of such systems is usually understood as the 
design of HTML pages and databases. But issue of designing 
web-based healthcare portal should be more complex.  

The aim of this paper is to investigate the principles of the 
healthcare medical portal.  By using results of this 
investigation it is possible to improve web-based frameworks 
for portal in healthcare sectors.  

Bashshur [1] describes telemedicine in healthcare. His 
results should be used for internet service in general. Kohane et 
al. [2] describes methods of building electronic health record 
system. These findings are useful for the understanding of web 
technologies in healthcare, but they describe only one part of 
web-based portal. Therefore, in this paper, their research is 
develop.   

The organization of this contribution is as follows. Chapter 2 
describes the need for developing portals. Chapter 3 describes 
internet penetration and importance for healthcare information 

portals. Chapter 4 describes web portal framework architecture 
Finally chapter 5 is the discussion. 

II. NEED FOR PORTAL, PATIENT SURVEY 

Web portals are well-known and used by companies and 
institutions for information sharing and communications. This 
contribution deals with two basics processes which are realized 
in the healthcare sectors.  

Common process of ordering extends of using modern ICT 
in healthcare sector. Therefore electronic ordering is one of 
the most important possibilities. Nowadays process of order 
is realized by standard telephone call, as can be seen in the 
Figure 1 

Patient

Telecomunications

Physician Asistent  
Fig. 1.  Common Ordering Process 
 
This process is ineffective and is not used very often. In the 

healthcare sector is more popular FIFO based system, 
chronology attendance of waiting patients. These cause long 
queues in the waiting-rooms. There is no chance to control 
time of patients and physicians. Although, there is possibility 
of telephone orders, very often patient missed their 
examination.      

The electronic prescription is specific form of physician-
patient communication. This form is based on electronic 
request for medicament prescription. Nowadays, only physical 
visit of physician office leads for medicament prescription. 
This is time consuming. The second aspect is control of 
interference among medicaments which are prescribed.  

Possibility of the electronic consultation is the third carrying 
pillar in of using web portals and technology. Web portals as 
usual web-based application allows transferring of multimedia 
information – photographs or text information only. The 
telephone-based consultation in ineffective on the score of 
stress. In written form patient and physician should rethink 
better their questions and answers.  

The main advantage of solving mentioned topics by web 
portals is possibility of asynchronous communication. The 

K. Elleithy (ed.), Advanced Techniques in Computing Sciences and Software Engineering, 
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asynchronous communication brings time to the conversations. 
The main purpose of the contribution is to introduce research 
goals and this application is asked by patient. This resulting 
from the study, which were prepared by authors. Patient’s 
claims should be concluded in these areas: 

 
1. Shortening waiting time for the examination 
2. Simplification of prescription. 
3. Reminder services and invitation for prevention 

examination. 
 

The first requirement should be achieved by built-in 
scheduler, which allow choose time of examination which is 
the best for patient and physician. If is reserved accurate 
time for examination number of patient in queue is rapidly 
decreased. Patient should no come in advance.  

The second, simplification of prescription, is based on 
electronic request of prescription. The prescription should be 
delivered to the selected chemist or it should be collected in 
the physician office.  
The last claim is connected to automation of sending 
invitation for the prevention examination, for vaccinations or 
as reminder services. This claim, probably, in based on 
patients impossibility to follow these important task, but 
patients feel obligation to take part in this processes. 
 

III. INTERNET PENETRATION AND IMPACT ON WEB-BASED 
PORTALS 

In the Figure 1 can be seen that number of subjects, which is 
appropriate. Almost ninety percentages of hospitals are 
equipped by personal computer and at least two thirds of them 
are equipped by internet connections. Very important is that 
fifty and more percents of other healthcare subjects are 
equipped by personal computer and internet connections too.   

Fig. 2.  Information and Communication Technology in 
Healthcare sector 

 
The Second significant condition for researching of Web-

based Services in the Healthcare Sector is number of 
computers and internet connection in households. In the Figure 
2 can be seen that number of these to options is rapidly 

increased. In the second quarter of the 2007 thirty-two percents 
of personal computer and internet connections was achieved. 
More significant than number itself is the trend. 

Fig. 3.  Information Communication Technology in 
Households. 

 
The third condition is relatively low penetration of web-

based portals in the healthcare sector. In the Figure 4 can be 
seen eighty-two percents of hospitals have their own web 
pages. But only nearly eight percents of the independent 
physicians are used web pages. 

Fig. 4.  Web-sites in Healthcare 
 

IV. WEB PORTAL FRAMEWORK ARCHITECTURE 

The proposed system is based as web-based portal. The basic 
structure of the portal is shown in the Figure 5. This structure 
brings accessibility from any computer, which is connected to 
the internet. Classical three-layer architecture was used for the 
proposed system. Data layer is used for storing data and 
information in the system. The data layer is based on relation 
database and group of stored procedures. 

Business logic is in the form of web-based application, 
which is based on .Net framework. Use interface is created by 
using HTML and webforms technology. Webforms are 
expanded by using asynchronous javascript and xml. The web 
portal is unpretentious of client technology. It should be 
expanded during implementation.  

Communication in web portal will be based on the internet – 
by using webforms. Other possibility is e-mail which will be 
process automatically or short text message. Short test 
messages are planed for reminder services. 

The proposed system is based on webform filling. Patient 
should choose type of request and this request is stored into 
database. Patient chooses term of meeting too. Patient chooses 
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from free term and checked type of request.  If there is no 
corresponding request, term is assigned by physician’s office.  

Fig. 4.  System Model, all parts 
 
Patient should also cancel the meeting, but only in defined 

time in advance. Text case is reminder services, which informs 
patients that his meeting will be. In time, when patient comes 
to the waiting room, electronic attendance will be used by him.  

Figure 5 brings illustration of the system model, which 
contain all of necessary parts of the proposed system.  

Both patients and physicians use only internet explorer for 
accessing system. The application is based on Model-View-
Presenter (MVP) design pattern.  

This design pattern is based on commonly known Model-
View-Controller (MVC). Basics are the same as in MVC. In 
MVP  data are stored in Model, representation of the model 
can be found in View and the Presenter control 
communications between the data and business logic layers. 

In the Figure 5 can be seen the structure of MVP 
applications and its location in each components of the 
proposed system. 

Services, which are offered by the portal should be 
illustrated on examination ordering request, which can be seen 
in Figure 6.  

Fig. 5.  Model-View-Presenter and its decompositions 

 
 

Fig. 6. Sequence diagram of the ordering process 
 
The ordering process, which is described is based on using 

internet browser. User of the web portal – patient is logged into 
the portal application and choose the activity. In the shown 
case patient order an examination.  

If his login name and password are  valid, he should choose 
term of the examination and leave brief description of the 
reasons of examination.  

The patient works with scheduler, which contains all 
physician activity.  For individual patients are shown only free 
frames, which are assigned as the examination time. Ordering 
process is based on visual environment, which is user friendly 
and allows, in natural form, filling all necessary information. In 
the Figure 6 can be shown that two stage confirmations are 
necessary for storing and booking term.  

In there is no confirmation, physician should not be 
protected before testing users.  

 
 

V. DISCUSSION 

In this contribution, web-based portal and its Model-View-
Presenter framework were investigated. The web-based 
applications are usually used in different locations and are 
focused on different users. Web-based portals is usually used 
by well-situated and has connection to internet at home. The 
healthcare portal brings by electronic healthcare era. E-
healthcare is closely connected to telemedicine. Therefore 
portal takes key role in modern healthcare. Motivation for this 
development is in penetration of internet connection. Other 
important reasons are in case, that by using portals should be 
solved other important issues in the medical informatics.  

This research shows possibility of using both portals for 
information delivering and for patients’ management.  These 
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MakeRegistration()
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Parameters()
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two views are not concurrent. Decrease of the cost of medical 
information is import too.  

This research work is limited to potential of portals and basic 
requirements for portals in healthcare sector. Therefore results 
should not been valid for validation of concrete portal 
technology.   

Further research will focus on investigating the possibility of 
using concrete technology and application in web-based 
system. Investigation of work-flow process and user interface, 
form point of view of security and cryptology should be 
appropriate 
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Abstract-There are currently two options to achieve binaural 
sound spatialization using Head-Related Impulse Responses 
(HRIRs): measure every intended listener’s HRIR or use generic 
HRIRs. However, measuring HRIRs requires expensive and 
specialized equipment, which removes its availability to the 
general public. In contrast, use of generic HRIRs results in 
higher localization errors. Another possibility that researchers, 
including our group, are pursuing is the customization of HRIRs. 
Our group is pursuing this by developing a structural model in 
which the physical measurements of a new intended listener 
could be used to synthesize his/her custom-fitted HRIRs, to 
achieve spatialization equivalent to measured HRIRs. However, 
this approach requires that HRIRs from multiple subjects be 
initially broken down in order to reveal the parameters of the 
corresponding structural models. This paper presents a new 
method for decomposing HRIRs and tests its performance on 
simulated examples and actual HRIRs. 

 
Keywords-Head-Related Transfer Functions (HRTFs), 

Damped and Delayed Sinusoidals (DDS), Hankel Total Least 
Squares (HTLS), Signal Decomposition 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

Spatial audio, which is often times referred to as surround 
sound, can be created in two ways: a multi-channel approach 
or a two-channel approach. One method of creating spatial 
audio using the multi-channel approach is to record a sound 
source(s) using surround sound microphone techniques [1]. 
The recording is then mixed for playback on multiple speakers 
which encircle the listener (e.g., Dolby 5.1). This method is 
effective but its availability is restricted by the requirement of 
expensive and specialized equipment for the recording and 
playback setups. Another multi-channel approach is Wave 
Field Synthesis (WFS) which is based on the Huygens-Fresnel 
principle [2]. This method essentially produces “artificial” 
wave fronts that are synthesized by a large number of 
individually driven speakers. These wave fronts will be 
perceived by the listener to originate from a virtual source. 
One benefit of this method is the localization of the virtual 
sources does not depend on or change with the listener’s 
position. However, this method also suffers from the same 
problems the surround sound microphone technique does. 

The two-channel approach uses digital signal processing 
(DSP) techniques to create binaural (left and right channel) 
virtual spatial audio from a monaural source that can be 
delivered to a prospective listener through headphones or 
speakers. DSP-based azimuthal spatialization can be achieved, 

on the basis of Lord Raleigh’s Duplex Theory [3], by simply 
manipulating two binaural cues called interaural time differ-
ence (ITD) and interaural intensity difference (IID). However, 
these cues do not account for the elevation information of the 
sound source. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Azimuth (θ), elevation (Φ) and distance (r) of a sound source with 

median, horizontal and frontal planes noted. 
 
It is well established that the primary cues for elevation 

come from the pinna or outer ear [4, 5]. The elevation cues are 
derived from the modifications a sound experiences as it 
bounces-off of the various structures of the pinna before 
entering into the ear canal. A way in which both the azimuth 
and elevation cues (i.e., modifications from the pinna reflec-
tions, IIDs and ITDs) are modeled is by means of a pair (Left 
and Right) of Head-Related Impulse Responses (HRIRs) for 
each desired position around the listener’s head. The frequen-
cy domain representation, referred to as the Head-Related 
Transfer Functions (HRTFs), is obtained by taking the Fourier 
transform of the HRIRs. Once these HRIRs are obtained, a 
sound source can be convolved with the HRIRs that corres-
pond to a desired virtual position. When playing the left and 
right signals resulting from this convolution to a listener, 
he/she will perceive the sound as if it emanated from the 
desired location in 3D space, specified by azimuth (θ), 
elevation (Φ) and distance (r) (see Fig. 1). However, the 
dependence of the cues on anatomical features implies that the 
HRIRs will vary from listener to listener. 

Originally, the only method to measure HRIRs for each 
intended listener was in an anechoic chamber or equivalent 
facility using expensive and cumbersome equipment. An 
alternative solution to this is the utilization of “generic” 
HRIRs (e.g., MIT’s measurements of a KEMAR Head 
Microphone [6] or the CIPIC Database [7]). Due to its 
requirements, the use of individually measured HRIRs is 
confined to specialized groups researching 3D audio such as 
military personnel or academic researchers. On the other hand, 
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it is known that the use of generic HRIRs suffers from 
accuracy issues such as increased front/back reversals and 
elevation errors in the perception of the sound location [8]. 
Therefore, none of the two approaches currently available is 
simultaneously accurate and simply to implement. 

A potential solution that our group is pursuing is to find a 
method to “customize” HRIRs for each listener utilizing 
relevant geometrical measurements of his/her head and outer 
ears (pinnae). Unfortunately, the way in which current HRIR 
measurement systems report the HRIR samples is in terms of 
long (128, 256, 512, etc.) sequences, which are not easily 
associated with the physical characteristics of the listener. As 
a result, the overall purpose of our research is to develop 
customizable HRIRs from a generic dynamic model that 
involves a smaller number of anatomically-related parameters. 

 

 
Fig. 2: Example of how sound waves bounce-off of the pinna into the ear 

canal. 
 

II. HRIR CUSTOMIZATION 
Several approaches have been tried to generate HRIRs 

without requiring inconvenient measurements while still 
achieving comparable performance to measured HRIRs, 
including numerical computational methods, physical models 
and structural models (see [9] for a complete list of customiza-
tion methods/models). Amongst these categories, our group 
found the simplicity of a structural pinna model approach 
appealing, and developed our work from it. 

One example of a structural pinna model is the one pro-
posed by Batteau in [4]. He believed that the cues for spatiali-
zation result from the way in which the sound waves bounce-
off of the convex protrusions of the pinna, which causes delay 
and intensity differences between the direct and indirect sound 
paths (see Fig. 2). He developed a customization model that 
assigned parameters to the protruding structures of each pinna. 
However, Batteau’s model was limited to two reflections 
which does not represent all the delays that occur [10]. 
Furthermore, he did not offer a method to estimate the 
parameters for the model. 

In [11], we proposed a model that represents the HRIRs as a 
summation of multiple Damped and Delayed Sinusoidals 
(DDSs) with different magnitudes and delays. As in Batteau’s 
model, the changes in magnitude and delay between the DDSs 
are believed to be the result of the waves bouncing-off of the 
geometrical structures of the pinnae before entering each of 
the ear canals (see Fig. 2). However, the method proposed to 
obtain the parameters for the model was formulated on a 
manual basis and required a large amount of human interven-
tion. This prompted our group to develop an automated 
method of estimating the DDSs and their parameters. 

 

III. AUTOMATED METHOD OF PARAMETER ESTIMATION 
Initially, the parameters for our model were obtained ma-

nually. The HRIR was sequentially segmented in windows 
such that the single window under analysis at any given time 
contained a single DDS and then an approximation method, 
such as Prony [12], was applied to the window. The result of 
the approximation was then extrapolated and removed from 
the overall HRIR. The process was repeated to obtain all the 
parameters needed for the model. The results of this manual 
windowing process yielded reconstructed HRIRs that closely 
resembled the original HRIRs. But this parameter estimation 
method required a large amount of human interaction, and an 
automated method of estimating the parameters was pursued. 

In [13], our group proposed an iterative method of decom-
posing HRIRs. Essentially, this method automated the same 
steps used in the manual decomposition method. Although this 
method resulted in good approximations of the original HRIR, 
it was shown in [14] that the iterative method could fail to 
accurately approximate the HRIRs if the latencies between the 
DDSs are small. As a result, an alternate HRIR decomposition 
method to handle cases with small latencies between the DDSs 
was devised. 

A method exist, called the Hankel Total Least Squares 
(HTLS) decomposition method, which can decompose a 
summation of real or complex exponentially damped sinusoid-
als [15, 16]. This algorithm uses Total Least Square (TLS) and 
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to estimate the 
parameters (frequency, phase, amplitude and damping factor) 
of K individual sinusoidals. A higher order is usually selected 
to capture what is referred to in [16] as “correct events” (i.e., 
the actual sinusoidals a signal is comprised of) along with 
“false detections” (i.e., spurious sinusoidals). After all the 
sinusoidals are obtained, a classification of the correct events 
is used to eliminate the false detections. Unfortunately, prior 
knowledge of how many sinusoidals a signal is comprised of 
would be needed in order to estimate the model order K. 
Additionally, one of the assumptions of the HTLS method is 
that the sinusoidals that make up the signal to be decomposed 
are not delayed. The following subsections outline how these 
issues are addressed such that the HTLS method can be used 
to decompose HRIRs into DDSs. 

 
A. Criteria for Spurious Signal Elimination 

The HTLS method is parametric and requires that an order 
of K be specified such that the results contain both the actual 
and spurious sinusoidals. The model order K can be set high 
such that all the actual and spurious sinusoidals are captured. 
Then criteria are used to eliminate the spurious sinusoidals 
leaving only the actual sinusoidals. However, it was shown in 
[15] that if K is set too high then the HTLS method breaks 
down. To remedy this, we attempted to define an empirical 
value for K that would be appropriate for HRIR analysis by 
decomposing synthetic mixtures of damped sinusoidals.  

In order to define the model order K, a synthetic signal 
composed of four non-delayed exponentially damped 
sinusoidals was created and decomposed using the HTLS 
method. Equation (1) was used to generate the ith synthetic 
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exponentially damped sinusoidal where FS is the sampling 
frequency, di is the damping factor, fi is the frequency in 
Hertz, φi is the phase in radians and ai is the amplitude. Each 
sinusoidal was N=256 points in length, n=0,…,N-1 and the 
simulation used a sampling frequency of FS=96 kHz.  
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After decomposing several synthetic sinusoidal mixtures 

with various values of K, the value of K=20 resulted in the 
highest number of correct decompositions. Another issue is 
the definition of criteria to eliminate the spurious sinusoidals 
from the HTLS decomposition results. The following criteria 
were developed to eliminate the spurious sinusoidals: 

1. Eliminate sinusoidals that have fi > 20 kHz. 
2. Eliminate sinusoidals that have di > 2. 
3. Eliminate sinusoidals that do not have complex-

conjugate poles within the unit circle. 
The justifications for the criterion one is based on what is 
accepted by spatial audio researchers as the “relevant” 
frequency range (from about 1 to 14 kHz) for localization in 
the median plane (see Fig. 1) [9]. The precise frequency range 
is, however, unknown. Hence, 20 kHz was selected to ensure 
that all the important frequencies are captured. The limit for 
criterion 2 was empirically defined to be di > 2 because 
sinusoidals with damping factors greater than this limit were 
heavily damped and resembled an impulse which contradicts 
our model premise that an HRIR is comprised of resonances. 
Criterion 3 is based on the knowledge that impulse response 
components exhibit damped oscillatory behavior if their 
complex-conjugate poles lie within the unit circle. Therefore, 
sinusoidals that did not have complex-conjugate poles within 
the unit circle were eliminated. The only parameter that is not 
statically defined in these criteria is the amplitude, ai. 

In previous studies, the sinusoidal had to have |ai| > 0.01 to 
be considered an actual sinusoidal. This worked well for the 
synthetic examples. However, when HTLS was used to 
decompose HRIRs and this criterion was included, no 
sinusoidals would be retained. It was reasoned that this could 
be too high of an amplitude value, especially for contralateral 
(the ear farthest from the sound source) HRIRs were the 
amplitude is expected to be low and the Signal-to-Noise 
(SNR) ratio is lower. To remedy this, the ai parameter is set to 
a reasonable start value (ai = 0.2) and decremented by 0.01 
until the HTLS results retain at least one sinusoidal. 

It should be noted here that when HTLS was used to de-
compose HRIRs, it would occasionally fail to return any 
sinusoidals when decomposing contralateral HRIRs with 
K=20. After several trials using contralateral HRIRs, the 
model order of K=10 would result in at least one sinusoidal. 
Hence, for the synthetic examples and ipsilateral (the ear 
closest to the sound source) HRIRs a model order of K=20 is 
used and a model order of K=10 is used for contralateral 
HRIRs. 

 

B. Iterative Zeroing Algorithm 
As mentioned before, originally HTLS can only decompose 

signals that are comprised of non-delayed exponentially 
damped sinusoidals. In the previous section we proposed 
appropriate model orders (K) and criteria to eliminate spurious 
sinusoidals from the HTLS decomposition results. To fully 
adapt HTLS for decomposition of signals that are comprised 
of DDSs, as we believe is the case for HRIRs, an additional 
time delay estimation method must be developed. Methods do 
exist that estimate time delay (see [17] for a list of common 
methods) but none of them are well suited for the scenario 
proposed in this paper. 

HTLS, however, can fit a non-delayed exponentially 
damped sinusoidal to a DDS with a time delay that is less than 
or equal to 5 samples (i.e., 52.0833 μs). To illustrate this, a 
synthetic DDS (xt0) was created, using Equation (2), and then 
decomposed using the HTLS decomposition. Equation (2) is 
essentially Equation (1) multiplied by the unit step sequence 
(Equation (3)) [18]. The parameter values for the synthetic 
signal used, xt0, are f0=8 kHz, φ0=π/9, d0=0.1, a0=2 and t0=3 
samples. The result of this process is shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3: A DDS (xt0) versus the results from the HTLS method (x0). 
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In Fig. 3, it can be seen that the resulting sinusoidal from 

the HTLS decomposition (xo) captures the overall shape of the 
synthetic DDS (xt0). Only the time delay, ti, must be estimated. 
An algorithm is needed that zeros-out the initial samples (for 
this example that would be the first 3 samples) of the resulting 
sinusoidal from the HTLS decomposition (xo). The resulting 
algorithm, referred to as the iterative zeroing algorithm, is a 
general method that performs this task. 

The iterative zeroing algorithm is described by Equations 
(5)-(10) where p is the maximum samples that will be zeroed 
at the beginning of each of the i damped sinusoidals obtained 
from the HTLS decomposition. The original incarnation of the 
iterative zeroing algorithm used the matrix T(r,i) in Equation 
(4) which is a (p+1)i x i matrix storing in each of its rows the 
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amount of zeros that should be overwritten at the beginning of 
the damped sinusoidals. However, the memory requirements 
for this grows rapidly as the number of damped sinusoidals i is 
increased. Therefore, Equation (5) is used to extract a single 
row at a time of the original T(r,i) and is stored in a vector 
TR(r,i) where ⌊ ⌋ is the floor operator and mod denotes the 
modulus operator. In Equation (6), ( )nrx ,ˆ  is the composite 
sequence which is a candidate to be the approximation of the 
original sequence x(n). In all cases, ( )nrx ,ˆ  is built from the i 
damped sinusoidals obtained from HTLS but the pattern of 
zeros imposed at the beginning of each of them is determined 
by the row r in TR(r,i). For each value of 1 ≤ r ≤ (p+1)i, the 
error (e(r,n)) sequence and corresponding “fit” (f(r)) are 
calculated (Equations (7) and (8)) and the r* that maximizes 
f(r) is chosen. The corresponding composite ( )nrx ,ˆ  is kept as 
the best reconstruction of x(n) and the corresponding zeroing 
pattern is kept as *

it . 
As mentioned in section II, it is believed that HRIRs are 

comprised of multiple DDSs [4, 9, 11, 13, 14]. Hence, to 
evaluate the iterative zeroing algorithm’s performance, a 
synthetic signal, which is composed of four DDSs, was 
created. The individual DDSs (xt1, xt2, xt3 and xt4) are created 
using Equation (2) and the parameters for the DDSs used in 
this example are shown in Table 1. The individual DDSs are 
then summed together to create x. This signal is then decom-
posed using the HTLS algorithm to obtain the parameters (fi, 
φi, di and ai) for each of the DDSs (

1ˆtx , 2ˆtx , 3ˆtx  and 4ˆtx ). At 
this point, the iterative zeroing algorithm can be used to 
estimate the time delay parameter ti for each of the DDSs. 
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After all the parameters are obtained, then the estimated 
DDSs (

1ˆtx , 2ˆtx , 3ˆtx  and 4ˆtx ) are summed together to obtain x̂ . 
Equations (11)-(12) are used to measure the similarity of two 
signals in the time domain. Equation (13) measures the 
similarity of two magnitude responses which is often referred 
to as the Spectral Distortion (SD) score. For the SD score, |Hi| 
is the magnitude response at the ith frequency of x, |Ĥi| is the 
magnitude response at the ith frequency of x̂  and I is the 
number of frequencies. The lower the SD score, the more 
similar the magnitude responses are to each other. 

In Fig. 4, a plot displaying the time and frequency plots of x 
versus x̂  indicates that the reconstruction was almost perfect. 
This is confirmed by the high fit (99.86%) and low SD score 
(0.4229 dB). Additionally, the original DDSs (xti) were 
compared to the estimated DDSs (

tix̂ ). This resulted in an 
average fit of 99.66% and an average SD score of 0.3140 dB. 
The next section applies this process to real HRIRs. 

 
Table 1: The parameters used in example. 
xti fi (kHz) φi (radians) di ai ti (samples) 
xt1 13 0 0.09 2.05 0 
xt2 9 π/3 0.3 1.2 3 
xt3 8 π/33 0.03 -0.8 2 
xt4 4 π/11 0.26 1.5 5 
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IV. HRIR DECOMPOSITION 
In this section, actual measured HRIRs will be decomposed 

by the HTLS method and the iterative zeroing method. The 
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Fig. 4: Time domain plot (top) and magnitude response (bottom) of x vs. x̂ . 
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results will then be evaluated in both time (using the fit 
measure in Equations (11) and (12)) and frequency (using the 
SD score in Equation (13)). The HTLS method, augmented by 
the iterative zeroing algorithm, is proposed for decomposition 
of DDS mixtures with short intervening latencies. Therefore, 
the method was tested only with HRIRs from locations where 
short latencies are expected [4, 19]. The HRIRs used were 
measured on a KEMAR mannequin using the AuSIM 
HeadZap system at a sampling frequency of 96 kHz. Azimuths 
of 90° and -90° and elevations from -20° to 20° at increments 
of 10° (see Fig. 5) were decomposed, for a total of 20 HRIRs. 

 

 
Fig. 5: Coordinate system for HRIRs used in this paper. 

 
Table 2: Mean fits and SD scores (for elevations -20°, -10°, 
0°, 10° and 20°) 
Ear Azimuth (°) Mean Fit (%) Mean SD Score (dB) 
Left 90 95.75 2.4410 
Left -90 79.80 5.1708 
Right 90 76.38 6.3480 
Right -90 96.38 3.3698 
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Fig. 6: Fits for the left ear (top) and right ear (bottom). 
 
As mentioned in section III-A, it is known that the most 

relevant frequencies for localization in the median plane (see 
Fig. 1) lies between 1 kHz to 14 kHz. Hence, the SD score 
analysis was restricted to a frequency range of 0 kHz to 20 
kHz. The results for the time domain comparisons (fits) are 
shown in Fig. 6 and the frequency domain comparisons (SD 
scores) are shown in Fig. 7. Table 2 shows the means for the 
fits and SD scores. 

The reconstructed HRIRs that achieved high and low fits 
and SD scores are plotted below to examine the results in 

more detail. Fig. 8 shows the case where a low fit in the time 
domain (83.17%) and a high SD score (7.7344 dB) were 
achieved. Fig. 9 shows the case where a high fit in the time 
domain (97.14%) and a low SD score (2.0533 dB) were 
achieved. The analysis of these plots confirms the relationship 
between the fit in the time domain and the SD score compari-
son in the frequency domain. 
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Fig. 8: Time domain (left) and magnitude response (right) plots of original 
(solid) and reconstructed (dashed) HRIRs for the right ear at azimuth = 90º, 

elevation = -20º. 
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Fig. 9: Time domain (left) and magnitude response (right) plots of original 
(solid) and reconstructed (dashed) HRIRs for the left ear at azimuth = 90º, 

elevation = 10º. 
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V. STRUCTURAL PINNA MODEL 
Our previous model in [11] used a single resonance, which 

defined the frequency and damping factor of the DDSs for all 
the paths. However, recent findings have indicated that each 
DDS could have different characteristics. As a result, we 
extended the model to allow each DDS to have its own 
resonance (see Fig. 10). This does increase the complexity of 
the model but allows for more flexibility with the characteris-
tics of the individual DDSs. 

It was noticed that when HTLS is used to decompose 
HRIRs, the number of DDSs returned varied with elevation 
and azimuth. The number of DDSs estimated for the ipsilateral 
HRIRs used in this experiment was between 4 and 5 when 
K=20 and the number of DDSs for the contralateral HRIR 
stayed at a single DDS when K=10. The model shown in Fig. 
10 can be used for HRIRs with less than 6 DDSs by setting 
some of the reflection coefficients (ρi) to zero. 

 

 
Fig. 10: Block diagram of structural pinna model. 

 
VI. CONCLUSION 

It has been shown that the HTLS method, augmented by the 
iterative zeroing algorithm, can adequately decompose HRIRs 
that are comprised of DDSs separated by short delays, which 
has proven to be a difficult task to achieve by previous 
methods. The method appears to be less successful at decom-
posing contralateral (the ear farthest from the sound source) 
HRIRs which could be due to the lower Signal-to-Noise 
(SNR) ratios and amplitudes when compared to ipsilateral (the 
ear closest to the sound source) HRIRs. However, the lower 
accuracy of decomposing contralateral HRIRs might not be of 
high importance because a study indicates that contralateral 
HRIRs do not contribute heavily to accuracy in localization at 
certain angles [20]. 
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Abstract--In speech analysis,  the voiced-unvoiced 
decision is usually performed in extracting the 
information from the speech signals. In this paper, two 
methods are performed to separate the voiced and 
unvoiced parts of the speech signals.  These are zero 
crossing rate (ZCR) and energy. In here,  we evaluated 
the results by dividing the speech sample into some 
segments and used the zero crossing rate and energy 
calculations to separate the voiced and unvoiced parts 
of speech. The results suggest that zero crossing rates 
are low for voiced part and high for unvoiced part 
where as the energy is high for voiced part and low for 
unvoiced part.  Therefore,  these methods are proved 
effective in separation of voiced and unvoiced speech. 
 

I .  INTRODUCTION 
Speech can be divided into numerous voiced and unvoiced 

regions. The classification of speech signal into voiced, 
unvoiced provides a preliminary acoustic segmentation for 
speech processing applications, such as speech synthesis, 
speech enhancement, and speech recognition.  
“Voiced speech consists of more or less constant frequency 
tones of some duration, made when vowels are spoken.  It is 
produced when periodic pulses of air generated by the 
vibrating glottis resonate through the vocal tract, at 
frequencies dependent on the vocal tract shape.  About two-
thirds of speech is voiced and this type of speech is also what 
is most important for intelligibility.  Unvoiced speech is non-
periodic, random-like sounds, caused by air passing through a 
narrow constriction of the vocal tract as when consonants are 
spoken.  Voiced speech, because of its periodic nature, can be 
identified, and extracted [1]”. 

In recent years considerable efforts has been spent by 
researchers in solving the problem of classifying speech into 
voiced/unvoiced parts [2-8]. A pattern recognition approach 
and statistical and non statistical techniques has been applied 
for deciding whether the given segment of a speech signal 
should be classified as voiced speech or unvoiced speech 
[2,3,5, and 7]. Qi and Hunt classified voiced and unvoiced 
speech using non-parametric methods based on multi-layer 
feed forward network [4]. Acoustical features and pattern 
recognition techniques were used to separate the speech 
segments into voiced/unvoiced [8]. 

The method we used in this work is a simple and fast 
approach and may overcome the problem of classifying the 

speech into voiced/unvoiced using zero-crossing rate and 
energy of a speech signal. The methods that are used in this 
study are presented in the second part. The results are given in 
the third part. 
 

II. METHOD 
In our design, we combined zero crossings rate and energy 

calculation. Zero-crossing rate is an important parameter for 
voiced/unvoiced classification. It is also often used as a part of 
the front-end processing in automatic speech recognition 
system. The zero crossing count is an indicator of the 
frequency at which the energy is concentrated in the signal 
spectrum. Voiced speech is produced because of excitation of 
vocal tract by the periodic flow of air at the glottis and usually 
shows a low zero-crossing count [9], whereas the unvoiced 
speech is produced by the constriction of the vocal tract 
narrow enough to cause turbulent airflow which results in 
noise and shows high zero-crossing count. 

Energy of a speech is another parameter for classifying the 
voiced/unvoiced parts. The voiced part of the speech has high 
energy because of its periodicity and the unvoiced part of 
speech has low energy. The analysis for classifying the 
voiced/unvoiced parts of speech has been illustrated in the 
block diagram in Fig.1. 

At the first stage, speech signal is divided into intervals in 
frame by frame without overlapping. It is given with Fig.2. 
 
A. End-Point Detection 

One of the most basic but problematic aspects of speech 
processing is to detect when a speech utterance starts and 
ends. This is called end-point detection. In the case of 
unvoiced sounds occurring at the beginning or end of the 
utterance, it is difficult to detect accurately the speech signal 
from the background noise signal.  

In this work, end-point detection is applied to the 
voiced/unvoiced algorithm at the beginning of the algorithm to 
separate silence and speech signal. A small sample of the 
background noise is taken during the silence interval just prior 
to the commencement of the speech signal. The short-time 
energy function of the entire utterance is then computed using 
Eq.4. 
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Fig.1: Block diagram of the voiced/unvoiced classification. 
 

 
Fig. 2: Frame-by–frame processing of speech signal. 
 

 
 
 

A speech threshold is determined which takes into account 
the silence energy and the peak energy. Initially, the endpoints 
are assumed to occur where the signal energy crosses this 
threshold. Corrections to these initial estimates are made by 
computing the zero-crossing rate in the vicinity of the 
endpoints and by comparing it with that of the silence. If 
detectable changes in zero-crossing rate occur outside the 
initial thresholds, the endpoints are re-designed to the points at 
which the changes take place [10-11] 
 
B. Zero-Crossing Rate 

In the context of discrete-time signals, a zero crossing is 
said to occur if successive samples have different algebraic 
signs. The rate at which zero crossings occur is a simple 
measure of the frequency content of a signal. Zero-crossing 
rate is a measure of number of times in a given time 
interval/frame that the amplitude of the speech signals passes 
through a value of zero, Fig3 and Fig.4. Speech signals are 
broadband signals and interpretation of average zero-crossing 
rate is therefore much less precise. However, rough estimates 
of spectral properties can be obtained using a representation 
based on the short-time average zero-crossing rate [12]. 
 

 
Fig. 3: Definition of zero-crossings rate 

 

 
Fig. 4: Distribution of zero-crossings for unvoiced and voiced 

speech [12]. 
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A definition for zero-crossings rate is: 
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The model for speech production suggests that the energy of 

voiced speech is concentrated below about 3 kHz because of 
the spectrum fall of introduced by the glottal wave, whereas 
for unvoiced speech, most of the energy is found at higher 
frequencies. Since high frequencies imply high zero crossing 
rates, and low frequencies imply low zero-crossing rates, there 
is a strong correlation between zero-crossing rate and energy 
distribution with frequency. A reasonable generalization is 
that if the zero-crossing rate is high, the speech signal is 
unvoiced, while if the zero-crossing rate is low, the speech 
signal is voiced [12]. 
 
C. Short-Time Energy 

The amplitude of the speech signal varies with time. 
Generally, the amplitude of unvoiced speech segments is 
much lower than the amplitude of voiced segments. The 
energy of the speech signal provides a representation that 
reflects these amplitude variations. Short-time energy can 
define as: 

∑
∞

−∞=

−=
m

n mnwmxE 2)]()([    (4) 

The choice of the window determines the nature of the 
short-time energy representation. In our model, we used 
Hamming window. The hamming window gives much greater 
attenuation outside the band pass than the comparable 
rectangular window.  

))1/(2cos(46.054.0)( −−= Nnnh π , 10 −≤≤ Nn
       (5) 

0)( =nh , otherwise  
 

The attenuation of this window is independent of the 
window duration. Increasing the length, N, decreases the 
bandwidth, Fig 5. If N is too small, nE will fluctuate very 
rapidly depending on the exact details of the waveform. If N is 
too large, nE will change very slowly and thus will not 
adequately reflect the changing properties of the speech signal 
[12].  
 

 
Fig.5. Computation of Short-Time Energy [12]. 

 
 

III. RESULTS 

MATLAB 7.0 is used for our calculations. We chose 
MATLAB as our programming environment as it offers many 
advantages. It contains a variety of signal processing and 
statistical tools, which help users in generating a variety of 
signals and plotting them. MATLAB excels at numerical 
computations, especially when dealing with vectors or 
matrices of data. 

One of the speech signal used in this study is given with 
Fig.6. Proposed voiced/unvoiced classification algorithm uses 
short-time zero-crossings rate and energy of the speech signal. 
The signal is windowed with a rectangular window of 50ms 
duration at the beginning. The algorithm reduces the duration 
time of the window by half at each feedback if the decision is 
not clear. The results of voiced/unvoiced decision using our 
model are presented in Table 1.  
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Fig.6: Original speech signal for the word “four.” 

 
The frame by frame representation of the algorithm is 

presented with Fig.7. At the beginning and the ending points 
of the speech signal, the algorithm decreases the window 
duration time. At the beginning, word starts with an “f” sound 
which is unvoiced. At the end, word ends with a “r” sound 
which is unvoiced. 
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Fig.7. Representation of the frames. 

 
 

TABLE I. VOICED/UNVOICED DECISIONS FOR THE WORD 
“FOUR” USING THE MODEL. 

 
 

In the frame-by-frame processing stage, the speech signal is 
segmented into a non-overlapping frame of samples. It is 
processed into frame by frame until the entire speech signal is 
covered. Table 1 includes the voiced/unvoiced decisions for 
word “four.” It has 3600 samples with 8000Hz sampling rate. 
At the beginning, we set the frame size as 400 samples (50 
ms). At the end of the algorithm if the decision is not clear, 
energy and zero-crossing rate is recalculated by dividing the 
related frame size into two frames. This phenomenon can be 
seen for Frame 2, 7, and 8 in the Table 1.  
 

IV. CONCLUSION 

We have presented an approach for separating the voiced 
/unvoiced part of speech in a simple and efficient way. The 
algorithm shows good results in classifying the speech as we 
segmented speech into many frames. In our future study, we 
plan to improve our results for voiced/unvoiced discrimination 
in noise. 
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Abstract-This paper provides a detailed survey of how Model-
Based Testing (MBT) has been used for testing different quality 
attributes of distributed systems such as security, performance, 
reliability, and correctness.  For this purpose, three additional 
criteria are added to the classification.  These criteria are: the 
purpose of testing, the test case paradigm, and the type of 
conformance checking.  A comparison between different MBT 
tools based on the classification is also given. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Every developer wants his software to have sufficient quality.  
However, the increasing size and complexity of software 
systems makes this difficult.  Distributed systems (DSs) are no 
exception. Typically, DSs are heterogeneous in terms of 
communication networks, operating systems, hardware 
platforms, and also the programming language used to 
develop individual components.  Consequently, testing of DSs 
is inherently difficult. 
Models of software have been used during most stages of 
software development for a while. In general, by using model 
we facilitate the communication between the customers and 
the developers and between developers themselves. Moreover, 
models often enable abstraction and analysis. To address the 
challenges of testing software systems and to leverage models 
already produced and used in the context of existing model-
oriented software development methods, model-based testing 
(MBT) has been suggested. In MBT there are four main 
phases: 1) build the model, 2) generate test cases, 3) execute 
test cases, and 4) check the conformance.  We recently 
completed a thorough survey of the use of MBT to improve 
the quality of DSs with respect to performance, security, 
correctness, and reliability [1].  This paper contains an 
abbreviated summery of this survey.  Due to space restrictions 
not all detail could be included.  For more detailed account, 
the interested reader is referred to [1]. 

II. USING MBT TO IMPROVE DIFFERENT QUALITY 
ATTRIBUTES IN DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS 

A. Performance 
During performance testing, the tester should consider all 
performance characteristics to make sure that the DS meets 
the performance requirements of its users. These 
characteristics are: latency, throughput, and scalability.  Scott 
Barber [2] identifies performance testing as “an empirical, 
technical investigation conducted to provide stakeholders 
with information about the quality of the product or service 
under test with regard to speed, scalability and/or stability 
characteristics”. There might also be other information we 
need to measure when evaluating performance of a particular 

system, such as resource usage, and queue lengths 
representing the maximum number of tasks waiting to be 
serviced by selected resources.  A lot of research in the 
literature has focused on building performance models.  
Various approaches have been proposed to derive different 
types of performance models from software architectures 
mostly presented using different types of UML diagrams.  
Some of these performance models are: Layered Queuing 
Networks (LQNs) which are an extension of the Queuing 
Network model (QN) presented in (e.g [4]), Stochastic Petri 
Nets (SPNs) [5], Stochastic Process Algebra (SPA) [6].  

A.1 Sample Approach for Using MBT for Performance 
Testing: 
As an example of using MBT to test the performance of 
distributed systems, in [8], the authors present an approach in 
which the architectural design of the distributed system is used 
to generate performance test cases. These test cases can be 
executed on the middleware that was used to build the 
distributed application. To check the feasibility of 
performance testing in the early stages of software 
development and the efficacy of their approach, the authors 
[8] performed an experiment based on Duke’s Bank 
application (an application presented in the J2EE tutorial, 
consisting of 6,000 lines of Java code). In this experiment, the 
authors tried to compare the latency of the real 
implementation of the application with the latency of the test 
version of the same system (which is consists of the early 
available components) based on a specific use case, while 
varying the number of clients.  In the first phase of the 
approach, a sample use case relevant to performance such as 
the transfer of funds between two bank accounts is selected.   
In order to map the use case to the middleware, in the second 
phase, the use case is augmented manually with some 
necessary information.  In the third phase the test version of 
the Duke’s Bank application is developed by implementing 
the needed stubs in order to realize the interactions for the use 
cases. After that, the real implementation of the system and 
the test version were executed to measure the latency of the 
test cases. To execute these systems, a workload with 
increasing number of clients starting from 1 to 100 (presenting 
the performance parameter of test cases) is generated.  A 
workload generator is implemented and database is initialized 
with persistent data.  The workload generator is able to 
activate a number of clients at the same time and takes care of 
measuring the average response time. Both the 
implementation and the test version are executed for the 
increasing number of clients and the average response time for 
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each of the test cases is measured. Each experiment is 
repeated 15 times. 
Summary: As a result, the authors [8] found that latency 
times of the application and the test version are very similar. 
The result of this experiment suggests that this approach is 
suitable for performance testing of distributed applications in 
the early stages of software development. However, more 
experiments using other distributed applications need to be 
conducted before the general viability of this approach can be 
concluded. In particular, experiments using different use cases 
and different kinds of middleware and databases are 
necessary. 
B. Security 
A lot of research in the literature has focused on building 
security models. There are various approaches extending 
UML diagrams to specify the security requirements of the 
system. For example, in [9, 10], Jürjens presents UMLsec as 
an extension of UML diagrams to specify the security 
requirements. These security requirements are inserted into 
the UML diagrams as stereotypes with tags and constraints. 
UMLsec is also used to check whether or not the security 
requirements are met by an implementation. Moreover, it can 
be used to find violations of security requirements in the 
UML diagrams. A framework for specifying intrusions in 
UML called UMLintr is presented in [11]. In this framework 
UML diagrams are extended to specify security requirements 
(intrusion scenarios). Lodderstedt et al. [12] present a 
modeling language for the model-driven development of 
secure distributed systems as an extension of UML called 
secureUML. This language is based on Role Based Access 
Control (RBAC). RBAC is a model that contains five types 
of data: users, roles, objects, operations, and permissions. 
SecureUML can be used to automatically generate complete 
access control infrastructures. 
There are two categories for testing security in general as 
presented in [13]: 
• Security Functional Testing: used to test the conformance 

between the security function specification expressed in 
the security model and its implementation. 

• Security Vulnerability Testing: identification of flaws in 
the design or implementation that can cause violations of 
security properties.  

Example for both security functional testing and security 
vulnerability testing will be given below. 
B.1 Sample Approach for Using MBT for Security Functional 
Testing: 
Blackburn et al [15] developed a model-based approach to 
automate security functional testing called Test Automation 
Framework (TAF). The model is used for testing the 
functional requirements of centralized systems. However, 
according to the authors the model is extensible enough to be 
used for distributed systems. In private communication, one 
of the authors said “it would be fairly straightforward to 
model distributed system relationships in TTM (T-VEC 
Tabular Modeler) and generate vectors that could test those 

relationships, provided you had a testbed/test environment 
designed to set up, control, and record your distributed 
systems environment in the manner of the test vectors that 
would result from such an approach.” 

In this approach, a part of an Oracle8 security document [16] 
is used to build a functional specification model using the 
Software Cost Reduction (SCR) method [26]. More 
specifically, the security function of Granting Object Privilege 
Capability (GOP) is used in this approach.��The SCR model is 
a table-based model, representing the system input variables, 
output variables, and intermediate values as term variables. 
Term variables are used to decompose the relationship 
between inputs and outputs of the system. Once these 
variables are identified, the behavior of the system can be 
modeled.  In step 2 of this approach, the SCR tables are 
translated into a test case specification called T-VEC. For 
GOP requirements, about 40 test specification paths were 
generated. In step 3, the test cases (test vectors) are generated 
from the T-VEC test specification using particular coverage 
criterion similar to boundary testing.  In order to generate test 
drivers that are executed against the system, the test driver 
generator needs the test driver schema, user-defined object 
mappings, and test vectors. So in step 4, test schemas are 
generated manually. These test schemas represent the 
algorithm for the test execution in the specific test 
environment. In the object mapping, the authors also manually 
map the object variables of the model to the interface of the 
implementation.  After that in step 5, test drivers are 
automatically generated using the test driver generators by 
repeating the execution steps that are identified in the test 
schema for each test vector.  
Summary: For the evaluation of their approach, two different 
test driver schemas are used (one for an Oracle test driver and 
another for an Interbase test driver) to test two different test 
environments. They found that the model executed without 
failure in the Oracle database driver schema, and results in test 
failures when using the Interbase database schema. But as 
described in the Interbase documentation, the failures are 
associated with restrictions on granting roles.  These results 
demonstrate the feasibility of using MBT to improve security 
functional testing. 
B.2 Sample Approach for Using MBT for Security 
Vulnerability Testing: 
As an example of using MBT to test the system for security 
vulnerabilities of distributed systems, Wimmel et al. [17] 
presented a new approach to find test sequences for security-
critical systems. These test sequences are used to detect 
possible vulnerabilities that violate system requirements.  In 
this approach, the AUTOFOCUS tool is used to 
automatically generate test sequences. More specifically, 
mutation of the system specification and the attacker scenario 
is used to automatically generate the test sequences that are 
likely to lead to violations of the security requirements. In 
this approach, AUTOFOCUS is used to describe the structure 
and the interface of the system by using System Structure 
Diagrams (SSDs). An SSD presents the interaction between 
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the system components (similar to UML component 
diagrams). Each component has two ports: source and 
destination for receiving and sending messages. These ports 
are connected via directed channels. Furthermore, 
AUTOFOCUS is used to express the behavior of the 
components by using State Transition Diagrams (STDs). 
Threat scenarios which represent the capability of the 
attacker are generated automatically by AUTOFOCUS based 
on the security attributes assigned to SSDs and STDs. There 
are five types of security attributes that are associated with 
components and channels in SSDs. These attributes are 
“critical”, “public”, “replace”, and “node”. For more 
information for these attributes see [17].  The security 
attribute “critical” is also associated to the transitions and 
states of the STDs as appropriate.  After generating the 
security-critical model, the authors [17] use this model to 
generate test sequences in order to test the implementation of 
the system. These test sequences should cover all possible 
violations of the security requirements. In order to generate 
test sequences from the security-critical model, first the 
structural coverage criteria are needed. State or transition 
coverage is not suitable, because it does not take into account 
the security requirements. So a mutation testing approach is 
used. In mutation, we introduce an error into the specification 
of the behavior of the system, and then the quality of test 
suites is given by its ability to kill mutants.  During mutation 
testing, one of the critical transitions (t) of the STD of the 
component to be tested is chosen and then a mutation 
function is applied to obtain a mutated transition t’.  Mutation 
functions can be used to modify, for example, the 
precondition or post-condition of a transition.  Next, threat 
scenarios are automatically generated from the mutated 
version of the component to be tested in order to obtain the 
mutated system model Ψ’. After that, each of the system 
requirements Φi is taken to compute a system run that 
satisfies Ψ’ ^ ¬Φi using test sequence generator. If it is 
successful, then mutating t into t’ introduced a vulnerability 
with respect to Φi and the traces show how it can be 
exploited. In this technique, the original specification of the 
components is used as an oracle.  Note that test sequences are 
used to test the security-critical model and not its 
implementation. To test the actual implementation, the test 
sequences should be translated to concrete test data. Concrete 
test data is generated from the abstract sequences by using an 
algorithm presented in [17]. This concrete test data is 
executed by the test driver that passes inputs to the 
component to be tested, and then checks whether or not the 
actual outputs satisfy the expected outputs. 
Summary: This approach allows finding tests likely to detect 
possible vulnerabilities even in complex execution scenarios 
such as the Common Electronic Purse Specifications (CEPS) 
purchase transaction protocol. 
C. Correctness 
To check the correctness of the system under test we need to 
compare the actual outputs with expected outputs by using 
some kind of conformance relation such as input-output 

conformance (ioco)1. A more detailed description of 
conformance relation is omitted due to space limitations.  
The interested reader is referred to [1].  In general, 
conformance relations are based on comparing traces, i.e., 
sequences of states that the system as model exhibits during 
execution.  Simply comparing initial and final execution 
states is insufficient for DSs, because systems may be 
designed never to terminate or correctness may depend on, 
e.g., the order in which messages are exchanged. 
We could not find papers that use MBT activities as specified 
in the introduction for deadlock detection. Instead, we will 
describe the use of models to ensure the deadlock free 
execution of a DS. 
C.1 Avoid Deadlock 
In [18], a test control strategy is provided to control the 
execution order of synchronization events and remote calls. 
This test control strategy is used to ensure deadlock free 
execution of a distributed application that consists of a set of 
processes (which have one or more Java thread) 
communicating through CORBA. All synchronization events 
that could lead to deadlock are sent to a central controller 
first which permits or defers the event based on the control 
strategy. Synchronization events considered in [18] are: 
remote method invocation and its completion, and access to a 
shared object and its completion.  The following steps are 
used in [18] to construct the test control strategy: 

1)  Build the test constraints using static analysis. These test 
constraints express the partial order of synchronization events.  
2)  Choose the thread model. In the CORBA middleware, there 
are three thread models: thread-per-request, thread pool, and 
thread-per-object. If thread-per-request is used, there is no 
deadlock, because for every request, a separate thread is 
created to handle the request. So we just choose thread pool or 
thread-per-object as a thread model for this technique. 
3)  Build the test model (M) using the test constraints and the 
thread model from the previous 2 steps. M is a finite state 
automaton describing the sequence of events.  
4)  Find and remove deadlock states from M to get M’. 
5)  Controller uses the deadlock free model M’ to avoid 
leading the execution of the application into a deadlocked 
state. The test controller should decide which remote calls at 
each moment should be executed. 
Summary: In this technique, 2 different thread models are 
allowed. These thread models may not be appropriate 
anymore when e.g., message passing is used instead of remote 
method invocation using CORBA. The approach relies on a 
partial order relation of events.  If this relation is incomplete, 
then possible deadlocks may be overlooked. 
 
 

                                                                 
1 An implementation under test (IUT) conforms to its specification if the IUT 
never produces an output that cannot be produced by the specification. 
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D. Reliability 
According to ANSI [19], Software Reliability is defined as: 
“the probability of failure-free software operation for a 
specified period of time in a specified environment”.    
D1. Sample Approach for Using MBT for Reliability Testing: 
Guen et al. [20] present improved reliability estimation for 
statistical usage testing based on Markov chains.  Statistical 
usage testing is used to test a software product from a user’s 
point of view (usage model). The usage model represents 
how the user uses the system.  Markov chains usage models 
consist of states representing states of use and transitions 
labeled with usage events (stimuli).  Moreover, probabilities 
are also assigned to all the transitions that reflect how likely a 
transition is to occur. The new measure of estimating 
reliability presented in [20] improves on the two standard 
reliability measures proposed by Whittaker et al. [21] and 
Sayre et al. [22].  
It has also been implemented together in a tool named 
MaTeLo (Markov Test Logic). The input of the MaTeLo tool 
is the usage model to the software. So before using this tool, 
the tester should develop the usage models. MaTeLo accepts 
models in three different notations. These notations are: MSC 
(Message Sequence Chart), UML sequence diagrams, or a 
statecharts. However, if the tester chooses one of the first two 
notations, the tool converts it to a statechart. After that, the 
probabilities of the transitions between states are assigned 
using a Markov usage editor component, in order to get the 
design of the usage models. These probabilities can be 
calculated automatically based on a pre-defined distribution 
or can be manually specified by the user. For more 
information about how to calculate the probabilities of the 
transitions, see [21, 22, 20]. Next, the tool checks the 
correctness of the usage models (e.g. the probabilities are 
arranged between 0 and 1, or terminal states have no 
outgoing transitions, etc) and then converts it into test cases. 
Test cases are then automatically generated using several test 
generation algorithms. These algorithms are based for 
example on the probability of the transitions, the test cases 
that have minimal test steps, or on randomization. The test 
cases that have been generated can be represented in the 
formats TTCN-3 or XML. After the generation of the test 
cases, they are executed against the system under test and 
then the results are recorded. The results of the test are 
analyzed to estimate the reliability probability of the usage 
model obtained from the test runs.   

Summary: MaTeLo presents improved reliability estimation 
for statistical usage testing based on Markov chains.  For 
example, when test cases are randomly generated from a 
profile, it is possible to estimate the reliability for all profiles 
associated to the model.  As another improvement in this 
approach, if the test cases do not reveal a failure, the reliability 
is not equal to 1, as the Whittaker estimation. 

III. MBT TOOLS FOR TESTING DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS 
We briefly describe two MBT tools.  Other MBT can be found 
in our technical report [1]. 

A. SpecExplorer 
Spec Explorer [23] is the second generation of MBT 
technology developed by Microsoft.  Spec Explorer is used in 
Microsoft for testing e.g. operating system components, 
reactive systems, and other kinds of systems.  
In the first step of Spec Explorer, the tester builds the model 
program of the system. The model program specifies the 
desired behavior of the system. It can be written in any high 
level programming language such as Spec#, C#, or VB. The 
model program is not the implementation of the system. The 
model program just focuses on the aspects of the system that 
are relevant for the testing effort. Furthermore, it represents 
the constraints that a correct implementation must follow. 
More precisely, the model program declares a set of action 
methods, a set of state variables, and the preconditions of 
these states.  In the second step of this tool, Spec Explorer 
explores all the possible runs of the model program and 
represents them as a FSM, named model automaton. A state in 
this automaton corresponds to a state of the model program, 
and transitions represent the method invocations that satisfy 
their preconditions. This automaton can have a very large 
number of transitions. To solve this problem several 
techniques for selectively exploring the transitions of the 
model program are used (e.g. parameter selection, method 
restriction, state filtering, directed search, state grouping). The 
graph of the FSM can be viewed in different ways in step 3, 
e.g. based on how to group similar states.  In step 4, test cases 
are generated from the model automaton. There are two 
different kinds of testing in this tool: offline testing and online 
testing. Test cases are generated using traversal algorithms 
based on different test criteria. The test criteria are: random 
walk by specifying bound of the walk, transition coverage, or 
using the shortest path between the initial and an accepting 
state.  In step 5, test cases are executed against the system 
under test. To do that, an API driver can be used. The API 
driver (which is a program written in C# or VB) does 
whatever is necessary in order to invoke the individual actions 
of the test suites in the implementation under test (step 6). In 
other words, the corresponding methods and classes of the 
API driver should be mapped to the model. This process is 
called object binding.  In step 7, the ioco conformance relation 
is used to compare the expected outputs of the model with the 
actual outputs of the implementation. 
B. TorX: 

The purpose of the TorX [24] tool is to implement the ioco 
theory.  In TorX there are four main phases that are provided 
automatically in an on-the-fly manner. The phases are: test 
case generation from the specification of the system under 
test, translate the test cases into executable test scripts, test 
execution, and test analysis. In the first step of TorX, the 
behavior of the system under test is specified using labeled 
transition systems. TorX contains several explorers to explore 
the labeled transition system defined by specifications given in 
different formal notations such as LOTOS, PROMELA, or 
LTSA. TorX implements a test derivation algorithm that is 
used to generate test cases from the labeled transition systems. 
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Test cases are generated randomly based on a walk through 
the state space of the specification. To maximize the chance of 
finding errors in the system under test, two kinds of test 
coverage criteria are used. Heuristic criteria provide some 
assumptions about the behavior of the system under test such 
as the length of the test case. Additionally, TorX allows the 
test purpose criterion, that is, of a particular part of the 
behavior of the system. If the test purpose is given, the test 
case generation algorithm guarantees that generated test cases 
will exercise that part of the system. In TorX, the test 
generation and test execution phases are integrated into one 
phase since test cases are generated on-the-fly during the test 
execution. Also, offline test case generation is available in 
TorX.  An adapter component is used to translate the input 
actions of the test case that have been generated from the 
specification to be readable by the real implementation of the 
system under test. It is also used to translate the outputs that 
are produced by the implementation back to the output action 
of the test case. Then the ioco relation is used to check the 
conformance between the actual outputs of the real 
implementation and the expected outputs of the test cases. 

IV. A COMPARISON BETWEEN DIFFERENT MBT TOOLS 
BASED ON THE CLASSIFICATION 

In [14], Utting et al. specify several criteria for the classification 
of MBT. Four of these criteria are related to phase 1 of the MBT 
process, two criteria to phase 2, and one criterion to phase 3. The 
classification is used to compare different MBT tools.  In [14], the 
authors’ classification does not include a criterion for phase 4 
(type of conformance check). Moreover, the classification does 
not include the purpose of testing. In addition, the test case 
notation is not used as a criterion for phase 3. Therefore, three 
other criteria will be added to the classification. Moreover, other 
tools are added to the tools that are mentioned in [14]. To 
summarize, the new three criteria are: 

• Type of conformance check: This criterion is used to 
classify how different MBT tools check the conformance 
between the actual and the expected outputs of the system 
under test.  In other words, how the tools determine whether a 
test case is pass or fail. There are different ways to check 
conformance, for example, some tools use conformance 
relations. For example, TorX and Spec Explorer use ioco 
conformance relation. Other tools use test oracles to check 
conformance. Test oracle can be generated automatically by 
the tool or they can be provided manually by the user. 
Moreover, conformance can be decided by the human. 
• Purpose of testing: As we have seen in the previous 
sections, systems can be tested for different purposes. For 
example: 
o Testing the functional properties of the system: The model in 

this kind of testing represents the behavior of the main 
functions of the system under test. 

o Testing non-functional properties of the system: we can test 
the performance, security, reliability, etc properties of the 
system. For example if we are going to test the security of the 
system, then the model will represent the security 
requirements of the system under test. 

• Test case notation: This criterion is used to describe the 
notation in which test cases are given. There are different 
notations that can be used to describe the test cases e.g. FSM, 
sequence of operations, input output labeled transition 
systems, TTCN-3, etc. 
Table I compares different MBT tools based on Utting et al’s. 
modified classification. Also, three other tools are added to the 
tools presented in Utting et al. paper [13], these tools are: Spec 
Explorer [23], Conformiq Qtronic [3] and TAF [7].  
 

TABLE I: SOME OF MBT TOOLS BASED ON THE CLASSIFICATION 
F: Functional, R: Reliability, S: Security, SUT: System Under Test 
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TorX 
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V. CONCLUSION 
Because of the heterogeneity of Distributed systems (DSs), 
testing DSs is more difficult than centralized systems.  This 
paper summarizes how MBT can be used for testing different 
non-functional properties of DSs such as performance, 
security, correctness, and reliability.  As we have seen in this 
paper, the classification of MBT proposed in [14] is suitable to 
compare between different MBT tools. However, three new 
different criteria are added to this classification in this paper. 
These criteria are: test purpose, test cases paradigm, and the 
way the tool checks the conformance between the expected 
outputs and actual outputs. We have gathered information 
about 7 different MBT tools and compared them (4 of them 
listed in [14]).  Testing non-functional properties of DSs such 
as security, reliability, performance, etc. using MBT is an 
interesting field for research. For example, a lot of research 
has been done to specify the performance model of the system 
under test, but still we do not have a tool used to evaluate the 
performance of DSs. Moreover, Dias Neto et al. [25] point out 
that several types of non-functional attributes of DSs such as 
usability, maintainability, and portability are not supported by 
current MBT techniques. 
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Abstract: The paper deals with the mineral floatation study by 

modeling and simulation. Some of the main functions 
characterising the floatation process were simulated using 
Matlab Simulink programs. By analysing the results of these 
simulations and comparing them, we reached a conclusion 
concerning the optimising factors of the floatation duration. We 
also elaborated a Visual Basic Application which allows the 
calculation of quantities and contents in every point of a simple 
floatation circuit, for any number of operations. It’s an easy to 
use, conversational application that allows studying more 
configurations in order to find the optimum one, sparing the 
researchers’ and designers’ time and effort. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
The term “Computer Aided Process Engineering” (CAPE) 

summarizes computer applications for process design, process 
synthesis and process control. Flow sheet simulation [1] 
systems are a major application in this area. They calculate 
the whole plant performance, enable an easy comparison of 
process alternatives, and allow for a purposeful process 
synthesis by formulation of design specifications. In mineral 
processing engineering such programs are widely used and at 
least application of steady-state simulators for complex fluid 
processes has become state of the art [2]. 

A few commercial available simulators [3], [4], [5] have 
extensions to handle solids, but these solids capabilities are by 
no means as sophisticated as the capabilities for pure fluid 
processes. As a consequence the use of flow sheet simulation 
is not yet familiar in mineral processing and in chemical 
engineering process alternatives with solids are often ignored 
during process design, because of the lack of a useful tool to 
handle solids processing steps within the usual CAPE-
environment.  

Flow sheet simulation of solids processes faces special 
problems. On the one hand models for processing in particle 
technology are not derived from first principles, i.e. for each 
apparatus several models of different degree of sophistication 
and different application domains exists. On the other hand 
the usual information structure representing a process stream 
consists of pressure, temperature, components, and their 
partial mass flows. This structure is not sufficient for solids 
processes, where a particle size distribution must be 
considered and also additionally solid properties should be 
handled simultaneously, because further solid properties may 
be required by the process under consideration. Examples are 
many processes in mineral processing, processes of the gravel 

and sand industry, and soil-washing, where at least liberation 
states, fractional densities, or fractional contamination, 
respectively, must be considered besides the particle size 
distribution.  

The aim of this research project is the development of tools 
for the modeling and simulation of complex solids process. 
Currently a flow sheet simulation system for complex solids 
processes with following objectives is developed:  

  
The information structure for process streams consists of 

the usual fluid stream representation and “particle types”, 
which allows distinction of different solids phases, e.g. ore 
and gangue components. Each particle type is described by its 
components, its size distribution and other user-defined size 
independent attributes. For each attribute at this level further 
dependent attributes may be described. All attributes may be 
described as distributions or by mean values. 

Models with different degree of sophistication and for 
different application domains are provided and model 
parameters are adjustable, to take into account empirical or 
semi-empirical model derivations [6]. A well-structured 
model library is therefore essential. Within the model library 
a general unit operation model with an appropriate interface 
has been defined. This leads to a flexible structure, supports 
further extensions and allows a simple intern program 
communication. A specific model is derived from the general 
model by adding functions and data through stepwise 
specialization. Alternative, the structuring of necessary 
functions and data may take place in two distinct class 
hierarchies. The first hierarchy is then used exclusively for 
specialization of apparatus features, while the second 
hierarchy organizes specialization of modeling approaches. A 
concrete process model is then obtained by combining these 
two branches in one object. 

 
2. FLOATATION TWO PHASE MODEL 

 
Analyzing, optimizing and designing flotation circuits 

using models and simulators have improved significantly over 
the last 15 years. 
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• a process stream structure which describes solids not 
only by particle size distribution.  
• an extensible model library for solids processing steps 

with models for different apparatuses, different application 
areas and with short-cut and rigorous approaches.  
• an object-oriented software design.  
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In order to calculate a floatation technological flow sheet, 
we should previously know the following elements [7]: 

- the quantities of material in the feed, output products 
and all intermediate points; 

- valuable mineral contents in all of the formerly 
mentioned products; 

- water quantities, that is dilution, for each product. 
It becomes necessary to calculate the flow sheet in the 

following situations: 
- to design an installation or a new section in an 

installation; 
- to know the products characteristics all along a 

technological flow sheet, for a certain functioning regime. 
From time to time, we must know the characteristics of an 

installation, in order to be able to modify or to correct the 
existing technological scheme without supplementary 
investments as well as to improve the technical and 
economical indexes. That may be needed when the raw 
material quality has been changed or the customers requests 
are different. 

Our model considers the froth and the pulp as two distinct 
phases dynamically equilibrated (fig. 1). 

 
The significance of the notations in the figure 1 is: 
M – floated material mass; 
V – pulp volume, except air; 
r, s – the ratio between the pulp volume (including air) and 

the airless one, respectively between the froth volume 
(including air) and the airless one; 

Q – volumetric flow rate, except air; 
C* - concentration (ratio between mass and volume unit, 

including the air in the pulp); 
a - speed constant, regarding the concentrate transfer from 

the pulp to the froth; 
b - speed constant, regarding the concentrate transfer from 

the froth to the pulp; 
p, s, c, t – indexes, referring to the pulp, froth, concentrate 

and waste. 
The differential equation reflecting the pulp composition 

change, for ideal mixing cells, is: 
 

r V 
 td
C d = C V s b + C Vr  a - C Qr  - *C Q = 

 td
M d

p
p

s sp pp  t
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 (1) 
The differential equation reflecting the froth composition 

change, for the same cells, is: 
 

s V td
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We determined the transfer functions, which are: 
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where we expressed the time constants Tp, Ts and the 
proportionality constants k1, k2, k3, k4, depending on Vp, Vs, 
Qt, Qc, Q, which have the significance according to fig. 1. 

 
 

3. FLOATATION CELL SIMULATION USING 
MATLAB - SIMULINK SOFTWARE 

 
We studied the mineral floatation of the raw material 

exploited in the Baia-Mare area, Romania, processed in the 
mineral processing plant from this town. We considered a 
primary floatation cell, for which we evaluated the 

characteristic constant values in the transfer functions (table 
1). 

The response of the considered system was searched, for 
unit input signal of the feeding flow rate Q and of the 
concentration C*, as well as for “white noise” signal, in the 
case of C*. 

Fig. 1 Flotation cell block diagram 

Ms, Vs, C*s, sM,
V,
C

Mc, Vc, C*c

b
Q

a

Qc

QtMp, Vp, C*p, r Mt, Vt, C*t

Feed
Cell

(froth)

Cell
(pulp)

Concentrate

Waste

Table 1. Values for time and proportionality constants in the 
transfer functions 

Constant Relation 
 

Value 

Tp Vp /Qt 
 

0,004808 

Ts Vs /Qc 
 

0,025749 

k1 Tp C* 
 

0,003468 

k2 Tp Q 
 

1,153920 

k3 Ts C* 
 

0,018572 

k4 Ts Q 
 

6,179760 
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The results of the simulation are presented in figure 2, 
figure 3 and figure 4. 

Analysing the system response, we may conclude: 
- the stabilising time for the pulp composition is 1.5-2 min., 

a sudden variation of the feeding flow rate or the feeding 
concentration being reflected in the system for about 2 min.; 
the concentration influence is more significant; 

- the froth composition stabilisation time is about 6 min; 
- the “white noise” stochastic variation of the flow rate 

influences more the froth composition. 
 

 
 

 
The optimum duration of floatation in a cell can be determined 

using the transfer functions which allow studying the mechanism 
of the mineral particles transfer from the pulp to the froth and 
reverse, respectively the process stabilisation time. 

Considering the estimating relations for the time and 
proportionality constants, it can be told that these ones depend 

on pulp flow rate, processed mineral composition, useful 
elements content in the raw material, weight recovery, 
aeration and dilution. 

For a certain material and a given floatation technological 
line, our conclusion is that the optimisation parameters are the 
aeration and the feeding dilution. 

 

 
 
 

4. SIMPLE FLOATATION CIRCUITS MODEL 
 
Using the balance equations [8], [9] written for different 

types of monometallic mineral simple floatation circuits, we 
calculated the quantities and valuable metal contents in each 
point of the circuit. 

We expressed these parameters only depending on 
recoveries in weight for each operation (vik, vcj), total weight 
recovery (v), feed quantity (A) and contents in: feed (a), 
concentrate (c), floated products of each enriching operation 
(dk) and cleaning operation (gj). 

From our point of view, a floatation circuit can be 
represented as in figure 5, where the notation significance is: 

k - enriching operation number; 
j - cleaning operation number; 
(xk) - vector of enriching operation parameters; 
(yj) - vector of cleaning 

operation parameters. 
Analyzing the 

calculation results, we 
observed the existence 
of some general 
relations. That was 
possible by noting the 
input and the output 
parameters in each 
block representing a 
floatation operation as 
in figure 6. 

The indexes significance is:  
- “i” means “input”; 
- “e” means output. 
It must be said that the operations were numbered from the 

Fig. 3 System response to the stochastic variation of the 
feeding flow rate (a) concerning the pulp (b) and the 

froth (c) composition 

a) 

b) 

c) 

a) 

b) 

Fig. 4 System response concerning the froth composition 
variation when the unit input is the feeding flow rate (a) 

and the feeding concentration (b) 

Fig. 2 System response concerning the pulp 
composition variation when the unit input is  the 

feeding flow rate (a) and the feeding 
concentration (b) 

a) 

b) 

 
 
 

FLOATATION 
CIRCUIT 

A 
v 

(vik) 
(vcj) 
a 
c 

(dk) 
(gj) 

B
C

(Dk) 
(Fk) 
(Ej) 

(b) 
(fk) 

(Gj) 

(ej) 

Fig. 5 Simple floatation flow sheet 
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circuit end to the beginning, in order to express the relations 
in a more simple form [10]. 

The relation between the output material quantity and the 
input one, for an enriching block, is: 

 

v
D100=D
ik

ek
ik                           (7) 

 
The recirculated quantity in the enriching circuit is: 
 

D-D=F ekikk                            (8) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The output quantity for the primary floatation is: 
 

F-D=D 2-k1-ki,ep                          (9) 
 

The output material quantities from enriching blocks 2 and 
3 (if they exist) are: 

 
F-D=D   ; D=D 12i3e1i2e                  (10) 

 
The relation between the input quantity for a cleaning 

block and the output one for the same block, k, is: 
 

v-100
E100=E

ck

ek
ik                              (11) 

 
The floated material quantity in the cleaning circuit, which 

is recirculated, is: 
 

100
Ev=G ikck

k                                 (12) 

 
If there are two cleaning operations, the output 2 is equal to 

the input 1 and the waste quantity from the primary floatation 
is: 

G-E=E   ; E=E 2-k1-ki,ep1i2e                 (13) 
 

The waste content and the input content in an enriching 
operation are: 

 

F
dD-dD=f

k

ekekikik
k                          (14) 

 

D
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The input content for a cleaning operation is: 
 

E
gG+eE=e

ik

kkekek
ik                      (16) 

 
The waste content from the primary floatation, when there 

are one or two cleaning operations, is: 
 

E
gG-2e2E=e

e=e

ep

11ii
ep
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                    (17) 

 
We identified also the restrictive conditions which have to 

be respected: 
 

v
100ac <                         (18) 
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5. VISUAL BASIC APPLICATION FOR SIMPLE 

FLOATATION CIRCUITS DESIGN 
 

Using Visual Basic programming tools, we developed an 
application that allows the calculation of any floatation 
circuit. 

In the main window, the operator has to introduce the 
values of the input variables, including the number of both 
kinds of operations (figure 7).  

The data are verified and, if they are not properly 
introduced, a message appears to worn the operator (figure 8). 

After introducing the number of enriching operations, a 
window is opening to introduce the values of weight 
recoveries and contents in the floated outcomes (figure 9). 

A library of flow sheet diagrams is included and, according 

Fig. 6 Simple floatation flow sheet 
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to the specified number of operations, the appropriate one can 
be visualized in order to see the specific notations (figure 10). 

 

 
 
After the operator introduces the number of cleaning 

operations, another window opens that allows him to 
introduce the weight recoveries and floated outcome contents 
in this kind of operations (figure 11). 

The calculation results are displayed in a table (fig. 12). 
Further development of this application let the data and the 

results be saved. Thus, the designer or the researcher can 
compare different sets of values in order to establish the 
optimum configuration of the technological line. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Using such an application, time can be spared in floatation 

technology design and the accuracy of the results is improved. 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 7 Main window 

Fig. 8 Warning message 

Fig. 9 Window for enriching operations 

Fig. 10 Floatation flow sheet diagram 

Fig. 11 Window for cleaning operations 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
Floatation can be considered a physical and chemical 

separation process of solid products, by establishing a contact 
in three phases: the floating mineral, the liquid phase and air. 
The great number of parameters involved in floatation, due to 
the high complexity of the process, requires a new kind of 
approach of studying this process. The development of 
computers hardware and, most of all, software, allows a new 
method of experimental research by simulation. 

In order to simulate a primary floatation cell, we adopted a 
two-phase model, considering the pulp and the froth as two 
distinct phases. Using MATLAB SIMULINK software, we 
were able to obtain the process response when the feed flow 
rate and composition has a sudden step variation or a 
stochastic one. For a certain material and a given floatation 
technological line, the conclusion was that the optimisation 
parameters are the aeration and the feeding dilution. 

In order to use computers in floatation circuit calculation, 
we elaborated the mathematical model for simple circuits 
which allowed pointing out the relations between the material 
quantities and between the metal contents. We developed an 
application using Visual Basic programming tools to calculate 

any kind of circuit. As any real floatation circuit, no matter 
how complicated, may be decomposed in simple circuits, like 
the types we studied, the calculation could be simpler and 
faster, using this application. 

Attempting to make out the algorithm, we found some new 
general relations between parameters, as well as restrictive 
conditions in the circuit calculation. Using this application, 
we created new possibilities to analyze and optimize the 
floatation circuit configuration and the operations number. 

The software has been developed to provide the mineral 
processing specialists and researchers a tool to better 
understand and optimize their flotation circuits. This 
methodology has been found to be highly useful for plant 
metallurgists, researchers and consultants alike. Plans are 
already made to extend the program for a complete flotation 
circuit analysis package. 
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Abstract-This work examines the problem of creating a 
universal recovery path search algorithm in backup systems. 
The possibility of applying the graph theory is investigated. 
Various algorithms are examined and their selections are 
substantiated. Recommendations are presented for realizing the 
proposed method. 

 
I.  INTRODUCTION 

 
It is obvious that, for traditional backup schemes, the 

question of selecting an optimal path basically has no value. 
During the operation of, for example, an incremental backup 
algorithm, there exists a single path for recovery to any point, 
and its composition is elementary. The recovery path for a 
full backup is reduced into a singly constructed – completed 
copy of the data at the moment of recovery time. 

Despite the fact that traditional approaches are used at the 
present moment universally, they represent the extremes in a 
selection of relationships between the basic characteristics of 
backup copying processes: the time of the copy’s creation, the 
recovery time and the size of the repository for storing the 
copies. This appears to be an occasion making it necessary to 
doubt the effectiveness of the application of traditional 
backup schemes. Between the extremes of a full backup, 
requiring unacceptably large volumes of memory for storage, 
and incremental backup, with extremely low effectiveness of 
recovery, there are other backup algorithms which make it 
possible to find the necessary balance between the basic 
characteristics of the backup processes. See [1, 2, 3, 4]. 

During the operation of those more complex algorithms, 
there appears to be a need to find the optimal recovery path. 
For this, it is necessary to investigate the problem of the 
path’s optimality and methods of their effective construction. 

 
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 
Let us examine a certain backup system, which creates a 

copy of the data in successive moments of time 
{tk, k=0,1,2,…,T}. Let us designate the data system for backup 
at a moment of time tj as Dj. We will henceforth always 

assume that the initial state of the data D0 – is empty, but D1 is 
not. Each created copy of data is stored in a certain data 
archive – repository. Each such copy will be designated as a 
repository’s cell. A repository’s cell, which contains the 
changes between the states of data from the moment tl to the 
moment tl+n, that is to say from Dl to Dl+n is designated 
as n

lR or R(l ,n), where l and n – are integers, while n>0, l≥0. 
Taking into account that the initial state of the data is empty, 

nR0 actually denotes a full backup copy of the data’s state at 
the moment of tn, that is to say copy of Dn. 

An operation to associate (in other words, to merge) the 
repository’s cells makes sense. Not all cells can be associated 
with each other. It is not reasonable to associate cells 
containing data changes in nonsequential periods of time. 
Element X is introduced for the association of such 
unmergeable cells. 

The set of all the repository’s cells is designated Rep: 
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j
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The association operation of the repository’s cells ⊕ in the 

set of all the repository’s cells is introduced in the following 
manner: 
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Notice that the introduced method to associate the 

repository’s cells appears to be an algebraic associative 
operation. 

The selection of the path for recovery to a certain moment 
of time tj for a certain backup algorithm denotes the selection 
of the sequence of the cells from the repository, the 
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association of which in sequence, leads to the formation of a 
copy of data at the required moment of time tj. 

It is necessary to investigate the optimal recovery path 
selection problem for various backup schemes, to select a 
search algorithm which is universal as much as possible and 
at the same time sufficiently effective in the sense of 
computational complexity. 

 
III.  PRESENTATION OF THE BACKUP PROCESSING IN GRAPH 

FORM 
 
The backup processing is conveniently represented in the 

form of oriented multigraphs. In this case, the state of the data 
is reflected in the form of vertices, and in the form of arcs – 
repository’s cells, stored data about the change between the 
two states of data. In this case, it is convenient to assign 
numbers to vertices in a sequence corresponding with the 
moments of backup copy tk. Thus, the beginning of an arc, 
representing repository cell R(l, m), will have a vertex 
corresponding to Dl, and an end, corresponding to Dl+m. 

The concept of a recovery path in such an interpretation is 
graphic and coincides with the concepts of path in oriented 
graphs. In this case, application of the graph theory becomes 
possible. 

Let us illustrate the processing of an incremental backup, 
using a representation in the form of an oriented graph. See 
Fig. 1. 

 

And full backup will appear as shown in Fig. 2. 

Let us also illustrate the problem of associating  
repository’s unmergeable cells by a simple example depicted 
in Fig. 3. Let us assume that the repository’s cells were 
created, depicted in the figure, namely R(0,1), R(1,2) and 
R(0,2). While, A- in cell R(1,2) indicates data about the 
deletion of  A.  

The association of unmergeable cells R(0,2) ⊕ R(1,2) is not 
equivalent to R(0,3)= R(0,1) ⊕ R(1,2)={C}. Although the 
necessary file C is contained in R(0,2) and R(1,2), but there is 

no necessary information about the deletion of В for accurate 
result. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Example of associating repository’s unmergeable cells. 

 
As an example of a nontrivial backup scheme, let us 

examine a multilevel backup (see Fig. 4). Copying is 
performed at several levels: full copies are created at level 0, 
subsequently – files are copied, modified from the moment 
preceding a lower level backup copy.  

 

 
Fig. 4. Multilevel backup. 

 
IV.  SCHEMES WITH EXPLICIT DUPLICATION OF DATA 
 
There is a possibility to reduce the number of cells in the 

recovery path, and thus also the recovery time, creating 
redundant repository cells. Let us examine the example 
represented in Fig. 5. This graph clearly shows that using 
redundant cells R(0,2) and R(2,2) it is possible to create a path 
twice as short from D0 to D4. 

 

 
A method for introducing redundant cells can be used for a 

substantial increase in the effectiveness of the recovery 
procedure [3].  

The created duplicate cells can carry the index character. In 
this case, the creation of a redundant cell can occur without 
real duplication of the data.  

The exclusion operation makes sense from a repository’s 
created cell for changes attributed to a certain period, if it is 
known that, subsequently, this part of the data will not be 
required during recovery. Thus, it will be possible to reduce 
the volume of analysis during the recovery operation and thus 
increase its speed [4]. 

Let us examine an example which demonstrates this 
approach (see Fig. 6). At the moment of t3, 1

2R  is created, and 
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also a new cell is created from cell 1
1R  excluding the data 

about changes during the period from t2 to t3, included in 1
2R , 

a new repository cell is created during this designated 1
1R& . It 

possesses the special property: its association with 1
2R  gives 

a result as 1
1R ⊕ 1

2R , however 1
1R&  contains a smaller amount 

of data, and that means it is more advantageous for use 
than 1

1R . At the moment of t4, data concerning changes during 

the period from t3 to t4 included in 1
1R&  is deleted, and a cell, 

designated 1
1R&& is created. 

The created duplicate cells can carry the index character.  
Several possible recovery paths appear.  
 

It is evident that the most optimal path to D4 appears to be 
the sequence { 1

0R ; 1
1R&& ; 1

2R& ; 1
3R }.  

It is necessary, however, to note that in a practical 
situation, when vertices in an orientated graph and connecting 
arcs turn into hundreds or even thousands, the location of an 
optimal path becomes not so simple of a task. 

 
V.  REPOSITORY CELLS ASSOCIATION OPERATION 
 
The speed of the repository cells association operation 

depends, first of all, on the number of repository cells under 
consideration in the recovery path. Less obvious appears to be 
the factor of number of contained files: the more files in the 
repository’s cells, the more comparison operations needed to 
be carried out. 

Significant processing time expenditures can be connected 
with the accessibility problem of different repository cells. 
Let us carry out this factor beyond the limits of examination, 
and we will assume that all repository cells are equally 
accessible. In this case, the difference in the recovery process 
work time will be determined by the computational speed of 
the recovery path’s search algorithms and the operation’s 
processing speed for determining the location of the 
necessary file versions. 

 
 

VI.  SIZE FACTOR OF REPOSITORY CELLS IN THE RECOVERY 

PATH 
 
An example illustrating the calculation’s inefficiency for just 
one of the repository cell’s minimum criterion in a recovery 
path is depicted in Fig. 7. 

For recovery to the moment of time t3 there are two paths: 
P1={R(0,1); R(1,2)} and P2={R(0,2); R(2,1)}. Both paths 
consist of two repository cells each. However, for association 
of repository cells for P1, it is necessary to analyze more on 
{A} data, than for P2. If we assume that {A} is not a file, but a 
set of several thousand files, then the difference in the 
recovery procedure’s processing time for the paths in 
question can prove to be significant. 

Thus, the shortest path is necessary, which has the 
additional property of minimum total size of its repository’s 
cells. 

 
VII.  ALGORITHM’S SELECTION 
 
A specialized algorithm for the location of the optimal path 

can be developed for each backup scheme taking into account 
its processing properties. It is practically necessary to know 
how to search for the optimal recovery path provided that 
some of the repository’s cells can be proven to be 
inaccessible due to damage or other reason. This requirement 
further complicates their development. 

It would be convenient to use a universal recovery path 
search procedure without relying on the selection of an 
algorithm for the creation of a backup copy.  

It is possible to use the graph theory for solving the 
problem of locating the shortest path. A problem based on 
two named factors can be considered as a problem with some 
additional constraints or as a multipurpose problem. These 
complications will, generally speaking, strongly increase the 
computational work and, from a practical point of view, it 
will be simpler to find the shortest paths with the minimum 
length and to select among them that which possesses the 
necessary property [5]. 

The presence of cycles in the path indicates unsuitability 
for recovery, so therefore it is necessary to obtain simple 
paths. 

There are many algorithms, in which there is a requirement 
for obtaining simple paths, however, as the research shows, 
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this requirement considerably complicates the algorithm’s 
work, and draws a notable increase in its processing time [6]. 

Usually, there is no possibility of getting a cycle in a 
recovery path for backup algorithms; however, in principal 
this is not excluded. Indeed there is a possibility to create the 
repository’s cells which store the “reversed” changes relative 
to the previous state of data (e.g. reverse incremental 
scheme). In actuality, this needs to be considered in a 
universal recovery algorithm. 

In that case, it makes sense to use hybrid algorithms. 
During the search for each subsequent optimal path, the initial 
working algorithm, which does not eliminate the appearance 
of cycles, checks the path found, and in case a cycle is 
detected, the optimal path is located with the use of another 
algorithm, guaranteeing the acquisition of a simple path. 

According to the research data [7] on a hybrid algorithm 
composed with Yen’s algorithm, many other (all investigated)  K 
shortest loopless path algorithms exceed the speed of the search. 

For a search with one requirement for the minimization of 
the path’s length we will use Dijkstra’s algorithm. 

 
VIII.  DIJKSTRA’S ALGORITHM 
 
In a general case, the method is based on adding to the 

vertices of temporary notations, so that the vertex’s notation 
gives the path’s upper boundary length from the beginning of 
path s to this vertex. These notations are gradually decreased 
with the aid of a certain iterative procedure, and at each step 
one of the temporary notations becomes permanent. The last 
one indicates that the notation is no longer the upper 
boundary, but gives the precise length of the shortest path to 
the vertex in question. The algorithm stops as soon as the 
notation, which belongs to the final vertex t of the desired 
path, becomes permanent. If we do not complete the 
algorithm’s work on this, then the tree of shortest paths will 
be found from the beginning s – Ts [5]. 

This algorithm can be applied for finding the tree of 
shortest paths Tt of all vertices to the final t. For this will 
sufficiently change the direction of all arcs to the direct 
opposite, and compute the final vertex – as the start [9]. 

Dijkstra’s algorithm builds the shortest (s, t)-path for graph 
G in time O(n2), where n=|G| – number of vertices [8]. 

 
IX.  OBSERVATIONS ON THE APPLICATION OF DIJKSTRA’S 

ALGORITHM  
 
During the algorithm’s implementation in a recovery path 

search, the possibility of multiple arcs between two vertices 
needs to be considered. Therefore, when checking the vertices 
with permanent notations, all possible variants of the arcs 
need to be examined. But immediately during construction, 
paths consider not only the passage sequence of vertices, but 
also the arcs used in this case. 

It is convenient to link with each vertex v one additional 
list of labels Ө(v), in which to carry the identifier indicated on 
v arc in (s, v)-path, having the minimal weight among all 
(s, v)-paths, passing through the vertices, the permanent labels 
acquired up to a given moment. There can be several such 
paths, therefore Ө(v) in general is a list. 

After vertex t obtains its permanent label, with the aid of 
labels Ө, it is possible to easily indicate the sequence of 
vertices and arcs consisting of the shortest (s, t)-path. 

Graph representation in a form of adjacency list is suited 
for the task. 

Since it is required to find a path that is shortest in the 
sense of number of repository cells used, all weights should 
be considered equal to one. 

 
X.  YEN’S ALGORITHM 
 
Let us describe the algorithm [10], which makes it possible 

to find K of the shortest simple paths. 
Let us examine the oriented multigraph G(N, A), where N – 

is a set of vertices, and А – is a set of arcs. In this case n=|N| 
– is the number of vertices, and m=|A| is the number of arcs. 
For any arc (x, y) ∈A there is a corresponding weight cxy∈IR. 

Let },,...,,,{ 32 tvvvsP k
q

kkk
k

=  – be the k-th shortest (s, t)-

path, where k
iv  is its corresponding vertex. Let k

iP – be a 
deviation from path Pk at point i. The following is understood 
by this: k

iP  – is the shortest of the paths, coinciding with Pk  
from s to the i-th vertex, and then going to the next vertex 
along the arc, which is different from the arcs of those 
(previously already built) shortest paths jP  (j=1,2,…,k), 
having the same initial sub-paths from s to the i-th vertex. 

k
iP  comes to vertex t along the shortest sub-path, while not 

passing through the vertices },...,,,{ 11
3

1
2

−−− k
i

kk vvvs . 
The algorithm begins to work from the location of shortest 

path P1 with the aid of Dijkstra’s algorithm. The next is to 
find the following optimal path P2. There is a search for a 
collection of the assigned path’s best deviations using 
Dijkstra’s algorithm for this at each step. The shortest 
amongst found candidates 1

iP will be P2. 
The next will pass to search P3. And so on. 
In order to find a more detailed description of Yen’s 

algorithm, see for example [5, 10]. 
During the search for a recovery path, it is necessary to 

find all of the shortest paths, and the algorithm’s work should 
be stopped, only when the following found path becomes 
longer than one already found. Then the optimum should be 
selected from the found paths for the second factor. For this, 
it is sufficient to find a path with the minimum total size of its 
repository’s cells. 
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The algorithm’s time complexity is evaluated to be O(Kn3). 
 
XI.  HYBRID ALGORITHM 
 
The shortest (s, t)-path deviations k

iP , which differs from 

Pk at vertex k
iv , is searched in the form of 

)(),(),( jTjvvsRoot t
k
i

k
iPk ◊◊ , so that arc ( k

iv , j) belongs to 
none of the candidates Pj, found thus far. Where 

),( k
iP vsRoot k – is sub-path of Pk

 from s to k
iv ; the 

association operation of paths p and q, is designated as qp◊ , 
in this case the combined path is formed by path p and the 
following after it q. 

The creation of each new candidate in this way is more 
effective, since the procedure for detecting the shortest path at 
each step is reduced to the problem of selecting the necessary 
arc ( k

iv , j), that can be made for time O(1). However, this 
algorithm can return the path with cycles when 

),( k
iP vsRoot k and Tt(j) contain the same nodes. In this case, 

the hybrid algorithm is switched over to use Yen’s algorithm. 
So that the selection of arc ( k

iv , j) would be fast, weights cxy 
must be substituted by those reduced: c*

xy = cxy − c( Tt(x)) + c( 
Tt(y)) for all (x, y) ∈ A. So cxy ≥ 0 for any two vertices (x, y) ∈ A, 

and cxy = 0 for (x, y) ∈ Tt, and the unknown arc, which begins 

with k
iv , will be that which has the minimal reduced weight. 

For the hybrid algorithm’s work, it is necessary at the 
preliminary stage to determine Tt, and to replace the weights 
by those reduced.  

In the worst case, the hybrid algorithm’s work time will be 
identical to Yen’s algorithm, i.e., O(Kn3), and in the best case, 
when there is no possibility of getting a cycle, you should 
expect Ω(Kn +n2 + mlog n). 

To find a more detailed description of the hybrid algorithm 
examined, see [7]. 

 
XII.  TRIAL APPLICATION AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
The examined procedure for creating optimal paths was

realized in the developed author’s backup system, where 
different backup schemes were preliminarily introduced: full 
backup; incremental; differential; multilevel; schemes, 
realizing two methods of duplication, described above; and 
also other, experimental schemes. The trial application 
showed the usefulness of the described method. The universal 
search procedure’s productiveness proved to be comparable 
with the work of specialized algorithms.  

With the spread of the system to an idea of introducing new 
backup schemes, the task of developing specialized recovery 
algorithms does not stand now. 

It is worthwhile to note that, from a practical point of view, 
it makes sense to disconnect the hybrid algorithm’s procedure 
for trivial schemes and limit the use of Dijkstra’s algorithm, 
in order to maximize productivity. 
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Abstract - Nowadays, one of the ways to reduce medical 
care costs is to reduce the length of patients 
hospitalization and reinforce home sanitary support by 
formal (professionals) and non formal (family) 
caregivers. The aim is to design and operate a scalable 
and secured collaborative platform to handle specific 
tools for patients, their families and doctors. 
Visiophony tools are one way to help elderly people to 
have relationships with their family or caregivers. But it 
is possible to use the same tool to remote control a Robot-
Companion. 

 I.INTRODUCTION 

In its 2002 European Health Report [1], the World 
Health Organization recommended hospital services 
reorganization, with an increased role for substitution 
between different levels of care, strengthening primary 
health care services, increasing patient choice and 
participation in health services and improving 
outcomes through technology assessment and quality 
development initiatives. According to these 
recommendations, the number of tele-surveillance 
implementations and pilot experimentations is growing 
in Europe, especially within the Northern and 
Scandinavian countries such as Norway, Finland, 
Sweden and Germany. A leading example in this field 
is the Philips Healthcare Centre in Düsseldorf, 
Germany. 

 II.TELECARE PLATFORM 

ESIEE-Paris (Ecole Supérieure d’Ingénieurs en 
Electronique et Electrotechnique) develops, operates 
and maintains a Telemedicine platform that offers 
medical and communication services to patients, 
especially for elderly people. This platform has two 
main components - central server and local equipment 
(PDI, Passerelle Domestique Internet - Domestic 
Internet Gateway) - both communicating using a 
secured IP Network over Internet (VPN). 
Such a platform is easy to deploy, because all functions 
and related virtualized servers can be held on one 
physical server. It is actually operated at ESIEE-Paris 
but the aim is to install it in any hospital that needs it. 
Each patient, at home, will have a PDI that provides 
Internet services and records operational data such as 
agendas and monitoring data to prevent temporary 
Internet failure. 
 

On telemedicine collaborative projects, it is useful to 
have at any time an operational platform to handle new 
developments and to evaluate the impact of each 
functionality with different patients. It is then possible 
to modify these functions according to medical 
protocols. Today one of the critical functions to deploy 
is visio-conferencing to keep the social link between 
patient, family and care holders. 
 
The situation of health services, nowadays, makes it 
quite difficult to satisfy all needs and to maintain care 
quality without strongly increasing medical care’s 
costs. One of the ways to reduce medical care costs is 
to reduce the length of patients’ stay in hospitals, to 
reinforce home sanitary support by formal 
(professionals) and non formal (family) caregivers and 
to facilitate home hospitalization. Staying at home is a 
way to maintain the social link for people who need 
frequent medical care or constant surveillance in their 
everyday life, such as people suffering from cardiac or 
Alzheimer diseases, and/or frail elderly patients, as 
they could be separated from their entourage, due to 
their prolonged stay in a medical centre. 
 
A telemedicine platform must integrate communication 
functions (like mail, instant messaging, visio-
conferencing, agendas, and alarms) with specific 
medical tools (like cognitive exercises, patient 
monitoring and in a near future robot remote operation 
and increased reality, emotion recognition). Its 
scalability must allow further developments without 
building a new platform for each new project. This 
platform is the result of several telemedicine projects 
started in 2000 with the Mediville project [2], followed 
in November 2003 with the RNTS (Réseau National 
Technologies pour la Santé) project TELEPAT [3], [4] 
and by the TANDEM project 
(http://tandem.memosyn.org). The platform was 
designed in 2007 as a full collaborative platform for 
patients, family and medical people (geriatrists, 
paramedics) to integrate previous developments. This 
telemedicine platform is already available and operates 
main functions; but it doesn’t operate yet all the 
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Fig. 1. Telemedicine platform 

 
advanced and secured functionalities as simplified 
GUI for patients, anti-spam filter [5] and video 
bandwidth management [6]. It will integrate, before 
the end of the year, monitoring and geo-localization of 
elderly people. 

 A.  Architecture 

This platform (Fig. 1) is Open Source based and is 
available for two kinds of hardware platforms using 
both Debian Gnu/Linux: Xeon and Itanium 2 
processors. This last one offers mathematical 
capabilities, useful for security and calculation 
purposes. 
The platform architecture is Xen based. The use of 
Xen as para-virtualization tool is a means to keep a 
running platform over all the project developments. 
There is one virtualized server for each main function. 
It is an easy and costless way to manage and test 
versions; creating a new virtual server consists of 
copying some files without changing anything on other 
servers. It is also a way to manage platform scalability. 
When a more powerful server is needed, it is possible 
to add a new real server, migrate existing virtual 
servers or create new ones. Virtual servers can be 32 or 
64 bits ones, running different version of Linux 
distribution, depending on developers needs. 
 

 B.  Horde 

Horde is a web based groupware, which was chosen in 
order to provide a set of basic applications: mail, 
calendar, address book and task manager accessible 
through a web browser. These applications are needed 
by both the patients and the medical staff. Task 
manager is useful for the monitoring of medical 
treatment. The calendar is helpful to plan exercise and 
appointments.  
 

User management is a challenge since critical 
applications like geo-localization should only be 
accessed by medical staff and other like memory 
stimulation by patients. Horde permissions 
management system is used in this scope to manage 
application access based on the user’s group. 
Furthermore Horde also provides a framework in 
which to develop web applications which allows easy 
integration of specific applications developed to suit 
our needs in the groupware. 
One of these needs is to provide a user-friendly and 
intuitive interface for elderly patients. Horde is not 
easy to use and our aim is to create a dynamic interface 
suitable for each user, patient or medical staff. An 
application has been developed permitting authorized 
users (doctors) to choose the interface for each group 
of users. Whilst a patient suffering pre-Alzheimer 
disease would have a simple custom interface, the 
medical staff would have the standard one. Each 
patient has a different level of comprehension of the 
interface, so the patient group can be divided into 
subgroups, each one having a different interface 
associated to it. 
Horde provides the interface to the platform with the 
integration of all the applications, permitting access to 
most of the platform from a simple web browser.  
 

 III.COMMUNICATION 

It is necessary for pre-Alzheimer patients to keep a 
strong social link with people they know, such as 
family thus a great video quality visio-conferencing 
service is necessary. For a home based solution, ad-hoc 
wireless peripherals are convenient. The use of a 
motion compensated spatio-temporal wavelet 
transformation ([7]) can be a solution to keep the best 
video quality and to avoid latency and jitter. A set of 
optimized algorithms will be deployed on both the 
server side and the PDI side to improve quality and 
fluidity. In the near future, an emotion recognition tool 
will be also implemented. 
 
There are two implemented solutions that work 
simultaneously: a lightweight, OpenMeetings based 
one and a more complex one using a central Asterisk 
PBX (Private Automatic Branch eXchange). Both 
solutions can be used for visio-conferencing, but they 
have different architectures and don’t satisfy the same 
needs. 
 

 A.  OpenMeetings 

A Red5 Open Source flash® streaming server is hosted 
on a virtual server. Visio-conferencing is only a web 
solution and an adapted GUI (Graphical User 
Interface) can be easily implemented. The main 
advantage is that there is no need to install anything 
but a browser with flash® plug in on  a client PC. But 
this solution can’t allow specific QoS support. 
Therefore, it will be difficult to use the same  
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Fig. 2. Asterisk servers distribution schematic  
 
communication channel with a future robot-
companion. This solution is the good one to test 
different patient graphical interfaces for this service. 
 
This solution was stopped mostly because Broca 
Hospital feedback [8] shows that elderly patients do 
not like OpenMeetings; only 42% of them said they 
would like to use Open Meetings as a visio-conference 
solution. OpenMeetings has also several limitations. It 
is difficult to provide an efficiency QoS (Quality of 
Service) support, flash does not allow a large 
bandwidth and this product can’t be used for handling 
teleoperation functions . 
 

 B.  Asterisk 

 i. SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) servers 

Each patient will be equipped with a SIP phone 
(visiophone or softphone) and with one or more web 
cams. Robot will have its own equipment (softphone 
and cams) and will have its own SIP line. However SIP 
protocol identifies each line by its IP and then it is 
necessary to allow domestic equipment to manage 
more than a line behind Internet gateway. Two 
solutions are available to solve this.  - Using a STUN 
[RFC 3489] server which implies restraining to UDP 
and non symmetric NAT.  - Installing a local SIP server 
on each private network. This approach allows us to 
avoid all problems caused by the the different 
networks architectures (proxy, NAT, firewall). The 
only thing to do is to open the SIP port on the gateway 
allowing the local server to connect to the master one. 
In addition, having a local Asterisk allow to easily 
manage SIP phone lines which are often given with 
Internet services.   
  
In order to keep the local configuration as simple as 
possible, the major part of it will be kept on the global 
server. Information from the authentication and dial-
plan will be kept respectively on the LDAP and the 
master server (Fig. 2). 
 
Asterisk was chosen as SIP server because it is 
OpenSource, well documented and has a lot of users. It 
also offers services like multilanguage voice-mail. 

 ii. SIP clients 

SIP client has to provide support for visio-
conferencing with a high quality: low latency and 
jitter. A complex system of QoS [9] has to be 
established. The SIP client will be able to dynamically 
balance the compression ratio and the quality of the 
different channels (video and audio) to adapt to the 
situation. Among other, load balancing of band with 
between sound and video stream. For example 
monitoring does not need a high quality of sound but a 
low latency, whereas the priority in a visio-conference 
is the voice. 
 
Actually, Asterisk does translate codecs however it can 
use an external tool. This practice is inadvisable 
because of its high CPU cost. That is why the choice of 
the codecs and the soft-phone is critical. The SIP 
protocol permit to auto-negotiate the codec for 
encoding the video and audio. Ekiga, to choose the 
right codec, take in consideration the bandwidth and 
the latency to obtain the best quality.  
 
Ekiga will be used as SIP client because  : 

• It is Open-Source and allows easy 
modification; 

• It is portable (Linux, Windows); 

• Of its comprehensiveness (support of h264, 
theora, PCMU, GSM,...); 

• It offers an instant messaging channel. 

Furthermore, the use of the libglade allows us to load a 
new GUI (Graphic User Interface) from XLM files. 
Those are created with glade (the Gnome Gui builder). 

 IV.ENHANCED COMMUNICATION PLATFORM 

In the future smart homes and robot companion will be 
integrated to the patient home in the scope of two 
projects, QuoVadis and CompanionAble. 
Handling robot companion and smart homes involves 
deploying new tools. Instead of creating a new platform 
it will be more efficient to use the existing one. 
 
Due to this fact, Asterisk server has to be modified to 
allow opening a new channel. This channel will be first 
used to assign pre-programmed missions to robot by 
sending dial tone pulse to it. Since some SIP clients 
like Ekiga already send dial tone pulse when a button 
is pushed, it will be easier to do it. 
 
The main challenge is to manage communication 
between a distant operator and the robot. Tele-operator 
will need to have the ability of taking control of the 
robot. One way of doing this is to integrate the robot as 
a virtual and automated user which can be called from 
a classical telephony client. Therefore, tele-operator 
will only have to call the robot to control it by sending 
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pulses on line. Several IP cameras will be used to 
allow operator to switch between camera views.  
 
The second step will be to create a new bidirectional 
communication channel to have a real robot remote 
control. Operator will send orders though keyboard or 
specific peripheral like joystick. Voice and video will 
be sent using classical VoIP mechanism. Orders will go 
through Asterisk using SIP protocol to robot softphone 
that will transmit these orders to the robot control unit. 
Then every sensor values will be sent back through 
Asterisk using the same protocol. Latency and jitter 
parameters must be real time managed have an 
acceptable QoS. 
 
But since the elderly user also needs to communicate 
with his doctor and his family, a simple way of doing 
this is needed. Due to the fact that Ekiga SIP client has 
a complex user interface for elderly patients, its’ 
interface has to be redesigned. This interface should be 
intuitive, pre-programmable and dynamically 
modifiable. Depending on which user uses it, a simpler 
one will be loaded for a pre-Alzheimer patient and the 
complete one will be loaded for an operator user. 
 
The milestones of this project are : 

• End of 2008: basic Asterisk configuration 
with dial plan, ekiga softphone (both linux 
and windows implementation), pulse tone 
transmission between 2 clients. Interface will 
be re-designed for elderly people. 

• Mid 2009 : new softphone with 3 
bidirectional channels (voice, video and data) 

• End 2009: order transmission to the robot 
• Mid 2010: Graphical GUI to pilot a robot 

through keyboard 
• End 2010: specific interface for data channel 

to plug a specific peripheral like joystick or 
joypad and to connect robot control unit. 

 V.CONCLUSION 

The setting up of a telemedicine platform will be an 
evolution in the treatment of disease where patients 
need, if they do not already have to stay in a hospital, 
to regularly see a doctor to control the progress of their 
cure. Firstly, by making the presence of a doctor 
optional during routine tests, it will release time for 
other more important consultations. It will also be 
beneficial for the patient: it is easier to find a few 
minutes to go on the web and do the control exercise 
than about an hour to go to the medical centre, wait for 
the appointment, do the exercise and return home. 
Since the PDI will provide as much security as we 
might find in a hospital, people will be able to stay at 
home without the need of the presence of medical care. 
 
Due to the time the patient spends on his treatment, it’s 
hard for him to maintain a social link with his friends 
or his family and this is where the second aspect of this 
project, the communication, becomes important. 
Moreover, this keeps the ‘human contact’ with doctors 
which is lost with the automation of routine tests. 

This multi-purpose platform can be tuned for different 
medical fields such as people suffering from 
Alzheimer’s disease or cardiac disease or frail elderly 
patients. It uses developments based on mathematics to 
offer the best and simplest GUI for all users such as 
patients, doctors and family but also for developers as 
described in [10]. 
Further developments are robotics integration and 
smart homes [11], [12]. With two new projects 
QuoVADis – http://quovadis.ibisc.univ-evry.fr - and 
CompanionAble – http://www.companionable.net -, 
this platform will have new functionalities: The robot 
(as a companion) helps patient in some activities like 
handling pill boxes, relaying alarms, relaying operator 
or doctor voices [13], [14], visualizing the home using 
augmented reality, emotion recognition, etc. 
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Abstract—The globalisation of corporations’ operations has 
produced a huge volume of inter-company invoices. Optimisation 
of those known as payment clearance can produce a significant 
saving in costs associated with those transfers and handling. The 
paper revises some common and so practical approaches to the 
payment clearance problem and proposes some novel algorithms 
based on graphs theory and heuristic totals’ distribution. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
Globalisation of the world has opened new markets for 

many organisations and stimulated a lot the growth of 
multinational conglomerates and extremely large corporations 
owning branches and independent sub-organisations all over 
the world. A process of merging concerns into even larger 
corporations constantly increase the number of companies in 
groups and the depths of structure producing up to 4 000 
companies and more inside one legal unit. Companies included 
into the same corporations share a lot of activities producing a 
huge amount of inter-company invoices between those. They 
often use others companies of the same group as 
subcontractors, which increases the volume of payments even 
more. There are different extra costs associated with each 
transaction multiplied by the high volume of those forcing 
corporations to deal with optimisation techniques in order to 
save quite a sufficient amount of money in total. Minimisation 
of transfers will sufficiently reduce the overall cost [1] by 
eliminate currency exchange costs, transfer costs, reduce time 
spent by the accounting department personnel to process those 
invoices and so forth. 

A similar situation has been produced by the growing 
popularity of Internet and different web services 
correspondently. It has produced a high volume of sales over 
web generating a need to handle efficiently the billing process, 
which is challenging as extremely high volume of transactions 
is generated by quite low value payments and so the charge of 
each transaction, especially of cross-countries and banks 
transactions, add quite a sufficient extra cost to each payment.  

The netting process (or payments clearance) is a process of 
optimising inter-group payments. Normally the number of 
transfers is reduced in the result of netting as well as the total 
amount paid between participants of this group, which are 
either companies belonging to the same legal group or having 
an agreement to participate in such netting scheme (directly or 
indirectly – for example, if banks have executed this scheme to 
reduce payments on the bank-end, i.e. invisible to actual parts 

involved into each payment transaction). The same process is 
also known as the bank clearing problem [2]. 

II. NETTING 
There are several optimisation goals. The first one asks to 

minimise the total transferred amounts. Let say we have a 
netting system NS = (V,E,W), where V is a set of business units 
involved into the netting process, E is set of transfers between 
those and W is a set of amounts corresponding to each transfer. 
In this case the goal will be to minimise ∑wij, where i, j  ∈ V. 

Obviously the V set is a stable set that doesn’t change 
during the netting process, while E and W are constantly 
updated. 

The second optimisation goal asks to minimise the total 
number of payments that should be done to transfer all required 
amounts. Notice that this goal is always secondary, i.e. should 
be targeted only after the first minimum is acquired and should 
not corrupt it.  

This goal can be described as: minimise |E| constrained by 
min(∑wij). 

There could be extra constraints defined by specific 
commercial environments complicating earlier stated goals. 
That is the main reason why the most often used netting 
method is netting center one: in order to avoid extra 
compilations, each company simply sum up inflow and outflow 
by currencies and do correspondent payments to the netting 
centre or receive payments from there. It is also possible to 
ignore currencies and do payments in the receiver company 
currency. 

Finally it should be mentioned that the problem is NP-hard 
[3, 4] as this optimisation task can be easily transformed into 
the satisfiability problem or any other NP-complete class 
problem. Therefore in practise the payment clearance is solved 
by heuristic algorithms – algorithms that doesn’t guarantee 
finding an optimal solution, but will generate a good enough 
time in a polynomial time. 

III. NETTING BASED ON GRAPH THEORY APPROACHES 
In case of the netting based on graph theory approaches the 

first step in the process is to transform the current payments’ 
net into a graph. Companies are represented as vertices and 
payments as edges connecting those. The graph is weighted as 
each edge has a weight, which is the amount to be paid by the 
invoice corresponding to this edge. Notice that the graph is 
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oriented (directed) as the amount should be transferred not just 
between companies, but from one company to another. 

Below a new approach called transactional closure rule 
based netting (where the second step is more or less novel – as 
is a well known graph theory technique) is be introduced. The 
algorithm is compiled using two major rules to be used: a 
summing up rule and a transactional closure rule, which are 
executed in cycle until no more transformations can be done. 

 

A. Summing up rule 
Consider for example the following case  

 

 

 

Figure 1.  Summing up rule: state before 

There are two companies (A and B correspondingly) and a 
set of transactions to be made between those in different 
directions. The summing up rule asks to sum up those 
transactions into one transaction with respect of the signs and 
produce only one in the result. Figure 1 shows an example. 
Here we have two transactions: 100 from A to B and 40 from B 
to A. It can be represented as 100 from A to B and -40 from A 
to B (notice the sign of the second transaction). Summing up 
those amounts we will have 60 from A to B. 

 

              

Figure 2.  Summing up rule: state after 

Generally saying the rule says that if there are more than 
one invoice between any two companies (A and B) that all 
those invoices should be summed up into one invoice 
considering a direction of each transaction (positive amount 
from A to B and negative from B to A). The total sum should be 
paid as the total’s sign defines: if the total is negative then from 
B to A, otherwise from A to B. 

Some organizations do use netting systems based just on 
this rule, i.e. they are not minimizing amounts to be transferred 
and transactions to be executed in global scope, but do it only 
between individual companies. 

B. Transactional closure rule 
This rule is applied after the summing up rule. The general 

rule says that if three companies (A, B and C) are organized in 
such chain by payments that company A has to pay to company 
B and company B has to pay to the company C then 
transactions can be transformed in order to minimise the 
transferred amount using the transactional closure rule 
(presented below). 

 

 

Figure 3.  Trnsaction closure chain 

If company A has to pay to company B and company B to 
company C then both existing invoices will be removed and 
two new will be produced. An amount of the first new invoice 
will equal to the smallest amount between Invoice 1 and 
Invoice 2: min(Invoice1, Invoice2) and will be paid by 
company A to company C. The second invoice will be 
produced instead of the invoice that had the maximum amount 
among those two: max(Invoice1, Invoice2). This second 
invoice amount will be equal to the difference between those 
invoices’ amounts. 

In other words invoices will be transformed by the 
following practical rules: 

• If an amount of the Invoice 1 is larger than an amount 
of the Invoice 2 then the Invoice 2 is eliminated and the 
amount of the Invoice 1 will be decreased on the 
amount of the Invoice 2. 

• If an amount of the Invoice 2 is larger than an amount 
of the Invoice 1 then the Invoice 1 is eliminated and the 
amount of the Invoice 2 is decreased on the amount of 
the Invoice 1. 

•  If invoices’ amounts are equal then produce eliminate 
Invoice 2 and forward Invoice 1 to company C. 

Consider the following two examples: 

 

Figure 4.  State before appliying the trnsaction closure rule 

This chain will transform into the following: 

 

Figure 5.  State after appliying the trnsaction closure rule 

Explanation: 

• The minimum between two invoices (100 and 25) is 25 
and there will be a new transaction from A to C with 
this amount; 

• The amount paid from A to B is larger than the one 
paid from B to C, so the A to B transaction will stay 
and the transaction from B to C will be gone. The 
amount of the invoice that was preserved will change 
to 100 – 25 = 75. 

25 100 
A B C 

Invoice 2 Invoice 1 
A B C 

60 A B 

A B 

C

75 

25 

40 

A B 
100
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The next example is similar but the second transaction is 
larger: 

 

Figure 6.  State before appliying the trnsaction closure rule 

This chain will transform into the following: 

 

Figure 7.  State after appliying the trnsaction closure rule 

IV. NETTING BASED ON TOTALS 
Graph theory based netting gives us the exact result, but 

doesn’t guarantee the best solution as it uses the current 
configuration of invoices transforming those during the 
optimisation process. The process of finding a solution is very 
similar to the local optimum search and has a disadvantage of 
impossibility to find a global optimum locating beyond the 
local optimum as in this case the best solution can be found 
only if we temporary de-optimise the current solution. 

Therefore the process of finding a better approach requires 
completely another system to be used. That is exactly the idea 
employed by the second (main) novel approach proposed by 
the paper, which is based on totals and described later. 

Here the netting is started by constructing payments instead 
of optimizing existing. The in- and outflow is summed up per 
company calculating a total amount to be paid or received for 
each company. All companies are divided into two classes 
basing on the total – those that should receive in total (having 
positive flow) and those that should pay (having negative 
flow). All the system should do is to construct new transactions 
to match negative and positive flows and try to produce a 
minimum number of new transactions. 

A. Netting center based clearance 
Let’s say that we have N companies and m of those have a 

positive flow and k of those have a negative flow. Formally 
saying V={R, P}, where R is a set of receivers {r1, r2, …, rm} 
and P is a set of payers {p1, p2, …, pk}. The problem of 
constructing new transactions is very similar to the problem of 
fitting things into available bags, with the only exceptions: in 
our case things can be broken into parts (i.e. if a company has 
to pay, for example 400 EUR, then the payment can be done in 
2, 3 and so forth parts to different companies). 

The maximum number of payments in this scheme equals 
to (N-1) – this number of transactions can be achieved in the 
netting centre scheme. All companies have exactly one 
transaction – either to the netting centre or from the netting 

centre. As the netting centre doesn’t have to pay to itself the 
total number of transactions is the number of companies minus 
1. Unfortunately the amount transferred in total will be 
sufficient in this approach. If we assume, for simplicity, that 
companies could be optimally netted using such transfers (E) 
that all companies divide into pairs (pi, rj) such that both pi and 
rj will appear only once in E, then the netting centre based 
clearance will be nearly two times larger than the global 
optimum we are looking for. 

B. Heuristic, totals based distribution 
The minimum number of payments will equal to max(m,k) 

– to either m or k, depending on which one of those is larger. 
Obviously the number of payments cannot be less than the 
number of companies that either have to issue a transaction 
(pay) or to get it (receive). 

Therefore the solution that we are looking for is located 
somewhere between (N-1) and max(m,k) or alternatively 
between (m+k-1) and max(m,k). 

We propose the following algorithm to achieve a better 
transactions minimisation: 

Execute the following steps until two lists are not empty: 

1) Resort both categories of companies (to pay and to 
receive, i.e. in- and outflow companies) by amounts; 

 
2) Compare amounts assigned to the top companies of 

each list (i.e. match the largest amount to be paid to the largest 
amount to be received) using the following sub-rules: 
 

a) If amounts are equal then 
o create a new invoice with this amount 

between those top companies; 

o delete both companies from lists. 

b) If the amount to be paid is larger then 
o create a new invoice with the amount to be 

received between those top companies; 

o delete the company to receive the payments 
from the receivers list; 

o decrease the amount to be paid associated to 
the top payer company on the new invoice 
amount; 

c) If amount to be received is larger then  
o create a new invoice with the amount to be 

paid between those top companies; 

o delete the company to pay from the payers 
list; 

o decrease the amount to be received 
associated to the top receiver company on the 
new invoice amount. 

130 100 
A B C 

A B 

C 
100 

30 
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C. Example of the heuristic, totals based distribution method 
Let say that we have 6 companies: A, B, C, D, E and F and 

lets assume that the following list of companies / totals will 
appear after all transactions to be executed are summed up per 
company. Notice in the list that payers have positive amount 
(flow) and receivers’ negative. 

• Company A: total 350 

• Company B: total -750 

• Company C: total -600 

• Company D: total 1000 

• Company E: total -650 

• Company F: total 650 

1) First of all we need to divide companies into two sets 
The payers list contains: company A (350), company D 

(1000) and company F (650). The receivers list contains 
company B (-750), company C (-600) and company E (-650). 

2) The second step (and the first executed in the cycle in 
the first iteration) to sort companies inside each list by 
amounts.  

 
The sorting result is the following:  

Payers list: 

• Company D: 1000 

• Company F: 650 

• Company A: 350 

Receivers list: 

• Company B: -750 

• Company E: -650 

• Company C: -600 

3) The next step is to match largest amounts 
On this step we will match an amount associated to 

company D and an amount associated to company B. As the 
amount to be paid (1000 [D]) is more than to receive (750 [B]) 
we  

a) Produce a new invoice between those companies: D 
to pay B 750; 

b) Exclude company B from the list of receivers; 
c) Change D company amount from 1000 to 250 

(=1000-750) 
 

After this step we will have: 

Payers list: 

• Company D: 250 

• Company F: 650 

• Company A: 350 

Receivers list: 

• Company E: -650 

• Company C: -600 

Produced invoices:  

• D to pay 750 to B 

4) Now we start the next iteration and return to the 
resorting step.  

 
After it we will have the following lists: 

Payers list: 

• Company F: 650 

• Company A: 350 

• Company D: 250 

Receivers list: 

• Company E: -650 

• Company C: -600 

Notice that the company D moved to the end after resorting. 

5) Now we match again the largest amounts of both lists 
and produce a new invoice.  

 
So, we match an amount of company F and company E. As 

the amounts are equal we 

a) Produce a new invoice between those companies: F 
to pay E 650; 

b) Exclude the company F from the list of payers; 
c) Exclude the company E from the list of receivers. 

 

After this step we will have: 

Payers list: 

• Company A: 350 

• Company D: 250 

Receivers list: 

• Company C: -600 

Produced invoices:  

• D to pay 750 to B 

• F to pay 650 to E 

 

Continuing this way we will arrive to the following list of 
payments to be executed: 

Produced invoices:  

• D to pay 750 to B 

• F to pay 650 to E 
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• A to pay 350 to C 

• D to pay 250 to C 

V. TESTS AND ANALYSIS OF ALGORITHMS 

A. Efficiency tests 
The transaction closure based algorithm and the heuristic 

algorithm for netting based on totals distribution were 
developed by the author in 1998. Later the author started to 
work for Simple Concepts Eesti OÜ and those algorithms were 
implemented inside the cash management system targeted for 
large groups. Although the similar package for middle size and 
small organisation is available form the paper author, we will 
base our tests on the large groups’ data acquired by the earlier 
mentioned company. The data represents one of the large 
groups (to be not named) made available to the company as a 
sample for testing and contains thousand of invoices per each 
financial period. Unfortunately the payments clearance 
problem doesn’t offer fixed packages, which are for example 
offered by the second DIMACS challenge [5] for the maximum 
clique problem. Therefore tests will be rather local as results 
depend on the structure of the payments graph. The last 
depends on the business type, the group structure and standard 
business processes. Nevertheless the testing will be good 
enough to demonstrate base characteristics of the algorithms 
and therefore good enough to obtain understanding of how 
those perform. 

The table 1 below shows an average result for 25 tests we 
have conducted, while an example of a test is outlined in the 
table 2. The table 1 shows the compression of amounts, i.e. the 
rate of decreasing the total sum to be transferred by dividing 
the total sum before netting on the total sum after. The 
compression of transactions shows the decrease rate of 
transactions. 

TABLE I.  TESTING RESULTS 

Algorithms 
Test results 

Compression of 
transactions  

Compression of 
amounts 

Summing rule only 17.41 1.53 

Netting center approach 124.22 1.50 
Transaction closer based 
algorithm 61.18 2.93 

Heuristic algorithm based 
on totals distribution 124.22 2.93 

 

For example 17.41 in the compression of transactions 
column for “summing rules only” means that the algorithm 
based only on summing up existing transactions will generate 
(in average) 17.41 times less transactions than there were 
before the netting process. A number for the same row in the 
last column: 1.53 means that the total amount to be transferred 
after applying this rule will be 1.53 times less than originally. 

The following table shows one case as an example to 
demonstrate the netting effect. Amounts in the last columns are 
presented in EUR. 

TABLE II.  AN EXAMPLE OF RESULTS BY PRESENTED ALGORITHMS 

Name Total number of 
transactions 

Total value 
(amount) 

Initial state 3 356 5 889 619 530 

Summing rule only 227 3 820 303 522 

Netting center approach 32 3 873 938 731 
Transaction closer based 
algorithm 68 1 962 491 837 

Heuristic algorithm based 
on totals distribution 32 1 962 491 837 

 

B. Analysis of algorithms and comparison to other 
approaches 
This subchapter is designed to analyse proposed approaches 

and find boundaries for both maximum number of transactions 
to be generated and complexity. 

Theorem 1. The heuristic algorithm for netting based on 
totals distribution will require at most (m+n-
1)*(c+log2(max(m,k))) steps to complete the netting process, 
where c is a constant. 

Proof: The algorithm defines that on each high level step at 
least one company will be eliminated either from P or R set. 
The last step will eliminate two remaining companies at once 
and therefore the total number of steps required to complete the 
algorithm will be equal to the number of elements in the P plus 
number of elements in the R minus 1. As |P| equals to k and |R| 
equals to m then the maximum number of steps will equal to 
m+k-1. Each step contains a constant number of sub-steps to 
produce a new transaction and eliminate one company and 
extra steps to resort the list, where the company remained with 
a decreased amount. Notice that we can employ the binary 
search algorithm to re-sort lists having complexity log2T, where 
T is the length of the list. In the worst case the maximum length 
of the list will equal to the largest number of companies in the 
beginning of the algorithm either in P or in R list and so will 
equal to max(m,k) 

Note: a smaller number of steps will be required if on any 
algorithm step both payer and receiver will be eliminated at 
once. 

The theorem shows that the complexity of the netting 
heuristic algorithm based on totals distribution is 
O(max(m,k)*log2(max(m,k))), i.e. O(Nlog2N) 

The maximum number of transactions generated by the 
algorithm can be calculated using the same logic. 

Theorem 2. The heuristic algorithm for netting based on 
totals distribution will generate at most (m+n-1) transaction. 

Proof: The algorithm starts from no transactions. On each 
step the algorithm will generate exactly one transaction and 
eliminate at least one company. As the number of companies 
equal to (m+k) and two companies are eliminated at the last 
step then the total number of high level steps is (m+k-1) and the 
same is the total number of produced transactions.  

Theorem 3. The transaction closure based netting generates 
at most m*k transactions. 
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Proof: The algorithm work is based on eliminating cycles, 
i.e. on transforming the payments net into such a state, when 
each node will have either only incoming or only outgoing 
edges. The set of nodes that have only outflow will be 
represented by companies having to pay and therefore is P. The 
set of nodes that have only inflow edges will be represented by 
receivers and therefore equals to |R|. Each P node could have 
only one edge to each R node since the summing rule is 
constantly applied and therefore no more than m outgoing 
edges. As the total number of nodes in P set is k then the 
maximum number of existing transactions is m*k. 

For the comparison we bring out a table [6] demonstrating 
some other approaches to solve the netting problem. Those 
algorithms mainly concentrate on minimising the number of 
invoices rather than minimising the transferred amount. 

Some algorithms presented in the table use a concept of 
clusters – each cluster is a small group of companies that will 
be netted using the netting centre approach, so each cluster 
consumes a local netting centre. During algorithms work all 
companies are divided into sub-groups that can be netted 
locally to centres and invoices between those groups are netted 
via local netting centres. The total number of clusters is 
denoted as p. 

TABLE III.  AN EXAMPLE OF RESULTS BY PRESENTED ALGORITHMS 

Name Maximum number of 
transactions Complexity 

ICBR [7] m+k-1 O(m2k2) 

VCUBE-D m+k+3p-1 O(mk) 

DNA m+k+3p-1 O(m+k) 

VI. CONCLUSION 
The paper reviewed some practical approaches to the 

netting problem, which is NP-hard and therefore is solved by 
heuristic algorithms. The choice of an algorithm to be applied 
is usually driven by extra constraints that corporation financial 
systems have. The paper proposed some new methods of 
payment clearance. The first one is based on graph theory and 
is quite similar to existing although is not quite the same. The 
second one, the heuristic approach based on totals distribution, 
is a novel approach allowing sufficiently decrease the total 
number of transactions. 
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Abstract. Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI), a well known 
technique in Information Retrieval has been partially 
successful in text retrieval and no major breakthrough has 
been achieved in text classification as yet. A significant step 
forward in this regard was made by Hofmann[3], who 
presented the probabilistic LSI (PLSI) model, as an alternative 
to LSI. If we wish to consider exchangeable representations for 
documents and words, PLSI is not successful which further led 
to the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model [4]. A new local 
Latent Semantic Indexing method has been proposed by some 
authors called “Local Relevancy Ladder-Weighted LSI” 
(LRLW-LSI) to improve text classification [5]. In this paper 
we study LSI and its variants in detail , analyze the role played 
by them in text classification and conclude with future 
directions in this area. 
 
Key Words: Text Classification, LSI, PLSI, LDA, VLSI 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Traditional text classification is based on explicit character, 
and the common method is to represent textual materials 
with space vectors using Vector Space Model (VSM) [22, 
23, 18, 16], which finally confirm the category of the test 
documents by comparing the degree of similarity. With 
more and more textual information available on the internet, 
conceptual retrieval has become more important than word 
matching retrieval [5].  
Traditional information retrieval system such as VSM 
retrieves relevant documents by lexical matching with 
query. Support Vector Machines (SVD) have become a 
“workhorse in machine learning, data mining, signal 
processing, computer vision,...” [10]. Eckart and Young [8] 
proved that in a specific technical sense, the SVD yields the 
best possible approximation to any matrix A, given any 
target rank for the approximation A0. As a result of the 
SVD, each document can be viewed as a vector in a low 
dimensional space of a few hundred dimensions; the axes in 
the new space do not in general correspond to terms in the 
lexicon. The classic application of SVD’s to text analysis 
stems from work of Dumais et al. [9, 7]. The authors 
adapted SVD to the term-document matrix, characterizing 
their method as latent semantic indexing (LSI). The 
principal application of LSI was to respond to text queries: 
following standard practice in text retrieval, each query 
(expressed as a set of terms) is viewed as a unit vector in the 
space in which each document is represented (whether the 

original set of terms as in A, or in the low-dimensional 
approximate space). Given a query, the system would 
identify the documents with the highest cosine similarity to 
the query (in the primary or approximate space) and return 
these as the best matches to the query. Experimentally, these 
and subsequent papers [11,12,14] showed that latent 
semantic indexing was effective not only in that it found a 
good approximation A0 of rank about 300, but further that 
for retrieval on queries the approximation A0 often yielded 
better (rather than almost as good) results than A [3]. It is 
widely reported that good approximations of rank 200-300 
exist for typical document collections in text analysis. 
Computationally such approximations are typically found 
using the linear-algebraic technique of singular value 
decompositions (SVD’s), a method rooted in statistical 
analysis [13]. The paper is divided into five sections with 
first section covering LSA, second concentrating on VLSA, 
third on PLSA, followed by LDA and LRLW-LSI. The 
paper concludes with analysis of all the variants being 
applied to text classification and future scope of these 
techniques in information retrieval. 
 
2. Latent Semantic Analysis 
 
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) is a theory and method for 
extracting and representing the contextual-usage meaning of 
words by statistical computations applied to a large corpus 
of text [7]. The similarity estimates derived by LSA are not 
simple contiguity frequencies, co-occurrence counts, or 
correlations in usage, but depend on a powerful 
mathematical analysis that is capable of correctly inferring 
much deeper relations (thus the phrase “Latent Semantic”). 
LSA, as currently practiced, induces its representations of 
the meaning of words and passages from analysis of text 
alone. It differs from some statistical approaches 
significantly. The input data "associations" from which LSA 
induces representations are between unitary expressions of 
meaning—words and complete meaningful utterances in 
which they occur—rather than between successive words. 
That is, LSA uses as its initial data not just the summed 
contiguous pairwise (or tuple-wise) co-occurrences of words 
but the detailed patterns of occurrences of very many words 
over very large numbers of local meaning-bearing contexts, 
such as sentences or paragraphs, treated as unitary wholes. 
It concentrates only on how differences in word choice and 
differences in passage meanings are related [1]. 
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LSA is a fully automatic mathematical/statistical technique 
for extracting and inferring relations of expected contextual 
usage of words in passages of discourse. It does not uses 
any humanly constructed dictionaries, knowledge bases, 
semantic networks, grammars, syntactic parsers, or 
morphologies, or the like, and takes as its input only raw 
text parsed into words defined as unique character strings 
and separated into meaningful passages or samples such as 
sentences or paragraphs. The number of dimensions retained 
in LSA is an empirical issue. Although LSA has been 
applied with remarkable success in different domains 
including automatic indexing (Latent Semantic Indexing, 
LSI) [3], it has a number of deficits, mainly due to its 
unsatisfactory statistical foundation. The drawback of VSM 
is that it cannot retrieve the conceptually relevant 
documents with respect to query, and the semantic 
information may lose during the process of VSM [5].  
 
3. Variable Latent Semantic Indexing  
�
VLSI (Variable Latent Semantic Indexing) is a new query-
dependent (or “variable”) low-rank approximation that 
minimizes approximation error for any specified query 
distribution. With this it is possible to tailor the LSI 
technique to particular settings, often resulting in vastly 
improved approximations at much lower dimensionality. 
Probabilistic latent semantic indexing [2] and its cousins 
from statistics [19] use a generative probabilistic model for 
the entries of the matrix A, rather than for the query 
distribution. For any quantitative level of retrieval 
effectiveness, the number of dimensions in the low-rank 
approximation is dramatically lower for VLSI than for LSI.�
It has been experimentally proved in [2] that VLSI shows a 
10% improvement at 10 dimensions, a 27% improvement at 
50 dimensions, a 50% improvement at 125 dimensions, and 
an 80% improvement at 1000 dimensions. Stated 
alternatively, VLSI with just 40 dimensions is about 
equivalent in performance to LSI with 250 dimensions. 
 
4. Probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing 
 
Probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing is a novel approach 
to automated document indexing which is based on a 
statistical latent class model for factor analysis of count 
data. Fitted from a training corpus of text documents by a 
generalization of the Expectation Maximization algorithm, 
this model is able to deal with domain specific synonymy as 
well as with polysemous words. In contrast to standard 
Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) by Singular Value 
Decomposition, the probabilistic variant has a solid 
statistical foundation and defines a proper generative data 
model.  This implies in particular that standard techniques 
from statistics can be applied for questions like model 
fitting, model combination, and complexity control. In 
addition, the factor representation obtained by Probabilistic 
LSA (PLSA) allows to deal with polysemous words and to 
explicitly distinguish between different meanings and 

different types of word usage. The core of PLSA is a 
statistical model which has been called aspect model [17, 
20]. The latter is a latent variable model for general co-
occurrence data which associates an unobserved class 
variable. One advantage of using statistical models vs. SVD 
techniques is that it allows us to systematically combine 
different models [2]. 
 
Variants of Probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing  
 
Two different schemes to exploit PLSA for indexing have 
been investigated:  

(i) as a context dependent unigram model to smoothen 
the empirical word distributions in documents 
(PLSI-U), 

(ii)  as a latent space model which provides a low 
dimensional document/query representation 
(PLSI-Q) [2]. 
 

While Hofmann’s work is a useful step toward probabilistic 
modeling of text, it is incomplete in that it provides no 
probabilistic model at the level of documents. In PLSI, each 
document is represented as a list of numbers (the mixing 
proportions for topics), and there is no generative 
probabilistic model for these numbers. This leads to several 
problems:  
(1) the number of parameters in the model grows linearly 
with the size of the corpus, which leads to serious problems 
with overfitting, and  
(2) it is not clear how to assign probability to a document 
outside of the training set [4]. 
 
5. Latent Dirichlet Allocation   
 
Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) is a generative 
probabilistic model for collections of discrete data such as 
text corpora. LDA is a three-level hierarchical Bayesian 
model, in which each item of a collection is modeled as a 
finite mixture over an underlying set of topics. Each topic is, 
in turn, modeled as an infinite mixture over an underlying 
set of topic probabilities. In the context of text modeling, the 
topic probabilities provide an explicit representation of a 
document [4]. 
 
LDA is based on a simple exchangeability assumption for 
the words and topics in a document; it is therefore realized 
by a straightforward application of de Finetti’s 
representation theorem. It can be viewed as a dimensionality 
reduction technique, in the spirit of LSI, but with proper 
underlying generative probabilistic semantics that make 
sense for the type of data that it models. Exact inference is 
intractable for LDA, but any of a large suite of approximate 
inference algorithms can be used for inference and 
parameter estimation within the LDA framework.  
 
Various methods used for text classification including  LSI 
and PLSI  are based on the “bag-of-words” assumption—that 
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the order of words in a document can be neglected. In the 
language of probability theory, this is an assumption of 
exchangeability for the words in a document [11]. Moreover, 
although less often stated formally, these methods also 
assume that documents are exchangeable; the specific 
ordering of the documents in a corpus can also be neglected. 
A classic representation theorem due to de Finetti [18] 
establishes that any collection of exchangeable random 
variables has a representation as a mixture distribution—in 
general an infinite mixture. Thus, if we wish to consider 
exchangeable representations for documents and words, we 
need to consider mixture models that capture the 
exchangeability of both words and documents [4]. 
 
Document classification in LDA 
 
In the text classification problem, aim is to classify a 
document into two or more mutually exclusive classes. In 
particular, by using one LDA module for each class, a 
generative model for classification is obtained. A 
challenging aspect of the document classification problem is 
the choice of features. Treating individual words as features 
yields a rich but very large feature set [15]. One way to 
reduce this feature set is to use an LDA model for 
dimensionality reduction. In particular, LDA reduces any 
document to a fixed set of real-valued features—the 
posterior Dirichlet parameters associated with the document 
[4].  
 
6.  LRLW-LSI: An Improved Latent Semantic Indexing 
(LSI) Text Classifier 
 
When LSI is applied to text classification, there are two 
common methods. The first one is called “Global LSI”, 
which performs SVD directly on the entire training 
document collection to generate the new feature space. This 
method is completely unsupervised, i.e., it pays no attention 
to the class label of the existing training data. It has no help 
to improve the discrimination power of document classes, 
so it always yields no better, sometimes even worse 
performance than original term vector on classification [21]. 
The other one is called “Local LSI”, which performs a 
separate SVD on the local region of each topic. Compared 
with global LSI, this method utilizes the class information 
effectively, so it improves the performance of global LSI 
greatly.  
 
To overcome the drawbacks of Global LSI, authors in [5] 
proposed a local LSI method which has been named as 
“Local Relevancy Ladder-Weighted LSI (LRLW-LSI)”. In 
local LSI, each document in the training set is first assigned 
with a relevancy score related to a topic, and then the 
documents whose scores are larger than a predefined 
threshold value are selected to generate the local region. 
Then SVD is performed on the local region to produce a 
local semantic space. In other words, LRLW-LSI gives 
same weight among a ladder-range and different weight 

located in different ladder-range to documents in the local 
region according to its relevance before performing SVD so 
that the local semantic space can be extracted more 
accurately considering both the local and global relevancy 
and more relevant documents can be introduced with higher 
weights, which make them do more contribution to SVD 
computation. Hence, the better local semantic space is 
available which results in better classification performance 
can be extracted to separate positive documents from 
negative documents.  
 
 
 
7. Conclusion 
 
Based on the study and analysis conducted it has been 
observed that Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) is an 
approach to automatic indexing and information retrieval 
that attempts to overcome text classification problems by 
mapping documents as well as terms to a representation in 
the so called latent semantic space. LSI has often matched 
queries to (and only to) documents of similar topical 
meaning correctly when query and document use different 
words. When LSA was first applied in the text–processing 
problem in automatic matching of information requests to 
document abstracts there was a significant improvement 
over prior methods. LSA performs some sort of noise 
reduction and has the potential benefit to detect synonyms 
as well as words that refer to the same topic. [1]. Although 
LSA has been applied with remarkable success in different 
domains including automatic indexing [1, 3], it has a 
number of deficits, mainly due to its unsatisfactory 
statistical foundation.   
 
 Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) based on a 
statistical latent-class model utilizes the (annealed) 
likelihood function as an optimization criterion and 
Tempered Expectation Maximization is a powerful fitting 
procedure in PLSA. It is indeed a promising novel 
unsupervised learning method with a wide range of 
application in text learning, computational linguistics, 
information retrieval, and information filtering [6]. 
 
LDA illustrates the way in which probabilistic models can 
be scaled up to provide useful inferential machinery in 
domains involving multiple levels of structure and although 
it can be viewed as a competitor to methods such as LSI and 
PLSI in the setting of dimensionality reduction for 
document collections and other discrete corpora.. The major 
advantages of generative models such as LDA include their 
modularity and their extensibility. As a probabilistic 
module, LDA can be readily embedded in a more complex 
model— a property that is not possessed by LSI [4].The 
major thrust area visible in LDA is numerous possible 
extensions of LDA which includes expectation propagation 
Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm, etc.  
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It has been observed that all documents in the local region 
are equally considered in the SVD computation in local LSI. 
But intuitively, first, more relevant documents to the topic 
should contributes more to the local semantic space than 
those less-relevant ones; second, tiny less local relevant 
documents may be a little more global relevant. So based on 
these ideas, local LSI method “Local Relevancy Ladder-
Weighted LSI (LRLW-LSI)” selects documents to the local 
region in a ladder way so that the local semantic space can 
be extracted more accurately considering both the local and 
global relevancy which can be indeed beneficial in text 
classification. 
 
Future Directions 
 
All the LSA and its variants studied so far are relevant in 
text classification at up to certain extent and when applied 
on a large text corpora the result are not very promising.. 
Classification is done at syntactic levels only and in future 
we will try to explore their successful implementation when 
applied on semantically related data. VSM will be 
implemented not on terms but on concepts and text 
classification will concentrate on synonymy as well as on 
polysemous words clustering. 
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Abstract-A new, tighter bound 

of coefficient-sensitivity is derived for 
2-D digital systems. A new algorithm 
is also proposed which optimizes both 
the coefficient-sensitivity and the 
state-structure of 2-D digital systems. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
After Roesser gave the state-

space model of 2-D digital systems in 
1975 [1], the majority researches has 
focused on the optimization of structure. 
But due to the inherent, finite-word-
length effect, the sensitivity is, at least, 
as important as structure. In 1987, 
Kawamata suggested a definition and an 
optimization algorithm for the sensitivity 

to the coefficients in Roesser’s model 
[3]. Recent years, more papers on the 
optimization of coefficient-sensitivity 
are published [6]. But in most cases, the 
sensitivity optimization and structure 
optimization are not compatible. In this 
paper, a new algorithm is proposed 
which optimizes both the sensitivity and 
the structure. A more accurate 
expression of sensitivity is also derived.  

 
II. MODEL 

A causal, linear, shift invariant, 
2-D digital system with single-input and 
single-output can be modeled with a set 
of first-order, state-vector difference 
equations over R [1]:  

 
(1) ),(),(),(),1( 121 jiuBjixAjixAjix vhh ++=+  
(2) ),(),(),()1,( 243 jiuBjixAjixAjix vhv ++=+  
(3) ),(),(),(),( 21 jidujixCjixCjiy vh ++=  
 
Where i and j are integer-valued 
horizontal and vertical coordinates; 

1×∈ mh Rx  conveys information 
horizontally; 1×∈ nv Rx  conveys 
information vertically; Ru∈  acts as 
input; Ry∈  acts as output; mmRA ×∈1 , 

nmRA ×∈2 , mnRA ×∈3 , and nnRA ×∈4  
are matrices; 1

1
×∈ mRB , 1

2
×∈ nRB , 

mRC ×∈ 1
1 , nRC ×∈ 1

2 ,are vectors; Rd ∈  
is a scalar. In a more compact form,  
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 N = m + n.   
The transfer function of the system is [2] 
(7) dBAIzIzCzzH nm +−⊕= −1

2121 ][),(  
Here ⊕  is the symbol for direct sum. H is a scalar function of 1z  and 2z . And the N×N 
reachability and observability gramians matrices are [4]  
(8) ∫ ∫= =

−−−=
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Here *T stands for complex conjugate 
and transpose, and the N×1 vector F and 
the 1×N vector G are given by  
(10)   BAIzIzzzF nm

1
2121 ][),( −−⊕= , 

(11)   1
2121 ][),( −−⊕= AIzIzCzzG nm  

Clearly, NNijkK ×= }{  and NNijwW ×= }{  
are two N×N matrices.  
 

III. SENSITIVITY 
The sensitivities of an ),( 21 zzH  

to the coefficients ija , ib  jc  and d are 
defined as the following derivatives [3]:  

(12) 
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Then the deviation of ),( 21 zzH  due to 
the quantization (round-off or/and 
truncation) of its coefficients is as 
follows [8]:  
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If any coefficient, say ija  = 0 or -1, then 

ijaΔ  = 0, i.e. no quantization error. 
Hence, for ija  = 0 or -1, 

ijaS  can be set 
to zero. Any coefficient which is not 0 or 
-1 might cause quantization error. To 
take this observation into account, we 
define  
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Obviously this )(xδ  is a well defined 
function of x. With )(xδ , from the 
equation (7), we have  
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Here ie  is the unit column (N×1) vector 
with only nonzero element, 1 in the ith 
position. And the sensitivities of 

),( 21 zzH  to matrices A, B, C can be 
defined as the Frobenius norms of 
matrices AH ∂∂ / , BH ∂∂ / , CH ∂∂ /  [7]:  
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Clearly, all S’s above are scalar functions of 1z  and 2z . To obtain a frequency-
independent sensitivity for ),( 21 zzH , an l2 norm of ),( 21 zzX  is defined by  
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The total sensitivity S of ),( 21 zzH  can be well defined as 2
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Clearly, S1 is the total sensitivity 
suggested in [2] and [3]. From the 
derivation above, both S and S1 are upper 
bounds for the sensitivity, but S is  
tighter than S1, because S ≤ S1.  
Also, from equation (26), S can be 
reduced by decreasing S1 and increasing 
S2. But S2 is proportional to the number 
of coefficients which equal to 0 or -1. 
Naturally, our optimization method 
below will try to increase the number of 
zero coefficients.  
 

IV. OPTIMIZATION 
The state-space realization (A, B, 

C, d) of a given ),( 21 zzH  is not unique. 
Different realizations have different 
sensitivities. The objective of sensitivity-

minimization is to find a realization ( A
)

, 
B
)

, C
)

, d
)

) with a minimal sensitivity. 
To do so, Let T be a nonsingular matrix 
and  
(29)  41 TTT ⊕= , 1

4
1

1
1 −−− ⊕= TTT . 

 Here, mmRT ×∈1  and nnRT ×∈4   
We define the similar transformation of 
the system (A, B, C, d) as  
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)
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)

,  
 CTC =

)
, dd =
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Proposition 1: A similar transformation 
keeps the transfer function ),( 21 zzH  
unchanged, but the sensitivity (S1) could 
be changed.  

Proof: From (7) the new transfer 
function:  
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) has the same transfer function as (A, B, C, d).  
To find the sensitivity for ( A

)
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)
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From (8) and (9),  
(32) TKTTK −−= 1)

, and WTTW T=
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The sensitivity of ( A

)
, B
)

, C
)

, d
)

) is  
(33) 1)()()()(1 +++= KtrWtrKtrWtrS

)))))
  

)()()( 1 WTTtrKTTtrWTTtr TTT += −−

 1)( 1 ++ −− TKTTtr  
Therefore ( A

)
, B
)

, C
)

, d
)

) and (A, B, C, 

d) could have different sensitivities.  # 
Since the sensitivity S1 is a function of 
T, we can minimize 1S

)
 by choosing the 

right T. A method to find the right T can 
be found in reference [5]. 

Now, let Q be an orthogonal 
matrix and  
(34) 41 QQQ ⊕=  with  
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 mmRQ ×∈1  and nnRQ ×∈4   
(35) 1

11
−= QQT , 1

44
−= QQT , then 1−= QQT  

We define the orthogonal transformation 
of the system (A, B, C, d) as  
(36) AQQA T=

(
, BQB T=
(

,  
 CQC =

(
, dd =
(

 
Proposition 2: An orthogonal 
transformation keeps both, the transfer 
function ),( 21 zzH  and the sensitivity 
(S1) unchanged.  

Proof: Obviously, an orthogonal 
transformation is a special similar 
transformation. Therefore, from (31) the 
new transfer function will not change. 
That is ),( 21 zzH

(
 = ),( 21 zzH .  

 Since Q is orthogonal, from (32)  
(37) KQQK T=

(
, and WQQW T=

(
 

Because an orthogonal transformation of 
a matrix will not change the eigen 
values, and the trace of a matrix equals 
the sum of its eigen values, therefore 
from (27)  
(38) 1)()()()(1 +++= KtrWtrKtrWtrS

(((((
 

 11)()()()( SKtrWtrKtrWtr =+++=  # 
Now given a transfer function ),( 21 zzH  
with any realization (A, B, C, d), based 
on the above two propositions, we 
suggest the following algorithm to 
optimize both the sensitivity and 
structure.  
Step 1: According to reference [5], carry 
out similar transformation on (A, B, C, d) 
to minimize the sensitivity (S1). Assume 
that ( A

)
, B

)
, C

)
, d

)
) is a resultant 

realization with minimal sensitivity (S1). 
Step 2: Carry out orthogonal 
transformation on ( A

)
, B
)

, C
)

, d
)

) to get 
a realization ( A

(
, B
(

,C
(

, d
(

) which reduces 
structure and total sensitivity (S).  
 Under very general conditions, it 
is proved in [7] that for a square matrix 
M, an orthogonal matrix Q can be 
formed such that  
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Here the iJ ‘s are either 1×1 or 2×2 
diagonal blocks. Each 2×2 block will 
correspond to a pair of complex 
conjugate eigen values of M. The eigen 
values of M will be eigen values of 

iJ ‘s. In the case where M has a 
complete orthogonal set of 
eigenvectors, e. g. M is symmetric, M

(
 

will be diagonal with all eigen values as 
the diagonal elements. The orthogonal 
matrix Q can be formed from M by the 
following iterative algorithm:  

1. Let M1 = M and factor it into a 
product of an orthogonal matrix 

1Q  and an upper triangular 
matrix 1R , say, by Givens 
transformations. That is 

111 RQMM == .  
2. Let 111112 QRQMQM T ==  and 

factor it into a product of an 
orthogonal matrix 2Q  and an 
upper triangular matrix 2R . That 
is 22111112 RQQRQMQM T === .  

3. Let 222223 QRQMQM T ==  and 
factor it into a product of an 
orthogonal matrix 3Q  and an 
upper triangular matrix 3R . Or, 

)()( 21212223 QQMQQQMQM TT ==
      3322 RQQR == .  

4. In general, if kkk RQM = , then, 

kk
T
kkkk QMQQRM ==+1 . 

)()( 2121 k
T

k QQQMQQQ LL=  
5. Continue in this manner until 

MM K

(
=+1  as defined in (39). 

Set KQQQQ L21= .  
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Now using this algorithm to form 1Q  
and 4Q  from 1A

)
 and 4A

)
, such that 

1111 AQAQT ()
=  and 4444 AQAQT ()

= , where 

1A
(

 and 4A
(

 are in the form defined in 
(39). Let 41 QQQ ⊕=  and QAQA T )(

= . 
Then comparing with A

)
, A
(

 will have 
more than )( 22

2
1 nmnm −−+  zero 

elements. In the case where 1A
)

 and 4A
)

 
have a complete orthogonal set of 
eigenvectors, e. g. they are symmetric, 

1A
)

 and 4A
)

 will be diagonal, and the 
number of zeros will be nmnm −−+ 22 . 
This is a big reduction in structure. It is 
also a big reduction in the total 
sensitivity S  due to the increase of 2S .  
 

V. DISCUSSION 
 In this paper it is shown that both 
coefficient-sensitivity and state-structure 
of a 2-D system can be reduced 
simultaneously. The sensitivity bound 
derived in this paper is much tighter, but 
is not the lowest. The algorithm 
proposed in this paper is practical, but 
the two steps could be combined. More 
research is going on in this direction.  
 

NOTES 
 This paper is the further work of 
my other paper published in 1995 [9]. 
Both use orthogonal transformation. 
Unlike that paper trying to simplify 2A

)
 

or/and 3A
)

, this paper simplifies 1A
)

 and 

4A
)

. Unless 2A
)

 = TA3

)
, 2A
)

 and 3A
)

 can not 
be made diagonal simultaneously. Using 
the algorithm proposed in this paper, 1A

)
 

and 4A
)

 will always converge to upper 
triangular, bi-diagonal or diagonal form 
simultaneously. Therefore, it always 
provides better result.  
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Abstract – This article presents a methodology to encapsulate, 
not only the functionality of several SoC modules, but also the 
connections between those modules. To achieve these results, the 
possibilities of Algorithmic State Machines (ASM charts) have 
been extended to develop a compiler. Using this approach, a SoC 
design becomes a set of chart boxes and links: several boxes 
describe parameterized modules in a hierarchical fashion, other 
boxes encapsulate their connections, and all boxes are linked 
together using simple lines. At last, a compiler processes all 
required files and generates the corresponding VHDL or Verilog 
code, valid for simulation and synthesis. A small SoC design with 
two DSP processors is shown as an example. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

System-on-a-Chip (SoC) designs integrate processor cores, 
memories and custom logic joined into complete systems.  The 
increased complexity requires not only more effort, but also an 
accurate knowledge on how to connect new computational 
modules to new peripheral devices using even new 
communication protocols and standards. 

A hierarchical approach may encapsulate the inner 
functionality of several modules on black boxes.  This 
technique effectively reduces the number of components, but 
system integration becomes more and more difficult as new 
components are added every day.  Thus, the key to a short 
design time, enabling "product on demand", is the use of a set 
of predesigned components which can be easily integrated 
through a set of also predesigned connections. 

Because of this reason, Xilinx and Altera have proposed 
their high end tools named Embedded Development Kit [1] 
and SoPC Builder [2], respectively, that allow the automatic 
generation of systems.  Using these tools, designers may build 
complete SoC designs based on their processors and peripheral 
modules in few hours. 

On the language side a parallel effort has been observed.  In 
particular, SystemVerilog [3] now includes an "interface" 
element that allow designers to join several inputs and outputs 
in one named description, so textual designs may become 
easier to read and understand.  At a different scale, pursuing a 
higher level of abstraction, the promising SpecC top-down 
methodology [4] firstly describes computations and 
communications at an abstract and untimed level and then 
descend to an accurate and precise level where connections and 
delays are fully described. 

The aim of this paper is to contribute to these efforts from a 
bottom-up point of view, mostly adequate for educational 
purposes.  First of all, we present several extensions to the 
Algorithmic State Machine (ASM) methodology, what we 
have called "ASM++ charts", allowing the automatic 
generation of VHDL or Verilog code from this charts, using a 
recently developed ASM++ compiler.  Furthermore, these 
diagrams may describe hierarchical designs and define, 
through special boxes named "pipes", how to connect different 
modules all together. 

 

II. ASM++ CHARTS  

The Algorithmic State Machine (ASM) method for 
specifying digital designs was originally documented at 1973 
by Christopher R. Clare [5], who worked at the Electronics 
Research Laboratory of Hewlett Packard Labs, based on 
previous developments made by Tom Osborne at the 
University of California at Berkeley [5].  Since then it has been 
widely applied to assist designers in expressing algorithms and 
to support their conversion into hardware [6-9].  Many texts on 
digital logic design cover the ASM method jointly with other 
methods for specifying Finite State Machines (FSM) [10]. 

A FSM is a valid representation for the behavior of a digital 
circuit when the number of transitions and the complexity of 
operations are low.  The example of fig. 1 shows a FSM for a 
12x12 unsigned multiplier that computes 'outP = inA * inB' 
through twelve conditional additions.  It is fired by an active 
high signal named 'go', it signals the answer using a 
synchronous output named 'done', and it indicates through an 
asynchronous 'ready' signal that new operands are welcome. 

 

Fig. 1.  An example of a Finite State Machine for a multiplier. 
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However, on these situations an ASM++ chart [11-12] may 
be more accurate, consistent and useful.  These charts are an 
extension of traditional ASM charts [5] with different boxes to 
provide more clarity and flexibility, and additional boxes to 
allow automatic compilation.  Moreover, they use standard 
HDL expressions –currently VHDL and Verilog are allowed– 
to increase designers' productivity. 

The ASM++ chart equivalent to the previous FSM is shown 
at fig. 2.  Its algorithmic section describes the circuit 
functionality, and starts with an oval box named 'Idle' that 
represents the beginning (and the end) of each state (and clock 
cycle).  Following, two boxes specify an asynchronous 
assertion to 'ready' and a synchronous assignment to 'done'.  
Thus, a DFF will be generated for the later signal and full 
combinational logic will be created for the former one.  Later 
on, but on the same state, several synchronous operations are 
described after a diamond box that represents a decision.  They 
are executed in parallel with previous operations, but only 
when previous conditions become valid.  The following state 
would be 'Idle' or 'Loop', depending on the value of 'go' signal. 

Comparing this representation with classical ASM charts 
[12], important differences arise: traditional ASM use 
rectangular boxes to describe the beginning of states and also 
any unconditional operation at that state, so a different shape 
must be used for conditional operations.  Meanwhile, ASM++ 
makes no distinction among conditional and unconditional 
operations, and states are described using its own oval box. 

 

Fig. 2.  An ASM++ chart ready for compilation. 
 
Figure 2 shows additional features of ASM++ charts, 

included to allow their automatic compilation to generate HDL 
code.  A name may be given to each module or entity; its 
implementation parameters or generics, the full peripheral 
interface, all internal signals, a reset sequence and a 
synchronization signal can also be fully specified in a very 
intuitive way.  A box for 'defaults' has been added to easily 

describe the circuit behavior when states leave any signal free.  
Furthermore, all boxes use well-known VHDL or Verilog 
expressions; the ASM++ compiler usually detects the HDL and 
then it generates valid HDL code using the same language. 

 

III. HIERARCHICAL DESIGN USING ASM++ CHARTS  

As soon as a compiler generates HDL code related to an 
ASM++ chart, several advanced features of modern VHDL and 
Verilog languages can be easily integrated on this 
methodology.  The requirements for hierarchical design have 
been included through the following elements: 

 
− Each design begins with a 'header' box that specifies the 

design name and, optionally, its parameters or generics. 
− Any design may use one or several pages on a MS Visio 

2003/2007 document, saved using its VDX format.  Each 
VDX document may include several designs identified 
through their header boxes. 

− Any design may instantiate other designs, giving them an 
instance name.  As soon as a lower level module is 
instantiated, the ASM++ compiler generates a full set of 
signals named "instance_name.port_name" (see fig. 4); 
these signals make connections with other elements 
simpler.  Later on, any 'dot' will be replaced by an 
'underline' because of HDL compatibility issues. 

− When a description of an instantiated module is located 
on another file, a 'RequireFile' box must be used before 
any header box to allow a joint compilation.  However, 
the ASM++ compiler identifies any previously compiled 
design to avoid useless efforts and invalid duplications. 

− VHDL users may include libraries or packages using their 
'library' and 'use' sentences, but also before any header 
box. 

− Nowadays, compiler does not support reading external 
HDL files, in order to instantiate hand written modules.  
A prototype of them, as shown at fig. 3, can be used 
instead. 

 
Using these features, an example of a slightly improved 

multiplier can be easily designed.  First of all, a prototype of a 
small FIFO memory is declared, as shown at fig. 3, so 
compilers may know how to instantiate and connect this 
module, described elsewhere on a Verilog file.  Then three 
FIFO memories are instantiated to handle the input and output 
data flows, as shown at fig. 4, so several processors may feed 
and retrieve data from this processing element. 

 

Fig. 3.  A prototype of an external design. 
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Fig. 4.  An example of hierarchical design. 
 
The ASM++ chart of fig. 4 can be compared with its 

compiled code, shown below.  The advantages of this 
methodology on flexibility, clarity and time saving are evident.  
Not always a text based tool is faster and more productive than 
a graphical tool. 

 
module hierarchical_design (clk, reset,  inA, inB, outP, 
                              readyA, readyB, readyP,  pushA, pushB, popP); 
 

 parameter width  = 16; // 16x16 => 32 
 parameter depth =   6; // 64-level buffers 
 

 input     clk, reset; 
 

 output     readyA; 
 input     pushA; 
 input     [width-1:0] inA; 
 

 output     readyB; 
 input     pushB; 
 input     [width-1:0] inB; 
 

 output     readyP; 
 input     popP; 
 output   [2*width-1:0] outP; 
 

 wire     activate; 
 

 wire    fifoA_clk,  fifoA_reset; 
 wire     [width-1:0] fifoA_data_in, fifoA_data_out; 
 wire    fifoA_push,  fifoA_pop; 
 wire    fifoA_empty, fifoA_half,          fifoA_full; 
 FIFO  # ( 
    .width(width),  .depth (depth) 
 )  fifoA  ( 
    .clk (fifoA_clk), .reset (fifoA_reset), 
    .data_in (fifoA_data_in), .data_out (fifoA_data_out), 
    .push (fifoA_push), .pop (fifoA_pop), 
    .empty (fifoA_empty), .half (fifoA_half),     .full (fifoA_full) 
 ); 
 

 wire    fifoB_clk,  fifoB_reset; 
 wire     [width-1:0] fifoB_data_in, fifoB_data_out; 
 wire    fifoB_push,  fifoB_pop; 
 wire    fifoB_empty, fifoB_half,          fifoB_full; 
 FIFO  # ( 
    .width(width),  .depth (depth) 
 )  fifoB  ( 
    .clk (fifoB_clk), .reset (fifoB_reset), 
    .data_in (fifoB_data_in), .data_out (fifoB_data_out), 

    .push (fifoB_push), .pop (fifoB_pop), 
    .empty (fifoB_empty), .half (fifoB_half),     .full (fifoB_full) 
 ); 
 

 wire    AxB_clk,  AxB_reset; 
 wire    AxB_go,  AxB_ready,       AxB_done; 
 wire     [width-1:0] AxB_inA,  AxB_inB; 
 wire  [2*width-1:0] AxB_outP; 
 multiplier  # ( 
    .N(width) 
 )  AxB  ( 
    .clk (AxB_clk),  .reset (AxB_reset), 
    .go (AxB_go),  .ready (AxB_ready), .done(AxB_done), 
    .inA (AxB_inA),  .inB (AxB_inB),  .outP(AxB_outP) 
 ); 
 

 wire    fifoP_clk,  fifoP_reset; 
 wire  [2*width-1:0] fifoP_data_in, fifoP_data_out; 
 wire    fifoP_push,  fifoP_pop; 
 wire    fifoP_empty, fifoP_half,          fifoP_full; 
 

 FIFO  # ( 
    .width(2 * width),  .depth (depth) 
 )  fifoP  ( 
    .clk (fifoP_clk), .reset (fifoP_reset), 
    .data_in (fifoP_data_in), .data_out (fifoP_data_out), 
    .push (fifoP_push), .pop (fifoP_pop), 
    .empty (fifoP_empty), .half (fifoP_half),     .full (fifoP_full) 
 ); 
 

 assign fifoA_clk  = clk;  // Connections of 'defaults' 
 assign fifoB_clk  = clk; 
 assign AxB_clk  = clk; 
 assign fifoP_clk  = clk; 
 assign fifoA_reset  = reset; 
 assign fifoB_reset  = reset; 
 assign AxB_reset  = reset; 
 assign fifoP_reset  = reset; 
 

 assign fifoA_push  = pushA;     // User's connections 
 assign fifoA_dataIn = inA; 
 assign fifoA_pop  = activate; 
 

 assign fifoB_push  = pushB; 
 assign fifoB_dataIn = inB; 
 assign fifoB_pop  = activate; 
 

 assign AxB_inA  = fifoA_data_out; 
 assign AxB_inB  = fifoB_data_out; 
 assign AxB_go   = activate; 
 

 assign fifoP_push  = AxB_done; 
 assign fifoP_dataIn = AxB_outP; 
 assign fifoP_pop  = popP; 
 

 assign activate    = AxB.ready & ~fifoA_empty 
       & ~fifoB_empty & ~fifoP_full; 
 

 assign outP   = fifoP_data_out; 
 assign readyA   = ~fifoA_full; 
 assign readyB   = ~fifoB_full; 
 assign readyP   = ~fifoP_empty; 
 

endmodule      /// hierarchical_design 
 

IV. ENCAPSULATING CONNECTIONS USING PIPES 

Following this bottom-up methodology, the following step is 
using ASM++ charts to design full systems.  As stated above, a 
chart can be used to instantiate several modules and connect 
them, with full, simple and easy access to all port signals. 

However, system designers need to know how their 
available IP modules can or must be connected, in order to 
build a system.  Probably, they need to read thoroughly several 
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data sheets, try different combinations and fully verify the 
circuit behavior to finally match their requirements.  
Nonetheless, when they become experts on those modules, 
newer and better IP modules are developed, so system 
designers must start again and again. 

This paper presents an alternative to this situation, called 
"Easy-Reuse".  During the following explanations, please, refer 
to figures 5 and 6. 

 
− First of all, a new concept must be introduced: an ASM++ 

chart may describe an entity/module that will be 
instantiated, like 'multiplier' at fig. 2, but it may also be 
used for a description that will be executed (see fig. 5).  
The former will just instantiate a reference to an outer 
description, meanwhile the later will generate one or 
more sentences inside the module that calls them.  To 
differentiate executable modules from those that will be 
instantiated, header boxes enclose one or more module 
names using '<' and '>' symbols.  Later on, these 
descriptions will be processed each time a 'pipe' or a 
'container' (described below) calls them. 

− Additionally, the ASM++ compiler has been enhanced 
with PHP-like variables [13].  They are immediately 
evaluated during compilation, but they are available only 
at compilation time, so no circuit structures will be 
directly inferred from them.  Their names are preceded by 
a dollar sign ('$'), they may be assigned with no previous 
declaration and they may store integer values, strings or 
lists of freely indexed variables. 

− In order to differentiate several connections that may use 
the same descriptor, variables are used instead of 
parameters or generics (see fig. 5).  The corresponding 
field at a header box, when using it to start a connection 
description, is used to define default values for several 
variables; these specifications would be changed by pipes 
on each instantiation (see fig. 6). 

− Usual ASM boxes are connected in a sequence using 
arrows with sense; a new box called "pipe" can be placed 
out of the sequence and connect two instances through 
single lines. 

− When compiler finishes processing the main sequence, it 
searches for pipes, looks for their linked instances, and 
executes the ASM charts related to those connections.  
Before each operation, it defines two automatic variables 
to identify the connecting instances.  As said above, the 
pipe itself may define additional variables to personalize 
and differentiate each connection. 

− As soon as several pipes may describe connections to the 
same signal, a resolution function must be defined to 
handle their conflicts.  A tristate function would be used, 
but HDL compilers use to refuse such connections if they 
suspect contentions; furthermore, modern FPGAs do not 
implement such resources any more because of their high 
consumption, so these descriptions are actually replaced 
by gate-safe logic.  Thus, a wired-OR has been chosen to 

collect results from different sources that define different 
values from different pipe instantiations or, in general, 
from different design threads. 

− Moreover, ASM++ charts may need conditional 
compilation to manage flexible connections.  Thus, a 
double-sided diamond-like box is used to tell the 
compiler to follow one path and fully ignore the other 
one.  Thus, different connections are created when, for 
example, a FIFO memory is accessed from a processor to 
write data, to read data or both (see figs. 5 and 6). 

− The last element introduced on ASM++ charts to manage 
SoC designs has been a "container".  This box, as seen at 
fig. 6 with the label "<Nexys>", collects using any 
arbitrary sequence several floating boxes, except pipes, so 
designers may decide the best layout for their ideas. 

 

Fig. 5.  This ASM++ chart fully describes how a FIFO 
must be connected to a DSP processor. 

 
Using these ideas, a SoC design may now encapsulate not 

only the functionality of several components, but also their 
connections.  The expertise acquired connecting own or third 
party modules can be encapsulated on easy to use elements, as 
shown on the following example at fig. 6.  
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Fig. 6.  A small SoC design example with two DSP processors using one 'container', eleven 'instances' and fourteen 'pipes'.          
Figure 6 describes a small SoC designed to test all these 

features.  It implements two Harvard-like DSP processors [11] 
named "dsp_01" and "dsp_02", connected through 16 shared 
registers ("mbox_01") and a FIFO ("fifo_01").  Additionally, 
these processors have a private synchronous dual port RAM 
("mem_01" and "mem_02") to store their programs and also an 
emulator to allow remote control from a PC, through parallel 
port.  The first DSP has its own private FIFO to speedup the 
execution of filters [11], while the second one has a register 
connected to physical pads to display debug results. 

On this SoC design, the chart from fig. 5 is executed three 
times: when dsp_02 connects to fifo_01 to write values (the 
pipe has a text "WO_250" that modifies variables $port and 
$write_only before chart execution); when dsp_01 connects 

also to fifo_01 to read from it (see the pipe with text "RO_250" 
at fig. 6); and finally when dsp_01 connects to fifo_02 to freely 
read and write values on it (see the pipe with text "RW_252").  

Several sentences of the HDL code generated by the ASM++ 
compiler when processing these diagrams (and other ones 
located on six files, not included here for shortness) are 
displayed following. 

This small example reveals that ASM++ charts are fully 
capable of describing the hardware of SoC designs using an 
intuitive, easy to use and consistent representation.  Using this 
tool, designers may focus their attention on the software of the 
application, because adding more processors or peripherals is 
easy and does not require a large and difficult verification 
process. 
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module TwoDSP_SoC (clk, reset, reg_01_LEDs, /* more I/O */); 
 
 

   input  clk; 
   input  reset; 
   output [7:0] reg_01_LEDs; 
 

   /* more I/O … wires … instances … connections */ 
 
 

   // Input signals of 'fifo_01': 
   assign fifo_01_clk = clk; 
   assign asm_thread1030_fifo_01_reset =  
  dsp_01_portWrite & (dsp_01_portAddress == (250 + 1)); 
   assign asm_thread1032_fifo_01_reset = 
  dsp_02_portWrite & (dsp_02_portAddress == (250 + 1)); 
   always @ (posedge fifo_01_clk) 
   begin 
         fifo_01_reset <= asm_thread1030_fifo_01_reset 
         |  asm_thread1032_fifo_01_reset; 
   end 
 

   assign fifo_01_push = 
  dsp_02_portWrite & (dsp_02_portAddress == 250); 
   assign fifo_01_pop = 
  dsp_01_portRead & (dsp_01_portAddress == 250); 
   assign fifo_01_data_in = dsp_02_dataOut; 
 
 

   // Input signals of 'fifo_02': 
   assign fifo_02_clk = clk; 
   always @ (posedge fifo_02_clk) 
   begin 
         fifo_02_reset <= 
   dsp_01_portWrite & (dsp_01_portAddress == (252 + 1)); 
   end 
 

   assign fifo_02_push = 
  dsp_01_portWrite & (dsp_01_portAddress == 252); 
   assign fifo_02_pop = 
  dsp_01_portRead & (dsp_01_portAddress == 252); 
   assign fifo_02_data_in = dsp_01_dataOut; 
 
 

   // Input signals of 'dsp_01': 
   assign dsp_01_clk   = clk; 
   assign dsp_01_reset  = emu_01_dsp_reset; 
   assign dsp_01_progData = mem_01_B_data_out; 
 

   assign asm_thread1020_dsp_01_dataIn = 
  ((fifo_02_pop)) ? fifo_02_data_out : 
  ((dsp_01_portRead & (dsp_01_portAddress == (252 + 1)))) ? 
  {fifo_02_full, fifo_02_half, fifo_02_empty} : 0; 
   assign asm_thread1029_dsp_01_dataIn = 
  ((mbox_01_rw_read)) ? mbox_01_rw_data_out : 0; 
   assign asm_thread1030_dsp_01_dataIn = 
  ((fifo_01_pop)) ? fifo_01_data_out : 
  ((dsp_01_portRead & (dsp_01_portAddress == (250 + 1)))) ? 
  {fifo_01_full, fifo_01_half, fifo_01_empty} : 0; 
   assign dsp_01_dataIn = asm_thread1020_dsp_01_dataIn 
          |  asm_thread1029_dsp_01_dataIn 
          |  asm_thread1030_dsp_01_dataIn; 
 
 

   // Input signals of 'dsp_02': 
   assign dsp_02_clk   = clk; 
   assign dsp_02_reset  = emu_02_dsp_reset; 
   assign dsp_02_progData = mem_02_B_data_out; 
 

   assign asm_thread1019_dsp_02_dataIn = 
  ((dsp_02_portRead & (dsp_02_portAddress == 0))) ? 
  reg_01_data_out : 0; 
   assign asm_thread1031_dsp_02_dataIn = 
  ((mbox_01_ro_read)) ? mbox_01_ro_data_out : 0; 
   assign asm_thread1032_dsp_02_dataIn = 
  ((dsp_02_portRead & (dsp_02_portAddress == (250 + 1)))) ? 
  {fifo_01_full, fifo_01_half, fifo_01_empty} : 0; 
   assign dsp_02_dataIn = asm_thread1019_dsp_02_dataIn 
          |  asm_thread1031_dsp_02_dataIn  
          |  asm_thread1032_dsp_02_dataIn; 
 

endmodule     /// TwoDSP_SoC 

 
V. CONCLUSIONS 

This article has presented a powerful and intuitive 
methodology for SoC design named "Easy-Reuse".  It is based 
on a suitable extension of traditional Algorithmic State 
Machines, named ASM++ charts, its compiler and a key idea: 
charts may describe entities or modules, but they also may 
describe connections between modules.  The ASM++ 
compiler, developed to process these charts in order to generate 
VHDL or Verilog code, has been enhanced further to 
understand a new box called "pipe" that implements the 
connections.  The result is a self-documented diagram that 
fully describes the system for easy maintenance, supervision, 
simulation and synthesis. 
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Abstract—The recent trend toward virtualized computing both
as a means of server consolidation and as a powerful desktop
computing tool has lead into a wide variety of studies into the
performance of hypervisor products.

This study has investigated the scalability of VMware Work-
station 6 on the desktop platform. We present comparative
performance results for the concurrent execution of a number
of virtual machines. A through statistical analysis of the per-
formance results highlights the performance trends of different
numbers of concurrent virtual machines and concludes that
VMware workstation can scale in certain contexts.

We find that there are different performance benefits depen-
dant on the application and that memory intensive applications
perform less effectively than those applications which are IO
intensive. We also find that running concurrent virtual machines
offers a significant performance decrease, but that the drop
thereafter is less significant.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the recent past, virtualization technologies have become in-
creasingly popular. Full system virtualization and paravirtual-
ization have become so commonplace that system builders are
even offering solutions designed specifically for virtualization.

The sheer number of hypervisors on the market is a symptom
of this popularity. VMware currently produces hypervisor
products for a wide variety of platforms and its Workstation
product is its flagship desktop solution.

In this paper we investigate the viability of the use of VMware
Workstation 6 for the execution of multiple concurrent virtual
machines. We explore the benefits of running a variety of
concurrent virtual machine combinations and their respective
performance attributes. We also investigate the popularity of
virtualization technologies as reported by the wide variety of
literature available on the subject.

The authors would like to acknowledge the support of the National Research
Foundation and the financial support of Telkom SA, Business Connexion,
Comverse SA, Stortech, Tellabs, Amatole, Mars Technologies, openVOICE
and THRIP through the Telkom Centre of Excellence in the Department of
Computer Science at Rhodes University.

A. Paper Organisation

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section
II discusses the background to virtualization and a selection
of similar works. Section III discusses the process taken in
evaluating Workstation 6, followed by the results obtained in
Section IV. Finally conclusions which we have drawn from
our research are presented in Section V.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Virtualization is a term which is used to describe a fairly broad
suite of very different technologies. Whilst our research has
only been concerned with one form of virtualization, we will
briefly observe the presence of the others here.

There are three groups of virtualization technologies [1],
Hardware Level Virtualization, Operating System Level Vir-
tualization and High Level Language Virtualization.

The second, Operating System level virtualization, refers to
technologies which offer process separation and isolation
within a running system. FreeBSD Jails [1] are one example
of this. The third refers to application level virtualization
technologies such as the Java Virtual Machine and Microsoft’s
.net CLR [1].

Our interest, however, lies with hardware level virtualization
which permits entire hardware systems to be virtualized.
This is performed by making use of a small software layer,
known as a hypervisor, which sits between the base hardware
and the virtualized systems. Depending on the configuration,
the hypervisor my be installed directly, or as an application
program on top of an existing operating system [2].

This form of virtualization has existed since the 1960’s [2]
when it was commonplace on IBM systems. However, as the
x86 architecture was not designed to support virtualization
[3], the technology was underutilised for an extensive period.
The recent adoption of extensions to the x86 architecture [3],
[4] by both Intel [5] and AMD [6] and the wide variety of
hypervisors on the market have led to massive growth and
adoption of virtualization technologies in industry [7].

K. Elleithy (ed.), Advanced Techniques in Computing Sciences and Software Engineering, 
DOI 10.1007/978-90-481-3660-5_56, © Springer Science+Business Media B.V. 2010 
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There is a wide variety of literature available on the per-
formance of different hypervisors, but many of these focus
on comparing two different technologies. Ahmad et al. [8]
provide one study which is similar to our own, with the
exception that it focuses exclusively on disk performance in
VMware’s enterprise ESX server.

VMware has conducted a number of its own studies which
compare one of its products to an alternative. In the case of
[9], VMware compares ESX Server to the open source Xen 3
server. The study concludes that customers should consider
making use of ESX as Xen is unreliable on virtual SMP
(symmetric multiprocessor) architecture. A variety of results
are presented to confirm this.

III. PERFORMANCE TESTING

In our study, we constructed a test environment to asses
the performance of multiple concurrent virtual machines so
as to determine the effect this had on the performance of
each virtual machine. A number of identical virtual machines
were deployed to a university computer laboratory to obtain a
significant number of results.

The results obtained from this initial process were statistically
analysed to determine at what point the deployment of an
additional virtual machine would negatively impact on the
running of the remaining virtual machines.

This section describes the experiment we constructed and how
we evaluated the results. It is subdivided into two subsections,
the first (§ III-A) describes the configuration of our testing
environment, the second (§ III-B) describes how we processed
the data to obtain the relevant results.

A. Test Configuration and Deployment

In order to obtain an unbiased result, we deployed identically
configured virtual machines to an entire laboratory of com-
puters at Rhodes University. This permitted us to execute the
test many times on identically configured hardware and to
permit us to obtain many results quickly. (We made use of
approximately 37 machines per test run.)

We achieved this by developing a small deployment and execu-
tion framework to allow the rapid transmission of virtual ma-
chine files and execution instructions to each computer. This
framework was developed in Perl for two primary reasons. The
first was to prevent having to compile code prior to (or after)
deployment (so as to be able to use the framework in non-
heterogeneous environments). The second as VMware’s virtual
machine control API VIX [10] is available with bindings for
C++ and Perl.

The host machine was configured with Microsoft Windows
as the base operating system. VMware Workstation 6 was
installed and configured above this. This configuration was
deployed to each workstation by making use of Norton Ghost.

TABLE I
TOTAL NUMBER OF TEST RESULTS

Number of Concurrent VMs Total Results Obtained
1 74
2 146
3 217
4 287
5 350

The virtual machine images were configured with Ubuntu
Linux and had the dbench [11] and Netperf [12] benchmarks
installed. dbench was configured to access the local (virtual)
disk so as to determine the performance of the disk. Netperf
was, however, used somewhat unconventionally as it was used
to test the performance of the loopback interface, rather than
using it to test an actual network interface. This was done to
act as a CPU and memory test rather than as a network adaptor
interface.

A standard Desktop install of Ubuntu (as we used it) installs
a X11 server and whilst, due to the overheads of running
X11, running this would have had a detrimental effect on
the performance of our systems, we left it as we were only
interested in the relationship between the results from differing
numbers of concurrent machines, rather than the individual
results themselves.

Deployment of the virtual machine images was done by
making use of the Perl framework and the multicast file
transfer application UFTP [13]. Hosts were configured to
start one copy of the virtual machine, let its benchmark run,
upload its results to the central server, and reboot. It then ran
two concurrently and was repeated to five concurrent virtual
machines executing.

VMware Workstation imposes an upper limit on the number
of virtual machines that can be run concurrently based on the
memory requirements of the virtual machine. Specifically we
found that you could not run machines with more memory
than was physically present in the machine. We also found
that VMware Workstation warned about memory swapping at
roughly two thirds of total memory utilisation.

As a result of this we limited our tests to five concurrent virtual
machines each with 128MB of virtual memory, executing on
a physical machine which had 1GB of memory. This was the
limit before VMware Workstation warned about swapping. In
theory we could have executed eight concurrent machines.

B. Data Processing

Results from the testing phase were uploaded automatically
to a central server for processing. Both dbench and Netperf
produced fixed format results files, from which it was possible
to extract the relevant information.

Not all of the test cases succeeded. There were some cases
where the transfer of the virtual machine image or results
transfer failed, and as a result the number of results obtained
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TABLE II
SHAPIRO-WILK TEST RESULTS FOR

DISK THROUGHPUT AND NETWORK LOOPBACK THROUGHPUT

Number of Concurrent VMs W Statistic p-value

1 Disk 0.9864 0.6161
Net 0.4727 7.36× 10−15

2 Disk 0.8374 2.012× 10−11

Net 0.8738 8.178× 10−10

3 Disk 0.7255 < 2.2× 10−16

Net 0.8738 8.178× 10−10

4 Disk 0.9405 2.375× 10−9

Net 0.8507 5.64× 10−16

5 Disk 0.9604 4.004× 10−8

Net 0.8693 < 2.2× 10−16

is not perfectly divisible by the number of computers in the
laboratory. Table I shows the number of results obtained. The
data obtained was processed using the statistical programming
language R [14]. The results are presented in the next section.

IV. TESTING RESULTS

In order to successfully ascertain the point at which adding
an additional virtual machine had a significant effect on
the performance of the other running virtual machines we
performed statistical analysis on the benchmarking test results.

Our initial assessment was performed by analysing side-by-
side boxplots of the test results. These boxplots allowed us to
obtain an idea of the distribution and shape of the population.
It can be seen from Figure 1 that our test results have both a
skewed and longtailed distribution. From this we can estimate
that the distribution is not normal.

Despite this, however, in order to determine if there was a
significant difference in the performance as the number of
concurrent virtual machines increased, we needed to know for
sure if the data was normal. We made use of the Shapiro-Wilk
test for data normality, the results of which are shown in Table
II. The null hypothesis (H0) for this test is that the population
is normal. The alternate hypothesis (Ha) is that the data is
not normal. The null hypothesis is rejected if the p-value is
less than or equal to the significance level as in (1). For this
experiment we held the significance level (α) at 5% or 0.05.

p-value ≤ α (1)

It can be seen from Table II that the only case where the
p-value is above α is for a single virtual machine’s disk
performance. Therefore the majority of the populations for
this experiment are not normalised. As a result of this, we
made use of the Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test to determine
whether the effects were significant.

We performed the Kruskal-Wallis test with the null hypothesis
(H0) as shown in (2). The alternative hypothesis (Ha) is that
at least two of the population means (µ̃i) show a significant
difference (µ̃i representing i concurrent virtual machines).

H0: µ̃1 = µ̃2 = µ̃3 = µ̃4 = µ̃5 (2)

The results for this test showed that p-value ≤ α is true for
both tests (in both cases the p-value was < 2.2 × 10−16)1

and as a result we find that there is a significant difference
in performance when multiple concurrent virtual machines
are executed. The Kruskal-Wallis test was performed with
4 degrees of freedom and the χ2 value was 213.7616 and
260.7058 for disk throughput and loopback interface through-
put respectively.

This result was, however, expected and of more interest
to us was at what point the effect becomes significant. It
therefore become appropriate for us to determine where the
differences in population medians occur. We made use of the
Wilcoxon rank sum test. As we were only comparing two of
the five populations in each test we altered the significance
in accordance with the Bonferoni procedure. The new α is
shown in (3).

α∗ =
α(
n
m

) =
0.05(

5
2

) = 0.005 (3)

Table III illustrates the results of the Wilcoxon rank sum test
for both Disk Throughput and Network Loopback Throughput.
It can be seen that there is a significant effect in both
tests when transitioning from one virtual machine to multiple
concurrent virtual machines.

Of more interest, however, we found that the results for
the network loopback throughput and disk throughput show
different characteristics. We do, however, find that three virtual
machines performed significantly worse than expected and
indeed performed worse than four or five concurrent virtual
machines.

The results of the Wilcoxon test suggest that if we are going to
run multiple concurrent virtual machines, for disk throughput
(or IO) we get a similar performance from five concurrent
machines as two but for network loopback performance (or
memory) there is a more significant effect.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have analysed VMware Workstation 6 and
have investigated the scalability of the product for use with a
variety of concurrently executing virtual machines.

We have identified that it is increasingly popular to run
several concurrent virtual machines and that there is some
performance penalty to doing so. Despite this, should there
be a need to deploy several virtual machines concurrently, we
find that the ideal number of virtual machines which can be
easily run concurrently differs dependant on the nature of the
computation within the virtual machine.

1R’s minimum resolution is 2.2 × 10−16 and results less than this are
simply expressed as being < 2.2× 10−16
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Fig. 1. Side-by-Side Boxplots of Disk Throughput and Loopback Interface Throughput

TABLE III
WILCOXON RANK SUM TEST RESULTS FOR DISK THROUGHPUT AND NETWORK LOOPBACK THROUGHPUT

W Statistic p-value Number of VM’s (φ < 2.2 × 10
−16)

Number of VMs 1 2 3 4 5

1 10730 φ 16044 φ 21238 φ 25826 φ
2 10715 φ 26309 φ 25951 4.882 × 10

−5 33493 4.773 × 10
−8

3 15575 φ 19888 3.663 × 10
−5 28952 0.1767 36632 0.4789

4 21042 φ 20520 0.7266 25163 0.0002231 58327 0.0004555
5 25749 φ 24325 0.4 30920 0.0001987 49346 0.738

Disk Throughput Network Loopback Throughput

We found that there is a significant performance penalty to

running multiple concurrent virtual machines both for IO and

for memory applications, however we found that once we

increased from two concurrent virtual machines that memory

and IO performed differently.

In IO intensive applications we found that the drop in per-

formance from two to three, four and five concurrent virtual

machines was statistically insignificant. For memory intensive

applications, there was an effect moving from two to three

machines, but no significant effect from three to four or five.

We also found that there is an upper limit on the number of

concurrent virtual machines we can run. This limit is based

on the memory requirements of the virtual machine as well as

the capabilities of the physical hardware.

A. Limitations of the Results

Our results show a variety of beneficial effects to running

concurrent virtual machines. They do however have a few

limitations. VMware Workstation 6 is a desktop hypervisor

product and is likely to be used simultaneously with the host

system. Our results do not take this into consideration and as

a result, the performance may be degraded when used in those

circumstances.

Further, these tests pushed the virtual machines to their limit

by performing benchmarks which stress test the respective

component. Most running systems will not push the virtual

machine to its limits.

Finally, it is also noted that virtual machines are unlikely to

perform identical tasks, virtually simultaneously. In practice,

this along with the previous point should cause performance

to increase.

Future work may test this with benchmarks from SPEC [15]

and VMware [7]. Both organisations are developing virtual-

ization specific benchmarks.
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Abstract - A major difference between what we refer to as a 
“well-developed” science, such as civil engineering, and 
sciences which are less so, like enterprise engineering, is the 
degree to which nonfunctional requirements, such as 
performance,  are integrated into the design and development 
process, and satisfaction of those requirements is controlled 
by theoretically valid measurement procedures. This paper 
introduces the preliminary results, which are aimed at 
developing a concise formal framework for enterprise 
performance modeling, measurement, and control during 
enterprise integration activities. The novelty of this research 
consists in employing the mathematical category theory for 
modeling purposes, an approach that is broad enough to 
formally capture heterogeneous (structural, functional and 
nonfunctional) requirements, by, for example, using the 
constructs from the graphical categorical formal language. 
 
Keywords - Performance modeling, performance 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Enterprise integration occurs when there is a need to 
improve interaction among people, systems, departments, 
services, and companies (in terms of material flows, 
information flows, or control flows). The scenarios are 
immensely complex nowadays, as they frequently include 
mergers, fusions, acquisitions, or new partnerships.  From 
an organizational standpoint, enterprise integration is 
concerned with facilitating information, control, and 
material flows across organization boundaries by 
connecting all the necessary functions and heterogeneous 
functional entities (e.g. information systems, devices, 
applications, and people) in order to improve 
communication (data and information exchanges at system 
level), cooperation (interoperation at application level), and 
coordination (timely orchestration of process steps at the 
business level) within the enterprise so that it behaves as an 
integrated unit [25].  
  In systems engineering and requirements engineering, 
nonfunctional requirements are requirements which specify 
criteria that can be used to judge the operation of a system. 
In the context of enterprise modeling and integration, non-
functional requirements are typically referred to as 
performance requirements. We will be using both terms 
interchangeably.  
  The research presented in this paper is motivated by the 
need to build performance requirements into enterprise 
models, a need rooted in the current industrial trend 
towards developing complex integrated enterprises. The 

importance of enterprise integration compliance with the 
imposed performance requirements requires continuous 
control of the performance indicators in real time, which 
brings up another important research issue, namely, 
understanding complex and frequently ill-defined 
nonfunctional requirements, their roles, and their inter-
relations in increasingly complex large-scale enterprise 
integration systems.  
  The goal of this research is to represent the enterprise 
integration structure and enterprise performance model in a 
single formal framework which is broad enough to 
encompass enterprise integration strategies, objectives, and 
communication structure.  Our approach is to develop an 
enterprise modeling and measurement framework based on 
category theory. Through the application of this theory, we 
seek to avoid the undesirable results of decision-making in 
quality control based on the informal and sometimes 
arbitrary assignment of numbers, as proposed by many 
measures [1, 2, 3].  
 The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
introduces the related work in performance modeling and 
control in enterprise integration.  Section 3 explains the use 
of category theory constructs for building performance into 
the overall enterprise architecture model and the theoretical 
basis for enforcing performance indicators in enterprise 
integration. The proposed enterprise integration 
performance model is outlined in section 4.  The paper 
concludes with section 5, comprising a discussion of the 
approach and an outline of future work directions. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

The background to this research extends back to the mid-
1980s, when the need for better integrated performance 
measurement systems was identified [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Since 
then, there have been numerous publications emphasizing 
the need for relevant, integrated, balanced, strategic, and 
improvement-oriented performance measurement systems. 
None of the existing studies [9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] 
considers qualitative performance modeling and 
quantitative performance control from an enterprise 
integration perspective, however. In order to identify the 
most appropriate performance measurement system for 
enterprise integration, a review of performance 
measurement systems in supply chains, extended 
enterprises, and virtual enterprises was conducted [1, 18, 
19, 20]. The majority of the enterprise integration 
measurements proposed so far have been adopted from the 
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traditional measurement procedures of single enterprises 
corresponding to supply chains (i.e. plan, source, make, 
deliver, etc.). 
  Despite the large expenditures on enterprise integration, 
few companies are able to assess the current level of 
performance of their business. Performance measurement 
at an individual enterprise level plays only a minor role, 
and at the integration level it is virtually nonexistent. In 
addition, those few enterprises that do have an enterprise 
measurement system in place usually take only financial 
and time-related aspects into consideration. The reason for 
this is the absence of suitable performance measurement 
procedures developed specifically for enterprise integration 
performance characteristics. In order to measure that 
performance, an enterprise integration model is needed, on 
the basis of which the measurement of performance can be 
defined.  
  The research presented here differs from the existing work 
in the area in at least two important ways: (i) the 
components, the measurement procedure, and the 
performance indicators are represented formally as 
categories within the same formal framework, which makes 
it possible to monitor the satisfaction of requirements 
automatically; (ii) the way in which the behavior of the 
overall system depends on the performance indicators from 
the perspective of the integrated enterprise system as a 
whole is established. 

III. GENERIC FRAMEWORK FOR ENTERPRISE 
INTEGRATION AND PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT 

To develop a model of a complex system, the first problem 
is to derive a framework for discussion. Formal 
frameworks treat the system as a collection of mathematical 
objects where the behavior of each object could be 
described by various models like automata, Petri-nets, set 
theory, or process algebra, to name a few. That requires a 
sound scientific and theoretical basis, where system 
specifications, designs, and implementations are treated as 
mathematical objects (system properties can be investigated 
by formal analysis).   
  Because non-functional requirements like performance 
tend to have a wide-ranging impact on enterprise 
architecture, existing software modeling methods are 
incapable of integrating them into the software engineering 
process. In our work here, a number of important enterprise 
modeling concepts are given a theoretical foundation 
through the use of category theory as an advanced 
mathematical formalism which is independent of any 
modeling or programming paradigm.   

A.  Enterprise integration modeling 
Enterprise integration is concerned with interoperability 
among business processes, either within a large 
(distributed) enterprise or within an enterprise network. In 
this paper, we present an enterprise integration model 
which describes the structure and behavior of a business 
process in terms of its properties and actions.  

  The state of the business process is the set of (usually 
static) properties plus the current (usually dynamic) values 
of each property. The behavior of the business process 
shows the way in which the business process acts and 
reacts, in terms of state changes and event-raising. The 
state space for a business process is a cross product of 
property domains, and consequently describes the current 
state of the process as a selection from this state space. It 
describes the events of a business process as transitions 
between states and allows events and actions to be defined. 
When two business processes are combined, the states for 
both processes are combined as if a natural join is 
preformed on the two state spaces where common attributes 
have the same values. The combined actions have to satisfy 
the preconditions and postconditions that have been joined. 
The process invariants are joined by logical conjunction, 
and it is possible for the two invariants to contain 
conflicting conditions such that the combination resolves to 
false (no states are possible). If this is the case, the business 
processes are deemed incompatible. The combined 
invariant is applied after the two unconstrained state spaces 
have been joined.  

B.  Categorical framework 
The objective in this section is to illustrate performance 
assessment in enterprise architectures using the language of 
category theory. We use the formalism constructs of 
category theory to represent our conceptual framework, 
where a homomorphism of objects is called a function and 
a homomorphism of categories is called a functor. 
Informally, a category is a collection of heterogeneous 
objects and morphisms which model the social life of these 
objects, that is, their interactions. A category can be defined 
as zero or more objects bound together, where each object 
may be either a primitive or a category. A category may be 
produced by explicitly listing functions and objects or by 
invoking a function which returns a category. A category 
may also be augmented, diminished, or joined with other 
categories to produce a new category. Morphisms can be 
used to define interconnection within the enterprise 
business processes or between enterprises. The morphisms 
are represented graphically as arrows (see, for instance, 
Fig. 2). The categorical rules require the presence of:  i) the 
identity morphism: ii) the operator composition of the 
morphisms; and iii) the associativity law.   
  Owing to lack of space, we only give a high-level sketch 
of the framework and omit the category theory basics that 
are assumed for an understanding of the model developed. 
Details on category theory can be found in [22, 23, 24]. It is 
to be noted that the concepts of soundness and 
completeness do not arise in categorical specification, 
because this specification uses algebraic theories rather 
than treating rules of deduction.    
  From the category theory point of view, Business Process 
and Performance Measurement are considered to be 
categories. Enterprise integration consists of the Business 
Process categories (see section 3.3 for relevant definitions 
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and concepts), their integration (see section 3.4), and 
assessment of their performance (see section 3.5).  

C.  The Business Process  
In this section, we model the empirical structure of a 
business process, which is the fundamental component of 
enterprise integration. A business process can be described 
in terms of its properties and its behavior. The properties of 
a business process are independent of their values at any 
given point in time. The state of a business process refers to 
the set of (usually static) properties plus the current 
(usually dynamic) values of each property. The behavior of 
a business process shows how the business process acts and 
reacts, in terms of state changes and the events being 
raised. A property is the name of a set of potential values, 
which is called a property domain. The business process 
policies may impose direct limitations on the possible 
values of a property. We refer to these limitations 
collectively as process invariants. The process invariant is 
a set of conditions taken in conjunction with one another 
which must be satisfied by every process in any steady 
state of the process.  An event causes a process to transition 
from one state to another, or possibly to the same state, as 
determined by its behavior: if the source state satisfies the 
preconditions of the event E, then the business process will 
change state if and only if the postconditions of E are 
satisfied by the destination state.  
The Business Process category consists of seven types of 
objects (Business Process Behavior, Business Process 
Property, Process Domain PrDom, Business Process 
Policy, Business Process State  Space, Business Process 
State Transition, Business Process Event) and nine 
morphisms (arrows), defined as follows: raise: BP 
Behavior   BP Event; value: BP Property  PrDom; 
constraint: PrDom  BP Policy; invariant: BP State Space 

 BP Policy; behavior: BP Property  BP State 
Transition; source, destination: BP State Transition  BP 
State Space; define: PrDom: CI  BP State Space; trigger: 
BP Event BP State Transition;  and precondition, 
postcondition: BP Event  BP Policy. The diagram 
commutes as shown in Fig. 2, which ensures behavior 
compliance with the business process policies. The Identity 
morphisms are omitted from the Business Process category 
to simplify the presentation. 

 
Fig. 1. Business Process Category Theory 

 D.  Integrating Business Process categories  
When two business processes are combined, the states for 
both processes are combined, as if a natural join is 
preformed on tables formed by the two state spaces. The 
rows in the new state space are created by combining rows 
in the two merged state spaces in which common attributes 
have the same values. The process invariants are joined by 
logical conjunction. If the two invariants contain 
conflicting conditions, such that the combination resolves 
to false (no states are possible), then the business processes 
are deemed incompatible. The combined invariant is 
applied after two unconstrained state spaces are joined. 
Event arrows are drawn between every pair of states for 
which the source state satisfies the preconditions and the 
target state satisfies the post conditions while duplicate 
arrows are dropped. The above explained integration of two 
business processes BP1 and BP2 can be implemented as a 
categorical product of the corresponding categories 
BP1×BP2 (all possible pairs <element from BP1, element 
from BP2>). Definitions for the resulting category are 
straightforward and have therefore been omitted. 

E.  Performance Measurement category  
A major application of the representational theory of 
measurement is to facilitate decision-making. Making 
judgments based on performance indicators should satisfy 
certain conditions (axioms) about an individual’s 
judgments, such as preferences, which make the 
measurement possible.  To perform a measurement, we 
start with an observed or empirical relational structure E, 
representing entities to be judged (like, for instance, 
enterprise architecture), and we seek a mapping (here, 
performance measurement) to a numerical relational 
structure R, which “preserves” all the relations and 
operations in E. A mapping from one relational structure to 
another that preserves all relations is called a 
homomorphism  (see Fig. 2). 

 
 

Fig. 2: Representing Measurement 
 
  Using the categorical theoretical framework, we will 
analyze the mathematical mappings from the enterprise 
integration structure to the performance assessment results 
(usually expressed as numbers) and the properties of those 
mappings. The mapping analysis is important for at least 
three reasons: (1) understanding the mathematical 
properties of mapping; (2) detecting the undesirable 
properties of mapping; and (3) correctly using the resulting 
numbers in the statistical and related performance analysis 
required for decision-making. 

Measurement  
(homomorphism) 

Numerical   
Structure  

(categorical 
object/category)
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Structure  
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  The Performance Measurement category represents high-
level performance goals decomposed into more specific 
performance subcharacteristics called indicators, which 
lead to the definition of a hierarchical model for 
performance measurement (see section 4). The indicators 
are operationalized into measurement procedures. These 
procedures provide the operations, processes, data 
representations, structuring, and constraints in the target 
system required to quantify the current level of 
performance indicators. The measurement data are 
collected from the empirical structure while the 
measurement procedures are applied (see Fig. 3). The 
analysis model defines rules relating the quantitative 
information to the qualitative performance goals in the 
language of the measurement users who will make 
decisions based on the performance assessment feedback. 
The performance measurement procedure is expressed 
formally in terms of the composition operator •, assigning it 
to each pair of arrows: Performance measurement = 
decompose  • refine • apply • analyze. The diagram 
commute, that is, a change in a performance goal will be 
traced to the indicators and to the corresponding 
operationalizations, as well as to the measurement data 
collection and analysis processes. 
 

 Fig. 3. Categorical representation of a performance model 

F. Integrating Business Processes and Performance 
Measurement 
A diagram of the integration of two business processes and 
their performance assessments is shown in Fig. 4.  
 

 
Fig. 4. Categorical representation of business processes and their  

performance assessments  

The outcome of the measurement process are the 
Performance Measurement Results, which provide 
feedback on the performance level and help decide whether 
or not the business processes satisfice the performance 
requirements. The diagram commutes that ensure the 
preservation of the empirical relational structure (integrated 
business processes) in numbers (measurement results) 
through performance modeling and measurement will 
guarantee the theoretical validity of the performance 
assessment and thus feasible and reliable decision-making 
based on the performance results collected.   
The goal in the next section is to build a systematic, 
quantitative, and formal approach to performance 
assessment in enterprise integration.    

IV. ENTERPRISE PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT 
MODEL (EPMM) 

We present a model for enterprise performance 
decomposed into a hierarchy of measurable indicators in 
line with enterprise decision-making strategy and 
objectives.  
  The most difficult question in developing such a model is 
deciding what to measure and how to measure it. In our 
research, we used the goal-driven approach  to decompose 
the performance of enterprise integration into eight 
qualitative performance factors. These factors are further 
refined into quantitative indicators derived from 
measurement procedures (the lowest hierarchical level), as 
illustrated in Fig. 5 with the example of dependability. 
  Process performance requirements can be modeled and 
measured along many dimensions. Flexibility, sometimes 
referred to as agility, is the ability of a process to change 
the way it operates or change its outputs, such as products 
or services, for example. In today’s fast-changing 
environments, this is considered to be one of the most 
important qualities of any enterprise. The dependability of 
an enterprise reflects the degree of trust or confidence that 
its clientele, partners, or anyone else in the outside world 
places in that enterprise. When we are talking about 
dependability in the context of an enterprise, we are 
concerned not only with the reliability of a product, but 
also with reliability of the delivery of that product as an 
operational issue. Two important dimensions of 
operational dependability are: availability – the ability of a 
process to deliver products and services when requested, 
and reliability – the ability of the process to deliver high-
quality products and services under the pressure of 
environmental uncertainties. Quality is hard to define and 
difficult to measure, but easy to recognize when it is 
missing. It typically includes product and process quality. 
Quality models are numerous and mostly goal- or 
objective-based. Goals and objectives can be set in all 
domains of activity (production, services, sales, R&D, 
human resources, finance, information systems, etc.). Goals 
can be set and quality models can be developed at all levels 
in an enterprise. Timing Requirements include many 
categories of requirements as a measure of enterprise 
performance, such as process lead time, process response 
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time, and new product introduction lag, among others. The 
lead time of business process is the interval between the 
start and the end of the process. Reducing lead time will 
eliminate all non-value-adding activities and will free up 
resources, reduce cost, and possibly improve quality. Cost 
provides tremendous insights into enterprise problems and 
inefficiencies, and measuring the cost of the process 
provides avenues for process improvement strategies. 
Another important performance requirement is asset 
utilization. The term asset is very broad, meaning anything 
from human resources to manufacturing plants. In many 
companies, assets are worth billions of dollars, and 

optimizing their utilization by business and organizational 
processes is an important issue. The maximum output of 
the process is called its capacity. All the work processes 
and subprocesses at all levels must be balanced in terms of 
capacity; otherwise, there will be bottlenecks and delays. 
There must be strategic alliances in place among 
enterprises in integration in order for them to handle 
variable capacity. For example, a little overcapacity to meet 
rush demands can improve operational measurement 
procedures; overcapacity can be assumed as an 
operationalization of the Capacilty indicator.  

 

 
Fig. 5. Representing Measurement in Category Theory 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

To conclude, this paper reports on the first results 
produced toward a formal and comprehensive 
performance measurement framework for enterprise 
integration founded on a solid mathematical theory, 
namely, category theory. Category theory is a branch 
of mathematics which is supremely capable of 
addressing the communications structure. This 
consideration was the main motivation behind our 
research: structure emerges from interactions 
between elements as captured by arrows, rather than 
extensionally as in set theory. The semantics of 
enterprise architecture can be captured in terms of a 
categorical framework, and consequently the formal 
functionality of the system can be specified using a 
language derived from the categorical framework. 
Thus, it is suitable for formalizing system-level 

integration through interactions between enterprise 
components, as well as for controlling system 
behavior conformance to nonfunctional requirements, 
such as performance, for enterprise integration 
quality control and tradeoff decision-making 
purposes.   However, it is not immediately obvious 
which parts of category theory should be utilized for 
modeling large complex systems in general, or 
enterprise integration in particular. This work will 
continue exploring the semantic properties of a 
formal category theory framework to define 
categorical specification language constructs for 
enterprise integration modeling. The basic constructs 
will include the categorical rules, basic primitives 
and operators, and communication primitives for 
specifying processes. The appropriateness of the 
categorical objects and morphisms would become 
apparent when modeling the interactions and 
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relations of an enterprise, such as recursive 
hierarchies and cooperative networks. The 
equivalence of the categorical framework and the 
categorical language will be established formally and 
illustrated through selected examples.  
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Abstract— Static converters are very important element in 
controlled drive systems. The development of the power 
semiconductor elements has revolutionized the field of electric 
power control and has permitted the improvement and the 
diversification of the electric energy converter. Loads with 
highly distorted current waveforms also have a very poor power 
factor; because of this, they use excessive power system capacity 
and could be a cause of overloading. The power supply from the 
Oltenia open pit coal mine machinery consists of electrical cables 
from 20/6 kV transformer station rigged with 4 or 6 MVA 
transformers counting 188 pieces, providing 1263,3 MVA rated 
capacity. 

I. INTRODUCTION  
Using the PWM inverters in motor drive applications is 

considered advantageous in many ways. For traction a.c. 
drives fed by a d.c. input power source, the PWM inverter is a 
practical solution which only involves a single power 
conversion. For industrial applications the PWM drive obtains 
its d.c. input through simple controlled rectification of the 
commercial a.c. line and is favored for its good power factor , 
good efficiency, its relative freedom from regulation 
sinusoidal current waveforms. The PWM drive is often 
preferred facility for its compatibility with the use of a single 
centralized d.c. rectifier facility providing a common d.c. bus 
serving a number of inverters, which in large installations is 
considered a favorable arrangement. 

The open pit coal mines technological processes 
mechanization and automation trend has determined the 
rigging of above mentioned with bucket wheel excavators 
(BWE), large capacity conveyor belts (BC), stockpiling 
machines (SM) etc., so with continuous action machinery, 
with high productivity, with electric motor drives mainly 
asynchronous (wounded or squirrel cage motors).  

The surface and depth expansion of the open pit coal mines 
mechanization and automation of the technological processes 
in continuous flow for extraction, transport and stockpiling, 
has determined the increase of rated capacity and productivity 
growth of the mining machinery  because the lignite has 
become an intensive energetic product due to the over 
dimensioning of the technologies from the mining pits and use 
of the equipment under capacity and the preoccupation of 
SNLO Targu-Jiu in the domain of modernizing electric driving 
and electric installations for automation. 

The power supply from the Oltenia open pit coal mine 
machinery consists of electrical cables from 20/6 kV 
transformer station rigged with 4 or 6 MVA transformers 
counting 188 pieces, providing 1263,3 MVA rated capacity. 
The bucket wheel excavator is continuous flow complex 
machinery that excavates the coal using the buckets fitted on 
the wheel and in the same time conveys the material to the 
transportation facility. 

The supply of the equipments in the mining pit is made 
through 6kV electric cable (or 6kV E.A.L.) with outputs from 
the 6kV cells afferent to the 20/6kV transformation stations, 
this supply being made on the basis of a “Contract for 
providing electric energy to the big final, industrial, or similar 
consumers”, which anticipates the limit regimes and 
parameters for supply with electric energy. 

The working element – bucket wheel executes horizontal 
and vertical movements, the basic one being the rotation. The 
bucket wheel turns and in the same time swivels so a bucket 
moves on a helical trajectory (helix). The asynchronous 
motors in schortcut or induction motors are frequently used in 
electrical drives for open pits machines. The motor `s power 
are from 100 to 630 kW and the open pits costumers are 
supplied from transformer stations about 2x4MVA, 20/6 kV 
using different electrical cables. The lignite open pits from 
Oltenia are equipped with technologies in continuous flux 
characterized by: the lignite deposits are excavated by bucket 
wheel excavators (BWE) with the following capacities 470 l, 
1300 l, 1400 l, 2000 l and productivity about 1680 m3/h - 
6500 m3/h; the belt conveyer has the productivity about 1400 -
12500 m3/h; the laying down machines have capacity about 
2500 -12500 m3/h.  

Each belt conveyor is designed to have: 
- driving with motors of 6kV/630kW (three-phase 
asynchronous motors with coiled 
motor), start being made with liquid rheostats or with static 
rotor converters type CSR 630 P; 
- three-phase transformer 6/0,4kV; S = 160kVA; 
- force installations, command and automation for auxiliary 
and driving; 
- illumination, heating and ventilation installations. [4] 

II. ABOUT THE ELECTRIC DRIVES USED IN BWE’S  
In the last years static converter asynchronous motor drives 

have become the preferred choice in the adjustable drives, 
displaying an annual increase rate of 13-14% compared with 
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only 3-4% for DC drives. This increase was generated by the 
new high productivity requirements that led to more complex 
operating cycles, higher maxim values of velocity and easier 
maintenance. 

As execution element of adjustable drives, the advantages 
of the asynchronous motor over the DC motor are: higher 
overload capacity, higher feasibility and strength, lower 
specific rated power, higher values of velocity, easier 
maintenance, easier construction, etc. 

The drive of bucket wheel at BWE is realized using a 
synchronous motor with wounded rotor, with rated power of 
400 kW up to 4500 kW, using in general the asynchronous 
motor with rings of 630 kW, 6kV, 71A, 980 rot/min.  

 
A. Simulation of the current and voltage harmonics for a 

PWM inverter 
The three phase voltage, frequency and variable amplitude 

system from the outlet of the inverter is obtained by the Pulse 
Width Modulation method with the following advantages 
(regarding the classic methods): wider frequency variation 
range, reduction of the oscillation in the electromagnetic 
couple, lower content of superior harmonics in the diagram of 
the current, improved power factor irrespectively of the load, 
etc. [3] 

The PWM strategies has constituted a complex research 
field, leading to the improvement of a large number of 
methods: sine-modulation with regular or natural sampling, 
symmetric or asymmetric, synchronic or a-synchronic, sub-
harmonic sine modulation, sine modulation with the third 
harmonic insertion, biphasic sine modulation and more 
recently, Space Vector Modulation (SVM). 

 
Fig. 1 The amplitudes adjustment of current harmonics 
 
Static converters AC adjustable drives – AC asynchronous 

motors supplied with variable frequency represent nowadays 
the solution most widely accepted. The indirect voltage 

bridge inverter (with DC intermediary circuits) is the most 
advantageous diagram regarding to: reliability, speed 
adjustment range, dynamic behavior, and cost prize. [2] The 
simulations for the indirect voltage bridge PWM with DC 
intermediary circuits were made for a frequency of 1000 Hz  
and were shown in the below figures (fig.1-fig.10). 

 
 
Fig. 2 The amplitudes adjustment of voltage harmonics 
 
 

 
Fig. 3 The wave form of voltage from the output of inverter 

for f = 50 Hz 
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Fig. 4 The wave form of load current for f = 50 Hz 
 

 
 Fig. 5  The effective voltage adjustment 
 

 
 Fig. 6 The effective current adjustment 

  Fig. 7  The active power adjustment 
 

 
 Fig. 8  The reactive power adjustment 
 

 
 Fig. 9 The power factor adjustment 
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 Fig. 10 The distortion factor adjustment 
 
The measurements were made in the laboratory of 

Department of Electrical and Energetic Systems of our 
University with the stand presented in figure 11. There is used 
a quality of energy analyzer. 

 
Fig.11 The measurements stand 

 

III. MEASUREMENTS FOR THE ENERGY QUALITY  
The state study is important as for the point of view of bad 

effects produced by the electric energy transmission and 
delivery webs well as for the using in the construction of the 
electric apparatus.  In the electrical webs which work in the 
no sinusoidal stage named deforming stage, the power factor 
is decreasing and the reactive power compensation using 

capacities is very hard, the supplementary losses appears, the 
resonances produce over voltages and over currents in the 
webs. [1] 

To quantify the distortion, the term total harmonic 
distortion (THD) is used. The term expresses the distortion as 
a percentage of the fundamental (pure sine) of voltage and 
current waveforms, is defined as the report percent between 
the effective value of the deforming residual (YD) and the 
effective value of wave (without the continue part, Y0). 
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The Electrotechnical International Committee brings the 
Pondered Distortion Coefficient for the voltage wave which 
takes into account the individual harmonics ponder induced 
by the specifically application: 
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The efficacy values for voltage, current and the above 
coefficients are presented in the lower tables based on the 
measurements from bucket wheel excavator BWE 05 (Fig.12-
fig.14 and table1) and belt conveyer T500 (Fig.15-17 and 
table3) from Rosia lignite open pit [4].   

 

 
Fig.12 The harmonics range 
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Fig. 13 The rms and peak values 
 

 
 

Fig. 14 The Waveform 
 

TABLE.1A  The Voltage Harmonics 
Range Value 

1 6110 
5 20,36 
7 40,72 

TABLE 1B The CurrentHharmonics 
Range Value 

1 192 
2 2,56 
3 0,64 
4 1,28 
5 1,28 
6 0,64 

 

TABLE 1C Results 
 RMS TDH (%) Dw FA 

U 6110,1696 0,74 0,049 0,003 

I 192,0277 1,7 - 0,0106 

 The capture measurements for belt conveyers are 
presented below: 
 

 
Fig. 15  The Waveform  

 

 
Fig. 16 The harmonics range  
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Fig. 17 The values of harmonics waves 

TABLE 2A Voltage harmonics 
Range Value 

1 6052,5 
5 20,17 
7 10,08 

17 10,08 
19 5,04 
TABLE 2BThe current harmonics 

Range Value 
1 158 
3 1,58 
5 3,16 
7 2,37 

17 9,48 
19 6,32 
23 4,74 
25 3,95 

 
Table 2C Results 

 RMS TDH (%) Dw FA 

U 6052,5441 0,38 0,038 0,0016 

I 158,5874 8,59 - 0,021 

Studying this graphics result that there is no strongly 
perturbation in the current and voltage waveforms. The power 
factor variation is improperly taking values under 0,5 and less 
to increased loads. It can notice from the vectorial diagram 
that the state is unbalanced due to placing to ground for a 
phase. 
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Abstract — It is common for information system projects’ 

implementation to fail. One of the most mentioned reasons is 
implementation management, particularly the change 
management during the implementation cycle. This study 
provides a literature review that aims at supporting this 
assertion, and  identifies some of the  most evident issues on the 
subject. The study highlights the need for new approaches on the 
Change Management process in the implementation of health 
information systems.  
 

Index Terms— Health, Implementation, Information Systems, 
Change management, Methodology.  
 

I. INTRODUCTION  
 Change is one of the characteristics that best describes 

organizations. Like in any living organism, it is part of their 
nature react and evolve. Market uncertainty and 
competitiveness, new technologies, the need to reduce costs 
and improve quality or access to new markets imply 
organizational changes, often translated in implementation or 
adaption of information systems.  

In the context of a systems development project, Alan 
Dennis and Barbara Wixom [1] describe the Change 
Management as the process of helping the end users adopting 
the system under development, and to monitor their work 
processes without unnecessary pressure. Despite this, it is not 
a well-defined area, neither in theory nor  in practice, and it 
needs further research and systematization [2].  

The information systems introduction is usually presented 
as an organizational value. However, this introduction is not 
always translated into success. Like any process in change 
management derived from systems introduction, it must obey 
rules and follow the best practices to reduce the cases of 
failure. As such, this study follows an exploratory review of 
the literature concerning the change management in health 
information systems, in order to identify some of the raised 
issues on the subject.  
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II. SYSTEMS PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION  
Systems project implementation, and for the purposes for 

which this study is intended, is understood as the set of stages 
that flow from the choice of an effective system and its entry 
into production. The systems introduction only benefits the 
organization if the implementation improves essential business 
processes. It is also clear that there is little benefit from 
systems with low use, hence to get investment return in 
information systems, its implementation should involve 
changes in people and processes: change for better, faster or 
cheaper.  

When one wishes to make changes in an organization, the 
conduct of this change is as significant as the project itself. 
The expectations created by a process of change may fall 
substantially simply because the users do not understand or 
have resistance to the project [3]. Kolltveit [4], after a content 
analysis of the project management of information 
technologies literature, concludes that change management 
key contents are ignored. Moreover, Roger Pressman [5] 
suggests the change management is a key pillar of project 
management.  

III. CHANGE MANAGEMENT  
Despite the imprecision of the area cited in the introduction, 

change management takes itself as a central element of an 
implementation and involves managing change and transition 
planning. For over 40 years the theory and practice of change 
management was dominated by the work of Kurt Lewin [6, 7]. 
This approach advises managing change as a series of planned 
phases for the transition, from the present until the desired 
state. More recently, during the last two decades, this 
approach to change has attracted much criticism, yet it 
continues being an important approach in the area. More 
recent approaches, often referred to as emerging, complement 
the model of Lewin and, together with this model, are 
combined according to each particular situation [8]. These 
approaches require the change management to be a continuous 
process. 
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Figure 1: Change process based on the theory of Lewin [9]  
 
Other studies show that the negative results of the change 

management initiatives tend to overcome the positive and 
indicate the need for modifications in the operationalization of 
theoretical models of change [10].  

The need for software engineering methodologies regarding 
change management is mentioned in several components of 
this knowledge area. The SWEBOK (software engineering 
body of knowledge) [11] indicates this need in the 
requirements identification, as it will affect the whole life 
cycle of software. The documentation of these requirements 
will facilitate its entry into production, parameterization and 
further developments [12].  

The change management is normally taken into 
consideration when implementing a new system but, as in 
SWEBOK, some authors stress the importance that this 
process should be taken at the beginning [13] and in the 
course [14] of new systems development. These concerns led 
to later facilitation of implementation projects.  

The implementing process of a new or adapted information 
system is similar to the reengineering processes to fit the 
specific features of the system. This process requires a careful 
coordination between different organizational functions and 
the management of several issues concerning the 
organizational culture. The adoption of bit by bit approaches 
to the management of this process is highlighted by previous 
authors [15] as the reason for the failure of multiple 
deployments. Consequently, there is the need for an overview 
of the process of organizational change as a way to mitigate 
this failure.  

The change management incorporates several skills 
associated with projects management and, according to 
PMBOOK [16], are as follows:  

The project management body of knowledge; 
Application area knowledge, regulation, and standards;  
Understanding the project environment;  
General management knowledge and skills; and 
Interpersonal skills. 
 
This finding reflects the need to combine different areas of 

expertise in implementing a strategy for managing change, or 
in the proposal of a new methodology. Figure 2 illustrates a 
range of skills associated with managing change in the 
implementation of a health information system.   

 
Figure 2: Required skills for the change management  
 
These expertise areas need to be explored in specific issues 

of change management. Ziaul [15] presents a set of those 
particular issues:  

Leadership issues;  
Barriers to Change;  
Communications;  
Implementation of change and control;  
People cultural factors; and 
Change review.  
 
In addition, there is a need to deepen the inter-relationship 

between the tools and techniques used in change management 
with the theories, models and concepts of change management 
[17].  

IV. REASONS FOR CHANGE  
The implementation of information systems always 

involves complexity associated with risk, as this involves 
modifying procedures which may cause organizational 
instability. Managers must have a guide to effectively and 
efficiently lead the process of implementing systems, in order 
to minimize the risk associated with change and maximize its 
benefits.  

Research on managing change focuses on the principles of 
continuous assessment and management of people, processes 
and systems, and organizational issues. The motivation for 
change can be caused by internal factors, such as strategy, 
structure, technology, or as result of the external environment, 
such as the economic situation, political climate and socio-
cultural and technological advancement.  

Albert Endres and Dieter Rombach [18] mention the 
Lehman's first law, according to which "a system that is used 
will be changed". This belief indicates the inevitability that the 
systems will change over time, by internal or external reasons 
to the organizations. 

The available literature suggests a number of critical 
success factors associated with systems implementation, and 
in these critical success factors, change management and 
managing the process of change, are always present [19].  
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The primary objective of information systems 
implementation is to increase organizational efficiency, which 
means that achieving the desired situation is more important 
than the delivery of the system, unless it is properly 
implemented.  

 

V. THE INTRODUCTION OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN THE 
HEALTH AREA  

The success or not of systems implementation depends on 
the acceptance or rejection of such systems by health 
professionals [20]. The physician, for example, in general, is 
known to be resistant to initiatives based on computer systems 
[20-24]. The way the adverse reaction of health professionals 
is managed is of crucial importance to the success of a 
project's implementation. Moreover, Connell [25] believes 
that the requirements of health information systems are 
sufficiently specific to be considered a special case that 
requires different approaches from other systems.  

The success of information systems in health is questioned 
by several authors and their failure rate is considered a major 
problem [12, 26, 27]. If, as appears to result from the 
consulted literature, there is a significant number of problems 
associated with the introduction of information systems in 
health care units, this implies the existence of a gap between 
the potential offered by these systems and existing reality. On 
the other hand, it also indicates that a substantial part of the 
directed investment to these systems ends up being wasted on 
inefficient solutions. This failure is justified by some authors 
as a result of cultural factors and resistance to change [28].  

Like the above aspects for information systems in general, 
the majority of health information systems result in cases of 
failure [29]. The organizational issues are sometimes referred 
to as a barrier that leads to failure in the introduction of these 
systems. This and other factors should be systematized in the 
analysis of cases of failure to serve as references for new 
implementation strategies [30]. Regardless of the type of 
change, Prayer & Chahal [31] consider the alignment of 
organizational culture in the process of change management as 
vital to the success of change.  

A. Critical success factors  
The practices of change management are the most referenced 

critical success factors contributing to the success of the 
information systems implementation [32]. The combination of 
critical success factors can affect the success or failure of a 
proposed implementation of information systems in health [33]. 
The change management of information systems introduction 
may also have critical success and failure factors, which should 
be obtained from the existing models and theories, as well as by 
the analysis of systems introduction cases.  

B. Failures in managing change  
The information systems effective implementation can have 

a positive impact in economic terms, yet the literature shows a 
high rate of failure in their implementation [34, 35]. This is a 

phenomenon that worries both researchers and organizations 
since the information systems success is of vital importance 
for society. Heeks [12] stresses the importance to identify the 
factors that determine that success or failure in each particular 
situation.  

Friedman [23] argues about the need, within the health 
sector, in adopting strategies for information systems 
integration that are based on cultural differences that 
characterize the industry as a whole, as well as the various 
professional groups involved.  

VI. THE NEED FOR A METHODOLOGY  
The managers of change processes need methodologies that 

provide measurable and structured implementation tools, 
techniques and approaches to manage and evaluate the change 
process [36, 37].  

Recent years have been fruitful in the development of 
studies comparing the best practices. However, the change 
management is an area where there is still lack of good 
practices systematization [38]. Studies show research in this 
area [39], yet they are still too broad and do not regard 
specific sectors of activity. The references to cases of success 
and failure should be taken into consideration in developing 
new methodologies, attempting to optimize them based on the 
experience from other organizations.  

Previous authors have proposed the adoption of evaluation 
system models [40, 41], yet few proposals are  targeted at how 
to conduct such adoption, and when they occur in literature, 
such proposals are too simplified to be able to serve as a guide 
to in course implementation of change management [42, 43].  

VII. CONCLUSIONS  
It is necessary to optimize the change process to minimize 

the resulting dysfunctionalities: the purpose of implementation 
in the process of change agitation cannot be lost. Consulted 
references show that the bit by bit approaches to change 
management leverage the failure in information systems 
implementation. It is noticeable the wide variety of influences 
from different areas of knowledge that are incorporated in the 
change management This diversity enhances the bit by bit 
approaches and suggests the need for new methodologies that 
allow managers to lead more effectively and efficiently the 
process of implementing systems.  

The development or application of managing change 
methodology should involve a combination of planned and 
emerging models. In the particular case of healthcare, these 
models should incorporate the sector’s organizational culture.  
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ABSRACT: This is a comparative study of 
cache energy dissipations in Very Long Instruction 
Word (VLIW) and the classical superscalar 
microprocessors. While being architecturally 
different, the two types are analyzed in this work on 
the basis of similar underlying silicon fabrication 
platforms. The outcomes of the study reveal how 
energy is exploited in the cache system of the former 
which makes it more appealing to low-power 
applications with respect to the latter. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
  In recent years, VLIW microprocessors have 
become more attractive to embedded systems due to 
their high performance and relatively low-power 
consumption which is attributed to relatively less  
complexities in their hardware design; a feature that 
is attributed to reliance on smarter compliers. VLIW 
architectures meet the need for high-performance of 
today’s embedded applications by resorting to 
Instruction Level Parallelism (ILP) exploitation 
within system datapath more than increasing system 
clock rates which leads adversely to substantial 
increase in dynamic power consumptions in the 
hardware-centric superscalar counterparts. This 
leverage in low-energy budget is accredited to the 
simpler hardware implementations in VLIW which 
comes at the expense of condense code overhead. In 
fact, because of that, this type of architectures 
demand and exhaust system cache memory which 
could deleteriously impact energy consumption; a 
characteristic they are developed to optimize in the 
first place. This work focuses on the energy 
dissipation in cache memory hierarchies of VLIW 
and superscalar architectures and its impact in 
performance.  
 The rest of this work is organized as 
follows: In section II, we shed light on significant 
variation in instruction processing between 
superscalar and VLIW architectures. In section III, 
we review memory organization within the two types 
of architectures. In section IV, we developed 

experimentations in two representative prototypes 
and analyze the collected simulation results. Finally, 
the work concludes in section V. 
    
 

II. SUPERSCALAR VERSUS VLIW ARCHITECTURE 
 

          Unlike the traditional superscalar processors 
that rely heavily on the hardware to dynamically 
schedule program sequential instructions in an out-
of-order fashion (as long as program dependencies 
are not violated) to increase Instruction Level 
Parallelism (ILP) and therefore boosts system 
performance [1], VLIW-like microprocessors, on the 
other hand, functions differently in spite sharing quite 
similar silicon platforms. VLIW architectures 
alleviate the burden of achieving higher ILP from the 
hardware [2]. They depend on smarter compilers to 
expose and exploit parallelism within program 
instructions sequence early on at compilation time. In 
other words, their program is expected to provide 
explicit information about tasks that are to be 
accomplished and the means to do that: such as 
instructions dependency, the instructions dispatch 
logic, operands destinations, Register File (RF) 
renaming, buffer reordering, etc at time of 
compilation. A glimpse of this can be elucidated by 
figure 1 below.  
 

 
Figure 1: Superscalar and VLIW architectures 

                                                  
Dynamically scheduled superscalar instructions are 
dispatched in the pipeline without compiler pre-
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knowledge of available hardware resources such as 
register files, reservation stations, functional units, 
etc. The task of assigning these instructions to 
specific resources is resolved later in the fly at the 
run time as shown in Figure 1 (a). With VLIW 
architectures on the other hand, the targeted resources 
are transparent to the compiler; a leverage that allows 
multiples instructions to be packaged simultaneously 
into a monolithic more efficient Very Long Word. 
Hence higher degree of ILP can be achieved as long 
as the hardware resources are available [3]. In 
essence, VLIW architectures lower the Dynamic-
Static Interface (DSI): increasing the tasks that are 
done statically at compile time over those done 
dynamically by the hardware at the run time [4]. 
Recent Digital Signal Processors (DSP) can typically 
execute up to eight 32-bit parallel instructions per 
single cycle. Texas Instrument TMS 320C6410 [5] 
would provide a perfect representation to this 
category.               
 

III. CACHE MEMORY ORGNANIZATION 
 

      This work uses the popular and widely used 2-
level cache hierarchy with spilt equally sized 
instruction and data caches in the lower level and 
unified upper level in both types of architectures. The 
functional units are sandwiched between the 
instruction and data caches as shown architecturally 
in figure 2.  While such types of organizations are  
 

 
Figure 2: VLIW Cache Memory Organization 

 
deja vue in  precedent  superscalar processors, the 
style of utilization differs.  Essentially, in the case of 
VLIW, the associated sophistication in compiler 
design requires rich code which obviously translates 
into higher per access power to allow preprocessing 
of information about the targeted embedded hardware 
resources well in advance of instructions scheduling. 
Yet the effect of dense code utilization is greatly 
offset by a less complex targeted hardware. This can 
also lead to engaging multiple functional units in full 

capacity in each cycle and hence maximize ILP 
which translates into high instruction execution 
throughput within VLIW datapath. Conversely, 
having less dense and dynamically scheduled micro-
operations traversing complex datapath, as the case in 
superscalar architectures, incurs relatively more 
energy in their ways in and out of the same types of 
embedded cache memories of superscalar processors 
(overlooking the fact that increasing superscalar 
machine width to enhance performance-which 
mandates high level of memory cells sharing among 
multiple units such as reorder and store buffers- does 
elevate interconnect power dissipation substantially).  
     For the superscalar and VLIW cache schemes, this 
work adopts the models provided by the academically 
widely used frameworks [6] and [7, 8] respectively. 
In essence, the setup consists of on-chip embedded 
cache system with 2-level hierarchy. The 
architectural simulators have been modified and 
configured to reflect the two targeted organizations. 
The details of this are the topic of the next section. 
 

VI. EXPERIMENTATIONS AND RESULTS 
 

          In this section, we carried out experimentations 
in the two models of microprocessors with 
comparable hardware overhead and of yet different 
architectural organizations as provided by Table-1. 
The models qualify to represent the two classes under 
consideration. The first model mimic the AMD 
Athlon [9]; a commercially known RICS processor. 
The second model is similar to Texas Instrument  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table-I Simulated processor configurations 
 

Processor core 
Technology 70nm 

Functional Units 8 int ALUs,4 FP 
ALUs,1Multiplier/Divider 

Cycle Time 100 cycles 

Memory System 
L-1 Instruction Cache 64KB,32B block size, DM, WB 

L-1 Data Cache 64KB, 32B block size, DM,  WB 

L-2 Unified Cache Unified,512KB, 
64B block size,4-way,WB 

Memory 100 cycles latency 

  
TMS 320 [5], a VLIW microprocessor that powers 
many of today’s embedded systems.  The cache 
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systems energy consumption on both processors were 
assessed and quantified using M5 [8] and cacti [10] 
estimators respectively. 
 As for the workload on these systems, we developed 
a set of custom-made benchmarks whose overall 

characteristics are tailored to mimic diversified real-
world applications. The list of these benchmarks with 
brief descriptions is given in Table-II. These 
applications were elected to represent different 
program behaviors.

 
Table- II: Benchmarks and Characterizations 

 
Benchmark Name text  sort  bin_decode nnet  encrypt  

Benchmark Type integer float integer float integer 

Characterization Word Processing Bubble  Sorting Binary Decoding Neural Network RSA encryption 

 
 

Table-III:  Performance measurement in terms of miss rates 
 

 
Benchmarks 

L1-cache L-2 Cache 

icache icache dcache dcache 

VLIW    Superscalar VLIW Superscalar VLIW Superscalar 

text 0.0086 0.016556 0.0304 0.00001 0.5376 0.5101 

bin_decode 0.0068 0.018078 0.0175 0.491228 0.5309 0.3333 

       sort 0.0098 0.014946 0.0123 0.053299 0.4252 0.318182 

nnet 0.0286 0.007512 0.0439 0.077949 0.5535 0.323077 

encrypt 0.0423 0.081967 0.0913 0.125000 0.5474 0.4375 

 
 
 
 
 
 
The cache performances on the host superscalar and 
VLIW architectures have been quantified in terms of 
accurate cycle  

 

 
 

Figure 3: Level-1 instruction cache miss rates given as by 
benchmarks 

        

 
                           

Figure 4: Level-1 data cache miss rates as given by benchmarks 
 
simulations using modified versions of simplescalar 
tool-set [6] and Trimaran [7] respectively.  The 
simulation outcomes are shown in Table-III as well 
as in figures 3, 4 and 5. In almost all 5 benchmarks, 
VLIW processor demonstrates superiority in 
performance of both level-1 caches and inferiority 
with respect to the second level. The culprit for the 
performance decay in L-2 cache is  
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since it drains supply voltage from selective cells-
which results in elevated miss rates in both 
architectures as shown in figure 5. Moreover, the 
near perfect hit rates in level-1 caches further help 
minimizing leakage in level-2 cache memories. 

  
 

 
Figure 5: Level-2 data cache miss rates as given by benchmarks  
 
 
 
attributed to adopting a state-destructive leakage 
control mechanism [11] where  L-2 subblock power  
 
 

Table-IV: Cache Memory Energy Consumptions 
 

Architecture Cache-
Level 

Total 
Accesses 

Leakage 
Energy (micro 

J) 

Dynamic Energy 
(micro J) 

Total 
Energy 

(micro J) 
 

Superscalar 
L-1 cache 44349 51.044 25.545 76.589 
L-2 cache 1431 153.132 0.85 153.982 

 
VLIW 

L-1 cache 7278 8.3768 4.192 12.5688 
L-2 cache 655 75.3912 0.389 75.7802 

 
 
supply is turned off  when its data is moved to either 
L-1 caches. 
            As for the energy consumed by the two are 
architectures, the results show an overall 61.68% 
energy saving in favor of VLIW. While both levels of 
VLIW cache systems conserve energy with respect to 
their superscalar counterpart, level-1 caches 
minimized energy by more than five folds of 
magnitude compared to about one fold in the level-2. 
This is depicted graphically in figure 6. It is worth 
mentioning here that employing the leakage control 
mechanism mentioned earlier has greatly slashed 
leakage energy in level-2 cache in both architectures  
 

 
 

Figure 6: Energy consumed by cache systems of superscalar and 
VLIW architectures 
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V. CONCLUSION 

 
     In this work, we contrasted the cache energy 
consumption of two dominant classes of 
contemporary microprocessors. The work quantified 
and assessed how energy is exploited in VLIW 
organizations by lowering the DSI; a measure that 
translates into substantial energy savings in the 
datapath of that type of organizations relative to their 
classical superscalar counterparts. That makes the 
former to be more appealing to drive today’s 
prevalent embedded systems. In addition, the work 
highlighted the ramifications of energy optimization 
within the cache hierarchy of the two classes, the 
tradeoff and impact in system performance. 
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Abstract— Speech compression is the technology of converting 
human speech into an efficiently encoded representation that can 
later be decoded to produce a close approximation of the original 
signal. In all speech there is a degree of predictability and speech 
coding techniques exploit this to reduce bit rates yet still maintain 
a suitable level of quality. This paper is a study and 
implementation of Linde-Buzo-Gray Algorithm (LBG) and 
Adaptive Differential Pulse Code Modulation (ADPCM) 
algorithms to compress speech signals. In here we implemented 
the methods using MATLAB 7.0. The methods we used in this 
study gave good results and performance in compressing the 
speech and listening tests showed that efficient and high quality 
coding is achieved. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

Signals such as speech and image data are stored and 
processed in computers as files or collections of bits. Signal 
compression is concerned with reducing the number of bits 
required to describe a signal to a given accuracy. The 
compression of speech signals has many practical applications 
such as digital cellular technology. Compression allows more 
users to share the system than otherwise possible. Also, for a 
given memory size, compression allows longer messages to be 
stored than otherwise in digital voice storage such as 
answering machines. Speech compression is called speech 
coding. During the coding process, after high-rate data 
transforms low-rate data, loss or accuracy will be increased, 
relatively. The aim of the coding is to find the best possible 
accuracy for a given compression rate. Such as transform 
coding, predictive coding, or pulse code modulation 
techniques give good accuracy, relatively [1-2-3]. 
 
 

II. SPEECH CODERS 

Speech coding techniques or speech coders is simply 
described by dividing them into three groups, namely: 
waveform coders, source coders, and hybrid coders. Wave- 
form coders lead to very good quality speech and are used at 
high bit rates. Source coders operate at very low bit rates and 
the reconstructed speech is often `robotic sounding. Hybrid 
coders use elements from both waveform coders and source 

coders. Hybrid coders lead to good reconstructed speech and 
average bit rates.  

 
A. Waveform Coders 

The simplest form of waveform coding is Pulse Code 
Modulation (PCM), which is simply sampling and quantizing. 
Narrow-band speech is normally band-limited to 4 kHz and 
sampled at 8 kHz. 12 (bits/sample) is needed for satisfactory 
linear quantization so the resulting bit rate is therefore 
96kbits/s. The bit rate in PCM can be greatly reduced by using 
non-uniform quantization. A commonly used technique in 
waveform coding is to attempt to predict the value of the next 
sample based on the previous samples. This is possible due to 
correlations that occur in speech from vocal cord vibrations. If 
the error between the predicted samples and actual samples has 
less variance than the original speech itself, then the error can 
be quantized instead of the waveform. This is the basis of 
Adaptive Differential Pulse Code Modulation (ADPCM) where 
the difference between the original and the predicted samples 
are quantized [4]. 

Frequency domain based waveform coding can be used as 
well as time domain based coding. Sub-Band Coding (SBC) is 
where the input speech signal is split into a number of 
frequency bands, or sub-bands and each is coded separately 
using a DPCM based code. The receiver decodes each of these 
sub-bands and then combines them to create the reconstructed 
speech. Frequency domain based coding is effective because 
different sub-bands can be allocated more or less bits 
depending on their perceived importance. Filtering within 
SBC codes leads to a higher level of complexity when 
compared to time based codes. 
 
B. Source Coders 

Source coders use a model of how the source was created, 
and try to extract parameters from the original signal. These 
extracted parameters are transmitted. Source coders work by 
viewing the vocal tract as a time-varying filter, and they are 
excited by noise, unvoiced speech, or a series of pitch pulses 
spaced at pitch intervals. Along with the filter specifications a 
voiced/unvoiced flag, variance of excitation signal, and pitch 
period for voiced speech are sent in the transmission. The 
parameters are recalculated every 10-20ms to allow for the 
changes in speech. Source encoders can calculate the 
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parameters in different ways and employ both time domain 
and frequency domain methods. Source coders function at 
approximately 2.4kbits/s or less and produce satisfactory 
speech although it is not as natural sounding as most people 
would accept. Source coders have found a place in the 
military where natural sounding speech is not as important 
as bit rates [4]. 
 
C. Hybrid Coders 

A good compromise between waveform coders and 
source coders is found within the group of hybrid coders. 
Hybrid coders produce good speech quality at relatively low 
bit rates. The most successful and the most common hybrid 
coders are time domain Analysis-by-Synthesis (AbS) 
coders. AbS coders use the same filter as the Linear 
Predictive Code (LPC), however they don’t use a two state 
voiced/unvoiced model to find the filter inputs. The 
excitation comes from attempting to match the reconstructed 
to the original. Commonly used techniques in this grouping 
are Multi-pulse excited (MPE) codes, Regular-Pulse excited 
(RPE), and Code Excited Linear Predictive (CELP). CELP 
codes use a code book of waveforms as inputs into the filter. 
Originally the CELP code book contained white Gaussian 
sequences because it was found that this could produce high 
quality speech. However an analysis-by-synthesis procedure 
meant that every ex- citation sequence had to be passed 
through. This leads to a high level of complexity and 
processing [4]. Today CELP codes have reduced complexity 
and they are aided greatly by increases in processing, such 
as high speed DSP chips. 
 

III.METHODS 

The methods that we used to explain the speech coding 
techniques are LBG and ADPCM. 
 
A. ADPCM 

Adaptive Differential Pulse Code Modulation, or 
ADPCM, is a digital compression technique used mainly for 
speech compression in telecommunications. ADPCM is a 
waveform coder that can also be used to code other signals 
than speech, such as music or sound effects. ADPCM is 
simpler than advanced low bit-rate voice coding techniques 
and doesn’t require as heavy calculations, which means 
encoding and decoding can be done in a relatively short 
time[5,6].  

The principle of ADPCM is to predict the current signal 
value from previous values and to transmit only the 
difference between the real and the predicted value. In plain 
Pulse-Code Modulation (PCM) the real or actual signal 
value would be transmitted. In ADPCM the difference 
between the predicted signal value and the actual signal 
value is usually quite small, which means it can be 
represented using fewer bits than the corresponding PCM 
value [7]. 

Depending on the desired quality and compression ratio, a 
difference signal is quantized using 4, 8, 16 or 32 levels. 

ADPCM is usually used to compress an 8 kHz, 8-bit signal, 
with an inherent flow rate of 64 (Kbits/s). When encoded at 
the highest compression ratio, using only 2 bits to code the 
ADPCM signal, the flow rate is reduced to 16 (Kbits)/s, i.e. 
25% of the original. Using 4-bit coding, the flow rate is 32 
(Kbits/s), i.e. 50% of the original and the quality of the signal 
is fine for most applications [8]. 

 
Fig.1. Block diagram of ADPCM [9]. 

 
The encoding process is based on a subtraction of a linear 

predictive value (LPC) from the input PCM signal. The resulting 
difference signal is then quantized and transmitted to the decoder 
[9]. At the decoder the predicted signal, which was removed at 
the encoder, can be exactly regenerated and added back to the 
residual signal, thereby recreating the original input signal. 
 
B. LBG algorithm 

An algorithm for a scalar quantizer was proposed by Lloyd 
(1957). Later, Linde et al. (1980) generalized it for vector 
quantization.  

 
1) Bit Allocation and Codebook Design 

The codebook design using LBG algorithm is a clustering 
algorithm method also known as the generalized Lloyd 
algorithm (GLA). The algorithm requires an initial codebook. 
This initial codebook is obtained by the splitting method. The 
technique used in the design of the codebook compares the 
input vectors to every candidate vectors of the codebook. 
Quantization distortion )( mD is measured from the minimum 

mean-square error (MSE) between the centroid mC  and the 

input vector ix   (data at the thi vector).  
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M  is the number of the input vectors classified to the 
centroid and N is the number of points in a vector.  For a 

bitB −  codebook, it would have B2  number of codebook 
vectors. Each codebook vector is assigned to a codebook cell 

iC  for ( )120 −≤≤ Bi .  0C  ( iC  at 0=i ) is determined by 

averaging the entire input vectors. iC  is then split into two 
close vectors, ε+iC  and ε−iC , where ε  represents a small 
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varying constant, Fig.2. This codebook design process is 
continued until the number of codebook vectors reach B2 . 
 

 
Fig.2. Preparation of the codebook using Pair-wise Nearest 
Neighbor.  
 
 

We used the “vector bit-allocation algorithm [10]” to find 
the bits for the vectors. For following equations, mean 
square distortion )( kD  for thk  transform vector kx (data 

at the thk vector). 
kN b

k AeD
4−=  k=0,1,2,…,N-1   (2) 

A  is a constant. kb  is a bit size that is allocated for thk  
vector. Using the Eq.2, total distortion on the vectors, 
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2
kσ  is variance for kx . Allocated bit number for each thk  

vector is given with Eq.5. B  is a total bit number for a 
speech block. R  is an average bit number for each block. 
 

N
BR =  (Bit/dimension)    (4) 
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Calculated bits are not an integer. For this reason, they are 
rounded to the nearest integer. The first term in the bit-
allocation equation, RN ×

2
, is average bit number for each 

vector. The term in the parenthesis can be positive or negative 
depends on the variance value. There are three important 
things in the bit-allocation equation. These are; 
1. kb  is generally not an integer. 

2. If 2
kσ  is very small, kb  can be a negative. 

3. If 2
kσ  is very big, kb  can be a positive integer [10]. 

 
The signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the reproduced speech 

signals is given with Eq.6. 
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][nx  is an original speech signal, ][ˆ nx  is a reproduced 

speech signals. 
 
 

IV. RESULTS 

In this section, results of the coding techniques in this study 
are presented and compared. Original speech signals that are 
studied are given with Fig. 3. It has 7372 samples at 8000 
sampling frequency. 
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Fig.3. Original speech signals. 

 
The results of the LBG design method using different number 

of bits are shown with Fig.4 and 5.   
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Fig.4. Decoded speech signal for 4-bits using LBG algorithm. 

SNR value is 8.44 dB. 
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Fig.5. Decoded speech signal for 2-bits using LBG algorithm. 

SNR value is 7.6 dB. 
 

The result of the ADPCM algorithm using 2-bits is shown with 
Fig.6. 
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Fig.6. Decoded speech signal for 2-bits using ADPCM 

algorithm. 
SNR value is 12.95 dB. 

 
 

V. CONCLUSION 

At our previous study [3], compression using LBG algorithm 
has much better results than Pulse Code Modulation (PCM). 
The reason for this, each speech vector is coded using different 
size codebook. In this study, LBG and ADPCM compression 
algorithm are compared. Listening tests showed that the speech 
quality was efficient to understand for both algorithms. From 
the results, the SNR of LBG algorithm is much lower than the 

SNR of the Adaptive Differential PCM for the same number of 
the bits.  ADPCM method is more effective than LBG algorithm 
for coding speech signals. 
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Abstract- XML (eXtensible Markup Language) is a 

widely used language for communication between heterogeneous, 
homogeneous, and internet software applications. Currently 
available binding and parsing techniques for XML documents 
involve tight coupling of the document with the application code 
and require a redesign of the application code for any change in 
the document design. This paper proposes a ‘Loosely Coupled 
Model (LCM)’ for XML document parsing, which eliminates the 
need to redesign the application code for moderately large 
changes in the XML document design. LCM takes a token based 
approach, which is very different from the existing 
methodologies for XML parsing. LCM is implemented in Java 
using Sun’s JDK 1.5. The dataset includes 24 XML documents 
categorized into two sets- (a) deeply nested and (b) non-deeply 
nested XMLs. Each set contains 12 documents ranging from 
2KB up to 4MB. A performance comparison for LCM is 
obtained and is noticed to be comparable or better against this 
dataset with (a) Sun’s Java XML Binding (JAXB), (b) Apache’s 
XMLBeans, and (c) JDOM parser. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Owing to its characteristics of platform independence 
and extensibility through use of custom tags XML is widely 
used for information exchange between software applications. 
Industries such as healthcare, financial services, 
telecommunication, and several others use XML to 
implement proprietary protocols. In internet applications also, 
XML has become a de-facto standard for information 
interchange. Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) [1] a 
widely used protocol in internet applications, is built upon 
XML. Web services [2], which communicate through SOAP 
are again dependent on the XML indirectly. Due to its 
extensive usage in applications efficient and forgiving 
techniques to infer the data from an XML document are very 
important.  

Simple API for XML (SAX) [3], Document Object 
Model (DOM) [4, 5], Streaming API (StAX) for XML [6], 
and JDOM [7] are most popular parsing techniques (that read 
an XML document) and Sun’s Java Xml Binding (JAXB) [8] 
and Apache’s XMLBeans [9] are examples of popular 
binding techniques (that bind an XML document to an 
Object).  

 

Although no single technique is suitable to all 
scenarios, each one has its own advantages and suitability to a 
specific application depending on the response time, 
throughput, and available resources. For example, DOM 
allows both forward and backward traversal of an XML 
document but uses memory in abundance. SAX provides 
higher throughput but restricts the document traversal to be 
forward-only. StAX allows selective retrieval of the elements 
in the document. Binding techniques such as JAXB work 
very well when the XML structure remains constant because, 
there is a very tight binding between the XML document and 
the object it maps to. Apache XMLBeans is also similar to 
JAXB but provides the additional features of (a) generation of 
the binding-code on the fly, and (b) integration into Eclipse 
[10] based IDEs [11]. 

These techniques are proven to be efficient [12] but 
are not forgiving. In most business scenarios the applications 
are designed in a client-server mode where the server extends 
a service and provides an XML defining that service and 
clients consume the service by implementing the client 
application code around that XML document. To 
accommodate a new request from a specific client or to alter 
an existing business-functionality, the server needs to change 
the XML document structure by adding or removing one or 
more elements. Such a case which is very common in 
business scenarios, the techniques mentioned above for XML 
parsing/binding will require a redesign of the client 
application code. However, not all clients will be interested in 
the enhancement and will want to continue using the service 
without redesigning the application code. 

LCM solves this problem by decoupling the client 
application code and the XML document design through a 
Layer of Abstraction (LoA). For changes in the XML 
document design other than a change in the cardinality of an 
element, the LCM client application code will not require 
redesign. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 
Section II describes the existing methodologies for XML 
parsing and binding. Section III explains LCM in detail and 
presents LCM Application Programming Interface. Section 
IV presents the experimental results and finally, Section V 
presents conclusions and future work. 
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II. EXISTING METHODOLOGIES FOR PARSING AND 
BINDING OF XML DOCUMENTS  

A.      SAX: Simple API for XML Parsing 
SAX API is based on event based parsing paradigm. In 

this paradigm the XML document is scanned from the 
beginning to the end pushing out values whenever a 
syntactical construction such as, an attribute, a text node, or 
an element is encountered. The application code that is using 
this parser needs to handle these callbacks from the parser. 
Listing 1 shows eleven callback methods exposed by the 
ContentHandler SAX API [13] which is widely used to parse 
an XML document. 
       
        void characters (char [], int, int)  
       void endDocument(void) 
       void endElement(String, String, String) 
       void endPrefixMapping(String) 
       void ignorableWhitespace(char [], int, int) 
       void processingInstruction(String, String) 
       void setDocumentLocator(Locator) 
       void skippedEntity(String) 
       void startDocument(String) 
       void startElement(String, String, String, Attributes) 
       void startPrefixMapping(String, String) 
 
Listing. 1 Callback methods in SAX. These mehods are exposed by the 
ContentHandler API of the SAX paradigm. 

 
SAX allows high throughput and low memory usage 

[12, 15] because the document is not stored in memory. 
However, this makes the document traversal forward-only. 
More importantly, the application code identifies an element 
by matching the incoming value from the parser to the name 
of a desired element in the XML document. This creates a 
tight coupling between the application code and the XML 
document design requiring a change in the application code 
with changes in XML document.  
 

B.     Document Object Model for XML Parsing 
In this model, a given XML document is read in a single 

pass and is stored as an in-memory tree. See Listing 2 for a 
sample XML document and Fig. 1 for the corresponding in-
memory tree. For a given XML document, a client application 
code has to first create this tree using the DOM APIs (See 
Listing 3) and then traverse this tree to retrieve the elements. 
Traversal, manipulation, insertion, and deletion of the nodes 
are possible with this technique through its tree based 
representation.  
 

<ROOT> 
 <ELEM_1> 
  <ELEM_2> 
   VAL_ 2 
  </ELEM_2> 
  <ELEM_3> 
   VAL _3 
  </ELEM_3> 
 </ELEM_1> 
 <ELEM_4> 
  VAL_4 
 </ELEM_4> 
</ROOT> 

 
Listing. 2 Sample XML Document 

 

 
 
Fig. 1 DOM Tree for XML Document in Listing. 2 
 
DOM is very easy to use due to its tree based traversal. 
However, in this case also there is a very tight coupling 
between the XML design and the corresponding client 
application code because the value of an element is extracted 
by comparing the incoming tag name to a known XML tag 
name (See recursive loop in Listing 2). Furthermore, it 
consumes 2 to 15 times memory and provides lesser 
throughput than the SAX parser [12, 15]. 
 
     // Create a new document builder factory (DBF) 
     DocumentBuilderFactory  dbf = new DocumentBuilderFactory(); 
 
     // Set validation mode (if any) 
     … 
     // Create a document builder (DB) from DBF 
     DocumentBuilder db = dbf.newDocumentBuilder(); 
 
     // Create a tree representation of the document 
     Document d = db.parse(<XML document>); 
 
     // Parse the XML document traversing each node in the tree 
    // starting from 0 
     visitRecursively(d, 0); 
 
Listing. 3 XML parser pseudo application code using DOM technique 
 

C.     Streaming API (StAX) for XML Parsing 
StAX is based on a streaming programming model and 

combines the advantages of both SAX (Section II.A) and 
DOM (Section II.B). In this model, the application code has 
the capability to explicitly ask for subsections in the XML 
document and to arbitrarily stop, suspend, or resume parsing. 

StAX parser primarily offers two APIs, Cursor API 
(an easy-to-use and high efficiency) and Event Iterator API 
(easy pipelining of XML documents). Listings 4, 5 show code 
snippets of client application code implementing Event 
Iterator and Cursor APIs respectively. 

StAX parser provides additional advantages over 
SAX and DOM parsers [12, 14, 15] such as, (a) application 
driven XML parsing, (b) simultaneous multiple-XML-
documents read capability, (c) XML document hopping 
capability, which allows selective retrieval of elements, (d) 
less number of API resulting in easy coding interface, and (e) 
XML document read-write capability. However, StAX parser 
also involves tight coupling of the XML document with its 
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application code because of the same reasons as explained for 
the SAX and the DOM parsers. 
 
     // Get an instance of the XML input factory 
     XMLInputFactory myf = XMLInputFactory.newInstance(); 
     // Set the preferences- validating, error reporting etc 
     … 
     // Create new XML Stream Reader 
     XMLStreamReader er = myf.createXMLStreamReader(...); 
 
     // Traverse the document 
     while(er.hasNext()) { 
          XMLEvent xe = er.nextEvent(); 
          if (xe.isStartElement())  // do this 
          else // do this 
     } 
 
Listing. 4 XML parser pseudo application code using the Event Iterator 
API of the StAX methodology 
 
     // Get an instance of the XML input factory     
     XMLInputFactory myf = XMLInputFactory.newInstance(); 
 
     // Set the preferences- validating, error reporting etc 
     … 
     // Create new XML Stream Reader 
     XMLStreamReader str = myf.createXMLStreamReader(...); 
 
     // Traverse the document 
     while(streamedReader.hasNext()) { 
          int xe = str.next (); 
          if (xe == START_ELEMENT) { 
               QName en = str.getQName(); 
          } else { 
               // do the following 
          } 
     } 
 
Listing. 5 XML parser pseudo application code using the Cursor API of the 
StAX methodology 
 

D.    JDOM Xml Parsing methodology 
JDOM [7] is a Java based document object model for 

XML parsing. It builds a JDOM XML tree from XML 
documents, SAX events, or DOM tree through use of 
existing XML parsers. Listing 6 shows a code snippet of 
client application code using JDOM technique for XML 
parsing. As it can be seen in the listing, the value of an 
element is retrieved by sending the name of the element in 
the XML document as an input argument to the JDOM API 
(elem.getAttribute(<element_name>)) making this model is 
also tightly coupled like the parsers described in Sections 
II.A to II.C. 
 
     SAXBuilder bld = new SAXBuilder(); 
     Document doc = bld.build(…); 
     Iterator itr = doc.getRootElement().getChildren().iterator(); 
     while (itr.hasNext()) { 
          Element elem = (Element) itr.next(); 
          elem.getAttribute(“<element_name>“).getValue());         
     } 
 
Listing. 6 XML parser client application code using JDOM 
 
 

E.       Sun’s Java XML Binding technology (JAXB) 
 
JAXB [8] is a binding technology that converts a given XML 
document into a corresponding Object Oriented 
representation in Java. JAXB mainly consists of two 
components (See Fig 2). The first component (XJC) builds 
the Java Objects for a given XML document and the second 
component (JAXB engine) uses the objects created by the 
XJC to read or write an XML document. 
 

 
 
Fig. 2 JAXB control flow (XML marshal/un-marshal) 

 
In order to develop a client application code for an 

XML document using this technique, first a corresponding XSD 
is to be passed through the Binding Engine (XJC) to generate 
Java objects for the XML. Next, using the API exposed by the 
JAXB (JAXBContext, ObjectFactory, Unmarshaller, Marshaller) 
code needs to be developed around the Java objects generated by 
XJC to read or write the XML document. 

Traversing and manipulating the XML document is 
very easy because the XML is represented as Java Objects 
and the performance is very good because of very tight 
coupling through derived classes [15]. However, due to the 
very tight coupling, any change in the XML document 
requires regeneration of the derived classes and redesign of 
the client code. 

F.     Apache’s XMLBeans XML Binding technology 
XMLBeans [9] is also a binding technology and is 

similar to the JAXB technology (Section II.E). However, 
XMLBeans allows more convenience by integrating the 
engine into Eclipse based IDE [11] and eliminating the need 
to manually generate the Java classes outside the IDE. 
However, due to same reasons as explained for the JAXB 
technology, this methodology also suffers from the problem 
tight coupling between the client code and XML document 
design. 
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     III.      LCM- LOOSELY COUPLED MODEL FOR XML PARSING 

In order to parse a given XML document LCM employs a 
totally different approach from the methodologies described 
in Section II. LCM introduces a Layer of Abstraction (LoA) 
between the client application code and the XML document 
that acts as a replacement to the XML document and absorbs 
the changes in XML document design. In the LCM approach, 
the LCM engine accepts an XML document and 
corresponding XSD and dynamically generates the LoA 
(numbers 1 in Fig. 3). Once this is done, LCM is ready to 
process client requests (numbers 2 in Fig. 3) for XML data. 
For all client requests the LCM always processes from the 
LoA. 
 

A. Generation of the Layer of Abstraction 
In LCM each terminal element (which does not have a 

child element) in the XML is categorized as ‘required’ or 
‘not-required’. This information is provided through the XSD 
corresponding to the XML by the client application code 
developer. Three new attributes are introduced in the XSD to 
implement this- (a) grab, (b) lcmkey, and (c) lcmmarker. The 
grab attribute when set to true on an element indicates that 
the element is required and is to be included in the extraction 
of the XML data. The lcmkey attribute is used in conjunction 
with the grab attribute and assigns a new name (lcmkey) to 
this element within the context of LCM. Listing 7 shows how 
to mark an element to be included in extraction. Setting the 
grab to false marks it as not-required and excludes it from 
extraction. The lcmmarker is used for looped elements. If an 
element is marked with a grab=true, and if it occurs inside a 
looped element, then the looped element is to be marked with 
lcmmarker as shown in Listing 8. 

 
 
Fig. 3 LCM Architecture. Step 1 executes first and creates the Layer of 
Abstraction . In Step 2, the LCM engine is ready to process client requests. 
 
This allows identifying blocks/loops in the XML. 
 
<xsd:element name=“elem_name1” type=“xsd:string”  grab=“true” 
lcmkey=“book_author”/> 
 
Listing. 7 Using lcmkey and grab attributes to mark an element to be 
included or excluded 

<xsd:element name=“elem_name2” minOccurs=“0” maxOccurs = 
“unbounded” lcmmarker=“ b1”> 
 
Listing. 8 Using lcmmarker to mark loops. This is used in conjunction with 
the lcmkey. All elements in the loop will contain the lcmmarker as part of its 
token. 
 

For a given XML the LCM parser first reads the 
corresponding XSD (fully marked, with each element 
categorized as explained above) and creates a map (xsd-
token-key-map) of lcmtoken to the corresponding lcmkey of 
all required elements. An lcmtoken for any element is a 
unique string that is generated by appending the names of all 
elements starting from root down to that element. 

The LCM parser then reads the XML document 
element-by-element, constructing tokens for each element and 
attribute. Since the token generation methodology is the same 
in XSD and XML, a token generated for an element in the 
XML will automatically match the token generated for the 
same element in the XSD. Hence, if an element is marked as 
required, the token generated for the element from the XML 
will have a corresponding lcmkey/lcmmarker value in the xsd-
token-key-map created above. LCM performs this check and 
if the token maps to a value in the xsd-token-key-map, the 
lcmkey-element_value or lcmmarker-element_name pair is 
stored in the LoA. Listing 9 presents the algorithm for LoA 
generation. 

 
1. Start with an empty Layer of Abstraction 
2. Accept an input XML and corresponding XSD 
3. For each element in the XSD that is marked with a grab as ‘true’ create 

a token and add it to the xsd-token-key-map 
4. For each element and attribute in the XML create the corresponding 

token 
5. Hash the xsd-token-key-map with the token generated in Step 4 to see if 

there is a key value for the token 
6. If Step 5 results in a ‘YES’, then add the lcmmarker-element_name or 

lcmkey_element_value pair to the LoA 
7. Repeat from Step 4 until no more elements are present in the XML 
 
Listing. 9 Algorithm for generation of Layer of Abstraction 
 

Since the LoA is generated dynamically, renaming, 
adding, and removing elements from the XML document will 
not need a code redesign as long as the lcmkey stays unaltered. 
However, in the only case where the cardinality of a required 
element changes the client application code will need to be 
changed.  
 

B. LCM Application Pramming Interface 
LCM API is very simple and exposes only one object 

LCMEngine with its five methods. Each one of those five 
methods is described below and Listing 10 demonstrates an 
XML, corresponding XSD and the LCM client application 
code. 

1) boolean exists ():This method indicates if there is more 
data available in the XML document from the current 
location. Returns true if yes, false otherwise.  

2) boolean moreMarkersInRange (String, int): This method 
indicates if there are more markers of the given type from the 
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current location to given range. The name of the maker is the 
first argument to the method and the range is specified in the 
second argument. Returns true yes, false otherwise 

3) int fetchNextLocOfMarker (String, int, int): This method 
returns the next location of a marker within a given range. 
First argument specifies the marker and the second and third 
arguments provide the range. If there is no marker in the 
given range -1 is returned. 

4) String fetchTokenValue (String): This method returns the 
value of the first element from the current location for 
corresponding lcmkey, which is the argument to the method. 
Returns null if no such element exists. 

5) String fetchTokenValue (String, int): This method 
returns the value of the first element from the current location 
within a given range for a given lcmkey. The lcmkey is the 
first argument to the method and the range is specified in the 
second argument. Returns null if no such element exists. 
 
<catalog> 
   <book id=“Id1”> 
      <author>Author1</author> 
   </book> 
</catalog> 
 
Listing 10a. Sample XML document with an element and attribute 
 
 <xsd:element name=“catalog”> 
    <xsd:complexType> 
      <xsd:sequence> 
        <xsd:element name=“book” minOccurs=“0”  
                maxOccurs=“unbounded” 
                       dx2jmarker=“book_block”> 
          <xsd:complexType> 
            <xsd:sequence> 
        <xsd:element name=“author” type=“xsd:string”   
                        grab=“true” dx2jkey=“book_author”/> 
              <xsd:attribute name=“id” type=“xsd:string”  
                        grab=“true” dx2jkey=“book_id”/> 
      </xsd:sequence> 
    </xsd:complexType> 
  </xsd:element> 
 
Listing 10b. Corresponding XSD to the XML document in Listing 10a 
 
// Instantiate an LCM engine by giving XML and its XSD  
// This creates the xsd-token-key-map and the lcmstring 
LCMEngine lcm = new LCMEngine(xsd, xml); 
 
// Elements that are not in the loop can be extracted using // the lcmkey, 
else if loop, then first get the loop limits 
int bookBlock = xxe.fetchNextLocOfMarker(“book_block”, bookBlock, 
xxe.MAX_LENGTH); 
while (bookBlock!=-1) { 
      String author = xxe.fetchTokenValue(“book_author”,bookBlock); 
      String title = xxe.fetchTokenValue(“book_title”,bookBlock); 
} 
 
Listing 10c. LCM client application code to the XML and XSD in Listing 
10a, 10b 
 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The experimental environment consisted of Sun’s Java, 
JDK 1.5, Oralcle BEA’s Weblogic 9.2 Server, 1.6GHz Intel 
Centrino dual core processor, and 2 GB RAM. The test bed 

consisted of two sets of XML documents- (a) deeply nested 
and (b) non-deeply nested. Each set consisting of 12 XML 
documents of sizes starting from 2 KB up to 4 MB. The 
deeply nested XML document set consisted of hypothetical 
airline data and the other set consisted of hypothetical data on 
books (author, name, title, publisher etc). Comparison is 
made against this test bed with Sun’s JAXB [8], Apache’s 
XMLBeans [9], and JDOM [7] parser. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4 Performance Comparison of LCM against non-deeply nested XML 
documents in the dataset 
 

 
 
Fig. 5 Performance Comparison of LCM against deeply nested XML 
documents in the dataset 
 
The results for the non-deeply nested XML are shown in Fig. 
4 and for the deeply nested XML are shown in Fig. 5. It can 
be seen that for LCM performs better than the other 
methodologies in spite of more computation (due to the LoA 
generation and token comparison) up to 2 MB. After 2 MB 
the performance becomes comparable and slightly degrades 
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for 4 MB in the case of deeply-nested XML documents. 
XMLBeans is seen to be slowest (by the metric of execution 
time) and JAXB comes next. JDOM and LCM compare very 
close to each other in both cases for up to sizes of 2 MB. 
 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

This paper presented and addressed a problem that has 
never been presented so far. A solution (LCM) to the problem 
is proposed and implemented and is demonstrated to perform 
better than the existing technologies (although none of those 
methodologies address the problem stated in this paper) for 
XML document sizes of up to 2 MB. Better or comparable 
performance with existing technologies and decoupled client 
application code form the XML document design makes the 
LCM very well suited for business scenarios where there are 
frequent changes in the XML definition. The current version 
of the LCM is fully functional and supports most XSD tags 
defined by the W3C group but some tags are not supported. 
Future efforts will focus on making LCM parser more 
complete by supporting all XSD tags defined by the W3C 
group and adding XML validation and supporting larger 
XML document sizes measuring well beyond 4 MB 
efficiently. 
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Abstract – The software community uses a multitude of 
varying analysis techniques to define the “what” of 
software artifacts.  How do different analysis techniques 
compare and contrast with each other?  This paper 
presents a new analysis framework to describe and 
characterize software analysis techniques employed 
during the specification process. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc. 
(IEEE) defined the term software engineering in 1993 as the 
application of a systematic, disciplined, quantifiable approach 
to the development, operation, and maintenance of software; 
that is, the application of engineering to software.  Software 
engineers have developed methodologies that assist them to 
develop software products.  These methodologies encompass 
the entire systems development life-cycle process. Which 
begins with a statement of requirements and ends with the 
product being retired (IEEE, 1998) (Blum, 1994).  The 
software development process is the progression from the 
identification of some application specific domain need to the 
creation and delivery of a software product to fulfill that need.  
To understand the need, one must first understand the 
application domain.  Analysis exists at the application domain 
level and conceptual models are used to explain the 
application need and describe domain concepts.  Models are 
prescriptive in nature and are intended to provide clear and 
concise software requirements, which are then utilized to 
construct the software system.  The most fundamental 
software development process activities are specification, 
development, validation, and evolution (Sommerville, 2001).  
These activities can be realized using a varying number of 
techniques and methods.  This paper presents a new analysis 
framework to help describe various techniques used during 
the specification process.  

II. ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK 
The goal of developing the analysis framework is to make it 
general enough to accommodate different analysis 
techniques and provide the ability to describe each 
technique in a systematic, repeatable method.  Developing 

the framework in this manner makes it possible to describe 
issues, limitations, problems, and opportunities with various 
analysis techniques. 
 

The analysis framework is based upon the component-
oriented approach to the software system development 
process.  Component-based development or component-
based software engineering is a re-use based approach to 
software systems development (Sommerville, 2001).  A 
component is an independent entity that provides services 
and may be described at different levels of abstraction.  The 
analysis phase views the system at a high-level of 
abstraction and identifies major system components.  These 
components interact with each other to create system 
functionality.  The goal of the analysis is to describe the 
software system in its entirety by decomposing it into its 
relevant components.  It is possible to describe a software 
system at different levels of abstraction and detail.  The 
aggregate of these components comprise the software 
system.  A more refined description yields a more detail-
oriented software system description.   

 

A component interaction is described by function, 
communication, and behavior characteristics (Wieringa, 
1998) and can best be viewed graphically as depicted in 
Figure 1. 

Figure 1 Component Interaction Characteristics 
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The function characteristic describes the actions or 
functionality of a component interaction.  Communication 
characteristics describe how information is exchanged among 
components.  Behavior describes how the component responds 
to an event.  Function, communication, and behavior 
characteristics can act either independently or dependently 
with each other to describe a component interaction. 

III. ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK EXTENDED 
Extending the framework to incorporate the dependent 
nature of the aforementioned characteristics yields three 
additional characteristics depicted in Figure 2.  These 
additional characteristics result from the intersection of the 
three primary characteristics. 

Figure 2 Component Interaction Analysis Framework 
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A component interaction may consist of one or more 
functions that can communicate and share information with 
each other.  The way functions communicate with each 
other helps to capture relationships among the functions.  
Function & behavior, represents the time-ordered behavior 
of a function.  Communication & behavior, describes the 
sharing of information with respect to time.  These six 
characteristics comprise a component interaction and form 
the analysis framework that can be used to compare analysis 
techniques.  The literature does not explicitly categorize 
systems using all these characteristics in a framework.  
Wieringa’s paper is an original approach that provides a 
framework to compare analysis techniques.  This paper 
extends the framework and adds three additional 
characteristics to encompass interdependence among the 
original three characteristics.  These six characteristics can 
be used to describe the static and dynamic features of an 
analysis technique.  For example, to determine the 
effectiveness of how an analysis technique identifies major 
software system functionality, the function characteristic 
can be utilized.  This approach permits comparisons 
between techniques to be made.  A second example involves 
the determination of how well the analysis technique 
identified the scope of work utilizing a re-usability 
approach.  In this case, the analysis technique should focus 
on the function and communication characteristics of the 
framework since re-usability is most successful when major 

system functionality can be encapsulated into a component 
that communicates through an interface. 
 
Both of these examples show how the framework could be 
used to compare and contrast concepts utilizing various 
analysis techniques.  This framework allows analysis 
techniques to be compared and contrasted in a variety of 
ways utilizing the function, communication, and behavior 
system properties in either an independent or dependent 
manner. 

IV. STRUCTURED ANALYSIS & DESIGN (SAD) 
Structured analysis is a methodology that aids the 
practitioner during the analysis phase of the software system 
development life-cycle.  Structured analysis is a process-
oriented system definition approach to the description of the 
software system in a top-down fashion.  The top-down 
approach decomposes the software system in a leveled 
manner whereby each level provides more details until a 
primitive, atomic level is reached.  This is a conceptual 
decomposition as opposed to a physical decomposition.  A 
conceptual decomposition partitions the software system in 
terms of components that correspond to domain entities.  In 
contrast, a physical decomposition is defined in terms of the 
actual software system components and is realized during 
the implementation phase.  The conceptual decomposition is 
a way to make the demands of external functionality explicit 
without yet worrying about implementation decisions 
(Wieringa, 1998).  Therefore, the conceptual decomposition 
is a top-down leveled approach that organizes views of the 
software system into a hierarchical structure.  This structure 
defines the software system based on the system 
functionality and behavior, emphasizing both data and 
control flow.  The structured analysis perspective is to 
generate a detailed, logical description of tasks and 
operations by focusing on the control flow and data 
processing of information.   

 

Within the context of structured analysis, there are many 
prominent variants to analyze information flows.  These 
variants suggest different ways to approach analysis in a 
structured manner, sharing the common goal of improving 
the understanding of the software system.  Ross developed 
the “Structured Analysis and Design Technique” (SADT), 
which begins the process of analysis by determining the 
why and what of the software system components before 
progressing to the implementation or how phase (Ross, 
1986).  The SADT graphically depicts interactions of data 
and activities by utilizing activity diagrams. 

 

There were other developments of structured analysis 
techniques around the same time period.  For example, 
DeMarco’s technique for analyzing information flow is 
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based upon the process flow chart developed by Taylor and 
Gilbreth (Couger, 1973).  These process flow charts 
graphically depict the movement of materials in a 
manufacturing or service-oriented capacity.  The process 
flow chart is an abstraction and defines the key points and 
activities of the system processes.  DeMarco and Yourdon 
extended the process flow chart concept to include the 
analysis component of the software engineering process 
(DeMarco, 1978).    Gane and Sarson developed a method 
similar to DeMarco’s process and data flow oriented-
technique but it focuses more on the data view by 
emphasizing the identification of the data components of the 
software system (Gane & Sarson, 1979).  To this end, their 
technique utilizes data access diagrams to describe the 
contents of the software system data stores. These data 
access diagrams depict the entities and links of a data store.  
This data centric technique builds from Chen’s unified view 
of data concept (Chen, 1976).  Chen identifies major data 
components of the system by utilizing the characteristics of 
entities, attributes, and relationships.  The characteristics of 
these components are captured in an entity-relationship-
attribute (ERA) model.  These entity relationship (E/R) 
diagrams have become the basic building blocks to database 
design techniques and model the characteristics of the 
database system to be designed. 

 

Models and structural analysis techniques can be used to 
produce software system specifications that describe the 
software system.  All versions of structured analysis utilize 
a top-down decomposition approach to develop conceptual 
abstractions that lead to concrete software components.  
These structural analysis techniques can produce software 
system specifications by utilizing the constructs previously 
described.  The specifications consist of various diagrams 
depicting the systems processes and data flow in both a 
static and dynamic nature.  Traditional structured analysis of 
business-oriented software systems utilizes data flow 
diagrams, data dictionary, mini-specifications, and 
structured walkthrough components to identify the 
requirements (Svoboda, 1990). 

V. APPLYING THE ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK TO SAD 
The following list summarizes the structured analysis 
technique utilizing the characteristics of the analysis 
framework. 
 
• Function Description: Explicitly realized through the use 

of functional decomposition. 
• Function & Communication Description: Depicted 

through data flow diagrams that show function and data 
flow. 

• Communication Description: Depicted through data flow 
diagrams that show data input and output. 

• Communication & Behavior Description: Depicted 
through state diagrams. 

• Behavior Description: Depicted through data and control 
flow. 

• Function & Behavior Description: Depicted through 
state transition diagrams. 

 
Structured analysis does address the six characteristics of 
the analysis framework presented.  In particular, the system 
entities and relationships among them are identified by data 
flow diagrams.  As the name implies the nature of the 
relationships among entities are data flow centric.  These 
relationships are tightly coupled with corresponding 
functions thus making relationship identification dependent 
on function identification.  This relationship identification is 
solely based upon the ability of the development team to 
identify system functions.  However, many functions are not 
identified until the implementation phase causing many 
relationships to be missed during the analysis phase 
(Catanio & Bieber, 2006) (Catanio et al., 2004).  This could 
lead to inadequate problem domain understanding and an 
incomplete analysis process. 
 

VI. OBJECT-ORIENTED ANALYSIS (OOA) 
Object-oriented analysis (OOA) is a method of analysis that 
examines requirements from the perspective of the classes 
and objects found in the vocabulary of the problem domain 
(Booch, 1994).   With respect to software systems, OOA is a 
method that develops software engineering requirements 
and specifications utilizing an object model approach.  An 
object model represents the software system by providing a 
description of the major software components or objects 
comprising the system.  An object is a real world concept or 
abstraction that represents a portion of the problem that is to 
be solved.  An object is an entity that has a state and a set of 
operations that access the state. 

 

Objects are comprised of two sets of components: state 
information and operations.  An object’s state is defined by a 
set of attributes and the operations performed on that state are 
called methods.  Consequently, the object model is a 
collection of interacting objects that maintain their own state 
and provide operations that permit access to this state 
information.  These objects help to encapsulate an abstract 
concept into a self-contained unit.  This unit or component-
based approach provides object-oriented analysis powerful 
modeling techniques.  Therefore, the principle behind object 
modeling is encapsulation and abstraction (Booch, 1996) 
(Rumbaugh, 1991).  Booch defines a spectrum of abstraction 
for objects that closely model problem domain entities: 
• Entity abstraction is an object that represents a useful 

model of a problem domain or solution-domain entity. 
• Action abstraction provides a generalized set of 

operations, all of which perform the same kind of 
function. 
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• Virtual-Machine abstraction is an object that groups 
together control operations. 

• Coincidental abstraction is an object that packages a set 
of operations that have no relation to each other. 

 
These types of objects are the building blocks of the object-
oriented paradigm, which incorporate the object-oriented 
strategy throughout the software development process.  
Sommerville breaks the object-oriented development 
process into three main components: analysis, design, and 
implementation (Sommerville, 2001).  

• Object-oriented analysis develops an object-oriented 
model of the application domain. 

• Object-oriented design develops an object-oriented 
model of a software system to implement the identified 
requirements. 

• Object-oriented programming realizes a software design 
using an object-oriented programming language. 

 
Each stage of the object-oriented development process uses 
the same notation, thereby eliminating transition gaps.  
These uniform principles apply throughout the software 
development process.  Objects identified during the analysis 
phase map directly into the design and implementation 
phases.  This similar notation dependency has both positive 
and negative aspects.  Since objects encapsulate a portion of 
the problem to be solved, tracing requirements become 
easier since manipulation of object entities is a more natural 
approach to problem solving (Nerson, 1992).  Conversely, if 
during the analysis phase the objects are incorrectly created, 
it negatively impacts the design and implementation phases 
and could result in a final architecture that reflects the poor 
decisions made during the analysis phase. 
 
The object-oriented analysis problem solving method differs 
from the structured analysis process-oriented method in two 
major respects (Bailin, 2000): 

• The method in which a software system is portioned 
into subsystems and components. 

• The way in which the interactions between these 
subsystems or components are described. 

 
The object-oriented (OO) paradigm takes the data and 
procedure components, discussed in structured analysis, but 
de-emphasizes the procedures, stressing instead the 
encapsulation of data and procedural features together.  A 
fundamental goal in defining objects is to group data items 
together with methods that read and write to these data 
items.  This kind of grouping makes each object a cohesive 
set of methods and data thereby helping to encapsulate 
problem domain concepts into a collection of self-contained 
units. 
 

Encapsulation and abstraction are the principles behind 
object-oriented data modeling encompassing the 
fundamental abstraction concepts of : 
• Classification: Grouping entities that share common 

characteristics 
• Generalization: Extracting from one or more objects the 

description of a more general object that captures the 
commonalities but suppresses the differences 

• Aggregation: Treating a collection of objects as a single 
object 

• Association: Considering set of member objects as an 
object 

• Attribution: Identification of properties or attributes of 
an object 

 
Therefore, encapsulation helps to decentralize object-
oriented architectures resulting in software systems to be 
more understandable, reliable, and easier to maintain 
(Anderson, 1989) (Sun, 2002) (Booch, 1994) (Rumbaugh, 
1991). 
 
Object-oriented analysis views the software system as a 
collection of interacting objects. These objects are part of 
the object-oriented model that features an approach based 
on abstraction, encapsulation, classification, and inheritance.  
This approach identifies objects and encapsulates data and 
operations together.  In addition, similar objects are grouped 
together to form classes.   This type of decomposition of a 
problem into objects and classes depends on judgment and 
the nature of the problem.  There is no one correct 
representation.  All variants of object-oriented analysis 
methods were developed to represent or view the software 
system in terms of object identification, communication, 
behavior, and operations.  These views help to outline the 
static architectural structure of the software system as well 
as the system’s dynamic behavior. 

 

Booch, Rumbaugh, and Jacobson have unified their object-
oriented analysis and design techniques and provide a 
method to describe the development of a software system’s 
static and dynamic architecture in detail.  The systems 
development life-cycle is titled the Rational Unified Process 
(RUP) and uses an iterative method development process as 
opposed to the traditional sequential development process 
offered by the Waterfall model (Boehm, 1988) 
(Sommerville, 2001) (Booch et al., 1998).  The iterative 
development process treats the project as a series of small 
Waterfalls.  Each one is designed to encompass a subset of 
the entire project.  Each subset or project piece is large 
enough to mark the completion of an integral component of 
the project, but small enough to minimize the need for 
backtracking.  The RUP process provides specific process 
steps, guidelines, and workflows that can be used during the 
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development process.  These steps have helped support the 
iterative approach to the development of a system using 
object-oriented techniques.  The RUP life-cycle approach 
helps to break a problem into smaller more manageable 
pieces, which in turn makes these components more re-
usable, maintainable, and extensible. 

VII. APPLYING THE ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK TO OOA 
 The following list summarizes the object-oriented analysis 
technique utilizing the characteristics of the analysis 
framework. 

 

• Function Description: Explicitly realized through the use 
of object identification. 

• Function & Communication Description: Depicted 
through class diagrams that depict attributes and 
properties of objects. 

• Communication Description: Depicted through 
sequence, collaboration and interaction diagrams. 

• Communication & Behavior Description: Depicted 
through state-transition diagrams. 

• Behavior Description: Depicted through state-transition 
diagrams. 

• Function & Behavior Description: Depicted through 
state-transition diagrams. 

 

Object-oriented analysis does address the six characteristics 
of the analysis framework discussed.  In particular, the 
system objects or entities are identified through the use of 
object identification techniques.  The concepts of 
classification, generalization, aggregation, association, and 
attribution are key principles behind object-oriented 
modeling.  Object identification is an intuitive process in 
which entities and relationships are determined by 
examining the noun phrases contained within the problem 
domain narrative description.  Once objects are identified, 
they are grouped together to form a class, which is a 
collection of interacting objects.  The interaction among the 
objects represents the relationship structure.  As with object 
identification, relationships among the objects comprising a 
class as well as the relationships among different classes are 
also determined by examining the narrative description of 
the problem domain.  Determining the entity and 
relationship structure of a problem domain using object-
oriented analysis is an implicit process.  As with structured 
analysis, an implicit process can cause many relationships to 
be missed during the analysis phase (Catanio & Bieber, 
2006) (Catanio et al., 2004).  This could lead to an 
inadequate problem domain understanding and an 
incomplete analysis process.   

VIII. SUMMARY 
Software engineers have a wide assortment of analysis 
techniques that can be used to help analyze and design 
software systems.  The underlying commonality or objective 

of different analysis techniques is to gain a better 
understanding of the problem domain by identifying entities 
and relationships. 
 
The types of techniques employed are largely based on 
personal choice as well as corporate guidelines.  If a 
software development organization finds their established 
analysis techniques insufficient, then more appropriate tools 
should be utilized.  To that end, this paper presents a 
framework to analyze software development analysis 
techniques.  By using the framework, software engineers 
should be able to objectively characterize other analysis 
techniques and select the best approach based on their need 
and method of analyzing and specifying software design 
artifacts.  
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Abstract 

Mobile agent technology has a lot of gains to offer 
network-centric applications. The technology 
promises to be very suitable for narrow-bandwidth 
networks by reducing network latency and allowing 
transparent per-to-per computing. Multi-agent 
technology had been proposed for many network-
centric applications with little or no path scheduling 
algorithms.  This paper describes the need for path 
scheduling algorithms for agents in multi-agent 
systems. Traveling salesman problem (TSP) scheme 
is used to model ordered agents and the unordered 
agents schedule their path based on random 
distribution.  The two types of agents were modeled 
and simulated based on bandwidth usage and 
response time as performance metrics. Our 
simulation results shows that ordered agents have 
superior performance against unordered agents. 
The ordered agents exhibit lower bandwidth usage 
and higher response time.  
 
Keyword: TSP, Ordered Agent, Bandwidth Usage, 
Response time, Routing model 
 
 

I     INTRODUCTION 
Mobile agent technology promises to offer omnipotent 
solutions to network-centric application problems.  
With the mobility infrastructure, mobile agents can start 
execution on a computer system, and autonomously 
transfer itself and the know-how to a remote system on 
computer network resumes execution from where it 
stopped. The mobility advantage reduces mobile agent 
network latency and traffic. This factor is fueling 
researchers attention (especially from developing 
nations where bandwidth is very expensive) on mobile 
agent technology against other communication 
technology such as remote procedure call.  Highly 
scalable and flexible distributed systems are easily 
developed and deployed using mobile agent 
technology. Thus, mobile agent is an easy and 
comfortable paradigm for developing complex 
distributed system, in such a system, each task is 
viewed as an agent, the whole system now form a 
multi-agent system.  

The intelligent agent and multi-agent systems had been 
proposed for many network-centric applications such as 
electronic commerce [5], network management [6] and 
system administration, information retrieval from data-
intensive remote application[9] etc. with little or no 
consideration for the route scheduling of the agent on 
computer network. While there are research efforts that 
have compared the performance of mobile agent and 
RPC based applications using network resources usage 
as performance metrics [11][12], not much work have 
been done on path planning models for mobile agent 
systems.  Many other researches on mobile agent 
routing [13] focused on routing model that emphasis 
completion time, [14] is based on comparing two agents 
from different platforms (MAR and RIP). Though, 
mobile agent promised to offer low-bandwidth 
utilization, when there is no appropriate route 
scheduling for the agent(s), more bandwidth could be 
used than necessary due to unordered path planning. 
The motivating factor for this work is to have an 
economic path planning for platform independent agent 
oriented systems that optimize bandwidth usage and at 
the same time offers real time response. It is a known 
fact that as the intelligence of a mobile agent increases, 
the more complicated is migration pattern. Therefore, 
this paper presents a TSP based path planning for 
platform independent (Java) mobile agent system by 
comparing ordered agent routing against unordered 
agent routing on computer network using bandwidth 
usage and response time as performance metrics. The 
rest of the article are arrange in this order. Section two 
briefly discusses existing work on path planning models 
for mobile agent. Section three presents the two routing 
models while section four gives simulation results 
based on the performance metrics used for comparison. 
Section five concludes the discussion. 
  

II       PATH PLANNING FOR MOBILE AGENT 
The deployment of multi-agent systems has encouraged 
a few researchers to study the path planning problem 
for intelligent mobile agent and agents in multi-agents 
systems. Research outputs are in favor of multi-agents 
usage for data storage and retrieval in communication 
network [3][4][10]. These proposed multi-agents 
architectures paid no attention or due considerations for 
the implications of many unordered agents routing the 
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network to accomplish computational task. Though 
mobile agent is a widely acclaimed technology that 
reduces network loads (minimizes bandwidth usage) 
through remote computation, yet when the agents path are 
not planned, the code size of these agents may constitute 
unnecessary bottleneck for the network during their 
itinerancy [7][8]. Therefore within the context of mobile 
agent or multi-agents system s there is the need to order 
the path scheduling for agents so that there will be 
economic bandwidth usage during their itinerancy on 
communication network. When the path scheduling of an 
agent is not ordered, its itinerancy on network will lead to 
bandwidth wastages i.e. the agent will tend to use more 
bandwidth than necessary. Mobile agent unlike RPC that 
holds on to network resources during its 
communication has been viewed as an omnipotence 
tool for implementing code mobility for network 
management systems [2]. The concept of mobile agent 
path planning has been investigated in [10] which finds 
the shortest route between adjacent nodes on the 
network but allows multiple visits to a node in the same 
itinerancy is different from TSP concept. Also, the 
argument of “succeed-and-stop” which was also 
investigated in [9] does not hold for a TSP model.  This 
model stops an agent when it has got result and 
therefore does not allow the agent to complete its 
journey to the remaining nodes. [1] has argued that it is 
necessary to optimize the path planning of mobile agent 
in order to improve its performance on communication 
network. We therefore modeled two types of agents 
(ordered and unordered agents) under our consideration 
which must visit every node on the network once for 
computational task to comply with the classical TSP 
model. The ordered agent is model based on TSP (each 
node on the network is visited once in an itinerancy) 
while unordered agent’s path planning is based on 
randomization (the path of the agent does not follow 
any pattern and a node may be visited than once in one 
itinerancy).  
 
 
III  ROUTING MODEL FOR THE SYSTEM 
 Path Planning Model for TSP Ordered 
agent 
In this work, ordered agent is defined as an agent whose 
routing path on computer network strictly follow TSP 
scheme. The solution to ordered mobile agent routing 
problem consists of specifying the order in which the 
nodes on the network are visited, which can be referred 
to as permutation <i1, i2...im> from the first node through 
m. The path planning of a mobile agent is very 
synonymous with the TSP which could be stated as 
follows: A mobile agent wishes to visit an m distinct 
node on the network and return to the home node. The 
latency between node k and node k+1 is given as �k,k+1  
and if �k,k+1 =  �k+1,k then the problem is symmetric. 

The agent assignment is to find the sequence of the tour 
so that the overall distance traveled is minimized which 
is an optimization problem.  To formulate the 
symmetric TSP for a network of m nodes, there is the 
need to introduce zero-one variables which describe the 
sub tour elimination. In this paper, this permutation is 
referred to as tour. There are m nodes ( i1, i2….im) 
where S is the home node. Each node has a 
computational time required for the agent to perform 
the necessary task at node mi. Latencies for the agent to 
move between nodes mi and mj are assumed to be 
known. The execution time from the first node is zero. 
The problem is to minimize the length off distance 
covered by the agent. The distance travel to complete 
the task or inspect all the nodes for the tour T= <i1, i2,  
im> should not be less than the longest tour in the 
network. As the agent moves, it appends a digital 

Initialize Agent

∀ x=1 to N do 

Agent move from S (home node) to the first node 

while !eof() do 

AgentMinPath <- active.MinPath() 

AgentPath<-  Paths(agentMinPath) 

 If (agent MinPath) { 

  return AgentPath 

 } 

For each node n on AgentMinPath{ 

 Agentpath<- Agentpath[N] 

      if !eof(N) 

  n � N∀ x   N 

 currentpath  <-Npath  

append digital sigure on the node 

  add node to agent list 

select n from N with priority equals Npath’s cost 

 } 

       } 

agentMinPath end? 

} 

Agent return to S the home node  

 Agent deactivated   
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signature on the node visited and the node is added to 
the agent’s list. The list is updated on each node during 
agent’s itinerancy.        
The sequential movement of the ordered mobile agent 
is defined by  

1,1: +∫ kk
m TXMini      (1) 

where T = ƒ(�,�) � is the latency between 
adjacent nodes on the network while � is the required 
computational time on each node on the network. 
Subject to: 

}0,1{1, ∈+kkX   for all K, K+1= 1…m (2) 
eliminate all sub tours that exist in the agent path. 
 
Path planning pseudocode for Unordered agent 

�k,k+1= Latency between node k and node k+1 
�k= Computational time on the node k 
mi= Node identifier 
N= Total number of nodes on the network 
 
X = Binary variable that is either 1or 0 
 

 
Path Planning Model for Unordered agent 

 
The path of unordered agent is determined by pseudo 
random number generator. At the home node, the 
pseudo random generates an integer number which 
correspond to the Internet protocol (ip) address of a 
node in the hash table. The agent finds its way to the 
node. The hash table transform the key (pseudo 
number generated) using a hash function into the ip 
address of the systems on the network indexed in an 
array. The table is constantly been refresh in the 
memory of the agent. In its itinerancy, a node can only 
be visited once. It is assumed, that the latency between 
two adjacent nodes on the network are equal such that 
�k, k+1 = �k+1, k irrespective of the direction of agent 
movement.  When the agent gets to a node, the next 
node to visit is determined by the number generator.  
Lehmer multiplicative congruential algorithm [15] is 
used to model unordered agent itinerant on the 
network. The agent  sequentially follow the random 
number as they are generated. Lehmer random number 
generator which is presented as follows: 
 

Nxx kk mod1 βα +=+   (3) 

The generator involves three integers α β and N, 
Where 
α =13 
β =0 is the x0 is the seed.  
N= n+1; n is the last node on the network 
This generates integer value between node 1 (the first 
node) and the last node N. Where repetition of integer 
value occurs they are removed. This implies a node will 
be visited once in an agent itinerant. When duplicate of 
any integer value occurs, the agent knows that all nodes 
on the network have been visited. Now, a simple case 
scenario for the random number generator is presented 
for a computer network of 30 nodes. Using the Lehmer 
multiplicative congruential algorithm, with α  = 13, β  
= 0, N = 31 and x0 = 1, the sequence of random number 
generated is presented as:[1; 13; 14; 27; 10; 6; 16; 22; 
7;29;5;3;8;11;19;30;18;17;4;21;25;15;9;24;2;26;28;23;
20;12] this implies every node on the network will be 
visited sequentially in this order in an itinerancy. 
 
 

Initialize agent 

∀ x=1 to N do 

Agent move from S(home node) to the first node  

while !eof() do 

From current node repeat { 

     If node is not yet visited then 
 
 
           Append digital signature 
   
    If (ni  is in N), Then  
   

Xk+1 = ((α *mod)/ N ) /* Select  ‘Xk+1’ 
node randomly from the N * /  

 
Else, /* Xk+1is not in N */ 

if  Xk+1 ∉  N /* Xk+1 is not in N */ 
 

Repeat random selection of Xk+1 

 
End 
 

       End 
 

 if Xk+1 ∈    N  /* Xk+1 is a member of N */ 
 

append digital signature 
 
 
Advance to the next node 

} 
Agent return to S the home node  

 Agent deactivated 
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VI ANALYSIS OF SIMULATION 
RESULT  

 Bandwidth Usage 
The simulation result shows the difference between 
ordered mobile agent and an agent that determine its 
path by randomly selecting the nodes to visit on the 
network. The bandwidth usage for the two types of 
agent is quiet striking. The ordered agent conducts its 
itinerancy on the network using TSP algorithms while 
unordered agent randomly selects the nodes to visit 
until all nodes are visited. The bandwidth usage is 
optimized while the unordered agent’s itinerancy which 
is based randomly selecting nodes to visit on the 
network.  The bandwidth used the two types of agent 
increases with increase on the nodes on the network, 
but the bandwidth used by unordered agent is 
significantly higher than the bandwidth used by the 
ordered agent. It shows that the itinerant of unordered 
agent results in bandwidth wastage. In a large network, 
the difference is going to be astronomical. Developing 
Internet or network-centric applications using 
unordered agent will increase the overhead of such 
application while ordered agent minimizes bandwidth 
usage.   
 

 
 

One of the advantages promised by mobile agent based 
application is reduced traffic and bandwidth usage, but 
this advantage may not be truly realized especially in a 

multi agents system where there are many agents 
routing the network if the agent(s) are not ordered. 

 
Response Time 

Response time is defined as the time between the 
beginning of a computational task and the time the user 
get the result of the request. In this simulation, the 
response time includes the length of time for agent 
migration and the time required to perform 
computational task (information retrieval or any other 
computational task). The time required for unordered 
agent to send the result of its computation back to its 
user is significantly higher than the ordered agent this is 
due to the random movement of the agent. This gives 
an idea that, there more delay will be experienced in 
any application that is based on unordered agent; 
because   more time will be required before the end user 
can receive the result of processed information, 
therefore real time application will suffer some time  
 

 
 

lag. The normal network delay is ignored in this 
simulation since it affected the two types of agent 
equally. The simulation result shows what happens 
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when mobile agent are left on their own to seek their 
itinerant path without any intelligence that dictate how 
to find the shortest route on the network. 

 
 
V Conclusion 

In this paper, the consequent of unordered agent on 
computer network and the gains of ordered agent is 
presented. To take adequate advantage(s) which mobile 
agent technology offers over RPC based application, it 
is necessary that agent’s intelligence includes ability to 
find the shortest route on the network. It also shows that 
mobile agent applications use for real time applications 
should contain intelligence that will specify their path 
during their itinerancy on communication network so 
that bandwidth usage can be minimized and the 
response time can be minimal as much as possible. It 
should be noted, the observation in this paper is based 
on simulation and not real implementation of the 
software application systems. Based on this simulation 
result, it is important that agent’s path scheduling are 
properly ordered so as to enjoy the maximum 
advantages promised by mobile agent based systems.   
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Abstract-Each Computer Aided Software Engineering 

(CASE) system provides support to a software process or specific 
tasks or activities that are part of a software process.  Each 
meta-CASE system allows us to create new CASE systems.  The 
creators of a new CASE system have to specify abstract syntax of 
the language that is used in the system and functionality as well 
as non-functional properties of the new system. Many 
meta-CASE systems record their data directly in files. In this 
paper, we introduce a meta-CASE system, the enabling 
technology of which is an object-relational database system 
(ORDBMS).  The system allows users to manage specifications of 
languages and create models by using these languages. The 
system has web-based and form-based user interface.  We have 
created a proof-of-concept prototype of the system by using 
PostgreSQL ORDBMS and PHP scripting language. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays researchers and developers pay a lot of attention 
to model-driven development, according to which models can 
be used as the basis in order to fully or partially generate 
program code.  There exists general purpose modeling 
languages like Unified Modeling Language (UML).   
However, the use of domain-specific modeling languages that 
have higher expressive power allows developers to create 
more precise specifications.  The use of this kind of languages 
improves the understandability of specifications because the 
languages allow developers to use concepts from the problem 
domain [1].  We need Computer Aided Software Engineering 
(CASE) systems in order to create models in these new 
languages.  In addition, it should be as easy as possible to 
adapt a CASE system if it underlying language changes.  
Isazadeh and Lamb [2] write: “CASE tools are large, complex, 
and very labour-intensive to produce”.  How could we 
simplify the creation of CASE tools? 

In a CASE system the specification of a language is 
hard-coded to the system and it is not possible to change it.  It 
means that in a CASE system we have to use one or more 
fixed languages in order to create models.  It is only possible 
to extend the languages if these languages contain built-in 
extension mechanisms.  For instance, it is possible to extend 
UML in a limited manner by using profiles. 

A meta-CASE system is a system that allows us to develop 
new CASE systems.  It is possible to specify the abstract 
syntax of a language by using a metamodel [3].  An important 
part of a meta-CASE system is persistence layer where data 
about models and metamodels must be stored. Karagiannis 

and Kühn [4] write that a meta-CASE system must contain the 
metamodel base, the model base, and the mechanism base. 
These bases contain information about metamodels, models, 
and functionalities that could be applied to models and 
metamodels, respectively.  Many meta-CASE systems are 
file-based systems that do not use the services of a database 
system (DBMS).  The direct use of files means that developers 
of meta-CASE systems have to work out solutions to the 
problems that have already been solved in DBMSs.  

In this paper, we are interested in meta-CASE systems that 
use object-relational DBMSs as their enabling technology.  In 
these DBMSs it is possible to use SQL database language that 
conforms more or less to SQL:2003 standard [5].  We denote 
this kind of DBMS as ORDBMSSQL and a database that is 
created by using an ORDBMSSQL as an ORSQL database.  
Some reports of existing CASE systems refer to DBMSs, 
which use a database language that conforms to SQL:1992 or 
earlier version of the SQL standard.  We denote this kind of 
DBMS as RDBMSSQL and a database that is created by using a 
RDBMSSQL as a RSQL database. 

The goal of the paper is to introduce a meta-CASE system, 
the data of which is stored in an ORSQL database.  The system 
allows users to manage metamodels and models by using 
web-based and form-based user interface.  According to the 
classification of CASE products [6], the CASE systems that 
are created by using the proposed system are analysis or 
design workbenches that support analysis or design activities. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.  Firstly, we 
introduce some of the existing CASE and meta-CASE 
systems.  It allows us to illustrate the need of the current 
research. Secondly, we propose a new system and demonstrate 
its use with a small case study.  Finally, we draw conclusions 
and point to the future work with the current topic. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Some CASE systems use a DBMS as their enabling 
technology that “provides services and functionalities for their 
operation in an integrated and homogeneous environment”[6].  

Miguel et al. [7] see many advantages of this kind of 
data/knowledge centric architecture. 

Each tool that belongs to the system uses the set of views 
that present the required data in the required format. 

“The data base becomes the medium of communication and 
coordination between tools.” [7]  
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System developers don’t have to implement the features that 
are available in the DBMS. It increases their productivity. 

Gray and Ryan [8] present a set of CASE tools, the database 
of which is a RSQL database.  They also introduce a 
meta-CASE environment ToolBuilder, which is not based on a 
RSQL database.  They note that the meta-CASE environment is 
complex and lacks many of the features of a RDBMSSQL.  For 
instance, its query mechanism is “crude compared to that of 
SQL”.  It means that access to the ToolBuilder repository by 
using non-ToolBuilder tools is possible but more complex 
than just sending SQL statements to a database server. 
NutCASE is [9] another example of a CASE system, which 
stores models in a RSQL database.  In addition, it provides 
lightweight web-based user interface for creating and 
managing UML class diagrams.  “It can be controlled by the 
user without using plug-ins or applets.”[9]  Mackay et al. [9] 
note that the advantages of a web-based system are a 
possibility to distribute it widely, its support to group 
collaboration, and portability.  For instance, the use of a 
system does not depend on the operating system that is in the 
computer of a user.  Eessaar [10] proposes a web-based and 
form-based CASE system, the database of which must be 
implemented by using a RDBMSSQL or an ORDBMSSQL.   

Our goal is to develop a meta-CASE system.  It should take 
advantage of an ORDBMSSQL on the server and should 
provide a web-based user interface that does not require 
installation of any plug-in in a computer of a user.  

Are there any meta-CASE systems that record their data in a 
RSQL or an ORSQL database and provide web-based user 
interface?  Lutteroth [11] proposes AP1 platform for the 
development of model-based CASE tools.  These systems 
store models in a RSQL database.  The CASE tools will interact 
with a RDBMSSQL either directly or through an 
object-oriented interface. However, the proposed version of 
the system doesn’t allow us to manage metamodels and 
models by using a web-based user interface.  General 
Modeling Environment (GME) [12] stores data in the 
Microsoft (MS) repository or in the files, which are created 
based on a proprietary binary file format.  MS repository is an 
object-oriented layer that encapsulates MS SQL Server or 
MS Access RDBMSSQLs.  However, GME doesn’t provide 
web-based user interface. Isazadeh and Lamb [2] evaluate 
meta-CASE tools.  They note that systems Metaview and 
4thought use a Prolog-based deductive DBMS and system 
Toolbuilder uses an object-oriented DBMS.  MetaBuilder[13] 
is another example of a meta-CASE system, which use the 
help of an object-oriented DBMS.  Some meta-CASE systems 
like development environments of visual modeling 
environments GenGED[14] and Pounamu [15] store their data 
in XML files.  A system based on MetaL metamodeling 
language [16] supports the use of XML, RDF, or JDO files.  
openArchitectureWare is a system that can be used in order to 
create model driven development tools [17]. The system uses 
XML files in order to store metamodels. Systems that are 
created by using [17] store models in XML files.  

ConceptBase [18] is a deductive database system that can be 
used as a repository system in meta-CASE systems.  ATomM3 
is a meta-CASE tool that stores models “as Python functions 
that contain the executable statements” [19].  The system 
Pounamu/Thin provides web-based user interfaces. 

Developers of meta-CASE systems do not prefer to use 
ORDBMSSQLs as an enabling technology.  What could be the 
reason of such state of affairs?  Eessaar [20] presents an 
analysis of SQL standard and different RDBMSSQLs and 
ORDBMSSQLs.  He concludes that these systems have 
limitations that restrict their use in software engineering 
systems.  For instance, these database systems impose 
restrictions to declarative integrity constraints and updatable 
views.  Therefore, one of our motivations is to use the creation 
of a prototype as an experiment that helps us to evaluate the 
suitability of ORDBMSSQLs as an enabling technology of 
meta-CASE systems. 

III. A WEB-BASED AND DATABASE-BASED META-CASE 
SYSTEM 

How should we design the schema of the database of a 
meta-CASE system?  A possibility is to use the universal 
database design, based on which models and metamodels 
must be recorded in a small set of base tables (tables in short) 
that represent generic concepts – entity type, entity, attribute, 
attribute value, and relationship.  If an administrator wants to 
create a new CASE system, then he/she should record the 
corresponding metamodel in the tables at the knowledge level 
– entity type and attribute.  This data determines the structure 
of data about models that we can record in the tables at the 
operational level – entity, attribute value, and relationship. 
However, the design has at least twelve drawbacks like 
difficulties in enforcing constraints, complexity of queries, 
increasing size of data, and reduced query speed [21].  

Therefore, we decided not to use the universal design in 
order to develop the entire database.  Instead, the proposed 
meta-CASE system will create tables based on specifications 
of metamodels.  Metamodels are recorded in the tables that 
resemble the universal database design.  The user interface of 
each CASE system is generated dynamically based on the 
specification of its underlying metamodel.  

Fig. 1 presents the general architecture of the meta-CASE 
system.  We have implemented a proof-of-concept prototype 
of the system by using PHP 5.0.5 scripting language.  Its 
database is implemented by using ORDBMSSQL PostgreSQL 
8.0.4.  The system is intended to be a research vehicle and not 
an industrial strength system. 
 
A. The Structure of the System 

The database of the proposed system consists of exactly one 
metamodel base and zero or more model bases (see Fig. 1). 
Each metamodel that is specified in the system has exactly one 
corresponding model base.  It is possible to implement subsets 
of a SQL-database as SQL-schemas.  SQL-schema is a 
persistent, named collection of descriptors of SQL schema 
objects [5].  Schemas and schema objects are database objects.  
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Fig. 1.  An architectural view of the proposed system. 
 
Tables that belong to the metamodel base are in exactly one 

schema.  In addition, each model base has exactly one 
corresponding schema in the database.  Each schema that 
corresponds to a model base contains tables that are necessary 
for the recording of models.  All the models that are recorded 
in a model base b have the common metamodel.  For instance, 
if an administrator defines the metamodel Use_cases, then the 
system will create schema Use_cases.  

Each DBMS has its own rules for identifiers of database 
objects.  For example, SQL regular identifiers cannot contain 
spaces.  For each metamodel or its element, the meta-CASE 
system has to create the correct identifier of the corresponding 
database object.  The system creates the identifiers based on 
the names (identifiers) of the metamodels and their elements.  
In case of our simplified prototype system, the names of 
metamodels and metamodel elements must also be correct 
identifiers in a PostgreSQL database.  The system doesn’t 
allow us to use names of metamodels and their elements that 
don’t correspond to these rules. 

Schema is a namespace.  Different metamodels could 
contain elements that have the same name.  On the other hand, 
their corresponding tables are in different schemas and 
therefore there will be no name conflicts.  

The metamodel base can be divided into the following 
parts: metamodels, settings of metamodels, users, and 
classifiers.  Fig. 2 presents a conceptual data model of the 
metamodel base.  It illustrates the meta-meta modeling 
language, based on which it is possible to create new 
metamodels.  Next, we will discuss each of these parts.  We 
also illustrate the use of the system with the help of a case 
study about creating a CASE system for managing use cases. 

 
B. Metamodels 

Each metamodel contains zero or more objects.  Each 
object has zero or more associated sub-objects.  Each object 
has a type.  Possible types of objects are main, inherited main, 
relationship, and classifier.  The classification scheme is 
similar to the scheme that Codd [22] has proposed in order to 
classify entity types.  The objects with the type main or 
inherited main are kernels in the sense of Codd classification.  
Classifiers are used in order to characterize other data in a 
database. Management of classifiers is a task of administrators 
in our proposed system.  Modelers can use the values of 
classifiers that administrators have specified.  However, 
classifiers are special case of kernels. Relationship objects 

correspond to associatives in the classification of Codd.  The 
entities, which are associatives, interrelate entities of other 
types.  

We propose not to store models as values with type CLOB 
or XML.  Instead, different model elements will be recorded 
in different tables in order to simplify queries based on a 
model.  Therefore, each object o has exactly one 
corresponding base table t in exactly one model base b.  Each 
sub-object of o has exactly one corresponding column of t.  A 
sub-object of o can be used in order to represent a relationship 
between o and some other object o’ in the same metamodel.  
In this context o’ is called foreign object. 

Why we need information about types of objects and 
sub-objects?  The type of an object determines how the 
primary key of its corresponding base table will be found. 
Each table that is created based on a main or a classifier object 
has the surrogate key.  It means that each such table has a 
column where the values are system-generated unique 
identifiers.  Each table that is created based on a relationship 
object must contain two or more foreign keys.  The primary 
key of this table involves the foregoing foreign key columns.  
Therefore, the proposed system hides the complexity of 
specifying constraints from an administrator who defines 
metamodels.  The type of a sub-object determines the type of 
the corresponding column that is created in the database.  

Let us assume that an administrator defines that metamodel 
Use_cases contains object use_case, a sub-object of which is 
name.  Object use case has type main.  Sub-object name has 
type text.  Objects and sub-objects at the metamodel level 
have corresponding instances (object values, model elements) 
at the model level.  We can specify that if a user of a CASE 
system has to select an instance of an object o (for example 
use_case) at the model level, then the system must provide for 
this purpose a combo box that presents instances of a 
particular sub-object of o (for example name). 

In this case the system creates table use_case in schema 
Use_cases and determines that the table has column name, the 
type of which is text.  In addition, the table has column 
use_case_id, the type of which is integer.  The latter column 
has associated sequence generator that generates unique 
identifiers.  The primary key of the table is (use_case_id). 

Let us assume that an administrator defines that metamodel 
Use_cases contains object importance, a sub object of which 
is name.  Object importance has type classifier.  Sub-object 
name has type text.  In addition, object use_case has 
sub-object importance that refers to object importance.  In this 
context object importance is a foreign object. 

In this case the system creates table importance in schema 
Use_cases.  This table has columns name (with type text) and 
importance_id (primary key column with type integer and 
associated sequence generator).  In addition, the system adds 
column importance to table use_case.  This column is a 
foreign key column.  Possible values in this column are 
identifiers of different levels of importance. 

Let us assume that an administrator defines that metamodel 
Use_cases contains object actor, a sub-object of which is 
name (with type text). Object actor has type main. 
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Fig. 2.  A conceptual data model of the metamodel base.  
 
In addition, the metamodel contains object interest (with 

type relationship), the sub-objects of which are description 
(with type text), actor, and use_case. actor and use_case have 
associated foreign objects actor and use_case, respectively.  

In this case the system creates table actor in schema 
Use_cases.  This table has columns name (with type text) and 
actor_id (primary key column with type integer and 
associated sequence generator).  In addition, the system 
creates table interest that has columns description, actor, and 
use_case.  Columns actor and use_case are foreign key 
columns that refer to tables actor and use_case, respectively.  
The primary key of table interest must involve columns actor 
and use_case.  

Modelers have to distinguish different use case models. 
Therefore, an administrator should define main object model, 
a sub-object of which is name.  In addition, he/she has to 
determine that main objects use_case and actor have both a 
sub-object that refers to object model.  This kind of sub-object 
is not needed in case of object importance because classifier 
values that represent different levels of importance can be 
used in different use case models. 

In this case the system creates table model in schema 
Use_cases.  It adds foreign key columns and constraints to 
tables use_case and actor. 

Each main object can inherit its sub-objects from zero or 
one main object.  The type of this kind of object is inherited 
main.  Each inherited main object can have additional 
sub-objects compared to the object from which it inherits.  

Let us assume that an administrator defines that metamodel 
Use_cases contains object fully_dressed_use_case, which 
inherits from object use_case.  Object fully_dressed_ use_case 
has sub-object extensions in addition to inherited sub-objects 
(name and importance). 

In this case the system creates in schema Use_cases table 
fully_dressed_use_case by using INHERITS clause in the 
table definition statement. The unstandardized INHERITS 

clause specifies “a list of tables from which the new table 
automatically inherits all columns” [23]. The table has column 
extensions that is not inherited. 

In conclusion – modification of a specification of a 
metamodel in the metamodel base causes changes in the 
structure and constraints of the schema of one model base. 

 
C. Settings of Metamodels 

The system is able to construct the user interface of a CASE 
system based on the information about settings of a 
metamodel.  Firstly, for each main and inherited main object 
an administrator has to determine the menu level (first, 
second, or third).  This level determines the navigation path 
that a modeler has to take in order to reach to the form for 
managing instances of the object (model elements).  
Corresponding class in Fig. 2 is object_menu_level.  

For example, an administrator can determine that object 
model will be presented at the first level.  After a user of the 
CASE system selects a model he/she can manage data about 
use cases, actors, and interests.  We claim that specification of 
the user interface of a CASE system is declarative in nature 
because an administrator doesn’t have to write any procedural 
code. 

Secondly, an administrator has to register the values of 
classifiers.  For example, in case of our use case metamodel an 
administrator has to register different levels of importance of 
use cases. Remember, object importance has the type 
classifier in our example. 

By default, access to a CASE system is not restricted and 
anyone can manage models by using this system.  An 
administrator can specify that an object in a metamodel m is 
so-called user-object (see class model_users_setup in Fig. 2). 
The corresponding table of this object must contain usernames 
and passwords.   If a user wants to manage models that 
conform to m, then he/she must firstly register in the system 
and identify himself/herself. 
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Fig. 3.  Screenshots of the user interface of the prototype. 

 
For instance, an administrator can determine that 

metamodel Use_cases contains object system_user, the 
sub-objects of which are username and password.  The system 
creates table system_user in schema Use_cases.  

 
D. Users 

Administrators manage metamodels.  If an administrator 
creates a new metamodel m, then he/she will become the 
owner of this metamodel.  The owner can determine that zero 
or more other administrators are moderators of m.  
Corresponding class in Fig. 2 is metamodel_admin.  The 
moderators have the same rights in m as the owner except that 
they cannot delete m.  Deletion of m is the exclusive right of 
the owner of m. 

 
E. Classifiers 

menu_level, admin_type, object_type, and sub_object_type 
(see Fig. 2) are classifiers.  They are used in order to 
characterize other data about metamodels.  These classifiers 
are systemic – it means that the proper work of the system 
depends on the values of these classifiers.  Therefore, 
administrators can only view the values of these classifiers 
and change their textual explanations.  Administrators cannot 
add or remove the values of these classifiers.  The values of 
these classifiers must be recorded during the setup of the 
meta-CASE system. 

 
F. Discussion 

Why is our proposed meta-CASE system important?  Gray 
et al. [24] write that tool architecture is an issue that still 
requires investigation in case of meta-CASE systems.  Current 
paper proposes a possible architecture of meta-CASE systems. 

Gray et al. [24] note that there are two different approaches 
of creating new CASE systems by using a meta-CASE – 
assemble from components and specify and generate.  The 
proposed system uses a variant of specify and generate.  An 
administrator must specify a metamodel and determine 
settings of the CASE system.  Based on this information the 
system is able to create data structures and dynamically 
generate web pages, through which it is possible to manage 
models.  Dynamic generation means that if a modeler requests 
a web page, then the system determines the structure of the 
page based on data that is stored in the metamodel base.  The 
system is in this sense similar to Oracle Application Express 
development environment [25], which stores specifications of 
entire applications in an Oracle database. 

Users of the system need only a web-browser and don’t 
have to install additional plug-ins.  Fig. 3 presents two 
screenshots of the user interface of the prototype.  Part a) is a 
fragment of the user interface through which administrators 
can specify metamodels.  We see the objects that belong to 
metamodel Use_cases.  Part b) is from the user interface of a 
CASE system through which modelers can manage use case 
models.  We can see that use case model named Library has 
associated use case Borrowing and actor Client. 

An administrator doesn’t have to recompile files or upload 
them to server in order to modify a CASE system.  He/she 
only has to change specification of the structure of a 
metamodel or settings of a metamodel in the metamodel base. 

We have created a prototype of the system.  An advantage 
of using PostgreSQL ORDBMSSQL is that the system uses 
multiversion concurrency control and therefore allows users to 
“read consistent data during writer activity” [23]. Hence, 
viewing of a metamodel or a model doesn’t block the 
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modification of the same metamodel or model and vice versa. 
We have implemented a small metamodel.  We conclude that 
it is possible to use an ORDBMSSQL as an enabling 
technology of meta-CASE systems. 

The prototype provides currently less functionality 
compared to the mature meta-CASE systems like MetaEdit+ 
[26].  For instance, it is necessary to implement in our system 
functionality that allows developers to generate new models, 
code, or reports based on an existing model.   

We also have to implement checking of the completeness 
and consistency of models.  We plan to use similar approach 
as [10] and check consistency and completeness of models by 
using SQL queries.  It means that modelers can initially create 
models that have problems.  However, at any time they can 
execute one or more queries in order to determine which 
problems still exist in a particular model.  Why we plan to 
select this approach? Firstly, it gives more freedom to 
modelers.  Secondly, current ORDBMSSQLs provide limited 
support for creating declarative constraints [20].  Therefore, in 
these systems it is easier to search existing problems than to 
prevent storing of problematic data in a database. Moreover, 
queries can be used in order to perform data analysis based on 
models and metamodels. 

The proposed system doesn’t currently allow us to specify 
models and metamodels by using a visual language.  Instead, 
we have to use form-based user interface, the usability of 
which needs improvement.  The user interface is more similar 
to the generic editor of AP1 platform [11] than to the visual 
modeling tools. 

A problem of the current system is its dependence on 
DBMS-specific features of SQL (like INHERITS clause).  It is 
possible to overcome this problem by instead using updatable 
views in order to implement generalization relationships.  The 
problem is that SQL-standard and DBMSs impose restrictions 
to updatable views [20]. As you can expect, the problems of an 
ORDBMSSQL influence the design decisions of the meta-CASE 
system and make it more difficult. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented a meta-CASE system, the database of 
which is implemented with the help of an object-relational 
database system.  We have created a proof-of-concept 
prototype of the system.  The system allows users to manage 
metamodels and models through a web-based and form-based 
user interface.  Each metamodel has a corresponding database 
schema.  The system creates schema objects (like base tables) 
based on the specifications of elements of a metamodel.  
Models, which are created based on this metamodel, are 
recorded in these tables.  The web pages, which are used for 
the management of models, are generated dynamically based 
on the specification of a metamodel.  However, before it is 
possible to create models it is also necessary to determine 
settings of their metamodel.  All the changes that are made in 
the specification of a metamodel are after completion instantly 
visible to the modelers.  It is not necessary to compile files or 

upload them to the server.  Users of the system need only a 
web-browser and don’t have to install additional plug-ins.  

The future work must include extension of the prototype. 
We also have to investigate user interface patterns that could 
be used in order to improve the usability of the system. 
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  Abstract-We study a classical problem in operating systems 
concerning deadlock detection for systems with reusable 
resources. The elegant Dijkstra’s algorithm utilizes simple data 
structures, but it has the cost of quadratic dependence on the 
number of the processes. Our goal is to reduce the cost in an 
optimal way without losing the simplicity of the data structures. 
More specifically, we present a graph-free and almost optimal 
algorithm with the cost of linear dependence on the number of 
the processes, when the number of resources is fixed and when 
the units of requests for resources are bounded by constants. 
The algorithm is readily used to improve the running time of 
Banker’s algorithm for deadlock avoidance. 
 
Categories and Subject Descriptors:  
D.4.1 Operating Systems: Process Management;  
General Terms: Deadlock, algorithms, performance, optimal 
algorithm, complexity 
  
 

I.   INTRODUCTION 
 
  We first introduce the context of deadlock detection and 
review the Dijkstra’s algorithm dealing with the problem. 
In a computer system with a shared address space, let S = {Pi : 
i = 1, … , n} be a set of n processes, and { Qj : j = 1, …,  d} be 
a set of d resources shared by the processes. All the resources 
are reusable. Each Pi is holding the resources, grouped as a 
vector Hi = (hi1, … , hid). At the same time, it is requesting 
additional resources, grouped as a vector Ri = (ri1, … , rid). 
  The set S is said to be in a deadlocked state if there is no 
schedule of execution by which every process in S can satisfy 
its resource requests. In other words, for every σ∈Sn, the 
permutation group on the set {1, …,  n}, there exists i: 1  ≤  i  
≤  n such that 

Rσ (i)  ≥  V + Σ1 ≤  k ≤  i- 1 Hσ (k). 

Here V = (v1,…, vd)  is the free resource vector, and the 
addition and comparison for vectors is done component-wise. 
  The problem of deadlock detection is tractable. In fact, a 
polynomial time algorithm for deadlock detection is given in 
[1]. The algorithm, which we will call Dijkstra’s algorithm in 
this paper, has the running time of Θ(dn2). The algorithm is 
the same as safe state detection in Banker’s algorithm 
proposed by Dijsktra [3]; also see [5], and Operating Systems 
textbooks such as [11] and [12]. 
  The data structures used by Dijkstra’s algorithm are arrays of 
integers. No graph model of any kind is involved. However, 
the quadratic dependence on n of the running time of the 

algorithm makes it unsuitable for systems with large numbers 
of processes. 
  To deal with deadlock detection for systems with large 
numbers of processes, an ideal solution would be to have an 
algorithm with similar simplicity of data structures and with 
running time of linear dependence on the number of processes. 
In this paper, the ideal solution is conditionally obtained. More 
specifically, we present a new algorithm with the cost of 

O[(n +Σ1 ≤  j ≤  d  M j)d]. 
Here Mj are the total number of units of the resources Qj . 
Therefore, when d and Mj are constants, the running time is of 
order O(n). This is particularly true when Mj = 1, which 
corresponds to the critical section problems or lock 
applications. Since linear running time is also the lower bound 
for the complexity of the problem, (see the next subsection for 
terminologies,) we see that the algorithm is asymptotically 
optimal. 
  With the same assumptions, the new algorithm is readily 
applicable to Banker’s algorithm for deadlock avoidance. The 
running time for deadlock avoidance can then be controlled in 
O(n2), and thus the Banker’s algorithm is asymptotically 
optimal for the problem of deadlock avoidance. 
  In Subsection A, the concepts of complexity and almost 
optimality are introduced. In Section 2, the new algorithm for 
solving the deadlock problem and its cost analysis are given. 
In Section 3, we discuss some related perspectives. 
 
A  Assumptions and Terminologies 
  For the deadlock detection problem, we assume that the 
resource types Q j (1≤ j ≤ d) are fixed, reusable and 
independent, and that hi j, rij  and vi are nonnegative integers 
for all i and  j. Furthermore, we assume that all the request 
vectors are bounded, namely there exist integers Mj for j: 1 ≤ j 
≤· d such that  

Ri ≤ (M1; : : : ;Md)  for all i: 1 ≤   i  ≤  n. 
  Definition. Let A be an algorithm that solves the deadlock 
detection problem, for any n. 
1. We define cost(A) to be the number of arithmetic and 
logical operations, and assignments used by A. 
2. The complexity comp(n) of the problem of deadlock 
detection is the minimal cost of all algorithms that solve the 
problem. 
3. A is almost optimal if cost(A(n)) = Θ (comp(n)) as n goes to 
infinity. 
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II.   AN ALGORITHM FOR DEADLOCK DETECTION 

 
  Now we present the algorithm. To simplify the presentation 
of the algorithm, we will mainly use C-like style statements, 
and some code such as composite statements will be described 
using statements enclosed in two `/’s. 
 
A. Algorithm B 
Input: A system of n processes with the following state 
information: the resource request matrix, the resource 
allocation matrix, and the resource available vector. All entries 
are general nonnegative integers. 
 
Output: TRUE if the system is deadlocked, FALSE otherwise 
 
Data Structures: Resource allocation matrix [hi j ] (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 
≤  j ≤  d) = (H1, ..., Hn)t, resource request matrix [rij] ] (1 ≤ i ≤ 
n, 1 ≤  j ≤  d) = (R1, …, Rn)t, and available resource vector V = 
(v1, …,  vd). Permutations σj (1 ≤  j ≤ d) will be used for 
tracking relations of processes. Permutations are computed 
using arrays, though function-like notations will be used for 
accessing. An array Mark[n] of the Boolean type is used for 
marking processes that satisfied their requests, they are 
initialized to be FALSE. Finally two vector variables U and W 
are used. 
  In the algorithm, we use counting sort to sort the d columns 
of the request matrix. To facilitate the process, we compute an 
array Ej = (e[j, 1], …,  e[j, Mj ] ) of integers for each resource 
type Qj . Here e[j, s] is the number of rij for i = 1, … , n that 
are less than or equal to s. As a matter of fact, such data 
structures can be incorporated and are actually used in the 
counting sort algorithm [2]. 
 
Begin Algorithm B 
for each j from 1 to d 

wj := Mj ; 
end for 
for each i from 1 to n 

Mark[i] := FALSE; 
end for 
for each j from 1 to d 

/ Use counting sort to find permutation σj, such that  / 
/ r σj(1), j ≤ … ≤ r σj(n), j / 
/record the arrays Ej ; j = 1; : : : ; d from the sorting / 
/Compute  σj

-1as array/ 
end for 
while (/there exist q for which e [q, vq  ]< n /) 

if(/ there exist j for which  e[j, vj ] == 0/) 
return TRUE; 

end if 
if(/ for all j; e[j, vj] == e[j, wj] /) 

return TRUE; 
end if 
U := V ; 
 

for each j from 1 to d 
if (vj > Mj) 

vj := Mj ; 
end if 
for each p from e[j, wj] + 1 to e[j, vj] 

if(Mark[σj(p)] ==FALSE && 
     /all k, e[k, σkσj

-1(p)] > 0/) 
V := V + Hσj (p); 
Mark[σj(p)] :=TRUE; 

end if 
end for 

end for 
W := U; 

end while 
return FALSE; 
 
End Algorithm B 
 
  The algorithm first, for each resource, sorts the request array 
by the processes, in nondecreasing order. The sorted request 
arrays provide a locally optimal allocation of resources to 
processes. Namely, for each resource, to search for which 
processes are scheduled for resource allocation, we need only 
to check the last position in the request array to verify that the 
request of the resource type by the process is less than or equal 
to the current free resource units of the type. 
  The permutations σkσj

-1 establishes a map between the 
processes of two sorted requests for the resources Qk and Qj . 
Of course, a process can be scheduled only if its requests for 
all the resources can be satisfied. In order to identify such a 
process Pj , the algorithm needs to locally check the feasibility 
of allocation for every resource type, as mentioned above. The 
algorithm accomplishes this job using the permutations. 
  If such a process is found, the algorithm deallocates all 
resources allocated to the process, and finds the next and all 
such processes, and continues with the next iteration. The 
algorithm detects the deadlocked state when no progress can 
be made on e[j, vj] in this next iteration (and under the while 
condition that not all processes having satisfied their requests.) 
The algorithm detects the deadlock-free state when the 
condition for the while failed, namely, there exists a sequence 
of schedule by which all process satisfy their requests. 
 
B. Cost Properties of B 
  Now we estimate the cost for the algorithm B. The 
initialization is of cost O(d + n). The computation for 
permutations takes O(dn). In fact, we have 
Lemma. Let s and t be any two permutations on set {1, …, n}. 
Then the number of operations to perform t-1s can be achieved 
in O(n). 
Proof. We implement a permutation s  as an array of length n 
by letting s(i) be the i-th element in the array. 
The following code computes t-1: 
for each i from 1 to n 

t-1s (i)) := i; 
end for 
The following code computes t-1s  : 
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for each i from 1 to n 
t-1s (i) := t-1(s( i)); 

end for 
The total number of operations for each computation is 
obviously O(n)+O(n) = O(n). 
  The counting sort part has the cost of Σ1 ≤  j ≤  d O( M j 

+ n) = O(dn + Σ1 ≤  j ≤  d  M j). For the while loop, notice that for 
each process Pj , the checking for the satisfaction of 
its requests for all the resources is performed in disjoint 
position intervals with the previous iteration. This is due to the 
facts that request arrays are sorted and that available resource 
vector is increasing. Base on this observation, it is easy to 
show that the loop has cost O(dn) + O(d) Σ1 ≤  j ≤  d  M j . We 
have 
 
  Theorem. The cost for the algorithm B satisfies 

cost(B) = O(dn + dΣ1 ≤  j ≤  d  M j). 
Since d and Mj are constants, we have 

cost(B) = O(n): 
Observe that the cost of any algorithm is at least Θ (n). Thus 
we have cost(B) = Θ (n), which in turn implies that B is 
almost optimal. 
 

III CONCLUSIONS�
 
  We have demonstrated an improved algorithm for Dijkstra’a 
algorithm for deadlock detection for systems with reusable 
resource types. This new algorithm enjoys two major 
properties. First it is Θ (n) faster than Dijkstra’s algorithm. As 
a matter of fact, it is almost optimal. This is particularly 
desirable when the number of processes is large. Secondly, the 
new algorithm only uses straightforward arrays as its data 
structures. In particular, no graph model of any kind is used. 
The purely algebraic nature of the algorithm makes its 
implementation flexible and simple. 
  For Banker’s algorithm for deadlock avoidance, if B is used 
in the part of safe state detection, then we have an algorithm of 
cost Θ(n2), which is also the complexity of the problem of 
deadlock avoidance. Thus the algorithm is almost optimal. 
  For general systems in which resources maybe consumable, 
deadlock detection has been studied by researchers for�many 
years [3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 13], to name a few. In general, 
deadlock detection in the optimal way has been proven to be 
an NP-complete problem [4]. Similar results hold for deadlock 
avoidance [13]. When the number of resources and the 
number of units of resources vary, the following upper bound 
is obtained in [9], for the complexity of the deadlock detection 
for systems with reusable resources 

comp(d, n) = O(dn(log(n) + d)). 
We conjecture that 

comp(d, n) = Θ(d n (log(n) + log(d))). 
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Abstract-Reverse engineering tools can be used in satisfying 
the information needs of software maintainers. Especially in case 
of maintaining large-scale legacy systems tool support is 
essential. Reverse engineering tools provide various kinds of 
capabilities to provide the needed information to the tool user. In 
this paper we analyze the provided capabilities in terms of four 
aspects: provided data structures, visualization mechanisms, 
information request specification mechanisms, and navigation 
features. We provide a compact analysis of ten representative 
reverse engineering tools for supporting C, C++ or Java: Eclipse 
Java Development Tools, Wind River Workbench (for C and 
C++), Understand (for C++), Imagix 4D, Creole, Javadoc, 
Javasrc, Source Navigator, Doxygen, and HyperSoft. The results 
of the study supplement the earlier findings in this important 
area. 

I.    INTRODUCTION 

Software maintenance is a very important part of the 
software life-cycle because maintenance is often elaborate, 
costly, and inevitable. The relative amount of maintenance 
costs has traditionally been estimated to be around 50-75% of 
the total software life-cycle costs in case of successful 
software systems and more recently sometimes even higher 
[1]. 

Maintenance is inevitable and challenging especially in 
case of large legacy systems, which typically are successful 
software systems with a long lifetime. Unfortunately, they 
often also have poor documentation, maintainability, and 
technical quality. Because user requirements and technical 
environments tend to change during their lifetimes source 
code changes are constantly needed [2]. Legacy systems are 
often large investments and contain valuable business logic 
and information. Due to their business value they are difficult 
to be replaced cost-effectively. Due to their technical 
weaknesses they are also difficult to maintain and their size 
makes it difficult to comprehend their structure and operation. 

Program comprehension is a necessary precondition for 
making changes safely to computer programs. Ideally changes 
should be made to the source code only in such ways that the 
quality of the system can be preserved and validated. For 
example, the system should not be adversely affected by the 
made changes regarding its reliability. However, these goals 
are often difficult to achieve in practice in case of large 
systems due to software complexity (regarding, for example, 
control dependencies, data dependencies, procedure calls and 
cross-references). Therefore, in non-trivial cases, human 

understanding focusing on critical parts of the system is very 
important for the preservation of the system quality. 

Program comprehension in turn is often difficult in case of 
large systems due to the cognitive limitations of humans. Safe 
changes require sufficient knowledge and understanding of 
the components and dependencies which are relevant to the 
specific maintenance situation. Legacy systems are famous of 
having poor or non-existent documentation. Therefore, there 
is a great need for tools which provide various kinds of 
support mechanisms for the program comprehension process. 

Reverse engineering [3] means the process of identifying 
system's components and their interrelations and of creating 
representations of the system in another form or at a higher 
level of abstraction. Nowadays, there exists numerous so-
called reverse engineering tools. They provide an automated 
analysis of the software system, regarding e.g. its structure, 
function, and operation. Typically these tools use source code 
as an input and generate and represent various kinds of 
abstracted and visual views and graphs for the tool user.  

Ideally, these representations enable getting information 
about the software components and their dependencies which 
are relevant in particular situations during the program 
comprehension process [4]. Ideally, these tools provide 
effective support for satisfying the typical information needs 
[5] which software maintainers have while trying to 
understand legacy systems. The potential effectiveness of the 
support is naturally affected by the provided tool features. 

One of the authors of this paper has earlier studied the 
empirically validated information needs of maintainers as 
such, developed a framework for classifying information 
retrieval capabilities of reverse engineering tools, and 
surveyed in general level tool support for information needs in 
[5]. He has also studied reverse engineering support for some 
of those needs [6], as well as effectiveness [7] and evaluation 
aspects [8] of HyperSoft, which is one of the well-founded 
reverse engineering approaches [9]. Among other things, these 
studies; especially [5,8], have revealed a need to analyze 
systematically and in detail the information retrieval 
capabilities provided by reverse engineering tools. This paper 
provides such an analysis in case of selected representative 
tools based on the framework presented earlier in [5]. 

Section II shortly describes the framework and 
characterizes the aspects which are relevant in this context. 
Section III describes the tool selection criteria and introduces 
the selected tools. Section IV analyzes the capabilities of those 
tools. The analysis is followed by Section V which discusses  
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other related works and briefly relates the main characteristics 
and focus areas of the performed analysis to the other most 
similar kinds of scientific surveys and analyses. Finally, the 
paper is concluded in Section VI. 

II.    FRAMEWORK OF TOOL CAPABILITIES 

Software maintenance and reverse engineering tools 
support information retrieval, which is a wide concept. It deals 
with information representation, storage, organization, and 
access. The main aspects of important features have been 
classified in [5]. Basically the tools may provide:  

A) Data structures (including internal data structures, and 
more abstract structures investigated by the tool users). 

B) Visualization mechanisms for the source code and the 
formed data structures. 

C) Information request specification mechanisms (such as 
selection mechanisms and query languages). 

D) Navigation features (such as additional hypertext 
capabilities for the already formed data structures). 

A. Data structures 
Reverse engineering tools typically first create internal 

data structures (such as parse trees, abstract syntax trees, and 
program dependence graphs) which are primarily not meant to 
be investigated by humans. They typically contain such data 
which can be determined during the compile time of the 
maintained program and which is most necessary for later 
formation of more abstract and sophisticated structures 
targeted directly to the tool users. These internal data 
structures are typically very detailed, large, stored statically 
into a program database or repository, and used especially to 
enhance the speed of the tool by eliminating the otherwise 
constant need for recreating parts of the data during the 
creation of the various kinds of needed abstracted structures.  

In this paper we will focus on the abstracted data 
structures and support mechanisms which are directly visible 
to the tool users, instead of the more technical back-end 
infrastructure. The abstracted data structures provide, in an 
ideal case, well-focused and relevant information to the tool 
users [8]. They are tailored to meet the general information 
needs of their users. In most cases they contain the same 
information as the well-known, standardized types of 
abstracted graphs which are in common use in the general 
software engineering context. 

These structures include the conventional popular 
graphical representations of system documentation (most 
notably UML-diagrams) as well as some of the other graphs 
which can be generated by automated program analysis. These 
include call graphs, control-flow graphs, data-flow graphs, 
and program slices. For example, program slicing [10] 
produces a focused data structure, which includes relevant 
statements in a given situation, based on their control-flow, 
and data-flow dependencies to support debugging and impact 
analysis. 

B. Visualization mechanisms 
Software visualization typically relies on visualizing the 

above-mentioned graph contents to the tool user, and on code 
visualization. Code visualization may include high-lighting of 
selected code contents, color-coding, elision, zooming, 
execution profiles etc. Even though that the typically formed 
abstracted data structures are smaller than the internal data 
structures, they are often nevertheless very large in case of 
very large systems. Therefore there is a strong need to 
visualize especially those structures. 

C. Information request specification mechanisms 
Specification of the selections as a basis for creating the 

abstracted data structures in the first place has to be organized 
somehow in the tools. The simplest (and in some cases 
sufficient) way is to enable the user to make selections from a 
generated fixed list of options. Other possible mechanisms 
include QBE-style semi-graphical selections, regular expres-
sions, and dedicated query languages, such as [11], which 
have the highest level of expressional power to retrieve 
complexly specified data from program databases.  

D. Navigation features 
Finally, navigation features enable non-linear browsing of 

the information contents of the already formed access 
structures. Hypertext features are useful since program 
comprehension typically requires extensive browsing of the 
source code and the related relevant documentation. 

III.    REVERSE ENGINEERING TOOLS 

In this section we will describe the applied tool selection 
criteria, the reasons why we have selected particular tools into 
the study, and their basic characteristics. 

A. Tool selection criteria 
Because there are numerous tools for reverse engineering 

purposes it is not possible to analyze all of them in a single 
study. We have decided to focus on some of the well-known 
freely available tools which support C, C++ or Java 
languages. The languages have been selected since they are 
among both the most commonly used and supported ones. The 
selected tools should also be either under active current 
development or be related to scientific publications of 
software maintenance. 

The C programming language is still very important in this 
context since it is used in numerous important legacy systems 
which are under maintenance. It is also the only language for 
which there exists multiple empirical studies on information 
needs [4]. Object-orientation (OO) is important in the 
development of new systems which will be legacy systems in 
the future. The most commonly used OO-languages include 
C++ and Java. Most of the reverse engineering tools support C 
language. Some of them support also at least some of the OO-
languages, most notably C++ or Java. 

B. The selected tools 
This subsection describes the basic properties of the tools 

which were selected based on the above-described criteria. 
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Table I lists the selected tools, the programming languages 
that they support, and scientific citations. The first four tools 
are commercial. Others, except HyperSoft, are based on open 
source software (OSS). 

More tools could not be reported within the conference 
paper size-limitations. Although this sample is only a 
relatively small subset of the totality of the tools developed in 
the field it nevertheless includes many of the most popular and 
versatile ones. The study is comparable to other similar 
studies in terms of the size of the sample, as to be described in 
Section V.  

TABLE  I. THE SELECTED TOOLS 
Tools Programming languages Citations 
Eclipse JDT Java -
WRW  C, C++, Java, 

FORTRAN, Ada, Assembly 
[5,12,13,14]

Understand 
 

C, C++, Java, 
FORTRAN, Ada, Delphi, JOVIAL 

-

Imagix 4D C, C++ [5,12,16,17]
Creole Java [13,15]
Javadoc Java [5]
Javasrc Java [5]
Source  
Navigator 

C, C++, Java, 
FORTRAN, COBOL, Tcl 

-

Doxygen C, Objective-C, Python, IDL, C#, D -
HyperSoft C, ESQL [5,6,7,8,9]

 
B.1. Eclipse JDT (v. 3.2.1) (http://www.eclipse.org/jdt/). 

Eclipse JDT (Java Development Tools) has been selected 
since Eclipse is one of the currently most popular software 
development environments and many reverse engineering 
tools are implemented as its extensions. Eclipse JDT is based 
on OSS. There are extensions to many programming 
languages of which the JDT is the best known one. Many 
reverse engineering tools (such as: Wind River Workbench, 
Creole and Javadoc) also function as extensions of Eclipse.  

B.2. Wind River Workbench (for C and C++) (v. 1.1.0) 
(http://www.windriver.com/products/workbench/) is a comm- 
ercial Eclipse-based program development environment. 
WRW has been selected since it includes very versatile 
reverse engineering capabilities, and the WRW tool family 
supports many programming languages. WRW provides many 
reverse engineering capabilities which are not provided by the 
free Eclipse-environment. It has mainly been targeted at 
supporting engineering embedded software. WRW has in 
essence included into itself most of the versatile capabilities 
provided by the SNiFF+ tool, which is cited e.g. in 
[5,12,13,14]. 

B.3. Understand (for C++) (v. 1.4) (http://www.scitools. 
com/products/understand/cpp/product.php) is a commercial 
reverse engineering tool. The Understand tool family provides 
different variants to support reverse engineering of many 
programming languages. UfC++ has been selected since it 
includes versatile features for the important and complex C++ 
language. It is also possible to integrate the tool with many 
other tools including a compiler. 

B.4. Imagix 4D (v. 5.0) (http://www.imagix.com/products/ 
products.html) is a commercial reverse engineering tool. It has 
been selected since it includes versatile reverse engineering 

capabilities and is actively developed further. It includes also 
versatile visualization and selection mechanisms. 

B.5. Creole (v. 1.3.1) (http://www.thechiselgroup.org/ 
creole) is a versatile reverse engineering tool for Java. It has 
been selected since it is based on the SHriMP representation 
which has been cited in many scientific studies including 
[13,15]. In essence Creole implements the visualization 
capabilities of SHriMP as an extension of Eclipse. 

B.6. Javadoc (v. 1.5) (http://java.sun.com/j2se/javadoc/)  
is an OSS-based redocumentation tool for Java programs. It 
has been selected since it is used very widely and developed 
actively. E.g., Java's class library has a Javadoc-based 
documentation. Javadoc creates documentation based on 
comments in the source code which follow special mark-up.  

B.7. Javasrc (v. 12.17.00) (http://javasrc.sourceforge.net/)  
is a redocumentation tool for Java programs. It has been 
selected since it provides very specialized support for viewing 
source code. It creates documentation based on source code. 

B.8. Source Navigator (v. 5.1.4) (http://sourcenav. 
sourceforge.net/) is an OSS-based reverse engineering tool. It 
has been selected since it includes versatile integrated reverse 
engineering and programming features and supports many 
programming languages. It includes an integrated debugger, a 
compiler and a text editor. 

B.9. Doxygen (v. 1.4.7) (http://www.stack.nl/~dimitri/ 
doxygen/) is an OSS-based redocumentation tool. It has been 
selected since it supports many programming languages, is a 
popular redocumentation tool in OSS-projects, and is under 
active further development. Doxygen utilizes specially 
marked-up comments to create documentation. 

B.10. HyperSoft (v. 1.0) (http://www.cs.jyu.fi/~koskinen/ 
hypersys.htm) is an experimental reverse engineering tool 
supporting transient source code level hypertext linking [8,9]. 
It has been selected since there are many scientific articles 
which discuss the information needs of maintainers and are 
related to the tool. HyperSoft provides strong and versatile 
capabilities especially to support source code browsing.  

IV.    ANALYSIS OF THE TOOL CAPABILITIES 

In this section we will analyze the tool capabilities as 
grouped into the described four categories. Table II 
(Appendix) shows a summary of the capabilities of the tools.  

A. Data structures 
Call graph is the most important abstract data structure 

provided by these tools (80% of the tools generate them).  
Class diagrams are provided by most of these tools (70%). 
30% of the tools focused on automated redocumentation. 
Additionally, there is a large set of different kinds of 
structures (such as deltas, element information, and metrics) 
each provided typically by only 10-20% of the tools.  

A.1. Graphs. Call graphs are generated by all of these tools 
except Javadoc and Javasrc. Class diagrams are generated by 
all of these tools except Javadoc, Javasrc, and HyperSoft. 
Intra-procedural control flow diagrams are provided by 
UfC++. Intra-procedural data flow diagrams are provided by 
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Imagix 4D. Collaboration diagrams are provided by Doxygen. 
HyperSoft generates also program slices. 

A.2. Redocumentation structures. Documents which 
describe classes, inner classes, interfaces, constructors, 
methods, and fields can be generated by Javadoc. Documents 
which show classes, objects, class variables, and methods are 
generated based on source code by Javasrc. Doxygen, UfC++, 
and Imagix 4D are able to produce system documentation. 

A.3. Deltas. The changes (effectively the corresponding 
deltas) which are made to the source code via a code editor 
during a tool usage session are stored by Eclipse JDT. Eclipse 
JDT and Source Navigator are integrated, e.g., with CVS for 
comparing differences between different versions of a system. 

 A.4. Special data structures. The so-called element tree of 
Eclipse JDT shows elements like package fragments, 
compilation units, binary classes, types, methods, and fields. 
Detailed additional information related to identifiers is 
provided by UfC++. Imagix 4D calculates various metrics. 
Similarly, UfC++ calculates metrics whose values are 
appended into the automatically produced documentation. All 
these tools, except WRW and Creole, store browsing history.  

B. Visualization mechanisms 
Almost all of the tools (90%) provided an editor or a 

viewer for the source code. Most of the tools (80%) focus 
heavily on call graph (or tree) based visualizations. Most of 
the visualizations are conventional, but there are also notable 
exceptions (including Imagix 4D's 3d-view). UfC++ and 
Imagix 4D provide also other kinds of graphs.  

B.1. Source code viewing. All the tools in the sample, 
except Javadoc, provide either a text editor or some other 
means to view source code, whereas Javadoc focuses solely 
on supporting software documentation. Eclipse JDT and 
Javadoc provide an editor which is specially tailored to 
creating documentation. Eclipse JDT, WRW, and HyperSoft 
are also able to show selected identifiers as color-coded text 
fragments. 

B.2. Graph visualizations. Most of the tools focus on 
visualizing the program information based on call graphs. The 
data contents of the formed call graphs are visualized in more 
or less traditional ways by most of these tools. Most of the 
created call graph types resemble each other consisting of 
visual objects and arrows connecting them.  

Eclipse JDT and WRW are exceptions because their call 
graphs are actually trees. UfC++ provides both the traditional 
call graph and a tree-structure for the same information. 
Creole shows in the graph also the implementation code of the 
relevant methods by user request. It also provides both the 
traditional call graph and a combined class diagram and a call 
graph. Imagix 4D provides both a two-dimensional and a 
three-dimensional variant of the call graph. The 3d-variant 
helps in the common problem of having a very dense and 
thereby confusing call graph to be viewed. The 3d-variant can 
be rotated and zoomed to further help its viewing.  

Most of the tools apply their own specific notations to 
show the class diagrams (instead of UML). Imagix 4D and 
Doxygen use the UML-notation. Eclipse JDT, WRW, and 

Javadoc show the inheritance hierarchies as trees. Others use 
notations close to UML, except some of them use different 
conventions for inheritance (reversed arrows).  

HyperSoft provides both a graphical representation of the 
call graph and the call graph as embedded hypertext, which 
always shows also the context of the hypertext nodes 
supporting program comprehension (procedure names serve as 
hypertext nodes). Additionally, all the generated hypertext 
structures of HyperSoft can be viewed by a call graph variant 
which shows the abstract external interface of the procedure-
level element which is the current focus of browsing the 
source code. The graph shows those functions which are 
directly related to the selected one via calling dependencies. 

Some of the tools, including UfC++ and Imagix 4D, 
provide also other kinds of graphs. They are represented in the 
conventional 2d-format, mainly following the standard 
notations of UML and the traditional ways of representing 
information in system documentation. All the hypertext 
structures which can be generated by HyperSoft can be 
viewed via module dependence graphs which show on 
abstract-level the modules which contain the generated 
hypertext nodes.  

C. Information request specification mechanisms 
Most of the tools (80%) support simple filtering and 

expansion of the call graph contents. HyperSoft's speciality is 
program slicing, which supports retrieval of information based 
on very complex analyses. Most of the tools provide only 
conventional text search mechanisms. Regular expressions are 
supported only by 40% of the tools. 

C.1. Graph filtering. Eclipse JDT, WRW, UfC++, Imagix 
4D, Javasrc, Source Navigator, Doxygen, and HyperSoft are 
able to provide a list of procedures which call some specified 
procedure. Eclipse JDT, WRW, and Source Navigator enable 
smooth expansion of the shown call graph nodes by enabling 
the user to simply retrieve more node contents from the call 
tree by selecting them. Imagix 4D also provides versatile 
options to filter the call graph based on the level of shown 
details, such as procedures, statements and variables. The 
data-flow diagrams of Imagix 4D can be specified to be 
shown as containing conditional statements, function and 
method calls or all statements based on the tool user's choice. 
The tree structure of UfC++ enables focusing on specific 
functions and their interfaces. The control-flow diagrams of 
UfC++ can be filtered similarly as the data-flow diagrams of 
Imagix 4D. 

C.2. Program slicing. Formation of a slice in HyperSoft is 
initiated by the tool user by specifying a slicing criterion, 
which is a seed for the slice. The slicing criterion is a variable 
occurrence, which is selected by directly pointing at it and 
selecting the desired slicing variant. 

C.3. Search mechanisms. Most of the tools contain only 
the conventional text search. In its basic form it covers only 
one file at a time and includes also comments matching the 
search criteria. More advanced searches mechanisms enable 
checking multiple files during a single search (like e.g. in 
grep) and to filter out comments when necessary based on the 
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stored syntactic information. For example, HyperSoft forms a 
list of the occurrences of a selected identifier based on global 
search and the visibility scope of the identifier. Source 
Navigator also enables selection of the procedures to be 
included into the call graph via its text-based search-function.  

C.4. Regular expressions. Eclipse JDT, WRW, UfC++, 
and Source Navigator include a query mechanism based on 
regular expressions. Their use enables creating very refined 
queries but the formation may be elaborate. These tools also 
enable making queries to the already parsed and indexed 
source code which enables filtering out the comments, taking 
into account the visibility scope of the variables and to 
enhance the speed of retrieving the results. 

D. Navigation features 
Navigation among methods and procedures, other kinds of 

data elements, and browsing history are supported by almost 
all of these tools (80-90%), but the precise nature and quality 
of the support mechanisms varies among the tools. HyperSoft 
focuses on navigation features, including e.g. hypertext links 
between source code elements and the visual elements in the 
provided views and graphs supporting source code browsing. 

D.1. Methods and procedures. The call tree of Eclipse JDT 
enables direct navigation from method implementations to the 
places where they are called from (i.e. reversed hypertext 
links). WRW provides similar features. Imagix 4D provides 
links from all the call graph elements to the corresponding 
elements in the source code. Creole provides a similar feature 
for methods. In Hypersoft all the module, procedure, and 
statement-level objects within the provided graphical views 
contain a hypertext link(s) to the corresponding place(s) in the 
source code. In case of multiple links the user is supported by 
a list of possible selections for each such hypertext node. 

Javasrc and Doxygen are able to create a cross-referenced 
hypertext representation based on source code. Cross-
references are provided for classes, class variables, and 
methods. Uses are linked to the corresponding definitions, and 
definitions are linked to a list which includes all the uses. 
Doxygen is also able to link together an UML class diagram 
and the corresponding documentation. Eclipse JDT provides 
links from the uses of methods to their declarations. UfC++ 
provides very versatile features for navigating among methods 
and functions appearing in the source code. UfC++ opens on 
request, related to a selected identifier, a menu from which the 
user can select hypertext links to the occurrences. Source 
Navigator provides similar kinds of navigation capabilities. 

D.2. Other data elements. UfC++, Javasrc, Source 
Navigator, and Doxygen provide versatile features also for 
browsing variables in general. Eclipse JDT, and Javadoc 
enable direct moving to the documentation associated to a 
selected variable. Imagix 4D enables browsing between 
variable declarations, definitions, and uses. HyperSoft lists the 
occurrences of the variables and enables navigating among 
them. HyperSoft presents slices as high-lighted embedded 
hypertext (identifiers serve as primary hypertext nodes). 

UfC++ provides hypertext links for navigating among the 
occurrences of header files, macros, and enumerations. 

HyperSoft provides cross-references from the occurrences of 
user-defined types, and macros to their declarations. 
Additionally, HyperSoft provides so-called structured map 
view for showing all the generated data structures and to 
select modules, procedures, and statements which are all 
hyperlinked to the corresponding elements in the source code. 

D.3. Browsing history. UfC++, Javadoc, Javasrc, and 
Doxygen are redocumentation tools. The produced HTML-
documentation is usually viewed by some Internet browser. 
The accociated page history and the linked list of the browsed 
pages can be used while browsing the documentation. Eclipse 
JDT, UfC++, Imagix 4D, Source Navigator, and HyperSoft 
also enable similar kind of browsing. 

V.    RELATED WORKS AND DISCUSSION 

In this paper we have aimed at performing an analysis 
which focuses on the information retrieval capabilities of 
selected, actively developed or studied, well-known, and well-
available tools. The study complements the earlier studies in 
this area. SNiFF+ (which is used in WRW) is evaluated also 
in [5,12,13,14]. SHriMP (which is used in Creole) is evaluated 
also in [13,15]. Imagix (4D) is evaluated also in [5,12,16,17]. 

The journal article [5] cited 24 tools (HyperSoft, 
HyperPro, Whorf, SHriMP, Javasrc, SNiFF+, DIF, SLEUTH, 
PROTEUS, PAS, Javadoc, EDATS, Ciao, Acacia, SCA, 
GENOA, SPYDER, SLICE, an unnamed slicer, Imagix 4D, 
Refine/C, Rigi, Small Worlds, and Shimba). It also listed their 
main features, and data structures. The main conclusions were 
that effective maintenance support benefits from visualization 
and navigation features, that scope of the provided 
information could be extended, and that versatile visualization 
and navigation features could be integrated into a single tool. 
Our current study focuses on the selected tools, includes six of 
these tools, and provides a more detailed analysis.  

The paper [16] compared 16 tools. Seven of them were 
commercial (Software Refinery, McCabe VRT, Imagix 4D, 
Xinotech Research, Logiscope, Ensemble Software, and 
Design Maintenance System), and nine were research tools 
(PAT, COBOL/SRE, DECODE, LANTRN, Maintainer's 
Assistant, REDO Toolset, Rigi, AutoSpec, and RMTool). The 
survey focused on comparing the tools in terms of their by-
products (constructed artifacts), revealed the variety of the 
tools and that different approaches can provide 
complementary information. We studied mostly other tools 
(except Imagix 4D), more modern tools and from a different 
perspective. 

The journal article [17] studied empirically nine call graph 
extractors (cflow, cawk, CIA, Field, GCT, Imagix, LSME, 
Mawk, and Rigiparse) in detail. The main result of the study 
was the revelation that the call graphs extracted by the 
different tools have much variance. Our study has a wider 
scope (although Imagix was investigated by both studies). 

The paper [14] evaluated five tools (Rigi, Dali, Software 
Bookshelf, CIA, and SNiFF+) based on their data extraction, 
classification, and visualization capabilities. That paper 
focused solely on architectural recovery. Instead, we studied 
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more tools from a wider perspective. The features of SNiFF+ 
were analyzed by both studies. SNiFF+ was stated to be the 
best one of the evaluated tools in [14]. 

The journal article [12] analyzed four tools (Refine/C, 
Imagix 4D, SNiFF+, and Rigi). That article provided a 
detailed evaluation of the benefits and shortcomings of the 
studied tools. The features of Imagix 4D and SNiFF+ were 
studied also by us. The benefits of Imagix 4D stated in [12] 
were the variety of its views, and support for creating 
documentation. The stated benefits of SNiFF+ were its cross-
references, and its fast and flexible parser.  

Finally, the paper [13] compared empirically three tools 
(SHriMP, SNiFF+, and Rigi). The paper reported how these 
tools supported program comprehension. The features of 
SHriMP and SNiFF+ were studied also by us. The strong side 
of SHriMP stated in [13] was especially the capability to 
switch seamlessly between high-level views. The strong side 
of SNiFF+ was its capability to filter the provided 
information. 

VI.    CONCLUSION 

This paper has provided an analysis of the information 
retrieval capabilities of ten representative reverse engineering 
tools regarding four aspects (provided data structures, 
visualization mechanisms, information request specification 
mechanisms, and navigation features). This study 
complements the earlier similar analytical studies on the field 
[5,12-14,16,17] and earlier studies on creating new ways to 
support information retrieval for software maintenance [5-9]. 
Possible future research options include an even more detailed 
analysis of some of the most versatile tools (such as: Eclipse, 
WRW, Understand, Imagix 4D, and Creole) focusing, e.g., on 
the provided data structures based on the framework [8] or to 
the 24 information needs presented in [5] and whether they 
can or can not be effectively satisfiable by those tools. 
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APPENDIX: SUMMARY 
TABLE  II. SUMMARY OF THE CAPABILITIES OF THE TOOLS 

Tools Data structures Visualization Information requests Main navigation features 
Eclipse JDT call graph, deltas, element 

tree, browsing history 
source code viewer, document 
editor, color-coding, call tree, 

inheritance tree

syntactic search, regular 
expressions, call graph filtering 

and expansion

method implementation => method 
calls, method use => method 

declaration, variable => document
WRW (inclu-
ding SNiFF+) 

call graph source code viewer, color-co-
ding, call tree, inheritance tree

syntactic search, regular expressi-
ons, call graph filtering,expansion 

method implementation =>
method calls

Understand call graph, control-flow  
diagram, identifier-centered 

documents, metrics, 
browsing history

source code viewer, traditional 
call graph, call tree for 
interfaces, control-flow 

syntactic search, regular 
expressions, call graph filtering, 

filtering of control-flow 

occurrence (method, other variable) 
=> list of occurrences 

Imagix 4D call graph, data-flow 
diagram, metrics, browsing 

history 

source code viewer, traditional
and 3d call graph, data flow 

text search, call graph filtering, 
filtering of the details of calls and 

data-flow

call graph element (function) => 
source code element, declarations 

=> definitions => uses
Creole 
(including 
SHriMP) 

call graph source code viewer, code-based 
call graph, combined call graph 

and class diagram

text search call graph element (method) => 
source code element, variable => 

document
Javadoc class-centered documents, 

browsing history
document editor, traditional call 

graph, inheritance tree
text search variable => document

Javasrc class-centered documents, source code viewer, traditional text search, call graph filtering use (class, method, other variable) 
browsing history call graph => definition => list of uses

Source  
Navigator 

call graph, deltas, browsing 
history 

source code viewer, traditional 
call graph 

syntactic search, regular expres-
sions, search-based selections, 

call graph filtering and expansion 

occurrence (method, other variable) 
=> list of occurrences 

Doxygen call graph, collaboration  
diagram, system documen-

tation, browsing history 

source code viewer, traditional 
call graph, UML-notation 

text search, call graph filtering use (class, method, other variable) 
=> definitions => list of uses 

HyperSoft call graph, program slices 
(backward and forward), list 

of identifiers, browsing 
history 

source code viewer, color-
coding, traditional and 

abstracted call graph, module 
dependence graph

syntactic identifier search, call 
graph filtering, program slicing 

(backward and forward analysis) 

all elements in the graphs (module, 
procedure, statement) => source 

code element, list of hypertext links 
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Abstract-This paper presents an approach to model driven 
software development. It first covers some basics about model 
driven approaches and then the main concepts of the GeneSEZ1 
approach are presented and discussed to regard the needs of 
software architects and developers. A meta model is introduced 
to provide reusable transformation chains across different 
projects and its model driven development process is covered. 
The GeneSEZ approach is applied and discussed on an example 
application. 

 
Index Terms-MDSD, MDA, UML, DSL 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
 
Nowadays model driven (MD-) approaches are highly 

regarded. This can be seen on the increasing number of 
acronyms: MDA (Model Driven Architecture), MDSD (Model 
Driven Software Engineering), MDE (Model Driven 
Engineering), MDTD (Model Driven Test Development), etc. 
Model driven approaches are applied with success in software 
projects [1, 2]. 

There are two kinds of model driven approaches: the 
interpretative and the generative approach. With an 
interpretative approach, the model is used at runtime and is 
executed or at least interpreted. Generative approaches are 
using code generators to generate a part of the source code of 
an application from one or more models during the software 
development process. In this paper the generative approach is 
covered in more detail. For more information about 
interpretative and generative approaches see [3]. 

The code generators used in generative approaches can be 
grouped in two categories: active and passive code generators 
[4]. Passive code generators are only used once to generate an 
initial amount of source code for the software which later can 
be modified by developers. If the generator is used again, all 
changes made are lost. Passive code generators are popular in 
the area of application frameworks. They are usually 
embedded within a framework to generate further source code 
from a definition made using the framework. Good examples 
are Hibernate2 and Grails3. Hibernate is a persistence 
framework for Java. It has a meta model on its core and can 
use various input formats, e.g. it can use hibernate mapping 
files or EJB (Enterprise Java Beans) to generate a database 

                                                 
1 Generative Software Engineering Zwickau, http://genesez.de/. 
2 Hibernate, object-relational persistence (Java), http://www.hibernate.org/. 
3 Grails is a web framework based on the dynamic language Groovy which 

is itself based on Java. See http://grails.org/, http://groovy.codehaus.org/. 

schema. Or it can use an existing database schema to generate 
e.g. EJB. Grails is a web framework which can use a domain 
model definition to generate a complete web application with 
CRUD (create, retrieve, update, delete) operations. One pitfall 
with passive generators is that they only provide an initial 
value by creating new source code artefacts. There is no 
support for an incremental software development process to 
reflect changes or new features for the software. The presented 
approach is an active code generator. 

Further differentiation of an MDSD process can be done by 
the used meta models, the target platforms, supported 
transformations and the use of open-source, freeware or 
commercial tools. The meta model is the foundation of a 
model driven transformation chain. A transformation chain 
takes a model as input and either modifies the model, creates a 
new model or creates some textual output. Within an MDSD 
process there can be several meta models and any number of 
transformation chains. To be successful, the transformation 
chains of an MDSD process have to be reusable across 
projects. The time needed to build a transformation chain to 
generate a special kind of artefact is usually higher than 
writing the artefact manually. Some transformation chains are 
already profitable when applied on one software project while 
other need to be applied on more than one software project.  
So, the choice of a meta model is an important and serious 
decision. 

Basically there are efforts to use UML as well as DSLs 
(Domain Specific Languages) within model driven approaches 
and there are pros and cons for both. The UML is a 
standardized graphical notation for object oriented software. 
Unfortunately the UML has grown quite complex through its 
standardization process [5]. It also does not provide a mapping 
to programming languages [6]. DSLs on the other hand are 
usually more handy and precise [7]. But they can only be used 
for a certain field of application. At the moment, DSLs applied 
in model driven approaches are not standardized. The 
combination of both, UML and DSLs seams to be a key role in 
model driven approaches. 

This paper provides an overview about our MDSD 
approach and covers the meta model as the core component of 
our approach in more detail. The frameworks and tools our 
approach is based on are covered in section 4. Then the model 
driven development process of the meta model as well as one 
possible model driven development process of an example 
project is covered. The paper ends with a discussion of related 
work, a summary and future prospects. 
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II.  GENESEZ MDSD APPROACH 
 
The GeneSEZ approach consists of the following four main 

concepts illustrated in Fig. 1: 
● Model adapters: are used to transform certain models 

into GeneSEZ models for further processing and 
eventually code generation 

● GeneSEZ meta model: is the used meta model within 
the GeneSEZ MDSD process 

● Components: several components supporting the MDSD 
process, e.g. for executing model transformations, to 
ease the development of platform projects, etc 

● Platform projects: support the code generation for a 
particular programming language 

The GeneSEZ approach decouples the meta models, used in 
modeling and code generation from each other. Our approach 
does not prescribe a particular meta model to model the 
application. Instead, the authors believe that the meta model 
used to model the software should be chosen by software 
architects not the MDSD process. For that reason model 
adapters are used to populate a particular GeneSEZ model. So 
UML models as well as models built with a particular DSL 

can be used. The GeneSEZ meta model is the fixed meta 
model within our MDSD process and the foundation for 
reusable transformation chains. The components consist of 
several artefacts which are used to ease the creation of 
transformation chains. Every transformation chain is part of a 
platform project to support the code generation for a particular 
programming language. There are also transformation chains 
which perform code generation for particular frameworks of 
the target programming language. 

 
III.  GENESEZ META MODEL 

 
The GeneSEZ meta model is a general purpose meta model 

for object oriented code generation. Its main purpose is to 

 
Fig. 1. The GeneSEZ MDSD approach. 

 
Fig. 2. The structure of the meta model. 
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provide a view to the needed information from a code 
generation perspective. That means it contains only the 
information which matters to generated code. Developers of 
transformation chains have direct access to the aspects they 
care about and don't have to deal with to much unnecessary 
information in the model. Due to its reduced complexity 
compared to the UML it is easier to write model modifications 
and model to model transformations. It is inspired by the 
“classic” meta model of openArchitectureWare [8], but has a 
revised structure, an implementation driven feature set and a 
model driven development process. 

The core of the GeneSEZ meta model is shown in Fig. 2. 
The structure is similar to the UML meta model but with a 
remarkable reduced amount of meta classes. The constructs 
taken from UML have the same semantics as in the UML meta 
model. Three constructs are renamed UML constructs to have 
a common name for their meaning. The final attribute of the 
classifier specifies if the classifier can be inherit or not. The 
final attribute of an operation means if it can be overridden or 
not. The final attribute of a property means if its value is 
changeable or read-only. One distinction to the UML meta 
model is a separate meta model element for association roles 
(association ends). In the UML association roles and attributes 
are both properties [9] and distinct if there is a linked 
association or not. The GeneSEZ meta model introduces a 
separate model element for association roles to address the 
different semantics [9] in code generation. 

In Fig. 3 an overview of types in the GeneSEZ meta model 
is shown. There are two differences to the UML meta model. 
First, the UML template concept to specify type parameters is 
replaced by the concept of generics. Second a new type  

 
 
 

MExternal is introduced to specify already existing types, e.g. 
types of a library or a software development kit (SDK). Only 
types which inherit from classifier are defined in the target 
programming language. 

 
IV.  BASE TECHNOLOGY 

 
Our approach is based on the following open-source 

frameworks and technologies: openArchitectureWare, the 
Eclipse UML2 project [10] and the Eclipse Modeling 
Framework (EMF) [11]. 

EMF is a modeling framework and code generation facility 
for structured data models based on a meta model named 
ecore [12]. Ecore is a meta model which is similar to the OMG 
EMOF (Essential Meta Object Facility), which is itself part of 
the OMG MOF (Meta Object Facility) [13] specification. 
Both, the OMG MOF as well as Ecore can be used to describe 
meta models. The benefits of Ecore are the reference 
implementation and the available tooling. 

The Eclipse UML2 project is an implementation of the 
OMG UML2 [9] meta model based on the Ecore meta model. 
The lack of the missing implementation of OMGs UML meta 
model leads to non-interoperability of UML models from 
different UML tools4. The Eclipse UML2 addresses this issue 
by providing a reference implementation which gets more and 
more support by UML tool vendors. 

openArchitectureWare is a model driven generator 
framework. It supports a couple of meta models out of the box 
and comes with three statically typed languages: a declarative 
language for model constraints, a functional language for 
model-to-model transformations or model modifications and a 

                                                 
4 One handicap for model driven approaches based on the UML meta model 

is not standardized serialization format. So they have to provide an adapter 
for each particular UML tool and version. 

 
Fig. 3. Types in the meta model. 
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template language for model-to-text transformations. The 
latter two have support for polymorphism and aspect oriented 
programming (AOP). Finally there is support for non-invasive 
meta model extensions, it is well integrated within the Eclipse 
Modeling Project [14] and completely open source. Both EMF 
and openArchitectureWare are used in industry [1, 15] and 
provide a good foundation for an MDSD process. 

 
V.  GENESEZ META MODEL DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 

 
The GeneSEZ meta model is developed in a kind of 

bootstrapping process as shown in Fig. 4: 1) A UML tool is 
used to model the meta model in an intuitive and common 
manner. 2) Then the UML tool provides an export wizard to 
the Eclipse UML2 XMI format. 3) This representation of an 
UML model is transformed into an Ecore based model using a 
slightly modified version of the uml2ecore transformation 
shipped with openArchitectureWare. 4) In the last step EMF is 
used to automatically generate a Java implementation from the 
Ecore model. This implementation can be directly used within 
openArchitectureWare to work with GeneSEZ models. There 
is no need for further manual implementation. If development 
of the meta model continues, the implementation can be 
regenerated. 

 
VI.  EXAMPLE PROJECT DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 

 
Our MDSD approach has been applied in a couple of 

software projects (see section 9). For a clear and better 
understanding a simple example PHP web application with 
CRUD functionality is covered here. It consist of two domain 
classes as shown in Fig. 5 and uses the following frameworks: 
doctrine5 for the persistence, QuickForm6 for HTML forms 
and validation, Smarty7 as template engine, the Auth8 package 
for authentication, and the HTTP9 package for HTTP 

                                                 
5 Doctrine PHP persistence framework, http://www.doctrine-project.org/ 
6 PHP QuickForm, http://pear.php.net/package/HTML_QuickForm/ 
7 Smarty Template Engine, http://www.smarty.net/ 
8 PEAR Auth package, http://pear.php.net/package/Auth 
9 PEAR HTTP package, http://pear.php.net/package/HTTP 

redirects. 
The Auth package uses an authentication provider to check 

the provided user authentication. A couple of authentication 
providers for different data sources are shipped with the 
package, but none for doctrine. For that reason there is a base 
class to build custom authentication providers. Fig. 6 shows 
the UML model of the authentication provider. The class 
Auth_Container has the stereotype external to mark it as an 
already existing class of a framework. This class is 
transformed into an instance of MExternal in the GeneSEZ 
model. The class DoctrineAuthProvider has to override the 
fetchData method. It returns a boolean value which indicates 
if the access for a user is allowed (true) or denied (false). 

The basic structure of the GeneSEZ MDSD process is 
shown in Fig. 7. The concrete steps for the example 
application are as follows and shown with notes in Fig. 7: 

1) the UML model is validated to ensure the 
transformation into a GeneSEZ model 

2) the UML model is transformed into a GeneSEZ model 
using the UML model adapter 

3) the GeneSEZ model is validated to ensure if PHP 
source code can be generated from it 

4) the class definition of the authentication provider for 
the doctrine framework is generated 

5) the class definitions of the persistent entities using 
doctrine are generated from both domain classes 

6) for each domain class a helper class is generated to 
support the creation of HTML form definitions using 
QuickForm and the domain object creation from values 
entered into an HTML form 

7) generation of smarty templates for list views 
8) a controller infrastructure is generated 

Note that model-to-model transformations and model 
modifications are not applied in the MDSD process of the 
example project. The classes generated in step 5 and 6 and the 
templates generated in step 7 are already ready to use. The 
classes generated in step 4 and 8 contain protected regions for 
manual implementation. Manual implementations within such 
special source code regions are preserved if the MDSD 
process is executed again and the whole application is 
regenerated to apply model changes. Then a couple of smarty 
templates have to be written manually for the whole web 
application layout and the views to edit the domain objects. 
After that the web application is ready to use. 

 
Fig. 4. The model driven development process of the meta model. 

Fig. 5. The domain model of the example application. 

Fig. 6. The authentication provider for the example application. 
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VII.  EVALUATION OF THE GENESEZ APPROACH 
 
With the PHP web application presented in the last section 

the following comparison can be done: Compared on the basis 
of the whole web application 49% of the lines of code were 
generated. For a more realistic comparison the user interface 
(UI) part (the smarty templates) is left out and only the PHP 
source code is evaluated. In this case 60% of the lines of code 
were generated. The UI part can be left out because the 
appropriate way to generate the source code of an UI is to use 
a WYSIWYG10 editor instead of a UML model. The PHP 
platform project is currently in an early stage of development. 
In other software projects (see section 9) a ratio of 70% was 
reached. These values show the relation between generated 
and manual written code if only the structure of an application 
is targeted to a concrete platform, i. e. an architecture with a 
set of frameworks. The generative part can be still increased 
by using an appropriate MVC11 framework for the controller 
infrastructure. Furthermore it can be increased by evaluating 
dynamic aspects modeled with activity or state charts.  

By now, our approach offers the following advantages: 1) A 
particular meta model is not prescribed to model the 
application. It can be chosen by the software architects. 2) The 
transformation chains can be reused across software projects 
despite that other meta models are used to model the 
application. 3) A couple of transformation chains already 
exist. 4) The transformation chains are manageable because of 
the simplified meta model. 5) The whole GeneSEZ meta 
model can be printed on one usual paper in letter format to 
provide a handy overview (that is not possible with UML), 
e.g. useful for developers of transformation chains. 

 
VIII.  RELATED WORK 

 

Two popular open source frameworks for generative 
MDSD approaches are openArchitectureWare [8] and 

                                                 
10 WYSIWYG = What You See Is What You Get 
11 MVC = Model View Controller, Design Pattern 

AndroMDA [16]. They both have an own meta model 
abstraction for the UML meta model. AndroMDA has an out 
of the box platform support. For openArchitectureWare the 
community provides platform support. 

 
A.  UML alike Meta Models 

openArchitectureWare supports a couple of meta models 
and is shipped with a so called “classic” meta model which is 
a simplified version of the UML meta model implemented in 
Java. The developed templates for code generation contain 
less filter expressions and navigation logic using the 
simplified meta model instead of the normalized UML meta 
model. To use the UML profile mechanism the meta model 
must be extended with implementations of the stereotypes and 
tagged values. Other meta model extensions can be done in a 
non intrusive way using the functional Xtend language [17] of 
openArchitectureWare. The “classic” meta model is still 
supported but the future is unclear. 

The latter tool AndroMDA also contains a special 
implementation of the UML meta model written in Java. 
AndroMDA uses the Velocity template language12 to generate 
code from a Java model. A template set which generates code 
is called cartridge. For meta model adjustments, AndroMDA 
has the concept of so called Metafacades. These are Java 
interfaces and classes which provide the special view to the 
UML model which is needed by the templates. They provide 
only the information of the UML model needed by a special 
cartridge. Usually every cartridge has its own meta facades. 
The meta facades of a cartridge use the UML model directly 
or meta facades of other cartridges. So developers who create 
or maintain a cartridge usually have to work with the UML 
meta model. Model transformations can also be implemented 
by these meta facades. Currently everything has to be 
implemented using Java, which is sometimes a bit intricately, 
e.g. iterating over the model or calculating the full qualified 
name of a model element. For such calculations, a functional 

                                                 
12 The Velocity Template Language, http://velocity.apache.org/ 

Fig. 7. The GeneSEZ MDSD process including the process of the example application. 
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language like openArchitectureWare's Xtend language is more 
suited, because it is more expressive for this kind of problems. 

 
B.  Predefined Template Sets using UML alike meta models 

AndroMDA is shipped with existing cartridges to generate 
different kind of output, e.g. Java, EJB or configuration files 
for the Spring Framework13. According to [4], one important 
aspect in code generation is to generate clean code. It means 
that the generated code should be as well structured as manual 
written code. This implies the copyright in each file, the well 
formatted structure of the source code, and the conformance to 
a style guide and naming conventions. With AndroMDA this 
can be achieved by adjusting the meta facades. 

openArchitectureWare is not shipped with any existing 
cartridges to generate code out of the box. But there is the 
fornax platform [18], a community project aiming to build 
cartridges for openArchitectureWare. There exist cartridges 
which are based on the Eclipse UML2 implementation of the 
UML meta model and support e.g. EJB, the Spring framework 
or Grails. To customize the cartridges the aspect oriented 
programming (AOP) feature of the openArchitectureWare 
languages XPand [19] and Xtend [17] can be used. 

 
C.  DSL based approaches 

An alternative to UML are DSLs. An open source approach 
using a DSL is the Sculptor [20] project, which can be found 
on the fornax platform. It is based on openArchitectureWare 
and can be used to generate web applications based on the 
Spring Framework, Spring Web Flow14, Hibernate, Java 
Server Faces (JSF)15 and JavaEE (Java Enterprise Edition). 
Sculptor uses openArchitectureWare's xtext language [21] to 
describe the DSL used to model the application. A commercial 
product for DSL based approaches is e.g. MetaCase [22]. 

Compared to the GeneSEZ approach AndroMDA and the 
fornax cartridges for openArchitectureWare uses the UML 
meta model directly in their transformation chains. This turns 
the creation and maintenance of transformation chains into a 
complex and tedious task. With sculptor this task is easier but 
the transformation chains are tied to the domain specific meta 
model and so the reusability is restricted to the domain. The 
GeneSEZ meta model has both advantages: easy creation and 
maintenance of transformation chains which are only tied to 
the domain of object oriented software. The customization of 
the transformation chains in AndroMDA is done in a tightly 
coupled way compared to the non-intrusive way the GeneSEZ 
approach used, offered by openArchitectureWare with AOP. 

 
IX.  CONCLUSION 

 
There was a big effort to establish the standardized 

graphical notation UML for describing object oriented 
software and the use of standards is always preferable. 
Because its complexity the UML isn't an appropriate meta 
model for transformation chains. Therefore a simpler meta 

                                                 
13 A popular Java Application Framework, http://springframework.org/ 
14 A Spring web framework, http://www.springframework.org/webflow 
15 A web UI framework, http://java.sun.com/javaee/javaserverfaces/. 

model is introduced, which can be seen as a meta model of a 
DSL for code generation. With the concept of model adapters, 
application models can be created with a standardized 
modeling language like UML with a reduced effort to write 
transformation chains. If DSLs are preferred all transformation 
chains based on GeneSEZ models can be reused by providing 
an appropriate model adapter. The creation of a model adapter 
will usually takes less time than rewriting all the 
transformation chains. 

The proposed meta model has still some shortcomings. First 
it covers only some structural aspects of UML class diagrams 
and no behaviors. Further, there are still some missing 
constructs, e.g. inner classes. And the definition of generics is 
not yet complete. 

Our approach has been successfully applied in industrial 
software projects of our research group: code generation for 
embedded systems based on Java, for software written in C#, 
and for web applications based on PHP. Currently the 
transformation chains to support EJB are developed. The main 
future aspect is the support of behaviors to support UML state 
machines. 
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Abstract—This paper presents a novel graphic tool to develop 

imaging applications. Users interact with this tool by means of 
constructing a DIP graph, which is a series of nodes and edges 
indicating the processing flow of the images to be analyzed. 
Solutions created using our tool can run inside the developing 
environment and also we can get the equivalent Java source 
code; so that, we can reused the code in other platforms. Another 
advantage of our software tool is the fact that users can easily 
propose and construct new algorithms following the Java beans 
rules. Our proposal can be seen as a DIP compiler because our 
tool produces fullfunctional Java programs that can solve an 
specific problem. The program specification is not a text based 
one, but a graphic specification and that is one of the main 
contributions of this work. 
 
Index Terms— Graphical user interfaces, Image analysis, 
Image processing, JADE. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

MAGE processing technology is present more and more in 
industrial, educational and entertainment products. Thus, 

there is an increasing necessity of new software tools for the 
development of imaging applications. The creation of these 
solutions has not been changed in the last years. That means 
that, the process continuing being the same. Programmers 
built a series of libraries and use them to construct their 
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solutions. Different implementations of the same visual 
operator can produce complete different results due to 
technology used and programming technique. In order to 
reduce the former problem we proposed an integral imaging 
application development environment. Among the outline 
advantages of our proposal we can mention: fast prototyping 
based on a graph solution, environment independency, 
automatic code generation and reuse of software in stand 
alone applications. This paper is organized as follows: section 
II presents related works analyzing advantages and 
disadvantages of similar proposals. Section III details the 
graph construction process. The transformation stage from 
PDI graph to JAVA source code is explained in section IV, as 
well as the results and evaluation of system which is called 
JADE. JADE stands for JAva imaging software Development 
Environment. Finally, in the last section we present concluded 
remarks and future work. 

II. RELATED WORK 
In this section two well-known related works are analyzed. 
The first tool is called Neatvision© [1]. Neatvision is a free 
java development environment for designing PDI graphs. 
NeatVision [1] provides an intuitive interface that make use of 
block diagrams. Construction of that diagrams follows the 
drag & drop interaction style. Each block which represents: 
images, operations and flow control structures, could be 
connected to others in order to form DIP graphs. Neatvision 
graphs represent prototyping imaging applications. User can 
observe the results of his/her product in the Neatvision 
environment. Nevertheless, it is not possible to obtain this 
code to be used in other applications. Perhaps this is the main 
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disadvantage of this work. Additionally, Neatvision provides a 
way for building user’s operators, but the form of producing 
new components it is not intuitive, as a result, the complexity 
for new component implementation increases drastically. 
 
Another work in this area is WiT©. WiT [5] is a platform of 
visual design for prototyping programs on DIP. This tool is 
handled in visual environment easy to use, each algorithm is 
defined by a block. Image algorithms are placed in an 
accessible library in a drag & drop form [6], [7], [8], [9], [10]. 
These process is made trough a graph. WiT environment 
allows incorporating new algorithms by means of an 
integration tool. This is made with tool “WiTEngine”. We can 
conclude that the version WiT Demo is a tool that fulfills 
basic requirements of DIP. However, WiT is not independent 
of its environment and code generation is not provided. 

III.OUR PROPOSAL: JADE 
 
The tools analyzed previously offer different options to 

create solutions for the DIP problem. However, none of them 
allow us to obtain the source code to be used in other 
applications. In JADE we combine characteristic of different 
tools to create a visual environment for Digital Processing of 
Images (DIP). One of the main contributions of our 
application is the Java code generation. Former function was 
developed taking into account the lack of tools that contain 
this functionality. Following sub-section explains the concepts 
of DIP graph that is the a main concept in our proposal since a 
DIP graph is the input specification for our tool. 

 

A.DIP Graph 
Definition. DIP Graph is a directed graph, each node in the 

graph represents an operator of DIP or a supported variable. 
Each directed arch represents transference of data among 
nodes. The supported variables represent primitive types that 
can be transferred. So we can says that JADE is a visual 
environment based on components that offer support for the 
creation of DIP Graphs. It is necessary to mention that if each 
node is consider as a variable or as a DIP operator, the rules 
for the creation of a DIP graph and the DIP graph by itself can 
be seen as a visual programming language. Based on the input 
DIP graph the application can carry out two possible tasks: 

 
 

1. To show the behavior of the DIP graph by means of 
an execution process inside the development 
environment. 

2. To generate a file of JAVA source code equivalent to 
the input DIP graph. 

 

B.DIP Component 
Definition. A DIP Component ([2], [3], [4]) is a graphic 

representation of a Digital Image Processing program that 
follows certain convention of notation. A Component DIP can 
represent a variable or an operator and it can have n ports of 

entrances and n output ports. There is at least one entrance 
port or one output port. The entrance ports are distributed in 
the left side of the component while the exit ports are 
distributed in the right side. 

 

C.Generation of Imaging Application Source Code  
 

 JADE has the ability to transform a DIP graph into a Java 
class that observes the same behavior of the DIP graph when 
this graph is executed in the environment. The class generated 
by JADE is based on the following structure: 

 
<imports> 
public class <nombreClase>{ 
<declaracionVariables> 
public<nombreClase>{ 
<CreacionInstancias> 
 

nombreClase>{<CreacionInstancias> 
} 
public void ProcesarDatos(){ 
<ModificacionDePropiedades> 
<TransferenciasDeDatos> 

} 
} 

 
Table 1. Structure of a DIP Graph java class. 
 
Each node (DIP component) is already implemented. So, it is 
necessary to indicate the path of that pieces of software, 
<imports>ψsentences do this work. As a result, we will be 
able to instance any component inside the class. The method 
ProcesarDatos↼↽ in the structure of the class model is a 
representation in java code of the DIP graph behavior. 
 

D.System Architecture 
 

The system architecture is divided into different modules. 
We use the View-Controlled Model (VCM) [13], [14] that 
allows us to isolate the logical applicative from the GUI. 
Figure 1 shows a block diagram of our system.  

 
The architecture shows the separation among the pattern, the 

view and the controller. Using VCM is easier to substitute 
new modules and also to do some maintenance work. 
Principal modules that make up the systems are listed above. 
 

1. Module for creation and supervision of DIP graphs 
2. Module of JAVA code generation 
3. Module for supervision of components 
4. Module for instance administration 
5. Module for execution of DIP graphs 

 
Creation and Supervision Modules for DIP Graphs  

 
This module is in charge of the process of creating a DIP 
graph which involves dragging components from the 
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component tree to the workspace by means of the Drag & 
Drop paradigm.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. JADE Block Diagram. 
 
Each component has a set of features that are visible in their 

graphical representation. 
 
Component Inspection Module 

 
The Component Inspection Module makes different 

functions, loads the components available in the environment 
and obtains features of them by means of a process of 
introspection of JavaBeans. This module has a high 
interaction with the Management Instance Module and also 
with the Creation and Supervision of DIP graphs Module. 
Management Instance Module 

 
The management instance module is in charge of the 

creation of new instances of the DIP graphs components. 
 

Java Source Code Generation Module 
 
The Java Source Code Generation Module works once a 

DIP graph has been constructed, first creates an XML file 
intermediate representation of DIP graph and then transforms 
the specification into a Java file that has the same behavior of 
the DIP Graph. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Graph 
Execution 

Module 
  
It runs each algorithm that is represented as a vertex in the 

DIP graph. 

IV.RESULTS 
We present the results that we had in the creation of 

components and later we show the source code generation: 
 

A.Visual Environment  
 
JADE visual environment has an intuitive way to work. It is 

based on the Drag & Drop paradigm. User can build his/her 
application using those components contained in the 
component area generating the DIP graph which is the visual 
specification of a program that solve an specific problem. 

 

B.Component Creation Support 
 
This tool permits the creation of new components. It is 

adaptable to users with experience in the field of DIP 
programming, since it allows us to implement our own 
algorithms as visual components. Then, we will be able to test 
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their operation by means of the construction of DIP graphs in 
combination with other components that already exist. Also 
this tool provides to novice users the possibility of creating 
graphs with the components available and verifying the own 
processes of DIP (see Figure 2). 

 

 
Fig. 2. Visual components of DIP graphs. 
 

C.Code Generation 
 
This tool is able to generate a Java class on the basis of a DIP 
graph. The generated classes have the same behavior that DIP 
graph when it is executed within JADE. The classes generated 
by the system are based on the internal bookstore of 
components. The generated code is a solution of high level 
DIP problem. 
 

D.Graph Development 
 
Next we show an example of the implementation of a DIP 

graph in our system. We have divided this section into steps 
that orient the reader in the process of builting a DIP graphs in 
JADE. 
 

 
 
Fig. 3. A DIP Graph Example. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Java Source Code generated by JADE 
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E.Graph Construction 
 
After initiating the application, in the properties (Figure 2) is 

shown the available components and they are contained in 
folders. We can create some new components with the 
intention to solve a particular problem. After creating a new 
workspace, we dragged the components into the workspace 
from the tree of components. Then the components are 
connected using the input and output ports. Connections are 
indicated by arrows which show the data flow into the DIP 
graph as is shown in Figure 3. 

 

F.Graph Execution 
 
Once DIP Graph is constructed it is possible to use the tool 

to execute the program and the system automatically generates 
the output the user expected. 

 

G.Code Generation from a DIP Graph 
 
We concluded showing the results that the module of 

generation of code produced, Figure 4. As you can see, the 
structure is based on the set of rules mentioned previously. 

 
 

Fig. 5. JADE GUI showing a DIP graph. 
 

V.CONCLUSIONS 
Visual programming tools for Digital Image Processing are 
very helpful for programmers. These kind of tools provide an 
environment to develop visual programs that includes 
operators of DIP, flow control structures and utilities tailored 
to the imaging applications area. Therefore, it is possible to 
design complex applications very quickly connecting 
components. There already exists systems like the ones 
described above; however, most of time these systems do not 
allow us to get the source code from the area of development.  
 
They just permit run the applications inside the workspace 
area. That is why we propose a new development tool that 
overcome that problems. Among the outline advantages of our 
proposal we can mention: fast prototyping based on a graph 
solution, environment independency, automatic code 
generation and reuse of software in stand alone applications. 
In order to test our proposal we introduced in this paper a 
system called JADE. JADE stands for JAva imaging software 
Development Environment.  
 
JADE GUI (see Figure 5) offers a programming tool for the 
DIP problem in a visual environment as well as the 
advantages that represents the source code generation for 
external use.  
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A user can work in JADE at different levels: 
 

1. using the visual paradigm for creating graphs by 
means of drag and drop components available in the 
environment and test their behavior.  

2. adding new components to JADE and test their 
operation in combination with those already 
available. 

3. users can also generate their solutions in JAVA code 
avoiding tedious process o writting a program in a 
traditional compiler. 

 
Additionally, JADE permits the creation of new 

components expanding this way the capacities of the system. 
Moreover, JADE has a potential application in the academic 
environment, because when a student begins an image 
processing courses the knowledge about the API Java and 
Advanced Imaging (JAI) is limited. JADE overcome this 
problem. However, JADE has also some limitations. At this 
time, there is not support for complex data flow and cycles. 
The programming concept is limited due to the construction of 
acyclic graphs. Consequently, code generated by JADE is 
limited the characteristics mentioned above. Generated classes 
describe a sequential execution of DIP operators. All this 
problems can be solved in the next version of JADE. 
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Abstract - Multimedia applications running on mobile devices and 
using wireless networks become more and more demanding with 
respect to processing speed and power consumption. Power saving is 
one of the most important feature that network interface and mobile 
CPU must provide in order to prolong battery lifetime. The multitude 
and complexity of devices that implement a large spectrum of 
multimedia and wireless protocols requires closer evaluation and 
understanding in respect to power efficiency. As there is very little 
analysis on the relationship between multimedia applications and 
their power profile in the context of mobile wireless devices, we 
investigate the landscape of multimedia communication efficiency 
methods. The proposed evaluation scenarios address CPU power 
consumption, wireless communication power consumption and video 
and sound interface power consumption.. 

 
Keywords - power consumption, energy efficiency, multimedia 
applications, wireless communication 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Recent development in areas like multimedia mobile 

systems and wireless communications as well as the trend to 
incorporate more functionalities (such as WLAN, Bluetooth, 
GPS, multimedia, VoIP) have led to the their acceptance in 
almost every domain of activity. The evolution of portable and 
mobile computation systems towards an increased feature set 
and increasing hardware and software requirements demand, is 
raising complex problems from a reasonable energy 
consumption level point of view under different usage 
scenarios [1]. The element that has underlined the 
development of this domain was the reduction of the 
commercialization price of intelligent mobile systems  
(PocketPC, SmartPhone, PDA and even notebooks) together 
with their increase in performance and the pronounced 
development of wireless communication technologies 
(WLAN, WiMax, VoIP) [2]. In the near future, portable 
embedded devices have to run multimedia applications with 
large computational requirements at low energy consumption 
[3]. These applications demand extensive CPU power, 
memory capacity and wireless communication bandwidth. All 
these demands bring an increasing power consumption. 

The power consumption problem of computing systems is 
in general a very complex one [4] because each physical 
component from the system has its own consumption values 
depending especially on the execution operation type, so that 
together with the physical components, the software 
applications has a big influence on the energy consumption 

[5]. The proportional ratio of a system consumption between 
the physical components vary a lot, so according to the results 
presented in Fig. 1 for a PocketPC [6], we can observe the 
consumption distribution between different types of circuits: 
processor, memory, communication, display, etc. There are 
some substantial consumption differences at GSM 
communication, TCP/IP communication over WiFI or 
Bluetooth communication, which show that certain types of 
wireless communication still do not fit well with current 
mobile systems or they are not optimized for thsese systems 
[6, 7]. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Power consumption distribution for a mobile device [6] 

 
One important fact is that the energy demands of battery 

powered devices and their applications substantially exceed 
the capacity of the actual batteries that power them [8]. To 
respond to this negative characteristic, development of new 
architectures and design methodologies for battery-efficient, 
thermal-aware and power-aware systems have been pursued. 
In order to implement power-aware applications, their power 
profiles have to be studied. 

The main goal of our work is to design, implement and 
validate a software framework for power-aware mobile 
applications in order to reduce overall power consumption and 
increase the efficiency of the energy usage. In order to achieve 
this goal we have to study and profile each component of a 
mobile device in order to introduce these profiles in the final 
framework. In this paper we present our results of the 
multimedia power efficiency study on different battery 
powered devices, the metrics used for multimedia and wireless 
energy-efficient communication and the relations between 
different types of communication patterns and the proposed 
metrics. The remainder of this paper contains in the next 
section a summary on current advances in multimedia and 
wireless power efficiency analysis and measurements. Power 
consumption measurement,  energy efficiency metrics and the 
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monitoring framework is presented in section III. Section IV 
contains power profiles for different multimedia applications 
and their energy-efficiency metrics obtained in our 
experiments. The conclusions and future work are presented in 
the last section. 

II. MULTIMEDIA AND WIRELESS COMMUNICATION 
EVALUATION METHODS 

Multimedia systems represent a very special class of 
complex computing systems. Multimedia mobile devices 
design process should start by taking into consideration their 
unique characteristics which are dominated by the huge 
amount of data that needs to be processed and transmitted in a 
continuous manner, and the timing constraints that need to be 
satisfied in order to have an informational message meaningful 
to the end-user [9]. For example, due to the large amount of 
data that needs to be processed, the video streams require 
consistently high throughput, but can tolerate reasonable levels 
of jitter and packet errors. In contrast, the audio applications 
manipulate a much smaller volume of data (therefore do not 
require such a high bandwidth), but place tighter constraints 
on jitter and error rates [9]. The authors offers a holistic 
perspective towards a coherent design methodology for 
multimedia mobile applications through: energy-aware video 
streaming and energy-aware routing protocols. 

WiFi based phones using VoIP protocols are becoming 
increasingly popular due to the ubiquitous presence of wireless 
LANs and the use of unlicensed spectrum. For these 
applications power consumption is a vital issue in making the 
usage of these phones widespread for a long period of time. 
Efforts are underway in improving power conservation in 
these phones and thus increasing the duration between 
recharging the battery [10]. The authors in [10] provide a 
detailed anatomy of the power consumption by various 
components of WiFi-based phones, they have analyzed the 
power consumption for various VoIP workloads at various 
components.  

Many wireless network interfaces, especially wireless 
LAN cards, consume a significant amount of energy not only 
while sending and receiving data, but also when they are idle 
with their radios powered up and able to communicate. 
Consequently, there has been much research in the last years 
into how to lower the energy consumption of mobile devices. 
Researchers have focused on developing low-power 
techniques at all levels, from designing energy-efficient 
circuits to managing power dynamically to adapting CPU 
frequencies to enhancing and modifying network protocols 
[11]. 

In [12], the authors investigate per packet energy 
consumption of an IEEE 802.11b card in various modes: 
transmit, receive, broadcast, and idle modes. Their data reveals 
how complexities introduced by the IEEE 802.11 protocol can 
impact the overall energy consumed by the card during its 
operation. The IEEE 802.11 WLAN specification describes a 
power-saving mode (PSM) that periodically turns the network 
interface off to save energy, and on to communicate [13]. In 
the infrastructure mode a mobile device using PSM 

communicates with a wired access point (AP), the AP buffers 
data destined for the device. Once every beacon period, the AP 
sends a beacon containing a traffic indication map that 
indicates whether or not the mobile device has any data 
waiting for it. The mobile device wakes up to listen to beacons 
at a fixed frequency and polls the AP to receive any buffered 
data. Significant reduction in consumption is obtained using 
this static PSM method [13].  

One very popular application on a battery powered mobile 
devices is multimedia content visualization over a wireless 
link. The authors in [14] evaluate the impact on three encoding 
parameters on the CPU cycles during the decoding process. A 
total cost in terms of CPU cycles is introduced and a 
relationship to power consumption is suggested, but power 
consumption measurements are not performed, thus the cost 
model cannot be verified in practice.  

A more generic approach towards application-level 
prediction of power consumption and battery dissipation has 
been taken in [15], where an estimation methodology is 
introduced. Based on a set of drain-rate curves from a set of 
benchmarks, estimation for an arbitrary program is composed. 
The estimation is limited to CPU and memory dimensions and 
it does not take into account the display, wireless 
communication or I/O components, but could be extended to 
include wireless basic benchmarks to assess wireless based 
communication applications. 

One of the implications of the application move towards 
unified communication systems is that most of them require 
secure communications that are provided through 
cryptographic components realized in both hardware and 
software. As one might suspect, there should be a link between 
security protocols and energy consumption on battery powered 
embedded systems. The authors of [16] have conducted 
thorough measurements and proved that security processing 
has a significant impact on battery life.  

Some proof on the increased usage of wireless mobile 
devices has been reported in [17], where wireless data transfer 
and battery lifetime for Wi-Fi connected mobile terminals has 
been logged in several networks in the US. It is striking that 
99% of the survey participants were under cellular networks 
while 49% were under Wi-Fi networks on everyday life. 
Based on application usage type (email, web feeds, web 
browsing and multimedia) and usage interval time, a 
relationship between data-size transfer, transfer interval and 
battery life is presented from the obtained logged data.  

VoIP usage is evolving for mobile devices such as 
smartphones with multiple wireless interfaces. However, the 
high energy consumption, presents a significant barrier to the 
widespread adoption of VoIP over Wi-Fi. To address this issue 
in [18] is presented a practical and deployable energy 
management architecture that leverages the cellular radio on a 
smartphone to implement wakeup for the high-energy 
consumption Wi-Fi radio. 
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III. POWER CONSUMPTION MONITORING FRAMEWORK 

A. Power consumption metrics   
The monitoring application we used in our tests to evaluate 

application level power efficiency is based on the power 
benchmark concept we defined in [19]. The power benchmark 
is an extension of the benchmarking concept by applying 
power consumption metrics. Our proposed power benchmark 
software is based on the information measured or estimated by 
the battery driver or the operating system. Battery status is 
based on several parameters: battery capacity [mWh], 
maximum battery capacity [mWh], charge/discharge rate 
[mW], current drawing [mA], battery remaining life time [s], 
battery temperature [oC], etc. All these parameters provide an 
image over the application level power consumption. 

As a battery discharges, its terminal voltage decreases from 
an initial voltage Vmax, given by the open circuit voltage of the 
fully charged battery, to a cut-off voltage Vcut, the voltage at 
which the battery is considered discharged. Because of the 
chemical reactions within the cells, the capacity of a battery 
depends on the discharge conditions such as the magnitude of 
the current, the duration of the current, the allowable terminal 
voltage of the battery, temperature, and other factors. The 
efficiency of a battery is different at different discharge rates. 
When discharging at low rate, the battery’s energy is delivered 
more efficiently than at higher discharge rates [20]. Battery 
lifetime under a certain load is given by the time taken for the 
battery terminal voltage to reach the cut-off voltage. The 
standard capacity of a battery is the charge that can be 
extracted from a battery when discharged under standard load 
conditions. The available capacity of a battery is the amount 
of charge that the battery delivers under an arbitrary load, and 
is usually used (along with battery life) as a metric for 
measuring battery efficiency [21]. 

Different power consumption metrics presented before can 
be used in benchmark, but these can be grouped in two 
classes:  
- Power consumption metrics – battery discharge rate, 

current consumption; 
- Remaining battery metrics – remaining life time, 

remaining battery capacity, etc. 
For power efficiency we used energy consumed to send/ 
receive a bit of information or the number of information bits 
transferred between two battery capacity values. 

B. Wireless implications for TCP/IP 
Wireless links are an important part of the Internet today. 

In the future the number of wireless or mobile hosts is likely to 
exceed the number of fixed hosts in the Internet. Despite its 
increasing usage, TCP/IP stack implementations are not 
optimized for wireless particularities and power management 
aspects. For example, the Collision Detection mechanism is 
suitable on wired LAN, but it cannot be used on a WLAN for 
two reasons: a) implementing a collision detection mechanism 
would require the implementation of a full duplex radio; b) in 
wireless environments we cannot assume that all stations hear 
each other. Therefore 802.11 WLAN uses a Collision 

Avoidance (CA) mechanism together with a positive 
acknowledgement mechanism. 

Errors rates on wireless links are a few orders of 
magnitudes higher then on fixed links. These errors cannot 
always be compensated by the Data Link Layer. The 
fundamental design problem for TCP is that a packet loss is 
always classified as a congestion problem. TCP cannot 
distinguish between a loss caused due to a transmission error 
and a loss caused by a network overload.  

Therefore we can say that TCP/IP protocols stack 
implementations are not well optimized for wireless 
communication medium and management of power 
consumption. 

C. Monitoring application   
The general architecture of the application presented in 

figure 2 has a modular structure divided in several abstracting 
levels. On the low level of the framework application will use 
the operating system’s drivers of different physical 
components took into account in the optimizing process of 
energy consumption: the processor, the battery, wireless 
chipset, main-board chipset, the memory etc. The kernel of the 
execution framework takes the available measures through the 
monitoring drivers, calculates the energy consumption of the 
used applications and through the application interface, it 
communicates using specific messages for consumption 
control. 

Fig. 2 Power framework architecture 
 
In order to show how different types of application level 

patterns influence the power consumption of a mobile device 
at the application level, we implemented a prototype of the 
framework. The prototype was written in C++ using MS 
Visual Studio 2005. The execution framework prototype 
source code is portable so it was built and tested on different 
Microsoft Windows platforms: Win32, Window Mobile 5.0 
PocketPC and Windows Mobile 5.0 Smartphone. 

The framework application is composed from a number of 
specialized modules (Fig. 2): 
- Battery monitor - is a software module running at OS and 

drivers level, used to achieve real-time on-line power 
consumption measures from battery device; 

- CPU monitor - is a software module used to monitor 
CPU parameters such as load, temperature, etc.; 
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- Wireless monitor - is a software module implemented to 
monitor different parameters of wireless communication: 
signal power strength (RSSI), bandwidth, data 
transferred, etc.; 

- other types of monitoring modules could also be 
implemented. 

- Workload generator - Generates different types of 
workload patterns. For example it contains a traffic 
generator - client/ server classes used to generate 
TCP/UDP traffic on wireless network card. The 
generator could be configured to use different values for 
communication parameters: data block size, data transfer 
direction (download/ upload), transport protocol (TCP/ 
UDP), data patterns, etc.; CPU workload generator - run 
different types of CPU benchmarks.  

- Power profiler - logging and profiling module to save all 
monitoring values from all modules for future analysis. 
This module is used in profiling power consumption of 
applications with respect to the used workload pattern. 

- Power framework core and power framework API extract 
relevant monitoring data and provide these data to 
application level. These modules are used to 
implemented auto-adaptable mobile applications aware 
of their power consumption. 

D. Experimental testcases   
In order to evaluate power efficiency profiles for wireless 

communication applications we elaborate a set of experiments, 
based on them we established a set of test cases. Every 
experiment ran for 30 minutes in the same environmental 
conditions. Three hardware devices we used in our tests: 
- Fujitsu-Siemens LOOX T830 PocketPC and 

SmartPhone; 
- Fujitsu-Siemens LOOX N560 PocketPC; 
- Fujitsu-Siemens E8110 Intel Pentium IV dual core 

mobile 2000MHz laptop with 1.5 GB RAM. 
The proposed test cases try to cover different aspects of 

wireless multimedia communication applications: 
- WLAN chipset consumption; 
- WLAN compared to other kind of wireless 

communication standards; 
- ad-hoc and infrastructure wireless communication; 
- reliable (TCP) and non-reliable (UDP) wireless 

communication; 
- wireless communication data patterns; 
- wireless communication data block sizes; 
- wireless security usage. 

Other multimedia applications’ power profiles were 
evaluated: video and sound players, multimedia instruction 
sets: FPU, SSE. 

IV. ENERGY-EFFICIENCY CHARACTERIZATION OF 
MULTIMEDIA WIRELESS COMMUNICATION 

We used the monitoring framework application to emphasis 
power consumption of wireless communication on mobile 
system related to different communication patterns. 

A. Wireless communication devices power consumption   
In order to measure the power consumption of different 

wireless communication devices existing in a mobile system 
we used the same LOOX T830 PocketPC. The power 
signatures obtained for this system when each of the following 
subsystems like GSM, Bluetooth and WLAN are respectively 
switched on are presented in Fig. 3. For each power signature 
in Fig. 3 the communication device was turned on but no 
communication traffic was initiated. It can be observed that 
the GSM communication hardware is very well designed for 
battery powered devices because its power consumption is 
quite the same with the GSM hardware deactivated. Bluetooth 
and WLAN hardware switched on imply more power 
consumption than with no communication hardware activated. 
Bluetooth device activation add around 13% to the total idle 
power consumption, and WLAN card activation consumes 
around 50% more than the idle state.  

 
Fig. 3. Wireless communication devices power consumption 

B. WLAN chipset power consumption   
From Fig. 1 it can be easily observed that WLAN chipset 

and communication represents an important part from total 
power consumption of the device. In order to show the 
different aspect of WLAN chipset power consumption the 
following experiments were executed on a Loox N560 
PocketPC: 
- WLAN chipset off; 
- WLAN chipset on and not connected to the network; 
- WLAN chipset on and trying to connect to the network; 
- WLAN chipset on and connected to the network; 
- WLAN chipset on and transferring data on the network.  

Related to the idle state power consumption with WLAN 
chipset switched off, WLAN chipset set on and WLAN 
communication show an increase in power consumption as 
presented in Fig. 4. WLAN chipset switched on has the same 
power consumption independent of the WLAN network status: 
not connected, trying to acquire network connection and 
connected. 

Current consumption of the PocketPC when WLAN chipset 
is switched on is three times larger than the case WLAN is off. 
When communication is started over the wireless, the increase 
in current consumption is 6 times greater than the case WLAN 
is switched off. We can state that wireless communication has 
three states of power consumption observed at application 
level: WLAN-OFF power state; WLAN-IDLE power state; 
WLAN-COMM power state. 
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Fig. 4. WLAN chipset power consumption 

C. WLAN communication power consumption 
In this test case we tried to find out how different 

communication parameters influence the power consumption 
and energy efficiency. The first test was selected to emphasis 
the relationship between communication block sizes and power 
consumption and efficiency. This test involved two battery 
powered devices: a laptop and a PocketPC. The monitoring 
application was deployed and configured as server on the 
laptop and as client on the PocketPC. The monitoring 
application ran for 30 minutes for each test and in each test 
different block size transfers were effectuated: 1KB, 4 KB, 10 
KB and 100KB. From our tests it can be observed that power 
consumption is the same no matter the size of blocks 
transferred (all plots are overlapped). Communication 
bandwidth depends on the blocks’ size transferred therefore it 
can be observed that power efficiency of wireless 
communication is directly proportional with communication 
bandwidth (Fig. 5). 

 

 
Fig. 5. Power efficiency for different transferred block sizes 

D. WLAN security power consumption 
Security is an important aspect of WLAN communication. 

Different encryption methods can be used but each of them has 
impact on overall power consumption. We show energy 
efficiency for no encryption case and WPA security usage (Fig. 
6). An increase in power consumption due to CPU load 
increase is observed. 

E. Multimedia CPU instruction set 
Another aspect of multimedia application is related to 

power consumption of specific instruction CPU instruction set. 
We run the same workload implemented with ordinary FPU 

instructions and then with SSE instructions on the laptop 
device. (Fig. 7). 

 

 
Fig. 6. Energy efficiency decrease when encryption is used 
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Fig. 7. Power consumption of FPU and SSE 

 

F. Wireless multimedia communication power consumption 
When wireless communication is performed more power is 

consumed than the case when only the communication 
hardware is turned on. Two types of wireless voice 
communication are presented in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9: GSM and 
WLAN VoIP using Skype application for laptop and pocketpc 
in tests. It can be observed that GSM communication is very 
well suited for mobile devices because when GSM chipset is 
switched on the total system power consumption does not 
increase and when a voice call over GSM consumes less 
energy than WLAN VoIP communication.  

 

 
Fig. 8. GSM vs. WLAN voice communication (FSC E8110)  
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Fig. 9. GSM vs. WLAN voice communication (FSC T830) 

G. Multimedia applications power consumption 
Two multimedia applications were supervised in order to 

emphasis their power profiles: video (wmv) display and sound 
mp3 play. Their power profiles are shown in Fig. 10 and 11. 

 
Fig. 10. Multimedia applications power consumption (FSC T830) 
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Fig. 11. CPU load of two multimedia applications (FSC T830) 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
We presented in this paper an application framework for 

wireless communication power profiling. In our tests we 
observed that default power management techniques have no 
meaningful effect on WLAN application level communication. 
We suggest that in order to obtain better results both the 
application level and system level should be involved in power 
management.  Therefore, in our future work we shall address 
the energy-efficiency adaptation at application level using the 
proposed execution framework for power-aware applications. 
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Abstract:  
     Optoelectronic processors have already been developed with 
the strong potentiality of optics in information and data 
processing. Encoder, Decoder, Multiplexers and 
Demultiplexers are the most important components in modern 
system designs and in communications. We have implemented 
the same using trinary logic gates with signed magnitude 
defined as Modified Trinary Number (MTN). The Spatial 
Light Modulator (SLM) based optoelectronic circuit is suitable 
for high speed data processing and communications using 
photon as carrier. We also presented here a possible method of 
implementing the same using light with photon as carrier of 
information. The importance of the method is that all the basic 
gates needed may be fabricated based on basic building block. 
 
Index Terms: Trinary, dibit, trit, polarization, savart plate, 
SLM and MTN.  
 

                       1. INTRODUCTION 
   Trinary system finds its importance in the modern optical 
computation. A carry-free mathematical operation is 
possible with such MTN system[1-4]. However, the practical 
implementation of such systems calls for development of 
basic processors based on such logic[5-9]. In this 
communication we present a method for implementation of 
such processors as encoder, decoder[10-11], multiplexer and 
demultiplexer [12-17] . 
 
 2. TRINARY LOGIC AND THE BASIC BUILDING 

BLOCK FOR IMPLEMENTATION 
    Before going into details of the implementation it is felt a 
short introduction of the basic logical system based on 
trinary along with the process of implementation.  The three 
states of the trinary representation are classified as the true, 
false and contradiction as shown in table-1. 

Table-1:  Trinary Logic System 
 
Logical state   Represented by  Dibit representation State of polarization     
       True/                      1                        01             Vertical polarization   
 Complete information            
       False/                     Ī                         10          Horizontal polarization   
 Wrong information                                                                    
   Contradiction/           0                         11            Presence of both the                                                                       
 Partial information                                                horizontal & vertical 
                                                                                       polarization                
    Don’t care state                                  00                      - 
 
The truth table for the basic trinary gates required to 
implement the encoder, decoder, multiplexer and 
demultiplexer are mentioned in table-2. The basic logic 
gates and their output functions have been defined earlier[18].   

These basic gates have been used to implement the circuits 
mentioned here. 
 

 
  The gates required as mentioned may be implemented[18]  
by using the basic building block discussed hereunder. 
 
2.1 THE  BASIC BUILDING BLOCK AND OTHER 

REQUIRED GATES  
    For implementation of these logical operations we have 
used a basic building block given in fig.1. A light from a 
laser source L through a polarizer P is incident on the first 
savart plate S1. 

 
              Fig. 1. The basic building block. 

       The basic property of a savart plate is that if a light 
polarized at a direction making 450  with the vertical axis as 
shown in the figure, is incident on it the output will be two 
parallel beams shifted between themselves. The state of 
polarization of the output beams are orthogonal to each 
other as shown. The output beams may be controlled (the 
presence or absence) by using two input signals through 
spatial light modulators (SLMs) P1 and P2.  The SLMs are of 
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two kinds – positive and negative. The nature of the 
negative SLM is such that it is transparent when there is no 
electric voltage applied on it and it becomes opaque when 
an electric voltage is applied on it. The property of positive 
SLM is just reverse. In the output two beams are combined 
by using a second savart plate S2 for which the crystal axes 
are opposite that of first savart plate S1. Different logic gates 
mentioned in Table-2 may be implemented by combining 
this very basic module.   
 

  3. TRINARY ENCODER 

      An Encoder is a combinational logic circuit used to 
convert an active input signal into a coded output signal. 
Out of  n input lines only one remains active at any time and 
it has m output lines. It encodes one of the active inputs to a 
coded trinary output with m trits. As in the case of a binary 
system, the number of outputs of an encoder is always less 
than the number of inputs. The block diagram of an encoder 
is shown in fig.2. 

   
                Fig.2: Block diagram of an Encoder 
                             

3.1   BASIC 9-TO-2 TRINARY ENCODER 
     It is well known that a 9-to-2 encoder accepts 9 inputs 
and produces a 2-trit output code corresponding to the 
activated input. The basic block diagram of a 9-to-2 encoder 
is shown in fig.3 and the truth table is given in Table-3.  

 
          Fig. 3: Basic block diagram of a 9-to-2 encoder. 
 
   The truth table shows that Y0 must be 1 whenever the 
input D2 OR D5 OR D8 is HIGH & Y0 must be 1  whenever 
the input D0 OR D3 OR D6 is HIGH. Thus, 
              Y0= 865320 DDDDDD +++++   
Similarly, 
                 Y1= 876210 DDDDDD +++++  
     Using the above expressions, the 9-to-2 trinary encoder 
can be implemented by using the basic trinary gates of opto-
electronics system is shown in Fig.4. 
                                                             

                  Table-3: Truth Table of  9 - to - 2 Encoder. 

 
 
    The circuit is designed in such a way that, when D0 is 
HIGH, the trinary code 11  is generated; when D1 is 
HIGH, the trinary code 01  is generated, and so on. It is 
implemented by inverter or NOT gates only as shown in 
fig.4. 

 
                                  Fig.4: Encoder Circuit. 

4. TRINARY DECODER 
    A decoder is a logic circuit that converts an n-trinary 
input code (data) into 3n output lines such that each output 
line will be activated for only one of the possible 
combinations of inputs. As in binary decoder system, the 
number of output is greater than the number of inputs. A 
block diagram of a decoder circuit is shown in fig.5. 

 
                        Fig.5: Block diagram of a Decoder. 
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4.1   BASIC 2-TO-9 TRINARY DECODER 
   The block diagram of a 2-to-9 decoder is shown in fig.6. 
A 2-to-9 decoder has two inputs (S1, S0) and nine outputs 
(D0 to D8). Based on the 2 inputs, one of the nine outputs is 
selected. 

 
          Fig. 6: Basic block diagram of a 2-to-9 decoder. 
 
   The truth table for the 2-to-9 decoder is shown in Table-4.  
 

Table- 4: Truth Table of  Decoder. 

 
From the above truth table, it is clear that only one of the  
possible nine outputs (D0 to D8) is selected based on the two 
select inputs. Also, from the truth table, the logic 
expressions for the output are obtained as follows: 

 
     Using the above expressions, the circuit of a 2-to-9 
decoder can be implemented using AND, NOT, True 
Selector, Exclusive True Selector, False Selector and 
Exclusive False Selector gates as shown in Fig.7.   
 The two inputs S1, S0 are decoded into nine outputs and each  

 
                        Fig.7: Decoder Circuit. 
output representing one of the minterms of the 2-input 
variables. The Exclusive False Selectors provide the false 
value if and only if the input information contain any false 
value and it is complemented by NOT gate to get the true 
value, the Exclusive True Selectors provide the true value if 
and only if the input information contains any true value, the    
True Selector provide only true value of the input, the False 
Selector provide only false value of the input and it is 
complemented by the NOT gate to get the true value and 
then it is ANDed with the output of the True Selector so that 
they provide true value only and only when the input is in 
contradiction i.e. 0. This decoder circuit can be used for 
decoding any 2-trit code to provide nine outputs, 
corresponding to nine different combinations of the input 
codes. 
     This is also called a 2-to-9 decoder, since only one of 
nine output lines is HIGH for a particular input combination. 
For example, when S1S0= 1 0, then only the D1 is HIGH. 
Similarly, when  S1S0=1 1  then also only the  D6  is HIGH. 
 

5.  TRINARY MULTIPLEXER 
   Multiplexer is the most common term in electronics. It is 
the process of transmitting a large number of information 
over a single line. A multiplexer is also called data selector 
since it can select any one out of many inputs and steers the 
information to the output. 
    The basic block diagram of a multiplexer with n input 
lines, m select lines and one output line is shown in Fig.8. 
The select lines decide the number of possible input lines of 
a particular multiplexer. In the trinary system if the number 
of select lines are m, then they may be used to select any of 
input lines 3m which is equal to n.  For example, in trinary 
two select lines are required to select any one out of 9(32) 
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input lines; three select lines are required to select any one 
out of 27 (33)  input lines, and so on.    

 
                      Fig.8: Block diagram of multiplexer. 
    The multiplexer acts like a digitally controlled multi-
position switch where trinary code applied to the select 
inputs, controls the data input that will be switched to the 
output.   
 
5.1 BASIC NINE-INPUT TRINARY MULTIPLEXER 

       The logic symbol of a 9 - to - 1 multiplexer is shown in 
Fig.9. It has nine data input lines (D0 – D8), a single output 
line (Y) and two select lines (S1 and S0) to select one of the  

 
                        Fig.9: Multiplexer Logic Symbol    
nine input lines. The truth table for a 9 - to -1 multiplexer is 
shown in table- 5.  
      From the truth table-5 a logical expression for the output  
 
              Table-5: Truth table of  9-to-1 multiplexer 

  

in terms of the data input and select input can be derived as 
follows: 
   The data output Y= data input D0, if and only if  

. 
Therefore,  

   
The data output Y=data input D1, if and only if                     

 
  Similarly, 

 
  If the above terms are ORed, then the final expression for 
the data output is given by: 

 
  Using the above expression the 9-to-1 multiplexer can be 
implemented  using  NOT gates,  2-input AND  gates,  true   

                  
             Fig.10  Logic design of  9-to-1 multiplexer. 
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selector, false selector, exclusive true selector and  exclusive 
false selector gates, selector networks and one 9-input OR 
gate as shown in Fig 10. The selector outputs are connected 
with the inputs of the OR gate to generate the output Y. 
     Here we have to notice the case when S1 and S0 both are 
equal to 1 and then S1. S0 = 1. Now depending on the data 
input D = 1 or 0  the output Y = 1 or 0 respectively. But in 
the case when D =   then the output  Y = 0, as a result we 
do not get the desired output. So, to overcome this problem 
we have designed a  2-input selector network as shown in 
fig.11. It consists of two 2-input AND gates, two NOT gates 
and one  2-input OR gate.  The data select inputs S1 and S0 
are ANDed  and feed  to the input S of this selector network 
and the data input is directly feed to the another input D of 
this network.   
    To demonstrate the operation of this multiplexer circuit, 
let us consider the case when  S0 S1=   . If this value is 
applied to the select lines, then the output of the AND gate = 
1.  Now it is feed to S and the data input D0 to D of the 
selector network. 
   Here S= 1 but D may take any values among , 0, 1. 
Consider the case when D=  , then the two inputs of AND 
Gate1 are 1, . So the output of AND Gate1=0. Again, the 
two inputs of AND Gate2 are 1,1.  So  the  output is 1, which 

                       
             Fig..11: Logic diagram of selector network 
 
after passing through the NOT Gate will give the output . 
The two outputs paths -  Path 1 and Path 2 are  then ORed 
and generate the network selector output  . 
      When D= 0 the two inputs of AND Gate1 are 1,0. So the 
output of AND Gate1=0. Now, the two inputs of AND 
Gate2 are 1, 0 and so the output is 0 which after passing 
through the NOT gate will give the output 0. The two 
outputs are then ORed and generate the network selector 
output 0. 
     When D= 1 the two inputs of AND Gate1 are 1,1.  So the 
output of AND Gate1=1.  Now, the two input of AND Gate2 
are , 1 and  So the output is 0 which after passing through 
the NOT gate will give the output 0. The two outputs is then 
ORed and generate the network output 1. 
.    

6. TRINARY DEMULTIPLEXER 
      Demultiplexing is the process of taking information 
from one input and transmitting the same over one of 
several outputs. A demultiplexer is a logic circuit that 
receives information on a single input and transmits the 
same over one of several (3n) output lines.   
    The block diagram of a demultiplexer which is opposite 
to a multiplexer in its operation is shown in fig 12. The 
circuit has one input signal, m select signals and n output 
signals. The select input determines to which output the data 
input will be connected. As the serial data is changed to 
parallel data, i.e. the input causes to appear on one of the n 

output lines, the demultiplexer is also called a distributor or 
a serial-to- parallel converter.  

 
           Fig. 12: Block diagram of demultiplexer. 
 

6.1 1-TO- 9 TRINARY  DEMULTIPLEXER 
    The block diagram of a 1-to-9 demultiplexer is shown in 
fig.13.  A 1-to-9 demultiplexer has a single input (D), nine 
outputs (Y0 to Y8) and two select inputs ( S1 and S0). 

 
         Fig.13: Block diagram of a 1-to-9  demultiplexer. 
  
  The truth table of the 1-to - 9 demultiplexer is shown in 
Table 6. From the truth table it is clear that the data input is 
connected to output Y0 when S1= Ī and S0 = Ī. And the data 
input is connected to output Y1 when S1 = Ī and S0 = 0 and   
 
                       Table-6: Demultiplexer 1- to - 9 
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so on. From the truth table, the expressions for the outputs 
can be written as follows. 

    
    We find the equation as similar to the binary logic. But it 
is to be noted here when we consider the case for S1 and S0 
both are equal to 1 then S1. S0 = 1 and then for  D = 1 or 0 
the output Y8 = 1 or 0 respectively. But the case when D = Ī 
then Y8 = 0 and we do not get the desired result.  So to 
overcome this we have designed a 2-input selector network 
same as  in the case of multiplexer shown in fig. 11. The 
activities of this selector network is same as discussed 
earlier for multiplexer. 
     Now using the above expressions, a 1-to- 9 demultiplexer 
can be implemented using  NOT, AND, true selector, false 
selector, exclusive true selector, exclusive false selector 
gates  and  selector networks as shown in fig.14.    

    Fig.14  Logic design of  1-to- 9 demultiplexer. 
   
  The two select lines S1 and S0 enable only one gate at a 
time and the data that appears on the input line passes 
through the selected gate to the appropriate output lines. 
 
                           7. CONCLUSION 
    We have discussed the implementation of encoder, 
decoder, multiplexer and demultiplexer circuit by using 
trinary optical logic gates comprises of savart plates and 

spatial light modulators. It is also suitable for VLSI 
implementation due to the repetitions of basic gate. In this 
paper  the very basic trinary encoder, decoder, multiplexer 
and demultiplexer circuits and their practical 
implementations have been discussed by using the trinary 
logic gates of opto-electronic devices for the fast operation. 
Due to signed bit implementation the mathematical 
operations are also very simple. The trinary logic also find 
its applications in gray image processing, cellular automata, 
fuzzy logic systems, fractals and other emerging areas 
where the fast operations are needed.  
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Abstract. The main idea of the paper is the formation of regional 
competitiveness information system conception, structurization of 
this system, determining the sources of its information supply and 
its application to decisions management. Proper knowledge on 
competitiveness contents and various attributes of competitiveness 
ensure the effective functioning of the system. Fully developed 
regional competitiveness information system can be applied for 
formation and application of regional development strategies.  
Keywords and expressions: competitiveness, regional 
competitiveness information system, regional development 
strategy, risk management competitiveness measures and factors, 
competitiveness management. 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Competitiveness, as an attribute, is linked to the following 
levels of socio-economic aggregation: micro (firms), mezzo 
(industries), macro (countries), mega (number of countries). 

However, any distinguished aggregation level does not 
possess an unambiguous definition (perception) of 
competitiveness. In fact, the content of competitiveness 

conception can be and should be different as the subject itself 
changes, as well as the activity environment of this subject [9]. 
Thus, for the analysts, as well as for the holders (subjects) of 
competitiveness attribute, the content of competitiveness 
category is different. The chosen perception of competitiveness 
on the same aggregation level, as the highest generated value 
for residential customers and shareholders, allows 
unambiguously understanding not only the goals of 
competitiveness development, but also the complex of means 
for reaching these goals.  

The polysemy of previously mentioned competitiveness 
content has also determined the abundance of its measurement 
indicators. This allows perceiving adequately the content and 
development complexity of competitiveness, however, the 
ambiguity of competitiveness measurement can provide 
presumptions for false choice of competitiveness development 
means. Also, there is no doubt that selection of inadequate 
definition of competitiveness can mostly harm while 
generating competitiveness development strategies (Fig. 1).  
 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Conceptual scheme of competitiveness management 
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Thus, inadequate perception of competitiveness content 
often provokes selection of inadequate system of means for 
competitiveness management. 

In essence, the preparation of the competitiveness 
information system as instrumentary for regional 
competitiveness management will be discussed in the paper, as 
well as possibilities of system’s application for the generation 
of regional development strategies.  

The main outputs of the paper should be information about: 
1. Conceptualization of regional (state) competitiveness 

information system and its structure; 
2. Elaboration of the main principles of system 

functioning; 
3. Determining the necessity of REGCIS for regional 

development strategies. 
 

II.  CONCEPTUALIZATION OF THE PROBLEM 

Region is a geographic term that is used in reference to 
various coexistence ways among the different activities. In 
general, a region is a medium-scale area of land, Earth or 
water, smaller than the whole areas of interest (which could be, 
for example, the world, a nation, a river basin, mountain range, 
and so on), and larger than a specific site or location. A region 
can be seen as a collection of smaller units (as in “the New 
England states”) or as one part of a larger whole (as in “the 
New England region” of the United States).  

In the paper “region” will be perceived as the area of people 
community social dislocation and economic activity. Example 

of the typical region will be territory of small countries, or the 
areas of bigger ones and even areas of the big countries.  

Competitiveness will be perceived as the coexistence form 
of separate forms of life, business units, branches of activity, 
countries or regions, pursuing certain advantages and ensuring 
possibilities of survival. Competitiveness is the degree of 
ability of the certain subject or of the whole system to compete 
in the mentioned coexistence.  

If understanding of increase of regional welfare is based on 
amount of value used, the concept of residential value seems to 
be applicable. Residential value could be understood as 
residual value for resident customers and shareholders in the 
region. Maximization of residential value is the main motive 
and mean for regional competitiveness development if that is 
regarded in structurized manner (Table I).  

Regional competitiveness refers to a dynamic process of 
usage (exploitation) of own or acquired from aside resources, 
transforming them into residential value (utility) [14]. So, 
competitiveness of region (country) is associated with their 
ability to generate more residential value from own and 
attracted resources, including financial.  

Development of competitiveness – it is the identification of 
competitiveness factors and their appearance circumstances, - 
and creation and realization of their fostering and development 
mechanism. Sustainable competitiveness development or 
competitiveness sustainability insurance – it is the realization 
of earlier mentioned circumstances and mechanisms, after 
choosing a certain competitiveness development guarantee and 
risk management tools. 

  
 

TABLE I 
STRUCTURING OF REGIONAL COMPETITIVENESS 
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The paper is intended for region as an area of social 
dislocation. In this area the conditions for economic activity are 
provided, i.e. self-sufficient business units exist, corporations 
and separate areas of activity are formed, federal and local 
governments are established. Thus regional competitiveness is 
perceived as interaction of business units, branches of activities 
and state or local government competitiveness. The dimension 
of competitiveness measurement or nature of competitiveness 
will be analysed as financial competitiveness, social-
economical competitiveness and survival competitiveness.  

Thus for perception of competitiveness research and 
management structure Table I could be useful. 

The paper will be based on region perception, concretizing 
holistic conception of competitiveness and paying attention to 
region multiaspectiveness, stochastic nature of competitiveness 
powers formation, cyclical nature of interdependency 
competitiveness determinants (indicators) and factors, as well 
as competition and competitiveness, interdependency 
character. This allows to develop quantitative models of 
regional competitiveness management with the help of expert 
decisions information supply and management systems. These 
models would be applied to effective regional strategies 
development and implementation.  

Regional development strategies would be formulated to 
determine the way in which the region could manage its 
competitiveness abilities and change current position to a new 
stronger competitive position. But such goals would be reached 
only possessing highly developed understanding of 
competitiveness sense, measurement indices (determinants) 
and factors, as well as adequately assessed interdependencies 
between competence level and amount of factors or being in 
line resources.  

Competition is a component of dynamics and attribute of 
coexistence. Competitiveness as level of ability to compete 
also serves as indicator for arrangement of competing units or 
systems according this ability. Competitiveness in the project 
would be treated as ability to compete but in the sense to 
overcome when own and attracted resources are transformed 
into residential utility. While regional development strategies 
help as instrumentary for direction of movement to future 
competitiveness management would be used as component of 
these strategies. 

For countries, where resident business do not dispose higher 
technologies, or countries which do not have strategically 
important vast natural resources and which have just soaked up 
fundamentals of market economics (e.g. Lithuania, Latvia), it is 
necessary to insure, that every business unit, every decision of 
government, every feet of its territory would become 
competitive and completely responsible for their survival and 
value, if these countries want to become equal EU members 

[6], [13]. Along with that, the sustainability of the competitive 
powers growth is the cornerstone of success. 

There are many different competing abilities, and they play 
different role when resources are transformed into residential 
utility. In the paper main attention would be paid for financial 
and especially investment resources. So, utility measured as 
function from efficiency, risk and reliability would become the 
target for management.  

Regional competitiveness information system (REGCIS) 
ought to be accepted as a platform for generation of the 
adequate concepts, information, decision making and 
management ways and methods when resources are 
transformed into residential utility. 
 

III.  REGIONAL OR COUNTRY COMPETITIVENESS AND ITS SUSTAINABILITY 

The competitiveness of a specific country depends upon its 
ability to make market participants efficiently use available 
resources, as well as upon its ability to introduce innovations 
and positively change environment in order to guarantee the 
development sustainability. The results of incurring pressure 
and demands of a market help companies to increase their 
advantages in the competition struggle with the strongest 
competitors of the global market. These companies have 
advantage of existing strong local competitors, aggressive 
suppliers and demanding local consumers [7]. 

In modern economics, as the competition in the world is 
increasing, the role of country (government) becomes more and 
more important. Competitive advantage is being created and 
maintained through processes, which are strongly localized. 
The difference of national values, structure of evolution – 
everything brings a certain contribution on the way to 
successful competitiveness. Substantial differences exist in 
competitiveness structure of each country, because it is 
impossible for a country to be competitive in all or most of the 
fields. Specific countries reach better results in certain fields, 
because their inner conditions are more favourable, more 
dynamic and prospective. 

There are three attributes of a country, which constitute the 
base of country’s competitive advantages: 

1. Environment adequacy for development of 
competitiveness. 

2. Technological and organizational perfection of the 
fields of activity. 

3. Utility and efficiency of the international relations [9]. 
These factors along with the regional features most often 

guarantee regional resources, labour qualifications for the 
selected field of activity. They also in general determine the 
formation of national environment, when company is set up 
and learns to compete (Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 2. Determinants of competitive advantages of a country 
 

 
The apex of each triangle, shown on Fig. 2, and all rhomb 

illustrates the key points of competitive success achievement in 
the international scale: accessibility of resources and qualified 
labour force, needed for achievement of competitive 
advantages; information that forms good opportunities, which 
are felt by companies and directions, where they use the 
resources and qualification of associates, goals of directors, 

managers and separate company’s employees; and, the most 
important aspect - experienced pressure upon the company, - 
making it introduce and realize innovations.  

In general, the presumption of competitiveness of a separate 
country and the whole of competitiveness factors can be shown 
in Fig. 3. 

 
 

 
Fig. 3. Presumptions of sustainable competitiveness of a country (region)  
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IV.  THE INFLUENCE OF INFORMATION SUPPLY ON REGCIS 

Regional Competitiveness Information System (REGCIS) is 
a certain development of the regional business risk informative 
system (REGBRIS), which was described in some former 
papers of the author [8], [10]. Regional business risk 
monitoring (REGBRMON) should prove to be a significant 
element of the REGBRIS. The monitoring of region business 
risk is understood as important means, which creates the 
presumptions of risk management. There are several basic 
functions of the region business risk monitoring: verification 
and improvement of settled conceptions, criteria and risk 
management models; specification of the influence of risk 
factors on particular objects hierarchy; information 
accumulation and arrangement in order to meet the needs of 
decision-making. 

The creation of regional competitiveness information system 
is perceived as a process of conceptualization, mining and 
structurization of information on competitiveness while the 
competitiveness portfolio, comprised of different investments, 
intended for the subject’s competitive power improvement, is 
understood as instrument for competitiveness assessment and 
management [11].  

Capability to provide and use adequate information is the 
most important component of separate individual’s intellectual 
capital [2]. Also, information supply is a key problem in 
competitiveness management and development. The concept of 
information is not perceived homogeneously and this should be 
constantly improved by analyzing further its content and 
seeking that this category would become constructive 
instrument for systems’ interaction research. At the moment 
information category is objectified increasingly separating its 
content from all data content. When separating information and 
data concepts’ content, it is very important to consider qualities 
– the knowledge (intelligence) of the subject, which is using it. 
Perhaps, the best way of depicting this process would be a 
simple scheme reflecting data collection, information 
development and knowledge deepening necessity concept 
interaction: herein information is perceived as a tool, which 
converts data into knowledge and deepens the level of 
individual’s perception [12]. 

Adequate requirements of information expansion and 
perception of regularity are necessary for correct information 
system development. The capability to convert internal and 
external data into knowledge assure information accumulation, 
create conditions for optimal decision-making, and is 
considered as exceptional quality of information system [1], 
[5], [15]. Adequate knowledge, together with information 
system, functioning properly, are the competent conditions for 
regional development strategies formation.  

Talking about business information systems, three systems’ 
functions are usually emphasized: improvement of business 
operations’ interaction; improvement of knowledge for 

decision-making process; amelioration of business 
competitiveness. 

Any business is inevitably related with risk. Risk could be 
stipulated by uncertainty of present activities’ future as well as 
by possibly wrong business managers or decisions. 
Management of risk requires exceptionally good special 
knowledge about risk factors and ways of influence [3], [4]. 
Successful risk management leads to effective use of regions’ 
resources as well as to connections with external partners. 
Hence, in order to create REGCIS, we need heuristic approach, 
first of all emphasizing correct formulations of system objects 
and operation principles, creation presumptions and practical 
ways of implementation prevision. Only after solving all these 
problems properly, we can talk about successful execution of 
developed competitiveness information system’s functions, as 
well as about formation and application of regional 
development strategies.  

 
CONCLUSIONS 

The content of competitiveness conception can be and 
should be different depending on the subject. Inadequate to 
particular situation selection of competitiveness content and 
definition mostly negatively influences the competitiveness 
development strategies.  

Maximization of residential value out of resources available 
in the region, i.e. the sum of consumers’ value and 
shareholders’ value, is an adequate indicator for regional 
competitiveness definition.  

Business information or management systems, including 
REGCIS, must be risk-oriented, because any business is 
inevitably related with risk. 

Regional competitiveness information system (REGCIS) 
ought to be accepted as a platform for generation of the 
adequate concepts, information, decision making and 
management ways and methods when resources are 
transformed into residential utility. The creation of regional 
competitiveness information system is perceived as a process 
of conceptualization, mining and structurization of information 
on competitiveness and its risk. 

Adequate knowledge, together with information system, 
considering risk, constitutes the competent conditions for 
regional development strategies formation. 

Further research of the problem analysed in the paper should 
concern the following provisions: 

• Buildng up the set of methods and models for 
competitive ability drivers detection. 

• Exploration and systematization of the principles and 
methods for exploitation of REGCIS for competitiveness 
management when preparing development strategies.  

• Implementation of worked out REGCIS for 
experimental strategies planning.  
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• Practical exploitation of regional development 
strategies. 

• Building up information communication technologies 
(ICT) for “Interneting” REGCIS as instrument to be 
experimentally used and permanently developed. 
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Abstract 
 

Today, many institutions and organizations are 
facing serious problem due to the tremendously 
increasing size of documents. This problem is 
further triggering the storage and retrieval 
problems due to the continuously growing space 
and efficiency requirements. This problem is 
becoming more complex with time and the 
increase in the size and number of documents in 
an organization. Therefore, there is a growing 
demand to address this problem. This demand 
and challenge can be met by developing a web-
based database to enable specialized document 
imaging people to upload the frequently used 
forms and related information to use when there 
is a need. This automation process, if applied, 
attempts to solve the problem of allocating the 
information and accessing the needed forms to 
some extent. In this paper, we present an 
automation experience which is applied in King 
Saud University1 to assist Academic Departments 
Chairmen finding all needed information and 
periodically used forms on an intranet site which 
proved to be very practical and efficient as far as 
optimizing the effort and time consumed for 
information and documents retrieval. 
 

Introduction 
 

Problem Definition 
 

KSU has about 28 colleges. Each college consists, 
on the average, of 4 to 6 academic departments. 
Each of these departments is managed by a 
department chairman and an administrative team. 
The newly assigned department chairman is usually 
a faculty member who sometimes lacks many 
                                                 
1 More information about King Saud University is available at 
www.ksu.edu.sa  
 

administrative skills. In addition, the academic 
department work process includes following certain 
regulations as well as completing certain preprinted 
forms for both employees/faculty and students. 
Many preprinted forms and regulations have to be 
present at all times to take some action when facing 
the various daily cases in the department. In the 
past, many cases took longer time to be decided on 
because the chairman has to know the exact process 
and has to retrieve the suitable form(s) used for such 
cases. This situation was affecting the effectiveness 
of the department chairman main duty and hence, 
the whole department administrative status. 
 

A local web site which contains the processes and 
their corresponding regulations and related forms to 
be used was a must to make it easier and faster to 
refer and review any situation(s) regulations and 
related information, in addition to the related forms 
and documents2 which are necessary to be used 
or/and filled for that specific situation. 
  

Solution Steps 
 

1 -  A work force was formed to gather the cases 
the academic departments usually encounter. 

2 -  All the forms related to those cases where 
gathered and reprinted. 

3 -  The process to be followed by the department 
chairman is clarified and printed in detailed 
steps.  

4 -  A web-based site is prepared ( Knowledge 
Management KSU Web Site ) to refer to 
whenever needed ( usually by the academic 
department administration ). 

5 -  On the Knowledge Management web site, all 
gathered processes and information were 

                                                 
2 Documents may include preprinted forms, reports forms, 
students transfer application forms, hardware/software request 
forms,  etc.   
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entered in addition to uploading all the 
related forms used for that case3. 

6 -  Each process has a group of related processes 
which are links to it and specified by the web 
site administrator. 

 

Special Notes About the KSU Knowledge 
Management Web Based Database  
 

1 -  This web site was designed using JAVA, 
PHP, and FrontPage. 

2 -  It was taken into consideration making this 
web site a very user friendly and totally in 
Arabic language and easy to use as much as 
possible. 

3 -  All KSU chairmen could access the web site 
on the local intranet from their office pc’s 
with no difficulties. 

4 -  The web site server is central and is located 
in KSU administration building ( The Internet 
Unit ) for administration purposes. 

5 -  It is possible to print any page or pages of the 
forms or the documents stored on the site on 
the local printer. 

 

Contents And Data Security 
 

Since the web site contents do not contain private 
information which could be confidential, it was not 
necessary to the website designers to include a multi 
level security access layers; however, it was enough 
to have a dedicated administrator user name and 
password for data and contents manipulation 
purposes.  
 

A monthly backup of the whole web site contents 
including the stored forms and documents is 
performed on a removable writable CD. 
 

Hardware Used 
 

1 -  PC with the following specifications : 
3.2 Mhz Intel processor 
2048 MB DDR RAM 
80 GB WD Hard Disk 
256 MB ATI display adaptor 
10/100 3Com network adaptor 
52 X CD writer 
17 inch display monitor 
 

2 -  Image scanner with the following specifications 
40-60 pages per minute 
Simplex / duplex  
Black and white and color scanning 

 

                                                 
3 Different form types where uploaded for each case ( Word, 
PDF, on line-filled Flash forms ). 

3 - Central file server with the following 
specifications : 
2.8 Mhz Intel processor 
1024 MB DDR RAM 
80 GB WD Hard Disk 
128 MB ATI display adaptor 
10/100 3com network adaptor 
40 X CD writer 
17 inch display monitor 

 

Software Used 
 

1 -  Linux operating system on the web site server 
2 -  PaperPort 11.0 professional4 version for 

scanning images on the data entry PC. 
3 -  Acrobat writer ( for creating the PDF files from 

word ). 
 

Time Consumed 
 

No. Details Time consumed 

1 
Designing and 
implementing the web 
site 

6 week 

2 Buying and setting up 
the hardware. 

2 weeks 

3 
Gathering the processes 
related to the department 
duties. 

6 months 

4 Gathering the forms 
related to the processes. 

1 month 

5 Data entry and forms 
upload 

2 months 

 

Screen Photos Of The KSU Knowledge 
Management Intranet Web Site 

 

Figure ( 1 ) Shows the “KSU Knowledge 
Management” Intranet Web Site main page.  

 

                                                 
4 PaperPort is a trade name for ScanSoft Inc. 
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Figure ( 2 ) Shows the  academic department 
description screen. 

 

Figure ( 3 ) Shows the “Department Chairman” 
job description screen. 

 

Figure ( 4 ) Shows the “Department Council” 
different tasks description screen. 
 

 
 

Figure ( 5 ) Shows the detailed description for 
department council ( university related issues ). 

 

Figure ( 6 ) Shows the “Processes” main selection 
screen. 

 

Figure ( 7 ) Shows the “Administrative” type 
processes selection list. 
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Figure ( 8 ) Shows one of the administrative 
processes detailed steps and related regulations. 

 

Figure ( 9 ) Shows the uploaded documents related 
to the active process being reviewed. In addition, it 
also shows the related process(s) and effective 
practices. 

Figure ( 10 ) Shows the “Scientific Research” 
related processes. 
 

 

Figure ( 11 ) Shows the “Attending Conferences” 
process steps and regulations. 

 

Figure ( 12 ) Shows the uploaded documents related 
to the “Attending Conferences” process being 
reviewed.  

 

Figure ( 13 ) Shows the “Academic and 
Educational” type processes selections list. 
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Figure ( 14 ) Shows the “Administrative Skills” 
list to assist the chairman in his/her administrative 
operation. 

 

Figure ( 15 ) Shows the planning as an 
administrative skill in details. 

 

Figure ( 16 ) Shows the “Effective Practices” main 
screen. 

 

 

Figure ( 17 ) Shows the academic and educational 
effective practices selection list. 

 

Figure ( 18 ) Shows the details of one of the 
academic and educational effective practices. 

 

Figure ( 19 ) Shows the “Contact Information” 
screen. 
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Figure ( 20 ) Shows the web site “About” screen. 
 

Conclusion 
 

Our goal in this paper was to show how we could 
solve a problem of managing piles of documents 
and information by implementing a relatively small 
web-based database which we could use to store the 
information of thousands of frequently referenced 
documents and forms along with their scanned 
images to be reviewed and retrieved daily. This case 
was applied as a start to include all documents, 
information, regulations, and forms necessary to any 
academic department in KSU mainly to assist the 
chairman and department faculty and employees 
whenever they need to access the needed material. 
Practically, this web-based knowledge management 
site was able to save the KSU academic departments 
members a lot of effort and time in referring to any 
specific document, information, or form and 
information retrieval which added a major 
efficiency credit to the role of KSU Academic 
Departments and “automation of all tasks” trend. 
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Abstract—Most of the electronic measurements laboratories 
need signal generators capable to generate several types of signals 
with different shapes, frequencies and amplitudes. Unfortunately 
the more versatile such a signal generator will be the higher its 
cost will be. The alternative is the PC based instrumentation. 
There are classical tools, as Lab VIEW, but sometimes a better 
approach is to develop a PC based instrumentation system 
targeted to one or few of the electronic measurement operations. 

This paper describes a configurable signal generator 
implemented with the PWM method on the advanced 32 bit 
Tricore microcontroller family. Several types of signals can be 
generated: sinus, pulse, saw tooth and custom. The proposed 
configurable signal generator is targeted to low frequency 
applications (1 Hz – 600 Hz) useful in motor control, laboratory 
experiments etc. The system offers the flexibility and versatility of 
the PC based electronic instrumentation, the performance of a 32 
bit microcontroller and low cost. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Electronic measurements are necessary in various fields 

from industrial, research, education to domestic ones. Most of 
the electronic measurements laboratories need signal 
generators capable to generate several types of signals with 
different shapes, frequencies and amplitudes. Unfortunately 
the more versatile such a signal generator will be the higher its 
cost will be. 

The alternative is the PC based instrumentation. There are 
important achievements in this area, for instance Lab VIEW. 
The name comes from Laboratory Virtual Instrumentation 
Engineering Workbench and is a platform and development 
environment for a visual programming language from National 
Instruments. Lab VIEW includes a virtual signal generator and 
is commonly used for data acquisition, instrument control, and 
industrial automation on a variety of platforms including 
Microsoft Windows, UNIX, Linux and Mac OS. 

Lab VIEW and other classical PC based instrumentation 
achievements cover multiple sides of the electronic 
measurement process and consequently have high prices. In 
many situations a better approach is to develop a PC based 
instrumentation system targeted to one or few of the operations 
involved in the electronic measurement. Such a system will be 
less performing than a classical one but its cost will be 
significantly reduced.   

This paper describes a configurable signal generator 
implemented with the PWM method on the advanced 32 bit 
Tricore microcontroller family. Several types of signals can be 
generated: sinus, pulse, saw tooth and custom. The next 
section presents related works, the third section details the 
proposed signal generator, the fourth section presents 
experimental results and the last section outlines the 
conclusions. 

II. RELATED WORK 
Electronic measurements achievements and applications 

based on them are described in many papers. 
Reference [1] approaches the problem of digital control of 

DC-to-DC power converters. It is shown that flexible control 
algorithms were realized using microcontrollers or DSPs. The 
paper evaluates the closed loop performance benefits that the 
nonlinear algorithms can bring to DC-to-DC power converters 
and to evaluate digital control opportunities. Variable PWM 
frequency will be used as a method of improving low power 
converter efficiency. 

Reference [2] presents the use of FPGAs, DSPs and 
microcontrollers in the implementation of discrete time control 
of motor driven actuator systems. Very few of such devices are 
produced to support any level of radiation or harsh 
environment encountered on spacecraft. The paper is focused 
on creating a fully digital, flight ready controller design that 
utilizes an FPGA for implementation of signal conditioning for 
control feedback signals, generation of commands to the 
controlled system, and hardware insertion of adaptive control 
algorithm approaches.  

The paper from reference [3] describes another application 
of PWM, a low-cost single-chip PI-type fuzzy logic controller 
design and an application on a permanent magnet dc motor 
drive. The presented controller application calculates the duty 
cycle of the PWM chopper drive and can be used to dc–dc 
converters as well. The contribution of this paper is to present 
the feasibility of a high-performance non-linear fuzzy logic 
controller which can be implemented by using a general 
purpose microcontroller without modified fuzzy methods. 

 A virtual signal generator with a specific destination is 
described in reference [4]. A hard disk read back signal 
generator designed to provide noise-corrupted signals to a 
channel simulator has been implemented on a Xilinx 
VirtexTME FPGA device. The generator simulates pulses 
sensed by read heads in hard drives. All major distortion and 
noise processes, such as intersymbol interference, transition 
noise, electronics noise, head and media nonlinearity, 
intertrack interference, and write timing error, can be 
generated by the user. Another electronic measurement 
application is described in reference [5], an integrated test core 
for mixed-signal circuits. It consists of a completely digital 
implementation, except for a simple reconstruction filter and a 
comparator. It is capable of both generating arbitrary band-
limited waveforms (for excitation purposes) and coherently 
digitizing arbitrary periodic analog waveforms (for DSP-based 
test and measurement). A prototype IC was fabricated in a 3.3 
V 0.35 µm CMOS process. 
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Reference [6] presents experiments that are part of a virtual 
laboratory. The activity is organized around a spectrum 
analyzer and a function generator, as real devices mirrored into 
Web (Internet) nodes. A logically structured replica of the 
Advantest spectrum analyzer is realized on a Lab VIEW 
platform, in a client-server approach. Students from different 
locations and enrolled in different can access the virtual 
laboratory. 

The present paper describes a PWM based configurable 
signal generator implemented on a 32 bit Tricore 
microcontroller connected to a PC. The system offers the 
flexibility and versatility of the PC based electronic 
instrumentation, the performance of a 32 bit microcontroller 
and low cost. 

III. THE CONFIGURABLE SIGNAL GENERATOR 
The proposed configurable signal generator is targeted to 

low frequency applications (1 Hz – 600 Hz) useful in motor 
control, laboratory experiments etc. 

The system can generate different types of signals: sinus, 
pulse, saw tooth, and custom with the maximum amplitude of 
3.3 V. This maximum value comes from the “high” logic value 
of the microcontroller and can be increased with extra 
hardware. The signals can be generated on maximum 8 PWM 
outputs of an advanced 32 bit Tricore microcontroller. The 
first four outputs generate normal signals and the other four 
outputs generate inversed signals. 

Fig. 1 presents the block diagram of the system. Through 
the PC a user sends the parameters of the signals to be 
generated to the Development Kit based on the TC1766 
Tricore microcontroller. The Development Kit generates the 
requested signals which can be visualized on an oscilloscope. 

 
Fig. 1. Block diagram of the signal generator 

A. The hardware  implementation 
The hardware implementation is based on the TC7166 

microcontroller, [7]. It is an advanced 32 bit microcontroller 
from the Tricore family with RISC architecture, operations and 
addressing modes specific to DSPs and on-chip memories and 
peripherals. Its main features are: 

- high performing 32 bit CPU; 
- a 4 GB unified address space; 
- fast task switching and flexible power management; 
- on-chip memories: program memory (1504 KB Flash, 

16 KB Scratch-Pad RAM, 8 KB Instruction Cache and 
16 KB Boot ROM), data memory (56 KB Local data 
RAM, 32 KB data Flash), SRAMs with parity error 
detection; 

- interrupts system: 103 sources, 256 priority levels, fast 
or normal interrupt service; 

- 8 DMA channels, 81 general purpose inputs/outputs; 
- powerful on-chip peripherals: two USART serial 

interfaces, CAN interface, SSC interface, two Micro 
Link interfaces, timers, 32 inputs ADC; 

- emulation, debug and test modes. 
The communication with the PC is done on its RS 232 

interface connected to the CAN interface of the 
microcontroller through two converters: a RS 232 – k line 
converter followed by a k line – CAN converter. 

The PWM signals are obtained by program. Internal 
counters are used and their content (C) is continuously 
compared with programmed values (PW).  If C < PW, 0  logic 
will be sent on the PWM output and if C ≥ PW, 1 logic will be 
sent on the PWM output. This signal is passed through a filter 
for obtaining the desired sinus, saw tooth or custom signal. 

B. The software implementation 
The user interface permits to the user to choose among: 
- SIN Generator: Generate, Fill parameters, Exit; 
- PULSE Generator: Generate, Fill parameters, Exit; 
- SAW TOOTH Generator: Generate, Fill Parameters, 

Exit and 
- CUSTOM Generator: Generate, Fill parameters, 

Save/Load parameters, Draw wave, Exit. 
The application was conceived in Visual C++ based on 

MFC (Microsoft Foundation Class) library which permits easy 
implementation of the Windows based programs. The 
application has a graphical interface with dialog windows 
specific to the Microsoft Visual C++ environment.  

Fig. 2 presents the architecture of the application running on 
the PC. 

 
Fig. 2. Architecture of the application running on PC 

 
The four dialog types interacting with the user inherit the 

CGenerator.Dlg class. This, at its turn, inherits the CDialog 
class included in MFC. The CGeneratorDlg class contains 
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CCOMPort objects for communicating through the serial 
(COM1) port with the microcontroller and a 
CMyCustomControl object used as output for illustrating the 
signals generated by the microcontroller or as input for 
receiving a customized signal. 

Sinus signal generator 
An instance of the CSinGeneratorDlg class is called in order 

to fulfill this functionality, fig. 3. 
 

 
Fig. 3. CSinGeneratorDlg 

 
The required parameters are given and the Generate 

operation is chosen. The application sends the two parameters 
to the microcontroller. The waveform is determined with the 
method FillSINTable(): 

for (i=0;i<SCREEN_SIZE_H;i++) 
 { 
 value = (float)(2*i*PI)/(SCREEN_SIZE_H)); 
 result = (float)SINCalc(value,11); 
 result1 = (int)((result)*115); 
 point.x = i+1; 
 point.y = (int)result1; 
 m_trace.AddTail(point); 
 }  
The function which calculates the value for the sin function 

in a certain point is: 
while (n<iteration){ 
 count = 0; 
 neg1 = 1; 
 while (count<n){ 
  neg1 = -1 * neg1; 
  count = count + 1; 
 } 
 count = 0; 
 x2nplus1 = 1; 
 while (count<(2*n)+1){ 
  x2nplus1 = x2nplus1 * Radians; 
  count = count + 1; 
 } 
 count = 2 * n +1; 
 factorial = 1; 

 while (count>0){ 
  factorial = factorial * count; 
  count = count – 1; 
 } 
 sine = sine + neg1*(x2nplus1/factorial); 
 n = n + 1; 
}  
Saw tooth signal generator 
An instance of the CSaw toothGeneratorDlg class is called 

for this functionality, fig. 4. 
The application sends the three parameters to the 

microcontroller. 
 

 
Fig. 4. CSaw toothGeneratorDlg 

 
The slope of the wave is calculated with the following 

formula: 
m = (y – y1)/(x-x1) 

and the points from the line are given with the formula: 
y1 = m(x-x1)/y. 
The waveform is generated with the method 

OnGenerateBut(): 
j = (int)((SCREEN_SIZE_H * (floati_d)/(float)100); 
slope = (float)((-1) * (1./j)); 
point.x = 0; 
point.y = SCREEN_SIZE_V; 
m_trace.AddTail(point); 
for (i=1;i<j;i++); 
{ 
 value = (float)(slope*(i-0));//y1 = [m*(x1 – x)]/y; 
 value = (float)(value/1); 
 result1 = (int)((value)*SCREEN_SIZE_V); 

result1 = (int)((result1+SCREEN_SIZE_V); 
 point.x = i+1; 
 point.y = (int)(SCREEN_SIZE_V – result1); 
 m_trace.AddTail(point); 
} 
for (i=j;i<SCREEN_SIZE_H;i++) 
{ 
 point.x = i+1; 
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 point.y = SCREEN_SIZE_V; 
 m_trace.ADDTail(point); 
} 
Pulse signal generator 
For this functionality an instance of the 

CPulseGeneratorDlg class is called, fig. 5. The application 
sends the three parameters to the microcontroller. The 
waveform is determined with the method OnGenerateBut() 
which will hold the signal on high level for a Duty time 
duration and on low level for the time duration Period 
(1/Frequency) – Duty. 

Custom signal generator 
An instance of the CCustomGeneratorDlg class is called for 

this functionality, fig. 6. The parameters are sent to the 
microcontroller. The point’s coordinates are memorized in a 
table which is sent to the microcontroller. For simplifying the 
transmission operation the table has fixed dimension (200 
elements). Based on it, the microcontroller will create the 
customized signal. If the frequency is higher than 40 Hz only 
part of the points will be written in the table because of space 
reasons in the table. If the frequency is lower than 40 Hz new 
values will be inserted in the table calculated by linear 
interpolation. 

 

 
Fig. 5. CPulseGeneratorDlg 

 

 
Fig. 6. CSaw toothGeneratorDlg 

 
The custom wave is assumed from the user through a panel 

which can be also output, for displaying the PC generated 
signal. 

Next, several details will be given concerning the PC – 
microcontroller communication. For accessing the physical 

resources of the serial port, in order to send or receive bytes, 
the Windows API interface was used. The serial port is opened 
with the CreateFile function, data are transferred with 
WriteFile and ReadFile functions and the port is closed with 
the function CloseHandle. 

The PC sends the following parameters: 
- the frequency: it can be from 10 Hz to 600 Hz with a 

resolution of 1 Hz; 
- amplitude: it represents the PWM duty-cycle with 

values from 1% to 100 % and resolution 1 %; 
- PWM: it represents the frequency of the PWM signal 

generated; it can be 2, 4 or 8 KHz; 
- ADC Max. Current: it represents the current at the 

PWM output. 
The last byte of the message is always a checksum 

implemented with the EXCLUSIVE – OR operation. 
For instance the message for sinus activation consists in 10 

bytes which contain the amplitude and the frequency desired 
by the user. It has the following structure: 

- byte 0: length of the message, that is 9; 
- byte 1: microcontroller number, that is 1; 
- byte 2: command, that is 38 for sinus generation; 
- byte 3: MSB of the frequency; 
- byte 4: LSB of the frequency; 
- byte 5: amplitude; 
- byte 6: PWM; 
- byte 7: MSB of ADC max. current; 
- byte 8: LSB of ADC max. current and 
- byte 9: checksum. 
The message for saw tooth signal activation has 10 bytes, 

the same as for pulse signal activation, while the message for 
custom signal activation has 209 bytes, 200 of them 
representing the waveform draw by the user with the mouse. 

The microcontroller verifies the request type, the parameters 
and the checksum and if all the bytes are according to the 
protocol, it executes the request and sends back an 
acknowledge indicating “No error”. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Fig. 7 presents sinus signals. 
 

 
A = 100%, F = 1 Hz, 8000 points/period 
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A = 70%, F = 300Hz, 27 points/period 

 
A = 100%, F = 500 Hz, 16 points/period 

Fig. 7. Experimental sinus signals 
The last picture shows the signal obtained by PWM and 

passed through the filter. 
Fig. 8 presents experimental saw tooth signals. 

 
A = 100%, F = 1 Hz, D = 50%, 8000 points/period 

 
A = 50%, F = 100 Hz, D = 40%, 80 points/period 

 
A = 100%, F = 20 Hz, D = 70%, 400 points/period 

Fig. 8. Experimental saw tooth signals 
 

The last picture shows the signal obtained by PWM and 
passed through the filter. 

Fig. 9 presents experimental pulse signals. 
 

 
A = 100%, F = 1 Hz, D = 80%, 8000 points/period 

 
A = 70%, F = 500 Hz, D = 20%, 16 points/period 
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A = 80%, F = 50 Hz, D = 30%, 160 points/period 

Fig. 9. Experimental pulse signals 
 
The last picture shows the signal obtained by PWM and 

passed through the filter. 
Fig. 10 presents experimental custom signals. The 

customized signal corresponds to the MIHAI word. 
 

 
F = 1 Hz 

 
F = 20 Hz 

 
F = 600 Hz 

Fig. 10. Experimental custom signals 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
The implementation of a configurable signal generator was 

presented in this paper. It was based on the TC1766 advanced 
32 bit Tricore microcontroller. An application was developed 
on PC through which the user selects between several signal 
types: sinus, saw tooth, pulse and custom. The signals are 
obtained through the PWM method, implemented by program. 
The maximum frequency can be 600 HZ and the maximum 
amplitude can be 3.3 V.  

Future development directions can be: 
- an increase of the number of points offered by the 

interface through the custom signal draw by the user; 
- a faster transmission between the PC and the 

microcontroller by eliminating the RS 232 - k – line 
converter; 

- the add of other signal types. 
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Abstract: Theoretical bases for modeling a digital control 
system with information transfer via the channel of plural access 
and a regular quantization cycle are submitted. The theory of 
dynamic systems with random changes of the structure including 
elements of the Markov random processes theory is used for a 
mathematical description of a network control system. The 
characteristics of similar control systems are received. 
Experimental research of the given control systems is carried out. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The development of automated production processes and 
production is aimed at the use of open Internet/Intranet system 
solutions of Ethernet technologies[1, 2]. The application of this 
solution on the low level of automation will bring some 
specifity in the process of digital control systems functioning. 
Nowadays there is no adequate mathematical description of 
digital control systems (DCS) which use as information media 
multiple access channel (MAC) in particular the Ethernet 
realizing plural access method with the carrier-sense control 
and collisions detection (CSMA/CD). 

The article deals with structural mathematical modeling of 
digital control system with information transfer via multiple 
access channel. The network Ethernet is considered as the 
MAC. 

 

II. THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

Fig. 1 provides a functional diagram of the digital control 
system.  

The system works in the following way: a digital sensor 
(DS) with a given quantization cycle T0 quantizises an output 
signal of an object of regulation (OR). After reading out the 
data DS transmits them to digital regulator (DR) via MAC. If 
during T0, i.e. before a new quantization of the OR output 
signal no data have been transmitted to DR, then DS carries out 
a new quantization and replaces the old data with the new ones. 
In doing so, new data should be transferred via MАС. DR at 
each quantization cycle makes a control action on OR. In doing 
so, work DS and DR should be synchronized. 

The peculiarity of the given NCS operation is that if the data 
received from the DS by DR during the quantization cycle T0, 
then they will be taken into account when generating control 
action in the next cycle. If the data are not received then for 
calculating a control action the previously received data are 
used. Data transfer via the MAC is accidental as transfer time 
depends on the channel traffic and the number of conflicts is 
characterized by the distribution law fr(t). Data transfer via 
MAC during  T0 with a probability p is: 

.)(
0

0
∫=
T

r dttfp  

Thus, this NCS under consideration is stochastic. For a 
mathematical description of stochastic systems the Markov 
random processes theory has been widely spread and in 
particular, the theory systems with random changes in the 
structure [3]. To use the approaches and methods of these 
theories for the NCS being considered we assume that 
simultaneously with the control action the white noise ζ(t) is 
fed in the output OR. 

Let us build a structural model of the given NCS assuming 
that a mathematical apparatus of the mentioned theories will be 
used for its description. Taking into account that the regulating 
action from the DR is issued only in moments of quantization 
we shall assume that the data from DS read out from the output 
OR at the moment t=(k-1)T0 pass to DR at the moment t=kT0 
with the probability p where they are processed instantly and 
are taken into account when generating control action issued to 

Fig. 1 Functional diagram of the digital control system. 
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the OR at the time point t=kT0.  Assume that DR realizes PID 
law regulation. We shall submit this law as follows:  

      ].[][][][ 0000 kTukTukTukTu DIP ++=              (1) 
Where u[kT0] - output DR,  

uP [kT0] - proportional component of the control action,  
uI [kT0] - integral component,  
uD [kT0] - differential component.  

For individual components of regulating action u[kT0] we 
have:  

.])1[(][][

],[])1[(][
],[][

0

00
0

0000

00

T
TkekTekkTu

kTeTkTkukTu
kTekkTu

DD

III

PP

−−=

+−=
=

 

Where kP, kI, kD - configuration options DR, e[kT0] - 
mismatch for the time t =kT0, k = 0, 1, 2,….  

Let us draw up a block diagram for implementation of the 
law regulation components. To do this in the beginning we 
shall study a structural pattern of error formation block (EFB). 
Fig. 2 presents a block diagram of the error formation block 
where z (t) — representation of DR, y1(t) — output of DS, y2(t) 
- MAC output (cell memory).  

).()()(
);()()(

22

11
tytzte

tytzte
−=
−=

 
Discrete part of the error block consists of the error quantizer 

k1 and hold element which includes an integrating element.  
The error e1(t) takes into account the data from the DS which 

with the probability p will be transferred via MAC in the next 
quantization cycle. The error e2(t) takes into account the data 
from the DS which are already received via MAC at the 
previous quantization cycle. 

Thus, e1(t) and e2(t) - possible errors which with some 
probability can be realized in the next quantization cycle, e3(t) 
– is the error put into the previous quantization cycle.  

In time t=kT0 quantizer k1 with probability p quantizises 
output 1 and e3(t)=e1(t). This corresponds to the occasion of 
error e1(t) realization taking into account the transfer of data 
DS to DR via MAC. With the probability (1-p) quantizer k1 
quantizeses output 2 and e3(t)=e2(t). This corresponds to the 
occasion of error e2(t) realization without data transfer via 

MAC. 
For the error e3(t) we have:  

                         

).())()((

)())()(()(

232

131
3

tgtete

tgtete
dt

tde

−−

−−

−−

−−=
          (2)

 

Here a sign “-” above a symbol of the error e(t) indicates that 
at the quantization time their values are taken in tend to this 
point of time on the left. This designation will be further used 
in case of phase coordinate system. It reflects the peculiarity of 
the quantizer and hold element operation [4].  

∑
∞

−∞=
−=

i
itttg )()(1 δ

 and 
∑
∞

−∞=
−=

j
jtttg )()(2 δ

 are random 
sequences of delta-pulses. Moments of pulses appearance ti and 
tj match respectively time points of outputs 1 and 2 
quantization (fig. 2). In doing so, as it have been mentioned 
these points do not coincide that is ti≠tj. In addition, the data 
points multiple of quantization cycle T0. It should be noted 
that:  
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Where )()( 30 tgkTt
k

=−∑
∞

−∞=
δ  is regular sequence of delta-

impulses. Thus, a regular sequence of issuing control action on 
the object of regulation is modeled by a sum of two random 
sequences. 
For the proportional part of PID control we have: 

).()( 3 tektu PP = Here uP(t) modifies its value in discrete points 
of time t=kT0 according to the (2). Fig. 3 displays the diagram 
integrating block of PID control.  

Quantizer k2 working synchronously with the quantizer k1 
and exits quanta of outputs respectively. For an integral 
component we have:  

).()()()()(
220110 tgteTktgteTk

dt
tdu

II
I −− +=  

Fig. 4 represents a block diagram of differentiating PID 
control block. Quantizer k3 works synchronously with the 
quantizer k1 and k2.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 2 The block diagram of the error formation block. 

 Fig. 3. The diagram of PID control integrating block.
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For differentiating part we have:  
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The obtained equations for PID control parts are in 
conformity with the relevant parts of (1). In doing so, uP(t), 
uI(t), uD(t) retain their value over the quantization cycle T0.  

A represented generalized block diagram of the NCS under 
consideration is shown in fig. 5. 

Structural scheme EFB and DR considered above and shown 
in fig. 5 are represented by rectangles to simplify the images. 
In future we shall assume that the object of regulation being 
considered is described by a linear differential equation of an 
appropriate order. At the entrance of the object with control 
action u(t) the white noise ζ(t) is fed.  

DS is modeled by the combination of continuous and 
discrete parts. Here Ws(p) - continuous function of DS 
(sensitive element). Quantizer k4 regularly quantizes output 
signal x(t) with the cycle T0. 

Thus  

[ ] ).()()()(
31

1 tgtytx
dt

tdy −− −=
 

Quantizer k5 quantizes the DS output if the data have been 
transferred via MAC to DR during T0. Together with the hold 
element it forms a memory cell for saving data and their 
further use in EFB.  

Thus  

[ ] ).()()()(
121

2 tgtyty
dt

tdy −− −=
 

On the structural pattern MAC is not represented in explicit 
form. Its functions are performed partially by EFB, DR and 
quantizer k5 with hold element. In general the developed block 
diagram adequately describes the process of functioning of the 
NCS under consideration. Let us build a mathematical model 
of the NCS with the information transfer via MAC which 
correspondes to fig. 5. We shall designate the phase system of 
variables including the impact posed by yi. 

Then the NCS under consideration will be described by 
continuous-discrete stochastic equation which in vector-matrix 
form is:  

        )()()()()()(
3

1
tVCtgtYLtYAtZtY j

j
j ⋅+⋅⋅−⋅−= −

=
∑& .    (3) 

Where Y(t) - n-dimensional phase vector,  

Z (t) - n-dimensional vector of regular impacts,  
A - n×n-matrix of the system continuous part,  
Lj- n×n-matrix of the system discrete part,  
C - n×n-matrix,  
V (t) - n-dimensional vector of white noises with symmetric 
n×n-matrix spectral densities S (t).  

Taking into account that the regular sequence of delta-pulses 
g3(t) can be represented as the sum of g1(t) and g2(t) of random 
sequences and imposing symbols:  

,
,

322

311
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+=
+=  

we can represent (3) as follows:  

       ).()()()()()(
2

1
tVCtgtYBtYAtZtY j

j
j ⋅+⋅⋅−⋅−= −

=
∑&   (4) 

The equation (4) describes a system in which phase 
coordinates have jumps in the moments of quantization signals 
kT0. 

Fig. 6 represents possible realization of the vector random 
process Y(t). At the interval ]kT0, (k+1)T0[ vector random 
process Y(t) is continuous. The system at this point of time is 
described by the following stochastic equation:  

).()()()( tVCtYAtZtY ⋅+⋅−=&  
This multidimensional Markov process has a continuous 

function of the probability density f(Y, t) satisfying the 
equation of Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov (FPK):  

                            ),,(),( tY
Y

tYf
T

Π⋅⎟
⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛

∂
∂−=&                         (5) 

where Π(Y, t) – vector of  flux probability density in the initial 
conditions: ).,(),( 0

0

+
=

=+ kTYftYf
kTt

 

 Fig. 4. Block diagram of differentiating PID control block. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Generalized block diagram of the NCS.

 
Fig. 6 Realization of the vector random process.
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Here sign “+” in +
0kT  means the time point approaching t=kT0 

on the right. This time point corresponds to the values of phase 
coordinates immediately after signals quantization which 
occurs at the time t=kT0 and causes their change in jumps. 
Similarly the sign “-” will mean time points when approaching 
t=kT0 on the left. The values of system phase coordinates 
before signal quantization correspond to this time point.  

The analysis of stochastic system involves primarily the 
calculation of probability points. We shall study only the first 
two points of probability: mathematical expectations and 
correlation moments as they have found widespread use in 
engineering practice of automatic control systems calculation.  

Using the equation FPK (5) we shall find the equation of 
probability moments for the time period ]kT0, (k+1)T0[ under 
consideration:  
                        ),()()( tMAtZtM ⋅−=&                                 (6) 

          .)()()()( TT CtSCAttAt ⋅⋅+⋅Θ−Θ⋅−=Θ&           (7) 
Here:  
M(t) - n-dimensional vector of mathematical expectations,  
Θ(t) - n×n-matrix of correlation moments.  

Assuming the proposed quantization cycle T0 as small we 
shall represent (6) and (7) in the finite-difference form and 
proceed on to discrete equation.  

( )[ ] ],[)(][1 00000
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000                 (9) 

Here I – identity n×n-matrix; k = 0,1….  
We shall study the time point t=(k+1)T0. At this point in 

time the phase coordinates jump takes place. Thus we get the 
equation of the probability density ))1(,( 0

++ TkYf  for the 

moment ++= 0)1( Tkt , that is immediately after the phase 
coordinates change.  

At time point t=(k+1)T0 there are two types of jumps: the 
first - in the case when the transfer via the MAC has taken 
place. In this case the time point t=(k+1)T0 refers to the 
sequence g1(t), second - when there was no transfer via MAC 
and time point t=(k+1)T0 refers to the sequence g2(t).  

Since these options are not joint, then the density can be 
found as:  
           ))1(,())1(,())1(,( 02010

+++ +++=+ TkYfTkYfTkYf .  (10) 
Where:  

))1(,( 01
++ TkYf  - the probability density of phase coordinates 

corresponding to the first type of jumps, 
))1(,( 02

++ TkYf  - referring to the second type of jumps.  

Let us study each term of expression (10) separately. The 
probability of that the data transfer via MAC will take place is 
equal to p. Assume an amplitude jump as random depending 
on t and the original coordinates ])1[( 0

−+ TkY . This condition 
can be expressed through the assignment of conditional 
probability density: ]])1[(|])1[([ 001

−+ +′+ TkYTkYq   
determining the law of process amplitude distribution 

])1[( 0
++ TkY  after a jump on the condition that the jumps has 

occurred from the level ])1[( 0
−+′ TkY . The set function is 

standardized by a variable ])1[( 0
++ TkY :  
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+−+ TkdYTkYTkYq . 

Then the density ))1(,( 01
++ TkYf  can be presented:  
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Under the assumed scheme at the quantization time point 
t=(k+1)T0 the output process alters their values juddering from 
the level ])1[( 0

−+′ TkY  to the level:  

          ])1[(])1[(])1[( 0100
−−+ +′⋅−+′=+ TkYBTkYTkY .        (11) 

Assuming symbol F1=I-B1 the equation (11) can be 
represented as:  

])1[(])1[( 010
−+ +′⋅=+ TkYFTkY . 

Conditional density of probability we can represent in the 
form:  

]))1[(])1[((]])1[(|])1[([ 010001
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Here  
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Where yi - the coordinates of the phase vector Y, fij- elements of 
the matrix F1. 

Taking into account the structure of this function we have 
the equation for the first term of a desired density: 
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After integrating the right side of (12) we receive:  
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Similarly for the second term of (10) we have:  
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Here: F2=I-B2.  
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Then equation (13) will look like this:  
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Then we calculate the probability moments of phase coordinate 
of the system for t=(k+1)T0 using (13).  
For mathematical expectations:  
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For the correlation moment:  
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Using the equations (8) and (9), we obtain the recurrence 
equations for probability moments. In doing so, the left and 
right part of equation will match time point with the sign “+”, 
so in the future the sign will be omitted.  
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This system of (14) and (15) is a mathematical model of the 
considered NCS which should be solved under appropriate 
initial conditions: M [0], Θ [0] and S [0], Z [0]. 
 

III. EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

The system of the illumination intensity maintenance can 
serve as an example of network control system realization [5]. 

The control system functions as follows: the photo cell 
sensor will transform illumination created by a bulb, in 
voltage. Further on this signal gets to the microcontroller, 
transforming an analog signal in a digital type and passing it as 
a data package via network Ethernet through hub to a 
regulator. It’s functions consist in the controlling influence on 
an electric bulb for stabilization of illumination under the 
influence of interferences in the system. There are not less than 
10 stations connected by the help of hub with each other for 
generation of the traffic in a network. 

Then we shall study the NCS with PID-control, object and 
sensor which have the following functions  

.)(;
1

)( sso kpW
pT
kpW =

+⋅
=  

Fig. 7 shows graphics of probability moments received from 
the calculations by the model, where y(t) represents OR output.  

The presented mathematical model is able to describe either 
stable or unstable digital control system with information 

transfer via multiple access channel and regular quantization 
cycle. By varying the parameters of channel access, control 
object or regulator you can receive different control systems. 
At this stage more experimental confirmation of the obtained 
results is required.  
 

IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 

As a result of structural and mathematical modeling the NCS 
model with information transfer via MAC as continuous - 
discrete with random structure has been developed which 
allows to take into account stochastic character of time of data 

Fig. 7. The first and second moments of y(t) coordinate where k=0.6, 
kp=0.1, kd=0.0, ks=1.0, T=0.05, T0=0.005, S0=0.0001 

 (1 - model data, 2 – experimental data). 
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transfer via the channel, to determine areas of stability of 
control systems and to obtain the most effective algorithms of 
distributed technological control systems. The suggested model 
can be applied to evaluate an opportunity of using standard 
Ethernet for data exchange between devices of network control 
systems by concrete technological process.  
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Abstract— In this paper we describe a solution to introduce 
autonomic behavior to the enterprise printing infrastructure. 
The techniques proposed do not need an overhaul to replace 
existing print devices—our solution introduces fail-over print 
capability to the millions of printers that comprise the installed 
base. We describe techniques for “printer neighborhood-
awareness” and for enabling an easy path to the fail-over 
solution deployment without requiring custom PC software or 
new driver installs.  We also discuss our experiences deploying 
this solution in a live enterprise IT environment. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Printing is one of the last unregulated IT costs in an 
enterprise and all predictions over the last few decades of a 
paperless office notwithstanding, it constitutes a significant 
part of an organization’s IT spend. Managed Print Service 
(MPS) infrastructures, such as those provided by the authors’ 
employer, and other organizations, centrally manage and 
optimize customers’ imaging and printing environments to 
reduce cost and increase operational efficiencies. Most 
contracts with large organizations have Same-Day (4 hour) or 
Next-Day Service Level Agreements (SLA). Aggressive 
SLAs, combined with the fact that up to 20 percent of all 
help-desk calls are printer related [8] has required MPS to 
maintain dedicated service representatives on-call for each 
customer, sometimes located on-site, to perform hardware 
and software servicing—an increasingly expensive 
proposition given rising IT labor costs. 

Consider a typical printing scenario at present: a user sends 
a print job to be printed on a printer. He walks up to the 
printer at a later instance to collect his job, and realizes that 
his job was not fulfilled as the printer is out of toner. He now 
has to walk back to his computer and resend the print job to a 
different printer. He might have to spend time locating the 
correct file on his computer to re-print. He might also have to 
add new printers on his machine to be able to print to them, 
and in this process may have to walk back and forth between 
the printers and the PC. This experience can be especially 

frustrating because the user usually sees another printer 
situated close to the malfunctioning printer—ideally he 
should be able to press a “detour” button on the printer and 
have the job automatically re-routed to the printer close-by, 
but that is not the case. It should be noted that this “user 
inconvenience” in the printing experience is not an intangible, 
but rather a concrete cost that could be quantified as a 
contributing component of the Total Cost of Ownership for 
MPS device fleets [7]. 

Honoring typical printing Service Level Agreements 
(Same-Day / 4 Hour repair) at reduced cost, lowering printer 
related IT help-desk call volume, and significantly improving 
the end-user printing experience can all be simultaneously 
achieved by applying a realization of the vision of autonomic 
computing as described in [1] to enterprise printing—a self-
managing and healing print infrastructure that guarantees job 
fulfillment even when printers are down, and whose behavior 
can be configured based on end-user or administrator 
specified policies for print fulfillment (print cost, speed, 
location, job capabilities etc.). This would introduce 
efficiencies and allow for the elimination or reduction of the 
need for dedicated service representatives on-call at customer 
sites to perform hardware and software servicing of enterprise 
print infrastructures. 

 

A. Problem Statement 
 
The Detour Printing Solution on the OpenPrint Platform 

(DETOUR), which we describe in this paper, would allow 
jobs intended for a printer that is unavailable or 
malfunctioning (is out of toner, has a paper jam or other 
service error) to be transparently re-routed to another printer 
“close-by” (with or without user  intervention). We can thus 
guarantee print output even though printers are down. 
DETOUR gives MPS providers significant cost-savings and a 
competitive edge while bidding for contracts, by having 
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SLAs that guarantee print output, and not necessarily same-
day on-site servicing, which can be deferred. 

However there are several technical challenges that 
DETOUR needs to successfully address: 
• First, from an IT management perspective, one must be 

able to deploy this solution in customer environments 
without requiring custom software to be installed on 
every client PC (zero client software foot-print) or 
requiring the installation of new print drivers on every 
PC (IT departments typically balk at updating, testing, 
certifying and deploying new sets of drivers).  

• Second, the solution relies on us being able to reliably 
monitor and interpret printing state across various printer 
models, and yet the ability to store and redirect print jobs 
must be independent of, and unaffected by, printer 
failure.  

• Finally, when a job needs to be detoured, a decision has 
to be made regarding which printer the job should be 
detoured to. This decision must be based on suitably 
matching the print job characteristics to printer 
capabilities. 

• Apart from matching job characteristics to device 
capabilities, it is desirable that the job is detoured to a 
printer located in the vicinity of the malfunctioning 
printer. This requires DETOUR to be “location-aware”. 

 

II. DETOUR 

The DETOUR solution is deployed on the OpenPrint 
Platform (OPP), which is a service enablement and 
accessorization platform designed for HP printers. The OPP 
device is an independent computing unit—a Windows CE 
based card with its own CPU, memory and I/O that plugs into 
the printer either through its Enhanced IO slot, or is 
accessible to it via the network interface, cost for which in 
service contracts would be marginal. While we focus on 
DETOUR in this paper, it should be noted that it is but one of 
the possible solutions and services that can be deployed. 
Deploying DETOUR on this auxiliary platform gives us two 
advantages:  
• first, detour intelligence can be added to any of the 

millions of existing printers that comprise the installed 
base;  

• second, detour capability is independent of the failure 
modes of the printer.  

DETOUR acts as a printer “proxy” standing in the middle 
of the communication path between the print driver and the 
device. It impersonates the printer by “passing through” 
messages between the printer and the user’s PC and vice 
versa, and can intercept and modify those messages if needed. 
DETOUR caches print jobs as they are being sent to the 
device, and continuously monitors printer state. If printing 
fails for some reason, it is able to reroute the job to any one of 

the detour printers it has been configured to work with. By 
default, this configuration is done automatically, where the 
OPP device discovers and adds suitable printers to its detour 
list, but can be overridden by manually specifying which 
printers to use for detour. Before performing a detour, a 
match is done between job characteristics and capabilities of 
printers in the detour list, to route jobs to the correct printer. 
We currently limit ourselves to the following job 
characteristics: color/monochrome, duplex/single-sided, and 
printer language family. The re-route decision matrix 
however can be extended to include other parameters such as 
current printing load, consumable availability, policies for 
printing cost or speed. Since DETOUR runs on a processor 
and memory constrained device, a network folder is used to 
cache print jobs in case they need to be detoured. Figure 1 
gives an overview of the DETOUR system. 

DETOUR is a human-in-the-loop autonomic system that 
needs to address users’ expectation of control over their print 
jobs (see Section IV). Currently notification that a detour has 
occurred is displayed on the printer device panel, on the print 
driver UI on the user’s PC and is also recorded on a web-
accessible detour log, from where a user can determine if his 

 

Figure 1:  Overview and major components of DETOUR 
 

 

Figure 2: A Sample Wi-Fi fingerprint 
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job was detoured. Alternate client-side notification schemes 
are also being considered, such as via email.  

 

III. NEIGHBORHOOD AWARENESS 

The Printers with OPP devices are neighborhood-aware—
they are aware of which printers they are co-located with and 
which are near-by. In most enterprise environments, 
workspaces are mounted with dozens of wireless access 
points (AP) to allow employees Wi-Fi access. We leverage 
this fact, along with the integrated Wi-Fi capability on OPP 
devices to achieve neighborhood awareness. The OPP device 
generates a snapshot of all the Wi-Fi access points it can 
“see” by recording a unique identifier (MAC address), and 
signal strength received (over several measurements). This is 
called the printer’s “Wi-Fi fingerprint”.  

Figure 2 shows a sample Wi-Fi fingerprint, with the access 
points plotted on the circular axis, and an indicator of signal 
strength percentage marked by the orange dots on the radii. 
The Wi-Fi fingerprints are sent to a service, which uses a 
clustering algorithm to identify which fingerprints are very 
similar, thus allowing us to infer which printers are co-located 
such as in the same cluster.  Fig. 3(a) shows the fingerprints 
of an actual group of co-located printers. Dissimilar 
fingerprints, but with strong signals from common APs 
indicate that the printers are reasonably close, even though 
not co-located, such as fingerprints of printers in Fig. 3(a) and 
Fig. 3(b). Fingerprints in Fig 3(c) are different from the other 
2 groups, and don’t have APs in common, and thus one can 
deduce they are situated far-away. This scheme of 
“neighborhood-awareness” is novel, and different from other 
Wi-Fi location schemes that use path-loss based triangulation 

[5], [6]. Unlike their focus on location determination, we 
focus on neighborhood determination.   

 

B. Algorithm for Neighborhood Awareness 
 
We now describe our method of analyzing the printer 

neighborhood. The fingerprints sent by the OPP printers are 
sent to a database, where the records are analyzed by a 
clustering algorithm. The objective of the algorithm, given a 
printer fingerprint, is to generate clusters of other printers that 
can be inferred to be co-located with, reasonably close, or 
faraway from the printer in question. We use a modified form 
of the Jaccard similarity coefficient [2] as the basis of 
clustering. Given two sets X and Y, the Jaccard similarity 
coefficient ),( YXJ , and hence the corresponding 

dissimilarity measure, the Jaccard distance ),( YXJδ , is 
given by: 

( )
YX

YXYX
YXJYXJ
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In our case X and Y represent the set of APs given by any 
two printer fingerprints FP-I and FP-II. We treat the presence 
or absence of particular APs in the fingerprints, as an 
attribute, with a value of 1 or 0 respectively. Thus in our case 
the Jaccard distance between 2 printers, 'J can be calculated 
as follows: 
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Figure 3: Fingerprints of some OPP printers at HP Labs Palo Alto 
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While this algorithm based on the Jaccard distance would 

suitably “reward” presence of shared APs between 
fingerprints, it would not take into account the similarity of 
the received signal strengths from the APs in question. Values 
of received signal strength are strongly correlated with 

location/proximity with respect to an AP. We therefore 
use a modified form, by computing a weighted Jaccard 
distance, by factoring in the difference of received signal 

strengths SΔ  in 11N , 01N  and 10N .  

The weighted Jaccard distance 'SJ Δ , 
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The Wi-Fi fingerprint values are normalized to a 

uniform scale and APs with very low received signal 
strengths are removed from the calculation. This was 
done because over successive experiments we observed 
that the OPP wireless hardware tended to give spurious 
values for APs that it received very low signal from.  

The description of the algorithm is given below in 
Algorithm 1. A current shortcoming of this algorithm is 
that a printer that is in a Wi-Fi “shadow”, i.e. experiences 
significantly attenuated Wi-Fi reception across-the-board 
for some reason, will appear to this algorithm to be 
farther from its neighbors than it actually is. This can 
largely be overcome by choosing suitable thresholds for 
clustering.  

This algorithm and approach would not be able to 
account for printers situated in non-Wi-Fi environments. 
However it is increasingly rare to find non-wireless 
environments in today’s enterprise.  Given that our 
solution is targeted towards the enterprise, we believe 
assuming the presence of a wireless environment is a 
reasonable assumption to make.  

 

IV. PILOT DEPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE 

A prototype of the DETOUR solution has been 
deployed on printers in the authors’ workgroups in Palo 
Alto and Brazil for the past year, and in that time it has 

been successfully used internally. In addition, DETOUR has 
been deployed in the production IT environment of a large 
enterprise HP customer in Sao Paulo, Brazil. Here DETOUR 
is managing printers with monthly usage cycles in excess of 
5000 pages, and approximately 10% of these printed pages in 
a month benefit from the autonomic behavior of the print 
infrastructure. The pages benefiting from the autonomic 
behavior of DETOUR also resulted in a marked reduction in 
the printer-related IT trouble tickets. A detailed benefit-
analysis of DETOUR using IT asset monitoring tools and 
print log analysis is underway. A key feature of the 
deployment and management of the infrastructure—which 
was greatly appreciated by the customer’s IT department—
was that the deployment was entirely printer-side and no 
custom software or new print drivers were needed to be 
installed by users on their client machines. Our deployment 
experiences raised, among others, interesting user-interface 

where 01SNΔ , 10SNΔ  and 11SNΔ  represent the weighted 

versions of 11N , 01N  and 10N  

where, 

11N  represents total number of attributes where X and Y 
both have value 1, 

01N  represents total number of attributes where the 
attribute of X is 0 and Y is 1, 

10N  represents total number of attributes where the 
attribute of X is 1 and Y is 0, 

00N  represents total number of attributes where X and Y 
both have value 0. 

Algorithm 1: Calculating Distance and Generating Clusters
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issues: the trade-offs between the advantages of automated 
fail-over and re-routing versus the users’ expectation of 
control over their printed pages; how to treat sensitive print 
jobs differently; what to have as the user touch-point to 
interact with the autonomic infrastructure—the PC/driver 
interface, or the printer device interface or a combination of 
both. Subsequent iterations of the system had to address many 
of these issues. For brevity, we do not discuss the human 
factors considerations of the solution in this paper, apart from 
noting that careful thought is required in the usability and 
design of a human-in-the-loop autonomic computing system. 
.  

 

V. RELATED WORK 

Printers from SHARP provide a “bypass printing” feature 
[3] that allows the printer to proceed with remaining jobs in 
its print queue, if the paper for a particular job (e.g. A3) is not 
available. This not only represents extremely limited fail-
over, but also only works with one device—the printer is not 
able to re-route jobs to other printers for fulfillment.  

INTELLIscribe [4] is a third-party Windows-based printing 
software application that once installed on users’ machines 
can be configured with a set of back-up printers. If the first 
printer is offline INTELLIScribe tries one of the other 
printers in round-robin fashion. It is not able to monitor 
printer state or errors such as paper jams, toner depletion, etc. 
It requires every user to install custom software on his 
machine, which is not desirable from an IT deployment 
perspective. Unlike DETOUR, it is unable to intelligently 
match jobs to printers based on device characteristics and 
capabilities, nor are the printers sentient to their neighborhood 
to better route jobs. INTELLIscribe and its ilk are more suited 

for batch-printing with homogeneous device 
clusters, rather than for office printing 
environments. 

   
VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we describe a solution to 
introduce autonomic behavior to enterprise 
printing infrastructures. Fail-over capability 
is added to the millions of existing printers 
that constitute the installed base (rather than 
requiring new devices). Increasing 
efficiencies in managed print service 
environments is a very relevant problem 
space, especially since approximately 50% 
of that total cost of printing in an enterprise 
is due to services and support,  and 
approximately 20% of all calls to IT help-
desks are printer related [8].  Our solution 
also does not require changes to the IT client 
infrastructure—our solution has a zero client 
software foot-print since we do not require 
installation of custom software on users’ 

PCs, nor do we require installation of new print drivers; the 
entire deployment is printer side and is designed to work with 
the installed base. We presented a novel neighborhood-
awareness scheme for printers using the enterprise wireless 
networking infrastructure that brings significant additional 
value to the autonomic printing behavior. 

 We are presently continuing our research efforts around 
leveraging capabilities from the latest print drivers to enhance 
detour user notification on client machines, incorporating 
multicast-DNS based network printer discovery for ease in 
configuration, and augmenting matching of jobs to printers by 
extending the decision matrix to include other factors such as 
status of consumable availability on a printer, its printing load 
and policies related to job fulfillment cost and speed. 
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Abstract- There is two approaches for handling timing 

constraints in a heterogeneous network; conservatives 

and optimistic algorithms. In optimistic algorithms, 

time constraints are allowed to be violated with the 

help of a time wrap algorithm. Global Virtue Time 

(GVT) is a necessary mechanism for implementing 

time wrap algorithm. Mattern [2] has introduced an 

algorithm for GVT based computation using a ring 

structure. which showed high latency. The 

performance of this optimistic algorithm is optimal 

since it gives accurate GVT approximation. However, 

this accurate GVT approximation comes at the 

expense of high GVT latency. Since this resultant GVT 

latency is not only high but may vary, the multiple 

processors involve in communication remain idle 

during that period of time. Consequently, the overall 

throughput of a parallel and distributed simulation 

system degrades significantly In this paper, we discuss 

the potential use of trees and (or) butterflies structures 

instead of the ring structure. We present our analysis 

to show the effect of these new mechanisms on the 

latency of the system.  

I. INTRODUCTION  

Many GVT algorithms were introduced in the 

literature. In [1] Chen at. al., provided a 

comparison between 15 GVT algorithms. Table 1 

[1] shows a detailed comparison between the 
different algorithms. 

Mattern’s GVT algorithm [2] proposed a 2-cut 

algorithm to avoid synchronizing all processors at 

the same wall clock. The two cuts define a past 

and a future point. In a consistent cut, no transient 

jobs can travel from the future to the past. 

Messages crossing the second cut from the future 

to the past do not need to be taken into account 

because these messages are guaranteed to have a 

timestamp larger than the GVT value. 

Mattern’s GVT algorithm uses a token passing 
to construct the two cuts. It uses two cuts C1 and 

C2. C1 is intended to inform each processor to 

begin recording the smallest time stamp where as 

C2 guarantees that no message generated prior to 

the first cut is in transient.  A vector clock passed 

between processors monitors the number of 

transient messages sent to every processor. The 

token can leave the current processor only after all 

 
 

 
Fig.1. Tree barrier mechanism for synchronization among 

the logical processes, Green font arrow lines represent the 
LBTS computation and the new GVT announcement  
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Fig. 2.  Butterfly barrier mechanism between 8 LPS. Three steps 
are needed to complete the synchronization. The red font 
represents the synchronization for LP3 
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messages destined to it have been received. The 

second cut can be built with only one round of 

token passing. The creation of the second cut may 

incur a delay on each processor. 

II. RELATED WORK  

In [3], a tree structure is used to implement a 

barrier mechanism blocking and releasing for 

Logical Process (LP) as shown in Figure 1. The 

tree barrier mechanism requires 2 log2 N steps and 

2 (N-1) messages for N processors. 

A butterfly mechanism is discussed in [3] to 

eliminate the need for broadcasting as shown in 

Figure 2. The butterfly mechanism requires log N 

steps to complete and N * Log N messages for N 

processors.  

 

 

III. ANALYTICAL MODEL 

In comparing centralized barriers, it is noticed 

that the butterfly mechanism has a better 

performance when comparing the required time as 

it needs half the number of steps (Figure 3). 

Butterfly barrier has the butterfly mechanism in 

terms of the required exchanged messages (Figure 

4). It should be clearly noted in Fig. 3 that the 

performance of the tree barrier is much better than 

Table 1: Comparison between Different GVT Algorithms [1]
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the butterfly barrier for all values of N. This is due 

to the fact that the time complexity of the tree 

barrier is much lower than the butterfly barrier.

 

IV. USING TREE AND BUTTERFLIES 
 

By analyzing the ring structure used in 

Mattern’s we notice that the ring works as follows: 

 

1. C1 is constructed by sending a control 

message around the ring. Once the control 

message is received, the color of the 

processor changes from white to red then 

passes the message. This step of the algorithm 

will take (N-1) steps. 

2. C2 is constructed by sending the control 

message around the ring. This step of the 
algorithm will take (N-1) steps. 

 

We assume that initially all processors (nodes) 

and their neighbors that are organized in a 

minimal tree (i.e.., no cycles) based structure are 

colored white. In addition, we also assume that 

there should be one initiator of GVT computation 

that may also be considered as a root of the tree 

(i.e.., the node where message transmission starts). 

The moment initiator processor initiates GVT 

computation, it becomes red from white. At the 
same time, it starts a broadcast scheme to 

indirectly (i.e.., from node to edges) send control 

messages to all connected processors. Thus, this 

first transmission (the process of making red) of 

broadcast from root (i.e.., the initiator processor) 

to all its connected nodes is intended for the first 

cut C1. 

According to our initial assumptions, Mattern’s 

algorithm does not require acknowledgement 
messages but it does require the construction of 

the second cut C2. We assume that, in order to 

construct the second cut C2, we need the same 

number of messages that will propagate from 

processors (i.e.., the edges of the tree) to the 

initiator (i.e.., the root of the tree). Therefore, this 

implies that any processor in the given design 

which is the part of a balanced minimal tree must 

process two messages; one for constructing the 

first cut C1 and the other for constructing the 

second cut C2. The total number of steps in 
implementing the ring is 2 * (N-1). 

Instead of using a ring structure, we can use a 

tree structure. The number of steps using the tree 

structure to implement Mattern algorithm is 2 * 

log2 (N) as per our discussion in section III. One 

can clearly observe in Fig. 4 that the number of 

messages transmitted with the tree barrier is much 

lower than the number of messages required for 

the butterfly barrier. This is especially true for a 

large number of processors. In other words, as we 

start increasing the number of processors in the 

system, the performance differences between the 
tree and the butterfly barrier is obvious. For 

instance, the number of messages transmitted for 

the tree barrier do not exceed to 2000 messages 

for even a large value of processors (typically 

1000 processors) as shown in Fig. 4. Furthermore, 

if we use butterflies, the numbers of steps is log2 

N. Figure 5 shows a comparison between using a 

ring and a butterfly in implementing the Mattern 

GVT algorithm. Fig. 6 represents the 

implementation of the butterfly barrier where four 

processors are organized and sending/receiving 
messages to each other. When compare the 

 

 
Fig. 3: Time Comparison between the Tree and the Butterfly 
Barriers with a random number of message transmissions 
with a large number of processors  
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Figure 4: Communication Messages Comparison between 
the Tree and the Butterfly barriers for a large number of 
processors 
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performance of butterfly barrier with the tree 

barrier, one can clearly observe that the 

performance of butterfly is overlapping the tree 

barrier for a small number of processors (typically 

for 150 processors) as shown in Fig. 4. However, 

as we start increasing the number of processors 

(LPs > 150) in the system, the performance of 

butterfly degrades significantly than the tree 

barrier. This is due to the fact that the time 

complexity of the butterfly barrier is slightly 
higher than the tree barrier. On the other hand, 

when the performance of butterfly barrier is 

compared with the ring structure, the simulation 

results of Fig 5 suggest that the butterfly is clearly 

a better choice for using as a synchronization 

mechanism with the Mattern’s GVT algorithm. 

Although the actual number of steps has 

decreased significantly by using a butterfly 

compared to a ring in implementing Mattern’s 

GVT algorithm, a large number of messages have 

been created. In the original ring implantation, 
there are only two control messages that are 

circulating in the ring. For a butterfly 

implementation, the number of messages is N * 

Log N.  

To make it more clear, this barrier requires 

steps with the transmission of   messages, since 

each processor must send and receive one message 
in each step of the algorithm. Thus, the asymptotic 

complexity of this barrier is clearly higher than the 

tree or ring structures which in turn give a higher 

value of latency. 

It is worth mentioning that the asymptotic 

latency of butterfly is exactly the same as the 

merge algorithm where the total of N number of 

comparisons are analogous to the total number of 

N messages transmitted in one direction. From 

message complexity point of view, it is obvious 

that the latency of butterfly barrier for Mattern’s 

GVT algorithm exists in a logarithmic region with 
a constant N. 

In addition, our analysis demonstrates that one 

can achieve the same latency for Mattern’s 

algorithm if we assume that two rounds of 

messages propagate from initiator to all processors 

(i.e.., intended for C1) and from all processors to 

the root (i.e.., intended for C2) in a tree barrier. 

However, the latency can be improved if parallel 

traversal of connected processors is allowed. The 

above discussion can be extended for a tree 

structure where the left and the right sub trees 
have different length. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have investigated on the 

possibility of using Trees and Butterfly barriers 

with the Mattern GVT algorithm. The simulation 

results have verified that the use of butterfly 

barriers is inappropriate with an asynchronous 

type of algorithm when the target is to improve the 

latency of the system. Since the latency is directly 

related to how many number of messages each 

 
Figure 5: Comparison of using a ring and a butterfly in 
implementing Mattern GVT algorithm 
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processor is sending, butterfly barrier may not be a 

good candidate to improve the latency of the GVT 

computation. However, we have shown that the 

latency of the GVT computation can be improved 

if the tree based structure is organized in a way 

that allows parallel traversing of each left and the 
right sub trees. The improvement in the latency 

has a higher cost of communications.  
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 Abstract: The Time Wrap algorithm [3] offers a run time 
recovery mechanism that deals with the causality errors. These 
run time recovery mechanisms consists of rollback, anti-
message, and Global Virtual Time (GVT) techniques. For 
rollback, there is a need to compute GVT which is used in 
discrete-event simulation to reclaim the memory, commit the 
output, detect the termination, and handle the errors. However, 
the computation of GVT requires dealing with transient 
message problem and the simultaneous reporting problem. 
These problems can be dealt in an efficient manner by the 
Samadi’s algorithm [8] which works fine in the presence of 
causality errors. However, the performance of both Time Wrap 
and Samadi’s algorithms depends on the latency involve in GVT 
computation. Both algorithms give poor latency for large 
simulation systems especially in the presence of causality errors. 
To improve the latency and reduce the processor ideal time, we 
implement tree and butterflies barriers with the optimistic 
algorithm. Our analysis shows that the use of synchronous 
barriers such as tree and butterfly with the optimistic algorithm 
not only minimizes the GVT latency but also minimizes the 
processor idle time.    

I. INTRODUCTION 

The main problem associated with the distributed system is 
the synchronization among the discrete events that run 
simultaneously on multiple machines [4]. If the 
synchronization problem is not properly handled, it can 
degrade the performance of parallel and distributed systems 
[7].  There are two types of synchronization algorithms that 
could be used with the parallel and discrete-event simulation 
(PDES): conservative and the optimistic synchronization 
algorithms. The conservative synchronization ensures that the 
local causality constrain requirement must not be violated by 
the logical processes (LPs) within the simulation system [5]. 
On the other hand, optimistic synchronization allows the 
violation of the local causality constraint requirement. 
However, such violation can not only be detected at run time 

                                                 
1Contact author: srizvi@bridgeport.edu,  

but can also be dealt by using the rollback mechanism 
provided by optimistic algorithms [1, 2, 6] 

The Time Wrap [2, 3] is one of the mechanisms of 
optimistic time management algorithm (TMA) which 
includes rollback, anti-message, and GVT computation 
techniques [1, 4]. The rollback mechanism is used to remove 
causality errors by dealing with straggling events. The 
straggling events are referred to those events whose time-
stamp is less than the current simulation time of an LP. In 
addition, the occurrence of a straggling event may cause the 
propagation of incorrect events messages to the other 
neighboring LPs. Optimistic TMA demands the cancellation 
of all such event messages that might have been processed by 
the other LPs. The anti-message is one of the techniques of 
the Time Wrap algorithm that deals with the incorrect event 
messages by cancelling them out.         

Formally, the GVT can be defined as a minimum time-
stamp among all the unprocessed and partially processed 
event messages and anti-messages present in the simulation 
time at current clock time Ts. This implies that those events 
whose time-stamp is strictly less that the value of GVT can 
be considered as safe event message whose memory can be 
reclaimed. In addition to normal event messages, the anti-
messages and the state information associated with the event 
messages whose time-stamp is less than the GVT value 
would also be considered as safe event which in turns allows 
the global mechanism to reclaim the memory. This GVT is a 
global function which might be computed several times 
during the execution of distributed simulation. In other 
words, the success of global control mechanism is dependent 
on the factor that how fast the GVT is computed level of the 
front of you who the Therefore, the time required to compute 
the GVT value is critical for the optimal performance of the 
optimistic TMA. If the latency for computing GVT is high, 
which is true in the case of the optimistic algorithms, the 
performance of optimistic TMA degrades significantly due to 
a lower execution speed. The increase in the latency also 
increases the processor idle time since the processor has to 
wait unless the global control mechanism knows the current 
value of GVT. Once it comes to know the value of GVT, the 
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event processing will then be resumed by the individual 
processors of the distributed machines.        

Once the GVT computation is initiated, the controller 
freezes all the LPs in the system. The freezing of LP 
indicates that all LPs have entered into the find mode and 
they can not send and receive messages to the other 
neighboring LPs unless the new GVT value is announced by 
the controller. For this particular case, there is a possibility 
that there might be one or more messages that are delayed 
and stuck somewhere in the network. In other words, these 
messages were sent by the source LP but did not yet receive 
by the destination LP. These event messages are referred as 
transient messages which should be considered in the GVT 
computation by each LP. Since the LPs are freeze during the 
GVT computation, they might not be able to receive any 
transient message that arrives after they enter into the find 
mode. This problem is generally referred as transient 
message problem as shown in Fig. 1. In order to overcome 
this problem, message acknowledgement technique is used in 
which the sending LP needs to keep track that how many 
event messages has been sent and how many 
acknowledgements has received. The LP remains block as 
long as it receives all the acknowledgements for the 
transmitted packets. 

Other problem faced at the time of computing GVT is the 
simultaneous reporting problem as shown in Fig. 2. For this 
particular scenario, once the controller sends a message to the 
LP asking to start computing the local minimum, there is 
always a possibility that the LP may receive one or more 
event messages from the other neighboring LPs. If this 
happens, there is no way that the LP can compute the correct 
value of the local minimum since the LBTS computation did 

not account the time-stamp of those event messages that 
arrived at LP during the LBTS computation. The result 
would be a wrong value of the LBTS which in turns may 
cause an error in the GVT value. For instance, as shown in 
Fig. 2, the controller sends the message to both LPA and LPB 
asking to compute their local minimum. Once LPB receives 
this message, it immediately reports its local minimum to 
controller as 35. However, the second message from 
controller to LPA was delayed. LPA sends one event message 
to LPB with the time-stamp 30. Later, it reports its local 
minimum (40) to the controller after processing an event 
message with the time-stamp 40. The controller computes the 
global minimum (GVT) as 35 rather than 30. This problem 
was raised due to the fact that LPB did not account an event 
message with the time-stamp 30. 

II. THE ORIGINAL SAMADI’S GVT ALGORITHM 

In the Samadi’s algorithm [8], sender has to keep track that 
how many messages have been sent so far, how many 
acknowledgments have been received for the transmitted 
messages, and how many sent message are still 
unacknowledged. The transient message problem as cited 
above will be solved by keeping track of all such messages. 

However, in order to solve the issue of simultaneous 
reporting problem, the Samadi’s algorithm requires that an 
LP should place a flag on each acknowledgement message 
that it transmits to the other LPs after start computing its 
local minimum. This acknowledgement message with the 
flag indicates that the time-stamp of this message was not 
considered by the sending LP in its LBTS computation. If the 
receiving LP receives this message before it starts computing 
its local minimum, the receiving LP must consider the time-
stamp of the received message. In this way, we ensure that 
not only the unprocessed messages but also the transient and 
anti-messages are considered by all LPs while computing 
their local minimum values. This in turns leads us to the 
correct GVT computation. For instance, as shown Fig. 3, if 

 
Fig.2. Representation of simultaneous reporting problem 
between 2 LPs and controller. X-axis represents the global 
current simulation time of the system.  

 

 
Fig.1. Representation of transient message problem between 
two LPs and the controller. X-axis represents the global 
current simulation time of the system. The first two messages 
are transmitted from controller (indicated by full dotted lines) 
to initiate GVT computation. LPA and LPB compute its LBTS 
values as 15 and 20, respectively and reported to the 
controller (indicated by partially cut lines). A transient 
message arrived with the time stamp 10 at LPA. If this time 
stamp is not considered, the value of GVT will be incorrectly 
computed as 15 rather than 10. 
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an event-message with the time-stamp 40 reaches to PB from 
PA, the receiving LP has to send an acknowledgement back to 
the sending LP. This acknowledgement must be flagged, so 
that the receiving LP must include that value if it does not 
start computing the LBTS value. If this does not properly 
manage, the GVT computation will not only be delayed due 
to the transient messages but also produced the incorrect 
GVT values. 

This implies that the role of GVT computation is critical in 
the performance of optimistic TMA. Samadi’s algorithm 
provides a foolproof solution to all problems cited above as 
long as the algorithm is implemented as described. However, 
the algorithm itself does not guarantee that the GVT 
computation is fast enough that it can minimize the 
processors idle time. Therefore, in order to minimize the 
latency involves in GVT computation, we deploy the 
synchronous barriers. 

III. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF TREE BARRIER  

In the tree barrier (see Fig. 4), the LPs are categorized into 
three different levels. The first level is the root LP which is 
responsible to initiate and finish the process of GVT 
computation. In the second level, we might have several non-
leaf LPs that could be a parent or child. Finally, at the lowest 
level of tree, we may have several leaf LPs which do not 
have any child LP. The GVT computation will be carried out 
in both directions going from root to leaf via non-leaf nodes. 
The root LP initiates the GVT computation by broadcasting a 
single message that propagates all the way from the root node 
to the leaf LPs via the non-leaf nodes. 

When this initial broadcast message is received by the LPs, 
each LP starts computing its local minimum value and sends 
a message to the respective parent node. Similarly, a parent 
node does not send a message to its parent unless it receives a 
message from each child LP. The leaf nodes are exempted 

from this condition. Once the non-leaf node receives a 
message from all child LPs with the LBTS values, it can then 
determine the local minimum and send the final value to its 
parent. This cycle of LBTS computation goes on unless the 
root LP receives the message from its child LPs. The final 
computation will be done by the root LP in which it 
determines the minimum of all LBTS values that it receives 
from its child LP. Finally, a message will be broadcasted to 
all LPs with the new GVT value.  

This analysis shows that the number of messages 
transmitted in both directions (i.e., from root to leaf LPs and 
vice versa) will be the same. In other words, based on our 
hypothesis, each LP in the tree barrier processes two 
messages, one for receiving message whereas the other for 
acknowledging the received message. After receiving the 
acknowledgement from all the child nodes, the parent node 
starts computing the local minimum which automatically 
solves the problem of simultaneous reporting. Since there is 
no freezing LP exists in the system, there is no way that a 
message might left in the network until the new GVT value is 
computed. Therefore, this solves the transient message 
problem. This discussion implies that the tree barrier offers a 
complete structure that one can use to solves the problems of 
optimistic TMA while at the same time it offers a low latency 
to compute the GVT value.  

The total number of messages transmitted in the tree 
barrier is clearly less that the Samadi’s algorithm. This is 
simply because in the proposed tree barrier, there is no 
message containing events as well as all the messages are 
processed with respect to the number of edges via they are 
connected with each other. If there are N LPs exist in the 
system, they need typically N-1 number of edges. This 
implies that the total number of messages need to be 
transmitted in order to compute the GVT value in both 
directions (i.e., from root LP to leaf and vice versa) can not 
exceed to twice of the number of edges exist in the tree 

 
Fig.3. Representation of Samadi’s GVT algorithm for dealing 
with transient message problem between two LPs and the 
controller, X-axis represents the global current simulation 
time of the system 
 

 
 
Fig.4. The organization of 14 LPs in a tree barriers structure. 
LP0 is a controller which computes global minimum. LP1 to 
LP6 are non-leaf nodes. LP7 to LP13 represents leaf nodes. 
Green lines represent LBTS computation and GVT 
announcement whereas red lines represent synchronization 
messages 
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barrier. The total number of messages exchanged in both 
directions can be approximated as: 2 (N-1). 

The reduction in the number of messages clearly reduces 
the latency which in turns minimizes the processor idle time. 
In other words, the latency is largely dependent on the 
number of round of messages between the initiator and the 
LPs as shown in Fig. 5. Since the numbers of rounds are just 
two in the case of the tree barrier, the latency will be reduced 
by a large magnitude when compared to the Samadi’s 
algorithm.  Figure 5 shows a comparison between the number 
of rounds and the latency for the implementation of tree 
barrier with the Samadi’s algorithm. 

IV. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF BUTTERFLY BARRIER  

Butterfly barrier is a technique where we eliminate the 
broadcast messages. Assume that there are N numbers of LPs 
present in the LP. For instance, if LP2 wants to synchronize 
with the other neighboring LPs once it is done with the 
execution of safe event messages, it can send a 
synchronization message to one of the neighboring LPs 
whose binary address differ in one bit. The LP2 can only 
initiate this synchronization once it is done with the 
processing of safe event messages so that it can compute its 
own local minimum. Therefore, the first message send from 
LP2 to the other neighboring LPs will have its LBTS value. 
When one of the neighboring LPs receives such 
synchronization message, it first determines its own status to 
see weather it has unprocessed safe event messages. If the 
receiving LP has unprocessed safe event messages present, it 
firsts executes them before it goes for the synchronization 
with LP2. However, if the receiving LP has already finished 
executing the safe event messages, it computes its own LBTS 
value and compares it with the one it receives from LP2. The 
minimum of the two LBTS will be selected as the local 
minimum for the two synchronized LPs. The receiving LP 

sends an acknowledgement to LP2 with the selected value of 
the LBTS. In other words, once both of them are 
synchronized, each LP must have the identical value of 
LBTS which should be considered as the local minimum 
within the synchronized LPs. For instance, this can be 
expressed for two LPs that are synchronized after the 
execution of safe event messages such as:   

 
LBTS (LP1 and LP2) = Min {LBTSLP1, LBTSLP2} 

 
This cycle of synchronization goes on until N numbers of 

LPs are completely synchronized with each other. Once all N 
numbers of LPs are synchronized, each one contains the 
identical value of the minimum time-stamp. This minimum 
time-stamp can then be considered as the GVT value since 
this is the smallest local minimum among all LPs. In butterfly 
barrier, each LP typically processes two messages. One is for 
the transmission of the synchronization message and one for 
its acknowledgment. In other words, each LP must send and 
receive one message in each step of the algorithm. Since the 
synchronization is achieved in a pair wise fashion, a total of 
log2 (N) numbers of steps are required to complete the 
algorithm. In other words, each LP is released from the 
barrier once it has completed log2N pair wise barriers. Taking 
these factors into account, one can approximate the total 
numbers of messages that we must send and receive before 
the GVT value is computed, such as: N log2 (N). Figure 6 
shows a comparison between the number of rounds and the 
GVT latency for the implementation of butterfly barrier with 
the Samadi’s algorithm. It should be noted in Fig. 6 that the 
performance of butterfly barrier is not as impressive as the 
tree barrier due to the high latency for a large number of 
rounds.  

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF TREE AND 
BUTTERFLY BARRIERS 

Figure 7 shows a comparison between the Samadi’s 
algorithm and the tress and butterfly barriers for N = 9. 
Based on the simulation results of Fig. 7, one can clearly 
infer that the tree barrier outperforms the Samadi’s algorithm 
in terms of the numbers of message that one may need to 
transmit in order to compute the GVT value. This reduction 
in the number of messages not only minimizes the GVT 
latency but also improves the CPU utilization by reducing 
the processor idle time. However, the implementation of 
butterfly barrier for computing the GVT values results in 
high latency than the Samadi’s algorithm. This is mainly due 
to the fact that the butterfly barrier may not perform well in 
the presence of network error or delayed acknowledgement. 
In other words, the simultaneous reporting problem causes 
the performance degradation for the butterfly barrier.    

Next, we discuss that how the butterfly barrier deals with 
the common problems of the optimistic TMA such as the 
transient messages, and simultaneous reporting.  Like the 
tree barrier, butterfly barrier also avoid the possibility of any 
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Fig.5. Tree implementation with Samadi’s algorithm, Number of 
rounds versus latency for N=10. 
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freezing LP. Since the LP may not get involve in the 
deadlock situation, there is no way that a system may have a 
transient message somewhere in the network. Therefore, the 
transient message should not be a problem in the case of 
butterfly barrier. In addition to transient message problem, 
the butterfly barrier needs to address the problem of 
simultaneous reporting. The simultaneous reporting might 
cause a serious problem in the case of butterfly barrier 
especially when communication network is not reliable. For 
instance, let LP2 sends a synchronization message to the 
other LP which differs in one bit position with the LBTS 
value. Also, assume that the receiving LP has finished 
executing the safe event messages and has successfully 
computed its own LBTS value. After comparing the two 
LBTS values, it sends an acknowledgement with the local 
minimum to LP2. If that acknowledgement message is not 

arrived to the destination LP (i.e., LP2) due to the network 
error or it is delayed, the pair wise synchronization will be 
failed. As a result, when the sending LP did not hear anything 
from the receiving LP, it will eventually look for the other 
LPs (only LPs whose binary addresses differ in one bit) and 
send a new synchronization message. 

If we assume that the LP2 has successfully synchronized 
with one of the other neighboring LPs, then what would 
happen if the delayed acknowledgement message arrived at 
LP2. Obviously, LP2 had an impression that the previous LP 
was not interested in the synchronization process where as 
the previous LP had an impression that I was synchronized 
with LP2. For this particular scenario, the butterfly barrier 
will fail to successfully compute the GVT values. However, 
if we assume that the network is completely reliable and all 
the links between the LPs are working without 
malfunctioning, the simultaneous reporting problem can not 
be raised within the pair wise synchronization of the butterfly 
barrier structure.  

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we presented the implementation of 
synchronous barriers such as tree and butterfly with the 
optimistic TMA. This approach is quite new since it 
combines two different families of algorithms (conservative 
and optimistic) to go for the same task of synchronization. 
We started our discussion from the optimistic algorithm in 
general and Time Wrap and Samadi’s algorithm in particular. 
We also presented an analysis that shows why an optimistic 
algorithm must have the capability to deal with some 
common problems like rollback, reclaiming memory, 
transient messages, and simultaneous reporting.  Finally, we 
showed that how the tree and butterfly barrier can be 
implemented with the optimistic algorithm to compute the 
GVT value. Both our theoretical analysis and the simulation 
results clearly suggest that the tree barrier performs well than 
the pure optimistic algorithm in terms of the number of 
messages that one may need to transmit to compute the GVT 
value. In addition, we also discussed that how these two 
barriers can deal with the common problems of optimistic 
algorithms. For the future work, it will be interesting to 
design the simulation where we can compare the 
performance of these barriers with the Time Wrap algorithm.   
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   Abstract-Nowadays the growth of the web causes some 

difficulties to search and browse useful information especially in 

specific domains. However, some portion of the web remains 

largely underdeveloped, as shown in lack of high quality contents. 

An example is the botany specific web directory, in which lack of 

well-structured web directories have limited user’s ability to 

browse required information. In this research we propose an 

improved framework for constructing a specific web directory. In 

this framework we use an anchor directory as a foundation for 

primary web directory. This web directory is completed by 

information which is gathered with automatic component and 

filtered by experts. We conduct an experiment for evaluating 

effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction. 

 
Keywords: Botany, Ontology, Focused Crawler, Web Directory, 

Document Similarity 

 
I. Introduction 

 
One of the main challenges for a researcher is how to organize 

vast amount of data and facilities for accessing them through 

the web. With the explosive growth of the web, the need for 

effective search and browse is apparent. User overwhelmed 

with a lot of unstructured or semi-structured information. One 

solution for this problem is creating and organizing data in a 

specific domain directory. There are two main approaches for 

creating a web directory:  

1-Creating web directory manually, 2-creating and organizing 

automatically. Each of them has its own disadvantages. For 

manual web directory we need lots of editors whose knowledge 

is different from one another. On the other hand, it is not 

scalable because web is being growth but our resources are 

limited. Using automatic approach has own difficulties. Most 

experiments show that information which gathered by this 

approach does not have enough quality. We proposed a semi-

automatic framework for constructing high quality web 

directory for experiment. 

  We select plants classification and identification domain 

because of the importance of this domain for agricultural 

science. Besides having own special properties, this domain 

uses a literature includes specific terms in Latin and it is 

standard for all languages. In addition, this domain has a 

perfect hierarchy. These two properties of plant classification 

affect methods and frame work. 

  Two main components have been used in our framework; one 

of them refers to human knowledge while the second one is 

about automatic component. We choose to use vertical search 

engine instead of multipurpose search engine. Vertical search 

engine uses a specific domain for doing search. There is a main 

component in vertical search engine that is called focused 

crawler. In contrast with regular crawler, in this kind of crawler 

specific domain web pages are gathered. It helps us to avoid 

less quality web pages which are not related to specific 

domain. Some techniques have been used for increasing 

precision and recall. These two parameters are described by 

Fig. 1. 

Our interest is to increase the intersection of A and B; this can 

be done by increasing precision and recall. In the next section a 

survey on related works is given. Then in section 3 our 

research model is explained. Section 4 describes the 

methodology. Experiment, results and discussion are explained  
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Fig.1. A: specific domain web pages, B: gathered web pages by crawler, B-A: 

gathered web pages which are not relevant, A-B: not gathered web pages 

which are relevant web pages. 

 

in sections 5 and 6 and finally we present our conclusion and 

future works.    

II. Related Works 
A very large number of studies over the years have been done 

to improve searching and browsing web pages. There is a 

general categorization for search systems: traditional text-

based search environments [1] and Web directory. 

Development organizing knowledge for domain specific 

applications has challenged academics and practitioners due to 

the abundance of information and the difficulty of the 

categorizing the information. In this review of related research, 

we maintain our focus on research concerning web directory 

search environments. In this review we study three main 

topics: Ontology, automatic and semiautomatic search 

environments, plants web directory. 

1-Ontology and web directory 

In the first section we review the ontology concept. In fact 

knowledge is classification and without classification there 

could be no thought, action or organization. Reference [2] 

mentioned that one of the most important problems for web is 

huge amount of information without any structure among them. 

Ontology is an agreement between agents that exchange 

information. The agreement is a model for structuring and 

interpreting exchanged data and a vocabulary that constraints 

these exchanges. Using ontology, agents can exchanges vast 

quantities of data and consistently interpret it. 

Many applications contain leverage ontology as an effective 

approach for constructing web directory. Reference [3] states 

that ontology is used for web mining of home pages. In this 

work the employed ontology is hand made. Some of projects 

use ontology to do online classification of documents [4]. To 

do so for different meaning of query terms different classes are 

created and documents in the result list are put in appropriate 

classes. The used ontology in this case is WordNet which is a 

general ontology. Reference [5] defined ontology for email and 

dose classification. It also uses protégé for ontology definition 

and CLIPS is employed reasoning on it. In most of this works a 

ready made ontology is used and prevents extendibility of the 

proposed methods for new domains. Reference [6] proposed an 

approach that uses an automatic method for creation of 

ontology. Although it might not be suitable for reasoning 

proposes, it is a good facility for extending the search for the 

whole web space.  

2-Automatic and semiautomatic search environments 

One Approach for creating effective ontology is using vertical 

search engine as a tool. Vertical search engines use focused 

crawler for specific domain. The motivation for focused 

crawling comes from the poor performance of general-purpose 

search engines, which depended on the result of generic web 

crawlers. The focus crawler is a system that learns the 

specialization from examples, and then explores the web, 

guided by a relevance and popularity rating mechanism. 

  Reference [7] suggested a framework using combination of 

link structure and content similarity. Experiments in this paper 

show that considering link structure and content together can 

improve quality of retrieved information. Reference [8] 

proposed a new method based on content block Algorithm to 

enhance focused crawler’s ability of traversing tunnel. The 

novel algorithm not only avoid granularity becoming too 

coarse when evaluation on the whole page but also avoid 

granularity becoming too fine based on link context. An 

intelligent crawling technique has been used which can 

dynamically adapt ontology to the particular structure of the 

relevant predicate. In reference [9] adaptive focused crawler 

based on ontology has used which is included two parts: topic 

filter and link forecast. The topic filter can filter the web pages 
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having already been fetched and not related to topic ; and the 

link forecaster can predict topic link for the next crawl , which 

can guide our crawler to fetch topic page as many as possible 

in a topic group by traversing the unrelated link . Proposed 

method use ontology for crawling and during this process it is 

able to concrete ontology. It also use ontology learning concept 

that it can be useful for using for our project as a future work.  

Reference [10] proposed a frame work with semi-automatic 

approach. In fact it combines the ability of human and machine 

together and avoids disadvantages of each of these two 

methods separately. It seems that the automatic part of this 

framework needs to be improved. A meta-search section has 

been employed. In order to gather information and web pages 

for this purpose, a multipurpose search engine is used. [11]. 

Using multipurpose search engine has own disadvantages: 1) 

Enormous amount of unusable web pages can reduce the speed 

of the process. 2) Precision is not acceptable because a huge 

amount of web pages should be searched. 3) Multipurpose 

repository should be up to dated and it consumes time. On the 

other hand only a limited section of web has been covered by 

even the biggest search engine. Reference [12] mentioned that 

using traditional methods of information retrieval can help us 

to increase efficiency based on these methods. Using vector 

space model, web pages which are related to specific domain 

had been selected and all links inside them had been crawled. 

Reference [13] proposed a novel approach based on manifold 

ranking of document blocks to re-rank a small set of 

documents initially retrieved by some existing retrieval 

function. The proposed approach can make full use of the 

intrinsic global manifold structure of the document blocks by 

propagating the ranking scores between the blocks on a 

weighted graph. The manifold ranking process can make use of 

the relationships among document blocks to improve retrieval 

performance. However, link structure among web pages has 

not been considered. Reference [14] has used domain graph 

concept for web page ranking. For every page in kernel a graph 

is constructed from pages that point to selected page. 

Multipurpose search engine is leveraged in this method 

because they can determine list of web pages which point to 

specific page. After extraction of this graph web pages are 

ranked and base on this ranking web pages are arranged. 

3-Plants web resources 

 There is some web directories such as USDA (Protection 

American agriculture) is the basic charge of the U.S. 

Department agriculture (www.usda.gov). APHIS (Animal and 

Plant Health Inspection Science) provides leadership in 

ensuring the health and care of animal and plants. None of 

them have been concentrated on botany topic. The Internet 

Directory of Botany (IDB) is an index to botanical information 

available on the internet (www.botany.net). It is created by 

some botany specialists manually but it is a well organized 

alphabetic web directory which we choose it as a benchmark.    

III. Research Model  
 In this study we improve the framework proposed by [10] 

which includes three main steps. Instead of using meta- search 

we use a vertical search engine with focused crawler. For this 

reason we need to have a kernel for our crawler and a vector 

that shows domain literature. So we change step1 and step2 of 

this framework and step3 remains unchanged, As shown in 

Fig.2. In our framework, after constructing anchor directory we 

initiate a new set of URLs which are related to plant domain. In 

third step we design a focused crawler that works based on 

cosine similarity. For this purpose, we developed a software 

tool that crawls links from the kernel using cosine similarity 

method. Gathered web pages are put in a repository and finally 

a heuristic filtering is done. In this section we describe the 

proposed framework. 

  

1. Anchor directory 

  Based on our review on web search engines and directories, 

we choose DMOZ directory as the anchor directory 

(www.Dmoz.com). In most search engine this directory is 

employed. In addition, expert people refer to this web directory 

for special search in Botany. For this reason some refinement 

should be done to construct anchor web directory.  
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Fig.2.An improved semi-automatic framework for constructing web 

directories. 

 

2. Kernel & literature vector creation for the next section 

  We need to have a kernel for gathering information through 

the web. For this purpose, a set of URLs should be created. It 

also requires a vector with specific terms in Botany domain. 

Creation of the set and vector has been done by experts. For 

this purpose 110 web pages have been selected and a vector 

with 750 terms in botany domain has been created. 

 

3. Vertical search engine 

  To fill in the plant web directory we use a focused crawler 

that works based on similarity search among web pages and 

vector that describes plant domain. For example, in focused 

crawler based on content of current web page, a vector of 

existing terms is created after that value of similarity between 

current page and vector domain is calculated. If this similarity 

was less than a threshold value, this page would be saved in a 

repository and crawling would be continued, otherwise it 

would be deleted and would be crawling stopped. 

4. Heuristic filtering 

  Finally we evaluate output of step 2 and step 3 by a group of 

experts. Expert people can score the output of crawling.  

IV. Methodology 
  Using mentioned framework, we developed a web directory 

called PCI web directory (Plant Classification and 

Identification) which includes plant web sites. Based on our 

view on web search engines, we have chosen the DMOZ 

directory as the anchor directory because of its comprehensive 

plant directory and its wide acceptance, as seen in the fact that 

is used by such major search engines as Google, AOL and 

Netscape search [10]. We use English language in our research. 

At the first trying we aggregated 1180 nodes from DMOZ, and 

after filtering the nodes we got 331 nodes corresponding to 

plant classification and identification. Table 1 Summarize 

statistics of PCI web directory. 

  In order to compare our proposed approach, we selected a 

benchmark web directory called IDB (internet directory for 

botany) www.botany.net/IDB/botany.html, it is an index to 

botanical information available on directory. 

V. Experimental Procedure 
    A. Design and Participants 

  We have measured effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction 

of our PCI web directory with compare IDBAL as a 

benchmark. It is one of the best well designed web site for 

botany but it is not scalable, user friendly and efficient.  Ten 

experts in botany have been invited and by them we measured 

the criteria that we mentioned. Two groups of experts, 

graduated and undergraduate with different age and experience 

have been selected, for testing and comparing PCI and IDBAL,  

  We interested in observing effectiveness, efficiency and 

satisfaction between two groups of PCI and IDBAL via 

experts’ testing. Basically we measure effectiveness by three 

values of precision, recall and f-value. Efficiency is time taken 

by the users to get some questions. Based on some questions 

we are able to measure satisfaction. For calculating efficiency, 

we organize an experiment on the search of a specific topic by 

experts in both web directories (benchmark and proposed web 

directory). At the end, using a questionnaire about different 

 
TABLE 1 

SUMMERY STATISTICS OF PCI WEB DIRECTORY 

 

Anchor directory 

Kernel set of 
URL’s and 

Literature vector 
Focused crawler 

Heuristic 
Filtering 
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aspects of web directory, i.e. being helpful and positive and 

negative points, we are able to measure the satisfaction 

parameter (table2). We ranked each question between 1 and 5 

where 1 is for completely satisfied and 5 for not satisfied.  

 

  B. Hypothesis testing 

  Our objective focused on using a frame work that combines 

experts’ knowledge and automatic approaches to help for 

searching and browsing information in specific domain like 

botany and improves efficiency and speed up in this situation. 

Constructing a web directory for botany can help specialists to 

search and browse more efficient, effective and it is able to 

satisfy users than benchmark. 

   C. Performance measure 

We defined follow terms for evaluating proposed framework: 

� Precision: the percentage of retrieved documents that 

are in fact relevant to the query (i.e., “correct” 

responses) 

          
|}{|

|}{}{|
Retrieved

RetrievedRelevantprecision ∩= 

� Recall: the percentage of documents that are relevant 

to the query and were, in fact, retrieved 

 
TABLE 2 

COMMENTS BASED ON EXPERIMENTS 

 
Comments on PCI Web directory 

Number of subjects 
expressing 

the meanings 
Easy and nice to use 1 
Useful and with relevant results 4 
Good way to organization information 1 
Not enough information for browsing 4 
No comments/unclear comments 0 

 

 

 

Comments on IDBAL Web directory 

Number of subjects 

expressing 

the meanings 

Not useful/not good 2 

Not clear for browsing/gives irrelevant results 2 

Easy to navigate or browse 3 
No comments/unclear comments 3 

 

 

 

� F-value = 2 * recall * precision / (recall + precision). 

This parameter is used to balance between recall and 

precision. With these three parameters we can define the 

quality. 

� Efficiency (Speed up): comparing speed of users 

when they use web directory for searching and 

browsing a specific topic with multipurpose search 

engines. 

� Satisfaction: how much web directory is useful for 

users? 

VI. Results and discussion 
In this section, we report and discuss the results of our 

experiment. For this experiment (Table3) a web directory has 

been organized (PCI) and compared with a benchmark 

(IDBAL). As it is seen hypothesis supported in most criteria. 

Efficiency is not better in PCI than IDBAL. It refers to sorted 

and well organized web pages in IDBAL. It seems that is 

difficulty in structure and organization of web directory (PCI).  

VII. Conclusions and Future Works 
Constructing a specific domain directory which is included 

high quality web pages has challenged developers of web 

portals. In this paper we proposed a semiautomatic framework 

that combines knowledge of human with automatic techniques.  

Experts evaluate outline web directory with compare a 

benchmark. Most expected results has been satisfied. 

For future work we will investigate new intelligent techniques 

for improving precision and recall in focused crawler. It seems 

that using dynamic vector instead of vector with constant terms 

can improve effectiveness. It is feasible with adding and 

deleting terms in reference vector. Another direction includes 

refining PCI web directory and makes it more efficient. Other 

specific domain can be applied in this framework.   

 

 

|}{|
|}{}{|

Relevant
RetrievedRelevantrecall ∩=
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TABLE 3 

STATISTICAL RESULTS  OF HYPOTHESIS TESTING (S=supported) 

 PCI  IDBAL  

MEASURE Mean Mean Results 

Precision 0.87 0.75 S 

Recall 0.29 0.17  S 

f-value 0.435 0.255 S 

Efficiency 173 160 NOT S 

Satisfaction 3.1 3.3 S 
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Abstract- In a typical year, five infants are abducted by 
strangers from hospitals. These are devastating events for the 
families involved and for the health care facilities’ staff and 
executives. This article looks at the nature of newborn and 
infant abductions, analyzing data on these kidnappings from the 
FBI and from the National Center for Missing & Exploited 
Children. Then, the article examines the potential for RFID 
(radio frequency identification) based systems to improve 
security in the pediatric area of hospitals, providing an overview 
of the technology on the market today for infant protection. The 
article concludes with an analysis of the ROI (return on 
investment) equation for health care administrators to consider 
in weighing their options on how to prevent a statistically 
unlikely, but potentially cataclysmic occurrence, at their facility. 
In the end, RFID-based infant protection systems can be seen as 
a form of “security theater,” serving as a “palliative 
countermeasure” that will indeed work – both substantively and 
psychologically – to promote a more secure hospital 
environment for moms and their newborns. 
 

I.      INTRODUCTION 
 
A.    The “Worst Case Scenario”    

The�new mom is elated, holding her new daughter in her 
arms in the hospital’s birthing center. Her husband is down in 
the hospital gift shop buying batteries for his digital camera, 
having shot dozens of pictures to document their little girl’s 
first 24 hours of life. After a shift change, a new nurse comes 
in and chats with the mom, offering to take the newborn back 
to the nursery to allow her to take her first shower since the 
delivery yesterday morning. The new mom gives her baby 
girl a kiss on her rosy cheek and hands the baby over to the 
nurse. She then proceeds to take a long, luxurious (as can be 
in a hospital) shower, dressing as a refreshed, new woman. 
When hubby finally gets back from the gift shop, with 
flowers, a stuffed animal, and, oh yes, batteries, the couple 
decide to walk down to the nursery to see their daughter. 
When they pass the nurses station, the wife does not spot the 
nurse who carried her daughter out of her room fifteen 
minutes ago. When they arrive in the nursery, they spot three 
babies – but not their precious child. The couple both blurt 
out almost simultaneously to the nurse standing there - 
herself a bit perplexed - “Where’s our daughter?”  They see 
the nurse instantly become very pale, racing to grab the 
phone. In an instant, alarms are whirring – but it’s all too late. 
That “nurse” had a fifteen minute head start, heading 
somewhere with their most precious treasure. This has got to 

be every new mother’s nightmare – and that of every hospital 
administrator as well. And it does happen….all too much. 
 
B.    Baby Snatching    
According to statistical data from the National Center for 

Missing & Exploited Children (NCMEC) [1] show that there 
have been 252 infants abducted in the United States over the 
past 25 years, with just under half of these kidnappings – 123 
in all - taking place in the hospital environment.  As can be 
seen in Figure 1, the scenario above is the most common type 
of in-hospital infant abduction. The U.S. Department of 
Justice reports that on average each year, 115 children 
become the victims of “stereotypical” kidnapping – where 
crimes involve someone the child does not know or someone 
of slight acquaintance, who holds the child overnight, 
transports the child 50 miles or more, kills the child, demands 
ransom, or intends to keep the child permanently [2]. Thus, 
on average, the “nightmare scenario” of in-hospital 
abductions of newborns has been occurring at the rate of 5 
each year. 
 

 
 Fig. 1. U.S. Infant Abduction Data. 

Source Data: National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 2008. 
 
Two recent cases illustrate the gravity of the problem when 

it does occur, both in the U.S. and abroad. In March, at 
Covenant Lakeside Hospital in Lubbock, Texas, newborn 
Mychael Darthard-Dawodu was taken from his mother’s 
room by a woman posing as a hospital employee on the 
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pretense of taking the baby for some tests. The child was 
located a day later by police in Clovis, New Mexico – over 
300 miles away. The accused kidnapper was Rayshaun 
Parson, a 21 year-old woman, who was described by relatives 
as being deeply depressed following a miscarriage [3].  
Likewise, in November 2007, in Sudbury, Ontario Canada, 
Brenda Batisse stands accused of kidnapping an unidentified 
newborn by posing as a nurse and slipping out of the hospital 
room when the new mother was distracted in conversation. In 
this case, the credit for alerting the staff to the incident went 
to a member of the hospital’s cleaning staff, who took note of 
the fact that the kidnapper was carrying the baby in her arms 
down a hallway, rather than transporting it in a bassinet, 
which would have been the protocol for any nurse or staff 
member at the facility. After a massive search, the child was 
found unharmed in Elliot Lake, Ontario a town almost 200 
miles away. Again, the young woman accused of committing 
the crime was believed to have recently suffered a 
miscarriage. When police arrived at her home, she attempted 
to convince the police that the child was her own, even 
showing the officers what she claimed were suture marks 
from a recent cesarean section [4].   

Some have criticized the need for RFID-based in-hospital 
protection systems due to the relatively low instance of such 
crimes. Katherine Albrecht, the founder and director of 
CASPIAN - Consumers Against Supermarket Privacy 
Invasion and Numbering – recently observed that “Baby 
snatching from hospital facilities is a diaper full of nonsense” 
[5]. However, hospital executives – and their patient/ 
customers – are finding unique value from this unique RFID 
application.  While statistics showing the rarity of infant 
abductions from health care facilities should be comforting to 
hospital administrators and reassuring to parents, they still 
represent a significant, perceived risk – especially in the 24-
hour news environment in which we live. Breaking news 
alerts scream out to us on CNN, Fox News, MSNBC, and 
every other news outlet when such cases do occur. As Dr. 
Manny Alvarez, Chief Medical Editor for Fox News, recently 
commented: “The impact of just one little baby being 
abducted from its parents is enough to spark a nation-wide 
manhunt” [6].    

The open environment of the today’s hospitals – with 
patients, family members, visitors and large numbers of 
workers – not just staff, but delivery, vendor, and 
construction personnel – constantly coming and going from 
the facility 24 hours a day – make these facilities nothing less 
than a security nightmare from the perspective of both law 
enforcement and security professionals [7]. Thus, even as a 
great deal of effort is being made to emphasize security in the 
design and layout of new facilities, most hospitals have to 
deal with the campuses that are not intended to provide a 
modern airport-level equivalent level of security [8]. 
However, security can be vastly improved – both in reality 
and in the realm of what might best be called “security 
theater.” 
     
 

II.     RFID SECURITY SOLUTIONS FOR PEDIATRICS 
 
What to do? Certainly, today’s health care executives are 

exploring and implementing a wide panoply of security-
oriented options. RFID is presently being used all around 
today’s hospitals, with increasing use for protecting and 
locating both high-dollar medical and electronic equipment 
[9] and highly valued patients (including those suffering from 
Alzheimer’s and dementia) [10]. In point of fact however, 
one of the most long-standing RFID applications is in the 
pediatric area of hospitals [11]. Yet, the overall penetration of 
such RFID systems is still low, and there is a great deal of 
potential for using these systems to not just provide security 
for newborns, but to provide value-adds to both the hospital 
and – most importantly – to new Moms and Dads.   

The most established brand in the market today is the 
“Hugs” system. It is marketed by Ottawa, Ontario-based 
Xmark, which today is a wholly-owned subsidiary of 
VeriChip. The Hugs system works by having an active, 
tamper-proof RFID tag attached as an ankle bracelet on the 
baby’s leg. The tag constantly checks in with readers, 
reporting every ten seconds that it is present and functioning. 
The Hugs system can be tied into the hospital’s security 
system, set to activate security cameras, trip electronic door 
locks, and shutdown elevators for a “lockdown” of the 
facility in the event of an alarm. The Hugs bracelet is also 
designed to set-off an alarm if it is loosened or cut-off from 
the newborn’s ankle [5]. The Hugs system garnered a great 
deal of media attention in 2005, when it was credited with 
helping hospital security personnel prevent a couple 
attempting to pull-off an infant abduction from the nursery at 
Presbyterian Hospital in Charlotte, North Carolina. When the 
baby was removed from the nursery in an unauthorized 
manner, the Hugs system set-off a “Code Pink” alert in the 
hospital that prevented the kidnappers from succeeding [12].   
  The complimentary, optional “Kisses” component for the 
Hugs system adds another level of security to prevent the 
occasional “mismatch” between mother and child. With this 
add-on, a “Kisses” bracelet is attached to the mother’s wrist. 
Then, when the baby is given to its Mom and the two 
bracelets come within range, the signal that all is “OK” and 
that the right baby had been given to her is the sound of a 
lullaby that automatically plays. On the other hand, in the 
event of a mismatch, where the wrong baby is brought to the 
mother, an audible alarm sounds [11]. In Detroit, Michigan, 
the Hugs and Kisses system is being used at St. Joseph 
Mercy Hospital. New mother Michelle McKinney, who had 
delivered a child two years earlier at the facility, prior to the 
system being put in place, recently commented to the Detroit 
News on the security and psychological benefits of the system, 
saying: “You always feel safer knowing they are bringing you 
the right kid especially when they’re gone for an hour or so. 
Who wants to chance it?” Plus, Mrs. McKinney said the whole 
lullaby thing was comforting, reporting that: “It was kind of 
cute. I looked at him (her newborn son, Colin) and said, ‘It’s 
nice to know you belong to me’” [13]. 
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Last year, the Hugs system protected over 1 million 
newborns in American hospitals, and it is used by over 5,000 
facilities globally [14]. Still, with many facilities not having 
adopted RFID-based security measures, the market potential 
for growth is quite significant. Industry estimates show that 
market penetration may be as low as half of all pediatric and 
newborn wings of hospitals have such RFID-based systems 
in place. This is drawing competitors into the hospital infant 
protection market. These include the BlueTag system, created 
by the French firm, BlueLinea, and marketed in North 
America by RFID ProSolutions, which is installing its first 
infant protection systems in the U.S. this spring. The start-
up’s BlueTag system, which can also be used to track 
Alzheimer’s and dementia patients in health care facilities, 
holds many of the same operational characteristics as the 
Xmark offering. Based on BlueLinea’s installations of the 
system in Paris hospitals, the system also provides another 
significant benefit for hospitals, combating problems with 
what is termed “premature leaving.” According to Jebb 
Nucci, RFID ProSolutions’ Vice President of RFID: “Both 
[of the French] hospitals had experienced a high level of 
mothers and babies who would leave the ward before being 
properly discharged,” Nucci explains. “This was a major 
problem for nurses, because they would spend so much time 
looking for mothers and babies that were already gone. With 
the system in place, a mother and her baby must go see the 
nurses before leaving so they can deactivate and remove the 
baby’s tag to avoid sounding the alert on their way out” [15].  

Another significant competitor is the Safe Place Infant 
Security System, marketed by RF Technologies. The system 
is in place in numerous facilities, including Shawnee Mission 
Medical Center in Kansas City, Missouri. Recently, this 
hospital installed the RF Technologies system to actually 
upgrade its prior infant security system. Because it makes use 
of high frequency RFID signals (operating at 262 kHz and 
318 MHz), the system experiences less interference with the 
vast array of other electronic medical devices and personal 
electronics (including cell phones and even electric 
toothbrushes). This has led to far less frequent false alarms 
from the new system. In fact, according to administrators at 
Shawnee Mission, the false alarm rate fell from up to a 
hundred a day to approximately five.  This significant decline 
means that when a baby is brought too near a monitored 
doorway or another cause to trigger an alarm, staff responds 
much more earnestly to all alarms generated by the system, 
rather than seeing them as likely false and a “nuisance” alarm 
[16].    
 
III.     ANALYSIS: THE REAL ROI FOR INFANT SECURITY 

 
What is the ROI for such infant security measures? This is 

one instance where it is very difficult to speak just in terms of 
“hard” numbers, due to the nature of the threat of infant 
abduction. With the incidence being rare (computed by 
experts as being a 1 in 375,000 chance of abduction), the 
likelihood of any individual facility and their moms and 
babies falling victim to an infant abduction case is 

exceedingly small [17]. And, the price of such security 
systems can range into the hundreds of thousands of dollars, 
with costs varying substantially depending on a variety of 
factors. These include the layout, size, and birth volume of 
the facility, as well as the level desired for integration with 
other security and asset/patient tracking RFID systems at the 
health care facility.   

However, as we have seen here, it only takes one case. One 
baby kidnapped from a facility can not just devastate the 
family involved and terrify the staff, but as more than one 
health care executive pointed out, it can cause long-lasting 
damage to the reputation and regard for the hospital itself.  It 
can devastate the hospital’s “brand” – causing spillover 
effects far beyond its maternity and pediatric wings, 
discouraging parents who have a choice from “choosing” that 
facility for their births, even perhaps raising not-so-subtle 
questions about the security of the entire facility due to a 
single case. Thus, when health care executives come to make 
decisions on whether or not RFID-based security for infants – 
and as increasingly common now, for their entire pediatric 
patient population, they must ask themselves whether they 
and their facility could stand – both monetarily and 
psychologically – the “worst case scenario” for their 
youngest patients and their families. And today, they must 
also look at the intrinsic legal issues, for without the 
implementation of proven technology to safeguard their 
infant population, legal counsel would surely advise that a 
facility and its executives could face substantial liability 
concerns for not being vigilant in safeguarding the newborns 
in their care. 

Security expert Robert Schneier recently categorized the 
RFID-enabled bracelets worn by newborns and their moms in 
more and more hospitals today as the ultimate example of 
what might he dubbed “security theater” - security taken 
against an unlikely threat that is primarily designed to make 
you feel more secure. He compared the security theater of the 
pediatric ward to that of tamper-resistant pharmaceutical 
packaging and airport security after September 11th [18]. The 
dollars and cents ROI behind security theater is that it 
provides a very real way to simultaneously heighten security 
and curb the legal threat (assuming staff remain trained and 
vigilant and not over reliant on the technology of protection). 
However, the true, even more tangible benefit of such infant 
protection systems is that they are a “palliative 
countermeasure,” visibly making the new mom feel more 
secure in her bed, knowing that her new baby is better 
protected when she hands-off her newborn baby to the nurse 
for the night.  
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ABSTRACT  
It is often common for people to have more than 

one operating system (OS) that they use on a regular basis.  
This can necessitate carrying multiple live or installation 
CD or DVDs.  When multiple OSs are installed on a given 
machine, boot loaders on the system hard drive allow the 
users to access the various platforms.  However, when the 
system is located in a public environment such as a 
computer lab, it is often desirable to hide the existence of 
any platform other than the default standard platform to 
avoid confusing the general user.  This paper details how to 
create a CD that contains not only a boot menu to reach all 
of the OSs installed on your system, but also installation, 
live and network distributions that can be accessed directly 
from the single CD media. 
 
Keywords: boot loader, Linux, computer lab, open source 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
It is often advantageous to run multiple 

platforms on a single computer, especially in an 
environment where resources such as space and funding 
are limited.  Boot loaders can be installed on the hard 
drive of a system allowing it to boot into a multitude of 
platforms. In an open lab environment, it is often 
desirable to insure that only the default system used by 
the general population be accessible.  This helps prevent 
those without knowledge of the other OS platforms from 
becoming confused when presented with something else.  
While GRUB can boot with a default OS without 
displaying any boot options for the user, the possibility 
still exists that the other resident platforms could be 
accessed by the general population. This could result in 
confusion for the general user or the corruption of other 
platforms on the system.   With the boot partition of the 
hard drive pointing directly to the default OS, the means 
of accessing other system platforms without extra boot 
media is limited. Additionally, as memory is available on 
the CD media, the boot media can also contain helpful 
tools for system maintenance, extra live distributions, 
and installable distributions.  The result is a veritable 
Swiss army knife for maintaining the computer lab.   

 
II. CONFIGURATION FOR THE COMPUTER 

SCIENCE LABORATORY 
To fully utilize the computer laboratory 

resources, the systems were configured to run many 
different platforms. The example provided here was for 

the computer science lab at McKendree University. 
However, the same principles can be used to create boot 
media for other purposes.  In this case, the default system 
for the general purpose lab was WindowsXP.  However, 
other systems were also used.  To illustrate the 
functionality of a thin client, the systems were configured 
to use the Linux Terminal Server Project (LTSP) [1].  
During other times, the lab was configured to operate in a 
clustered environment using the default Rocks Cluster 
platform [2].  While LTSP does not require any space on 
the hard drive, Rocks required several partitions on the 
hard drive.  If Rocks is installed first on the system, with 
WindowsXP installed second, Windows will overwrite 
the master boot record (MBR) to point to Microsoft’s 
boot loader for the system.  Even though Rocks will still 
exist on the hard drive, after this point the means of 
booting the system into Rocks will be with the use of the 
external media.  Configuring Rocks and Windows in this 
manner carries with it several challenges [3]. 

A boot loader could have been installed directly 
onto the hard drive of these systems.  However, in order 
to insure that the general users only had access the 
default Windows system, the MBR of the system hard 
drive was left to point to the Windows installation only. 
Other platforms were loaded via boot CD media.  This 
could have been accomplished with the use of floppy 
disk media, but the extra space provide by using a CD 
allowed for additional platforms to be provided.  With 
the extra space, the DSL live distribution was included 
along with SystemRescueCD which contain utilities 
available for maintaining the lab such as the Partimage 
program for creating system images.   
 Other boot loaders such as ISOLINUX, LILO or 
the Microsoft NTLDR exist.  In order to use an open 
source solution that is easily configurable, well 
documented and used by many current distributions, the 
GNU GRUB boot loader was used [4].  As these 
platforms were configured to boot WindowsXP by 
default, the Microsoft boot loader is actually used on the 
hard drive to boot WindowsXP.  Lastly, keep in mind, in 
order to utilize the boot CD media, the systems must 
have their BIOS settings set to boot from the CD/DVD 
drives first.  With this configuration, unless the CD is 
provided, the systems will use the secondary boot option, 
in this case WindowsXP on the hard drive. 
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III. GRUB 
 The GRUB boot loader is well documented and 

contains many different options for configuration of the 
boot media.  Basically, GRUB provides a bare bones 
platform that contains pointers to the kernels of the 
various operating systems that the system might run.  
GRUB even has a basic command line structure that can 
be used to load parameters at boot from the keyboard.  
The systems can be loaded from a system hard drive, 
CD/DVD drive, USB thumb drive or on another 
networked server.  Specifically in the case of Rocks and 
WindowsXP, the operating system resides on the system 
hard drive, for LTSP, the networked Linux Terminal 
Server, and lastly DSL and SystemRescueCD are 
contained on the CD media itself.   

The main item to configure for GRUB is the text 
file called menu.lst which is used to provide the GRUB 
boot menu.  This file contains configuration options for 
the boot menu, boot parameters for each platform as well 
as descriptions that are displayed for of each boot option.  
As the configuration options for GRUB are already well 
documented in GRUB manual [5], only the mechanism 
for determining the options required to boot each system 
will be discussed here.   
 3.1  Rocks: Rocks, like many other Linux 
distributions already uses GRUB as the default boot 

loader. For these systems, the files for booting are 
located in the /boot directory.  The items of interest are 
located within the /boot/grub directory.  In that directory 
are located various files that GRUB needs to execute with 
names like: e2fs_stage1_5, fat_stage1_5, 
minix_stage1_5, reiserfs_stage1_5, menu.lst, stage1, 
stage2, stage2_eltorito.  Of particular importance at this 
point is the menu.lst file which will contain the boot 
options.  As the menu.lst file is a text file, it can be 
examined with the text editor of one’s choice.  In this 
case, the lines of interest found in lines 5 through 8 on 
the sample menu.list file provided in Figure 1. The title 
line is what is displayed for the user in the boot menu.  
The second line contains the location of the kernel code. 
In this case, it contains the first partition of the local hard 
drive.  The next line specifies the name of the kernel 
code along with the appropriate path on the hard drive 
and specifications for loading the kernel.  The last line 
starting with initrd specifies the name and path to the 
image of a Linux RAM disk used by kernel during boot.  
These specifications will vary for each system, so after 
they are located on a given installation, copy them and 
paste them into the new menu.lst file that will be used for 
the creation of the boot CD.

 

Figure 1: The snapshot of menu.lst 
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3.2 WindowsXP: As already mentioned, 
Windows does not use GRUB.  GRUB however can pass 
control along to the Windows boot loader.  In this case, 
as control is passed along to another boot loader and not 
to the Windows kernel directly, the specifications within 
the menu.lst file will change.  The lines required for this 
particular installation are 10, 11 and 12 in Figure 1.  The 
title line serves the same purpose as it did for Rocks, just 
to provide message for the boot menu.  The next line 
indicates that the target system is located on the fourth 
partition of the hard drive (0 is the first partition, 1 the 
second, etc.) and the last line indicates that control will 
be passed to a different bootloader, in this case the 
Microsoft bootloader.  These lines may need to be 
changed if Windows is installed on a partition other than 
the fourth. 
 3.3 LTSP: LTSP was configured to load the 
system through the server over the network, with entries 
in the menu.lst file found in lines 14 and 15 of Figure 1.  
Notice that the code is located on the CD itself in the 
/Etherboot directory. The Rom-o-matic website provides 
a script that will accept the configuration options for your 
thin client and LTSP server and generate the code 
required for your system [6].  Once this code is obtained, 
it must be copied to the appropriate place for creation of 
the CD and the title needs to be placed within the 
menu.lst file.  Notice that if the CD is to be used on more 
than one type of physical system, where portions of the 
hardware such as the network card may differ, an entry 
for each system along with the required code for LTSP 
must be provided on the CD. 
 3.4 Live Distributions: In this case, DSL and 
SystemRescueCD were included on the media.  The 
setup for this is slightly different as the code required for 
the system is located on the media itself.  First, portions 
of the code will need to be copied to the appropriate 
place on the CD, this will be described in a later section.  
Secondly, they will need entries much like the ones 
provided in the sample menu.lst file on lines 22 through 
26 for DSL and 17 through 20 for SystemRescueCD.  
The first two lines of the menu.lst entry are still fairly 
obvious.  Notice that this is like the LTSP configuration 
in that it does not specify a partition on the hard drive, 
but rather the location of the files within the CD.  The 
next two lines specifying the location of the kernel along 
with the boot options takes a bit more work to locate.  
The configuration options provided above are quite 
detailed, but a complete understanding of GRUB 
parameters is not necessary to develop the boot media. 
 Many live Linux distributions, like those 
provided here, use the ISOLINUX boot loader.  
Configuration options for the menu.lst file can be 
obtained by closely inspecting those in the isolinux.cfg 
file.  This file provides the boot menu options for 
ISOLINUX, much like menu.lst does for GRUB.  The 
isolinux.cfg file is found in the /isolinux directory that is 
usually located near the root of the directory tree on the 
file system for the installation media.  From the multiple 
boot options that live distribution may contain within its 

menu, select the one(s) that you wish to use for your 
media.  For the DSL version included, the lines directly 
from the isolinux.cfg file are shown in figure 1.
 

 
Figure 2: Lines from isolinux.cfg file 

 The lines of interest will begin with KERNEL 
and APPEND.  The KERNEL line indicates the code for 
the kernel.  The APPEND line will contain various 
parameters for the kernel, that will be added to the kernel 
line for the menu.lst file.  One exception is the initrd 
specification.  The RAM disk location should not be 
included with the kernel line, but rather be placed upon 
its own line.  When these lines are translated in the 
proper format for GRUB, the location of the files must be 
changed to specify where the code exists within the 
media that is being created, rather than the location from 
which it is being copied.  An excellent example of 
translating the various lines from the ISOLINUX format 
to GRUB exists online [7]. 

 
IV. PREPARING BOOT MEDIA 

 The mkisofs command will create an iso image 
of the boot media which can then be used to create as 
many boot CDs as necessary [8].  On some systems the 
command genisoimage, a fork of the mkisofs command, 
will be found and should be used instead.  Items that are 
necessary to produce the boot media include the 
following. 

 menu.lst file 
 GRUB code 
 Other code required, including those for any live 

or network loaded distributions 
 Proper mkisofs or genisoimage command to 

create the bootable iso 
4.1 menu.lst: This is the file created in the 
previous section. 
4.2 GRUB Code: The code for GRUB can be 

obtained in more than one way.  It can be downloaded 
and compiled.  However, if the boot media is being 
prepared using a Linux machine, chances are that this 
machine already has grub installed and this code can be 
copied directly.  The necessary files are found in the 
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/boot/grub directory and can be used directly.  If these 
files are copied, care should be taken not to use the same 
menu.lst file and the stage2_eltorito file is included.  The 
eltorito specification is used when booting CD media. 
 4.3 Other Code Required: Other items that will 
be required include any code for live or install 
distributions as well as bootstrapping code for any 
network boot systems.   Depending upon what is 
included in the boot CD, a directory structure that 
contains the appropriate files required by the various 
components will need to be created and copied.  A word 
of caution, the location of these files is not arbitrary, be 
careful when copying files over.  First, care must be 
taken to insure that this code is placed in the same 
location that was previously specified for it in the 
menu.lst file. 
 In addition, some files must retain the same 
directory structure, location and name as they do on the 
boot media from which they are obtained.  Nearly any 
location can be specified on the new menu.lst file. 
However, if a distribution contains a RAM disk, the 
RAM disk image specified by the initrd line may have 
the locations of certain portions of code preloaded in that 
image.  While it is feasible that a new ram disk image 
could be created to point to any location, this is beyond 
the scope of this paper.  For that reason, it is advised that 
the locations of the various portions of code required for 
any live distributions be copied with the same file 
structure, location and name.  Note that this may prevent 
the inclusion of distributions that require components 
that have the same name and location or for the inclusion 
of multiple versions of the same distributions where this 
is the case as well. 
 Keeping all that in mind, what follows is the 
procedure for creating the proper directory structure as 
well as copying the files necessary.  The following 
instructions assume that the commands specified below 
are run on a Linux platform.   
 4.3.1: Create space for the iso: In a working 
directory that contains enough space for all of the live 
distribution code, create a directory that will contain the 
contents of the iso.  For example, if the contents are 
going to be placed into the myiso directory, issue the 
following command. 
 mkdir myiso 
 4.3.2: Copy over GRUB code: In this directory, 
create a boot folder and within the boot directory, and 
create grub folder in a similar manner.  Place all of the 
code for GRUB in this myiso/boot/grub folder, including 
the menu.lst file that contains the specifications for the 
boot media being created.   
 4.3.3: Copy over additional code: Any 
additional code required by the live distributions 
included in the boot CD as well as the code for any 
network booting systems must be added to the root 
directory of the myiso directory and care must be taken to 
insure that the menu.lst file correctly specifies the 
location of this code.  The root directory of the DSL CD 
displayed by the ls command is shown in figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 3: The root directory of the DSL CD 

The entire KNOPPIX directory along with the isolinux 
directory within the boot directory was copied over to the 
myiso directory.  Moreover, the exact location of the 
kernel and RAM disk were then specified in the menu.lst 
file.  A similar procedure was followed for the 
SystemRescueCD.  At the conclusion of copying all the 
relevant files, the contents of the myiso directory are 
shown in figure 4. 

 
Figure 4: The contents of myiso directory 

 4.4 mkisofs: Once the menu.lst file has been 
created and all of the files and directories have been 
copied over, the mkisofs command can be used to create 
the iso image of the boot media.  The command that we 
used is shown in figure 5.  Note that the stage2_eltorito 
is specified for boot.  Consult the mkisofs manual page 
for a detailed description of the mkisofs parameters. The 
iso image can now be burned to a CD.  If your system 
uses the genisoimage command, just substitute it for 
mkisofs listed above. 
 

 
Figure 5: The mkisofs command 
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V. CONCLUSION 
 This paper demonstrated how to produce a 
custom boot CD that will boot a variety of live, install, 
network or system contained operating systems.  Should 
you feel adventurous, you can even add your own custom 
splash image to your new boot CD [9].  This CD is a 
handy administration tool that allows us to hide platforms 
from the general population, while providing access to a 
multitude of different configurations.  
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Abstract- This contribution focuses on investigation of remote 
electronic voting system, named COOPTO. Researching of 
suitability of electronic voting solution is forced by necessity of the 
improvement election process.  The COOPTO is based on topical 
investigation of voting process and their implementation of using 
modern information and communication technology. The 
COOPTO allows voters, who are not in their election district, to 
participate in the democracy process. The aim of this contribution 
is to describe results of the development of the COOPTO 
solutions. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The electronic government, the actual point of the computer-
social investigation, uses several methods for improving 
governmental processes in Europe. These electronic methods 
allow the improvement in direct democracy. Probably, the 
most relevant solution is remote internet voting. COOPTO 
research project has been investigating the benefits of remote 
electronic voting. The remote voting solution allows 
participation in election process with respect to personal 
conditions and to the physical accessibility of polling stations, 
which may possibly prevent citizens from casting their votes. 
Therefore, remote internet voting should effectively support 
voters, who are resident abroad. These voters use at present the 
embassy election rooms only.  

The aim of this contribution is to introduce architecture of 
COOPTO voting system, which is based on web-based 
application. Probably, the most significant results is remote 
internet voting in appropriate form, which understandable and 
clearly usable.  

The organization of this contribution is as follows. Chapter 2 
describes the electronic voting approaches and conditions for 
electronic voting systems. Chapter 3 describes the COOPTO 
architecture. Finally chapter 4 is the discussion.    

 

II. ELECTRONIC VOTING APPROACHES 

Internet voting solutions are usually divided the tree basic 
categories – poll site, kiosk and remote voting.  

In the poll site voting, election technology is located in the 
election rooms. Comparing poll site voting to traditional paper-
form voting, poll site brings more flexibility and usability, 
because voters are allow to vote from elections room up to 
their choice. There is no restriction to geographical locations. 
Poll site voting represents concept of the electronic voting. Poll 
site voting is effective in votes casting and tallying, because it 
allows certain and quicker processes. 

Internet concepts allow expanding poll site voting to self-
service kiosks. These kiosks should be placed in various 

locations. Elections room is usually monitored by authorities – 
local election committee, kiosk should be monitored by 
physical attendance or by using security cameras.  

Remote internet voting is probably the most attracting 
methods of using internet voting process. Remote voting 
expands remote voting schemas which are used in some 
countries. These schemas compared to postal voting, offers 
improved casting ballots from remote locations. Voter are 
allows to vote from home, office or other places, which are 
equipped by computers and internet connections.   

 
Conditions for voting systems 
 
There are several conditions for electronic voting systems. 

The law in the country has to support the electronic voting 
systems. The internet voting solution has to follow the 
technical and process conditions listed below:  

 
1. Participation in the voting process is granted only for 

registered voters. 
2. Each voter has to vote only once. 
3. Each voter has to vote personally. 
4. Security and anonymity of voters and voting.  
5. Security for the electronic ballot box. 
 
The first condition for electronic voting means, the voter 

should be registered by voting committee in the list of voters. 
This list is used as the basis for distribution of log-in 
information. If the voter is registered, they will be able to 
display the relevant list of parties and candidates.  

Voters could also vote more than once, but only the last 
attempt will be included in the final results of the election. This 
possibility varies in different e-voting systems. If it is not 
possible to vote more than once, there should be more 
complicated protection for the election against manipulation 
and assisted voting.  

The third condition – Right to vote personally – is closely 
connected to the previous. On the other hand this is the basic 
responsibility of each voter to protect his private zone for 
voting – in the case of the internet-based remote voting. In the 
“in-site” voting the system of privacy protection will be similar 
to the current situation.  

Security and anonymity of voters and voting is probably the 
most important issue in the electronic voting process. The 
appropriate voting system should be realized in two separate 
parts. The first part should be responsible for authorization of 
the voter and the second for storing votes. Therefore the 
system will support anonymity. The voter should check his 
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vote by the list of collected votes. The unique identification of 
vote will be known by the voter only. The voting process will 
be protected by using a cryptographic principle. One of the 
many applicable solutions is Private Key Infrastructure. This 
approach deals with two pairs of keys in the first part of voting 
system – for authorization. In the second part of voting system – 
storing votes – it should deals with a public key for protection 
of the vote in the transport canal.  

The electronic ballot box should form as a database. Votes in 
the database will be ciphered by the public key of the election 
committee. The private key, which is necessary for decrypting 
votes, will be held by members of the committee. Each 
member will hold only part of the key.  

By investigation of these conditions and by the 
determination of the initial technological principles, authorities 
will be able to establish law to support the electronic voting 
system. The voting public’s consensus to the electronic voting 
is quite important for the parliament process too. 

 

III. COOPTO ARCHITECTURE DESCRIPTION 

 
The web-based approach is useful for electronic voting 

systems. This technology is based on a client-server. The 
client-server technology has advantages in the field of support 
and installation.  

COOPTO system consists four main parts: 
 
1. Voting Client Subsystem (VCS)  
2. Voting Application Subsystem (VAS) and Ballot 

Database Subsystem (BDS). 
3. Voting Backend Subsystem (VBS) and Tallying Database 

Subsystem (TDS). 
4. Voting Results Subsystem (VRS) 
 
 In the figure 1 can be seen COOPTO  Voting System 

Architecture. COOPTO  Voting Architecture three separate 
parts are recognized. Part A is used for casting votes and 
contains Voting Client Subsystem, Voting Application 
Subsystem and Voting Database Subsystem. Voting clients 
represent voting terminal in elections rooms, kiosk voting or 
voters own computers.  

Voting Application Subsystem is represented by web-based 
application, which contains user interface for voters, voter 
validation services and communication interface for Ballot 
Database Subsystem.  

There are two most significant tasks for BDS. Votes are cast 
there and default ballots are generated for individual voter.  
Votes are cast in encrypted form, which depends on 
cryptographic methodology adopted for the election. For the 
protection against manipulation with votes in BDS HASH 
algorithm is implemented. HASH value is calculated 
irregularly based on votes, which are cast. Default ballots are 
generated for individual voter with respect to the election 
district he belongs to.   

Part B represents Backend Voting Subsystem and Tallying 
Database Subsystem. The part B is securely connect to BDS 
from part A. The BVS is used my electoral committee. The 
BDS is responsible for auditing elections by comparing HASH 
based on votes and stored HASH value. The BVS deals with 
decryption of votes, validating of them and storing in TDS. 
The TDS is used for storing votes in open form. Part B is 
realized as web-based application and relational database 
server. Final part – part C – is responsible for counting final 
Results of the election. Part C is realized as web-based 
application.  

In the figure 2 is shown workflow description of individual 
vote through the COOPTO  Voting System.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Backend Voting 
Subsystem

Tallying Database 
Subsystem

Voting Application 
Subsystem

Ballot Database 
Subsystem

Voting Results 
Subsystem

Voting Client 
Subsystem

Part A

Part B

Part C

Fig 1: COOPTO  Voting System Architecture 
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IV. DISCUSSION 

 
The main task of this contribution was to introduce the idea 

of COOPTO  Voting System. COOPTO is under the 
investigation as the basic implementation of remote voting 
conditions in the Czech Republic.  

Contribution focused on architecture concept of the web-
based system because this system is more flexible and 
comfortable for voters. 

The next obvious advantage of electronic voting systems and 
especially of web-based systems is related to the cost of 
elections.  

Many countries have researched the benefits of e-voting 
solutions. Every country uses individual ways to solve e-voting 
problems. Only a few are seriously studying internet voting. 
Internet voting solutions represent the future of electronic 
voting in Europe. 

 
Increasing internet access supports the e-Government and e-

Democracy. People are used to communicating through the 
Internet. In the future people will be used to electronic 
elections too. 
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Abstract- Constant evolution of technologies used in 

mobile devices allows an increase of capabilities related to 
storage, processing and transmission of data, including 
more than one type of technology of transmission in a same 
device. These factors enable a greater number of 
applications but also it gives rise to a necessity to find a 
model of service development. One of the best options 
which currently exist is SOA (Service Oriented 
Architecture). This article aims to present a framework 
that allows the development of SOA in mobile 
environment. The objective of the framework is to give 
developers with all necessary tools for provision of services 
in this environment.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Over the last years there is a considerable increase of 
capabilities of mobile device, both in its storage capacity and 
in processing. This development has enabled a greater 
popularization of these devices which now offer a large 
number of applications to end users. In addition, new 
communication technologies allow these devices to access the 
Internet more efficiently and to communicate with each other. 

There is also a possibility of installing in these equipments 
other applications and/or services beyond those already coming 
from factory; they can act not only as service consumers but 
also as service providers. Thus, there is a need to use a pattern 
of development that allows developers to create and provide its 
services more quickly and efficiently. Service-Oriented 
Architecture (SOA) emerge as a solution to this problem 

The aim of this paper is to describe a framework to the 
development of SOA in mobile environment drawing the 
complexity of their development, with mechanisms to perform 
all necessary functions for provision of services, such as 
describing services, carry messages from the parser with 
specific format, creating a channel of communication to 
receive and send messages. Another mechanism allows adding 
security properties developed with the service. 

This paper is structured of the following form. The first 
section presents the motivations of the work. The second 
section describes the SOA architecture and its main 
components. The third section describes the provision of 
services in the mobile environment. The fourth section shows 
the mains problems related to security in the mobile 
environment. The fifth section describes the proposed 

architecture and the sixth section shows some work related to 
the proposed work.  Finally the last section presents the 
conclusions and suggestions for future work. 

 

II. SOA 

SOA describes the keys concepts of software architecture 
and their relations, where a service and its use are the key 
concepts that are involved, following a model of publishing 
services and applications and their universal access [5]. SOA 
has an interface that describes a collection of operations 
accessible over the network via a standardized format (e.g. 
XML). These requirements are activated anywhere in a 
dynamic computing environment and/or pervasive computing 
where service providers offer a range of services.  

SOA creates an environment in which distributed 
applications and components may create independently of 
language and platform and focuses on the use of a relatively 
widespread pattern of communication between operations, 
enabling thus a model for homogeneous distribution and 
composition of components.  

SOA is a model of components, providing an environment 
for building distributed systems [6]. SOA applications 
communicate functionally as a service to the end user's 
applications and other services, bringing the benefits of low 
coupling and encapsulation for the integration of enterprises 
applications. SOA defines the rules of the participants as 
provider of services, customer of services and registry of 
services. SOA is not a rating and many new technologies such 
as CORBA and DCOM at least already had this idea. Web 
services are new to developers and are the best way to achieve 
and develop an SOA. 

A. Architecture 
The architecture of SOA is built with three components [3]: 

• Service Requestor (Client) – this entity requires 
certain functions to perform some task, application or 
service that relies on interaction with a boot or some 
service; 

• Service Provider – this entity creates and provides the 
service, it also makes a description of the service and 
publish it in a central registry; 
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• Service Registry (Broker) - location of service 
description, that is where the Service Provider  
published  a description of the service; 

The basic architecture of SOA is shown in Figure 1. 
 

 
Figure 1 – Basic architecture of a SOA 

 
Although a service provider is implemented in a mobile 

device, the standard WSDL can be used to describe the service, 
and the standard UDDI registry may be used to publish and 
make the service available. A challenge is in developing 
mobile terminal architectures such the one  in standard desktop 
system, taking into account low resources of mobile device [7]. 

B. Operations  
The components of SOA interact with each other through a 

series of operations (Figure 1) which are described below: 
• Publish - record a description of the service in 

directory services, covering the registration of its 
capabilities, interface, performance and quality that it 
offers offers; 

• Find – search for services registered in directory 
services, provided they meet the desired criteria and it 
can be used in a process of business, taking into 
account the description of the published service; 

• Bind - this operation relies on the service requested or 
boots an interaction with the service at runtime using 
the information obtained in discovery of the service; 

 

III. MOBILE HOST (MOBILE WEB SERVICE PROVISION) 

Mobile Host is a provider of services (Light Weight) built to 
run on mobile devices such as smart-phones and PDAs [1], 
developed as a Web Service Handler built on top of a normal 
Web server. Mobile Host opens a new set of applications yet 
little explored [2]. They may be used in areas such as location-
based services, community support for mobile and games. It 
also allows smaller mobile operators increase their business 
without resorting to a stationary infrastructure. However, these 
additional flexibilities generate a large number of interesting 
questions for surveys which require further investigation. 

The design of a "Mobile Host" is going through many things, 
some issues where there is very little research; so far set up 
service provisioning is very limited to devices. The work in [4] 
describes a model for the development of a Mobile Host 
system in general. 

Traditionally, mobile systems have been designed as client-
server systems where thin clients such as PDAs or phones are 
able to use wireless connections to gain access to resources 
(data and services) provided by central servers [2]. With the 
emergence of wireless networks, Ad-Hoc and powerful mobile 
devices it becomes possible to design mobile system using an 
architecture peer-to-peer.  

According with [2] the following characteristics must be 
guaranteed so that SOA can be built in the mobile 
environment: 

1) The interface must be compatible with the interface of 
SOA used in the desktop environment for customers 
not  note the difference; 

2) The space used by the service should be small in 
relation to available on mobile device; 

3) The service should not affect the normal operation of 
the device; 

4) A standard Web server that handle requests of 
network; 

5) A provider of basic services for treatment of requests 
for SOA; 

6) Ability to deal with competing requests; 
7) Support the deployment of services at runtime; 
8) Support for the analysis of performance; 
9) Access the local file system, or any external device 

like a GPS receiver, using infrared, Bluetooth etc. 
 

IV. SECURITY 

Security in wireless networks always is evolving. With 
adequate time a persistent cracker is capable of invading a 
wireless system. Moreover, some attitudes need to be taken to 
hinder as much as possible the work of an intruder, allowing 
basic services of security are met. 

Risks already common in wired networks are incorporated 
into the wireless networks, new arise due to differences in 
physical structure of these and how they operate. Thus, any 
solution targeted for wireless networks are to be built in 
compliance with these new risks because that they are unique 
to wireless networks. 

The greatest threat to a mobile network is the possibility of 
installing wires through doors in phone calls and data traffic. 
This threat can be remedied in part with the use of encryption. 
Consequently, the probability of threat depends on the strength 
of the encryption algorithm. This resistance is an exit that 
becomes questionable in the GSM system. Another critical 
threat, although more hypothetical, is amending the original 
mobile traffic. In this case the attacker overwrites the data with 
their own information. 

 The monitoring of traffic between the device and base 
station can get the position, speed, duration of traffic, duration, 
identification of a mobile device. However, the scenarios of 
exploitation by intruders are the greatest benefit from limited 
information can be possibly details of location and profile of 
the user. 
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Since a SOA is implemented as a Mobile Host, the services 
are prone to different types of security breaches: such as denial 
of service attacks, man-in-the-middle, and spoofing of 
intrusion, and so on. SOA in mobile environment using 
technologies based on message (such as SOAP over HTTP) for 
complex operations in several areas. Also, there may be many 
legitimate services intermediaries in the communication 
between doing composes a particular service, which makes the 
context of a security requirement end-to-end.  

The need for sophisticated message-level security end-to-end 
becomes a priority for a mobile web service. Figure 2 
illustrates some of the typical violations of security in SOA 
environments in wireless [12]. 

 

 
Figure 2 – Typical breaches of security in SOA Mobile 

 

 
Figure 3 – Basic requirements for the safety of Mobile SOA 

 
Considering the breaches of security, the SOA mobile 

communication must contain at least the basic requirements of 
security, as shown in Figure 3. Secure transmission of 
messages is achieved by ensuring the confidentiality and 
integrity of the data, while the authentication and authorization 
will ensure that the service is accessed only by trusted 
requesting. After the success of the implementation of such 
basic requirements of security, confidence and politicies may 
be considered as services for mobile field. Political trust can 
ensure a correct choreography of services. It sets any general 
policy statements on security policy of insurance SOA, while 
building relationships of trust in SOA allows safe for the 
exchange of security keys, providing an appropriate standard 
of safety. 

V. OVERVIEW OF ARCHITECTURE 

The proposed solution is the development of a framework 
based on a Mobile Host. Figure 4 shows the main components 
of the proposed architecture. A developer can implement the 
proposed framework and thus make their services (with 
multiple services in one device) available to the general public 
without the need of additional deployments to the activities 
necessary for the provisioning of service, such as receive and 
send messages, conduct parser of messages to/from the format 
SOAP/XML, publication of services, generation of WSDL 
containing information of public services, creation and tracking 
of an interface for communication to transmit messages on 
different types of existing technologies (Bluetooth, wireless, 
HTTP), to identify and implement a requested service. 
Furthermore, the architecture provides a model of 
communication secure end-to-end based on public keys. 

 

 
Figure 4 – Core Mobile Host Proposed 

 
The proposed architecture can be structured into a model 

composed of the following layers (see in Figure 5): 
1) Network Layer Interface - responsible for creating a 

channel of communication between the provider and 
consumer service, receiving and transmitting 
messages and can use different types of available 
communication technologies; 

2) Events Layer - verify what kind of message is being 
transmitted and therefore can perform activities 
related to it, is also responsible for conducting the 
parser of messages to/from the format SOAP/XML; 

3) Service Layer - through this layer a service can be 
described, made available for publication, obtain and 
enforce a method when it is invoked; 

4) storage Layer – place where all created services and 
the latest user requests are stored; this layer stores as 
well WSDL descriptions and the document object 
containing the information of each created 
department; 

5) Security Layer - ensures that there is security end-to-
end in every step since the transmission of a request 
and the response of the request is made by the end 
user; 
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6) Management Layer - allows the management of all 
services offered by the developed framework; 

 

 
Figure 5 – Model in Layers 

A. Process Development Services  
A service is created by the framework must implement the 

interface iService to describe the service, and thus informing 
what methods, their parameters and return type. In addition, A 
user must use the method executeMethod to inform how the 
methods will be executed, because executeMethod is called by 
the system to run method after going through all stages of 
verification. In this method it is created an instance of object 
where the service is implemented or of the class that 
implements iService. 

After the developer has informed the details of the service, 
the system automatically generates a WSDL document, which 
contains the details of the service following a pattern already 
known, and stores in a specific folder on the device itself for 
further verification, or can be sent to a consumer. Figure 6 
shows the mapping of a Java class to a WSDL document that 
contains a description. 

 

 
Figure 6 – Mapping Java class for WSDL document 

 
In case the developer wants to add security services the 

developer must instantiate to class “SymmetricKey” 
responsible for the generation of a pair of symmetric keys 
(public and private) used to create a digital certificate (which 
can be sent to Final consumers) for the service and create a 
digital signature for each message sent, to guarantees its 
integrity.  

Following the steps outlined above the service will be stored 
in a repository specifically for its further use. Several services 

can be created and stored, allowing the developer holds a range 
of services to make them available to their consumers, but the 
restrictions are limited memory capacity of the device and 
where it will be allocated. Figure 6 shows a diagram of 
activities with for the startup process of a Mobile Host and 
creating new services. 

 

 
Figure 7 – Activity Diagram – Mobile Host -- creation of services 

B. Network Interface 
The framework guarantees the communication between the 

service provider and the end consumer because the framework 
has a mechanism that provides this features. This mechanism 
allows different technologies can be used for communication 
(Bluetooth, HTTP or Sockets). The developer can choose 
which best fits that their needs and provide the network address 
and port that will be used, or can use the default values set by 
the framework. 

Once started, the Network Interface Service stay listening to 
demands on the network and it is responsible for receiving and 
sending messages to/from the Mobile Host, and thus behaving 
a standard Web server. Each received request a new line of 
enforcement is designed to meet the request to identify if it is a 
SOAP request or a normal web request. 

C. Invocation Service 
When the message received is a normal web request the web 

server treats normally,; however if the request is a SOAP 
request its treatment is passed to a handler for the SOAP 
requests, which performs the message parsing, extracting the 
information necessary for the invocation of a service. During 
the process of parsing, it is checked if the invoked service is 
compound all the requirements of the method invoked 
(quantity and types of variables, besides the type of return, 
according to the SOAP specification) according to the data 
reported by the developer in the process of creating the service. 
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If the message is not compatible with the requirements, a 
error message is generated by the system and send it to the 
customer, otherwise the method is executed through the 
invocation of the executeMethod to which are passed the 
method name and parameters from the message. Once in 
possession of the response of the implementation of the 
method invoked a reply message is generated and sends it to 
the customer. If the developer has added security services, a 
digital signature is generated for the response of the Mobile 
Host and sent along the message. Figure 8 shows the diagram 
of activities with the process of invocation of a service. 

 

 
Figure 8 – Activity Diagram – invocation of  service 

D. Parsing of messages 
An important feature of the Mobile Host is the ability to 

perform the parsing of messages received as a SOAP envelope 
to an object that contains the details of the request and that is 
used to obtain the information necessary to implement the 
request. Also, the reverse process is possible, that is the 
response is converted into a document SOAP before being sent 
to the requester. The framework also generates error messages 
(SOAP FAULT) if any failure is identified in the request. 

E. Security Service 
The model described in this paper proposes a security 

mechanism based on the content of messages, which is 
engaged in protecting the communications end-to-end between 
the consumer and service provider, ensuring that messages 
delivered are not corrupted by third party. This mechanism 
provides tools for generation of digital signatures and 
encryption of transmitted messages.  The framework can create 
pair of keys (public and private) for each service provided by 
the Mobile Host during the process of creating the service. 
Though, this is optional the final developer decides whether or 
not this service can be added to its system. The encryption 
based on public key can also be used in the process of digital 
signature, which ensures the authenticity of who sends the 
message, associated with the integrity of its contents. Through 
these keys it can be created a digital signature to be sent along 

with a message, and also for allowing the transmitted messages 
to be encrypted and decrypted as observed in Figure 9. 

 

 
Figure 9 – Sample of Encrypted Message in Mobile Device 

 
To make the public key available for a possible consumer, 

the system adds the generation of digital certificate that can be 
sent to mobile consumers, through which they get the public 
key of the services which he wants to communicate, and thus 
can encrypt the messages and verify the authenticity of digital 
signatures received by them. An example of a Digital 
Certificate generated by the system can be seen below: 

---------- Begin Certificate ---------- 
Type: X.509v1 
Serial number: 35:32:35:38:30:39 
SubjectDN: MobileHost/ 
IssuerDN: MobileHost/ 
Start Date: Wed Aug 13 17:37:58 UTC 2008 
Final Date: Sat Aug 23 17:37:58 UTC 2008 
Public Key: RSA 
modulus:   
9337497433152274214014446837013394548439412 
0408072691949673228126709006135379056199872 
85614350948448889003887517758 ... 
public exponent:65537 
Signature Algorithm: RSA 
Signature:  
2673219510732109272348323117338219317732109 
2162271232116242582531891517420121224291208 
4101821296251673769631166216239 ... 
---------- End  Certificate ---------- 
 

VI. RELATED WORKS 

The idea of provisioning SOA for mobile devices is explored 
in [4]. According with [4], the basic architecture of a mobile 
terminal as a service provider can be established through a: 
Service Request, Service Provider (Mobile Host) and service 
registry. The service providers implemented in the mobile 
device are used to describe the standard service (WSDL), and a 
standard (UDDI) is used to publish and remove publication 
services. Once you can see that this architecture follows the 
pattern of desktop systems, but taking into account the low 
resources of the device.  

According with [4] with the advent of wireless networks and 
ad-hoc increase in capabilities of equipment that allows to be 
created entirely pure P2P networks, where the key piece of this 
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architecture is to maintain the Mobile Host completely 
compatible with the interfaces used by (WS) SOA in such a 
way  customers do not perceive the difference; , developing the 
Mobile Host with few resources available on the device and 
limit the performance of functions of SOA in such a way as not 
to interfere in the functions of the device.  

The core of the architecture proposed by [4] is: a network 
interface which is responsible for receiving the requests and 
sends the answers to consumers, Request Handler extracts the 
contents of the request and sent to the Service handler that 
accesses the database of services and executes the requests. 

In [9], it is proposed a mechanism for hierarchical service 
overlay, based on the capabilities of the hosting devices. The  
Middleware of [9] is called PEAK (Pervasive Information 
Communities Organization) which enables the transformation 
of resources into services. Based on the widespread 
hierarchical "overlay service" by developing a mechanism for 
composition of services which is able to make dynamically 
complex services using the availability of basic services. 

In [10] it is developed a mobile middleware technology, 
motivated primarily by projects related to mobile applications. 
Using this Middleware, mobile devices become a part of SOA 
(Web Services) located on the Internet. The Middleware 
enables not only access to SOAs on the Internet, but also the 
provisioning of services. These services can be used by other 
applications of the Internet (mobile call back services) or any 
other fixed or mobile device (P2P services). 

In [11], the author investigates mechanisms to support 
dynamic m-services oriented architecture context with the 
objective of  service publication and dynamic discovery of 
mobile users anywhere and anytime discussing the 
characteristics of SOAs for wireless and wired networks.  
Moreover, [11] investigates the availability of technologies for 
mobile device and SOA paradigm; proposing a m-services 
architecture to support dynamic and scalable mobile services. 
[11] proposes an entity management services with a service 
record as an intermediate layer between service providers and 
mobile users. The management service is responsible for 
coordination of interactions between service providers and 
mobile users. This interaction produces information services, 
providing and delivering services for mobile users at any time.  
[11] is also investigating the use of dynamic invocation 
interfaces as a mechanism of communication between 
departments of the description and invocation at runtime. 

 

VII. ENDS CONSIDERATIONS 

This paper proposes the use of devices as service providers, 
however its development requires an implementation work that 
can become extremely complex. Therefore, we see the need for 
a tool for development and provision of services on mobile 
devices in an automated way.  

This work introduces the Mobile Host as part of a 
Middleware for construction of SOA in mobile environment. 
This paper presents an overview of the concepts, and proposes 

an architecture. The architecture proposal aims to provide a 
developer with a tool for rapid development of services in 
mobile environment and aggregates all services necessary for 
the provision of the service for invocations in an infra-
structured network such as in P2P networks. 

A security service is included in the framework, where the 
developer has the option of whether or not to use it. While it is 
a very important requirement it use requires a greater use in 
processing power of the device and the response time of a 
request, then you should consider whether its use is feasible for 
each service being developed. The framework presented 
proved to be a good solution to the problem presented. 
However, more tests related to their performance and quality of 
service offered yet become necessary. 
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Abstract—The globalization of companies operations and 
competitor between software vendors demand improving quality 
of delivered software and decreasing the overall cost. The same in 
fact introduce a lot of problem into software development process 
as produce distributed organization breaking the co-location rule 
of modern software development methodologies. Here we 
propose a reformulation of the ambassador position increasing its 
productivity in order to bridge communication and workflow gap 
by managing the entire communication process rather than 
concentrating purely on the communication result. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
The increased competition among software vendors and 

globalization of operations demand both improving quality and 
decreasing the cost of software projects on the constant base. 
Unfortunately customers still have to pay a very high price for 
the delivered software packages mainly because of high rate of 
failed projects. The overall percentage of functionality 
considered by customers as failed to be implemented is more 
than one third in average [1, 2]. The software quality depends a 
lot on teams’ ability to communicate, avoid misinterpretation 
of requirements and messages posted during their co-work on 
the project from one work-cycle step to another. Knowing that 
communication and feedback are key parts of any team 
performance [3] we need to carefully consider all possible 
restrictions for those flows. Those will negatively affect two 
important factors of the team performance: communication and 
feedback. Dividing the process of software development into 
steps greatly simplified the software development process and 
the resultant software generally better aligning the process to 
the market expectations [4]. At the same time such 
simplification by dividing into steps produces certain barriers 
between those affecting earlier mentioned key factors. 

The distribution of team members all over the world 
produces ever wider troubles [5]. It is crucial for the 
organization to understand in advance problems that could arise 
in such environment and deal with those on proactive rather 
than reactive base in order to minimize the project cost or even 
avoid a failure of the project. 

II. DISTRIBUTED ORGANISATIONS 
In this paper under distributed organization we mean a 

company that satisfies to the following criteria: 

• The company has more than one office; 

• Offices are located on a sufficient distance from each 
other (for example a company is not distributed if different 
departments are located on different floors on in different 
rooms); 

• All offices’ teams participate in the same core 
business activity and none of those can be omitted without 
affecting the work-cycle. 

As you can see it is a mixture of traditional distributed 
organization with a team centric point of view. We will not 
consider a company to be distributed if it is a group of 
companies were branches’ operations never cross. 

Although each company is likely to be started as a co-
located one, the larger it grows the higher is probability that it 
eventually will be split into parts located in different towns, 
countries or continents. Below we compile a short list of major 
reasons why distributed organizations occur. Reasons are 
grouped by direct or indirect factors, where the factor is called 
“direct” if the decision was to become distributed to derive 
some advantages of such organization or “indirect” if 
distributing is a side effect or some kind other decision or 
influence on the organization.. 

1. Direct factors 

• The software development process will be cheaper; 

• A misfit of a skilled workforce and product markets 
(management core of the company). Notice that here 
the distribution doesn’t necessary produce an 
advantage to be cheaper, but certainly will increase the 
income as the new location will unlock the product 
development; 

2. Indirect factors 

• Merging with other organizations; 

• Acquisition of other companies; 
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• Expanding to new markets – establishing an office in 
new location and leading the product evolution from 
this new branch (not just selling an universal product 
via this office) 

• Different branches have to cooperate to increase 
productivity, integrate their products etc; 

• Identified requirement to cooperate with partners been 
in different groups from the legal perspective. 

In most approaches so far the case of none co-located 
development was either omitted or greatly simplified in order 
not to destroy the internal logic of approaches. The typical 
example is to cut distributed edges out assuming that the team 
is either co-located or the distance edge team (development, 
consultants etc) will constantly generate a correct 
communication flow. Because of reasons described earlier we 
can state that the distributed organizations’ pattern is a 
common form of many serious organizations nowadays and 
therefore should be carefully explored. It is important to 
examine either how distributed organizations affect common 
approaches or do a step further and propose some methods 
balancing software development process in such specific 
environment. 

III. COMMUNICATION AND WORKFLOW GAPS 
A narrow definition of the communication gaps comes from 

the traditional point of view on them and states that it is a 
problem occurring in communication between people (group of 
people) where the information is either lost or sufficiently 
corrupted. 

This situation is well known in the agile software 
development methodologies [6, 7, 8] since those base a lot on 
internal communication and therefore any problem occurring in 
it will be very critical. Unfortunately classical agile methods of 
co-located teams are not always possible due earlier defined 
reasons. Therefore there was a suggestion to send a person 
oversea who will improve the communication process and this 
person is nominated to the ambassador position.  

The difference between the traditional definition of the 
ambassador and the one proposed by this paper lies in tasks 
officially assigned to this person. Let’s examine the current 
approach.  

Agile methods rely on the face to face communication. If 
everyone cannot be co-located, then moving key persons helps 
a lot [9]. The problem arises mostly in offshore types of 
developing trying to implement agile approaches. The initial 
approach that most companies do implement is to move to the 
oversea location just one person handling the project 
management process. Mostly, it is the person responsible for 
the project and s/he is moved from the management location to 
the offshore location. This person will mostly add to the 
distance edge team own contacts and experience as either 
knows requirements’ reasons or knows somebody in the main 
office who can be questioned on those. In other words s/he 
starts to cut communication process corners. At the same time 
the conventional agile methods define that there should be a 
way to communicate results, targets and requirements freely 

and massively. So such person activities rarely fit into this 
definition. Having realized that, the company will start to 
migrate to the next stage of bridging communication gaps: the 
bridging process is expanded to several levels by sending 
overseas ambassadors of different sub-teams like analysts, 
developers, testers and so forth. Finally the approach is 
sometimes strengthened by sending ambassadors in backward 
direction as well. Here ambassadors’ targets are transfer 
communication flow messages from one site to another and 
backward increasing the level of understanding and decreasing 
misinterpretations of what was said by participating in both 
location teams’ meetings or connecting both teams providing 
sometimes also a possibility to communicate in both teams’ 
native languages. 

A similar definition is given for DSDM approach [10]. 
Here a special type of contributor is recognized: an 
“Ambassador User”. This person responsibility is to bring the 
knowledge of end-users community into the project, ensures 
that the developers get enough information on logic and 
reasons of requested features. Besides s/he ensures a feedback 
during the development process. For example, in Scrum 
projects, this role is mostly assigned to the “product owner” 
role [8]. This person is in charge of managing the feedback 
process although s/he could be not involved directly in 
formulating the feedback. 

Unfortunately this way doesn’t guarantee the perfect result. 
Simplifying a lot arising troubles, we can state that companies 
(and teams) will still face the following problems [9, 11]. There 
is a lot of informal communication, decisions on higher level 
etc that is still missed. Although it is not possible to say exactly 
what will be missed and prevent other people to understand 
correctly the communicated message, it is still true that adding 
the entire context improve result sufficiently. Besides 
companies have to rotate ambassadors every few months as 
many people don’t want to spend several months away from 
their homes. 

IV. APPLYING AMBASSADORS: WHEN DO WE NEED TO DO 
THAT? 

A. Cases when there are no reasons to applied ambassadors 
driven development 
Here we are going to do a short review of cases that we are 

not covered by our proposal in this paper. This chapter is 
designed to highlight major differences between covered and 
uncovered cases giving to readers a solid understanding where 
the bound is and why. It will also highlight reasons why 
ambassador positions are established 

First of all, there is no need to apply ambassadors if the 
team is co-located. As the information is flowing freely during 
meetings and ideally each member of the team have either 
equal knowledge of the subject or knows who s/he can provide 
required information and this person is somewhere close to 
his/her desk. Notice that under co-location of the team we 
mean a co-location the entire team including consultants, 
analysts, testers, management and developers. In case of any 
exceptions ambassadors could become important to be used.  
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Secondly there is no need to establish such special position 
if the team has good internal relations and can easily self-
organize over a distant edge. This traditionally means constant 
face-to-face meetings, reluctant schedules in order to leave 
enough time for informal communication and an average 
pressure of tasks to keep the distance edge tasks both visible 
and prioritized. 

B. Complex reality 
Unfortunately there are a lot of cases when reality differs 

sufficiently from what were described above. It is possible to 
state that those cases in nowadays world are rather exceptional 
than traditional. There are several reasons and the globalization 
of operations leading to clustering teams into sub-teams located 
in different places as it was described earlier, is just one of 
them. Let’s review others. 

The more project and pressure the team gets the less 
important looks tasks that come from a distance edge. 
Unfortunately in nowadays world the high pressure became 
rather the rule than an occasion. There wee a lot of attempts to 
virtualize the distance by using web cams and improving 
communication by periodic face-to-face meetings, but those 
failed with grows of pressure on each team in modern 
environment. In this condition, the physical distance transforms 
into communicational and work-flow tasks distance affecting 
the organization performance. 

The communication process complicates a lot the more is 
the time difference between communicating locations. If the 
difference is huge then each person could prioritize his/her 
current tasks over other team communication tasks as nobody 
waits for an immediate reaction (as it is, for example, a night 
on the second team location). In the result of this 
communication tasks can be pushed out from the daily 
schedules and become permanently pending. 

There are organizations that do not practice agile methods 
of software development and probably will never do that. In the 
absence of massive communication workflow process tasks 
become loosely coupled and a lot of communication gaps arise 
between different steps of the cycle [12, 13].  

Unfortunately it is nearly impossible to have a person 
travelling constantly from one to another office to push the 
communication and his/her work becomes impossible if s/he 
has to do it every single moment of work-time.  

V. AMBASSADOR DRIVEN SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 
Starting explanation of the new ambassador set of 

responsibilities we would like to reformulate the 
communication gap term meaning expanding it. Instead of 
concentrating only on the result of communication we should 
concentrate also on the process of communication. Moreover 
the process should be considered in its context – mostly it 
occurs as a part of some kind process like for example software 
development work-cycle and the communication process 
occurs between different work-flow stages. As you can see we 
also try to move this definition out of agile type teams where 
the communication happens from each one to each one (mostly 

at once) to the well-defined, traditional etc. work-processes as 
well. 

Moreover the communication process can be examined not 
only from the result perspective, but also from the timing 
perspective. The communication should be considered as failed 
if the expected feedback or information came later that it was 
expected producing inefficient consumption of available 
resources up to now and extra costs on reworking the current 
work-cycle step deliveries.  

In the new approach to the ambassador position, the person 
in that position should be responsible for the following: 

1. Speed up the communication process by managing the 
communication flow 

a. Select a right person the communication flow should 
be directed to for any particular messages, either directly or 
advising if none meaningful response is got from the 
default person; 

b. Chase people [14] – as we have described earlier it is 
hard to prioritize work that come from a distance edge even 
if it is a stopper for another team. As the distance edge team 
have no ways to promote any activities pushing in the face-
to-face communication, then there is a need to have 
somebody actively dealing with pending issues in that 
particular location; 

c. Ensure none-zero communication: asking for a 
feedback, i.e. expanding the communication (as you can see 
we cannot say that the transferred information is broken as 
none information is moving and some persons could say 
that it is not expected to be here while others would 
disagree with it); 

2. Serve as a communication flow supervisor ensuring that it 
flows to the right person, is complete and comprehensive. 
An incorrect (but complete) communication can lead to an 
infinite loop when involved partners either struggle to 
understand each other or have opposite opinions and need 
supervising to arrive to some common understanding of 
the problem and alternative solutions; 

3. Supervise context of the flow and guarantee that the 
context is also transferred ensuring complete 
understanding of the transferred message. Traditionally the 
conversional communication gaps’ reasons are either 
technically restricted communication (described earlier) or 
differences in persons frames (like background, personal 
skills etc). By sometimes there is something else beyond 
such static factors. Context is a sufficient part of the 
information, which is rarely communicated assuming that 
everybody acquired it already and the communication goes 
in its scope. In fact it is missed sometimes and it makes it 
impossible to understand some portion of the 
communicated statement, allow to misinterpret it or 
completely miss. 

4. Synchronize different teams’ efforts. Consider for example 
self-organizing agile Scrum teams working on the same 
project. Having nothing special defined in the 
methodology, teams in practice start to search for a 
solution for the synchronization problem and normally end 
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up visiting other meetings been “chickens” [8] in those. At 
the same time having no right to talk they have a very 
limited ability to affect the other team activities. If a 
member of the other team will be nominated to another 
team ambassador then this will improve synchronization 
and fit into the agility practice. 

Previously describing set of tasks is assigned to a 
communication improving ambassador position. Notice that 
this role does not always mean 100% workload and can be seen 
sometimes as an honorary ambassador title. This role can be 
extended if required into a managing ambassador position by 
adding the following extra responsibilities: 

5. Monitoring and reporting project statuses over the edge. 
Clearly managers have no or limited visibility what is 
happening in the team physically located far away and 
therefore need somebody to increase transparency of 
processes on another end of the edge. Notice that the 
biggest danger here is to transform this position into a 
“spy” kind of it. The person should be trusted by the team 
and his/her feedback should be visible to the team in order 
to promote cooperation and visibility instead of motivating 
conflicts. 

6. Expose informational about the team, like for example 
each team member abilities, experience and skills, i.e. 
information that management sometimes need planning 
tasks and projects. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
Communication and workflow gaps existing in none co-

located teams generate a lot of mistakes and can easily lead to 
the project failure. Researches have shown that the number of 
failed project is still high despite all modern methodologies. 
This clearly indicates persistence of certain problems. A “none 
co-located teams” case arising in distributed organizations is 
one potential reason of earlier mentioned problems and requires 
active dealing with it in order to improve the situation. The 
paper proposes nominating certain members of distance teams 
to either communication improving ambassador or managing 
ambassador positions in order to improve the software 
development process, balance it and rapidly progress. From our 
point of view such ambassadors’ position is the first step 
toward a new paradigm of software development locating 
beyond the modern agile approaches. 
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Abstract

Formal semantics have been employed in the specifi-
cation and verification of programming languages. Lan-
guage for Implementing Parallel/distributed Systems (LIPS)
is an asynchronous message passing parallel programming
language which handles communication and computation
parts independently. The communication part of LIPS can
be specified using a process algebraic tool, Specification
of Asynchronous Communication Systems (SACS), and is
implemented using Asynchronous Message Passing System
(AMPS). An implementation is said to be complete only
when we prove that it meets its specifications. To achieve
that we need to prove an equivalence relation between a
program’s specification and its implementation. This means
that it is necessary to study the proof of equivalence of SACS
and AMPS to prove the completeness of AMPS. The se-
mantics of both SACS and AMPS have been defined using
Structural Operational Semantics (SOS) in terms of Label-
led Transition Systems (LTS). So we have two labelled tran-
sition system semantics : one for SACS and one for AMPS.
In this paper we are proving the bisimilarity of these two
labelled transition systems to prove that SACS and AMPS
are equivalent.

Keywords : Asynchronous message passing, Structural
Operation Semantics, Labelled Transition Systems, equiva-
lence, bisimilarity.

1. Introduction

Language for Implementing Parallel/distributed Systems

(LIPS) [2] is an asynchronous message passing parallel

programming language which handles communication and

computation independently. The operational semantics for

LIPS has been defined using a two step strategy to ade-

quately provide implementation information for both com-

putation and communication parts.

1. Firstly, big-step semantics or evaluation semantics has

been used to define the computation part of a LIPS pro-

gram.

2. Secondly, the defined semantics has been extended

with Structured Operational Semantics (SOS) to de-

scribe the communication part.

The asynchronous communication has been implemented

using Asynchronous Message Passing System (AMPS)

conceptualised by Bavan [4]. AMPS is based on a simple

architecture comprising of a Data Structure (DS), a Driver

Matrix (DM), and interface codes. In a LIPS program, a

message is sent and received using simple assignment state-

ments and the program is not concerned with how the data

is sent or received. With the network topology and the

guarded process definitions, it is easy to identify the vari-

ables participating in the message passing. The DS and the

DM for the AMPS are defined using these variables. A

detailed explanation of AMPS can be found in [4] and its

Structured Operational Semantics can be found in [10].

Process algebra is considered as a formal framework to

model concurrent systems of interacting processes and their

behaviour [12]. Few of the well known process algebraic

tools include Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP)

[7], Calculus of Communicating Systems (CCS) [9], Syn-

chronous Calculus of Communicating Systems (SCCS) [6],

and Language Of Temporal Ordered Systems (LOTOS) [8].

Since the development of CCS many extensions have been

proposed to model different aspects of concurrent process-

ing [5]. Specification of Asynchronous Communicating

Systems (SACS) [1], [3] is one of them. SACS is a point-

to-point message passing system which is an asynchronous

variant of SCCS developed to specify the communicating
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part of LIPS. The main objective of SACS is to separate the

specification of communication from the computation part

of LIPS programs so that they can proceed independently.

The behaviour of process algebra can be described using

Structural Operational Semantics (SOS) which is defined

using Labelled Transition Systems (LTS). Rajan et al. [11]

describes the Structured Operational Semantics (SOS) for

SACS. They use Labelled Transition Systems (LTS) to de-

scribe the operational semantics of SACS.

An imlementation is said to be complete only when we

prove that it meets its specifications and to prove that we

need to prove an equivalence relation between the speci-

fication and its implementation. SACS has been used for

the high level specification of the communication part of

LIPS programs and is implemented using the Asynchronous

Message Passing Systems (AMPS). It is necessary to study

the proof of equivalence of SACS and AMPS to prove

the completeness of AMPS. The operational semantics of

both SACS and AMPS are based on Structural Operational

Semantics (SOS) using Labelled Transition Systems. We

then have two labelled transition system semantics: one for

SACS and one for AMPS. To prove that they are equivalent,

it is enough if we can prove the bisimilarity of these two la-

belled transition systems. This paper presents the proof of

equivalence between SACS and AMPS.

2. Summary of the Proof of Equivalence Be-
tween SACS and AMPS

We consider the weak bisimulation equivalence between

SACS and AMPS. The reason is that when we compile

a language or specification to another, it is very unlikely

that we can faithfully preserve the operational semantics.

This means that a transition from P ′ α−−→ Q′ in SACS

may become a sequence of transitions in AMPS, namely

P ′ α1−−→ ...
αn−−→ Q′ where most of α1, ... , αn are silent

transitions. It might also be that we may not reach Q but a

process equivalent to Q. In such situations, the weak bisim-

ulation which compares only the external behaviours of the

processes is preferred.

Definition 1. (Weak Bisimulation Equivalence)

A binary relation over a set of states of the LTS system is a

weak bisimulation, P ≈ Q:

• if P
α1−−→ P ′, then either

– α1 = 1 and P ′ ≈ Q (or)

– for some Q′, Q
α1=⇒ Q′ and P ′ ≈ Q′

and conversely,

• if Q
α1−−→ Q′ then either

– α1 = 1 and P ≈ Q′ (or)

– for some P’, P
α1=⇒ P ′ and P ′ ≈ Q′

where P, Q ∈ � and α1 ∈ α.

The proof of equivalence between SACS and AMPS de-

pends on the Labelled Transition System (LTS) and the def-

inition for LTS can be found in Definition 2.

Definition 2. Labelled Transition System

A Labelled Transition System (LTS) is a triplet {S, K, T}
where:

• S is a set of states,

• K is a set of labels where K= {k— k ∈ K},

• T = { k−−→, k ∈ K } is a transition relation where
k−−→ is

a binary transition relation on S.

The main results for the proof of equivalence between

SACS and AMPS are summarised in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Summary of the proof of equivalence between SACS and

AMPS

Given the user requirements, the SOS for SACS known

as LSACS can be defined using the LTS. The function T1

mapping the SACS to its LTS is shown below:

T1 : SACS → LSACS
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The behaviour of SACS is defined using the sequences of

LTS configurations used to define the SOS for SACS. It can

be represented using a mapping B from LTS, LSACS , to its

set of behaviours, LTS BehSACS , which is shown below:

B1 : LSACS → LTS BehSACS

The communication part of LIPS program written using its

SACS specification is implemented using the AMPS. The

relationship between the SACS and AMPS is shown using

dotted lines in Figure 1. The SOS for AMPS is the set of

LTS configurations denoted by LAMPS . The function T2

mapping the AMPS to its LTS is shown below:

T2 : AMPS → LAMPS

The behaviour of AMPS is defined using its communication

schema implemented using a set of functions. The mapping,

B2, from AMPS to the communication schema is shown

below:

B2 : LAMPS → Communication Schema

The behaviour of AMPS depends on the communication

schema described in [4], [10]. When the specifications of

SACS have to be implemented, the SACS transitions have

to be extended to include the communication schema of the

AMPS. The extension function, ε, to be included to the

SACS behaviour for its implementation purposes is shown

below:

ε : LTS BehSACS → Communication Schema

We can say that the set of configurations of LAMPS is the

set of configurations of LSACS and a set of functions used

to implement asynchronous message passing.

Set of configurations of SACS is given as:

LSACS = {Guard, GuardedProcess, Node,

Concurrency Composition, System}

Set of configurations of AMPS is given as:

LAMPS = LSACS ∪
{Is input available, Is ok to send, Send}
An equivalence relation has to be constructed between the

configurations, LSACS and LAMPS . This can be expressed

using the behaviour of their configurations which can be

shown as below:

Communication Schema ≈ ε ∪ LTS BehSACS

where ε is the set of functions, Is input available,

Is ok to send, Send.

Definition 3. (Bisimilarity between two Labelled Tran-
sition Systems)

Two equally labelled transition systems L1 and L2 are

bisimilar (written as L1 ≈ L2) if and only if

Li
def

==== (Si, K, Ti) for i = 1, 2

and there exists a relation R ⊆ S1 x S2 such that k ∈ K:

1. p ∈ S1 ⇒ ∃ q . q ∈ S2 ∧ p , q ∈ R and

q ∈ S2 ⇒ ∃ p . p ∈ S1 ∧ p , q ∈ R

2. ∀ p q p′ . p , q ∈ R ∧ p → p′

⇒ ∃ q′ . q → q′ ∧ p′, q′ ∈ R

3. ∀ p q q′ . p , q ∈ R ∧ q → q′

⇒ ∃ p′ . p → p′ ∧ p′, q′ ∈ R

We show the equivalence relation between SACS and

AMPS using Theorem 1.

Theorem 1. Equivalence Relation for the SACS and
AMPS

For every correctly labelled AMPS specification,

LAMPS ≈ LSACS

Proof: The first step in the proof is to identify related con-

figurations for

(S1, k, t), (S2, k, t) ∈ R and

(S2, k, t) = (S1, k, t) ∪ set of functions.

Then bisimilarity is proved using the three conditions stated

in Definition 3.

Condition 1: Every pair (S1, k, t), (S2, k, t) ∈ S1 x S2

must be in R. That is we must show that

(S2, k, t) = (S1, k, t) ∪ set of functions

Let ‘G’ be a guard, ‘GP’ be a guarded process, ‘N’ be a

node, ‘S’ be a set of parallel nodes, ‘f1, f2, f3’ are the

functions Is input available, Is ok to send, and Send
respectively.

(S1, k, t) = ({G, GP, N, S}, k, t)
(S2, k, t) = ({G, GP, N, S, f1, f2, f3}, k, t)

= (S1 ∪ set of functions, k, t)
where set of functions = {f1, f2, f3}

= (S1, k, t) ∪ set of functions

Condition 2 and Condition 3 state that from any pair

(S1, k, t), (S2, k, t) ∈ R every LSACS transition to

(S′
1, k′, t′) must have a corresponding LAMPS transition

and every LAMPS transition to (S′
2, k′, t′) must have a

corresponding LSACS transition. Also, the resulting pair

should satisfy the condition,

((S1, k, t), (S2, k, t)) ∈ R.
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For each configuration of AMPS and SACS,

1. Find the (S′
1, k′, t′) reached by α transition.

2. Assign

(S2, k, t) = (S1 ∪ set of functions, k, t)

so that the configurations are in R.

3. Find the (S′
2, k′, t′) reached by the α transition.

4. Check

((S′
1, k′, t′), (S′

2, k′, t′)) ∈ R.

This is done by checking that

Communication Schema ≈ ε ∪ LTS BehSACS

for each of the configurations of SACS and AMPS and

they are listed below:

1. Guard:

The LSACS and LAMPS configurations for a guard are

shown below:

LSACS : (α1 ◦ α2 ◦ · · · ◦ αk, s1)

T−−→ (T{α1, α2, · · · , αk}, s2)

LAMPS : ((fchi1 ∧ fchi2 ∧ · · · ∧ fchim), s1)
T−−→ (T{chi1, chi2, · · · , chim}, s2)

The function Is input available will be called when

an input channel in a guard checks for the availability

of a new value. If a new value is available, the function

will return a 1. The configuration for the function is

given as:

(Is input available(m, n), s1)
m, n−−−→ (1, s′1)

where m, n specify the node number and variable

number respectively.

When this function returns a 1, the Send function will

be called to send the data from the DS of the AMPS

to the respective channel. The configuration for Send
function is given as:

(Send(m, n, t, d), s1)
m, n, t, d−−−−−−→ (1, s′1)

These two functions will be called consecutively for

all the input channels and they are inter transitions.

As a result the system will move from state s1 to s2.

The equivalence relation checks only the initial and fi-

nal states and they are one and the same as that of the

LSACS .

⇒ Communication Schema ≈ ε∪LTS BehSACS

Therefore,

(α1 ◦ α2 ◦ · · · ◦ αk, s1)
T−−→ (T{α1, α2, · · ·αk}, s2)

≈ ((fchi1 ∧ fchi2 ∧ · · · ∧ fchim), s1)
T−−→ (T {chi1, chi2, · · · , chim}, s2)

2. Guarded Process:

The LSACS and LAMPS configurations for a guarded

process are shown below:

LSACS : (η Proc, s1)
η−−→ (Proc, s2{σ})

where η is a guard which becomes true to execute the

associated process proc and generate values of the set

of output characters σ.

LAMPS : (if Gi then Pi, s1)
CH−−→ (OCHi, s2)

When Gi becomes true, the associated process body

is executed to generate 0 or more values for the out-

put channels OCHi. For every value available in the

output channel, Is ok to send function is called to

find the value that can be sent to the data structure of

AMPS.

(Is ok to send(m, n), s1)
m, n−−−→ (1, s′1)

where m, n specify the node number and variable

number respectively.

If it is ok to send, the Send function is called to send

the value to the DS.

⇒ Communication Schema ≈ ε∪LTS BehSACS

Therefore,

(η Proc, s1)
η−−→ (Proc, s2{σ})

≈ (if Gi then Pi, s1)
CH−−→ (OCHi, s2)

3. Node:

The LSACS and LAMPS configurations for a node are

shown below:

LSACS : (
k∑

i=1

ηi Proci, s1)
for any i = 1 to k, ηi−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

(Proci, s2{σi})
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where ηiProci is a guarded process GPi. In other

words,

� = GP1 + GP2 + ... + GPk

where � is a node and GP1, GP2, ..., GPk are

guarded processes.

LAMPS :

(while (T ) do (GP1 else GP2 else ... elseGPk), s1)

T−−→ ((if (T ) thenGPi; while (T ) do

(GP1 else GP2 else ... elseGPk)), s2{OCHi})
The AMPS configuration shows the actual imple-

mentations of the SACS and expresses the guarded

processes involved in making a node. In actual

implementation, this is an infinite while loop. To

execute a guarded process, its associated guard should

become true. When a guard is true, its associated

process body is executed to generate values for 0 or

more output channels.

⇒ Communication Schema ≈ ε∪LTS BehSACS

Therefore,(
k∑

l=1

ηiProci, s1

)
for any i = 1 to k, ηi−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (Proci, s2{σi})

≈
while (T ) do (GP1 elseGP2 else ... else GPk), s1)

T−−→ ((if (T ) then GPi;while (T ) do
(GP1 else GP2 else ... elseGPk)), s2{OCHi})

4. System/Network:

The LSACS and LAMPS configurations for a node are

shown below:

Let there be n nodes in a network,

LSACS :

(�1x�2x...x�m, s1)
μ−−→ (�′

1x�′
2x...x�′

m, s2)

where �1, �2, ... , �n denote the nodes and μ is a pre-

fix.

If �1 and �2 are two nodes to be executed concur-

rently, their concurrency composition is denoted by

�1 x �2.

Upon concurrently executing the nodes, the system

changes its state from s1 to s2.

LAMPS :

The network definition part of a LIPS program is de-

fined using a set of connect statements. The configura-

tion for a set of connect statements is given below:

∀i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n((Ri(ichi1 ∧ ichi2 ∧ ... ∧ ichim), s1)

−→ ((ochi1, ochi2, ..., ochis), s2))

Based on these connect statements, the DS and DM of

AMPS is created and initialised. The connect state-

ments are implemented using the nodes definition.

When these nodes execute, they make use of the set of

input channels and produce values for the set of out-

put channels using guarded processes. Once all the

nodes finish executing to produce the intended output,

the system will change its state from s1 to s2.

This implies that,

Communication Schema ≈ ε ∪ LTS BehSACS

Therefore,

(�1x�2x...x�m , s1)
μ−−→ (�′

1x�′
2x...x�′

m , s2)

≈

∀i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n((Ri(ichi1 ∧ ichi2 ∧ ... ∧ ichim), s1)

−→ ((ochi1, ochi2, ..., ochis), s2))

Thus for every (S1, k, t) in R there exists a (S2, k, t) in R
as required.

3. Conclusion
SACS is a formal specification tool to specify the asyn-

chronous communication in a LIPS program. This is imple-

mented using the Asynchronous Message Passing System

(AMPS) which is created during the execution of a LIPS

program. We have derived an equivalence theorem to show

that the implementation of asynchronous communication

using AMPS satisfies its formal specification defined using

SACS. The proof is derived by creating a weak bisimilar-

ity relation between the LTS of SACS and AMPS. Having

verified their equivalence, SACS and AMPS can be imple-

mented in any asynchronous communicating systems with

minimal modifications.
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Abstract - Recent challenges have brought about an inevitable 

tendency for enterprises to lunge towards organizing their 
information activities in a comprehensive way. In this respect, 
Enterprise Architecture (EA) has proven to be the leading option 
for development and maintenance of information systems. EA 
clearly provides a thorough outline of the whole information 
system comprising an enterprise. To establish such an outline, a 
logical framework needs to be laid upon the entire information 
system. Zachman framework (ZF) has been widely accepted as a 
standard scheme for identifying and organizing descriptive 
representations that have critical roles in enterprise management 
and system development. In this paper, we propose a framework 
based on ZF for Decision Support Systems (DSS). Furthermore, 
a modeling approach based on Model-Driven Architecture 
(MDA) is utilized to obtain compatible models for all cells in the 
framework. The efficiency of the proposed framework is 
examined through a case study. 

 
Keywords: Decision Support System, Zachman Framework, Enterprise 

Architecture Framework, Model Driven Architecture. 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Enterprises face a lot of challenges nowadays, however, fully 
utilizing and integrating rapid improvements of information 
technology remains one important challenge. This is due to 
the fact that proper development of information systems 
would have substantial impact on tuning activities in 
enterprises. The dynamic nature of activities in an enterprise 
involves changes in corresponding information systems and 
this imposes considerable maintenance costs to enterprises. 
These costs usually make managers reluctant to commit to 
regular changes, degrading gradual developments in 
enterprises. Enterprise Architecture (EA) is introduced to 
specifically address this problem by organizing business 
processes and information technology infrastructure reflecting 
the integration and standardization requirements of an 
enterprise operating model [13]. 

To have a thorough understanding of activities going on in 
an enterprise, one should perceive different views of 
components contained in that enterprise. Each view represents 
an architecture and refers to one entity. For example, data 
architecture represents a single view of the data structures 
used by an enterprise and its applications. They contain 
descriptions of data in storage and data in motion; descriptions 
of data stores, data groups and data items; and mappings of 

those data artifacts to data qualities, applications, locations, 
etc. Enterprise Architecture represents a collection of views 
from different perspectives, which is expected to create a 
comprehensive overview of the entire enterprise when put 
together. It should be noted that handling this large amount of 
information is quite challenging and needs a well-developed 
framework. To address this problem, various enterprise 
architecture frameworks have emerged, such as, FEAF [10], 
TEAF [11], and C4ISR [12]. Zachman Framework (ZF) [7] 
originally proposed by John Zachman, is often referenced as a 
standard approach for expressing the basic elements of 
enterprise architecture. 

In this paper we propose a framework for Decision Support 
Systems (DSS) inspired by ZF. Previously, Sprague and 
Watson [5] proposed a framework for DSS. Their framework 
has three main levels: (1) Technology levels, (2) People 
involved, and (3) The developmental approach. However, we 
opted to apply an enterprise architecture framework for DSS. 
This resulted in a comprehensive structure for all aspects of 
DSS. ZF is widely accepted as the main framework in EA. 
Compared to other proposed frameworks, it has evident 
advantages to list [1]: (1) using well-defined perspectives, (2) 
using comprehensive abstracts, (3) normality, and (4) 
extensive usage in practice.  They were the motivations for ZF 
adoption in our work, nevertheless; there are challenges to 
overcome, among them is the absence of an integrated 
language to model cells in the framework [1]. MDA is mature 
enough to address various aspects of EA [2,15,16]. So, we 
aspire to resolve the problem by utilizing MDA concepts to 
model all cells in our proposed framework.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, 
we introduce some basic concepts and principles. We present 
the proposed framework in section 3. The framework's cell 
modeling concepts are discussed in section 4. Section 5 
presents a case study. Finally, we make conclusions and 
suggest some comments for future works. 

 

II.  BASIC CONCEPTS 

   In this section we briefly introduce some basic concepts 
and principles. We believe these remarks can help readers to 
clearly understand what we mean by the concepts that are used 
throughout the paper. 
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A. Decision Support Systems (DSS) 
Due to existence of many approaches in decision-making 

and the wide range of domains in which decisions are made, 
the concept of decision support system is very broad. The 
term decision support system has been used in many different 
ways and has been defined in various ways depending on the 
author's point of view [6]. Finlay [4] defines a DSS as a 
computer-based system that aids the process of decision 
making. Turban [3] defines it more specifically as an 
interactive, flexible, and adaptable computer-based 
information system, especially developed for supporting the 
solution of a non-structured management problem for 
improved decision making that utilizes data, provides an easy-
to-use interface, and allows for the decision maker's own 
insights. 

 
B.  Zachman Framework (ZF) 

The Zachman Framework is a framework for enterprise 
architecture, which provides a formal and highly structured 
way of defining an enterprise. In 1987, the initial framework, 
titled "A Framework for Information Systems Architecture", 
was proposed by John A. Zachman [8]. An update of the 1987 
original work was extended and renamed to the Zachman 
Framework in the 1990s. In essence, the Framework is a two 
dimensional matrix consisting of 6 rows and 6 columns. 

Each row represents a total view of the enterprise from a 
particular perspective. These rows starting from the top 
include: Planner's View (Scope), Owner's View (Enterprise or 
Business Model), Designer's View (Information Systems 
Model), Builder's View (Technology Model), Subcontractor's 
View (Detail Representation), and Actual System View (The 
Functioning Enterprise). 

The columns describe various abstractions that define each 
perspective. These abstractions are based on six questions that 
one usually asks when s/he wants to understand an entity. The 
columns include: The Data Description (What?), The Function 
Description (How?), The Network Description (Where?), The 
People Description (Who?), The Time Description (When?), 
The Motivation Description (Why?). Further information and 
cell definitions of ZF can be found in [9]. 

 
C.  Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) 

The Object Management Group (OMG) founded in 1989 by 
eleven companies, originally aimed at setting standards for 
distributed object-oriented systems with currently more that 
800 companies as members, is focusing on modeling and 
model-based standards. OMG evolved towards modeling 
standards by creating the standard for Unified Modeling 
Language (UML) followed by related standards for Meta-
Object Facility (MOF), XML Metadata Interchange (XMI), 
and MOF Query/Views/Transformation (QVT). These 
together provide the foundation for MDA. More information 
can be found in [17-19]. 

Model-driven architecture is a software design approach for 
the development of software systems. It provides a set of 
guidelines for the structuring of specifications, which are 
expressed as models. These specifications will lead the 

industry towards interoperable, 
reusable, and portable software 
components.  

MDA separates certain key models of 
a system, and brings a consistent 
structure to these models [17]. A 
Computation Independent Model (CIM) 
is a view of a system from the 
computation independent viewpoint. A 
Platform Independent Model (PIM) is a 
view of a system from the platform 
independent viewpoint. A PIM exhibits 
a specified degree of platform 
independence so as to be suitable for 
use with a number of different 
platforms of similar type. A Platform 
Specific Model (PSM) is a view of a 
system from the platform specific 
viewpoint. Figure 1 depicts how these 
models will be created in an MDA 
development process. 

 
 
 

III.  A FRAMEWORK FOR DSS 

As mentioned earlier, currently there are some frameworks 
for DSS. However, none of them is based on EA. In this 
section, we introduce our framework proposal based on ZF 
intended to support all aspects of a decision support system as 
a whole. 

Figure 2 depicts the proposed framework schema. Similar to 
ZF, it is a two dimensions matrix. The columns are the same 
as ZF. They are based on six basic interrogatives that are 
asked to understand an entity. The columns include: 

 
• Data (What is it made of?): This focuses on the material 

composition of the information. In the case of DSS, it 
focuses on data that can be used for decision-making. 

• Function (How does it work?): This focuses on the 
functions or transformations of the information used for 
decision-making.  

• Network (Where are the elements?): This focuses on the 
geometry or connectivity of the data used for decision-
making. 

• People (Who does what work?): This focuses on the 
people and the manuals and the operating instructions or 
models one uses to perform their decision-making. 

• Time (When do things happen?): This focuses on the life 
cycles, timings and schedules used for decision-making. 

• Motivation (Why do things happen?): This focuses on 
goals, plans and rules that prescribe policies and ends that 
guide an organization for decision-making. 

 
The rows represent various perspectives of those who are 

involved in decision-making. These perspectives, starting from 
the bottom, are: 

 CIM 

 PIM 

 PSM 

 
Code 

CIM to PIM mapping 

PIM to PSM mapping 

PSM to code mapping 

Figure 1. 
MDA Process [1] 
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• Operation: This is the lowest level of abstraction in the 
decision framework. It refers to Transaction Processing 
Systems (TPS) which are used for decision-making in the 
operational level. This is the perspective of executive 
staff in an enterprise. 

• Knowledge: This row stands above the Operation layer. 
In this row, the knowledge that is contained in 
transactions will be extracted. This is the perspective of 
an enterprise's expertise. 

• Decision & Management: Decision & Management row 
is the first row of decision-making. It stands above the 
Knowledge layer, and focuses on knowledge controlling, 
monitoring, and management. It maps knowledge to 
decision. Decision & Management row is the perspective 
of an enterprise managers. 

• Tactic: This is the highest level of abstraction in the 
framework. It is the second row of decision-making that 
focuses on strategies for decision-making. This row is the 
perspective of chief enterprise's managers. 

 

IV.  MDA-BASED MODELS FOR THE FRAMEWORK 

One of the difficulties we are facing to use ZF, and 
consequently a framework inspired by it, is the problem of 
incoherent models [1]. ZF expresses what information must be 
created for each cell of the framework; however, it does not 
indicate how this information must be created and which 
model(s) must be applied to present that information. In 
addition, a set of coherent and consistent models across the 
entire cells does not exist. In fact, these can not be considered 
as ZF weak points, since ZF is just a framework, not a 
methodology. Anyhow, an architect who uses ZF has to 
overcome these problems. To address the mentioned 
challenges, which our framework will undoubtedly face, we 
have investigated the use of MDA in a similar way that we 
previously suggested in [1]. This can improve the usability of 
the proposed framework for the developers who intend to put 
it into practice. 

Now, let's examine the MDA-based approach to model the 
framework. Figure 3 depicts the initial scheme with respect to 
the mapping between the rows in DSS framework and 
different model types in MDA. In the primary plan, CIM is 
employed for the first row. As a result, all the models related 
to the cells of the first row (tactic), to be proposed later; have 

to be described in the CIM level. In the second row, we use 
PIM, therefore all the models for the decision row cells have 
to be in PIM level. PSM is recommended for the third and 
forth rows and all the cells constituting the knowledge and 
operation rows will be designed in the PSM level. 

CWM is the best option for Data column modeling; 
however it should be noted that using simpler models is 
recommended for the higher rows in the framework. We use 
Business profile for the tactic/data cell. Relations between data 
are also demonstrated using Specialization /Generalization, 
Aggregation, and Inclusion relationships.  In order to model 
the remaining rows we adopt CWM. Since the stakeholders of 
these rows are familiar with formal methods of software 
modeling, it is expected that no problem will occur using 
CWM. However, it should be noted that the CWM models for 
the second row have to be in the PIM level and for the 3rd and 
4th rows they should be in the PSM level. 

We prefer employing BPDM to model the Function column. 
As with the Data column, we try to use simpler models for the 
higher rows in the framework. We utilize Business Use Case 
diagram for the tactic/function cell. Each process in the 
enterprise is modeled with a Use Case and organized with 
Aggregation and Inclusion relationships. Activity diagram is 
also used to present the workflow of processes. We utilize 
BPDM for the decision/function cell. Since 
knowledge/function cell is considered as design of 
applications, we employ UML 2.x [20] diagrams to model this 
cell. Finally, for the operation/function cell we refer to PSM-
specific profiles. Considering chosen technologies, it's 
possible to use WSM and CORBA, EJB, and .Net profiles. 

The tactic/network cell is modeled with the Organization 
Unit stereotype contained in UML Packages. Relations 
between organization sections are depicted using the 
Dependency relationships and their essences are clarified with 
extra comments. To model the decision/network cell, we 
employ the EDOC profile. It enables us to model different 

DSS 
Framework Data Function Network People Time Motivation 

Tactic CIM 
Decision PIM 

Knowledge 

PSM 
Operation 

Figure 3. Applying MDA models to the DSS Framework rows 
 

DSS 
Framework Data Function Network People Time Motivation 

Tactic       

Decision & 
Management       

Knowledge       

Operation       

Figure 2. A framework for DSS based on Zachman Framework 
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parts of organizational computations which are distributed 
within an enterprise. Deployment diagram is used for the 
knowledge/network cell. This gives us the opportunity to 
model hardware resources and their relations. We also utilize 
WSM and PSM-specific profiles (CORBA, EJB, and .Net) for 
the operation/network cell. 

In order to model the People column in the first row, we 
employ the Use Case diagrams along with the Business 
profile. Organization structure is depicted with nested 
Packages and Organization Unit stereotype. Worker, Case 
Worker, Internal Worker, External Actor or Work Unit 
symbols are used for organizational roles. Communication 
diagram is also employed to show the workflow. We use 
BPDM for the decision/people cell. Interaction Overview 
diagram included in UML 2.x is utilized to model the 
knowledge/people cell. Unfortunately, modeling the 
operation/people cell causes a problem since no particular 
diagram in MDA is suitable for defining the operational 
characteristic of the workflow. However, utilizing the method 
proposed in the knowledge/people cell, and with the help of 
extra comments, it's possible to model this cell to some extent. 

Time column can be modeled with Timing diagram and 
Scheduling profile which are presented in UML 2.x. In the 
past, proposed solutions often utilized Sequence diagram to 
model this column, however it is not possible to correctly 
demonstrate the duration of an event with this diagram. Using 
the Timing diagram allows us to specify the exact start and 
end times and the duration for each decision.  In the second 
row, it is possible to employ the State diagram along with the 
Timing diagram to show different decision states. 

OCL is often recommended for the Motivation column 
modeling. However, it should be noted that using this 
language causes trouble in higher rows. The OCL language is 
a formal language to specify rules and constraints. Its 
thorough understanding requires familiarity with some 
concepts of formal specifications in mathematics. This 
requirement leaves it vague for the managements who are 
probably unfamiliar with formal concepts. Besides, OCL is 
designed for stating rules and constraints upon objects, 
nevertheless the abstraction level related to the higher rows of 
the framework is beyond the concept of an object and using 
objects to model these levels is inappropriate [21]. We use 
Business Motivation Model (BMM) diagrams related to 
BSBR, to model the tactic/motivation cell. By defining goals, 
viewpoints, missions, objects, facts, strategies, and so on 

along with their relations, BMM diagrams try to model the 
concepts governing the processes within an enterprise. To 
model the decision/motivation cell, Production Representation 
Rule (PRR) is employed. This meta-model, let us specify the 
rules which are defined in the first row in the form of CIM as a 
presentation of production rules in PIM level. OCL is used to 
state the rules supervising current objects for the third and 
fourth rows. 

Figure 4 summarizes our proposed method. All models can 
be integrated, since they are MOF-compliant. This 
characteristic guarantees that all models used in an MDA 
system can communicate with every other MOF-compliant 
model. 

V.  CASE STUDY 

Traditionally, the evaluation of a new solution regarding 
software engineering problems, is conducted via case studies 
as it has been proven that these solutions do not fit well into 
formal verifications. With this respect, a thorough evaluation 
of a solution can only be verified after extensive usage in real 
world applications, through which the performance gain of the 
solution and the pros and cons are cleared. 

A functional architectures of FAVA project [22] in the I.R.I 
presidential office was the target of our proposed framework. 
FAVA architectures consist of two main parts: Fundamental 
Architectures and Functional Architectures. 

One of the functional architectures is the Chief Management 
Functional Architecture,on which this case study is based. 
FAVA project is designed using CHAM [23]. We do not 
intend to specify the details of CHAM, however it is 
worthwhile to note that in CHAM, the architecture design is 
done in two phases: Macro Architecture design and Detailed 
Architecture design. 

In the macro architecture design phase we specify the 
architecture essence. This phase for the Chief Management 
Functional Architecture is presented in [24]. 

In the detailed architecture design phase we clearly describe 
the architecture details and the implementation methods. In 
this phase, we were required to use one of the enterprise 
architecture frameworks and we opted to utilize the DSS 
framework based on our proposed method. 

Figure 5 depicts a part of Tactic models. We use BMM to 
model means-end. A part of Decision model is shown in 
Figure 6. It depicts the "Request" entity. Figure 7 and 8 
present parts of Knowledge and Operation models, 

DSS 
Framework Data Function Network People Time Motivation 

Tactic Business 
profile 

Business Use 
Case 

Organization 
Unit stereotype 

Business 
profile/use case 

Timing 
diagram 

BSBR 
BMM 

Decision & 
Management CWM BPDM EDOC BPDM Timing & State 

diagrams PRR 

Knowledge CWM UML 2.x Deployment 
diagram 

Interaction 
Overview diag. 

Timing 
diagram OCL 

Operation CWM CORBA, EJB, 
.Net, WSM 

CORBA, EJB, 
.Net, WSM 

Interaction 
Overview diag. 

Timing 
diagram OCL 

Figure 4. An MDA-based modeling approach for the DSS Framework 
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Study Send to 
Consultant 

Report 

Send to 
Chief 

Send to 
Applicant 

Expert 

Figure 7: Part of Knowledge models 

respectively. Complete detailed architecture design of the 
Chief Management Functional Architecture is presented in 
[25]. 

 
 
 

Means: 

Mission: 
Consulting 

Strategy: 
Openness 

Tactic: 
Applying eGovernment Network. 

Ends: 

Vision: 
Resource Utilization 

Goal: 
Providing a track field 

Objective: 
Distribution 

Figure 5: Part of Tactic models 

Figure 8: Part of Operation models 

Request 
Code: long int 
Type: int 
ApplicantCode: long int 
Priority: int 
BeginDate: Date 
EndDate: Date 
DueDate: Date 
Attachment: List of PICs. 
… 

Task Request 
TemplateCode: long int 
Title: string 
Description: memo 
ConsultantCode: long int 

Track Request 
ChiefCode: long int 
TrackType: int 

 

... 

Figure 6: Part of Decision models 
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VI.  CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, a framework for DSS based on Zachman 
(Enterprise Architecture) Framework is proposed. Compared 
to other frameworks, ZF has some evident advantages. These 
advantages have caused its extensive usage as the basic 
framework of enterprise architecture However, there is a 
major problem that an architect faces, i.e., the lack of 
consistent and coherent models for the framework cells (and 
also any framework inspired by it). Furthermore, we presented 
a novel method for modeling the DSS Framework cells. The 
presented method adopts the latest standards of OMG 
modeling (MDA). The method was evaluated in a case study. 
We found the results promising compared to previously 
proposed methods, indicating that it is well suited to diminish 
the problems one is facing in developing a DSS. This research 
demonstrated how the models in a DSS framework can be 
made coherent in order to avoid inconsistencies within the 
framework. In general, our proposed method is expected to 
increase the success rate of DSS projects in enterprises. 

In order to develop a DSS, defining a methodology based 
on the proposed framework will unleash the full support of the 
presented framework, which should be considered in future 
work. 
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Abstract—this paper shows an in – line determination of heat 
transfer coefficients in a plate heat exchanger. Water and aqueous 
working solution of lithium bromide + ethylene glycol are 
considered. Heat transfer coefficients are calculated for both 
fluids. “Type T” thermocouples were used for monitoring the wall 
temperature in a plate heat exchanger, which is one of the main 
components in an absorption system. Commercial software 
Agilent HP Vee Pro 7.5 was used for monitoring the temperatures 
and for the determination of the heat transfer coefficients. There 
are not previous works for heat transfer coefficients for the 
working solution used in this work. 
 
Index terms: absorption system, heat transformer, heat transfer 
coefficients, in line determination, plate heat exchanger. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

 
For improving the performance of absorption systems is 

necessary a better knowledge of the heat transfer mechanisms. 
Absorption systems could be used in air conditioned or 
upgrade energy systems (absorption heat transformers). These 
systems as the advantage of diminish the electric energy 
consumption and CO2 emissions; compared with traditional 
compression systems. An Absorption Heat Transformers 
(AHT) allows to use alternative energy (like solar or 
geothermal energy), increasing the temperature from this 
source to a higher useful level, which can be applied in 
different processes. One of the main components in absorption 
systems is the steam generator. For this work heat transfer 
coefficients in a steam generator are calculated. 
 

II. STEAM GENERATOR 
 

    An AHT consists of an evaporator, a condenser, a generator, 
and an absorber. Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of an AHT. 
A working solution (water – lithium bromide + ethylene 
glycol) flows between absorber and generator. This solution is 
called water – Carrol™, it was created by Carrier Co. for air 
conditioner systems.  
  
 

 
 
 

 
                              Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of an AHT. 
 
 
 Diluted solution leaves the absorber and goes to the 
generator inlet. A part of the water is evaporating and a 
concentrated solution flows to return at the absorber. External 
hot water is used to heat the working solution (Fig. 2). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2.  Schematic diagram of the steam generator. 
 
 

III. EXPERIMENTAL SET – UP 
 

    The generator is a plate heat exchanger made of stainless 
steel 316, of seven plates, thermal capacity by design of 
1000W. Type T thermocouples were used, in one plate are 
placed 8 thermocouples. The thermocouples are connected to a 
data logger for monitoring the temperature every ten seconds. 
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The temperature measures are sending in line to an Excel® file. 
Fig. 3 shows the location of the thermocouples. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 3. Location of the thermocouples. 

 
A channel is the space between two plates. Green color 

represents the three channels were working solution flows, blue 
color are the other three channels were heating water flows,  in 
counter current with the working solution.  
 
 

IV. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
 

The total heat transferred to the working solution is 
calculated by: 
 
                        (1) 
 
 

The heat transfer coefficients for the water are calculated by 
[1]: 
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Where k, is thermal conductivity, Dh is hydraulic diameter 

and β is the angle of the plate of 30°.  
 
 
 The transfer equation is:                          
                           
                        (3) 
 

The global heat transfer coefficient is: 
 
                          

                          (4) 
 
                      
 
  Thermal resistance of the wall is negligible due to its small 
thickness; the equation (4) reduces to: 
 
 

                       
                              (5) 

 

The log mean temperature is:   
 

             
(6) 
 

 
The heat transfer coefficient for the working solution is 
obtained for the Eq. (5). The simulation and the data 
acquisition are programmed in the commercial software HP 
Vee Pro, by Agilent Technologies. 
 
 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

Experimental data were obtained in line, for steady state. 
Fig. 4 shows a plot of the thermocouples measures along the 
plate. Its length is 0.40m. Fig. 5 shows the heat transfer 
coefficient for the working solution against the tube length. It 
can be observed that the values are between 1.46 and 1.53. 
Those coefficients increase according to the heating of the 
solution. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Temperature in the plate. 
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Fig. 5. Heat transfer coefficients for the working solution. 

 
For this paper, 58% weight concentration of Carrol™ was 

tested. The heat transfer coefficient will be modified by a 
change in the concentration. There are not previous works 
about heat transfer coefficients for this working solution. In 
previous works experimental data were obtained for the 
solution water – lithium bromide [2], which is one of the more 
common solutions used in AHT. For Carrol™ 52% 
concentration was obtained heat transfer coefficients between 
1.1 and 1.4 kW/m2 °C. One of the advantages of the solution 
water - Carrol™ is its higher solubility, compared to water 
lithium – bromide [3]. This last has the disadvantage of 
crystallization risk at high concentrations, water – Carrol™ 
allows a bigger range of concentration for operation, without 
the risk of crystallization, above 75% weight concentration. 

 
Fig. 6 shows the heat transfer coefficients obtained for 

heating water, it can be observed that these obtained values are 
higher that values for the working solution. 

 
 

Fig. 6. Heat transfer coefficients for the heating water. 

 
Fig. 7 shows the detail program presented in this work, 

however is possible to create a friendly panel for final user, this 
is presented in Fig. 8. 

 
VI. CONCLUSIONS 

 
A mathematical model for in – line determination of heat 

transfer coefficients was presented. The experimental set – up 
allows the measure of temperatures along one plate of a heat 
exchanger, 8 thermocouples were placed. The experimental 
data was obtained for one water - Carrol™ concentration of 
58% weight. The heat transfer coefficients for the heating 
water are higher than the coefficients for the working solution. 
In future works it will be obtained experimental data for 
several concentrations. 

 
 

VII. NOMENCLATURE 
A  Area [m2] 
Cp specific heat [kJ/Kg °C] 
Dh Hydraulic diameter [m] 
h  Heat transfer coefficient [kW/m2 °C] 
k  Thermal conductivity [kW/m2 °C] 
m  Mass flow rate [kg/s] 
Nu Nusselt number [dimensionless] 
Pr Prandtl number [dimensionless] 
Q  Heat flux [kW] 
q  Heat flux [kW/m2] 
Re Reynolds number [dimensionless] 
T  Temperature [°C] 
U     Global heat transfer coefficient [kW/m2 °C] 
 
 
Greek symbols 
 
β   chevron angle [radian] 
ΔZ  Plate thickness [m] 
ΔT  Log mean temperature difference [°C] 
 
Subscripts 
 
in   inlet  
out  outlet 
sol  Solution (working solution) 
ss   Stainless Steel 
wat  water of the heating system 
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Fig.  7. Program for obtaining heat transfer coefficients  
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Fig.  8. Panel for the program 
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Abstract—This paper elaborates on the new integration offered 
with the PSpice SLPS interface and the MATLAB simulink 
products. SLPS links the two widely used design products, 
PSpice and Mathwork’s Simulink simulator. The SLPS 
simulation environment supports the substitution of an actual 
electronic block with an “ideal model”, better known as the 
mathematical simulink model.  Thus enabling the designer to 
identify and correct integration issues of electronics within a 
system. Moreover, stress audit can be performed by using the 
PSpice smoke analysis which helps to verify whether the 
components are working within the manufacturer’s safe 
operating limits. It is invaluable since many companies design 
and test the electronics separately from the system level. 
Therefore, integrations usually are not discovered until the 
prototype level, causing critical time delays in getting a product 
to the market. 

  The system chosen in this case is a model based design of 
ambulatory rehabilitation suspension system. Ambulatory 
suspension system [1] is an apparatus that is utilized for the 
purpose of helping patients during gait rehabilitation and 
provides safety support during exercise. The device can lift a 
patient from a sitting position in a wheel chair to a standing 
position, has the provisions to remove a percentage of the 
patients’ body weight and recognize subtle changes in the 
elevation. This model was used for mathematical and electrical 
comparison using the SLPS interface. 
 

Index Terms— Design and test in Simulink, Mathematical 
PSpice Model, Analog PSpice model, SLPS modeling, 
Comparison of SLPS and Simulink Output.  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The PSpice SLPS simulation environment supports the 
substitution of an actual simulink block with an equivalent 
analog PSpice electrical circuit. It allows co-simulation with 
Matlab and Simulink and thereby enables the designer to 
identify and correct integration issues of electronics within a 
system. This helps identify errors earlier in the design process, 
 

 

which can save time and money that may otherwise be spent 
in debugging trial boards within system designs. With the 
PSpice Smoke option, designers can perform a stress audit to 
verify that electrical components are operating within the 
manufactures’ safe operating limits or de-rated limits. 

Model Based Control Design of Ambulatory Rehabilitation 
Suspension System and Observer Design for Control System 
applications are used for testing SLPS software. Model Based 
Control Design of Ambulatory Rehabilitation System is 
ongoing research and development in the area of assisted 
ambulatory rehabilitation at the University of Hartford. 
Different types of ambulatory system design are studied at the 
University of Hartford. By each new design, system became 
better and more efficient. These researches are improved now 
by using a model-based control design for Ambulatory 
Suspension System. This prototype provides electrical motion 
to the X, Y and Z axis. The system allows for large vertical 
displacement and effortless walking for the patient. The 
system also provides fall prevention and ensures safety for the 
patients. Competition between companies and engineers 
motivate them to produce faster machines with smaller 
components. Moreover, increasing fuel costs and government 
regulations require higher efficiency for businesses. This 
means that companies need higher performing control 
systems. Thus, Model-based control design provides a 
solution.  
 

II. DESCRIPTION  
Model based control design consists of the following four 

phases; 
1) Developing and analyzing a model to describe a plant. 
2) Designing and analyzing a controller for the dynamic      
systems 
3) Simulating the dynamic system, and 
4) Developing the controller 
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Control design is a process which involves developing 
mathematical models that describe a physical system. It 
analyzes the models to learn about their dynamic 
characteristics, and creates a controller to achieve certain 
dynamic characteristics. Control systems contain components 
that direct, command, and regulate the physical system, also 
known as the plant. In this setting, the control system refers to 
the sensors, the controller, and the actuators. 

Two types of controllers are used for such systems. These 
are respectively called, open-loop controller and the closed-
loop controller. A closed loop controller is shown in Figure 1.  

 
Fig. 1 Closed-loop Control System 
 

The controller operates to make sure that there is no direct 
connection between the output of the system and input. The 
open-loop controller is often used in simple processes because 
of its lack of complexity, especially in systems where 
feedback is not critical. Nevertheless, to obtain a more 
accurate or more adaptive control, it is necessary to feed the 
output of the system back to the inputs of the controller. This 
type of system is called a closed-loop controller. 
 Ambulatory control system’s purpose is to control the 
motion of the carriage. This means to observe the patient’s 
horizontal movements in maximum accuracy. Independent 
analysis for each axis is made by using the same tools as well 
as the same modeling logic. The Ambulatory system is shown 
in Fig. 2. When the carrier moves in a way that keeps the 
angle Ø at a minimum value the control system activates the 
motor. Tilt sensor measures the control variable (Ø), the 
control algorithm C(s) processes the difference or error. [2] 

Control system parameters are given as: F ; Lifting Force, L 
; Length of Cable, Y ; Carriage Position, ΔY ;Walking 
Distance 
Ø ; Tilted Angle, H(s) ; Tilt Sensor, C(s) ; Control Algorithm 
G(s) ; System of Motor Belt Carrier, PWM ; Output Amplifier 

 
Fig.2- Y Axis Variables of the System 

  
The Control system block diagram is given in Fig.3 above.          

 
Figure -3 Control System Block Diagram 

 
The input of the closed-loop system is zero and main 

feedback of the system is provided by the tilt sensor. Fy 
provides mechanical feedback for inner loop. The specific 
values of the parameters of the plant model were gathered by 
experimental estimation, and the data is used to design 
Simulink and PSpice model. Also, the transfer function of the 
plant is designed by using the data. . Transfer function of the 
plant is given as follows. 
 

  
 
The block diagram of the plant is given in Fig. 4 below. 
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Fig. 4- Block Diagram of the Plant 

III.  PROCEDURE 

A. DESIGN AND TEST IN SIMULINK 
Fig. 5 is a screenshot of the simulink model of the system 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5-Simulink Model of the System 
 

Simulink simulates the system plant, sensor, and the other 
components by using mathematical blocks. Motor-Belt-Load 
system is created as a subsystem. As a Tilt Sensor Block, H(s) 
function is used and the PWM is replaced by its gain A = 
28.32. 

Values of F and L are considered with constant values L =  
 

 
1.2 m (3.9 ft), and F = 180.5 N. These values are considered 

average values of the patients. In the simulation program, all 
values are designed for average patients. The proportional 
gain Kp is set to 0.4, and the derivative gain Kd was set to 
0.04. The simulink model for the plant or Sub Model is shown 
below in Fig. 6[2] [3] 
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Fig. 6- Simulink Model of the Sub-model or Plant 
 
Furthermore, the angle Ø is measured from the simulation 

and step response of the system is shown in Fig. 7 
 

 
Fig. 6-Simulink Output of the System 
 
Maximum value of step response is around 1.25 and step 
response becomes stable after 6 seconds. 

B. MATHEMATICAL PSPICE MODEL 
The Mathematical PSpice model is constructed using the 

ABM library. Analog behavioral modeling feature of Pspice 
are used to make flexible descriptions of electronic 
components in term of transfer function or lookup table. In 
other words, a mathematical relationship is used to model a 
circuit segment   [4]. PSpice ABM library model is designed 
by using the same structure used in Simulink as it is shown in 

Figure -16. This model contains the same components which 
are transfer function, gain, sum, integrator and differentiator 
in PSpice. However, block’s names and shapes are different 
than the Simulink model. VSRC input source is used to give 
step pulse. The ABM library model is given below in Fig. 7. 

 
Fig. 7- PSpice ABM Library Model of the System 
 
Output of the PSpice is the same with Simulink output. PSpice 
ABM contains mathematical model of gain, sum, integrator, 
transfer functions, and differentiator; therefore, Simulink and 
PSpice models give the same result and graph. Fig. 8 shows 
the sub Model. 
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Fig. 8- PSpice ABM Library Model of the Sub-model 
 

Maximum value of the step response is a little bit different 
than the Simulink output. The output is shown in Fig. 9 below 
 

 
Fig.9- PSpice ABM Library Output 
 

C. ANALOG PSPICE MODEL 
Ideal Op-Amp models are used to design analog circuits. 

Gain, integrator, differentiator, sum, and the transfer function 
models are replaced by using ideal Op-Amp circuit [5]. 
 PSpice analog circuit is shown in Fig.10. 
 
 
 
     

Fig. 10-PSpice Analog Model of the System.  
 

The peak value of the step response is close to 1.4 V. This 
peak value is different than Simulink and PSpice ABM model. 
Moreover, step response of the analog output is more 
oscillating than the other outputs. Furthermore, step response 

of analog model becomes stable after 7 seconds. However, 
step responses of other models become stable after 6 seconds. 
Testing analog circuit is similar to real environmental 
parameters such as real parts, delay time, heat, smoke options, 
and metal losses. Therefore, output of the electronic model has 
a dissimilar response. However, the ideal model does not have 
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these kinds of losses or effects because it just uses the 
mathematical model of the parts. When SLPS is tested and 

run, these differences can be completely comprehended.

 

 
Fig. 11- PSpice Analog Circuit of the Plant 
 

D. SLPS MODELLING. 
SLPS is a Simulink library; however, this library is unlike 

than real Simulink library files. Therefore, the designer has to 
set the current directory of Matlab to the work directory where 
PSpice files are saved. SLPS library (slpslib) is called from 
the Matlab command window, as shown below in Fig.-12 [6]. 

 

 
Fig. 12-SLPS Library 
 

SLPS library can be used for designing a model now. The 
Simulink model of SLPS contains three blocks which are step 
source, SLPS block and scope. Step source is used for an 
input and it is set at a 0.1 second delay to get the same input in 
the PSpice model. Scope is used for displaying output of the 
model. SLPS model is shown in Fig. 13. 

The setting window is opened by double-clicking on the 
SLPS block as shown in Fig. 14. When a project is designed, 
ambulatory control files included in the project are listed as 
“PSpice Circuit File”; thus, designate the file to be used [7]. 

Here, only the file “trana.cir” is listed and, therefore, it is 
automatically selected. Input and output source are selected 
for desired inputs and outputs. If voltage source is selected, 
the input data will be set to circuit as a voltage value, and if a 
current source is selected, it will be supplied as a current 
value. The input sources are listed here as V1 and V2. This 
circuit does not have a current source. As a result, only V2 is 
selected as an input for containing step signal. 

 

 
Fig. 13-Simulink Model of SLPS 
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Fig. 14-SLPS Setting 
 

When the output select button is pressed, all output 
variables in the file are listed. N557082 node is selected as a 
desired output for this application because this node is used 
for output in the PSpice circuit. After completing of SLPS 
setting, simulation time is entered at 8 seconds. 

When this model is run, Figure -28 occurs. This output is 
the same as the output of the analog model. Nonetheless, 
despite the similarity, we need to look at the dissimilarities 
rather than the ideal (mathematical) model. 

 

 
Fig.15-Output of the SLPS 
 

E. COMPARISON OF SLPS AND SIMULINK OUTPUT 
This comparison is shown in Fig. 16. 
 

Figure -1 Comparisons of the SLPS and Simulink Outputs (The left scope is 
SLPS output, whereas the right one is Simulink) 
 

When the two step responses are compared, the differences 
between Simulink and SLPS can be easily captured. These are 
the peak value of the signal, oscillating of the signal shape and 
the stability time.  

 As it can be easily seen in this Fig, the ideal and electronic 
model behavior is different. One of them has the peak value of 
the signals in that while SLPS peak value is close to 1.4 Volts, 
the peak value of the ideal model is close to 1.3 Volts. There 
is 0.1 Volts difference between these models. Secondly, SLPS 
signal shape is bigger and sharper than the ideal model. 
Furthermore, stability time of SLPS becomes after 7 seconds, 
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whereas stability time of the ideal model is reached after 6 
seconds. Thus, there is a 1 second difference between SLPS 
and ideal model. These differences demonstrate that the 
analog model have one second delay and some losses. These 
are due to the fact that analog model uses real parts and 
parameters. Hence, it is possible to grasp the ideal and real 
model behaviors to improve the circuit efficiency.  

IV. CONCLUSION 
SLPS is efficient and a useful software for testing and 

comparing the ideal and the real output of a circuit. It offers a 
significant opportunity to use people the most common 
product in the industry. The user can identify and correct 
integration issues of electronics within a system. This helps to 
identify errors earlier in the design process, which can save 
time and money often spent in debugging trial boards within 
system designs.  
Like any other new software, SLPS has some problems and 
incomplete aspects. Therefore, SLPS software should be 
tested by using a different application such as Model-based 
Control Design of Ambulatory Rehabilitation Suspension 
System.  

This application is more powerful example for testing SLPS 
and it applications presents an opportunity to better 
understand the SLPS software due to the fact that each 
application has different outputs and problems. Consequently, 
this makes it easier to have a deeper insight into the 
similarities and dissimilarities along with the causes that lie 
behind them. 
What seems to be a serious problem is that designers have to 
use one SLPS block for each model. 
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Abstract— The project deals about development of a basic 

RISC processor. The processor is designed with basic 
architecture consisting of internal modules like clock generator, 
memory, program counter, instruction register, accumulator, 
arithmetic and logic unit and decoder. This processor is mainly 
used for simple general purpose like arithmetic operations and 
which can be further developed for general purpose processor by 
increasing the size of the instruction register. The processor is 
designed in VHDL by using Xilinx 8.1i version. The present 
project also serves as an application of the knowledge gained 
from past studies of the PSPICE program. The study will show 
how PSPICE can be used to simplify massive complex circuits 
designed in VHDL Synthesis. The purpose of the project is to 
explore the designed RISC model piece by piece, examine and 
understand the Input/ Output pins, and to show how the VHDL 
synthesis code can be converted to a simplified PSPICE model. 
The project will also serve as a collection of various research 
materials about the pieces of the circuit. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The present project serves as an application of the 
knowledge gained from past studies of the PSPICE program. 
The study will show how PSPICE can be used to simplify 
massive complex circuits. In other words, the study will 
involve the breakdown of a complex circuit designed by a 
graduate student at the University of Hartford. The circuit is a 
VHDL Synthesis Model of an 8-bit processor. The purpose of 
the project is to explore the designed processor model piece by 
piece, examine and understand the Input/ Output pins, and to 
show how the VHDL synthesis code can be converted to a 
simplified PSPICE model. The project will also serve as a 
collection of various research materials about the pieces of the 
circuit. Background information will be given to give the 
reader a basic understanding of the parts to support the further 
exploration in the project methods. This report is useful for 
students who would like to know more about the PSPICE 
program and how it is useful for many educational purposes.  

 

II. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROJECT 
The study of VHDL and PSPICE is important because 

technology students are using computer software to design and 
analyze circuits. A better understanding of computers and 
computer languages can be gained when exploring these 

programs. It is also important to show that a VHDL model can 
be represented in a working PSPICE schematic. Each part of a 
processor, whether it be an Arithmetic Logic Unit or a simple 
Program Counter- has a specific set of input and output logic 
that can be emulated from PSPICE. If the logic is already 
known to the user, then the user does not have to build the part 
using each individual logic gate. Instead, a circuit designer can 
create a PSPICE part that gives the desired logical outputs. 
Most importantly, this study can help bridge a gap between 
those who simulate with VHDL and those who use PSPICE.  

III.  METHODOLOGY 
The following VHDL synthesis model provided is an 

attempt toward a RISC processor. First, a data path module of 
the processor will be shown which clearly shows how the 
individual modules are going to send the data from one 
module to the other and then a screenshot will be shown of the 
top-module view to show each piece of the processor from an 
outside perspective (with view of all modules) 
 

 
 

Figure 1 Data path module of the processor 
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Figure 2 Screenshot of VHDL synthesis top module 
 

If one is familiar with PSPICE, it would not be hard to 
recognize the style of the schematic. However this is not a 
PSPICE model, yet only a graphical representation of the 
VHDL synthesis. It may not be clear in the above screen shot, 
however the complete processor contains nine separate 
modules. These modules include: Program Counter (PC), 
Clock Generator, Instruction Register, ALU, Accumulator, 
Decoder, IO Buffer, Multiplexer, and Memory. All of these 
pieces with the appropriate busses form together to create a 
processor capable of storing, loading, and performing 
arithmetic and logical operations. This processor only contains 
one accumulator which means that the two operands in a 
mathematical operation will not be loaded simultaneously. 
The accumulator acts as a simple buffer to hold a value so that 
the next operand can be loaded. 

To read an instruction, the contents of Program counter are 
transferred to the address lines. This is done when the fetch 
signal is high and the address multiplexers chooses the 
contents of the Program counter to be loaded on to the address 
bus.  As soon as the contents of the program counter are 
loaded onto the address bus a memory read cycle is initiated 
and the instruction is read from the location pointed out by the 
address lines and the micro instruction code is placed onto the 
data bus. The program counter is incremented to point to the 
next micro instruction in the memory location of the control 
memory. The data bus transfers the micro instruction to the 
Instruction Register. The instruction register has two fields, in 
the different formats namely, 
1. Opcode, data operand. 
2. Opcode, Address of data operand. 
During the first case the opcode is given to the ALU and 
decoder for decoding and a series of micro operation are 

generated. The data operand is loaded on to the data bus and 
transferred to the ALU for its respective micro operations as 
specified by its opcode. In the second case the address of the 
data operand is loaded onto the address bus (As the fetch 
signal is low and the multiplexer loads the IR’s address 
contents onto the address lines) and a memory read cycle is 
initiated. Here the memory location in the main memory 
specified by the address lines is read and the data is transferred 
onto the data bus and thus given the ALU to undergo the 
operations specified by its opcode. 

The results of the ALU are stored in the accumulator. Data 
operations may be combined with the memory contents and 
the accumulator and the result is transferred back to the 
accumulator. The function of the NOR gate is that when ever 
all inputs are low the output is high and at all other times 
remains low. It is attached to tri-state buffer. When the tri-
state buffer is enabled the data from ALU is fed to the 
memory thus allowing the data to be stored into the memory. 
When disabled the data is given to all and cut off from being 
written onto the data bus. Whenever there results a zero in the 
ALU a zero flag is set. 
 

A. CLOCK GENERATOR 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3 Clock generator 
 

Clock generator generates clock, clock2, fetch signals. For 
every negative edge of clock, clock2 is generated and for 
every positive edge of clock2, fetch signal is generated. 
Clock2 is generated from clock and fetch is generated from 
clock2. They are used as the inputs to the decoder which 
controls the operation of the processor. It generated reset pulse 
which must be active low. The reset should allow the rest of 
the signals to go high on falling edge of clock2 when fetch is 
low. 
 

B. INSTRUCTION REGISTER 
 

 
 

Figure 4 Instruction Register 
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In instruction register instructions are fetched from and stored. 
It performs the action always at positive edge of clock. It has 3 
instructions clock, reset, load_ir, and data as inputs and 
opsode and address as outputs. If load_ir and reset both are 
high, data in instruction register splits into upper 3 bits as 
opcode and lower 5 bits as address. 
 

C. ACCUMULATOR 
 

 
 

Figure 5 Accumulator 
 

Accumulator is a register, the result from Arithmetic and 
logic unit is stored back in the accumulator. It has clock, reset, 
load_acc and alu_out as inputs and accumulator as output. It is 
activated only at the positive edge of clock. If load_acc and 
reset both are high, data in the accumulator is loaded into 
alu_out. 
 

D. MEMORY 
 

 
 

Figure 6 Memory 
 

The memory should be 8-bit wide, 32-bit location deep. 
Each instruction retrieved from the memory will have its 
upper 3 bits as the opcode and lower 5-bits as the address. 
Memory has mem_rd, mem_wr and address as inputs and data 
as output. If mem_rd is high, it reads the data of memory to 
the data register, if mem_wr is high, data is written to the 
memory. 
 
 
 

E. ARITHMETIC AND LOGIC UNIT 
 

 
 

Figure 7 Arithmetic and logic unit 
 

Arithmetic and logic unit (ALU) is a multiplexer, performs 
standard arithmetic and logic operations. The operations 
performed are listed below. ALU operations should be 
synchronized to the negative edge of the clock. At each 
negative edge, the ALU should perform the appropriate 
operation on the incoming data and accumulator, placing the 
result in alu_out. The 3-bit opcode decodes as follows: 
000: Pass Accumulator. 
 001: Pass Accumulator.   
 010: Add (data + Accumulator). 
 011: And (data & Accumulator). 
 100: Xor (data ^ Accumulator). 
 101: Pass data. 
 110: Pass Accumulator. 
 111: Pass Accumulator. 
 

F. MULTIPLEXER 
 

 
 

Figure 8 Multiplexer 
 

The address multiplexer decides one output out of the two 
given inputs. When the fetch signal is high, the address of the 
program counter is transferred on to the address buses and 
hence instruction is fetched. But if low, the operand address 
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specified in the address field of the instruction register is 
transferred onto the address bus and consequently fetched. 
 

G. PROGRAM COUNTER 
 

 
 

Figure 9 Program counter 
 

It is a 5-bit general purpose register. The program counter 
points to the next micro instruction to be fetched from the 
memory. In case of an unconditional branch the said address is 
loaded into the program counter for fetching of that 
instruction. Normally, after the fetch cycle is completed the 
program counter is incremented and now thus points to the 
next instruction. 
 

H. DECODER 
 

 
 

Figure 10 Decoder 
 

A decoder provides the proper sequencing of the system. It 
has clock, fetch, clock2, reset, zero instructions and opcode as 
inputs and load_ir, load_pc, mem_rd, mem_wr, load_acc as 
outputs. The zero bit should be set whenever the accumulator 
is zero. 

The decoder issues a series of control and timing signals. 
Depending on the opcode it decodes after it receives from the 
instruction register. The decoder is a simple finite state 
machine which consists of states. During the first state it 
generates control signal for address setup. The address bus is 
setup and the contents of the program counter are transferred 
on to the address bus. The instruction fetch is generated in the 
second state and the instruction is read from the memory with 
the memory read signal and transferred on to the data bus. 
When the third state starts the instruction is loaded with the 
ld_ir being high into the instruction register. The opcode is 
sent to the decoder and the appropriate control and timing 
signals are initiated for the execution cycle. This is done in the 

next state in which it remains idle during the decoding of the 
opcode. 

The fetch cycle ends and the program counter is 
incremented with the inc_pc signal. The execution cycle starts 
and the address is again setup in the fifth state, but this time 
instruction registers address field is loaded onto the address 
bus. The operand is fetched in the sixth state with the mem_rd 
signal being high and the data id is transferred onto the data 
bus and given to the ALU for processing. In the seventh state 
the ALU is given its alu_clock amd in synchronization with 
the falling edge of the clock the respective operation is 
performed. In the last state the decoder issues an ld_acc signal 
to store the result into the accumulator. 
 

IV.  CONVERTING VHDL TO PSPICE 
 

This section will cover how to successfully convert a 
VHDL synthesis model to a working PSPICE part. First, the 
user would have to extract the program to C:\Program Files. 
This part is important because the program will not work 
unless it is extracted to the specified directory. It will create a 
directory in C:\Program Files called VHDL2PSPICE. The 
contents of the folder will show all the necessary files. 

The folders created are Capture Symbols, DelphiExamples, 
Library, and Source. These folders are necessary for the 
program to save the appropriate Capture Model symbols and 
library files. 
- Now, the user should open the Lattice Synplify program. 
Once in the program, click FILE -> NEW -> and start a new 
project. 
The window shown above should pop-up onto the screen. 
- Click Project File and give the project a name. 
- NEXT, a project interface screen will show up. Right click 
on the project and click add source file. 
 

The option should be in the pop-up menu that appears when 
clicking on the project.[8] 

Once the VHDL file is added, the user should now be able 
to view the file in the source window by clicking on the source 
folder and then the file. 
 

A window with line numbers shown above should be shown 
on the screen. However before synthesis, certain conditions 
need to be set up by the user in order for the synthesis to 
properly work. 
- Right click on the icon in the project window that appears 
as a ‘blank screen’. It should be the last item in the project 
window. Click on Implementation options. A window should 
appear with several tabs and options. 
 

Make sure the Technology option is set to LATTICE 
MACH, and the part option is set to MACH111. Click the box 
in the Device Mapping Options window that says “Disable I/O 
insertion.” 

NEXT, go to the implementation tab and click the Write 
Mapped VHDL Net list check box. 
 

After this is done, the program is ready to synthesize. 
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Click the RUN button back on the project menu. On the right 
window, several files will be generated. 
 

We are interested in the gate level VHDL file. This is the 
file with the extension VHM on the right list. 

Double click on the VHM file to view its contents. Once 
there, the file should be saved. Click File-> SAVE AS and 
save the file in C:\ProgramFiles\Vhdl2Pspice\Source. 
- Once the file is saved, the user can now exit the Synplify 
program as it is no longer needed for the conversion. 
NOW, in C:\ProgramFiles\Vhdl2Pspice directory, run the 
Vhdl2Pspice.exe utility. 

A window will pop-up on screen with a button labeled 
“Convert Vhdl 2 Pspice” 

Enter the name of the VHDL file that was saved into the 
SOURCE directory. There is no need to type the extension, 
just the name of the file. 

After OK is clicked, the user should enter the name of the 
top level entity (in this example the device is called 
COUNTER). Click OK again and almost immediately, the 
conversion will take place. The user should see a success 
window appear. 

NOW, the program has created output files that can be used 
in PSPICE. Go to the LIBRARY folder in VHDL2PSPICE to 
view the converted files. The file that the user should look for 
will be the same name, however with the word “copy” starting 
off the filename. The extension of the file is .LIB.  

There is also a file called LIBPOINTER.LIB, which is a 
library file that tells PSPICE where to look for the created 
parts. 

NEXT-> The user should open the PSPICE Model Editor 
program and open the created library file that was converted. 
It should still be found in the VHDL2PSPICE library 
directory. 

Click on the part name to see the structural representation of 
the VHDL code that was converted. 
 

The next part is very important. Click FILE and click 
Export to Capture Part Library. The library file is already 
created, however the program will not know how to display 
the part unless it is properly exported. 
 

Export it to the VHDL2PSPICE library called “Capture 
Symbols”. It is ok to copy the files here because the 
Libpointer.lib file will tell PSPICE where these files are saved. 
 

When the Capture program is opened, the user should be 
able to place the symbol onto the schematic. The part should 
work with PSPICE simulation as well. 
 
The picture above shows the VHDL device successfully 
working in PSPICE. 

V. APPLYING THE CONVERSION STEPS TO THE PROCESSOR 
MODEL 

The next objective will be to successfully synthesize and 
convert the code of each VHDL model to a PSPICE library 
and object file. 
The following files will be converted in this project: 

These files are named pul (which I used the first three 
letters of the creators name) followed by a word that 
represents the part. This makes it easier to follow. 
 
Example 
 

The first file we will synthesize will be the ALU file. The 
file is called pulalu.vhd. This file can be saved anywhere on 
the computer, as the VHDL2PSPICE program will not need 
this. The file that the VHDL2PSPICE will use will be the 
synthesized version. 
 

By following the steps, the first file is synthesized. As can 
be seen on the right window, the file PULALU.VHM has been 
created. This is the file that will be saved to C:\program 
files\vhdl2pspice. Now the synthesis program is finished and it 
is time to run the VHDL2PSPICE program to create a library 
file. 
 

This window shows that we are ready to enter our filename. 
After entering the name of the part, a message box will appear 
and tell the user that the conversion was successful. Note: The 
Entity name must match the entity title located in the VHDL 
file, it cannot be a made up label.  It should be remembered 
that the library file generated will say copy_filename_lib. In 
this case, the filename in the LIBRARY folder is named 
“copypulalu.lib”. Now, the file is ready to be opened with 
PSPICE Model Editor. This program will allow the library file 
to be exported to the Capture Library.  Once in the model 
editor, the copypulalu.lib file should contain one part named 
“alu”.  When exporting to Capture Part Library, the .olb file 
should be exported to the Capture Symbols folder that is a part 
of the VHDL2PSPICE folder.  When placing a part, the 
library will be located in the same capturesymbols directory. 
This is the .olb file and not the .lib file. 
 

A. CONVERTED ALU 
 

 
Figure 11 Converted ALU, [10] 
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This is the converted ALU. The device, just like the VHDL 
model has all of the input/output pins. The only difference is 
the orientation of the 8-bit input/outputs. This circuit can be 
simplified further by placing it into a hierarchal block and 
sending a bus line that covers all 8 bits. This device has an 
ACLK pin, which means that the opcode is read and the ALU 
performs at the RISING edge of the clock. 
 

PINS WHEN 
ASSERTED 

WHEN DE-
ASSERTED 

ACLK Clock trigger Clock trigger 
MDAT 7-
0 

8 bit data code 
(1 or 0 depends 
on data word) 

8 bit data code 
(1 or 0 depends 
on data word) 

OPCD 2-
0 

3-bit opcode 
that determines 
the operation 
the ALU must 
perform 

(same) 

ACOUT 
7-0 

8-bit data 
coming from 
accumulator to 
serve as an 
operand. 

 

ALOUT The 8-bit result 
output from the 
ALU 

 

ZR (zero 
bit) 

ALU result is 
00000000 

ALU result is 
anything other 
than ZERO 

 
Figure 12 ALU assertion chart, [10] 

 
The remaining parts of the processor will be implemented 

using the same steps as the ALU since it is known that the 
program works successfully. 
These parts and their descriptions are shown as follows: 
 

B. CONVERTED CLOCK GENERATOR: 
 

 
Figure 13 Clock Generator, [10] 

 
RSTREQ: (input)Reset pin. Clears clock on high signal. 
Inactive on low signal 
CLK, CLK1, CLK2: Clock generators necessary for 
processing cycles. 

RST: (output) Sends high signal for other components to be 
reset 
FCH: (output) used as interface with program counter. 

C. CONVERTED PROGRAM COUNTER: 

Figure 14 Program Counter, [10] 
 
PCLK: Clock signal is sent to this input pin to allow the PC to 
count upward. 
RST: This line resets the program counter with a high signal 
LDPC: When set to high signal, the program counter sets the 
PC with the value at ADPC 4:0 
ADIR 4:0: The value of PC that is passed to the instruction 
register. 
ADPC4:0: The value that is returned to the PC. 
 

D. CONVERTED INSTRUCTION REGISTER 
 

 
 

Figure 15 Instruction Register, [10] 
 
CLK: The clock pin is necessary for the device works with a 
rising clock edge. 
RST: On a rising clock edge, the Instruction register becomes 
reset 
LDIR: Load Instruction Register. High signal allows the signal 
from the PC to be input into ADIR4:0 
OPCD: This is the three bit operation code used for operations 
of the ALU. 
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E. CONVERTED ACCUMULATOR 
 

 
Figure 16 Accumulator, [10] 

 
CLK: clock pin runs the accumulator, since in theory the 
accumulator is made up of latches. 
RST: Resets the accumulator to an ‘empty state’ 
LDAC: When this pin is asserted the accumulator is loaded 
with the value that flows through ALOUT (input pins) 
ALOUT: This 8-bit set of pins is the data passed from the 
ALU 
ACOUT: This 8-bit set of output pins sends a value to the 
ALU for operation. 

F. CONVERTED DECODER 
 

 
Figure 17 Instruction Decoder, [10] 

 
The decoder contains pins that enable the respective control 
lines. 
 

G. CONVERTED IO BUFFER 
 

 
Figure 18 Input/ Output Buffer, [10] 

 
MRD: Memory Read, allows the data held in the buffer to be 
passed out of MDAT 7:0. 
FCH: Allows the device to be written to with the 8-bit data 
word of ALOUT 7:0 
CLK2: Clock signal that runs the part (rising clock edge) 

H. CONVERTED MULTIPLEXER 
 

 
Figure 19 Multiplexer, [10] 

ADPC 4:0: PC address to be sent to memory and Instruction 
register. 
 

I. CONVERTED MEMORY 
 

 
Figure 20 Memory, [10] 
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J. MODULES INTEGRATED TOGETHER IN PSPICE 
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Figure 21 Modules integrated in PSPICE 

VI. RESULTS 
 
RESULTS FROM VHDL: 
 

 
Figure 22 Output I 

 

 
Figure 22 Output II 

 
RESULTS FROM PSPICE 
 
 

 
Figure 23 Output III 

 
 

     
Figure 21 Output IV 
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VII. CONCLUSION 
The first problem to note was that halfway through the 

components; the synthesis program gave “warnings” yet still 
synthesized the files. These warnings only existed with the IO 
BUFFER, MULTIPLEXER, and MEMORY. The program 
stated that there were illegal statements/declarations. 
However, the parts of the project that were successfully 
synthesized proved to work with the CAPTURE program just 
fine. Another problem lies in the program’s disregard to the 
synthesis errors. When a part is created from the synthesis file, 
the running part will crash the software. This error was not 
fixed, as it wasn’t a PSPICE software error, or an error with 
the VHDL2PSPICE program. The problem existed in the 
VHDL errors. It is not known whether the errors are small or 
large, or whether or not the parts are complete. However, the 
project goal has still been met. VHDL parts can successfully 
be converted to PSPICE and can be displayed and simulated in 
a schematic. Given fully functional code, a complete processor 
would have been assembled and simulated. It is possible to 
connect all of the modules just as the VHDL top module, 
however without working code; there is no reason to attempt 
to simulate the modules. Also, the RISC design provided 
contained no set of pre-programmed code or language. The 
model seemed to only be an empty shell of what a RISC 
processor looks like from an outside perspective. The project 
can be deemed a failure in terms of building a fully functional 
processor, however the bridge between PSPICE and VHDL 
has been met. The knowledge has been gained on how to 
convert the VHDL modules to PSPICE. However the VHDL 
programmer must be sure that the code is fully functional. 
There is no software known as of yet that will convert PSPICE 
to VHDL. 
 

The first problem to note was that halfway through the 
components; the synthesis program gave “warnings” yet still 
synthesized the files. These warnings only existed with the IO 
BUFFER, MULTIPLEXER, and MEMORY. The program 
stated that there were illegal statements/declarations. 
However, the parts of the project that were successfully 
synthesized proved to work with the CAPTURE program just 
fine. Another problem lies in the program’s disregard to the 

synthesis errors. When a part is created from the synthesis file, 
the running part will crash the software. This error was fixed 
with the VHDL program. VHDL parts can successfully be 
converted to PSPICE and can be displayed and simulated in a 
schematic. The fully functional code helped to complete the 
processor and it has been assembled and simulated. It is 
possible to connect all of the modules just as the VHDL top 
module. The knowledge has been gained on how to convert 
the VHDL modules to PSPICE. However the VHDL 
programmer must be sure that the code is fully functional. 
There is no software known as of yet that will convert PSPICE 
to VHDL. 
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Abstract – Many benefits of Building Information Modeling, 
BIM, have been suggested by several authors and by software 
vendors. In this paper we describe an experiment in which two 
groups of designers were observed developing an assigned design 
task. One of the groups used a BIM system, while the other used 
a standard computer-aided drafting system. The results show 
that some of the promises of BIM hold true, such as consistency 
maintenance and error avoidance in the design documentation 
process. Other promises such as changing the design process 
itself seemed also promising but they need more research to 
determine to greater extent the depth of such changes. 

I. RESEARCH PROBLEM 

Building Information Modeling, BIM, is not a new concept. 
Some authors have argued it is not even a technological 
advancement, but rather an “attitude” [1], a chosen method of 
working. Although there may be claims that the term BIM is 
relatively new, let us say 10 years old, the concepts it conveys 
can be traced back to at least 33 years ago [2]. Besides, 
applications which meet the present BIM criteria have been 
marketed for more than 20 years [3] even the term itself have 
been coined much later.  

However, it was only in recent years that implementations 
of such concepts became more significantly popular due to the 
advent of more powerful hardware and their more affordable 
prices. 

The concept of BIM, as defined by Eastman et al in [4] 
refers to a modeling technology and processes that present 
some essential features: the building components are digitally 
represented as objects that include not only geometry but also 
data describing what they are made of and how they behave. 
Their data is represented coordinately in a three-dimensional 
(3D) space so that changes to one view are automatically 
updated in all the other views. The relationships between 
components are parametrically represented [4], so that 
changes to one of them result automatically in changes to all 
the related ones.  

Many benefits from using BIM tools have been suggested 
by several authors [5][6]. However, in this paper we will focus  

in three of the design benefits: earlier and more accurate 
visualizations of a design; the automatic low-level corrections 
when changes are made to a design; the generation of accurate 
and consistent two-dimensional (2D) drawings at any stage of 
the design from a single 3D representation. 

In this context, our main research questions are: can the use 
of BIM tools be associated with changes of human strategy in 
the design process? Do the users of BIM tools adopt different 
design methods if compared with those who use non BIM 
tools? Can the benefits of BIM, such as consistent 
representation and error avoidance, be observed in the practice 
of those who use it? 

II. HYPOTHESIS 

We believe that the traditional design method tends strongly 
to be replaced by a new way of designing when architects 
adopt BIM tools. Designers will predominantly work from 3D 
holistic representations, even if such tools allow for partial 2D 
views to be used, and they will be less prone to 
representational errors and to produce inconsistent design 
documentation. 

III. RESEARCH METHOD  

In this paper we describe an experiment of observing and 
comparing the design methods of two groups of 15 architects 
each: the first group was composed of users of a traditional 
computer-aided drafting tool. The second group was 
composed of users of a BIM tool.  

The first group of architects was composed of regular users 
of the software AutoCAD, while the second one was 
composed of users of the software Revit Architecture (both 
from Autodesk, www.autodesk.com). 

A standard design task was defined and assigned to each of 
the designers in the two groups of users. The experiment was 
designed in order to be simple enough for completion in a 
maximum of one hour and a half and comprehensive enough 
to include a number of day to day architectural design 
situations. 

This task was presented to each user as a set of written 
instructions, rather than through graphic representations. The  
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main reason for that was to preclude the induction of a 
particular type of design strategy by a particular type of 
graphic representation. 

The adopted research method has drawn inspiration from 
several sources, but protocol analysis, as described in [7], was 
the major one. Data about the design method used by each 
user, particularly the representation processes and associated 
thought, for accomplishing with the standard task was 
registered through direct observation, note taking and by 
enquiring the designers during the development of the task. 
This process was aided by the adoption of a standard form 
which contained reminders of the important points to be 
observed.  

The first part of the standard task consisted in designing a 
small tourist information bureau with an area of 24 square 
meters and with a total height of 4.5 meters. It was also 
specified the construction and finishing materials as well as 
the type of structural system to be used. The objective was to 
detect the predominant ways of representing during the design 
process. 

The second part of the standard task consisted of making 
some changes to the initial design, such as changing the height 
and width of the building and changing a door. The objective 
was to track the level of consistency in each architects work 
and verify how prone they would be to unnoticed errors. 

The third part of the task consisted of inserting a block of 
furniture, object or person into the building design. The 
objective was to assess the knowledge of such resources and 
the ability of using parametric blocks if they were available in 
the software at hand. 

The fourth and last part of the standard task consisted of 
generating spreadsheets with non graphic information about 
the produced design. The objective was to assess the ability to 
quickly extract important design and construction information 
such as specification lists, bills of quantities and simulations. 

IV. RESULTS 

The answers given by each architect and the observations 
were consolidated into the Table I shown below:  

 
 

TABLE I 
QUESTIONS AND CONSOLIDATED ANSWERS 

Questions and answers AutoCAD  Revit Arc.  
 # % # % 

1. The knowledge of BIM 

1.1 What is your level of knowledge about BIM – Building Information 
Modeling tools? 
None 15 100.0 5 33.3 
Basic 0 0.0 5 33.3 
Intermediate 0 0.0 0 0.0 

Advanced 
 

0 0.0 5 33.3 

Questions and answers AutoCAD  Revit Arc.  
 # % # % 
1.2 What is your level of knowledge about parametric functions and 
commands? 
None  11 73.3 2 13.3 

Basic 3 20.0 8 53.3 

Intermediate 1 6.7 0 0.0 

Advanced 0 0.0 5 33.3 

2. First part of standard task 

2.1 What graphic products will be developed first to accomplish with the 
task? 2D or 3D? What will be the order of their production?  
Floor plan, cross sections, 
facades, 3D views. 

15 100.0 0 0.0 

3D model and simultaneously 
the floor plan, cross sections, 
perspective views. 

0 0.0 6 40.0 

3D model, 3D views, floor plan, 
cross sections and elevations. 

0 0.0 9 60.0 

2.3 Will the first part of this task (designing a small tourist information 
bureau) be developed only with the software under assessment? 
Yes. 14 93.3 14 93.3 
No. 1 6.7 0 0.0 
Yes, but in the day to day life I 
would take the orthogonal views 
to AutoCAD and the 3D model 
to 3D Studio Max. 

0 0.0 1 6.7 

2.4 What software will be used to help in the development of this first part 
of this task? 
AutoCAD only. 13 86.7 0 0.0 
3D Studio Max 1 6.7 0 0.0 
Sketchup 1 6.7 0 0.0 
Revit Arc. only. 0 0.0 15 100.0 
2.5 Does this software allow for graphic information of the element wall, 
for example, to be associated with non graphic information (physical 
features and behavior)? 
No. 15 100.0 0 0.0 
Yes. 0 0.0 15 100.0 
2.6 What non graphic information could be extracted from the 
representation of the element wall, for example? 
None. 15 100.0 0 0.0 
Materials properties 0 0.0 9 60.0 
The real features of a wall and 
others that might be necessary. 

0 0.0 4 26.7 

Several (physic features, costs, 
manufacturer, identification of 
construction phase, etc.). 

0 0.0 2 13.3 

2.7 Does this software also allow the association of the other elements 
(doors, windows, slabs, etc.) with non graphic information? 
No. 15 100.0 0 0.0 
Yes. 0 0.0 15 100.0 
2.8 Does this software require that non graphic information of building 
components must be defined at the outset of the design process? 
No. 15 100.0 0 0.0 
Yes. 0 0.0 4 26.7 
Yes, but you can choose a 
default or basic option and 
change it later. 

0 0.0 5 33.3 

No, the program allows studies 0 0.0 6 40.0 
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based on generic entities 
without the definition of 
constructive information. 
Questions and answers AutoCAD  Revit Arc.  
 # % # % 
2.9 Did the default library of components have the non graphic 
information needed for the task or they had to be added or configured?  
Not applicable. 15 100.0 - - 
No. - - 2 13.3 
No, they had to be adapted, with 
difficulties. 

- - 2 13.3 

No, they had to be adapted, but 
without difficulties. 

- - 8 53.3 

No, it’s possible to begin with 
generic entities and to specify 
them later. 

- - 1 46.7 

Yes. - - 2 13.3 
2.10 Does this software offer construction components (walls, doors, 
windows, roof tiles, etc.) that fit the specifications of traditional 
construction systems and materials of Brazil as part of its original options? 
Not applicable. 15 - - - 
No. - - 8 53.3 
No, but you gradually build 
your own components. 

- - 5 33.3 

No. This is a great problem, 
particularly with simple 
structural components such as 
concrete beans. 

- - 1 6.7 

Yes, with some initial 
adaptations. 

- - 1 6.7 

2.11 The inclusion of new non graphic information in this software is a 
friendly procedure? 
Not applicable. 15 - - - 
Yes, but the procedure is not 
graphic. It is based on filling 
forms. 

- - 1 6.7 

Yes for the simple information, 
but difficult for complex 
information. 

- - 1 6.7 

Yes. - - 13 86.7 
2.12 Does this software allow the first part of the task to be executed in 
different ways? 
Yes. 2 13.3 10 66.7 
Perhaps. 1 6.7 1 6.7 
Yes, but it is necessary to have 
advanced knowledge and this is 
rarely used. 

1 6.7 0 0.0 

Yes, it is possible to import the 
floor plan from AutoCAD and 
extrude the walls. 

0 0.0 2 13.3 

Yes. In this experiment it was 
used a technique based on 
generic entities that it would not 
be usual. 

0 0.0 2 13.3 

No. 11 73.3 0 0.0 
2.13 Was the set of graphical and non graphic information provided for the 
task enough to complete the first part of the task? 
Yes. 15 100.0 15 100.0 
No. 0 0.0 0 0.0 

3. Second part of standard task 

3.1 What graphic products from the first part of this task will have to be 
individually altered to make the changes required for the task?  

All of them. 15 100.0 0 0.0 
Only the 3D model. 0 0.0 14 

 
93.3 

Questions and answers AutoCAD  Revit Arc.  
 # % # % 
The simple update of the 
product will result in the 
automatic updating of all the 
others. 

0 0.0 1 6.7 

3.2 Briefly, how will the proposed alterations be carried out with this 
software? 
All products from the first part 
will have to be individually 
changed. 

15 100,0 0 0.0 

The 3D model will be altered 
and automatically floor plan, 
cross section, elevations and 
perspectives will be changed. 

0 0.0 9 60.0 

Since everything is linked, one 
needs only to alter it once, be it 
through 2D or 3D view. 

0 0.0 5 33.3 

The internal dimensions will be 
altered through a 2D view of the 
floor plan. The room height will 
be altered in a side view and the 
door will be altered in the 
information box of the element. 

0 0.0 1 6.7 

4. Third part of standard task 

4.1 Does the software offer a good original library of elements in 2D and 
3D? 
No. The software does not have 
its own library. 

15 100.0 0 0.0 

No. The library is too poor. 0 0.0 6 40.0 
It is extensive, but it was not 
built for Brazilian standards and 
the furniture library is not nice. 

0 0.0 1 6.7 

It is simple, but it can be edited. 0 0.0 1 6.7 
No, but it is not necessary more 
than what it offers. 

0 0.0 1 6.7 

No. 0 0.0 5 33.3 
Yes. 0 0.0 1 6.7 
4.2 Have new blocks been made available by the market (Internet, 
industry, etc.)? 
No. 0 0.0 3 20.0 
I don’t know. 0 0.0 4 26.7 
Some are available, but they are 
not of good quality. 

1 6.7 0 0.0 

Yes, through user exchange in 
the Internet. 

3 20.0 3 20.0 

Not in Brazil, but in foreign 
sites. 

0 0.0 2 13.3 

Yes. 11 73.3 3 20.0 
4.3 Is the procedure for inserting blocks simple and friendly? 
Yes. 15 100.0 14 93.3 
Yes. However the basic 
components can be also 
considered blocks. 

0 0.0 1 6.7 

4.4 Can the inserted blocks be associated with non graphic information? 
No. 15 100.0 0 0.0 
I don’t know. 0 0.0 1 6.7 
A few, with restritions. 0 0.0 4 26.7 
yes 0 0.0 10 66.7 
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Questions and answers AutoCAD  Revit Arc.  
 # % # % 
4.5 How much of non graphic information could be associated with the 
inserted blocks? 
Not applicable. 15 - - - 
I don’t know. - - 5 33.3 
It was inserted a wooden bench 
and, besides the dimensions, 
information such as 
manufacturer and cost could be 
included. 

- - 1 6.7 

Did not answer. - - 9 60.0 

5. Fourth part of standard task 

5.1 Does the software have resources to generate automatically additional 
non graphic information, such as spreadsheets, specification lists and bills 
of quantities? 
No. 15 100.0 0 0.0 
Yes, they were easily generated. 0 0.0 2 13.3 
Yes. 0 0.0 13 86.7 
5. 2 What non graphic information was generated in this software? 
Not applicable. 15 - - - 
Several: room areas list, bills of 
quantities, specification lists, 
etc. 

- - 3 20.0 

Several, but I could have 
generated more, if I had more 
time. 

- - 3 20.0 

The project was small, 
therefore, only one spreadsheet 
was generated 

- - 2 13.3 

Did not generate. - - 3 20.0 
Did not answer. - - 4 26.7 

 
We have stated as our first hypothesis the belief that the 

traditional design method tends strongly to be replaced by a 
new way of designing when architects adopt BIM tools. This 
seems to be confirmed by the data collected in our experiment.  

The answers to question 1.1 indicate a lack of knowledge 
about BIM at considerable levels: 66% of the subjects using 
Revit had either no knowledge of BIM or had a basic 
knowledge about it. However, this may indicate a lack of 
theoretical knowledge rather than of an intuitive 
understanding of what a BIM tool allows the designer to do.  

The answers to question 2.1 given by Revit users seem to 
corroborate this view: 60% of the subjects manifest the 
intention of designing from the 3D model and only later taking 
care of 2D representations. This also comes in support to our 
hypothesis that the traditional design method tends strongly to 
be replaced by a new way of designing when architects adopt 
BIM tools.  

One could even argue that the amount of subjects answering 
to this question by saying they are going to use the 3D model 
simultaneously with 2D views, 40%, weakens our hypothesis. 
But this is not true for a number of reasons: firstly, they did 
not say that they were going to work primarily from 2D views, 
but simply that they would use them along with the 3D model. 

Secondly, even when they are seeing their project in a 2D 
view, the data representation remains three-dimensional. A 2D 
view in a BIM tools is not the same of a 2D drawing in a 
standard computer-aided drafting tool. 

The answers to question 2.1 given by the AutoCAD users 
also seem to support our view. This system is obviously a non 
BIM tool, but it provides the means for geometric 3D 
modeling if the user wants to use them. Of course there are 
significant interface problems which discourage AutoCAD 
users from doing 3D modeling in it. The answers given by the 
AutoCAD users to question number 2.4 may be symptomatic 
of this discouragement: even though the sample is relatively 
small two users chose other 3D modelers to overcome 
AutoCAD limitations. However, this again just seems to 
support our view: the use of BIM tools seems indeed related to 
a tendency to design differently from those currently using 
standard computer-aided drafting tools. 

The answers given by the Revit users to questions 2.5 
through 2.7 indicates that, although most of them claim either 
to have never heard of BIM or having only a vague notion of 
what it means (question 1.1), they seem to have a good 
understanding of some of most important features of Building 
Information Modeling, such as the existence of data and 
behavior attached to the geometric objects.   

It seems also from the answer given by Revit users to 
questions 3.1 and 3.2 that the greater control over the design 
process and consistency management is one of the greatest 
attractions of BIM systems. More than 90% of its users 
understood very well this BIM benefit when they answered 
that only the 3D model needed to be redone. 

One of the biggest problems with BIM seems to be the slow 
pace of its library extendibility, particularly for those living in 
emerging economies. Most of BIM tools have native libraries 
based on North American and European standard construction 
components and systems. The answer given by Revit users to 
question 2.10 shows this problem, with 53.3% of subjects 
saying that the native library does not satisfy the needs of the 
Brazilian construction industry. The same problem surfaces 
again in the answers given to question 4.1 where 40% of users 
said the native library was too poor. 

The answers to questions 5.1 and 5.2 indicates that the users 
of BIM tools are greatly aware of some of its essential 
features, particularly the ability to generate valuable non 
graphic information such as bills of quantities, cost estimates 
and specifications lists. 

The design process and consistency management, as 
mentioned before, is central to the BIM approach with 
important implications in the design process. Table II shows 
the implications and results of this in process of making 
changes in an ongoing design process. 
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In the experiment with the user’s samples, three proposed 
changes were required: building dimensions, height and door 
dimensions. Therefore, each modification in a constructive 
element (wall, slab, door and window) was considered um 
step of local change independently from the number of 
commands necessary to execute it. The resulting simplified 
comparison is shown in Table II.   

TABLE II 
REQUIRED NUMBER OF STEPS IN IMPLEMENTING CHANGES 

Design 
Represen-

tation  

Non BIM Software BIM 
Software 

Proposed Changes 
Resul-

ting 
Changes Proposed 

Changes Building 
Dimen-
sions 

Height 
Door 

Dimen-
sion 

Window 
Dimen-
sions 

Floor Plan 2 0 1 1 0 

Cross 
Section 1 2 1 1 1 0 

Cross 
Section 2 2 1 0 1 0 

Front 
Elevation 2 1 1 0 0 

Back 
Elevation 2 1 0 1 0 

Left 
Elevation 2 1 0 0 0 

Right 
Elevation 2 1 0 0 0 

3D Model 2 1 1 1 4 

Subtotal 16 7 5 5 4 

Total  33 steps 4 steps 

 
It is possible to observe that an alteration in the dimensions 

of the building in the BIM system was executed by users 
changing only two walls of the 3D model. The non-BIM 
system required the users to change all the same elements in 
all fragmented representations.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

If all necessary changes required for the task are carried out, 
the numbers of steps in the non-BIM system amounts to 33, 
whilst in the BIM tool to just 4 steps. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

This brings us back to our research question: can the use of 
BIM tools be associated with changes of human strategy in the 
design process? Do the users of BIM tools adopt different 
design methods if compared with those who use non BIM 
tools? We believe that the data collected through our 
experiment and the arguments presented in the previous 
session have shown that our hypothesis is a promising one. 
The traditional design method tends to be replaced by a new 
way of designing when architects adopt BIM tools. The 
designers who use such tools are increasingly working from 
3D holistic models and this makes their work less prone to 
representational inconsistencies or errors.  

There still are lots to be researched in the field of Building 
Information Modeling and a more extensive survey could be 
carried out to investigate the questions raised above in a 
broader way. We reached the conclusion that there is a need 
for a more profound analysis of BIM regarding its influence 
on design creativity, one that could find ways of making it 
more compatible with discovery and innovation.      
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Abstract—We present a multimedia 3D interface to power-
point-like presentations in OpenGL. The presentations of such
kind are useful to demonstrate projects or conference talks with
the demonstration results of a 3D animation, effects, and others
alongside the presentation ‘in situ’ instead of switching between
a regular presentation software to the demo and back – the
demo and the presentation can be one and the same, embedded
together.
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I. INTRODUCTION

We present a re-usable open-source1 framework’s design

and implementation in C++ to prepare slides for OpenGL-

based presentations. We briefly go over the visual and soft-

ware designs and show some examples and argue why one

may want such a framework for their OpenGL [1], [2], [3]

project as opposed to the defacto standard widespread generic

presentation software [4], [5], [6].

II. DESIGN

The design of this OpenGL slide presentation framework

can be split into two parts – the visual and the software. We

briefly discuss both of them in the sections that follow.

A. Visual

The actual visual design aspect of the OpenGL-based slides

is up to a particular “designer”, i.e. the project developer or

artist that prepares the demo together with the main project

concept. The said designer can set up the main colors of the

fonts, the text of the items and the title bar, as well as the

display of frame rate, elapsed time, etc. as needed. The main

body of each slide is the scene being displayed, potentially

with some animation – the design of that scene is completely

determined by the nature of the project’s scene itself and what

is being displayed. The colors of the power points and other

textual widgets, let’s call them tidgets, can be adjusted to

match the main background theme. All textual components,

the tidgets, can be disabled from being displayed such that they

don’t clutter the slide screen if there is something happening

at the main scene of that slide.

1to be officially released, unofficially available

One of such designs in illustrated through some select slides

of an actual presentation. In Figure 1 is an example of the title

slide; in Figure 2 is an example of a table of contents (TOC).

One can see the basic structure of the slides – the slide title is

on the top left corner in bold, followed by navigational help

line on how to move between the slides, and some help on

the default slide control keys at the bottom left, then some

state information about the status of the vertex and fragment

shaders, and the frames per second (FPS) and the elapsed

time metrics tidgets that are updated at run-time, and often

are asked about to be shown while doing demo to show how

efficient (or inefficient) some real-time graphics algorithms

are. Thus far, we have seen “text-only” slides. In Figure 3

is an example of a simple scene with a 3D mesh (that can be

interacted with as instructed on the slide and to turn on the

animation). The slides in Figure 4, Figure 5, Figure 6, and

Figure 7 show progressively the increase of the level-of-detail

(LOD) of the graphical information shown on the slide scene

from that particular project.

B. Software Architecture

We are not going to cover the complete software design and

architecture here as it deserves a separate work to describe

as well as this information is detailed within the project

documentation. We, therefore, concisely go over the essential

core concepts.

Every slide is a scene that can feature its own geometry

hierarchy according to the procedural modeling techniques [7],

lighting setup (if necessary), pixel and vertex shaders [8], [9],

[10], or even custom navigation keys alongside the general

callback controls. We use object-oriented design and imple-

mentation paradigm in C++ with some software engineering

design patterns in place, such as a Composition and Ob-

server [11], [12]. Every slide is a C++ class derived from

Slide. All slides are grouped under a Presentation
class instance, which is a collection of slides. The callback

controls of the OpenGL state machine, such as idle(),

functionKeys(), keyboard(), and mouse() typi-

cally found in OpenGL programs, are also handled by the

Presentation-, and Slide-derived classes. Typically, the

callback handling is done top-down, i.e. the callbacks are

activated in the main() program, which may do any handling
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of its own, then pass the handling to the Presentation
instance, which passes it down to the current slide. This order,

however, is not hardwired, and can be changed depending on

the requirements of a particular project demo. This layout

makes the framework really minimal and easy to integrate

with existing or new OpenGL projects written in C++ to

enhance project demo interaction and illustration right within

the project itself.

The framework as a side bonus has also support for the

vertex and fragment shaders [13], [14], [15], [16] that are now

popular among graphics community of GPU programmers and

beyond that can be enabled and disabled during the demo.

The framework is designed to be source-code portable for

the largest part, i.e. it can compile and produce a runnable

executable in Windows, Linux, and MacOS X platforms, wher-

ever the OpenGL library and a C++ compiler are available. A

corresponding building automation provided in the form of

project, workspace, and Makefiles [17].

Fig. 1. Welcome Slide Example

III. EXAMPLE

One of the examples of the projects that used the framework

is the preliminary real-time hair animation modeling done

by students [18] at the early stages of the development as

a progress report. The figures in this work illustrate the

examples of the framework’s usage from that project (some

select slides). There were overall 11 slides with a variety of

keys and animation options in that presentation. The figures

in this work were processed to be optimized for printing on

the black-and-white printers. The original color scheme had

a black background, teal title and power points, green shader

Fig. 2. TOC Slide Example

Fig. 3. Content Slide Example 1

status at the bottom, general controls in white a bottom-left,

FPS and elapsed time in red at bottom right. The remaining

color scheme depended on a particular scene. The particular

presented slides are described earlier in Section II-A.
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Fig. 4. Content Slide Example 2

IV. CONCLUSION

Through a collection the design concepts, we have presented

a C++-based development framework for OpenGL-based pro-

grams to make power-point-like presentation interfaces to

computer graphics projects (e.g. for students in computer

graphics and beyond), where each slide has a set of navigation

capabilities, power points, and tidgets alike. Additionally, each

slide includes an OpenGL-based scene that can be interacted

with within that slide, with shader support, and other features.

It allows the presenters to integrate their computer graphics

project with their presentation saving demo and presentation

time to illustrate various stages of the project evolution as

well as to demo them. A possible downside of this approach

to presenting OpenGL project is the additional amount pro-

gramming effort required to make and troubleshoot the slides.

While the slides development may require more effort to

produce as they are required to be programmed, they integrate

much better and can express much better the animation and

modeling aspects, even with movies and sounds that OpenGL

and its extensions allow with the demo that other presentation

software tools, such as OpenOffice Impress [4] and Microsoft

Power Point [6] (their power lies in other aspects that we are

not competing with) cannot allow seamless integration with

one’s own projects while giving the presenter all of the control

and interactivity they need.
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Fig. 5. Content Slide Example 3

V. FUTURE WORK

There are a number of items to improve on in the framework

to make it more usable and to validate it further with a variety

of projects the authors are involved in:

• Allow for XML-based or .properties based configuration

files to be imported and exported to generate the slide

content and instantiate the appropriate scene, i.e. to

reduce the programming effort required thereby making

the OpenGL Slide Framework more accessible to non-

programmers (e.g. majority users of major 3D modeling

software packages such as Maya, Blender, 3DS Max,

etc.).

• Add an optional GLUI interface [19] for navigation and

control when not in the full-screen mode.

• Further streamline code and make an official open-source

release on SourceForge.net.

• Extend the framework to other languages that support

OpenGL, e.g. Java, Python, and others by providing the

corresponding interfacing code.

• Provide export functions to allow exporting presentations

as a sequence of images automatically.

• Integrate the framework with CUGL [20].

• Make the Softbody Simulation Framework [21], [22],

[23] demonstration as a set of OpenGL slides and provide

the means of integration of the two projects.
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Fig. 6. Content Slide Example 4
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Abstract-In this paper we will apply a SEC-DED code to the 

cache level of a memory hierarchy. From the category of SEC-
DED (Single Error Correction Double Error Detection) codes we 
select the Hsiao code. The Hsiao code is a odd-weight-column 
SEC-DED code. For correction of single-bit error we use a 
syndrome decoder, a syndrome generator and the check bits 
generator circuit. 

1. Introduction.    
 There are many possible fault types in cache memories (that 

reduce the reliability): Permanent faults (Stuck-at, Short, Open-line, 
Bridging, Stuck-open, Indetermination), Transient faults, and 
Intermittent faults, [1]. Anothert metod to solve the problem of faults 
is the method of testing/correcting errors inside the chip, [2]. If we 
will use a error correcting code inside the chip, we will obtain  
memory chips with high reliability, low cost and greater memory 
capacity, [3]. We must give a special attention, if we use this 
technique, at the size of the memory chip when we test and correct 
the memory cells, and we must take count of additional cells for 
testing bits, [4], [5]. Correction of single error in the cache level of a 
memory hierarchy, is a correction of single error at parallel transfer 
and data memorizing, this correction can be done using the scheme 
presented in figure 3.  

In figure 1, we present a typical memory hierarchy. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1 Memory hierarchy 
In modern computer systems, at the cache level of the memory 

hierarchy, we can succesfuly apply multiple error correction codes. 
This codes for detection and correction of errors are added to 
memories to obtain a better dependability. In high speed memories 
the most used codes are Single bit Error Correcting and Double bit 
Error Detection codes  (SEC-DED), [6]. This codes can be 
implemented in parallel as linear codes for this type of memories. We 
have choose this Hsiao code, because his properties. An important 
application of this code is in recovery from multiple errors. This is 
done with an automatic reconfiguration technique that uses the 

concept of address skewing to disperse such multiple errors into 
correctable errors. The Hsiao code is a modified Hamming code, 
with an odd-weight-column, because every H matrix column vector 
is odd weight. This code has the minimum number of 1’s in the H 
matrix, which makes the hardware and the speed of the 
encoding/decoding circuit optimal. Matrix H is presented above in 
figure 2.  
 
2. Block diagram of a cache memory  

  
În figure 2.a) is presented the block diagram of cache memory. 

This block diagram is presented because we want to present how is 
splited the cache memory in two parts. First part presented in figure 
2.a) is the cache Tag memory (also named Tag RAM), and the 
second   
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Figure 2.a) 

part, presented in figure 2. b) is the cache RAM memory. 
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For the Cache RAM part of the cache memory we will use a 
(39,32,7), Hsiao code, this code has 7 control bits and 32 data useful 
bits. For this code (39,32,7), we have k = 7 control bits, u = 32 useful 
(data) bits and the total number of code is t = 39. In this case for 
correcting single bit error, between this two values, u and  k, we have 
satisfied the condition , 2k >u+k+1. Usualy it is enough a number of 
k= 6 control bits, but we will use k = 7 control bits, the last bit is 
used for double bit error detection. 
The Hsiao code used for the part of cache RAM, is defined by matrix 
H, given by (1): 

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡

=

1110110100010010011100001110001
1110011010011001001110000011000
1101001101001100100111000101100
1101000110100110010011100010110
0111100011010011000001110001011
0011010001101001100000111000101
1011101000100100111000011100010

01000000
10100000
00010000
00001000
00000100
10000010
10000001

H

  

(1) 
Figure 3. Hsiao Matrix 

3. Applying SEC-DED code to cache RAM 
A typical codeword, of this matrix has the folowing form:  
u=(c0c1c2c3c4c5c6u0u1u2u3u4u5u6u7u8u9u10u11u12u13u14u15u16u17u1

8u19u20u21u22u23u24u25u26u27u28u29u30u31) and has parities in 
position 1,2,3,4,5,6 and 7 and data bits elsewhere (from position 8 to 
39).  We have select for matrix H, this placement for 1’s and 0’s to 
obtain well-balanced equations for control  bits. H matrix has on first 
six rows and six columns a unit matrix, and in continuare this matrix 
is constructed fromn columns with odd number of 1’s and is equal to 
3 or 5.  

Control bits are calculated by the parity equations: 

c0=u0⊕u2⊕u6⊕u7⊕u8⊕u13⊕u14⊕u15⊕u18⊕u21⊕u25⊕u27⊕u28⊕u29⊕u31 

c1=u0⊕u1⊕u3⊕u7⊕u8⊕u9⊕u15⊕u16⊕u19⊕u21⊕u22⊕u26⊕u28⊕u29 

c2=u1⊕u2⊕u4⊕u8⊕u9⊕u10⊕u16⊕u17⊕u20⊕u22⊕u23⊕u27⊕u28⊕u29⊕u30 

c3=u2⊕u3⊕u5⊕u9⊕u10⊕u11⊕u14⊕u17⊕u18⊕u21⊕u23⊕u24⊕u28⊕u30⊕u31      (2) 

c4 = u3⊕u4⊕u6⊕u10⊕u11⊕u12⊕u15⊕u18⊕u19⊕u22⊕u24⊕u25⊕u28⊕u30⊕ u31 

c5 = u0⊕u4⊕u5⊕u11⊕u12⊕u13⊕u15⊕u19⊕u20⊕u23⊕u25⊕u26⊕u29⊕u30⊕ u31 

c6 = u1⊕u5⊕u6⊕u7⊕u12⊕u13⊕u14⊕u17⊕u20⊕u24⊕u26⊕u27⊕u29⊕u30⊕u31            

The decoding of a received vector uses the syndrome equations, 
which are based on (2), and are given as follows (3): 

s0=c0⊕u0⊕u2⊕u6⊕u7⊕u8⊕u13⊕u14⊕u15⊕u18⊕u21⊕u25⊕u27⊕u28⊕u29⊕u31 

s1 = c1⊕u0⊕u1⊕u3⊕u7 ⊕u8⊕u9⊕u15⊕u16⊕u19⊕u21⊕u22⊕u26⊕u28⊕u29 

s2 = c2⊕u1⊕u2⊕u4⊕u8⊕u9⊕u10⊕u16⊕u17⊕u20⊕u22⊕u23⊕u27⊕u28⊕u29⊕u30 

s3 =c3⊕u2⊕u3⊕u5⊕u9⊕u10⊕u11⊕u14⊕u17⊕u18⊕u21⊕u23⊕u24⊕u28⊕u30⊕u31     (3) 

s4 = c4⊕u3⊕u4⊕u6⊕u10⊕u11⊕u12⊕u15⊕u18⊕u19⊕u22⊕u24⊕u25⊕u28⊕u30⊕u31 

s5 = c5⊕u0⊕u4⊕u5⊕u11⊕u12⊕u13⊕u15⊕u19⊕u20⊕u23⊕u25⊕u26⊕u29⊕u30⊕u31 

s6 = c6⊕u1⊕u5⊕u6⊕u7⊕u12⊕u13⊕u14⊕u17⊕u20⊕u24⊕u26⊕u27⊕u29⊕u30⊕u31 

We will apply this SEC-DED code to cache RAM memory of the 
system with the capacity of 128K x 8 bits. When we will read the 
information from the cache RAM, we will read the useful data bits 
(u0 u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 u6 u7 u8  u9  u10 u11 u12 u13 u14 u15 u16 u17 u18 u19 u420 u21 
u22 u23 u24  u25  u26 u27 u28 u29 u30 u31) and also the control bits (c0 c1 c2 
c3 c4 c5). We will implement with XOR gates, the equations (2). We 
will generate the control bits c0’ c1’ c2’ c3’ c4’ c5’ and c6’, from data 
bits that we have read from the cache Tag. For example, to generate 
the control bit c0’, we will use the equation:   

c0’=u0⊕u2⊕u6⊕u7⊕u8⊕u13⊕u14⊕u15⊕u18⊕u21⊕u25⊕u27⊕u28⊕u29⊕ u31, 

and to implement this equation we will use 14 XOR gates with 2 
inputs, situated on four levels, aspect presented in figure 4. We will 
do in the same mode to generate all control bits,  c1’, c2’, c3’, c4’, c5’, 
c6’. The generated control bits (c0’ c1’ c2’ c3’ c4’ c5’ c6’) are compared 
with control bits that we have read from the cache RAM (c0 c1 c2 c3 c4 
c5 c6), also with 2 input XOR gates, and we get as result syndrome 
equations:  s0 = c0  ⊕ c0’, s1 = c1 ⊕ c1’, s2 = c2 ⊕ c2’, s3 =  c3 ⊕ c3’, s4 = 
c4 ⊕ c4’, s5 = c5 ⊕ c5’, s6 = c6⊕c6’. We will connect 7 NOT gates, on 
each syndrome line, and we will construct with 32 AND gates with 7 
inputs, the syndrome decoder. The equations to built the syndrome 
decoder are: 

6543210
,
0 s · s ·sss  u ss ⋅⋅⋅⋅=  

654321
,
1 s · s · su 0 ssss ⋅⋅⋅⋅=   

6543210
,
2  · · s · s · u sssss ⋅⋅=   

654310
,
3 s · s s ·  s ·  s 2u ⋅⋅= ss     

6543210
,
3  · s · s ··s   u ssss ⋅⋅=      

6543210
,
5 s · s ·s · s · ·   u sss ⋅=   

6543210
,
6  · s u ssssss ⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅=   

65432 10
,
7 s · · ·s · s u ssss ⋅⋅=   

65432 10
,
8  · ·s ·s · s u ssss ⋅⋅=  

6543210
,
9  · s · s u sssss ⋅⋅⋅⋅=   

6543210
,
10  ·s  s · u sssss ⋅⋅⋅⋅=   

6543210
,
11  ·s s  u sssss ⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅=    

6543210
,
12 s s  · u sssss ⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅=     

6543210
,
13 s  · s u sssss ⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅=    

6543210
,
14 s · · s ·  · u sssss ⋅⋅=  

6543210
,
15  ·s  ·  su sssss ⋅⋅⋅⋅=   

6543210
,
16  s · s · u sssss ⋅⋅⋅⋅=   (4) 

654321017 s · · s   · u sssss ⋅⋅⋅=  

654321018  · s   · s  u sssss ⋅⋅⋅⋅=  

6543210
,
19  s · s · u sssss ⋅⋅⋅⋅=    

 s · s · u 6543210
,
20 sssss ⋅⋅⋅⋅=   

6543210
,
21  ··  s s u sssss ⋅⋅⋅⋅=   
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65432 10
,
22  · s  ·s ·s  ··u ssss ⋅⋅=    

6543210
,
23  ·s  s · u sssss ⋅⋅⋅⋅=     

6543210
,
24 s · s  u ⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅= sssss    

6543210
,
25  · s  su sssss ⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅=     

6543210
,
26 s  · s u sssss ⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅=     

 6543210
,
27 s · ·s · · s u ssss ⋅⋅=   

65432 10
,
28  · s ·s ·s ·s · s u ss⋅=     

6 5432 10
,
29 s ·s  ·s ·s · s u ⋅⋅= ss   

6543210
,
30 s s  s · u ⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅= ssss     

6543110
,
31 s s   u ⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅= sssss   

We will connect the output of AND gates to an input of an XOR 
gate, the second input of the gate has the data bit read from the cache 
Tag. To correct the data bits we will use 32 XOR gates with 2 inputs, 
this correction is realised with the following equations:  

u0cor= u0  ⊕ u0’ ,  
u1cor= u1  ⊕ u1’,  
u2cor= u2  ⊕ u2’,  
u3cor= u3  ⊕ u3’,  
u4cor= u4  ⊕ u4’,      
u5cor= u5  ⊕ u5’,  
u6cor= u6  ⊕ u6’,  
u7cor= u7  ⊕ u7’     
u8cor= u8  ⊕ u8’ ,  
u9cor= u9  ⊕ u9’,  
u10cor= u10  ⊕ u10’,  
u11cor= u11  ⊕ u11’, 
u12cor= u12  ⊕ u12’,  
u13cor= u13  ⊕ u13’,  
u14cor= u14  ⊕ u14’ 
u15cor= u15  ⊕ u15’   (5) 
u16cor = u16 ⊕ u16’,  
u17cor = u17 ⊕ u17’,  
u18cor = u18 ⊕ u18’,  
u19cor = u19 ⊕ u19’,     
u20cor = u20 ⊕ u20’,  
u21cor = u21 ⊕ u21’,  
u22cor = u22 ⊕ u22’      
u23cor = u23 ⊕ u23’ ,  
u24cor = u24 ⊕ u24’,  
u25cor = u25 ⊕ u25’,  
u26cor = u26 ⊕ u26’, 
u27cor = u27 ⊕ u27’,  
u28cor = u28 ⊕ u28’,  
u29cor = u29 ⊕ u29’ 
u30cor = u30 ⊕ u30’ 
u31cor = u31 ⊕ u31’ 

We generate the Hsiao matrix, so that the column vectors 
corresponding to useful information bits to be different one from 

other. In figure 4 we will use three shift registers and one exclusive-
or gate to implement the Hamming matrix. We present in 
figure 4 a scheme used for single error correction. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Figure 4. Single error correction scheme 

If we write in cache RAM memory the control bits are generated 
from useful data bits, and they are obtained from data bus using (2), 
in cache RAM memory we will write codewords with followimg  :  

u=(c0c1c2c3c4c5c6u0u1u2u3u4u5u6u7u8u9u10u11u12u13u14u15u16u17u18u19 

u20u21u22u23u24u25u26u27u28u29u30u31). 

3. Implementation with FPGA Xilinx circuits of Hsiao code to the    
cache RAM memory. 

 
In this part we will implement the error correction scheme from 
figure 4, with FPGA Xilinx circuits. The designing process with 
FPGA Xilinx circuits is fast and efficient. Internl structure of a  
FPGA circuit is has a matrix composed from Configurable Logic 
Blocks (CLB) and Programable Switch Matrices (PSM), sourended 
by I/O pins.  

 
Figure 5. 
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Programable internal structure include two configurable elements: 
Configurable Logic Blocks, with functional elements and implement 
the designed logical structure and Input Output Blocks (IOB), witch 
realise the interface between internal signals and the outside of 
circuit, using pins. The logical function realised by CLB is 
implemented by static configuration memory. In figure 5 are 
presented elements of a Configurable Logic Block (CLB). In this 
figure, we can observe that CLB block is not configurate, the 
connections between block will be figurated after the implementation 
of scheme from figure 4. . 
 

 

. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. 
We have implemented the Hsiao code (39,32,7), for cache RAM 
memory, with FPGA Xilinx circuits from XC4000 family. This 
implementation is presented în figures 6, 7 şi 8.  In figure 6 we can 
observe board covering with CLB’s and also the connections 
between CLB’s. 
In figure 7 we can observe a part of CLB’s and the connections 
between CLB’s.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. 

In figure 8 we have a Configuration Logic Block (CLB) configurated 

with Xilinx program.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Figure 8. 
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Figure 9 

We can observe in figure 9, that if we increase the number of data 
bits of Hsiao code, the overhead is decreasing. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
         In the first implemetation of cache RAM memory with 
capacity 8K x 8 bits, without Hsiao code, we have 2 groups of 
2 memory circuits and each circuit store 4 bits, so we will 
store 4 bits  x 2 circuits = 8 bits. In second implementation of 
cache RAM with Hsiao code, we have 2 circuits that store 5 
bits (4 data bits and one parity bit), and 2 circuits that stores 6 
bits  (4 data bits and 2 parity bits), so we will store 10 bits + 
12 bits = 22 bits. In this case we have an overhead of 27,27 % 
is obtained from the next calculus (22-16)x100/22= 27,27 %, 
[7]. Overhead induced by the supplementary circuits for the 
error correction (AND gates, NOT gates, XOR gates, OR 
gates, is 6,25 %, this result is obtained with from Xilinx using 
a report named map.mrp, this report can give us the number of 
CLB used for implementation, from total number of CLB. In 
our case the implementation of Hsiao code use 64 CLB’s from 
a total number of 1024 CLB’s (Number of CLBs  64 out of 
1024). 
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Abstract – This work is devoted to problems of testing many 
programs using various testing tools of different origin. We 
present a distributed system, called Tester, which manages and 
automates testing process. The system is based on client-server 
architecture and integrates testing tools, including commercial 
tools, open-source and own applications. It uses repository for 
storing projects to be tested and database with test results. 
Different performance issues concerning test automation are 
discussed and experimentally evaluated. The system was used in 
mutation testing of C# programs using object-oriented mutation 
operators, in experiments investigating the relation between line 
and assembly instruction coverage on the set of C++ programs, 
and statistic analysis of different program characteristics. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Software testing is counted as a very labor-consuming 
activity in the software development. Much effort is devoted 
into developing various testing techniques and tools [1]. 
However many of them are still not much widely adopted 
throughout industry [2]. According to surveys [3] knowledge 
on the importance of testing in general and unit testing in 
particular seem low. Developers prefer using simple 
methodologies and tools, also new approaches should be kept 
simple and easy to learn – (KISS) Keep It Simple Stupid. 

Full automatic testing is recognized as a one of the main 
target ideas in the testing research roadmap [4]. Automation in 
software testing can be applied in three main areas: 
administration of testing process, tests execution and test cases 
generation [5]. In this paper, we consider only automation of 
two first areas. It is especially important for dealing with huge 
number of test runs and test data. Effective management of test 
resources, like projects under tests, testing scripts and test 
results, has a big influence on requirements on the system 
performance. 

Besides the test automation and test execution performance, 
this paper addresses the problem of integration of testing tools 
[5]. There are many comprehensive testing environments 
providing different testing tools, but usually originating from 
the same vendor. Such commercial systems are often not 
flexible enough to integrate easily with the tools of different 
origin. The most problems arise, when different kinds of tools, 
i.e. commercial or open-source ones, should effectively 
cooperate. 

Most testing activities carried on in industry involve 
retesting already tested code to ascertain that changes did not 
adversely affect system correctness [2]. Therefore, using 

regression testing, often the same test suites are run many 
times, and the code of consecutive projects under tests differ 
only a little. Similar needs encounter when mutation testing is 
performed [6]. Mutation testing is a very labor-intensive 
activity. It requires an automated tool support for generation of 
mutated programs (so-called mutants) and for tests evaluation. 
The number of created mutants depends on the selected mutant 
operators that specify the kind of inserted mistakes of 
programmers. In typical experiments there can be many 
(hundreds, thousands) of mutants. 

Facing the above mentioned problems, a system, called 
Tester, has been developed [7], which supports execution of 
tests. It was designed as a distributed environment integrating 
different testing tools. The integrated tools can be commercial, 
open-source or our developed tools. The general feature of the 
Tester is its flexibility and extensibility. The system was 
intended as a labor-saving support in different testing 
activities.  

The implemented version of Tester environment integrates 
tools for code coverage, performance and static analysis, unit 
testing. It supports automatic testing process, in particular 
regression testing and mutation testing. It can be used for 
programs written in different languages, like C++, C#, Java. 
Test results of different programs obtained from different tools 
can be analyzed with statistic methods.  

The system includes also specialized applications, like 
HNunit and C++ Coverage Analyzer that combine test results 
of different tools. HNUnit (Hybrid NUnit) perform unit and 
coverage tests of a program. C++ Coverage Analyzer 
compares code coverage in assembler instructions level and 
source line level taking into account C++ programs [8]. 

Two kinds of experiments will be discussed in the paper. 
The first group of experiments concerned performance analysis 
of Tester environment components and cooperating tools. 
Taking into account the Tester environment, the efficiency 
analysis of distributed system configurations, repository 
communication protocol, and usage of HNUnit was performed. 
The results can be used for the effective application of the 
system. 

The second group of experiments illustrated the application 
of the system in different tasks of software testing. Mutation 
testing of several C# programs was performed using object-
oriented mutation operators. On that basis the qualities of test 
suites were evaluated. Experiments of other programs 
concerned statistical analysis of C++ programs code coverage. 
Assembly instruction coverage and line coverage were 
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compared showing a significant discrepancy of results. Finally, 
performance analysis in regression testing and statistic analysis 
of program profiles and performance measures were 
performed.  

The Tester environment, its architecture, processes and 
realization are presented in the next section. In Section III we 
discuss the performance evaluation of the system, comparing 
different configurations, communication protocols and 
different testing tools. Next, the application of the system is 
illustrated by various testing experiments. Section V concludes 
the paper. 

II.  TESTER ENVIRONMENT  

This section describes architecture and processes of Tester 
environment and its exemplary realization. 

A. Tester architecture 
General requirements of the Tester system were dealing with 

the integration of different test tools, high system flexibility, 
and efficient support for the test automation [7]. 

The Tester system was designed using modular client-server 
architecture. Several communicating modules of the system 
realize different tasks. This solution allowed distributing 
system modules among different computers, in order to 
improve efficiency of task realization.  

The system consists of the following basic modules: system 
server, project repository, data base server and system clients. 
System server module is responsible for fetching a project 
under test from the project repository, performing tests of the 
project using selected testing tools, receiving test results and 
storing them to the data base of test results. 

The Tester system can include various client modules, a 
general purpose client, as well as clients dedicated for the 
specialized kinds of tests. A client module prepares projects 
for testing, delivers them to the repository that stores projects 
and presents test results to a user. 

The general structure of the system server is shown in Fig. 1. 
A structure of a system client is very similar to the server’s 
one. The server and any client have many common sub-
modules, but use different parts of the functionality of these 
sub-modules. 

 
Fig. 1. Architecture of the system server.  

 

Sets of projects under test are stored in the project 
repository. For any project, only its first version is stored in the 
repository as entire code. Further versions of the same project 
are identified by the changes. Using such repository we can 
spare memory needed for storing of programs. It is especially 
beneficial when many versions of the same project have to be 
stored, like for example in regression testing or mutation 
testing.  

Test results are stored in a separate data base. The data base 
can be asynchronously accessed (locally or remotely) by many 
system clients. This solution supports parallel execution of 
different test tasks and therefore assures good system 
performance. 

The Tester system cooperates with different external tools, 
(Sec. II.C). The architecture is open for the usage of different 
kinds of tools, taking advantage of existing solutions, as much 
as possible. In order to automate the testing processes of many 
programs, we selected such variants of tools that are run in the 
console (batch) mode. It allowed limiting the necessary 
interaction with a user to the preparation phases of a testing 
task, without time-consuming assistance during its realization. 

B. Tester processes 
In the Tester environment three main processes can be 

distinguished: 
1) preparation of test projects and scripts, 
2) test realization, 
3) presentation and statistical evaluation of results. 

During the first process the projects to be tested are prepared 
and stored in the project repository. A given directory, placed 
on a disc, in web resources, or on any other storage, can be 
automatically searched and projects to be tested are selected. A 
user can accept all projects found during the search procedure 
or a subset of them. A selected project can be supplemented 
with additional information about the project type, its 
arguments, directories with test files, etc. All these data are 
recorded in a script that can be used for running and testing the 
given project. Projects and their scripts are stored in the project 
repository.  

The second, main system process consists of the following 
steps: 

a) fetching of a set of projects from the repository, 
b) selecting of testing tools, 
c) testing the projects using given tools, test scripts, test 

data, etc. 
d) storing of test results in the data base. 
Once the Tester system is informed about selected projects 

and testing tools, other activities are preformed in an automatic 
way. The testing process is supported by the test scripts. 
Various testing tools are run in the console mode (batch 
mode). Therefore a big number of tested programs can be 
executed without user assistance.  

The third process of the Tester system is responsible for 
processing of test results. A user can select sets of test results 
stored in the data base. Statistic calculations pointed out by the 
user are performed on given data sets. The results can be 
interpreted and presented to a user in a textual or graphical form. 
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C. System realization 
The Tester system integrates different commercial, open-

source and our own tools for testing programs. They support 
code coverage and performance analysis, unit testing, and 
automation of testing process, especially for regression and 
mutation testing. The projects of different platforms, like C++, 
.NET and Java were foreseen for testing. 

The current version of Tester system cooperates with the 
following tools: 

- IBM Rational PureCoverage [9] - measuring function and 
line coverage of programs, 

- IBM Rational Purify [9] - searching for program errors 
during static analysis,  

- IBM Rational Quantify [9] - measuring program execution 
times and program profiles of one- and multithreaded 
programs,  

- Golden Runner (a part of FITS tool [10]) - providing 
assembly instruction coverage of C++ programs, 

- CoverageAnalyzer [8] - integrating different analyzers for 
C++ programs and combining their outcomes (line coverage, 
assembly instruction coverage and fault injection results).  

- NUnit [11] - executing unit tests for programs of .NET 
platform (e.g. C# programs), 

- HNUnit - a hybrid tool combining functionality of NUnit 
and PureCoverage. 

Apart from testing tools, the Tester system uses other 
general purposes tools. A system module for storing projects to 
be tested is based on SVN repository [12]. A data base for 
keeping test results was built using MS SQL Server. Statistic 
calculations are performed with help of GNU Octave program 
[13]. We can calculate for example mean values, standard 
deviation, variance, covariance, Pearson, Spearman and 
Kendal correlation coefficients, as well as different statistic 
tests, like Kolomogorov-Smirnow, Chi-quadrat, Kruskall-
Wallis, Wilcoxon, t-Student, Mann Whitney [14]. Results of 
these calculations can be graphically presented using GNU 
Plot tool.  

In order to automate the testing process, for all programs 
their variants with console interfaces or API were used. 

One of a Tester client was dedicated for the automation of 
mutation testing. Mutation technique can be used for selecting 
effective test cases, for investigating the quality of software 
with available test suites, and for comparing the effectiveness 
of testing methods [6, 15-17]. Mutations are simple changes 
inserted into a source code. A modified program, so-called 
“mutant”, can be further tested with given test cases. Well 
designed test suite should detect an error and “kill” the mutant. 
If the mutant was not killed, either error detecting capabilities 
of the test suite are not good enough, or the mutant is an 
equivalent one. An equivalent mutant has the same behavior 
and generates the same output as the original program, and 
cannot be killed by any test case.  

The specialized Tester client cooperates with the Cream tool 
[18], a system for creation of mutated programs in C# 
language. The Cream system is the first tool that can generate 
mutated C# programs using object-oriented mutation 

operators. The generated mutants can be stored in the project 
repository. The Tester runs the mutants for the given unit test 
suites. Test results are delivered to the data base. Next, the test 
results are compared with the oracle data generated by the 
original program. Comparison of results shows whether the 
test run had detected a mutation introduced in the program (i.e. 
killed the mutant) or not. 

III.  PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF TESTER 

This section discusses different experiments devoted to 
performance evaluation of the Tester environment.   

A. Environment distribution 
The advantage of the distributed architecture is possibility of 

placing system modules on different computers. System 
modules, like the Tester system server, the data base server, 
the repository, and any system client can be run in many 
possible configurations. For example, each module runs on a 
different computer, a pairs or triples of modules on the same 
computer, etc. The distribution of tasks should allow realizing 
the testing processes in more effective way than running on a 
single computer. However, using different computers the 
bigger communication overhead should be taken into account. 

The influence of system configuration on the system 
performance was examined. We made some experiments in 
which the basic configurations were compared. In order to 
limit the number of possible configurations, the considered 
systems included only one client module. Three examined 
configurations are shown in Fig. 2. Each configuration consists 
of two computers, A and B, on which the system is allocated. 
In the first configuration, all but one module are placed on 
computer A, only the client module runs on computer B. In the 
second configuration the tasks are distributed more equally, 
two tasks (system server and project repository) run on 
computer A and the remaining two tasks run on computer B. 
Finally, in the last case the system server runs separately on 
one computer, whereas the client, test data base and project 
repository are situated on computer B.  

 
Fig. 2. Comparison of three configurations. 

 
The impact of system configuration on the execution time 

was experimentally evaluated. Therefore the same bundle of 
tasks was realized three times using above configurations. 
Mutated programs (all projects and a series of variants 

ComputerA 
- Tester system server 
- data base server 
- repository 

Computer B 
- Tester system client 

Computer A 
- Tester system server 
- repository 

Computer B 
- Tester system client 
- data base server 

Computer A 
- Tester system server 

Computer B 
- Tester system client 
- data base server 
- repository 

1)

2)

3)
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reflecting program changes) were stored in the repository. 
Each mutant was taken from the repository and tested with a 
given set of unit tests. Results were compared against an oracle 
and stored in the data base. The total execution times were 
measured and compared. Both computers in all experiments 
were dedicated only for the Tester purposes and did not 
realized any others applications.  

Results of experiments showed that the system distribution 
has a significant influence on the performance. The execution 
time was the longest for the first configuration (average task 
execution time about 62 sec). The slightly better result was 
obtained for the second configuration (61 sec on average). The 
execution time was evidently shorter for the third 
configuration (about 47 sec, improvement of 24%). In this case 
only Tester system server run on computer A, all other tasks 
were situated on the second computer. 

B. Communication with project repository 
The important performance factor is communication time 

between the repository that stores projects to be tested and 
other system modules. There are two possible situations, 
depending on the system configuration. Either the SVN 
repository is placed on the same computer as such a Tester 
module that interacts with the repository (so-called local 
communication), or the repository and the module are on 
different computers (remote communication). Local 
communication can be realized using one of three 
communications protocols: “file”, “svn”, or “http”. “File” 
protocol can be used only if the system components are placed 
on the same computer. Two remaining protocols need 
additional software, but they can be used also in case of remote 
communication. In order to communicate using “svn” protocol, 
the SVN server should be running on the given computer. 
Usage of “http” protocol requires installation of Apache server 
and special facilities of SVN program.  

Influence of the communication protocol on the system 
performance was compared. Average times of fetching projects 
from the repository were measured (Fig. 3, 4). If both modules 
are on the same computer and communication can be local, 
usage of “file” protocol was the quickest. The biggest time 
overhead was observed when “http” protocol was used. 
However, in general case the remote communication is 
necessary and “file” protocol cannot be used. In this case, 
“svn” protocol gave the shortest times, but results for “http” 
protocol were only slightly worse (19 s, and 22 s, accordingly). 
It should be noted, that for “svn” and “http” protocol the times 
of remote communication were even better than those for local 
communication.  

Summing up, the experiments showed that we could 
effectively use a remote project repository if necessary. If 
possible, “svn” protocol was used in subsequent test 
experiments. Although differences between the protocols are 
not big, they are of some importance especially when many 
(e.g. thousands) of projects are processed during test 
experiments. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Average execution times for local communication. 

 
Fig. 4. Average execution times for remote communication. 

 

C. Performance evaluation of HNunit 
NUnit tool [11] can be used for running unit tests of 

programs for .NET platform. Tested programs with the sets of 
their unit tests are executed under control of NUnit. During 
testing process, information about test library (stored in *.dll 
file) and a reference to the module under test are delivered. 
Test execution is performed using the reflection mechanism. 
However, if the code coverage should be also measured the 
PureCoverage tool takes an executable task as an input 
argument. Taking NUnit as an argument, the obtained result 
refers to the NUnit program and test library, but not to the 
program under test.  

In order to solve this problem, HNUnit tool (a hybrid NUnit) 
was created. HNUnit uses the modules of NUnit, but it allows 
performing unit tests and measuring of the code coverage of a 
tested program. The performance of this solution was 
evaluated in experiments. We compared times of unit tests 
execution performed by original NUnit and the times of the 
same functionality realized by HNUnit. In experiments about 
100 of mutated programs of Castle.Dynamic.Proxy were tested 
with unit tests [7]. The average times were shorter for HNunit 
(about 1.4 s) in comparison to NUnit (2.3 s). The experiment 
results confirmed that the usage of HNUnit that combined two 
tools was justified; we achieved the desired functionality and 
the performance was improved.  

IV.  SOFTWARE TESTING EXPERIMENTS  

Different testing experiments were performed with support 
of the Tester environment [7,19]. In this section, we present 
several kinds of them and the results obtained during these 
experiments.  
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A. Mutation testing of C# programs 
One of Tester clients was specialized for cooperation with 

the Cream testing tool [18]. Using the Cream system mutated 
C# programs with the selected object-oriented faults can be 
generated.  

Integration of Cream system and Tester environment helped 
in dealing with several problems. The first one is storing of 
many mutated programs. Mutants are similar versions of the 
same project. Therefore they can be effectively stored in the 
project repository, one of Tester components. Secondly, Tester 
environment can be helpful in managing test experiments on 
many programs and their test suits in an automated way. Using 
appropriate test scripts, the projects are fetched from the 
repository, tests are run, test results compared against the given 
oracle, and the mutation results evaluated. 

Integration of many tools in one environment enables to use 
results of one testing procedure in other tests of the same 
program, in order to obtain better fault detection or better test 
performance. For example, at first a program coverage for given 
test suite could be measured. The coverage results are stored in 
the data base. The Tester client specialized for Cream can deliver 
this data to the Cream system together with the appropriate 
project to be tested. The Cream system can use coverage 
information during mutant generation process. The mutation 
operators can be applied only for code areas covered by the tests. 
Therefore a smaller number of equivalent mutants can be 
generated. 

The whole testing process consists of the following steps: 
1) An original project is added to the project repository with 

its test suite. The testing script is created. 
2) (optional) Code coverage of the program and the given 

test suite is measured. Test and coverage results are stored in 
the data base. 

3) Using the specialized client, the Cream system takes the 
appropriate project from the repository, and coverage results 
from the data base (if required). 

4) The Cream system generates set of mutants (may be using 
coverage data) and prepares the mutated projects. Information 
about valid mutants is stored in the project repository. 

5) Mutants are tested with their test suites in the Tester 
environment. Generated results are compared against the given 
oracle. Test results are stored in the data base. 

6) Mutation results are evaluated using stored data. Mutation 
score is calculated as a ratio of the number of mutants killed by 
the test suite over the total number of the non-equivalent 
mutants. 

According to the above scenario five C# projects with 
selected object-oriented mutation operators were tested (Tab. 
I). The projects are commonly used and available in the 
Internet. For all programs more than 8.5 thousand of mutants 
were generated, stored in the repository and tested with 

appropriate test suites. In experiments, quality of given test 
suites were measured. The best mutation score was obtained 
for Dynamic Proxy (53%), and the worse for the Core project 
(about 16.7% of killed mutants). The last column summarizes 
the times of performing the whole experiments (together with 
mutants generation). Automated tool support made possible to 
perform such time-lasting experiments. It should be noted that 
experiments were run only on two computers. Bigger number 
of computers used in the distributed environment would be 
decrease the execution times. 

TABLE I 
MUTATION  RESULTS  

 
Programs 

Number 
of tests  

Number 
of 
mutants  

Killed 
mutants  

Mutation 
score [%] 

Experiment 
time [h]  

Core 165 222 37 16.7 0.9
Cruise 1279 2488 532 21.4 103.6
Dynamic 
Proxy 

78 166 88 53.0 1.4

Iesi 153 83 31 37.8 0.6
AdapDev 14 5599 1714 30.6 253.7

A. Line and assembly instruction coverage 
Assembly instruction coverage should correspond to 

coverage at the higher level, i.e. program lines. To support the 
coverage analysis a tool, Coverage Analyzer, was created [8]. 
It integrates measures collected by the IBM Rational Pure 
Coverage tool [9] as well as static and dynamic coverage 
calculated by the FITS fault injection systems [10]. Coverage 
Analyzer was incorporated into the Tester environment. It was 
used in experiments on the set of 31 C++ programs. In 
experiments, relation between line coverage and assembly 
instruction coverage was investigated. We compared numbers 
of executions (in short multiplicity) of code coverage for line 
code and assembly instructions.  

The experiments showed a discrepancy between the results 
of two kinds of coverage in more than 50% of code. Three 
situations were observed: the number of execution of an 
assembly instruction is bigger than the number of execution of 
the enclosing code line, the number is less than the 
corresponding one, or the numbers are equal. Only in less than 
50% of code lines the multiplicity of line coverage was the 
same as for the assembly instruction coverage. In 40% of cases 
assembly instruction coverage had higher multiplicity than line 
coverage. The relation was opposite one in the remaining 15% 
of cases.  

B. Regression testing  
Another type of experiments concerned regression testing. 

During program evolution different program versions are 
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created. They can be effectively stored in the project repository 
and taste using various tools.  

For example, two versions of a Game project were 
developed in C#. Both versions had similar functionality, but 
different data structures were used. Object DataTable was 
substituted by ArrayList in the second version. The second 
program had also optimized number of function calls.  

Using the Tester environment, different performance and 
test measures were compared and the correlation between 
programs calculated. Execution times were highly correlated 
(according to Spearman and Pearson correlation coefficients), 
but the second version of the program was on average more 
effective than the first one. Code coverage showed high linear 
correlation between programs. Calculation of statistical 
hypothesis confirmed, that the second program had better code 
coverage than the first one. 

C. Dependency analysis of program performance 
Different experiments were devoted to performance 

evaluation of programs.  
For example, two Java programs using the same enterprise 

data base were compared. Both programs performed the some 
bookkeeping operations in a small company. In both cases the 
same data base storing data of the company was used. Each of 
programs was run 15-times, performing all calculation 
procedures and data base interactions. We compared numbers 
of calls to the data base, times of function execution, minimal, 
maximal and average times, etc. Calculating different 
statistical tests we showed, that the programs although 
different, had correlated numbers of function calls concerning 
data base access. However execution times were independent. 

Other experiments examined the relation between 
performance measures given by IBM Rational Quantify [9] 
and execution profile measured by Golden Runner (a part of 
FITS tool [10]). The profile included data about numbers of 
assembly instruction calls (statically in the code and 
dynamically during code execution), CPU resources statistics 
(usage of registers, numbers of read and write operations), etc.  

A set of 36 C++ programs was tested. Different measures 
were compared, looking for existing correlations. For example, 
the most correlated usage of assembly instruction was 
instruction JMP with the times of function calls. It was 
confirmed by statistical tests, like Manna Whitney, Wilcoxon. 
Evaluation of register activity showed, that activity of EAX 
register is more correlated with a reading operation than with a 
writing one. The observed features confirmed the principle of 
locality of calls in a program.  

V.  CONCLUSIONS 

The paper presented the environment for automation of 
testing processes. While integrating test tools of different 
origin, various test experiments could be effectively 
performed. The distributed and flexible architecture allowed 
easily extension of the system with variety of test tools. We 
investigated system performance, comparing different system 
configurations, communication protocols of transmitted 
projects, and variants of tools. Results of these experiments 

benefited in adjustment of the system for efficient running of 
huge number of test cases. Test performed on various sets of 
programs showed usefulness of the system for different kinds 
of testing, e.g. mutation, unit, coverage, regression testing, as 
well as storing and processing of test data. Further 
development of the Tester system should takes into account 
more test experiments in the industrial context and extension 
with other testing tools. 
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Abstract-We are interested in analyzing the propositional 
knowledge extracted by an epistemic agent from interrogative 
domains.  The interrogative domains that have our current focus 
are taken from transcripts of legal trials, congressional hearings, 
or law enforcement interrogations. These transcripts have be 
encoded in XML or HTML formats.  The agent uses these 
transcripts as a primary knowledge source. The complexity, size, 
scope and potentially conflicting nature of transcripts from 
interrogative domains bring into question the quality of 
propositional knowledge that can be garnered by the agent. 
Epistemic Cuboids or Cubes are used as a knowledge analysis 
technique that helps determine the quality and quantity of the 
propositional knowledge extracted by an epistemic agent from an 
interrogative domain.  In this paper we explore how 'Epistemic 
Cubes' can be used to evaluate the nature of the agent's 
propositional knowledge.  
 

I.  Introduction 
 
 We are interested in analyzing the propositional 
knowledge extracted by an epistemic agent from interrogative 
domains.  The interrogative domains that have our current 
focus are taken from transcripts of legal trials, congressional 
hearings, or law enforcement interrogations.  These transcripts 
have been encoded in XML or HTML formats.  The agent 
uses these transcripts as a primary   knowledge source. The 
complexity, size, scope and potentially conflicting nature of 
transcripts from interrogative domains bring into question the 
quality of propositional knowledge that can be garnered by the 
agent. Epistemic Cuboids or Cubes are used as a knowledge 
analysis technique that helps determine the quality and 
quantity of the propositional knowledge extracted by an  
epistemic agent  from an interrogative domain. The quality of 
the agent’s knowledge can be examined by the classification 
of individual propositions. We utilize the properties of the 
cubes by mapping its attributes to the classifications of the 
propositions of our Epistemic Structure [6], Es. In this paper 
we explore how Epistemic Cubes can be used to evaluate the 
nature of the agent's propositional knowledge.  
 
 There are many important questions that must be 
answered when evaluating a rational or epistemic agent's 
knowledge.  For example: 
 

• What kinds of things does the agent know? 
• How much does the agent know? 
• Where did the agent obtain its knowledge? 

• Is the agent's knowledge justified?  If so how? 
• What is the agent's commitment level to (belief in)  

its knowledge? 
 
At the core of these questions is a more central question. How 
useful is an agent's knowledge?  Put another way, what is the 
quality of an agent's knowledge?   How does agent 
epistemology proceed when the primary source of knowledge 
is derived from complex and potentially voluminous 
transcripts? Transcripts may have many incomplete, 
inconsistent or incoherent statements.  This makes the 
extraction of propositional knowledge particularly 
treacherous.  Before we can consider any conclusions or 
answers that an agent offers we need to know what epistemic 
landscape the agent is working from. 
 
 At Ctest Laboratories, we are investigating the use of 
epistemic cuboids or cubes to evaluate and understand the 
propositional quality of a transcript and the agent's knowledge 
that is based on that transcript.  The agents that we used for 
this paper are part of the NOFAQS system.  NOFAQS is an 
experimental system currently under development at Ctest 
Laboratories.  NOFAQS is designed to answer questions and 
draw inferences from interrogative domains (e.g. hearing, 
interviews, trials, surveys/polls, and interrogations).  
NOFAQS   uses rational agents and Natural Language 
Processing (NLP) to aid users during the process of deep 
analysis of any corpus derived from any context that is 
question and answer intensive. The rationalization for the 
epistemic cube relies on the application of the Tripartite 
Analysis of knowledge [15] and the notion of an Epistemic 
Structure [6]. 
 

II. Background 
 
 The United States Government and many European 
countries are in the process of standardizing the digital 
representation of Legislative and legal documents [21].  
Thousands of documents and transcripts are being encoded 
using XML standards such as LegalXML and GOVXML.  
Among these documents are hearings, trials, and 
interrogations.   The United States Government Printing 
Office (GPO) is now a source for freely available transcripts 
that have been encoded in either an XML or HTML standard.  
The availability and easy accessibility of digital transcripts 
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from the GPO and many other public web sources provide 
substantial resources to researchers with a focus on 
computational linguistics, Semantic Web, and information 
retrieval agents.  The fact that many of these documents are 
now available in a standardized digital format reduces some of 
the primary obstacles to the research.  We are interested in the 
idea of viewing the digital transcript of interrogative domains 
or processes as a knowledge space [1] and a primary 
knowledge source for rational agents. In particular, questions 
and answers that occur during the process of interrogations, 
examinations, cross-examinations, interviews or hearings are 
used as micro-sources for contingent truth. Here we use the 
notion of contingent truth as it is used in modal logic 
introduced by Lewis [2] and some of its variations formalized 
by Kripke [3] and Hintikka [4]. The questions and answers are 
taken together as pairs and combined to construct contingently 
true statements [5], [20].   For example: 
 
Q.  Do you recall particular items that you removed from the 
cab area of the truck? 
 
A.  We removed a dash board cover, carpet-type dash board 
cover, and we also removed the floor mats. 
 
Statement:   A carpet-type dash board cover and floor mats 
were removed from the cab area of the truck. 
 
This statement becomes a candidate proposition to be added to 
the agent's knowledge. During the process of knowledge 
extraction from the transcript [7] all question and answer pairs 
are combined to make propositions that will be considered to 
be contingently true by the agent and accepted as knowledge.  
Many statements made during the course of a hearing, 
interrogation, etc., are only possibly true and therefore their 
basis as propositional knowledge has to be qualified.  
Reference [3] and [4] give formalizations for this kind of 
qualification.   
 
 The prism of the propositional account of knowledge 
allows us to consider the combination of question and answer 
pairs in the context of justified true belief [8].  Once the agent 
has mined the propositions from the transcript(s) we can then 
begin to classify and analyze the agent's knowledge. In this 
case we are interested in which statements are justification for 
other statements. We are interested in whether the justification 
can be understood as internal or external justification [9]. We 
look at the nature of the propositions.  Are they analytic or 
synthetic in nature?  We further divide the propositions into a 
priori and posteriori categories.  We've introduced the notion 
of epistemic cubiods or cubes to help us perform this analysis. 
Before we can use epistemic cubes to analyze agent's 
knowledge we must convert the XML or HTML semi-
structured transcript to its epistemic structure [6]. 
 
 
 
 

A. The Epistemic Structure of the transcript and the agent's 
knowledge 
    
 The epistemic structure [6] of the transcript and thus 
the agent's knowledge is formally denoted by Es.  Let Es be the 
structure: 
 
       Es = <G1,G2, J, C, F> 
 
Where: 
 
 G1  is a  Graph of a priori propositions 
 G2  is a  Graph of posteriori propositions 
 J     is a Set of justification propositions 
 C    is a Vector of Commitment 
 F    is a non-monotonic truth maintenance function on Es. 
 
For each logical domain in the transcript, we have a distinct   
Es:  
 
Let   d  = {Es1,  Es2,  Es3 ... Esn} 

Where d is a set of epistemic structures representing a 
particular domain, or a collection of domains. Then we have: 

 

where Ks  is the total knowledge space of the agent.. 

 Using the epistemic structure as a knowledge 
representation scheme and the Tripartite Analysis as the 
definitional basis of the agent's knowledge we are able to use 
cuboids to analyze the quality, quantity and nature of 
propositional knowledge contained in digital transcripts. 

 
III. Method 

 
 To generate an epistemic cuboid or cube for a 
transcript, we build a First Order Logic (FOL) model of the 
content of the transcript [10], [14].  μψ will form the initial 
vocabulary of the agent's ontology and frame system [11], 
[12]. μψgives us the vocabulary of the transcript decomposed 
into a set of relations persons, and objects [13]. These three 
components serve as the basic dimensions of our cuboid. The 
 length, height, and depth of the cuboid is determined by the 
number of Relations (R), Persons (P), and Objects (O) mined 
from the transcript.   If Rn, is a relation in μψ and Pn is a 
person in μψand On is an object in μψthen φ

1
(Rn, Pn ,On) is a 

boolean function that maps μψ into the three dimensional 
space of our cuboid. Since we have associated the dimensions 
of our cuboid with R, P, and O, then the logical volume of our 
cuboid is R*P*O and is proportionately related to Ks.    
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 In addition to the dimension and volume of our 
epistemic cuboid, it has four other important attributes:   
 

 6 Surfaces 
 8 Vertices,  
 3 Pairs of Rectangles 
 12 Edges 

 
We map the propositions from Es to each of these attributes.  
If we let ρ = {propositions formed from question & answer 
pairs} then φ

2
: ρψ→ φ

1
. φ

3 
is a boolean function that maps 

each member of ρψ to a proposition surface on our epistemic 
cuboid. For example, posteriori propositions are mapped to 
Surface1, a priori propositions are mapped to Surface 2, 
synthetic propositions are mapped to Surface 3 and so on.   
Figure 1 shows how the μψconstrains the dimensions of our 
cuboid and how the proposition classifications are mapped to 
the surfaces.  If it turns out that the number of relations, 
persons, and objects are equal, then we have an epistemic cube 
rather than a cuboid. 
 

 
 
Figure 1. Shows how the μψconstrains the dimensions of our cuboid and  how 
the proposition classifications  are mapped to the  surfaces. 
 
There is one epistemic cuboid or cube for each Es in Ks 
Each of the eight vertices is incident with 3 edges and each 
edge with an associated surface.  Let S1…S6 denote the 
surfaces of our cuboid and Table 1 give the mappings of 
S1…S6. 
 
 
 Table 1 maps a surface to a classification that gives 
us information about the nature of the propositions that are 
true at that surface. For example, propositions that are true at 
S5 are internally justified [16].  Propositions that are true at S3 

have analytic truth [8] and so on. φ
3
: ρψ→ S1…S6�ψ The 

nature of the cuboid suggests the surfaces are comprised of the 
points taken from the three dimensions of the transcript's μ. 
 

Table 1. Proposition Surfaces 
 

Surface Proposition Classification 
S1 Posteriori 
S2 A priori 

S3 Analytic 
S4 Synthetic 
S5 Internal 
S6 External 

 
 To illuminate the semantics of the interaction of 
S1…S6 and the three dimensions of the transcript's FOL, we 
show the mappings of the eight vertices of our cuboid to 
S1…S6. Each of the eight vertices represents an intersection of 
three proposition surfaces.  Let V1…V8 denote the eight 
vertices and P1…P8 denote our eight propositional subtypes   

 
 
 
 

Table  2.  Proposition Types 
 

Vertex Surface Intersections 
(3 Dimensions) 

Proposition Sub-
types 

V1 {S5,S4,S1} P1 
V2 {S6,S4,S1} P2 
V3 {S6,S3,S1} P3 
V4 {S5,S3,S1} P4 
V5 {S5,S4,S2} P5 
V6 {S6,S4,S2} P6 
V7 {S6,S3,S2} P7 
V8 {S5,S3,S2} P8 

 
Table 2.  The mappings of V1…V8 to the proposition sub-types.  
 
then φ

4
 : ρψ→ P1…P8. Where each proposition subtype has 

three dimensions. Once we discover that a proposition is true 
at some surface, we can also look at two other dimensions of 
that proposition. For example, we may discover that a 
proposition that is true at S4 may also be analytic and 
externally justified, that is it may have a S5 and S6

 
 dimension. 

  
 Table 2 shows a second level decomposition of 
proposition types S1…S6. If the boolean function φ

3 
maps the 

relations from the μψdecomposition of the transcript to one of 
the surfaces in S1…S6 and φ

2
 is a function that maps every 

proposition that was generated from a question and answer 
pair to a relation in μ then wherever φ

2ψ
↼φ

1
) = True, we can 

use φ
4 

to further classify the proposition as one of P1…P8.
 
For 

example, the proposition: 
 
A carpet-type dashboard cover and floor mats were removed 
from the cab area of the truck. 
 
was classified as P6.  This means that it was true at S4, S2, and 
S6. 
 
 We take the 12 edges from the three rectangles.  Let 
R1 =  (A priori, posteriori), R2 = (analytic, synthetic), and R3 = 
(internal, external). R1 identifies the origin of the proposition. 
R2

 
identifies a truth attribute of the proposition. R3 identifies a 

justification attribute of the proposition. Although we formally 
have three pairs of rectangles a proposition can only be 
classified in 3 of them at a one time. We can classify the edges 
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as universal affirmative, universal negative, particular, 
affirmative, and particular negative.  This classification gives 
us a logical view of our propositions in P1…P8. 

 
 Now using the epistemic cube Ec, we can determine 
where an agent's knowledge is internally or externally 
justified.  We can identify which propositions are a priori true 
for the agent or which are posteriori true. We can examine 
which propositions the agent holds as synthetically true, or 
analytically true. 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 2. A modified square of opposition is mapped to R1, R2, and R3. 
 

 
IV.  Transcript Corpus 

 
 The corpus was obtained from the Internet as a 
collection of Hypertext Mark up Language (HTML) files. The 
corpus is for a famous court case USA v. Usama Bin Laden.  
The trial lasted for approximately 76 days and there was one 
HTML file generated for each day.  So for the purpose of this 
paper our digital transcript consisted of: 
 

• 76 Files formatted  in standard HTML  
(one for each day of the trial)   

• 25,979 Questions  
• 25,930 Answers  

  
 
From the 25,979 questions and their corresponding answers, 
we were able to generate 12,200 statements.  The difference 
between the original number of questions and the statements is 
due to redundancy of answers. That is many question and 
answer pairs are combined to make the same statement. In 
addition to redundancy there were many instances where the 
combined question and answer did not form a legitimate 
language construction.  So the transcript data available for the 
context of this paper consisted of 12,200 statements that were 
distributed among 76 HTML files. 
 

 
 
 

V. Summary 
 
 In this paper we restricted our epistemic analysis to 
day 5,11, and 12 from the 76 days. These three days yielded 
the highest quality of data for our purposes.  Prior to 
constructing an epistemic cuboid for analysis, the data has to 
survive the usual obstacles found in natural language 
processing and computational linguistics [10] [17] [18] [19].  
We loose data because of words that are out of lexicon 
bounds. For instance in the corpus we used for this paper 
several of the witnesses were Arabic speakers who used 
terminology that was not present in our lexicons.  Further we 
lost data during syntax analysis and semantic analysis.  Any 
data that survived these stages in our pipeline was then 
converted to its epistemic structure [6].  Once we have an 
epistemic structure we are able to look at those propositions 
that the agent is committed to.  It is these propositions that we 
build epistemic cuboids for.  In this case over 90% of the 
propositions that the agent was committed to were classified 
as P7 a priori analytic, and externally justified. These 
classifications were done with a 19% error rate.  
 

VI. Conclusion  
 
 The agent-driven question and answer system is 
becoming more prevalent as advances are made in Semantic 
Web research.  While the current focus is on returning 
answers to a query that have been found in one or more web 
documents [5], there is still a question about the quality of the 
answer returned.  A web document that gives false or 
erroneous information can be used as the basis for an answer.  
Obviously this taints the answer. The NOFAQS system 
represents research into evaluating the quality and nature of 
what an agent knows. We are interested in far more than 
certainty factors for conclusions or responses that a question 
& answering system agent may offer. We want to know what 
epistemic and logical landscape an agent is operating from. 
 
 The Epistemic Cuboid in conjunction with the 
Tripartite Analysis gives us a small step in the direction of 
evaluating the quality of an agent's knowledge. If we can 
understand the quality of an agent's knowledge then we can 
make informed judgments about the quality of answers or 
conclusions that an agent may offer. The epistemic cube relies 
heavily on logical analysis of propositional knowledge.  This 
means that it cannot be applied to other paradigms of 
knowledge or in situations where logic breaks down or is not 
applicable. This is partially what invigorates our choice of 
interrogative domains. One of the ultimate artifacts of 
transcripts taken from interrogative domains is a collection of 
statements that can be understood in the context of the 
Tripartite Analysis account of propositional knowledge. If 
these statements are used as primary knowledge sources for 
rational agents then we can use epistemic cuboids as an 
analysis technique. 
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Abstract — Typical terrorist cells/networks have 
dynamical structure as they evolve or adapt to changes 
which may occur due to capturing or killing of a member 
of the cell/network.  Analytical measures in graph theory 
like degree centrality, betweenness and closeness 
centralities are very common and have long history of 
their successful use in revealing the importance of various 
members of the network.  However, modeling of covert, 
terrorist or criminal networks through social graph dose 
not really provide the hierarchical structure which exist in 
these networks as these networks are composed of leaders 
and followers etc. In this research we analyze and predict 
the most likely role a particular node can adapt once a 
member of the network is either killed or caught.  The 
adaptation is based on computing Bayes posteriori 
probability of each node and the level of the said node in 
the network structure.   

Key terms — Social Networks Analysis, Bayes Theorem, 
Hierarchical Structure, Dynamical. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Drug dealers, terrorist and covert networks are 

typically, represented through social graphs.  Since 9-
11 terrorist attacks, a great deal of research is taking 
place firstly to understand the dynamics of these 
terrorist networks (analysis) and secondly, developing 
methods to either destabilize or disintegrate these 
networks.  Insight visualization of any social network 
typically focuses on the characteristics of the network 
structure.  

Social Network Analysis (SNA) is a mathematical 
method for ‘connecting the dots’, it allows us to map 
and measure complex relationships/connections 
between human groups, animals, computers or other 
information/knowledge processing entities and 
organizations [1]. These relationships can reveal 
unknown information about these dots and the network 
itself. Jacob Moreno invented “Sociometry” which is 
the basis of SNA, he utilized “sociograms” to discover 

leaders and map indirect connections in 1934 [2].  The 
two basic elements of SNA are connections and nodes. 
Connections are ties between individuals or groups and 
nodes are the individuals or groups involved in the 
network. There are different dynamics of social 
networking for example Kin-based (father, husband), 
Role-based (office), Interactions (chatting) and 
Affiliations (clubs etc). Analysts have applied SNA in 
many fields to reveal hidden informal links between 
nodes [3].   For example in businesses SNA have been 
used to analyze email patterns to determine which 
employees are overloaded, similarly, law enforcement 
and national security organizations are using various 
method of SNA to identify important nodes and 
connections of terrorist organizations [4]. 

Many traditional social network measures and the 
information processing network measures can help in 
revealing importance and vulnerabilities of the 
nodes/agents in the network [5], [6], [7], [8].  
Application of existing tools on these complex socio-
technical networks/systems is very demanding to 
winkle out the required information. Most of the 
measures and tools work best when the data is 
complete; i.e., when the information is inclusive about 
the interaction among the nodes.  However, the 
difficulty is that covert and terrorist networks are 
typically distributed across many boundaries for 
example from cities or countries and data about them is 
never complete or correct at a certain instant of time. 
Normally, a sampled snapshot data is available some of 
the links may be intentionally hidden.  Also data is 
collected from multiple sources for example news 
(print/tv), open source internet data, security agencies, 
etc., and at different time instants.  In addition inclusive 
and correct information may be prohibitive because of 
secrecy. Obviously, there could be other difficulties but 
even these provide little guidance for what to expect 
when analyzing these complex socio-technical systems 
with the developed tools. 
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
We start with the strength and limitations of SNA and 

subsequently discuss many important research topics in 
this area. 

• Strengths 

The most fundamental strength of SNA is that it 
provides a visual representation of the network structure. 
It allows the analysts to compare and identify previously 
unknown links. The knowledge gained through this 
process can be used to forecast not only the individual 
activities of the actors but also of network/organization.   

• Limitations 

SNA is data dependent like most analytical software, 
therefore, correct and up to date data is essential for true 
analysis of a network/organization.  This means if the 
data is incomplete or incorrect final product will be 
inaccurate. Generally it is believed that SNA is used as a 
tool only and one should not be relied upon to provide 
an absolute depiction of a network.  Another important 
point of its limitation is that it is time consuming it takes 
a great deal of time to research a topic in order to find 
the appropriate information.  

SNA has been used to analyze for example in the 
network qualitative studies, the facilitators of link 
establishment and in quantitative studies, the use of 
statistical methods to measure existing network.  Most 
studies in link establishment have been carried out in 
sociology and criminology [9].  Statistical analysis 
mostly dealt with exploring the key actors using 
standard centrality measures.  In contrast to this, the 
dynamic social network analysis methods have been 
dealing with network recovery and network 
measurement.  In network recovery multiple 
instantaneous network representation are recovered from 
longitudinal data to model the evolving network.  In 
dynamical network measurement three types of 
techniques are used, deterministic measure, probabilistic 
measures and temporal measures.  In deterministic 
measures network size, degree, betweenness and 
closeness measures are computed whereas in 
probabilistic measures degree distribution and clustering 
coefficient are measured. As the network development is 
a continuous process so temporal measure deals with 
this continuous process by considering a time variable.  
Statistical analysis typically studies and explains the 
topologies of networks. 

Paramjit and Swartz [10] have used random-effects 
models to incorporate dependence between the dyads, 
originally this idea was proposed by Wong [11] in 
which the likelihood of ties in terms of the nodal 
attributes rather than in terms of network structural 
properties for example transitivity and cyclicity are 
expressed. Bayesian approach has been used in network 
modeling. Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) 
simulation technique has also been used to determine the 

characteristic marginal posterior distribution which 
allows for complicated modeling and inference 
independent of sample size. This is in contrast with 
analyses which focus only on the estimation of primary 
parameters and their asymptotic standard errors. MCMC 
has been used by Gill and Swartz for Bayesian analysis 
of round robin interaction data where the response 
variable was continuous [12], [13]. Nowicki and 
Snijders [14] used MCMC Bayesian analysis for block 
model structures where the relationship between two 
nodes depends only on block membership.  Statistical 
analysis and Network measurement based on Bayesian 
approach have also been used in dynamical SNA issues 
[15], [16], [17], [18].  How the basic Bayesian model 
can be modified to cater to special settings are presented 
by Holland and Leinhardt [19].  Paramjit [10] 
demonstrated and introduced covariates and the 
stochastic block models to the basic Bayesian model 
[11] and how MCMC simulation output can be used in 
model selection for Bayesian analysis of directed graphs 
data. Our method of analysis using Bayes posterior 
probability theory is straight forward as we compute the 
posterior probability for each node of the network.  The 
following subsection provides the detailed description of 
our approach for the network structure analysis. 

A. Our Approach for the Analysis 

As pointed out earlier terrorist cells/networks have 
dynamical structure which evolves according to the 
situations and they are quite robust.  They adapt to 
situations for example when a member of the 
cell/network is eliminated due to any reason 
(killed/captured).  They may also adjust their role if 
required to manipulate the security agencies 
surveillance.  Our study here therefore, analyzes these 
cells/networks and predicts the most likely network 
structure which can evolve after elimination of a 
particular member.  We are using the probabilistic 
measure based on Bayes probability theory in analyzing 
the structure of the network however, the technique is 
much simpler compared with probabilistic measures 
where degree distribution and clustering coefficient is 
measured.  Once a member of the network disappeared 
due to any reason the system first analyze its behavior 
by computing the posterior probabilities of each node.  
As it is quite obvious that in most cases there would be 
more than one candidate for assuming the role so that 
node is selected which has posterior probability nearer 
to the disappeared node.  It is also important to note as 
we pointed out earlier that terrorist networks have 
hierarchical structure so the node assuming the role of 
the disappeared node should be of similar level 
(ranking) in the network structure otherwise it will not 
be an efficient transition. 

III. BAYES THEOREM 
Bayes’ theorem is a simple mathematical formula used 
for calculating conditional probabilities. Bayes’ theorem 
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originally stated by Thomas Bayes and it has been used 
in a wide variety of contexts, ranging from marine 
biology to the development of “Bayesian” Spam 
blockers for email systems. Through the use of Bayes’ 
theorem precise measures can be obtained by showing 
how the probability that a theory is correct is affected by 
new evidence [15], [20].  In a Bayesian framework the 
conditional and marginal probabilities for stochastic 
events for example A and B are computed through this 
relationship: 

 

where P(A) is the prior probability or marginal 
probability of A, P(A|B) is the conditional probability 
given B also called posterior probability. P(B|A) is 
conditional probability given A, P(B) is prior probability 
and considered as normalizing constant.  Basically, it is 
derived from, 

 

P(B|A) is normally equal to L(A|B) which is the 
likelihood of A given fixed B.  Most times likelihood L 
is multiplied by a factor so that it is proportional to, but 
not equal probability P. It should be noted that 
probability of an event A conditional on another event B 
is generally different from the probability of B 
conditional on event A, however, there is a unique 
relationship between the two which is provided by 
Bayes theorem.  We can formulate the above 
relationship as: 

 

 

We can re-write equation 1 as the ratio P(B|A)/P(B) 
which is typically called as standardized likelihood or 
normalized likelihood so it can be written as: 

 

Suppose we have a network of nodes (graph) and we are 
interested in calculating the posterior probability P(A|B) 
of any node A given some information B, so that we can 
determine its position (level) relative to other nodes in 
the network. Bayes probability theory provides such 
possibility through its conditional probability theorem, 
for this reason we have expanded the above expression 

for convenience to interpret various terms according to 
our implementation model.   Therefore, 

  

P (A) is the prior probability or marginal probability of 
node A regardless of any information, which is 
computed by considering the total number of nodes 
present in the network.  For example if there are ten 
nodes in the network and we assume that the node under 
consideration is connected with 4 nodes then it has prior 
probability value of 0.4 having a certain level (rank) in 
the network structure.  P(N) is the probability that this 
node does not have this level in the network structure 
given by (1 - P(A)).  P(B|A) is conditional probability 
given A, it is a function of network size and the highest 
level (rank), for example if a node has level 3 and the 
size of the network is 10 and maximum rank in the 
network is 4 then P(B|A) will be 0.5.  P(B|N) is 
conditional probability given N and is obtained by 
computing (1 - P(B|A)) which means that it does not 
believe the hypothesis given by P(B|A). Basically, we 
are interested in evaluating the theory or hypothesis 
(equation 1) for A based on B which is the new 
information (evidence) that can verify the hypothesis 
and P(A) is our best estimate of the probability (known 
as the prior probability of A) prior to considering the 
new information.  We are interested to discover the 
probability that A is correct (true) with the assumption 
that the new information (evidence) is correct. 

IV. ANALYSIS & RESULTS 
To describe our analysis and the strategy of our 

computation we have selected a small network 
comprising of 10 nodes as shown in figure 1(a), 
although it looks simple however, it has all the in 
gradients for our investigation. Figure 1(b) is re-
structured to show the 5 levels based on the network 
connectivity structure. Now if we look at the network 
structure it is not possible at least for node number 4, 6, 
7, 8, 9 and 10 to predict if any of these are leader/head 
or follower/leaf nodes of the network as there are many 
possibilities some of which are shown in figure 2.  For 
example in the first case (top figure) node 10 could be 
the leader node and the rest as followers and so on. 

Now our analysis systematically compute Bayes 
posterior probability starting from node number 1 and 
predicts which node can assume the role if a node is 
removed due to any reason.  This sequence of starting 
from node number 1 is rudimentary it can be started 
from any node.  Figure 3 shows the result for first 4 
nodes, it can be seen that for node number 1 if it is being 
killed, which belongs to level 2 in the network so 
obvious choice should be any member from the same 
level for replacement.  This is based on the assumption 
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that terrorist network members have specific and very 
well defined responsibilities based on their trade/calibre.  
Therefore, if a member is killed/captured then the 
replacement must be from similar category.  As for this 
case there is no other node in this level so the most 
probable choice should be a member from other levels 
having its probability value near to its own value, in this 
case our system has predicted node 2, which is the most 
appropriate replacement.   

 

Figure 1: Sample Network 

Similarly, for node 2 the predicted node for 
replacement is node 3 due to similar reasons but for 
node 3 there are two possibilities node number 2 and 5 
and the most suitable choice is node 2 as the network 
structure evolved with this replacement is more 
balanced and obviously efficient. Now node 4 is 
interesting as it is at level 1 and our system correctly 
predicted that node 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 are most likely 
candidates but node 6 or 7 are the best choices in terms 
of compact/robust network structure.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Head and Leaf Nodes Combination 
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Figure 4 shows the results for node 5 to 8, it can be 
seen that node 5 is at the highest level in the network 
and system has predicted that if this node is removed the 
most suitable replacement should be node 3 as that is the 
only node having level suitable to work and keep the 
functioning of the network in similar fashion before the 
elimination of node 5.  The replacement for nodes 6 to 
10 are similar as each of these nodes are at same level so 
any of these nodes can assume the role once a node at 
this level is eliminated and it can be seen that similar 
probability graphs are obtained for nodes 6 to 10 
however, only 6, 7 and 8 are shown here. 

V. CONCLUSION 
The standard statistical solution for SNA has been 

matured for long time and being used in the studying 
social behaviour.  Networks visualization is 
semantically presented in the form of a graph in which 
the nodes represent entities and the arcs represent 
relationship among nodes. Classification of nodes and 
its distinctiveness is a challenging task.  However, 
illuminating the pattern of connections in social 
structure is very challenging and the conventional social 
network analysis may not be enough to reveal the 
structural pattern of nodes.  Most terrorist cells and 
networks are small world networks however they have 
varying complexity posing difficulty in analysis. The 
purpose of this paper is to investigate how a network 
would shape up after a certain member of the network is 
killed or captured. The computation is based on the 
underlying assumption philosophy of Bayesian Posterior 
Probability that uncertainty and degree of belief can be 
measured as probability.  The initial investigation shows 
that it is possible to predict such structure and these are 
preliminary results and one may not draw a final verdict 
from the investigation. However, our investigations here 
have shown that it is possible to predict how nodes can 
assume various roles once a member is eliminated.  
These results are based on a random network but 
interestingly it has shown consistency in its 
computation. In future we would like to extend this 
framework for more complex and well known network 
structures available as open source to test the 
consistency of our proposed computational model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Probability Graph for Nodes 1 – 4 
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Figure 4: Probability Graph for Nodes 5 - 8 
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Abstract – In this paper we describe the assessment of three 
categories of CAD systems with focus on three dimensional 
computer modeling and its suitability for the architectural design 
process. The results show that there are significant differences in 
their performance and that some are more adequate to be 
incorporated into the design process than others. 

I. RESEARCH PROBLEM 

The development and availability of new computer 
programs offer new possibilities in the field of architectural 
design. These tools have brought a significant change in the 
role of computers in architecture over the last two decades.  

The use of interactive three-dimensional representations for 
designing in architecture has been central in this 
transformation.  Even before the rise of modern computing, 
some authors [1] have stressed the need for a holistic 
representation of architecture, one that goes beyond the 
fragmented and misleading two-dimensional (2D) drawings 
created from orthogonal projections.  

A virtual and interactive three-dimensional model is not just 
an equivalent to a scaled model. Besides representing the four 
dimensions of architecture, described by Zevi [1], as width, 
height, depth and time (motion in time and space), it allows 
for many possibilities which cannot be provided by a scaled 
model or any other traditional media. Among these 
possibilities are interactive walk-through, object animation, 
solar animation, global illumination calculation, designing 
complex non Euclidian geometries, digital fabrication and 
mass customization [2][3][4][5], just to name a few. 

Different implementations of interactive three-
dimensionality in computer graphics have been developed 
with varying degrees of success regarding their suitability for 
the architectural design process. In this research we have 
selected three of those software categories on the basis of 
representing the most popular types of three dimensional (3D) 
computer-aided design (CAD) systems in contemporary 
architectural practices. The first of them are the early two-
dimensional drafting systems which slowly evolved to 
incorporate some 3D capabilities. The limitations of such 

systems to produce 3D models outside the scope of vertical 
extrusions of 2D entities, led them to be nicknamed “2 ½ CAD 
systems”. 

The second category is that of the simpler surface modelers, 
i.e., systems which model 3D entities without representing 
them as solids, but just as empty spaces bounded by surfaces. 
Most of the early 3D CAD systems would fit in this category 
and they did so because of the hardware limitations of their 
time. Such equipment restrictions are by now overcome. 
However, such paradigm is still adopted by some very popular 
and modern CAD implementations. This is due mainly to the 
benefit of producing relatively very small files which are 
suitable for Internet use. These systems are efficient in 
allowing for real time interaction. However, they achieve that 
efficiency based on the use of simplified sketchy rendering 
algorithms. They also have significant limitations regarding 
the representation of complex, non Euclidian geometries. 

The third category is that of the true solid modelers, those 
that model 3D entities as real solids, with volume and mass. A 
true solid modeler must be able also, by definition, to model 
any thinkable geometry that may be found in the real world. 
They resort to both faceted as well as to real curve surfaces to 
model such complex geometries. These systems usually 
provide powerful rendering capabilities, including accurate 
lighting calculations, which result in much more realistic 
representations than the other two categories mentioned 
above. The disadvantages of such systems are their higher 
hardware demand compared with the other types of CAD 
systems mentioned before. 

Other important categories of 3D implementations could be 
mentioned such as Building Information Modeling systems 
(BIM) [6], but they are, at the moment, beyond the scope of 
the research presented in this paper. 

Although many architects still use computers only for 
automating the production of construction drawings, a few of 
them have found, in some software available since early 90’s, 
new possibilities that have changed the role of computing in 
the design process.  
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They have also found that these tools, with friendlier 
interfaces and more powerful resources, have brought about 
new architectural solutions. They allow for greater creativity, 
experimentation, simulation and facilitate the decision making 
process from the conceptual design to the communication to 
construction site. Authors in [4], [5], [6] and [7] have 
demonstrated these possibilities in great detail. 

As such computer systems continue to be developed rapidly, 
significant variations in the possibilities and performances 
may arise and become clearer among them. However, for the 
newcomers it is not ease to perceive which system may offer 
more advantages for the design process.  

Therefore, our initial research question was: what types or 
categories of CAD systems are more appropriate for the 
architectural design process taking into consideration the 
different interfaces and resources offered by them? 

II. HYPOTHESIS 

A comparative study of the most used software could be 
beneficial to architects in taking decisions about which type or 
category of CAD systems to choose. We believe that this 
research will show that some types of CAD systems are more 
suitable than others to the exploration, experimentation and 
decision making characteristic of the architectural design 
process. 

III. METHOD OF INVESTIGATION 

Three CAD systems were chosen for comparison purposes, 
each of them representing one of the three categories 
described earlier: a 2 ½ CAD system, AutoCAD 
(www.autodesk.com), a 3D surface modeler, Sketchup 
(sketchup.google.com) and a 3D solid modeler, formZ 
(www.formz.com). The choice was guided by two principles: 
each system should be a well known software in the 
international architectural design arena and should offer the 
main features of the category it belongs to as described earlier 
in this paper. 

Two design/modeling tasks were defined in order to test our 
hypothesis through the five groups of parameters described 
later in this paper.  

Task 1 had the objective of providing a means of assessing 
the interactivity of each system through the production of a 3D 
model of a terrain. The information needed to construct such 
model was provided through a bitmapped image containing 
the limits of the land plot and the topographic contours. The 
product should be a terrain 3D model with the most realistic 
finishing that could be provided by each assessed system. The 
assessment parameters were applied to the process of 
constructing the model as well as to its final product. 

Task 2 had the objective of assessing the 3D modeling 
capabilities of the chosen systems. Information about a small 
building was provided through plans, sections and elevations. 

A 3D model of this building was created in each chosen 
system, materials were assigned to its components and natural 
and artificial lights were created and configured. At the end of 
the modeling and configuration process, files in the format 
.dwg were exported from each software and imported into 
each of them to verify their compatibility and interoperability. 
Another objective of this task was to simulate situations that 
are routine in a cutting edge architectural office such as the 
interactive visualization of the building design and the 
production of construction drawings from a single source 3D 
model.    

With the aforementioned hypothesis in mind, five 
parameters were built, each one involving a set of questions 
for comparative purposes. They include interface, precision in 
the resolution of a specific task, final product, relationship 
with the computer platform and time spent on the chosen task. 
Each one of these groups is briefly described below. These 
criteria were further detailed into the questions which can be 
seen in Table I later in this paper. 
A. Interface 

The interface of each CAD system was assessed taking into 
consideration its intuitiveness, the degree of simplicity or 
complexity, the excess or lack of information available to user 
and the level of organization through categories of operations.  
B. Precision in the resolution of a specific task 

This group of parameters has the purpose to assess each 
chosen system in the execution of an architectural task. They 
identify what tools are used during the assessment and the 
level of precision they offer to the user. These parameters 
were organized into three subsets. The first subset is 
comprised of tools used for the production of two-dimensional 
architectural drawings. The second subset contains the 
precision tools, including Cartesian system, numerical input 
and snaps. The third subset comprises the tools for three-
dimensional modeling, including geometry construction and 
manipulation, rendering and interactive capabilities. 
C. Final product 

This group comprises the possible final products that each 
system allows the user to produce. This includes the 
production of bitmapped synthesized images containing static 
views of the building design, walkthrough, solar and object 
animations, VRML files exportation, and the production of 
two-dimensional drawings. 
D. Relationship with the computer platform 

This group of parameters allows for the assessment of each 
system performance in the machine used for the development 
of the tasks. The objective of this assessment is to verify if the 
system`s minimum configuration recommended by the 
software maker is adequate for running it alone or 
simultaneously with other applications. 
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E. Time spent and number of steps needed for a chosen task 
This group of parameters comprises measuring the total 

time in minutes needed for the execution of each task and its 
subtasks. Since all the tasks were performed in the same 
machine and in similar conditions, we believe this provides a 
reasonably fair comparison between the chosen systems. 
Additionally, “time spent” was also measured in relative terms 
by counting the number of steps needed in each chosen 
systems to complete a task or subtask. This allows an 
assessment which is less dependent on the conditions of the 
machine used. It also allows an assessment less dependent on 
the personal speed of the user in executing operations and 
personal knowledge of each system. 

IV. RESULTS 

The results of our experiment are shown in Table I below. 

TABLE I 
ASSESSMENT CRITERIA AND EXPERIMENTATION RESULTS 

 
 
 
 
Assessment Criteria        Yes     No  n/a 
not applicable A
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1. INTERFACE 
1.1 Does the program have a friendly 
user interface? 

   

1.2 Is it easy to find the commands?    
1.3 Is there an excess of information in 
the initial interface? 

   

1.4 Are the commands grouped by clear 
categories? 

   

1.5 Is it easy to find one tool already 
used in the program? 

   

1.6 Is it easy to find one tool never user 
(by the user) in the program? 

   

1.7 Is it easy to configure the working 
area? 

   

1.8 Are the buttons self explained?    
2. ABOUT PRECISION IN THE EXECUTION OF THE TASK 
2.1. TWO-DIMENSIONAL DRAWING 
2.1.1 Does it allow importing image files 
into the drawing? 

   

2.1.2 Does it allow importing image 
DWG into the drawing? 

   

2.1.3 Does it have tools for drawing?    
2.2. PRECISION TOOLS 
2.2.1. Does it have precision tools such 
as grid, object or directional snap? 

   

2.1.2 Does it allow configuring the 
precision tools? 

   

2.2.3 Does it allow inserting numerical 
parameters with precision? 

   

2.2.4 Does it work with Cartesian 
coordinates? 

   

2.2.5 Does it work with Polar 
coordinates? 

   

2.2.6 Can it edit the DWG imported file?    
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2.3. THREE-DIMENSIONAL MODELING 
2.3.1 Does  it work with extrusion tools?    
2.3.2 Does it allow the construction of 
non Euclidian curved surfaces? 

   

2.3.3 Is it  a surface modeler only?    
2.3.4 Is it a true solid modeler?    
2.3.5 Can it create solids with precision?    
2.3.6 Can it create complex forms with 
precision? 

   

2.3.7 Does it allow simultaneous 
visualization of the tree-dimensional and 
two-dimensional views? 

   

2.3.8 Does it have its own library of 
blocks and symbols? 

   

2.3.9 Was its default library enough to 
complete the task one? 

   

2.3.10 Was its default library enough to 
complete the task two? 

   

2.3.11 Does it allow to create new 
objects and add them to the library? 

   

2.3.12 Does it allow to change the view 
point interactively? 

   

2.3.13 Does it allow to assign materials 
to the objects? 

   

2.3.14 Does it allow to assign internal 
lights to the object?  

   

2.3.15 Does it allow to assign external 
lights to the object? 

   

2.3.16 Does it allow to change the view 
point without having to reprocess the 
textures?  

   

2.3.17 Does it allow to change the view 
point and to see the lights 
simultaneously?  

   

2.3.18 Does it allow to change the view 
point and to see the lights and the texture 
in real time? 

   

2.3.19 Does it convert schematic 
drawings and sketches in walls? 

   

2.3.20 Does it allow to draw sketches of 
conceptual ideas? 

   

2.3.21 Can it create a representation of 
the sky through parameters?  

   

3. FINAL PRODUCT 
3.1. STATIC IMAGES AND ANIMATION 
3.1.1 Is the quality of the image of the 
object satisfactory? 

   

3.1.2 Can it export the image in 
BITMAP file? 

   

3.1.3 Can it export the file to another 3D 
modeler? 

   

3.1.4 Was there any loss of information 
when it exported the file? 

   

3.1.5 Is it necessary to use another 
program for image post production? 
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3.1.6 Does the program produce 
animation? 

   

3.1.7 Does the program do object 
animation? 

   

3.1.8 Does the application allow 
modifying the modeled solid? 

   

3.1.9 Can the program do sun animation?    
3.1.10 Can the application configure the 
geographic coordinates? 

   

3.1.11 Can the program produce VRML 
file? 

   

3.2. THE PRODUCTION OF WORKING DRAWINGS 
3.2.1 Can the application produce 2D file 
for floor plans, section and elevations? 

   

3.2.2 Is it necessary to use another 
program for the production of 2D 
drawing with hyper realistic renderings? 

   

3.2.3 Can it produce fast and easily the 
floor plans? 

   

3.2.4 Can it produce fast and easily the 
elevations? 

   

3.2.5 Can it produce fast and easily the 
sections? 

   

3.2.6 Was there any difficulty to produce 
working drawings according to Brazilian 
legislation? 

   

3.2.7 When modifying one part of the 
project the other ones are automatically 
updated? 

   

3.2.8 When exporting from AutoCAD to 
the program under assessment was there 
any loss of information? 

n/a   

3.2.9 When exporting from FormZ to the 
program under assessment was there any 
loss of information? 

  n/a 

3.2.10  When exporting from Sketchup 
to the program under assessment was 
there any loss of information? 

 n/a  

4. PLATAFORM RELATED PERFORMANCE 
4.1 Did the program crash performing 
the task 1? 

   

4.2 Did the program crash performing 
the task 2? 

   

4.3 Was there any problem with the 
computer while working the task one 
simultaneously with other applications? 

   

4.4 Was there any problem with the 
computer while working the task two 
simultaneously with other applications? 

   

4.5 Is it possible to print the file 
produced in a 3D printer?  

   

4.6 Is it the application compatible with 
different platforms? 

   

4.7 Was the minimal recommended 
platform enough for the task one? 
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4.8 Did the minimal platform 
recommended by the manufacturer was 
enough for performing the task two? 

   

5. TIME SPENT 
5.1. TASK ONE 
5.1.1 How much time needed to model 
the land? 

9m30 6m25 5m08 

5.1.2 How much time needed to apply 
and configure texture? 
 

2m53 1m54 2m04 

5.1.3 How much time needed to apply 
and configure the sun light? 

N/A 1m03 1m13 

5.1.4 How much time needed to insert 
the vegetation (five trees)? 

5m23 2m35 4m49 

5.1.5 How much time needed to modify 
the sky? 

3m10 1m32 1m55 

5.1.6 How much time needed to 
configure views, render and save 
images? 

12m17 6m43 7m29 

5.1.7 How much time needed to 
configure and generate the sun 
animation? 

N/A 9m53 5m12 

5.1.8 How much time needed to 
configure and generate the walkthrough 
animation? 

N/A 12m22 1h12m
05s 

5.1.9 How much time needed to 
configure and generate the object 
animation? 

N/A N/A 1h23m
15s 

5.1.10 How many steps needed to model 
the land? 

88 93 65 

5.1.11 How many steps were needed to 
apply and configure texture? 

21 9 13 

5.1.12 How many steps were needed to 
apply and configure light? 

N/A 7 14 

5.1.13 How many steps were needed to 
insert the vegetation (five trees)? 

34 15 23 

5.1.14 How many steps were to needed 
to modify the sky? 

54 21 36 

5.1.15 How many steps were needed to 
configure views, render and save 
images? 

112 65 93 

5.1.16 How many steps were needed to 
configure and generate sun animation? 

N/A 14 6 

5.1.17 How many steps were needed to 
configure and generate walkthrough 
animation? 

N/A 18 21 

5.1.18 How many steps were needed to 
configure and generate object animation? 

N/A N/A 16 

5.2. TASK TWO 
5.2.1 How much time was needed to 
model the land and the building? 

29m15 13m32 26m64 

5.2.2 How much time was necessary to 
apply and configure the texture? 

18m02 3m25 14m52 

5.2.3 How much time was needed to 
apply and configure sun light? 

N/A 2m22 2m26 
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5.2.4 How much time was needed to 
apply the blocks according to the 
project? 

26m12 7m22 17m33 

5.2.5 How much time was needed to 
model the sofa? 

N/A N/A 7m23 

5.2.6 How much time was needed to 
make changes in the model? 

4m02 2m39 3m42 

5.2.7 How much time was needed to 
make changes in the sky? 
 

3m32 2m20 2m08 

5.2.8 How much time was needed to 
configure the views, render and save the 
images? 

16m32 4m08 5m46 

5.2.9 How much time was needed to 
configure and generate the sun 
animation? 

N/A 2m54 9m33 

5.2.10 How much time was needed to 
configure and generate the walkthrough 
animation? 

N/A 3m45 1h07m
20s 

5.2.11 How much time was needed to 
configure and generate the object 
animation? 

N/A N/A 2h15m
56s 

5.2.12 How much time was needed to 
generate the floor plans, sections and 
elevations and to save them? 

N/A 4m19 8m43 

5.2.13 How many steps were necessary 
to model the land and the building? 

85 48 73 

5.2.14 How many steps were necessary 
to apply and configure the texture? 

45 15 112 

5.2.15 How many steps were necessary 
to apply and configure the sun light? 

N/A 9 23 

5.2.16 How many steps were necessary 
to apply the blocks according to the 
project? 

195 85 184 

5.2.17 How many steps were necessary 
to model the sofa? 

N/A N/A 77 

5.2.18 How many steps were necessary 
to make the changes in the model? 

57 63 71 

5.2.19 How many steps were necessary 
to make the changes in the sky? 

55 24 31 

5.2.20 How many steps were necessary 
to configure the views, render and save 
the images? 

123 62 78 

5.2.21 How many steps were needed to 
configure and generate sun animation? 

N/A 32 6 

5.2.22 How many steps were needed to 
configure and generate walkthrough 
animation? 

N/A 15 25 

5.2.23 How many steps were needed to 
configure and generate object animation? 

N/A N/A 28 

5.2.24 How many steps were needed to 
generate floor plans, sections and façades 
and to save them? 

N/A 12 34 

 

Space allows us to comment on the above results only on a 
selective basis.  

One could argue that we are comparing things which are so 
different that this render them incomparable. However, it is 
necessary to stress that the three CAD systems assessed in this 
paper are very often object of comparison among architects 
that are less familiar with design computing. They do that 
because when they think of a tool they use as first reference 
the usual design tasks performed by an architect on a day to 
basis, rather than the specific features of the tool itself. 
Therefore, it was necessary to compare these categories of 
CAD systems to make the distinctions clearer to the 
newcomer. 

On the other hand, the history of CAD systems shows that 
the frontiers among the categories tend to become blurred over 
time. 

The focus of our experiment was the ability to model 
artifacts three-dimensionally. This has put the category of the 
2 ½ CAD system into disadvantage according to the data 
above. AutoCAD, by being the product of a slow 
metamorphosis, does not provide significant facilities the 
other two programs do, as the ‘not applicable’ in the above 
table indicates (for example items 5.1.3, 5.2.9, 5.2.10, 5.2.11, 
5.2.17, etc.). It cannot model complex solids, it cannot animate 
and it does not render realistic views. It is very good in what 
was originally thought for, i.e., the fast production of 2D 
drafting. 

On the other hand, Sketchup is a much newer program, with 
a very interactive and fast interface with many resources 
AutoCAD does not have. The times and number of steps 
necessary to perform specific task has put Sketchup in a 
leading position in several items of the above table (for 
example items 5.1.11, 5.1.12, 5.1.13, 5.1.17, etc.). However, it 
hides a major problem behind these advantages: it is a 
reduction of reality. It does things faster and requiring less 
steps because it also does less things than the other two CAD 
systems categories. It cannot model complex geometries (for 
example item 5.2.17 which concerns modeling complex 
curved surfaces). Therefore, it poses significant restrictions on 
the designer’s creativity. It does not support high quality 
rendering and it cannot calculate lighting accurately (3.1.1). 
Therefore, it is not a good tool for more powerful design 
analysis. 

The third category of CAD systems was represented here by 
formZ. This a program which demands high performance 
hardware, and this has put it in disadvantage in relation to the 
other software assessed here, particularly regarding time spent 
on performing some tasks and some eventual crashes (items 
4.1, 4.2, 4.3). However, with the availability of affordable 
powerful hardware, formZ is a good design tool. It models 
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complex geometries (items 2.3.2, 2.3.6), it produces high 
quality renderings and it can calculate lights accurately (item 
3.1.1). It can produce animated walkthroughs and it can 
animate lights, objects and textures (items 3.1.6, 3.1.7). It also 
handles significant interaction through the use of interactive 
shading which allows for real time walkthroughs (items 
2.3.12, 2.3.16, 2.3.17, 2.3.18). 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

We have made a contribution by comparing three major 
categories of CAD systems. We believe that this research 
showed that some types of CAD systems are more suitable 
than others to the exploration, experimentation and decision 
making that is characteristic of the architectural design 
process. The results show that each of these categories has its 
place into the day to day activities of an architect. However, 
significant differences exist between such categories. If the 
objective is to look for a type of CAD system which would 
allow incorporating the computer into the design decision 
making process, then we think the best option is a true solid 
modeler. 

We acknowledge that more needs to be done. A broader 
analysis including more software in each category would 
allow assessing their suitability for the design decision making 
process. Also it would be important to incorporate other 
categories of CAD systems such as BIM tools in order to 
acquire a better understanding of the implications of using 
these resources into the design process.  
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Abstract- Project management decisions are the 
primary basis for project success (or failure). 
Mostly, such decisions are based on an intuitive 
understanding of the underlying software 
engineering and management process and have a 
likelihood of being misjudged. Our problem domain 
is product-line evolution. We model the dynamics of 
the process by incorporating feedback loops 
appropriate to two decision structures: staffing 
policy, and the forces of growth associated with 
long-term software evolution. The model is 
executable and supports project managers to assess 
the long-term effects of possible actions. Our work 
also corroborates results from earlier studies of E-
type systems, in particular the FEAST project and 
the rules for software evolution, planning and 
management.   

   
I. INTRODUCTION 

The role of software in complex systems has 
increased phenomenally over the last couple of 
decades. Software is now a critical factor of most 
businesses. As the global software footprint grows, the 
need to continually support software installations for 
the ever changing needs of the businesses becomes 
inevitable. Fielded software used for real-world 
solutions must be continuously upgraded to ensure 
fitness of use to the application domain. Long-term 
software (product) evolution is a challenge especially 
when maintaining large complex systems. 

The software evolution context is unique. Schedule 
is a constant factor in software maintenance: business 
drives the software release plans and calls for extensive 
planning on the part of the software maintenance teams 
to ensure that the committed new functionality gets out 
to the end-users in a timely manner. The software is 
progressively fixed, adapted and enhanced. System 
performance is not an afterthought and must be 
ensured  with  every  release of  software.  In software 
__________ 

The authors thank CMC Limited higher management, HR 
division, and project managers from the Securities practice for 
providing the data set that served as the basis for this study. 

evolution, the defined application architecture and 
design also define the overall boundary for software 
changes. We target zero post release defects; under-
performance causes a disruption in operations and loss 
to the business. As the software evolves over time, the 
structural and functional complexity of the software 
increases; this affects overall stability of the product 
and may cascade to an eventual decline in the 
functional growth rate. 

Software evolution is affected not only by the local 
forces of growth, technical and management controls; 
but by a larger system of forces outside the process 
linked to organizational, competitive or marketplace 
pressures, business and usage. We therefore consider 
the individual, local, and collective global behavior of 
process constituents, impacted by positive and negative 
feedback loops and control mechanisms. In studying 
the behavior of such systems we observe the systems 
from outside the process (generally referred to as 
global behavior). 

We attempt to understand the dynamic 
consequences of process and policy decisions, and the 
challenges that face project managers in the software 
maintenance phase. We use a blend of hybrid and 
combined approaches to model post-implementation 
maintenance processes [11], Our model takes roots in 
the global process feedback [1] phenomena associated 
with the evolution of fielded software product-lines as 
these are maintained over time. The Feedback, 
Evolution And Software Technology hypothesis / 
project (FEAST/1) [6], was the first focused efforts 
towards software evolution, and generated wide 
interest among researchers. 

We establish a model for software evolution of 
product-lines. The unified, integrated model is original 
but uses model elements and builds on previous 
models of Abdel-Hamid [2], Kellener [3], Lehman [4], 
Kahen [5], and Ramil [10]. We overlay our policy 
decision structures on the base model. 

 

K. Elleithy (ed.), Advanced Techniques in Computing Sciences and Software Engineering, 
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II. THE SYSTEM MODELING CONTEXT 

It is necessary to recognize the importance and 
influence of context variables, the environment and the 
domain when interpreting the results of empirical 
studies. This research and associated analysis is based 
on E-type systems; that is, systems implemented to 
support applications operating in the real world.  

The product-lines under consideration are from the 
Securities domain. We consider three distinct product-
lines, all of which have been in the field for over a 
decade and continue to undergo evolution. New allied 
business applications continue to be added to the base 
product, and these follow a complete software 
development life-cycle up to implementation. Post 
warranty support (three months, in our case), these 
applications are merged with others under 
maintenance. Along with functional enhancements, 
these applications have also undergone migrations for 
new technologies and platforms; including architecture 
makeover.  

During the software maintenance phase, change 
requests can be generalized to broadly fall within the 
below categories: 
• Wrongly understood and / or implemented 

functionality. 
• Functional enhancements and the ripple effect for 

further adaptations and customizations; there is a 
need to continuously get new business content 
(change requests) into the products. 

• Technology migration of one or more application 
components happens over a period of time. This 
also includes new versions of system / layered 
software and databases. 

• The sunset of older platforms and technologies 
demands re-design,  and 

• Defect correction, including latent defect in 
fielded software. 

 
On the defect front, we aim for zero post-release 

defects – there are severe penalties associated with 
business opportunity losses due to software defects 
and / or down times. The projects follow reasonably 
strong review and testing practices. All software work 
products are reviewed / tested. There are multiple test 
environments. Release to production is tightly 
controlled and based on a successful real-world mock 
test by a controlled group of users.  

From a future model replication and adaptability 
perspective, it would be contextual to record that all 
three product lines (associated projects) had fully 
embraced the organizations process improvement 
initiatives around the CMMI®, the organization was 
assessed in 2006 against the continuous representation 
with the verification, validation, project planning and 

project monitoring and control process areas at 
capability level 4. The organization implemented a 
coherent measurement program to drive its quantitative 
management activities. We record that all data points 
showed greater than 78% process compliance. 

 
III. POLICY DECISION STRUCTURES 

Process focus in long-term product evolution is 
around the key product attributes, namely, reliability, 
performance, scalability, portability [14]; and the 
overall total cost of maintenance and ownership of the 
software systems deployed. We examine two specific 
organizational policies: staffing policy and work policy 
related to progressive and anti-regressive work 
allocation. Both policies have a bearing on growth 
productivity. 

Organizational and project knowledge building and 
retention are a very significant facet of growth 
productivity and must be successfully managed in the 
backdrop of the constraints of project management. 
The organization’s attrition rate, staffing policy and 
hiring delays have bearing on growth productivity. We 
also assess team member transfers, and the need to 
provide job rotation as we deal with hiring delays. 

Another very important and non-compromising 
consideration with respect to continually evolving 
software is to ensure that the software continues to be 
evolvable [10]. We consider two elements of change – 
progressive work (functional and technology change 
requests to ensure continued fitness of purpose) and 
anti-regressive work (to control and manage the 
structural complexity as more and more progressive 
work is incorporated). Undertaking anti-regressive 
work is an implicit expectation of the customer and 
more often than not, must be managed within the same 
pool of resources.  Achieving controlled and effective 
management of such complex multi-loop feedback 
systems and improving its reliability and effectiveness 
is a major challenge. 

We study the feedback phenomena associated with 
the evolution of software as it is maintained over time. 
We target to define an optimal and required ratio for 
distributing progressive and anti-regressive work (and 
associated staffing), and implement the same through a 
formal contract with our clients. 

We selectively apply model elements to our specific 
context. For areas not directly related to policy 
investigation (like testing and rework), we use a macro 
perspective of the system and associated processes. For 
other areas directly linked to the policy investigation 
(like growth productivity), we delve into the low level 
details of how the system (for maintenance activity) is 
implemented along with the associated feedback loops. 
We note that the effort perspective and defect 
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reliability and defect localization perspectives within 
our problem domain have already been studied [11], 
[12], [13]. 

Figure 1 is our integrated model for product-line 
evolution using iThink® modeling package. The model 

developed is an executable simulation of the software 
maintenance phenomena and can facilitate managers to 
assess the effects of changed processes and 
management policy decisions before they can commit 
to software engineering plans. 

Fig. 1: A System Dynamics Model for Policy Analysis of Software Product-line Evolution 

USING DECISION STRUCTURES FOR POLICY ANALYSIS 
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We describe the model decision structures below. 
 
Staffing Policy: 
The staffing policy of Figure 2 is based on the 

following considerations: 
• Organization attrition rate (10% quarter-on-

quarter) and the need for backfilling, as necessary. 
We model an attrition impact delay based on the 
organization’s exit policy to serve a notice term of 
3 months. The impact of attrition from new 
resources is minimal and therefore not considered 
significant for modeling. 

• New experienced persons take an average of 1 
month to develop the required expertise on the 
project – learning happens on the job; there is no 
training overhead. 

• Fresh recruits need training to ramp up skills and 
maintain a respectable technical competence to 
deliver assigned work. 

• Hiring delays for experienced recruits are in the 
range of 1.5 months to 4 months with an average 
of 3 months. 

• Project people shortfall is continuously assessed 
during the project tracking cycle. 

• Experienced persons are the most likely candidates 
for professional service / business associates (BA) 
opportunities. There is a continuous business 
pressure quarter-on-quarter to meet the 
organizations business plans for professional 
services. 

• The impact of job rotation is equivalent to transfer 
for professional services. We consider job rotation 
every 3 years. 
 

The staffing decision structures are implemented as 
a two-level flow chain consisting of new recruits and 
existing experienced people resources. We implement 
this separately for fresh recruits and experienced 
recruits. The two levels allow us to consider a 
transition period into the experienced resource pool as 
they learn on the project. We introduce a delay 
structure to model this transition. Likewise, the 
turnaround on resources based on the attrition rate. 
Such separation of experience levels also allows us to 
use separate multipliers for growth productivity and 
defect injection rates based on the experience level. 
The hiring process is implemented as a first order delay 
system; we also incorporate balancing feedback as the 
system tries to bridge the people shortfall. 

The impact of staffing decisions on growth 
productivity is an important aspect to be managed. We 
associate several multipliers with growth productivity. 
From a staffing perspective, the significant multipliers 
are communication overhead and the efforts to train 

new recruits, attrition rate and team synergy. We 
associate Communication Overhead directly with the 
total team size. We do not consider the nullification 
effects of establishing sub-teams. 

Fig. 2: Decision Structure for Project Staffing 
 
The decision structure can be extended to include 

more detail based on an analysis of the problem areas. 
 
Progressive Work Policy: 
Figure 3 depicts the software growth trends from 

the real-world. The progressive work policy of Figure 
4 is based on the observed software growth trends. 

 

 
Fig. 3: Software Growth Trends 

 
The following background information is pertinent: 

• The deployed applications were originally 
architected and sized to support business growth 
for 7 years post implementation; client had 
committed to an extended maintenance contract.  

• The subsequent renewed annual maintenance 
contracts focused on only progressive work (with 
fixed man months to be deployed); there was no 
scope contractually to accommodate any anti-
regressive component. 

• 10 years post implementation, system has shown 
signs of degraded performance – unable to scale to 
meet the demands of the business, peak transaction 
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handling capability, performance issues, penalties 
attributed to latent defects, reduced flexibility of 
the system to accommodate change requests. It 
was almost as if the system had served its life in 
the field and needed to be phased out. Client was 
considering a complete overhaul and migration – 
COTS components was an available option. 

 
Fig. 4: Decision Structure for Progressive Work Policy 
 

The progressive work policy decision structure is 
based on specifying the ratio of progressive to anti-
regressive work; the team sizes are also deployed in the 
same ratio. We model fixed people allocation strategies 
across the progressive and anti-regressive work 
components. The structure allows us to assess the 
impact of a fixed anti-regressive work component on 
growth productivity.   

The anti-regressive work is modeled using a 
productivity threshold. When the productivity falls 
below the threshold, we pump in anti-regressive CRs. 

 
IV. POLICY ANALYSIS 

The model is used by the project team proactively 
to simulate various policy scenarios and assess the 
long-term effects of such decisions on the project.   

Figure 5 is an output of such simulation runs for 
staffing policy evaluation. We ascertain sensitivity of 
growth productivity to BA transfer policy for 0%, 
20%, 50% and 70% protection. To balance the 
business pressure from Higher Management to push 
BA request through, we implement a protection for 
20% of the experienced people on the project through 
the BA transfer policy. These named resources are held 
back within the project to ensure a sustained level of 
service and quality of deliveries. 

The reality of the staffing position indicates a need 
to implement resource buffering or find innovative 
ways for quick staffing. We draw upon an internal 
channel to provide these resources. In early 2007, the 
project teams teamed up with the Education and 
Training line of business to staff its projects with near 
zero hiring delays. 

While the overall educational profile of the people 
is vastly different from the normal requirements of 
open recruitment, the training courses were upgraded 

to bridge this gap with adequate project experience and 
a finishing module. In most cases, the people are 
available to the project prior to their course completion 
as project trainees (with no direct cost overheads). The 
impact of training on growth productivity as a result of 
this was incorporated into the model and studied. We 
fix this ratio to not more than 10% of the total team 
size – the balancing feedback structure provides an 
adequate implementation towards equilibrium.  

Fig. 5: Project Staffing Policy Response 

Figure 6 is an output simulation run for the effects 
of anti-regressive work policy on cumulative CRs 
released over-time. We implement exogenous CRs as a 
random Poisson process [5]. The release policy drives 
the new change request activity and particularly 
controls the quantum of anti-regressive work required. 
We execute the model for 0%, 20%, 40% and 60% 
anti-regressive work. An anti-regressive component of 
40% provides maximum long-term growth; anything 
more does not add value and is wasted. 

We started with a 40% anti-regressive component in 
year 2006, taking a major share of that on our account. 
A year hence, system has improved significantly; 
customer satisfaction levels have risen. 

We were able to take our results to the customer and 
request modifications to contract terms. The model 
indicates the need for a continued 40% anti-regressive 
componnet; customer has agreed to take on 25% anti-
regressive work into the contracts. 

Fig. 6: Project Anti-regressive Policy Response 

USING DECISION STRUCTURES FOR POLICY ANALYSIS 
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Our annual maintenance contracts for software 
maintenance now include two distinct components: 
functional enhancements to meet the demands for 
functional product evolution, and the associated 
(equivalent components) of refactoring to ensure 
continued system maintainability. 

 
V. CONCLUSION 

The global process feedback model and subsequent 
detailing of the same in relation to the evolution of 
fielded software product-lines as these are maintained 
over time, provides a sound theoretical foundation. 
Despite the very different application and 
implementation domains in which systems are 
developed, evolved, operated and used, we observe 
that the long-term evolutionary behavior of all release-
based systems is qualitatively equivalent. By reusing 
model elements (appropriate to the context and level of 
abstraction required), practitioners can quickly model 
software process dynamics to get better insight into the 
many influencing factors that contribute to a project 
progressing at a rate different from the plan. 

Dynamic modeling supports project risk assessment 
and management. Dynamic models facilitate and 
enable project managers to understand the long-term 
implications of policy and take proactive steps to 
maintain and / or restore productivity growth trends. 
We successfully modeled and implemented decision 
structures for policy analysis for the management of 
product-line evolution. 

When considering the real-world, it is imperative to 
consider the role of factors such as, organizational and 
managerial policies, strategies, and other forces and 
constraints placed on the process by the environment. 
Appropriate policies are easily integrated into the 
model. The impact of different policies can be studied 
through simulation – the results of the simulation 
support project management decision: in particular, the 
long-term effects of those decisions. 

Models incorporating all of the above can support 
detailed and realistic decision making that takes 
process improvements to the next level: where these 
have a direct impact on project outputs (project 
performance). The decision structures can be extended 
to include more detail based on an analysis of the 
problem areas. 

 
VI. FUTURE WORK 

The system dynamics model can be refined to 
incorporate finer granularity in all phases. Other life-
cycle processes can be introduced along with further 
drill-down into various aspects of the system that 
warrant investigation.  

We recommend additional sensitivity analysis of 
growth productivity to various model parameters like 
attrition impact delay, hiring delays, knowledge 
assimilation delays, and others. Such experiments can 
provide leads to organizational level processization 
initiatives. By adding the project monitoring and 
control aspects and synchronizing the policy 
assessment with the project tracking cycles, we model 
more realistic conditions. 
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Abstract: Information retrieval systems that search within 
multimedia artifacts face inter-modality fusion problem. Fuzzy 
logic, sequential and linear combinational techniques are used 
for inter-modality fusion. We explore asymptotically that Fuzzy 
logic and sequential techniques have limitations. One major 
limitation is that they only address fusion of documents coming 
from different modalities, not document relevancies distributed 
in different modality relevancy spaces. Linear combinational 
techniques fuse document relevancies distributed within different 
relevancy spaces using inter-modality weights and calculate 
composite relevancies. Inter-modality weights can be calculated 
using several offline and online techniques. Offline techniques 
mostly use machine learning techniques and adjust weights 
before search process. Online techniques calculate inter-modality 
weights within search process and are satisfactory for general 
purpose information retrieval systems. We investigate 
asymptotically that linear combination technique for inter-
modality fusion outperforms fuzzy logic techniques and 
workflows. We explore a variation of linear combination 
technique based on ratio of average arithmetic means of 
document relevancies. Our proposed technique smoothes the 
effect of inter-modality weights and provides a moderate 
mechanism of inter-modality fusion.   

Keywords: inter-modality, intra modality, multimedia 
artifact, retrieval model, relevancy, digital libraries and 
multimodal fusion. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Information retrieval systems like digital libraries and 
museum collections not only consist of text documents, their 
information resources may also hold any of multimedia data 
types such as image, audio and video objects [1,2]. 
Multimodal information is associated with multimedia 
artifacts. Information retrieval systems that perform search 
with in multimedia artifacts actually search with in multiple 
sources of information or modalities [3]. Multimodal search is 
distributed among different modalities. Final results of 
retrieval process are strongly based on fusion of results that 
are from different modalities associated with each object [4]. 
Constituents of multimedia objects are searched using diverse  
search mechanism e.g. video objects can be searched by using 
image content based and text based search mechanisms [5]. 
Multimedia documents search spaces or modalities are 
scattered in divergent spaces where varying search  

mechanisms are required for relevancy measures. Fusion 
techniques are used for the combination of results from 
different modalities. Fusion of relevancy weights come from 
different modalities of a document is called inter-modality 
fusion.  Inter-modality fusion techniques are used for the 
calculation of final relevancies of multimedia documents. 
There are different techniques for multimodal fusion like 
fuzzy logic, sequential or workflows and linear combinational 
techniques [6]. Fuzzy logic and sequential fusion techniques 
are not satisfactory for documents relevancy calculations 
when multiple modalities are involved in the retrieval process. 
Sequential techniques also suffer from performance and 
sequence problems that affect precision and recall of overall 
retrieval process [7]. Fuzzy logic and sequential fusion 
techniques discuss fusion of documents not their relevancies.  

Linear combinational techniques [5] for multimodal 
retrieval are simple, easy to implement in general purpose 
retrieval systems. They do not have limitations like sequential 
and fuzzy logic techniques. This paper discuses different 
multimodal fusion techniques, their limitations and propose a 
variation of linear combinational technique that calculates 
dynamically inter-modality weights for multimodal fusion. 

II. EVALUATION OF INTER-MODALITY 
FUSION TECHNIQUES 

In this section we discuss different fusion techniques and 
evaluate their limitations in the context of multimodal 
retrieval. 

A. Fuzzy Logic Techniques
Fuzzy logic techniques are based on Boolean operations [8].  

Conjunctions or disjunctions of results that are from different 
modalities are examples of fuzzy logic techniques [9, 10]. 
Formally disjunction and conjunction of results can be 
calculated by using following equations.  

n

i
iRsRs

1
)(                                                          (1)

n

i
iRsRs

1
)(                                                          (2)

Where  consist of documents returned when search is 
performed on i

)(iRs
th modality of documents. 
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Fuzzy logic techniques are simple and easy to implement. 
Retrieval function just requires searching of relevant 
documents from different modalities involved in the search 
process. Finally a merge function is used to merge documents 
from different modalities. Retrieval functions that perform 
search with in different modalities are independent and their 
distributed processing is possible. So time complexity of a 
fuzzy logic technique is sum of retrieval functions and a 
merge function. We explain time complexity by the following 
equation.  

Where Tc  is time complexity,  is i)(ifR th retrieval function 
performed on ith modality involved in search process. is
merge function. We further simplify the above equation as: 

fM

)()))((( MfTcRfMaxnTcTc  (4) 

Where n is the number of functions involved in the search 
process. Number of modalities and retrieval functions are 
always equal. So from above equation we conclude that time 
complexity of fuzzy logic techniques is always in the order of: 

)())))(((max( MfTciRfTcO  (5) 

According to equation 5 performance of fuzzy logic 
technique is satisfactory when they are used in multimodal 
search process. Fuzzy logic techniques have limitations that 
they cannot address fusion of weights that comes from 
different modalities. They are not appropriate for calculation 
of documents combined probabilistic relevancies. So system 
cannot give composite probabilistic relevancy of multimodal 
query with a multimedia object. By using these techniques 
probabilistic inter-modality fusion is not possible. 

B. Multimodal Fusion Using Sequential Techniques  
Sequential fusion techniques are basically workflows [6, 11] 

that exactly follow pipes and filter architectural approach [15]. 
Retrieval functions are applied on set of documents one by 
one such that output of one retrieval function will become 
input of next retrieval function. We better explain this 
approach with the help of an equation.  

)))(...3(2(1 DsfnfffRs 6

Where Rs is result set, n is number of modalities, ƒ1, ƒ2, ƒ3, 
ƒ4… ƒn are retrieval function applied on modalities and Ds is 
document set. From above equation we analyze that by using 
sequential techniques retrieval function on document 
modalities are applied one by one in such a way that search 
process exactly works like pipes and filters architecture as 
shown in “fig. 1.”. 

This technique is simple and easy to implement but 
distributed query processing is not possible. This technique is 
not suitable for general purpose information retrieval systems 
when large collections of multimedia digital repositories are 
available for search. By using sequential technique nested 

retrieval functions are executed. Time complexity can be 
calculated as 

Ds

Rs= ƒ (n) (Ds) 

Rs= ƒ (n-1) (Rs)

Fig. 1. Multimodal fusion using sequential/workflow model.

f(1), f(2),f(3)…f(n) are retrieval functions, Ds is document set 
on which retrieval functions are applied and FRS is final result
set.

n
i iRfTcTc 1 ))(( (7)

Equation can also be written as 

)((...))3(()2(())1(( nRfTcRfTcRfTcRfTcTc (8)

Time complexity of retrieval process is equal to the sum of
time complexities of all retrieval functions involved in the
search process. So time complexity for sequential techniques
is always order of:

))((...))3(()2(())1(((( nRfTcRfTcRfTcRfTcO (9)

According to equation 9 performance of sequential
multimodal retrieval model is influenced by execution of
retrieval functions. Retrieval functions are strongly
interdependent so their distributed processing is not possible.
Workflows or sequential models are feasible for simple query
processing but they are not satisfactory for complex query
processing [13] like multimodal query processing. In
sequential techniques retrieval is also strongly influenced by
order of functions performed on multiple modalities. If this
order of function execution is not appropriate and function
executed first on weaker modalities then retrieval process is
strongly influenced [7]. This technique faces sequence
problems. Machine learning techniques are used to learn
sequences [16] for different query type sets but this approach
is not applicable on vast amount of data and diverse query
types. Offline learning of sequences of modalities for query
sets has applications when domains are limited and query
types are not so divergent [6]. When we know stronger and 
weaker modalities in advance then we can easily define cluster 
of documents and their corresponding sequences using
machine learning techniques. But we want to explore some

n
i MfTciRfTcTc 1 )())(( (3)

Rs= ƒ (2) (Ds)

Rs= ƒ (1) (Ds)
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generic solution that has applications in different domains. 
Sequential techniques cannot give mechanism for probabilistic 
fusion [5] of document relevancies from different modalities. 

C. Multimodal Fusion Using Linear Combination Model  
Linear combinational techniques are mostly used for 

multimodal fusion. They cannot face problems that we discuss 
in other multimodal fusion techniques. Probabilistic inter-
modality fusion is possible by using inter-modality weights 
[6]. Inter-modality weights are basically balancing factors or 
probabilistic factors that can be used to fuse probabilistic 
relevancies of a document from more than one modalities of 
information. Inter-modality weight shows probabilistic 
strength of each modality involved in the retrieval process. 

Following equation explains inter-modality fusion using 
linear combinational model. 

n
i DiQiiSimDQSim i1 ),(),( 10

    Where Q is multimodal query, D is multimodal document, 
i is ith inter-modality fusion factor and sum of all factors must 

be equal to one, Qi is ith component of multimodal query, Qi is 
ith modality of a document and Sim i is probabilistic similarity 
of ith modality of a document with respect to ith modality 
component of a query by using i th similarity function.  

From equation 10 we analyze that linear combinational 
model fuse probabilistic weights of a document from different 
modalities. These weights from different modalities are called 
intra-modality weights [6]. This model probabilistically fuses 
intra-modality weights for relevancy calculations while other 
two techniques combine relevant documents from different 
modalities. So this technique is considered as an ideal 
approach for inter-modality fusion.

By using linear combinational model distributed query 
processing is possible [11]. Time complexity depends upon 
processing time of retrieval function, inter-modality fusion 
function that we describe in equation 10 and function that 
calculates inter-modality weights, so time complexity will be 

11

Where fusion-Fun fuse relevancies come from different 
modalities and Weight-Fun calculates inter-modality weights 
but it depends upon on-line and off-line weight calculation 
techniques [6]. Time complexity will be mostly order of: 

)()((max( WfTcRfTcO 12

Where Tc (Wf) = 0 when off-line weight calculation 
techniques are used. 

As we noticed from equations 5, 9 and 12 that time 
complexity of fuzzy logic technique and linear combinational 
model is approximately equal except the overhead of merge 
and weight functions respectively. Time complexity of both 
techniques outperform sequential model.  

Inter-Modality Weights: Inter-modality weights can be 
calculated using off-line and on-line techniques. Off-line 
weight calculation techniques are based on heuristics like 
speech modality associated with video artifact is stronger than 
visual modality [12] or all modalities have same strength. 
Machine learning techniques [7] are also used for the offline 
calculation of inter-modality weights. But using off-line 
techniques inter-modality weights are considered as constant 
[5] or predefined set of weights are calculated for predefined 
set of possible query types [14]. These weight calculation 
techniques are satisfactory for small specified domains but not 
a good approach when domains are vast and user queries are 
unpredictable.

On-line weight calculation techniques calculate inter-
modality weights for each new search [6]. These techniques 
follow simple probabilistic approaches or simple online 
learning techniques for the calculation of inter-modality 
weights. Currently researchers try to calculate inter-modality 
weights using relevance feedback [17]. It is a multi-step 
process, first system shows relevant results then user gives 
relevance feedback and in last step system shows document 
relevancies by fusing newly calculated inter-modality weights 
with documents intra-modality weights.  

III. PROPOSED INTER-MODALITY FUSION 
USING INTRA-MODALITY WEIGHTS 

We investigate a new single step online approach for the 
calculation of inter-modality weights by using summarized 
information of documents intra-modality weights. Inter-
modality fusion [6] requires inter-modality weights. We 
purpose a new technique for the calculation of inter-modality 
weights by exploiting intra-modalities weights. When search 
process starts query components are distributed in search 
space and relevancies are calculated for these distributed 
query components with in specified modalities of multimedia 
documents. So for a composite query different relevancy 
spaces are created. Probabilistic fusion process 
probabilistically fuses document relevancies from these 
relevancy spaces one by one and calculates composite 
relevancy for each document and creates composite relevancy 
space which is final result set. Main philosophy of our 
approach is that stronger modalities contribute more than 
weaker modalities in inter-modality fusion process.  

)()())(( WfTcFfTciRfTcTc

We calculate modality strength by using relevancy spaces 
calculated for each modality in the search process. Our 
assumption is simple if relevancy space consists of high 
relevancies this makes corresponding modality strong and if 
relevancy space consists of low relevancies this makes 
corresponding modality weak. 

Now we introduce two new possible methods for the 
calculation of probabilistic inter-modality weights by using 
above mentioned philosophy. We investigate arithmetic mean 
and ratio of average arithmetic mean method for the fusion of 
inter-modality weights. 
Arithmetic Mean (AM): In this method we calculate inter-
modality weights by taking ratio of arithmetic mean of all 
modalities relevancy spaces. Arithmetic mean takes average of 
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each intra-modality weight set calculated during the 
information search process by retrieval function. Ratio of 
proportion of average arithmetic mean for each modality is 
used as inter-modality weight for that particular modality. 
Suppose we have n number of modalities m1, m2, m3… mn and 
n number of relevancy spaces s1, s2, s3… sn have been 
calculated when search is performed on modalities. Each 
relevancy space contains intra-modality weights. Inter-
modality weights w1, w2, w3... wn for inter-modality fusion 
using arithmetic mean can be calculated as: 

Average Arithmetic Mean (AVG (AM)): In this method we 
divide each relevancy space into equal regions and take ratios 
of average arithmetic means of these regions as inter-modality 
weights. Suppose we have n number of modalities m1, m2,
m3... mn. Relevancy spaces s1, s2, s3… sn have been calculated 
when search is performed on modalities. Each relevancy space 
contains intra-modality weights. By using average arithmetic 
mean method each relevancy space is divided into M periodic 
regions. Each periodic region contains relevancies in specified 
periodic limits. Average arithmetic mean of relevancy spaces 
can be calculated as 

Average AM1, Average AM2, Average AM3,..., Average AMn
are average arithmetic of relevancy spaces s1, s2, s3, …, sn
respectively. Each relevancy space is divided into M regions. 
Inter-modality weights w1, w2, w3... wn for inter-modality 
fusion using average arithmetic mean can be calculated as: 

We explain these methods with the help of an example 
represented in “fig. 2.”.   

                             

Fig. 2. Three relevancy spaces (a), (b) and (c), each having 5 relevancies, each 
relevancy space divided into three regions. Circles with same boundary styles 
represent relevancies of same document with in different relevancy spaces. 

TABLE 1 
INTER-MODALITY WEIGHTS USING AM AND AVERAGE (AM) 

In table 1 we calculate inter-modality weights of given 
relevance spaces using arithmetic mean and average 
arithmetic mean. 

We notice from table 1 that by using arithmetic mean 
method more high relevancies in a relevancy space of a 
modality try to strongly influence strength of other modalities 
or decreases inter-modality weights of other modalities. 
Relevancy space (b) in “fig. 2.” influences other relevancy 
spaces when we calculate inter-modality weights. 

Average arithmetic mean method moderates effect of high 
and low relevancy regions in relevancy spaces for the 
calculation inter-modality weights. Both approaches act same 
when distribution of relevancies with in regions of relevancy 
spaces is uniform. When distribution of relevancies is not 
uniform average arithmetic mean method try to smooth effects 
of non-uniformities in relevancy spaces. This approach acts an 
intermediate approach between arithmetic mean and equal 
constant inter-modality weights. 

TABLE 2 
DOCUMENTS COMPOSITE RELEVANCIES BY USING 

ARITHMETIC MEAN, AVERAGE ARITHMETIC MEAN AND 
CONSTANT METHODS

w1=AM(S1)/(AM(S1)+AM(S2)+AM(S3)+...+AM(Sn))
w2=AM(S2)/(AM(S1)+AM(S2)+AM(S3)+...+AM(Sn))
W3=AM(S2)/(AM(S1)+AM(S2)+AM(S3)+...+AM(Sn))
....................................................................... 
wn=AM(Sn)/( AM(S1)+AM(S2)+AM(S3)+...+AM(Sn))

        (a)         (b)          (c) 

Average AM1=(AM(S11)+AM(S12)+AM(S13)+...+AM(S1M))/M
Average AM2=(AM(S21)+AM(S22)+AM(S23)+...+AM(S2M))/M
Average AM3=(AM(S31)+AM(S32)+AM(S33)+...+AM(S3M))/M
........................................................................... 
........................................................................... 
...........................................................................
Average AMn=(AM(Sn1)+AM(Sn2)+AM(Sn3)+...+AM(SnM))/M 

w1= Average AM1 / (Average AM1 + Average AM2 + Average AM3
+... +Average AMn)

w2= Average AM2 / (Average AM1 + Average AM2 + Average AM3
+... +Average AMn)

w3= Average AM3 / (Average AM1 + Average AM2 + Average AM3

+... +Average AMn)
.................................................................................................................... 
.................................................................................................................... 
..................................................................................................................... 

wn= Average AM3 / (Average AM1 + Average AM2 + Average AM3
+... +Average AMn)

Ratio
Ratio(AM) (Avg(AM)) constant

1 0.21 0.23 0.33

2 0.41 0.38 0.33

3 0.38 0.39 0.33

Relevancies Ratio
(AM) 

Ratio
(Avg(AM)) 

Const

Doc1 0.1, 0.4, 0.9 0.53 0.53 0.46
Doc2 0.2, 0.5, 0.6 0.47 0.47 0.43
Doc3 0.3, 0.7, 0.4 0.50 0.49 0.46
Doc4 0.5, 0.8, 0.5 0.62 0.61 0.59
Doc5 0.6, 0.9, 0.7 0.76 0.75 0.72
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Fig. 3. document relevancies using three methods 

Table 2 and “fig. 3.” show that average arithmetic mean is a 
moderate approach between other two approaches. It smoothes 
the effects of non-uniform relevancies with in relevancy 
spaces for the calculation of inter-modality weights. 

IV. EVALUATION 

Average arithmetic mean is simple, easy to implement 
approach for online calculation of inter-modality weights. 
Average arithmetic mean can be calculated for relevancy 
spaces in non-polynomial time. Time complexity will be order 
of O (n) so it is performance wise feasible for online 
processing. This approach does not require relevance feedback 
so document relevancies can be calculated in a single step. We 
perform different tests for the evaluation of our proposed 
approach. We use randomly generated datasets using Mat Lab 
by assuming that original retrieval models also throw similar 
random frequencies. 

Fig. 4. (a) Solid line shows inter-modality weights using ratio (Avg (AM)) 
method (b) dotted line shows inter-modality weights using ratio (AM) method 

Test1: In this test we take a relevancy space of hundred 
relevancies and divide space into ten regions. We initially 
place all hundred relevancies in first region of space and then 
move relevancies in next regions one by one and plot their 
corresponding ratio (Avg (AM)) and ratio (AM) such that in 
last step each region consists exactly ten relevancies. This test 
shows behaviour of relevancy spaces for inter-modality 
weights at each step when relevancies move among relevancy 
regions.

From “fig. 4.” we conclude that both methods are equivalent 
when relevancy distribution is uniform among relevancy 
regions in relevancy space. Both lines intersect each other in 
case of uniform distribution. Dotted line is consistently 
influenced by the movement of relevancies in high relevancy 
regions while solid line is not consistently influenced. Solid 
line show smooth behaviour when relevancies move across 
regions. 

Fig. 5. inter-modality weights using ratio (avg(AM)) method 

Test 2: In this test we take three relevancy spaces each 
having ten regions. Each region consists of less than or equal 
to ten randomly generated relevancies. We plot inter-modality 
weights of relevancy spaces. Experiment is repeated twenty-
five times by refreshing relevancies in relevancy spaces as 
shown in “fig. 5”. 

From “fig. 5.” we analyze that inter-modality weights 
mostly intersect each other. Intersection points are basically 
weights that are balanced. So from this graph we conclude that 
our proposed approach for inter-modality weight calculation 
mostly tries to smooth the effects of non-informalities in 
relevancy spaces. 

Fig. 6. Inter-modality weights by (a) Avg (AM) (b) AM and (c) constant 
method 

Test 3: in this test we take relevancy space having ten 
regions. Each region consists of one hundred relevancies. We 
plot inter-modality weights by repeating experiment 20 times 
using both methods and also plot constant line as shown in 
figure 6.   

From “fig. 6.” we analyze that inter-modality weights 
calculated by using Avg (AM) methods mostly lies between 
weights calculated by other two methods. This validates our 
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assumption that average arithmetic mean is a moderate 
approach between other two approaches. 

V. CONCLUSION 

For inter-modality fusion online inter-modality weight 
calculation techniques are satisfactory. A performance of our 
proposed technique is appropriate for general purpose 
information retrieval systems when their domains are large 
and diverse. Linear combination model with inter-modality 
weights calculations outperforms sequential techniques and 
performance wise equal to fuzzy logic techniques. Average 
arithmetic mean method tries to smooth the effects of 
relevancies when their distribution with in relevancy spaces is 
not uniform. We evaluate our proposed technique by using 
automated randomly generated dataset by assuming that 
information retrieval functions also throw similar relevancies 
in relevancy spaces. 
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Abstract 
 

This paper describes a clustering approach 
for classifying texts where dynamic text are 
evaluated with intervals (interval-valued 
numbers or IVN) rather than numbers. This new 
interval measurement allows us to capture the 
text relevance by multiple keywords at the same 
time and thus can provide multi-dimension text 
ranking. We build several comparison 
mechanisms to rank the intervals based on 
interval multiple values, their distributions and 
relationships. Then, the dynamic texts in 
information systems can be pro-actively 
clustered into collections usingthis ranking 
results. 

 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Texts are the most popular form to represent and 
store information and knowledge. With billions 
of emails alone being created everyday 
worldwide [14,16], the existing trillions of 
emails and other documents cannot be read by 
humans only anymore we must now try to 
analyze and process them automatically, at least 
partially. Therefore, evaluating the relevance of 
text documents to different topics is one of the 
most important and critical steps in managing 
modern information systems [1][2]. 
 

Various methods have been used to represent, 
evaluate, and compare texts. However, while 
these methods may produce some results with 
fixed texts they do not work with texts which 
are changed dynamically. 
 
In this paper we propose a soft-computing 
method where interval-valued numbers (IVN) 
are used to represent ranges of contents or 
characteristics of dynamic texts. Then, a fuzzy 
comparison method is proposed to rank these 
interval-valued characteristics of various 
documents in regards of different topics. 
 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2 describes the problem of text 
evaluation and the special features of the 
dynamic text case. In section 3, areview of text 
representation and evaluation methods is 
provided. Our measurement and representation 
method using IVN is depicted in section 4. The 
fuzzy ranking for IVN characteristics of 
dynamic texts is explained in section 5. Finally, 
a brief assessment and possible directions of 
future work are discussed in section 6. 
 
 
2. Text Evaluation Problem 
 
The problem of evaluating texts in regards to 
given topics can be stated as the followings. 
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Given:a set of texts T={t1,t2, .., tn} where ti∈Ť, 
i=1..n, and a list of topics K={k1,k2, .., km} 
where kj∈Ќ, j=1..m. 
 
Question:how to evaluate each text ti, i=1..n, in 
T in regards to the topics given in K ? That is to 
find the values of elements in the relevance 
matrix RM: 
 

Relevance Matrix 
T/K k1 k2 … km 
t1 r11 r12 … r1m 
t2 r21 r22 … r2m 
… … … … … 
tn r31 r32 … r3m 

 
Where, rijshows how text tirelates to topic kj, 
i=1..n, j=1..m. This general problem may have 
different derivations for requirements: 
• Simple Evaluation:rij∈{1,0} that is “yes” or 
“no” for the answer of whether a text tirelates to 
topic kjor not. 
• Relative Evaluation:rij∈Ř a given common 
domain∀i=1..n, j=1..m and therefore can also be 
used to rank or compare the relevance of 
different texts to one topic. 
• Composition Evaluation:the relevance 
matrix RM can be extended by measuring the 
relevance of the given texts to different 
combinations of topics, for example: how a 
given text timay relate to several combined 
topics {k1,k2,k5} ? 
 
When the texts in T are dynamic, that is any tiin 
T={t1,t2, .., tn} may be changed. This leads to 
dynamic values of rij, i=1..n, j=1..m. Thus, it 
would be very difficult to evaluate and rank 
their relevance since the relevance computation, 
even by simplest method, would create delays. 
Traditional evaluation methods for static or 
fixed texts would not work. There are two 
approaches to solve this problem more 
effectively: (i) use the available data and the 
texts at time momentτto predict the relevance 
ranks of texts for momentτ+1, or (ii) evaluate 
and capture possible relevancy in a range 

foreach text and then rank the texts based on 
these ranges. 
 
 
3. Related Works 
 
In reviewing related works for solving the text 
evaluation problem we divide them into two 
fundamental and related sub-areas: (i) text 
representation and (ii) measurement and 
evaluation mechanisms. 
 
Text Representation 
 
A text or document can be represented in 
different ways: 
• a number [6] 
• a vector or a set of numbers [7] 
• a title [6] 
• keywords or terms [8,15] 
• indexes (words, phrases) [5,16] 
• an abstract or summary[4] 
• document “fingerprints” [2] 
• contextual maps [2] 
 
Measurement and Evaluation Mechanisms 
 
In order to measure and evaluate how text 
documents may relate to a given topic the 
following approaches have been developed: 
• Search for keywords or terms [8] 
• Search for word aliases [9] 
• Define vectors [7] 
• Use metadata such as “tags” [2] 
• Build classification trees [1,12] 
• Indexing [5] 
• Compare based on similarity [2] 
• Fuzzy logics [3] 
• Probabilistic estimation [5] 
• Logic-based model [11] 
• By clusters [1,13] 
 
However, these methods would not work 
efficiently for dynamic texts when the content 
of the texts may be modified or changed 
constantly such as weather or stock market 
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webpages, etc. In this case if we use any of the 
mentioned above ones the system would need to 
repeat all the computations for measuring and 
evaluating all the time. Here there could be two 
problems:either thecomputing overhead may 
exceed the deadline then the obtained evaluation 
result would not be valid anymore; or even if 
the deadline is met the system would be 
overloaded with the required computing power. 
 
 
4. Measuring Relevance by Interval-
Valued Numbers 
 
In order to represent or describe how a dynamic 
text relates to a topic we propose to use the 
Interval-Valued Numbers (IVN) which were 
investigated in [9,10]. An IVN is a value X 
which could fall to an interval [a,b] and is 
represented by the two bounders [a,b] and any 
information about past values, their possible 
distribution and behaviors. When more 
information about the past or possible values of 
X in [a,b] is available this kind of information 
may be used to define the approximate value of 
X. In that case an IVN is more flexible than a 
regular number but more precise than a regular 
interval. 
 
Assume that there is a list of texts T={t1,t2, .., tn} 
where ti∈Ť, i=1..n, and a list of topics K={k1,k2, 
.., km} where kj∈Ќ, j=1..m. A vocabulary V is 
also available which contains links of synonyms 
and antonyms with fuzzy estimations.This 
vocabularycan be employed by several 
functions: 
• ϑ1(w) returns two sets of strings 
{{sw1,sw2, …}, {aw1,aw2, …}} where the 
first set is the set of synonyms and the second 
one is the set of antonyms to the given wordw. 
• ϑ2(w1,w2) returns an interval-valued 
number (IVN)ūwhich shows the similarity 
degree ofw2tow1and is denoted as: 

ϑ2(w1,w2)≅ū: {[a,b],P,Vp={x1,x2, …xP}} 
 
The IVNūis defined in the vocabulary V 
basedon more than one estimation, for 

exampleexperts may define the similarity of w2 
to w1 differently in different contexts. Thus, for 
each IVNūwe have the bounds [a,b] and a 
distribution of estimated similarity values in 
different cases {x1,x2, …xS},∀xi∈[a,b], i =1..S. 
These values are attached toūand can be used 
later for ranking the relevance of texts by the 
fuzzy mechanism which is proposed in section 5. 
 
We also assume that a texttconsists of a string of 
wordst=(s1, s2, .., sL). Suppose thatΦis a 
function that measures the relevance of a texttto 
a single topickandΨis a function that measures 
the relevance of a text to a set of topics K*. We 
have: 

• Φ(t,k)=φ 
• Ψ(t,K*)=ψ 

where, 
K*={(k1,z1),(k2,z2),..(kg,zg)}, and k1,k2, …kgare 
the topics and z1,z2,.., zgare their weights. 
 
These functions can be defined as the 
followings: 

( ) ∑
=

=Φ
L

i
iskkt

1
),(2, ϑ  
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∑

∑
∑

=

=

=
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skz
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1

1
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ϑ
 

sincethe functionϑ2(w1,w2)returns interval-
valued numbers (IVN), the estimations of how 
the given texttrelates to a topickor a set of 
topicsK*are also in IVN form and can be 
defined using the interval operators. 
 
Assume that the relevance of each stringsjin the 
texttin regards to a topickis: 

 
ϑ2(k,si)≅ūj:{[aj,bj],Pj,Vpj={xj1,xj2, …, xPj}} 

 
where, j = 1..L. Then, the combined relevance 
of the whole texttto the topickcan be defined as 
a sum of thoseLIVNs: 
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Φ(t,k)≅{[af,bf],Pf, Vpf={xf1,xf2, …xfP}} 
 
where, 

∑
=

=
L

j
jaa

1
, ∑

=

=
L

j
jbb

1
, 

LjVpxLVp j
jL

L ..1,,),...,2,1( =∈⊕=U χχχ  
where, U⊕L

Lproduces the set of any possible 
sums of L elements each from one Vpj, j=1..L. 
 
For example, given the following textt = “The 
New York Times reported that up to today all 50 
top banks of the world have their offices in New 
York”.This text could be transformed into the 
following list of terms or main strings: t = 
{“New York”, “New York Times”, “reported”, 
“world top banks”, “banks”, “world”, “top”, 
“office”, “today”} = {s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6, s7, 
s8, s9}. Suppose that the interested topics are k 
= “New York” and K*={(“world”,3), 
(“bank”,7)}. Then, the vocabulary V may return 
the following IVNs: 
 
ϑ2(k,s1)≅{[1,1],1,1} 
ϑ2(k,s2)≅{[0.8,1],3,0.9,0.8,1} 
ϑ2(k,s3)≅{[0,0.1],2,0.1,0} 
ϑ2(k,s4)≅{[0.2, 0.5],5,0.2,0.35,0.3,0.4,0.5} 
ϑ2(k,s5)≅{[0.1,0.3],2,0.3,0.1} 
ϑ2(k,s6)≅{[0.2,0.4],3,0.2,0.35,0.4} 
ϑ2(k,s7)≅{[0.1,0.2],2,0.1,0.2} 
ϑ2(k,s8)≅{[0.1,0.25],3,0.1,0.2,0.25} 
ϑ2(k,s9)≅{[0,0.1],4,0.6,0.5,0.9,0.8} 
 
Then, 

Φ(t,k)≅{[2.5, 4.55], P, Vp={2.5, …,4.55}} 
 
 
5. Fuzzy Ranking of Relevance 
 
Using IVN to represent the relevance of texts in 
T allows us to keep the past values and other 
information about the possible relevance which 
can be used at any stage of computation. 
However, comparison and ranking of IVN are 
not easy since instead of comparing two 
numbers now we need to compare two pairs of 
bounds, for example, [a1,b1] and [a2,b2], aswell 

as comparing the past estimated values or 
distribution of possible values of each IVN. In 
order to rank these IVN we combine the three 
approaches proposed in [9]. 
 
Assume that for each text in T={t1,t2, .., tn} 
where ti∈Ť, i=1..n, we obtained the relevance 
degrees by the method proposed in section 4 and 
have the following IVNs: 
Φ(t1,k)≅{[a1,b1],P1, Vp1={x11,x12, .. ,x1P1}} 
Φ(t2,k)≅{[a2,b2],P2, Vp2={x21,x22, .. ,x2P2}} 
… 
Φ(tN,k)≅{[aN,bN],PN, VpN={xn1,xn2, …xnPN}} 
 
Now, we need to compare and rank these IVNs 
so that we can: 
• define the most relevance text to the topic k 
from T, or 
• defineall the related texts in T which relate 
to a given topic k (i.e. their relevance degree 
exceed some given threshold). 
 
In order to do so we first develop a comparison 
mechanism to compare a pair of textst1andt2and 
measure how much more relevant one text is 
compared with the other text in term of agiven 
topick. 
 
We need to develop a new comparison method 
because the traditional mathematical 
comparison, which uses only three estimation 
degrees (>,<,=), can not work efficiently for 
IVNs. When the two intervals have overlapped 
bounds such asū1:[1,5] andū2:[3,8], any 
traditional statement, for instanceū1< ū2orū1> 
ū2could never be a guaranteed true. To deal with 
this problem we use afuzzy measurementof “>“ 
more or “<“ less with a degree D to describe the 
possible relationship between the two intervals. 
For instance, we haveū1>(D)ū2instead of 
justū1>ū2. 
 
The degree D is defined based on the bounds of 
the IVNs and on the estimated similarity values 
as the follows. 
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First, we define a so-called pseudo-distribution 
Pdi of the IVN, which may show the possible 
distributions of xjin [aj,bj] , j =1..Pi. For each 
data setVpi= {xj1,xj2, .. ,xjPi}of the 
IVNūi:[ai,bi], i=1..N, the pseudo-distribution is 
defined the by the following steps: 

• Split each IVNūi:[ai,bi] into Q 
subintervals {sX1

i, sX2
i,.., sXQ

i}. 
• Define the frequency t

if of the estimated 
similarity values which appear in each 
subinterval sXt

i, t=1..Q. 
• Represent the pseudo-distribution of the 
given IVN by a frequency set: Fi

},..,,{ 21 Q
iii fff= , i=1..N. 

The next step is to measure the pseudo-
distribution of each IVN and calculate the 
degree D of relevance comparison. 
 
The investigation in [9,10] showed that for 
different distribution types of the estimated 
values one comparison scheme may be more 
efficient than the others. In order to increase the 
efficiency and reduce the computation time, we 
compare the IVNs by three alternative schemes 
depending on the features and availability of 
data: one-peak, many-peak, and none-peak 
distributions as the followings. 
 
One-Peak Frequency 
 
When the pseudo-distribution has one peak we 
find the mid point Mi of the frequencies Fi

},..,,{ 21 Q
iii fff= , i =1..Nas the following: 

Mi= mod
ix : }{)( max

1

mod t
i

Q

i
ii fxF

=
=  

Where, functionFi (x)returns the frequency of 
estimated similarity values in an IVN [ai,bi]. 
For a pair of IVN:ū1andū2we find the balanced 
point Xo with a value of x p so that: 

• x p ∈[Mmin,Mmax] , where Mmin = 
min{M1,M2} and Mmax = max{M1,M2}, 
and 

• Δ0 1 2+ −| ( ) ( )|Ft x Ft xp p is minimum, 
where, 

+Ft1andFt2are the fittest function forF1andF2in 
[Mmin,Mmax] 
+
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whereα1andα2are defined by the functionΦ(a,b) 
which returns the sum of frequencies in [a,b] as 
the following : 
• if 

M1>M2:α1=Φ(Xo,b1);α2=Φ(a2,Xo);Ω=“>“
; 

• if 
M1<M2:α1=Φ(a1,Xo);α2=Φ(Xo,b2);Ω=“<”; 

• if M1 = M2: 
+)α1=Φ(Xo,b2);α2=Φ(a2,Xo);Ω= “>” : 
+)α1=Φ(a1,Xo);α2=Φ(Xo,b2);Ω= “<” ; 
 
Suppose thatΔ1=b1-a1;Δ2=b2-a2. We define the 
degree D as the following: 
• if 0 <

21
12

Δ+Δ
− ab < 1 then D(ū1Ωū2) = D*; 

• if
21
12

Δ+Δ
− ab ≥1 or

21
12

Δ+Δ
− ab ≤0 

thenD(ū1Ωū2) = |M1-M2|; 
 
Many-Peak Frequency 
 
When the pseudo-distribution has many peaks 
or “chaotic” we use the following procedure. 
For each frequencyset :Fi },..,,{ 21 Q

iii fff= , 
i=1..N we calculate the comparison values as 
the following: 

∑
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where,h=1,2,3, ..andhwill be chosen based on 
the data features of each particular problem, 
di=(bi-ai)/Q. 
 
Suppose thatΔ1=b1-a1;Δ2=b2-a2. We define the 
degree D as the following: 
• if 0 <

21
12

Δ+Δ
− ab <1 
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thenD(ū1Ωū2) =Ψ1-Ψ2; 
• if

21
12

Δ+Δ
− ab ≥1 or

21
12

Δ+Δ
− ab ≤0 

thenD(ū1Ωū2) = |Ψ1-Ψ2|; 
where, 
Ω= “>“ ifΨ1>Ψ2 andΩ= “<“ otherwise. 
 
No-Peak Frequency 
 
When the estimated similarity data is not 
repeated, that is when their frequency is1,the 
pseudo-distribution is flat and has no peak. We 
use the following procedure. 
 
Define the meansMei,i = 1..R, of the sets of 
frequencies by the following: 

Mei= ∑
=

Q

t i

t
ii

r
xF

1

)(  

 
For a pairū1andū2define the middle-point Xm of 
a value me

x so that : 

• 
me

x ∈[Memin,Memax] , 
where, Memin = min{Me1,Me2} and 
Memax =max{Me1,Me2}, and 
• )21( Γ+Γ+Δp is maximum, 

where:Γ1=Φ(Mmin,O) andΓ2=Φ(Mmax,O) 
; and
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Wehave
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VpVp
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i

ββ , whereβ1 

andβ2 are defined similarly asα1andα2. 
 
Suppose thatΔ1=b1-a1 ;Δ2=b2-a2; We build the 
degree D as the following: 
• if 0 < b a2 1

1 2
−
+Δ Δ

<1 then D(ū1Ωū2) = D; 

• if b a2 1
1 2

−
+Δ Δ

≥1 or b a2 1
1 2

−
+Δ Δ

≤0 

thenD(ū1Ωū2) = | Me1-Me2|; 
 
 

 
Ranking Relevance 
 
Thus, the texts in T={t1,t2, .., tn} have relevance 
degrees to a topic k represented by the following 
IVNs: 
t1→k :ū1{[a1,b1],P1, Vp1={x11,x12, .. ,x1P1}} 
t2→k :ū2{[a2,b2],P2, Vp2={x21,x22, .. ,x2P2}} 
… 
tn→k :ūn{[an,bn],Pn, Vpn={xn1,xn2, …xnPn}} 
 
Since theses IVNs may have different frequency 
distributions we can apply the proposed fuzzy 
ranking mechanism for different cases to define 
the followings: 

ū1Ω(D1,2)ū2,where D1,2= D(ū1Ωū2) 
ū1Ω(D1,3)ū2,where D1,3= D(ū1Ωū3) 
… 
ū1Ω(D1,N)ū2,where D1,N= D(ū1ΩūN) 

 
As these are regular numbers we can now rank 
them by traditional comparison as usual. 
 
Then, the most relevance text to the topic k from 
T is t*where : 

D(ū1Ωū*)= MAX{ D(ū1Ωū2),…, D(ū1ΩūN) } 
 
If the threshold for relevance to a topickisλkthen 
any texttrwhoseD(ū1Ωūr) >λkcan be selected as 
“related” texts. 
 
 
6. Conclusions 
 
In this paper we have developed and described a 
soft-computation approach to dynamic text 
evaluation where interval-valued numbers 
(IVN) are used to represent the relevance of 
texts to given topics and fuzzy logics is 
employed to rank their relevance. The use of 
IVNs allows us to store different values of the 
estimation of how a string and a text may relate 
to a topic. These multiple values are used later 
in the computation which is carried through a 
fuzzy ranking of these IVNs. The proposed 
approach works when the changes of each 
dynamic text fall into one interval but would not 
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work if otherwise or if the intervals all are too 
wide. Our possible future work includes the 
development of similar mechanism for 
theComposition Evaluation of dynamic texts as 
well as research on the effects of the frequency 
distributions of the estimated values on the 
results and on the computation time. 
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Abstract-Mattern’s GVT algorithm is a time management algorithm 

that helps achieve the synchronization in parallel and distributed 

systems. This algorithm uses ring structure to establish cuts C1 and 

C2 to calculate the GVT. The latency of calculating the GVT is vital 

in parallel/distributed systems which is extremely high if calculated 

using this algorithm. However, using synchronous barriers with the 

Matterns algorithm can help improving the GVT computation 

process by minimizing the GVT latency. In this paper, we 

incorporate the butterfly barrier to employ two cuts C1 and C2 and 

obtain the resultant GVT at an affordable latency. Our analysis 

shows that the proposed GVT computation algorithm significantly 

improves the overall performance in terms of memory saving and 

latency.   

Keywords-Time management algorithm, latency, butterfly barrier 

I. INTRODUCTION

A parallel and distributed system is an environment where a 

huge single task is being divided into several sub-tasks and 
each terminal getting a sub-task to execute. The main problem 

that is being faced here is the synchronization. All the 

processes need to be synchronized as the main aim of 

distributed system is that the final output after execution of 

entire task should be exactly the same as that of the output 

attained when the same task is executed sequentially on a 

single machine. 

Mattern’s GVT algorithm helps keep all the processes in 

synchronization by finding the minimum of time stamps of all 

the messages at a point. It also makes sure that there are no 

transient messages in the process of execution as it waits for 

the processes to receive all the messages that are destined for it. 
The backlog of this algorithm is that the latency is high. This 

keeps the algorithm away from its widespread usage. The 

performance of a parallel/distributed system can be degraded if 

the latency for computing the GVT is high. The Mattern’s GVT 

algorithm uses several variables which in turn increase the 

number of memory fetches.  

In the proposed algorithm, we implement the similar 

mechanism structure suggested by the Mattern’s [1] with the 

use of a matrix. This utilization of the matrix eliminates two of 

the variables and an array as used by the original Mattern’s 

GVT algorithm. Consequently, the use of matrix with the 

Mattern’s algorithm provides several advantages such as it 

reduces the number of memory fetches, saves memory, 

increases the processor speed, and improves the latency. We 
incorporated the butterfly barrier as it has great performance 

when compared to the other barriers such as broadcast and the 

centralized barriers [7]. When we finish implementing the 

barrier with the proposed algorithm, the current simulation time 

is updated. This implies that there is no need to communicate 

the minimum time or the simulation time reducing the message 

exchanges. This, therefore, improves the latency at affordable 

rate. 

II. RELATED WORK

The term distributed refers to distributing the execution of a 

single run of a simulation program across multiple processors 

[2]. One of the main problems associated with the distributed 
simulation is the synchronization of a distributed execution. If 

not properly handled, synchronization problems may degrade 

the performance of a distributed simulation environment [5]. 

This situation gets more severe when the synchronization 

algorithm needs to run to perform a detailed logistics 

simulation in a distributed environment to simulate a huge 

amount of data [6]. 

Event synchronization is an essential part of parallel 

simulation [2]. In general, synchronization protocols can be 

categorized into two different families: conservative and 

optimistic. Time Warp is an optimistic protocol for 
synchronizing parallel discrete event simulations [3]. Global 

virtual time (GVT) is used in the Time Warp synchronization 

mechanism to reclaim memory, commit output, detect 

termination, and handle errors. GVT can be considered as a 

global function which is computed many times during the 

course of a simulation. The time required to compute the value 

of GVT may result in performance degradation due to a slower 

execution rate [4].  
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On the other hand, a small GVT latency (delay between its 

occurrence and detection) reduces the processor’s idle time and 

thus improves the overall throughput of distributed simulation 

system. However, this reduction in the latency is not consistent 

and linear if it is used in its original form with the existing 

distributed termination detection algorithm [7].   
Mattern’s [1] has proposed GVT approximation with 

distributed termination detection algorithm. This algorithm 

works fine and gives optimal performance in terms of accurate 

GVT computation at the expense of slower execution rate. This 

slower execution rate results a high GVT latency. Due to the 

high GVT latency, the processors involve in communication 

remain idle during that period of time. As a result, the overall 

throughput of a discrete event parallel simulation system 

degrades significantly. Thus, the high GVT latency prevents 

the widespread use of this algorithm in discrete event parallel 

simulation system.  

However, if we could improve the latency of the GVT 
computation, most of the discrete event parallel simulation 

system would likely to get advantage of this technique in terms 

of accurate GVT computation. In this paper, we examine the 

potential use of butterfly barriers with the Mattern’s GVT 

structure using a ring. Simulation results demonstrate that the 

use of the tree barriers with the Mattern’s GVT structure can 

significantly improve the latency time and thus increase the 

overall throughput of the parallel simulation system. The 

performance measure adopted in this paper is the achievable 

latency for a fixed number of processors and the number of 

message transmission during the GVT computation.    
Thus, the focus of this paper is on the implementation of 

butterfly barrier structures. In other words, we do not focus on 

how the GVT is actually computed. Instead, our focus of study 

is on the parameters (if any) or factors that may improve the 

latency involved in GVT computation. In addition, we briefly 

describe that what changes (if any) may introduce due to the 

implementation of this new barrier structure that may have an 

impact on the overall latency.                     

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

In this section, we present the proposed algorithm. For the 
sake of simplicity, we divide the algorithms for both cuts C1 

and C2.  

A. The Proposed Algorithm 

ALGO  GVT_FLY(V[N][N],Tmin,Tnow,Tred,Ts,n) 

   Begin 

      
      Loop n times 

       Begin 

           //Green message sent by  to 

              V[i][j] = V[i][j]+1 

           //Green message received by 
              V[i][i] =V[i][i]+1 

           //Calculate minimum time stamp 

              Tmin = min (Tmin,Ts) 

  CUT C1: 
     //Messages exchanged at this point are the red messages 

    // Red message sent by  to 

     V[i][j] = V[i][j]+1 

    // Red message received by   
     V[i][i] = V[i][i]+1 
    //Calculate minimum time of red messages 

     Tred = min (Tred,Ts) 

    Forward token to appropriate LP  

  CUT C2: 

    //Wait until all messages are received  

    Wait until(  -V[i][i]) 

    Forward token to appropriate LP 

  Tnow= min(Tred,Tmin) 

END LOOP 

END ALGO   

B. A Detailed Overview of the Proposed Algorithm 

The Mattern’s algorithm uses N vectors of size N to maintain 

a track of the messages being exchanged among the LPs. It also 

uses an array of size N to maintain a log of number of messages 

a particular LP needs to receive. On the whole, it uses (N+1) 

vectors of size N. This increases the number of fetches to 

memory resulting in more processor idle time.  

In our proposed algorithm, we implement an N x N matrix to 
calculate the GVT whose flow can be explained as shown in

Fig.1. Firstly, the LPs exchange green messages (i.e., green 

messages represent those messages that are safe to process by 

LP). Whenever an  sends a green message to , the cell 

V[i][j] of the matrix gets updated as shown in Fig.2. On the 

other hand, if  receives a message, the cell V[i][i] of the 
matrix is updated. At this point, we also calculate the minimum 

of all the time stamps of the event messages. After a certain 

period of time, when the first cut point C1 is reached, the LPs 

start exchanging the red messages (i.e., the red messages 

represent those messages that are referred as the straggler or the 

transient  messages). These messages are handled as shown in 

the Fig. 3. 

When an  sends a red message to , the cell V[i][j] of 

the matrix is updated. On the other hand, if  receives a 
message, the cell v[i][i] of the matrix is updated. At this cut 

point, we also calculate the minimum timestamp of all the red 

messages and then the control is passed to the appropriate pair-
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wise LP. Next, at second cut point C2, the LPs have to wait 

until all the messages destined to them are being received and 

then calculate the current simulation time as the minimum of 

the minimum time stamps calculated for red and green 

messages. 

The control token is then forwarded to the appropriate pair-
wise LP. Since we are using the butterfly barrier, the entire 

process is repeated log2 N times. In other words, the condition 

for this algorithm is that the number of processes involved in 

the system should be a multiple of 2 (i.e., N= ). 
For the sake of a comprehensive explanation of the proposed 

algorithm, let us take an example of four LPs communicating 

with each other as shown in the Fig. 5. It can be seen in Fig. 5 

that the four LPs are exchanging messages with respect to the 

simulation time. Let us see how it modifies the cells of a matrix 

which are initialized to zero. From the Fig.5, let us understand 

how the cells are modified with respect to time. The first 

message is sent by to . As a result, the cell V[1][3] of the 
matrix is incremented and the message is immediately received 

by the  that will increment the cell V[3][3] of the matrix. In 
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Fig.1. A high level architecture of the proposed algorithm that shows 
the flow of data with the matrix and butterfly barrier  

LPi send msg to 

LPj

Increment

V[i][j]

LPj receives msg Increment 

V[i][i]

Calculate min. of 

TS

Fig. 2.  Handling green messages 

LPi send msg to 

LPj

LPi receives msg

Calculate min. of 

Tred

Forward token to 

pair-wise LP

Increment

V[i][j] 

Increment 

V[i][i]

Fig.3 Cut C1 handling Red messages that represent the 
transient or struggler messages 
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the second round, the next message is sent by to . 
Consequently, the cell V[1][4] of the matrix is incremented and 

since the message is immediately received by the , the cell 
V[4][4] of the matrix is incremented. The next message is sent 

by to  that will increment the cell V[3][4] of the matrix. 

However, before this message could be received by , the 

next message is sent by to . The result of this 
transmission would be an increment in the cell V[1][3] of the 

matrix. As time progresses, the receives the message that 
results an increment in the cell V[4][4] of the matrix and so on. 

Table I shows the message exchanges till point C1. Table II 
shows the message exchanges after C1 and before C2 and 

Table III shows the message exchanges after C2. 

   At point C2, the LP has to wait until it receives all the 

messages that are destined to be received by it. This can be 

done by using the condition that the  has to wait until the 
value of the cell V[i][i] of the matrix is equal to the sum of all 

the other cells of the column ‘i’. In other words, has to wait 

until V[i][i]=  -V[i][i]. As an example, if we 

take V1 from Table II, then at cut point C2, it has to wait until  

V[1][1]=V[2][1]+V[3][1]+V[4][1]. 

According to Table II, the value of V[1][1] is ‘1’ and the sum 

of other cells of first column is ‘2’. This implies that the  

has to wait until it receives the message which is destined 
to reach it. Once it receives the message, it increments V[1][1] 

and again verifies weather if it has to wait. If not, it then passes 

the control token to the next appropriate pair-wise LP.

Every time the process forwards the control token, it also 

updates the current simulation time and as a result, we do not 
require additional instructions as well as time to calculate the 

GVT. This eliminates the need of communicating the GVT 

time among the different LPs exchanging messages. This saves 
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Fig 4: Cut C2 handling green messages for synchronization 
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� Represents Cut points 

Green-font ���� green messages (safe events) 
Red-font ���� red messages (transient/struggler 

messages) 

Fig.5. Example of message exchanges between the four LPs. 
The C1 and C2 represent two cuts for green and red messages. 

TABLE I: MATRIX OF 4 LPS EXCHANGING GREEN MESSAGES

V1 V2 V3 V4

V1 1 0 2 1 

V2 1 0 0 0 

V3 0 0 1 1 

V4 0 0 1 2 

TABLE II: MATRIX OF 4 LPS AT CUT C1 

V1 V2 V3 V4

V1 1 0 2 1 

V2 2 1 0 0 

V3 0 1 3 1 

V4 0 0 1 2 

TABLE III: MATRIX OF 4 LPS AT CUT C2 

 V1 V2 V3 V4 

V1 2 0 2 1 

V2 2 2 0 0 

V3 0 1 3 1 

V4 0 1 1 2 
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time which in turns improves the GVT latency. This algorithm 

proves helpful in upgrading the system performance of the 

parallel and distributed systems.  

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present an algorithm that helps us to 

optimize the memory and processor utilization by using 
matrices instead of using N different vectors of size N in order 

to reduce the overall GVT latency. The improved GVT latency 

can play a vital role in upgrading the parallel/distributed 

system’s performance. In the future, it will be interesting to 

develop an algorithm to calculate GVT using the tree barriers.
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